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WELCOME AND OPENING ADDRESS 
Dr. Willem J. Kolkert 

Manager, TNO PML-Pulse Physics Laboratory 

Progress in Electromagnetic Launch Technology 

Studies of electromagnetic and related launch concepts and their weapon carriers were 
initiated in Europe in the early eighties. 
Since then both the scientific and technical progress achieved in this new defence 
research area and the dramatic change in political and strategic military circumstances 
have created new ways of thinking with respect to fighting land, air and sea battles. 
Increased requirements placed on amongst others system effectiveness, maintainability, 
operability, on multi-role usability and survivability have led to weapon system 
concepts were only one type of energy carrier is being used for performing the different 
functions, i.e. propulsion/traction, protection and fire power. This creates a distinct 
advantage for operations in vastly different and remote areas. What is meant here is the 
concept of an "All electric combat vehicle", an "All electric ship" and a "More electric 
fighter plane". 
This sketches the background of the prosperous growth of the European EML Society 
(EEMLS) which was founded at Delft in 1988 and which has been organising annual 
Topical Meetings and bi-annual European Symposia since then. 

On behalf of the Organising Committee of European Symposia on EML Technology, it 
is my pleasure, ladies and gentlemen, to welcome you here in the Hague, as attendees of 
the 6th European Symposium on EML Technology, which is hosted by TNO and 
organised under the auspices of the EEMLS. 

This symposium is the principal forum in 1997 for the exchange of information on 
electric energy launch technology amongst scientist, engineers, industrialists and users. 
Topics which are discussed include electrically driven launchers and weapons, 
hypervelocity projectiles, energy generation, storage, conditioning and pulse forming, 
numerical simulation, materials, diagnostics and weapon system studies. 
Representatives of more than eleven nations will present some 65 papers in oral and 
poster sessions. For the first time the Organising Committee installed a Paper Selection 
and Review Committee who did an excellent job in reviewing the selected technical 
papers which you may find in your personal proceedings. Their efforts are highly 
appreciated. 
Next to the general introductory theme, the symposium programme covers three themes, 
i.e. pulsed power supplies, accelerators and projectiles and systems, which are covered 
in sessions. They are organised to maximise the exchange of information and give 
attendees the opportunity to focus on the theme of their interest. Both the first and 
second symposium day are finalised with a panel discussion on the potential of the 
technologies presented under a theme. 



We are honoured to have Mr E.A. van Hoek, Director Scientific Research and 
Development of the Netherlands MoD, as our distinguished keynote speaker. Both Dr. 
Harry Fair, director of the IAT, Texas, USA and ICA C. Cannavo, DGA, French MoD 
are our invited speakers and will brief us respectivily on the status of the US programme 
on electric energy weapon technology and the trilateral French, German, Netherlands 
programme on electric energy gun technology. 

This year also highlights a decade of intensive and prosperous cooperation between the 
Netherlands and the USA concerning Electromagnetic Launch Technology. After 
establishing the Pulse Physics Laboratory at Delft in 1986, TNO in joint projects with 
BMDO and US Army ARDEC, has developed many new concepts and solved scientific 
and technical aspects of rail accelerators, armatures, fast discharge batteries and very 
high current semiconductor opening switches, successfully. 
This collaboration resulted in many articles and reports and in PhD and master degrees 
of students from technical universities and colleges, Royal Naval Academy and Royal 
Military Academy. 

Next to the United States, Europe has developed a substantial infrastructure and 
international network to elaborate EML technology. New initiatives concern the 
EUCLID-CEPA 16 programme on 'Electrical Energy Technology", the NATO long 
term scientific studies on "Pulsed Power Systems", "Mobile Electric Weapon Platform" 
and the still to start "All Electric Ship" study. In the Netherlands a 50M$ programme on 
"an all electric demo ship" has been formulated. Together with the US several 
international conferences on the subjects mentioned have been organised. 

Besides military applications (i.e. real time adaptable, higher muzzle velocity (2 to 4 
km/s) and/or longer range (5-80 km) weapons) the spectrum of potential applications of 
electric energy launch systems include aircraft and satellite launch, the acceleration of 
materials to very high velocities for equation of state or impact physics studies and 
cancer treatment. As the technology continues to mature, the envisioned applications are 
beginning to be actively pursued, and although much technical progress has been 
achieved, thresholds remain to be taken, particularly for the successful applications to 
light-weight weapon system. 

The understanding of the physics and chemistry of electrically driven plasma 
accelerators is growing while a valuable data set of parameters determining the complex 
interior ballistic cycle of electrothermal (chemical) gun concepts has been established. 
Present interest concerns large calibre applications for which new energetic working 
fluids are under investigation. They concern more phases, multi-component solids, 
slurries/gels and liquids. Physical modelling and numerical simulations focus these days 
on the phenomena occurring in the SPETC (Solid Propellant Electro Thermal Chemical) 
and in the ET gun concept. Next to an increase in muzzle velocity major advances have 
been achieved in modelling leading to a significantly improved control of the launch 
cycle and reduction of instabilities. 



Advanced repetitive 6.7 MJ electromagnetic launch system at TNO PML-Pulse Physics 
Laboratory 

As reflected in the papers presented at this symposium electromagnetic rail launchers 
continue to dominate as the type of launcher most frequently investigated. We have 
seen a dramatic change in the way armature performance has been perceived. The scene 
has changed from solely research on plasma armatures to research on promising fibre 
(brush) armatures these days. The potential of saboted, multi-segmented armatures of 
different materials and assembled in different geometry's is being explored at different 
institutes. The pioneering work and the excellent results obtained at the Pulse Physics 
Laboratory are well-known in this respect. In several research projects, large calibre 
armatures are being developed and evaluated at Mega-Ampere, Mega Joule scale. 
Rail accelerators constructed from composite and ceramic materials with weights and 
stiffness comparable to conventional gun barrels are now being used. Designs with an 
improved specific inductance have been manufactured. Physical models developed 
make it possible to analyse in 3D the mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic aspects 
of the acceleration process in a rail gun. Unfortunately, the full spectrum of physical 
processes in armatures which are in motion and at their interface with stationary rails 
cannot be modelled, yet. This delays progress in optimising arc-erosion-free rail guns 
for e.g. air defence gun weapon systems. 
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400 kA, series resonant counter pulse semiconductor opening switch 

Despite their intrinsic high efficiency electromagnetic coil guns continue to be pursued 
on a modest scale, as technological and engineering difficulties still have to be solved. 
The most significant challenge for the development and application of electric energy 
launch technology still is the availability of compact pulsed power supplies. Most 
promising these days are the compulsator and the fast discharge bipolar battery 
combined with an inductor/pulse transformer. 
Although progress has been achieved in increasing energy and power density of 
capacitors, flywheels and superconducting inductors, their weight and volume still 
exceed the requirements. The technical challenge is there and routes are being found to 
overcome difficulties as highlighted in papers concerning semiconductor switch 
technology, all-film storage capacitors, high pulsed current bipolar batteries, SMES and 
rotating machines. 

11 



lOOkJ, 250 kA bipolar battery based pulsed power supply 

Electric energy launch technology continues to proceed gradually and the many issues 
to be discussed and shared justify to have symposia like this. 
It is therefore highly appreciated that both TNO and the United States Air Force 
European Office of Research and Development support this event. 
I wish you some stimulating days where collaboration and mutual support can be 
established and were the social events strengthen our interactions. 
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Pulsed Power Supply Technologies for All electric vehicle Integration 

H.G. Wisken, TH.G.G. Weise 

TZN Forschungs- und Entwicklungszentrum Unterlaß GmbH 
Neuensothriether Str. 20, 29345 Unterlüß 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract— Pure electric gun 
technologies, i.e. railguns and 
electrothermal guns are investigated up to 
a progressed technical status. These types 
of guns require several ten megajoules of 
electrical energy for each shot in an anti- 
armour vehicle application. 

The existing gap of about one order of 
magnitude between existing and required 
status of the energy density of pulsed 
power supply systems for these electric 
gun applications is an ongoing technical 
challenge. A solution of this problem in 
the near term future cannot be identified. 

Nevertheless, the existing gap between 
the performance of conventional gun 
technologies and modern armour plating 
technologies require urgent measures to 
realize a significant performance increase 
of anti-armour barrel weapons. Due to 
their reduced electrical energy 
requirement Electrothermal Chemical 
Gun Technologies are of increasing 
interest for the realization of a near term 
performance upgrade of anti-armour as 
well as anti-air weapon systems. 

The paper gives an overview on various 
levels of ETC-Technologies. The electric 
energy requirements for these ETC levels 
are introduced and different pulsed power 
supply system concepts are presented and 
analysed. Some selected solutions are 
evaluated in detail and the design 
concepts based on existing component 
technologies are presented. 

I Introduction 

Until 1989 many investigations have 
been performed in Germany in order to 
identify the advantages of electrothermal 
guns [1,2]. In comparison to conventional 
guns it has been demonstrated 
successfully that with pure electrothermal 
guns (calibre 45 mm / calibre 105 mm) 
muzzle velocity can be increased up to 
2300-2400 m/s. The conducted pulse 
power systems for these experiments 
mostly needed a huge volume and have a 
"laboratory status" [1,3]. 

The next step for the long term future is 
the integration of electric gun systems 
into vehicles. Therefore, it is necessary to 
develop a combined system of a compact 
power supply in combination with an 
improved electric gun. It seems that new 
technologies of ETC-gun systems can 
meet these basic requirements. First 
demonstrations are performed with a 
compact 1/4 MJ Pulse Forming Network 
(PFN) for ETC guns [4]. These 
investigations demonstrate that today 
energy densities of 1.2 MJ/m3 for 
repetitive fired PFNs can be realized. 
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n Classification of ETC-Technology 

ETC-Technology can be separated in 
different ETC-mechanisms. Figure 1 
gives a schematic overview about a 
possible classification of ETC - 
Technologies in four categories due to 
their electric energy requirements. 
Depending on the used ETC mechanism 
the energy varies from 75 kJ to 5 MJ 
(Type A-D). In order to complete the 
classification the category of an 
electrothermal gun (Type E) is also 
shown. 

Type Measure Wo Vo 

A electrical 
Ignition 

B electrical 
controlled 
Ignition 

++ + 

C electrical Con- 
trol of Tempera- 
ture Coefficient 

++ + 

D electrical Com- 
bustion Control, 
H2 Generation 

++ ++ 

E electrical Con- 
version of inert 
Propellent 

++ +++ 

Table 1 Interior Balistic Influence 

Modification of Propellants 
and 

electrical Energy Consumption 

-t- 

0,1 1 10 100 

Electrical Energy [MJ] 

Figure 1: Classification of ETC- 
Technologies 

The method, function and advantage of 
each ETC-Gun Type (A to D) is 
presented and described in detail in [5]. 

Table 1 shows the expected major 
interior ballistic influence of different 
categories of ETC systems. 

The necessary stored electrical energy of 
ETC-Technology is directly related to the 
expected increase of muzzle energy Wo 
and muzzle velocity vo. Every ETC- 
category needs an adjusted pulse power 
supply system that additionally has to 
fulfill the requirements of system 
integration and operative boundary 
conditions. These boundary conditions 
influences directly the layout of the 
pulsed power supply. 

Ill Boundary conditions for an ETC- 
gun in an all electric vehicle 

The following boundary conditions were 
assumed for an 120 mm ETC-gun 
application in an all electric vehicle 
(AEV): 

Calibre of the ETC gun 120 mm 
Repetition Rate 5 s 
Number of shots in sequence   10 
Time between a sequence 1 min 
Charging Time for thePPS      3 s 
Maximum continuous power of 
the generator for ETC-gun 
application 500 kW 
(not for electrical wheel drive) 

Furthermore it is assumed that there are 
restrictions in volume and mass for the 
Pulsed Power Supplies (PPS). Integration 
conditions in an all electric vehicle allows 
only a few cubic metres of volume and a 
few tons of weight. 

These assumed boundary conditions can 
be modified in a wide range. The 
following layouts of the PPS are not 
totally completed in detail for system 
integration but the results are a good 
valuation. 

14 



TypeA 

GW-Leval 

Figure 2: Pulsed power supply technologies and requirements for ETC-Guns in all electric 
vehicles 

IV Pulse Power Supply Technologies 
for ETC-Technology 

Figure 2 shows the structure of different 
PPS technologies for ETC applications 
taking the boundary conditions under 
account. Every ETC-type (A to E) needs 
a specially adjusted power supply. It is 
assumed that new technologies can be 
used for pulse power systems. As 
reported in [6, 7] these new technologies 
are investgated, i.e. high power batteries 
or capacitors, flywheel generators, 
capacitive and inductive storages. 

The electrical energy is generated via a 
generator that is connected with the 
primary energy source, for example a 

diesel engine. The maximum power 
feeding continuously the PPS via 
generator was assumed to be 500 kW. 

Figure 2 shows 4 different structures of 
power supply systems. Structure 1 is 
directly connected with the generator via 
a charging device and a capacitive 
discharging system. The electric power 
of the generator is high enough to charge 
the capacitive discharge system between 
two shots in sequence. The structures 2, 
3 and 4 need an additional intermediate 
storage between generator and the 
capacitive or inductive discharge system. 
Such an additional storage provides the 
average electric power for the number of 
shots for one sequence. Depending on the 

Parameter TypeA Type B Type C Type D Type E 

Stored Energy 75 u 300 kJ 900 kJ 2,5 MJ 70 MJ 

Charging Power 25 KW 100 KW 300 kW 830 kW 23 MW 

Charging 
Technology 

Gen./Ctiarger Gen./Charger Gen./Charger Gen./FWG 

Gen./WB 

Gen./FWG 

Gen./HPB 

PPS-Technoloy Capacitor Capacitor Capacitor inductor Inductor 

Load Voltage 11 kV 22 kV 

Pulse width 5001» 2ms 4ms 5,5 ras 5 ms 

Pulseshape 
(Power) ■_ ■L kt A 

1 PPS-Modules 1 2+4 PFN 6 8              1            1 

Table 2: Basic requirements for different ETC-Categories (120 mm gun) 
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integration conditions (Mass and 
Volume) the intermediate storage can be 
realised with a flywheel generator or high 
power batteries. If the pulsed power 
supply of an ETC-type, for example type 
D or E, needs a very high energy (near 5 
MJ or more) superconducting energy 
supply can meet the requirements of 
system integration in future. 

The basic requirements of pulsed power 
supply systems and their pulse shapes for 
different 120 mm ETC-guns are shown in 
table 2. Basic studies lead to this data 
which are today under investgation. It is 
assumed that the load voltage is constant 
during the discharge time and has the half 
value of the charging voltage. 

ETC- type A needs a power supply with 
a stored energy of 75 kJ to generate a 
simple pulse shape with a duration of 500 
us in order to ignite the gun powder in an 
effective way to reduce the jitter of 
primary ignition. Therefore the power 
supply can be connected directly to the 
generator. 

ETC Type A 
pulse power supply circuit 

'XL 
C:     Capacitor 75 kJ, 22kV 
S:     High power switch 
L:      Inductance 
Figure 3: PPS for ETC Type A 

Figure 3 shows a simple capacitive 
discharge system that can generate pulse 
shapes for ETC- type A. It consists of a 
simple LC-circuit and a high power 
switch. 

pulseshape with a duration of 2 ms (table 
2). During the first 500 us the created 
pulse shape has the same form as ETC 
type A. After this time the electrical 
energy improves the burning rate and the 
generation of propellant gas. Therefore, 
an increased loading density can be used. 
The expected electrical stored energy for 
this application is 300 kJ for one shot. 
The average charging power is 100 kW. 
Therefore this discharge system can also 
be directly connected to the generator. 
The pulseshape of the electric discharge 
is more complex. It can be realized with a 
capacitive discharge system which is 
shown in figure 4. 

ETC Type B 

Pulse power supply circuit     s 

JWJ-» 
• 1 

- ', 
D  \. 

T 
[    - 

. 1 

,— 
- i 
,—, 

[ fl TI TI  « 

S: High power switch 
Six modules: 
C: Capacitor 50kJ, 22kV 
D: Crowbar Diode 22kV, 90 kA 
U Inductance 

Figure 4: PPS for ETC Type B 

The circuit consists of a pulse forming 
network, based on six capacitors and 
inductances. Such a network can be built 
up in a modular form. The power supply 
for ETC-type C needs a pulseshape that 
is controlled during the discharging 
process to control the temperature 
coefficient of the powder charge. The 
expected stored electric energy is 900 kJ 
for this application. This results in an 
average charging power of 300 kW that 
can be fed by the generator. The electrical 
circuit is shown in Figure 5. 

ETC-type  B  needs  a more  complex 
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ETC Type C 
Pulse power supply circuit 

-TTTTTTTTTTT 
Six modules 
C: Capacitor 150kJ, 22kV 
S: High Power Switch 
L: Inductance 
D: Crowbardiode 22kV, 90 kA 
Figure 5: PPS for ETC Type C 

It consists of a capacitive discharging 
system consisting of six equal modules. 
The modules can be discharged in a 
sequence. The goal is to generate an 
optimal electrical pulseshape for the 
production of propellant gases and to 
convert electrical energy for the ignition 
of chemical reactions. 

ETC Type D 
Pulse power supply circuit 

L:     Superconducting Inductance 312,5 kJ 
S:     Superconducting Opening Switch 
O"-     Decoupling Diode 

Figure 6: PPS for ETC Type D 

The power supply for ETC-type D works 
in the same way as ETC type C. In 
comparison to type C it is expected that 
type D needs a longer pulse duration of 
5,5 ms. Additional the stored energy is 
about 2,5 MJ that results in an average 
charging power of 830 kW. To meet the 
boundary requirements it is necessary to 
integrate an intermediate storage flywheel 
generator or a high power battery as 
shown in figure 2. 

Figure 6 shows the electrical circuit.The 
circuit consists of 8 equal 
superconducting    inductive    discharge 

circuits. Today this seems to be the 
solution for a power supply to meet in 
future the requirements of mass and 
volume. The pulseshape is generated by a 
controlled opening of each module with a 
superconducting opening switch. 
Superconducting technology for pulse 
power applications are investigated in a 
study by Magnet Motor [6]. 

ETC-type E is an electrothermal 120 mm 
gun that needs a power supply with a 
stored energy of 70 MJ. This results in an 
average charging power of 23 MW. That 
means an intermediate storage is 
necessary. The pulse shape requires a 
simple superconducting circuit which is 
shown in figure 7. 

ETC Type E 
pulse power supply circuit 

& 3. 8 

Superconducting inductance 70 MJ 
Superconducting Opening Switch 

Figure 7: PPS for ETC Type E 

L: 
S: 

These basic considerations for an ETC- 
pulse power technologie in combination 
with pulse power supply systems 
demonstrate that in future it is possible to 
integrate ETC-Technology in all electric 
vehicles. The success of the ongoing 
studies will decide which ETC- 
application has the best chance to be 
realized. 

V Conclusion 

This paper presents different 
combinations of ETC-gun types and then- 
required pulse power supply systems. In 
comparison to pure ET-gun ETC- 
technology needs a much smaller average 
electric power and electric energy. This 
reduces the mass and volume of the 
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pulsed power system. 

Different ETC-technologies with their 
power supply systems are discussed 
under assumed boundary conditions. 
These basic considerations show that the 
necessary energy for ETC-pulse power 
systems is distributed and depends on the 
used ETC-category. 
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Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Generators 

Ian R. McNab 
Institute for Advanced Technology, The University of Texas at Austin 

4030-2 W. Braker Lane, Suite 200, Austin, Texas 78759-5329 

Abstract—A brief overview of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator technology is given. The fundamen- 
tal physical principles are reviewed and the various generator geometries based on these principles are 
described. Reasons for interest in the technology are provided and the present status of development is dis- 
cussed. An outline of recent Russian experiments in which an MHD generator has been used to power high 
velocity small bore electric railgun is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The objectives for this paper are to describe the fundamentals of MHD power generation, to overview 
the present state of the art, and to discuss possible application to electric guns. 

II. FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS 

A fundamental experimental observation shows that a material of length (L) passing through a magnetic 
field (B) at a velocity («) generates a voltage (Vgen) given by: 

Vgen = BLu- <!> 

The generated voltage is independent of the conductivity of the material; i.e., this expression is equally 
true for a poor conductor as well as for a good conductor. However, the current (I) that flows into a circuit 
depends on the internal and external resistances (Rint and Rext) according to Ohm's law: 

I =      Vge"     . (2) 
Rint + Rext 

Defining a load factor, K, as: 

K = D   Rexi      , 0) 
Rint + Rext 

the voltage across the load resistance can be expressed as: 

VL = KuBL. (4) 

As Rint becomes high, K and / -* 0 even though Rext is finite. Also, VL -» 0, unless Rext is correspond- 
ingly high. This applies to the voltage measuring device, which should therefore have a very high 
impedance to measure the generated voltage if the material conductivity is low. 

For a useful generator, the voltage-generating material should be an electric conductor, such as a solid 
metal, liquid metal or ionized gas. If a liquid metal or ionized gas is used, it usually has to be constrained 
to flow through a duct or channel as it passes through a magnetic field. (Of course, this is not true in most 
natural and astrophysical interactions.) 

For a conductivity, ae, the current density in the channel between the electrodes is: 

J = GeuB(l-K), (5) 

and the electric field in the channel is: 

E = KuB. (6) 

Combining these gives the power density per unit volume for the MHD generator: 
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aeu
2B2K(l-K). (7) 

The power density is maximized when K = 0.5 (for Ge = 10 siemens/m, u = 1000 m/s, and B = 5 T) and 
is 62.5 MW/m3. Thus, for a 1 second pulse, the energy delivered from the MHD generator to the load 
would be 62.5 MJ per cubic meter of channel volume. 

A significant potential advantage of the MHD generator is that no moving parts are intrinsically 
required to produce electricity — except the fluid itself — which replaces the metallic conductors in a 
high speed conventional generator. Of course, in practice, some auxiliaries may be necessary. 

The basic MHD generator geometry is shown in Fig. 1 for a continuous electrode configuration. A 
single electrode at each of the top and bottom of the duct walls (an anode and a cathode) is used to extract 
the electrical energy from the gas and transfer it, via electrical leads, to the load. 

Induced Electric Field 
yxB  

Velocity V 

Magnetic Field g 

Fig. 1.   Basic MHD generator geometry [1]. 

Unfortunately, in most cases the presence of the Hall effect complicates this simple picture. The Hall 
effect arises when a magnetic field is present. The magnetic field modifies electron motion in the con- 
ducting gas or plasma as it flows through the duct. Instead of traveling in a straight line determined by the 
electric field gradient, the path of an electron becomes an interrupted arc motion ("cycloidal") at an angle 
to the applied magnetic field. The resulting effect is that the plasma conductivity can be described as a 
tensor quantity. That is, application of an electric field in one direction causes a current to flow in a dif- 
ferent direction. For a coordinate system aligned with the magnetic field, the angle between the electric 
field and current vectors is the Hall angle. 

In a simple static medium, Ohm's law describes the relationship between the scalar current density, j, 
and scalar electric field, E, as: 

j = °eE. (8) 

In a moving medium, Ohm's law becomes a vector relationship: 

( VP,. 
j = c E* = cj E +uxB + —- (9) 

where the u x B term reflects the transformation from the stationary to the moving frame and the last term 
includes an effect due to the electron pressure gradient. In a magnetic field Ohm's law is further modified 
as: 

Vp, 
j = G.E* = oelE+uxB + —-l-jxß.  , (10) 

where the Hall parameter for electrons is: 

ße = °eB/nee (11) 
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This generalized Ohm's law reflects the fact that, in the plane perpendicular to B, the current density (j) 
flows at the Hall angle 9 = tan"1 ße to E*. This gives rise to several generator geometries, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

A significant Hall effect causes the continuous electrode generator to be inefficient because the current 
is forced to flow at an angle relative to the electric field, which increases the internal resistance by a factor 

(1 + ße2)- 

®B 

->U 

^ 
->u 

tan-'yBe 

uxB 

(a) Continuous electrodes 

uxB 

(b) Segmented electrodes 

!xJ 

nxi XI XI 

TUTJTJXJTJ 
(c) Hall generator 

equi potential 

^ J 
equipotentiol 

(d) Diagonal generator 

Fig. 2. Current distributions between segmented electrodes, (a) In absence of Hall effect; (b) Hall effect present 
but no shorting; (c) with shorting between adjacent segments; and (d) with extreme shorting [1]. 

To overcome this, the electrode can be divided into many short segments, separated by insulators, each 
of which has its own load. This enables the Hall electric field to be established axially. This opposes the 
ion motion in the gas and, through collisional coupling, slows down the neutral gas. (Slowing down the 
gas enables its kinetic energy to be extracted so that electrical power can be generated.) Since the elec- 
trode is (usually) an equipotential surface, the current actually enters and leaves it at the Hall angle. For 
uniform conductivity and Hall effect, the current distribution for finite segmentation has been solved ana- 
lytically, as shown in Fig. 3. Current concentrations occur on edges of the electrodes. In extreme cases, the 
electric potential between adjacent pairs of electrodes can cause shorting to occur. 

* (c) 

Fig. 3. Current distribution between segmented electrodes, (a) In absence of Hall effect; (b) Hall effect present but no 
shorting; (c) with shorting between adjacent segments; and (d) with extreme shorting [2]. 

In most situations, the segmented electrode generator is considered inconvenient because of the mul- 
tiple loads, so that the diagonal or Hall generator geometry is chosen. For Hall parameters of one to five, 
the diagonal generator is preferred, although it has the disadvantage that the electrode "stagger" must be 
chosen to match one operating condition. Departure from this condition for any reason will cause the 
operating efficiency to decrease significantly. As the Hall parameter gets higher, the axially connected 
Hall generator becomes increasingly efficient. 
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Most gases are not good electrical conductors, except at very high temperatures. It is therefore gener- 
ally necessary to add an easily ionizable material to the gas to improve its conductivity. The materials 
usually chosen are alkali metals (Na, K, Cs) or their compounds, such as sulfates or carbonates. 

The conductivity produced by these materials can be found from: 

2 2 
nee n-e 

G = G +0: =  + , (12) 
m v mV- K    ' lueve-tot    mivi-tot 

where the two terms on the right-hand side of the equation represent the electronic and ionic contributions 
to the conductivity. In general, because of the much higher mass of ions, the second term can be neglected 
in most cases. In this equation, n is the number density of the species, e is the charge on the electron, m is 
the species mass and v is the collision frequency of the species with other particles present in the gas. 

The electron number density, ne, is obtained from Saha's equation, which assumes thermal equilibrium 
in the ionization process; for single ionization (only one electron removed from the outer shell of elec- 
trons) this is: 
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where Te is temperature, Vj is the ionization potential of the gas additive, h is Planck's constant and k is 
Boltzmann's constant. The collision frequency (ve.tot) is obtained from the collision cross-sections (Q) of 
the species present (some of which are not well-known): 
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The net result is that, in the mid-temperature range, the electrical conductivity of the working fluid is 

strongly dependent on temperature and somewhat dependent on pressure and the amount of the seeding 
fraction. 

Pure gas systems, based on noble gases with pure alkali metal seeding, have several potential advan- 
tages (including minimal erosion of the duct materials by chemical action compared with fossil-fuel 
burning systems) especially including an electron temperature that may be elevated compared with the gas 
(heavy particle) temperature. Since the degree of ionization in Saha's equation is determined by the elec- 
tron temperature, there is the possibility that the bulk gas temperature can be kept to an acceptable level 
(1500 to 2000 K) while the ionization level corresponds to a significantly higher temperature — perhaps 
> 3000 K. (Note that the concept of "temperature" implies a Maxwellian energy distribution while the 
electron density has to be sufficiently high for electron collisional processes to be the dominant loss 
mechanism.) 

The most practical and efficient method of producing non-equilibrium ionization is by Ohmic dissipa- 
tion (I R heating) within the plasma by the magnetically-induced internal current. The elevation of the 
electron temperature is determined from the balance of Ohmic dissipation with electron-neutral collisional 
energy dissipation: 

J_2 = '
3m< 

c 
Venne
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With some assumptions, this becomes: 
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for a flow velocity of 1000 m/s. A significant electron temperature elevation therefore requires ße > 1. 
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Unfortunately, it is found that these same conditions also give rise to fast-growing electrothermal insta- 
bilities, which cause current striations in the plasma structure in the channel and can substantially disrupt 
the energy extraction process. Hence, generators of this type seek to find an operating regime in which 
some benefit can be obtained from the electron temperature elevation and consequent enhanced ioniza- 
tion, without creating major instabilities. 

The primary measure of the efficiency of extracting a significant amount of energy from the gas into an 
external electrical load is that the ratio of the Lorentz force exerted electrically on the gas should be com- 
parable to the convective rate of change of momentum as the gas passes through the magnetic field. This is 
measured by the interaction parameter, S, which is the ratio of these quantities: 

r>2T 

S~1±IL~^ . (17) 
pu.vu       pu 

A significant interaction requires S > 1. As an example, for a kerosene-oxygen mixture with 0.75% 
potassium seeding at 3000 K and 3 atmospheres (p = 0.33 kg/m3), ce = 30 S/m, so for a velocity of 
1000 m/s, S = 0.1 B2L and a good interaction would be achieved with L = 4 m and B = 4T. 

Another useful parameter is the magnetic Reynolds number (Rm), which provides a measure of the 
magnetic field produced by the current developed in the generator compared with the externally applied 
magnetic field: 

Rm = ^0°euL- (18> 

For the above values, Rm = 0.15. Since Rm < 1, the self-induced magnetic field in this case is small and 
the external magnetic field completely diffuses through the MHD channel and is not convected along by 
the plasma. When Rm » 1, the applied magnetic field may be significantly distorted and it is necessary to 
modify the channel and electrode design to take this into account. 

III. MHD GENERATOR TYPES AND APPLICATIONS 

In most highly industrialized countries, large amounts of electricity (tens to hundreds of GW) are gen- 
erated and distributed. Even small increases in the efficiency of this process can have substantial economic 
returns and will reduce the quantity of raw fuel needed. Obtaining such efficiency increases has been an 
ongoing process for many years and was particularly emphasized during the "energy crisis" in the 1970's 
and 1980's. In most countries, baseload power generation is provided by coal-fired stations and achieving 
improvements in this area was one of the primary objectives for research on MHD in the US, UK, Russia, 
and France at that time. 

The concept was that a coal-fired combustor would be used to achieve high operating temperatures, 
with the aid of either oxygen-enriched or pre-heated air. Potassium salts would typically be added to pro- 
vide the desired electrical conductivity; recovery and recycling of this seeding material would be 
economically and technically necessary. After passing through the MHD generator section and extracting 
electrical energy, the outgoing gas would still be hot enough to be used to raise steam in conventional 
boilers, which would then feed conventional steam turbines. Thus, the MHD section could be thought of 
as a "topping cycle" that could add perhaps 15% increase in efficiency to a steam cycle with perhaps 35% 
thermal efficiency. If achievable, this would be a substantial benefit. Issues to be resolved are the increased 
cost of the extra MHD-related equipment, its lifetime and operational effectiveness. To a large extent, the 
justification for investing in this technology rests on the cost of raw fuel. Technical problems that were 
addressed focused on the generator channel and how to make electrode materials that would conduct elec- 
tricity for thousands of hours without maintenance under conditions where deposition of alkali-metal 
loaded coal slag occurred. With the passing of the energy "crisis" all of these efforts have now ended. 

At the same time as the above efforts were taking place, a smaller but comparable effort was being 
made on techniques for improving the efficiency of baseload nuclear power generation. Most nuclear reac- 
tors are designed only to operate at temperatures that are matched to the steam generating equipment, 
however, a few high temperature reactors have been built and operated. Examples are the Dragon reactor 
(UK), TFTR (Germany), and the General Atomics Peach Bottom reactor (US). In these systems, the inert 
gas helium is used as the reactor coolant and pyrolytic carbon or silicon nitride coated fissile particles are 
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the reactor fuel. Without an MHD generator, the advantage of a high operating temperature is that gas tur- 
bines could be used in place of steam turbines, thereby increasing the Carnot efficiency of the entire 
process. With MHD, as for the fossil fuel system, the MHD generator would operate as a topping cycle to 
the gas turbine plant to yield an even more efficient system. Because of the potential for fission by-product 
diffusion through the fuel coating (which would be undesirable in that it would contaminate the entire 
cooling circuit), the upper temperature for such reactors is much lower than for an air-preheated coal plant 
— perhaps 1800 K versus 3000 K. Cesium or potassium would therefore be used (and recovered and recy- 
cled) as the seed material. More importantly, the possibility for non-equilibrium conductivity would 
enhance the performance at moderate Hall parameters. 

Considerable research was devoted to this approach in the US, UK, Europe, Russia, and Japan in exper- 
iments with shock tubes, blowdown tunnels and closed loops using seeded helium and argon. However, all 
effort is now stopped, except for a small amount of research in Japan. So far as is known, there is no sig- 
nificant effort to develop a high temperature gas reactor at present. 

The inherent simplicity of the MHD generator concept (no moving parts) led to a number of efforts to 
build short pulse power generators (1 to 10 sees) for specialized applications, usually for the military. 
Avco-Everett built the large experimental Mark 5 system in 1965, as shown in Fig. 4. Using liquid fuels it 
was able to generate 30 MWe for a few seconds. The channel walls were originally made of wood and 
were self-protected by carbonization. The magnet was conventional air-cored copper design and was ini- 
tially fed from an external supply until sufficient power was developed by the generator, whereupon it was 
"boot-strapped" by feeding part of the output power back to the magnet. 

Fig. 4. Avco Mark 5 generator. 

In Russia, a series of transportable "Pamir" generators were built and used for geophysical prospecting, 
while in the US, STD Inc. built a hybrid (solid fuel-liquid oxidant) system that was mounted on the back 
of a trailer. This generated 5 to 10 MWe and was designed to be used by the USAF as a power source for 
lasers or microwave experiments [4]. This effort was terminated two years ago when the USAF made a 
decision to purchase a Pamir 3U generator for the USAF Phillips Laboratory in 1994. This generator, 
shown in Fig. 5, delivers 30 kA at 500 V (15 MWe) to a load for 10 sec. The total mass is about 18 tons 
and the total volume about 60 m . Eight commissioning shots were undertaken with this generator in Feb- 
ruary/March 1995 during initial tests at Edwards Air Force Base [5]. 

Fig. 5. Pamir-3U generator under test [5]. 
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A second class of short pulse generators has been studied for applications that require sub-second 
power pulses. The Hercules Corp. undertook work in the US with cesium picrate seeded explosives in the 
1960's and 1970's [6]. Typical pulse lengths were 100 |is and conductivities up to 10 S/m were obtained, 
leading to Rm ~ 1. LLNL and Artec Inc. developed explosively driven argon systems in the early 1980's. 
The conceptual configuration is shown in Fig. 6 [7]. These achieved gas temperatures, pressures and flow 
velocities so high (30,000 K, 10 kilobars and 27 km/s) that no seeding was necessary. GW and MJ pulses 
of 10 to 100 |is duration were achieved. Experiments using shaped charges and 155-mm howitzer barrels 
were also conducted in the UK [8]. An evaluation of these systems for ground-mobile weapon systems 
was undertaken for the Ballistic Missile Defense Office, Huntsville in 1984 [9]. The objective was to 
obtain 20 pulses per second of 10 to 12 us duration at 20 kV and 50 kJ for a directed energy device. It was 
found that the high Rm distorts the applied magnetic field and reduced the potential output. 

Steel Outer Tube 
Steel Pressure Tube 

Detonator 

Tube 

Aluminum End Cap 

MHD Channel 

Diaphragm 

1 Steel Flange 

Fig. 6. Artec plasma source [7]. 

Transformation of the output current and pulse stretching is necessary to match the output of fast 
devices like this to an electric gun, although the amount of stretching required may be less for an ETC 
igniter than for the railgun and other guns. 

In response to the concern about the relatively low conductivity of gases (compared with metallic con- 
ductors), some research was undertaken on MHD generators that used liquid metals as the conductor in 
closed-loop systems. The liquid metal choices are limited and NaK was often used. This has the advan- 
tages of a high electrical conductivity compared to plasma and an electrical conductivity that is 
independent of temperature. In principle, AC generators could be developed at near-room temperatures, 
which would be advantageous for utility power generation, since it would eliminate the inverters and rec- 
tifiers necessary for a conventional DC MHD system. With a liquid metal, it is necessary to provide some 
method of thermodynamically coupling to a heat source. A two-phase approach was used at JPL in which 
mixer and separator sections were used to combine and separate the liquid metal electrodynamic working 
fluid and the compressible thermodynamic gas or vapor working fluid. An alternative approach using two- 
phase NaK-N2 emulsions operating at high void fractions was studied by ANL. So far as is known, there is 
no ongoing work at present in this field. 

IV. APPLICATION TO ELECTRIC GUNS 

A US study concluded that a pulsed MHD generator was not well suited to a small EM gun [10] and, so 
far as is known, the only experiments undertaken recently in which an MHD generator has actually been 
used to power an electric gun have been at the "Soyuz" organization in Moscow, Russia [11]. The "Mus- 
tang" facility uses a solid propellant MHD generator and pulse transformer. The maximum MHD 
generator current that was fed into the primary transformer winding was 25 kA and the maximum current 
output from the transformer secondary into the gun was 1 MA. A small bore railgun was the load and pro- 
jectile muzzle velocities > 4 km/s were achieved with 9.5 MJ input. 

The Mustang arrangement is shown in Fig. 7 and its operation is as follows. Closing the oil hydraulic 
switch discharges the pre-charged capacitor bank and initiates a current of ~ 10 kA in the magnet and 
transformer primary. The primary acts as the inductive storage coil and is charged up by the MHD gener- 
ator. When the inductor is fully charged, the explosive switch 3M2 is closed to short the MHD generator 
out of the circuit. Explosive switches 3M3 and 3M4 then close the (previously open-circuited) pulsed 
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transformer secondary at the same time as the projectile is inserted into the launcher. The energy stored in 
the transformer primary is coupled into the secondary (at about 62% efficiency) to energize the railgun 
and launch the projectile. After the projectile leaves the railgun, explosive switches 3M5 and 3M6 short 
the launcher out of the circuit to prevent continued current flow into the launcher. Switch 3M7 shorts out 
the muzzle to prevent rail erosion after the projectile has been launched. 
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Fig. 7. Mustang set-up and operation [11]. 

V. SUMMARY 

At present, there is little interest in MHD technology for continuous utility power generation, whether 
coal-fired, nuclear or using liquid metal working fluids coupled to any heat source. Explosively driven 
generators have demonstrated very high power but operate at pulse lengths shorter than needed for most 
electric guns. In contrast, hybrid solid fuel-liquid oxidant powered systems can provide pulsed operation 
over a few seconds, but the low plasma electrical conductivities result in a high generator internal imped- 
ance and modest currents (tens of kA), so that high efficiency pulsed transformers are needed to couple 
effectively to large railguns. 

Light weight systems may be possible for ETC guns, where the energy demand is less than for the 
railgun and where the pulse length is shorter. For transportable systems, magnet technology will be an 
important weight driver and high temperature superconductors may help in the future, if high current con- 
ductors can be developed. 
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List of Symbols 

L = length 

B - magnetic field 

u = velocity 

Vgen = voltage 

/ = current 

Rjnt = internal resistance 

Rext = external resistance 

K = load factor 

oe = conductivity 

J = current density 

E = electric field 

P = power density per unit volume 

ße = Hall parameter 

Te = temperature 

Vj = ionization potential of gas additive 

h = Planck's constant 

k = Boltzmann's constant 

Q = collision cross-sections 

Ve_tot = collision frequency 

S = interaction parameter 

Rm = magnetic Reynolds number 
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SUMMARY 

Pulse discharge technology is being studied to achieve increased muzzle velocities in electric guns. Systems 
using rotating machines such as compulsators have been examined for generating, storing and shaping 
pulse energy. Discharge parameters exceed the capabilities of existing state of the art switches and, as a 
result switch modules constructed of series-parallel devices are necessary. In all systems being investigated 
large values of coulomb transfer are typical. High pressure spark gaps, silicon controlled rectifiers and 
triggered vacuum switches are capable of switching relatively large values of coulombs are considered to be 
the most promising candidates. For the silicon controlled rectifier the action rating (current squared times 
pulse width) is the most significant parameter and it can be used to derive peak current, pulse width and 
coulomb limits for a given device diameter. For spark gap and triggered vacuum switches, life and it's 
dependence on the accumulated total coulomb transfer is believed to be the dominant rating factors. 
Ratings and limitations of silicon controlled rectifiers, triggered vacuum switches and high pressure spark 
gaps are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pulse discharge technology is being studied as a way of achieving increased projectile muzzle velocity and 
energy for electric gun applications. Emphasis has been placed on using electromagnetic railgun launchers 
(EML) [1], [2]. Systems showing the most promise have been rotating machines such as the compulsator. 
However, for these generators the pulse power requirements generally exceed obtainable ratings of a single 
state of the art (SOTA) switch making it necessary to use multiple switch modules [3]. The consequence of 
this is that the number of active components is large and switch volumes may be unsatisfactory for some 
mobile applications. 

1. Switches for Electric Guns 

In electric gun pulser circuits the switch must meet peak voltage, peak current, action, charge, rate of rise of 
current, reverse blocking and recovery requirements that exceed some or all of the electrical ratings for a 
single device. For these applications silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) modules, high pressure spark gaps 
(SG) and triggered vacuum switches (TVS) are most often proposed as switches. Mercury ignitrons [4] 
were used in early feasibility studies but they are not considered suitable for use in mobile platforms of 
interest to the Army. Other well known switches such as Thyratrons, back-lighted thyratrons and pseudo- 
spark gaps have limited coulomb capability and they have not been considered. The orientation- 
independent ignitron [5] is somewhat comparable to the SG and TVS in electrical capabilities but it is in an 
emerging technology phase and is not considered a candidate for the near term. 

Because of the incompatibility of gun power requirements and individual switch performance use must be 
made of switch modules. Each module is composed of multiple series-parallel arrangements of components 
consisting of silicon controlled rectifiers, diodes, capacitors and resistors. Auxiliary circuits including 
voltage dividers, snubber circuits and gate drivers need to be developed. The number of components 
making up each module imposes demanding reliability limits as well as the potential need for redundancy 
and fusing. As a result the overall switch volume can be substantial and a major portion of the limited 
space available for a system has to be allocated to the switch. 

2. Pulse Power using Rotating Machines for Energy Storage 

EML system analysis indicates that the square wave load current pulse can be achieved by coupling the 
outputs of a multiphase generator. Both full wave and half wave rectification of 2 to 6 phase systems can 
produce nearly square wave current pulses. Constant current in the load results in less jerk and higher 
efficiencies and is thought to represent the optimum load pulse shape. Figure 1 shows typical line currents 
and their envelope for a 4 phase half wave generator. The sum of the line current gives the load current 
which has an approximate constant value. There are two drawbacks to this approach from the viewpoint of 
the switches. One is that, depending on the launch time and the repetition rate of the generator, several 
conduction periods for each line current can take place in each system firing. This determines the coulomb 
requirement per line. For an SCR switch it also establishes the resulting junction temperature due to 
dissipation. The rise in junction temperature has been shown to be a good indication of life in number of 
pulses [6], [7]. A second drawback to the multiphase system is that reverse voltage must be blocked to 
present reverse conduction. For launch times of interest rotating machines have a high rotational frequency 
resulting in dl/dt and dV/dt that are significantly higher than for 60 hertz applications. Meeting the reverse 
blocking requirement will be a major challenge for the TVS with its limited range of dl/dt and dV/dt for 
blocking. The high pressure spark gap has very limited reverse blocking capability, and this is true of most 
gas switches. The symmetric SCR has the best promise of meeting these requirements but volume 
consuming snubber circuits will be required. 
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Figure 1: Line currents and load current for a 4-phase half-wave source. 

TABLE 1 

SWITCH PARAMETER FOR HIGH ENERGY EML APPLICATIONS 

Parameter Range of Values 

Peak Current (megamperes) 
Peak Voltage (kilovolts) 
Pulse Width (milliseconds) 
Action (gigajoule/ohm) 
dl/dt (kiloamperes/microsecond) 
Charge (kilocoulombs) 

1 to 4 
5 to 20 
1 to 4 
5 to 10 
8 to 12 
2 to 3 

3. Pulse Power for EML Using Capacitive Circuits 

Capacitive energy storage was used in some of the early EML feasibility studies because of its convenience 
and availability. However, with 1.5 joules per gram energy density as the SOTA for film capacitors, the 
volume required to provide the megajoule energy is too large to be practical for some applications. 
Laboratory and fixed station installations such as the 52 megajoule ARDEC facility [8] use multiple pulse 
forming modules made up of energy storage capacitors, pulse shaping inductors and switches. The modules 
can be discharged in series or in parallel to obtain a desired load pulse. 
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4. Comparison of Switch Parameters 

Typical parameters that impact the design of a switch for high energy EML applications are listed in Table 
1. A single high pressure spark gap (SG) or a triggered vacuum switch (TVS) can meet the forward voltage 
hold-off requirements. However, silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR) must be connected in series. To meet 
peak current, charge, and dl/dt requirements parallel connection of all switch types is needed. Action limits 
are discussed in section 6 but again parallel devices will be needed. For reliability all device parameters 
must be well below failure limits. With the auxiliary circuits called for by the use of parallel and series 
connected devices, the design of a switch module will require significant effort for the high action high 
repetition multi-megajoule application foreseen for the future. 

5. Estimates for Limits 

The pacing parameter which must not be exceeded for the solid state device is the action rating. This rating 
represents a level at which the device has a high probability of permanent failure caused by fusing. Action 
in a switch is also a measure of the impact that occurs in a short interval of time due to a force associated 
with the high energy pulse. The force introduces stresses and strains in the switch and these stresses can 
induce micro cracks and fractures which can ultimately lead to device failure. Materials subject to self- 
induced (JxB) forces can become deformed and in practice rigid and massive mounting structures are 
employed to restrict the deformation. This is successful to some extent but it does not eliminate the 
possibility of exceeding the tensile strength of the internal structure and materials. If the value of the action 
exceeds the fusing limit of a solid state device then failure is catastrophic. As a result, it is usual to operate 
solid state switches at action levels well below their fusing limit. 

Action is given by the product of the square of the root mean current times the full width of the pulse for 
sinusoidal current wave shapes. Figure 2 shows action limits for a number of commercial phase controlled 
SCR's as a function of total cathode area. The action values were obtained from SPCO data sheets [9]. The 
data shown is for 4500 volt and 2200-2500 volt devices. The solid curve is a regression fit of data from 
several manufacturers. The data points plotted by the symbol + represent failure limits obtained at ARL's 
Pulse Power Center (PPC) using capacitor pulse forming networks with a pulse width (T) of 450 
microseconds at the half maximum points [10], [11], [12]. For the PPC tests the root mean square current 
was equal to the peak current. The agreement between the regression curve and the experimental values 
obtained at PPC supports the hypothesis that an empirical relationship for action as a function of area can 
be given by: 

Action = 6.2 x 103 x A175 amperes2 - sec. (1) 

where A is the total cathode area in cm2. The fusing limit for commercial SCR's for sinusoidal pulses is 
given by: 

Action = 0.5 I2^ x T (2) 

Relationships (1) and (2) can be used to predict peak current, charge transfer and action limits for solid 
state switches. 

For the high pressure air spark gap and the triggered vacuum switch life, expressed as a number of pulses 
and the ability to accomplish reverse voltage blocking are the pacing factors [13], [14]. For these devices 
the amount of electrode material sputtered during high current pulses is proportional to the accumulated 
charge transferred and is approximately equal to 10"5 milligram per coulomb [14], [15]. Widening of the 
gap spacing results in unreliable triggering action and failure to fire with the SG. 
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Figure 2: Action limits versus total cathode area. 

A similar life relationship occurs for the triggered vacuum switch [13] except the widening of the gap 
increases the probability of a pre-fire event. Since charge is given by the integral of the current pulse as a 
function of time the peak current limit for a given pulse width can be determined for both devices if the 
dependence of life on charge is known. Although action and life (number of pulses) can be used to establish 
current, charge and pulse width limits, other rating factors such as dl/dt and dV/dt and reverse blocking 
must also be considered. 

Reverse blocking is the peak voltage that can be applied across the device in reverse direction immediately 
after it has conducted high current in the forward direction without breakdown occurring. Reverse voltage 
blocking is a critical parameter when using rotating machines having multiphases. 

An SCR can be made symmetrical and block voltage in both directions by using a thicker silicon wafer 
which results in higher on state voltage drop and higher thermal resistance. The SCR reverse blocking 
capability is dependent on the dl/dt and dV/dt of the inverse waveform. The maximum reverse dV/dt for 
SCR is approximately 50 volts/nsec. For values exceeding this snubbers must be used to reduce the dV/dt of 
each switch to a safe level. The need for snubber and balancing techniques impacts the individual switch 
volume and in some instances may result in excessive overall switch volume for some system applications. 
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The TVS is capable of reverse blocking under some dl/dt and dV/dt conditions [13]. The ability to 
withstand application of reverse voltage immediately after forward conduction is not usually obtainable with 
high current gas closing switches and high pressure spark gaps have a limited capability in this regard. 

A comparison of SCR, SG and TVS capabilities are summarized in Table 2. Comparison of the limits 
shown in Table 2 with the switch parameters required for EML applications (Table 1) illustrates the 
magnitude of multiple devices required to meet objectives. 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF SWITCH CAPABILITIES 

SCR SG TVS 

SOTA   LIMIT     SOTA   LIMIT        SOTA     LIMIT 

Action MA2 sec 15 40 50 500 10 150 

Peak Voltage (kV) 4 10 >100 >100 100 None 

Peak Current (kA) 150 250 300 1000 125 500 

Charge Coulombs (C) 125 210 200 700 100 425 

Voltage Drop (V) 10 10 50-200 50-200 100-200 100-200 

6. Emerging Technology 

Meeting future switching requirements for multi-megajoule repetitive operation will depend strongly on 
emerging technology and thermal management. The SCR is a mature technology; however, a number of 
recent developments would result in a significant reduction in the size and weight of the switching package 
for electric gun application. Increasing the diameter from 100mm to 125mm will result in a 50% increase 
of peak current and charge. Currently 125mm devices are being evaluated at PPC [12]. 

The SOTA SCR design is based on pressure contact between the silicon semiconductor and the metal 
contacts. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed an all-silicon bonded package that 
results in a 60 percent reduction in the size and weight of the SCR. The thermal resistance of the silicon 
package was measured to be 50 percent less than the conventional SCR package. This would result in 
reduced thermal management system weight, volume; and it would improve life and reliability. The 
Mitsubishi Company of Japan recently announced the availability of ultra high power Light Triggered 
Thyristors. These devices utilize 150mm diameter wafers and are rated for a maximum voltage of 8 kV. 
They should be capable of greater than 400 kA of peak current. The light trigger feature will make it much 
easier to fabricate series and parallel switch packages. 

Some improvement in spark gap switches might be possible if development studies were conducted. 
Employment of graphite electrodes offers some advantages for reduced evaporation. Re-entrant electrode 
designs and metal wall envelopes are currently used in several of the SOTA devices resulting in improved 
life. These designs could be further optimized. SG's exhibit a loss of reliability at high coulomb transfers 
due to surface eruptions and distortions causing field enhancement sites. Achievement of multiple cathode 
arc spots could improve life. Some potential exists for developing improved triggering systems. The need 
for purging and gas replenishment ultimately will limit repetition rate capabilities. 
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The use of silicon carbide as the semiconductor material for high power switches has great promise. The 
high breakdown voltage and operating temperature in comparison with silicon can result in an order of 
magnitude improvement in current density and peak operating voltage. The high thermal conductivity 
reduces the thermal management system. The silicon carbide power switch is in a very early stage of 
development [16]. The major challenge is the production of large area material that is defect-free. Present 
prototype devices area are limited to areas less than 1 square millimeter. The material problem must be 
solved before fabrication problems such as ohmic contacts and damage free etching can be completely 
solved. 

TVS technology is based on work done in the USA. Recently the device has been further developed with 
emphasis on high peak current-high coulomb applications. In its present stage of development the TVS is 
competitive with solid state switches with respect to peak current capability and it is superior to solid state 
devices in coulomb transfer capability. A single device can meet the high voltage requirement for electric 
gun modulators. Switch closure is usually initiated by applying a pulse voltage between a trigger electrode 
and the negative electrode. The trigger pin or electrode is prone to being shorted by sputtered debris. No 
other auxiliary or housekeeping facilities are required. For limited peak currents the TVS exhibits reverse 
voltage blocking capability. The limiting parameters on reverse blocking are both dV/dt and dl/dt and there 
are acceptable and unacceptable ranges of both. To obtain the reverse blocking capability it is necessary to 
avoid anode spots. By operating in the diffuse mode anode temperatures can be maintained below the onset 
temperature for the formation of an anode spot to some degree. The range can be extended somewhat by the 
use of a saturable reactor. 

CONCLUSION 

The development of large diameter SCR's will reduce the switch volume requirements. However, the need 
for series connected devices to meet the voltage levels still results in large numbers of devices and 
auxiliaries. The SCR most nearly meets the reverse blocking requirement. High pressure spark gaps are 
not considered viable for future repetitive applications because of the need for volume purging and gas 
replenishment between pulses. The TVS holds the most promise of meeting the volume constraint and 
current development may improve its peak current and blocking capabilities. 
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ALL FILM ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITORS. 

Michel BRAMOULLE 

21850 Saint-Apollinaire  -  FRANCE. 

SUMMARY. 

This paper describes the evolution of the large energy storage capacitors, from all paper 
to all film design. Starting by a description of the technologies used in the 80's, it exposes 
the new objectives required by the new projects. The design of the all film technology is 
analysed, based on the d.c filter experience. The transfer of this knowledge to the energy 
storage application explains the capacity of improvement still remaining for this 
technology. Finally, examples and tests results show that these products are perfectly 
safe, with a high level of performance in term of energy density and unit energy. 

1 - INTRODUCTION. 

The evolution of the large energy storage capacitors has been very slow all over the 
thirty last years. The market was reduced, compared to thus of the power factor 
correction ; therefore, the manufacturers of dielectrics were not very disposed to 
develop new materials to improve their performances 
As a matter of fact, the technology of these capacitors has been based on known 
technologies for d.c. filtering adapted to the specifications of the energy storage 
requirements. 
Even now, this rule is followed : the new design is a knock-on effect of all the 
improvements performed, for 6 years, on the d.c. filter capacitors used in the 
converter applications. 
In the meantime, new requirements have appeared, mainly in term of safety and 
specific energy, becoming necessary due to the increase of the capacitors bank 
energy, and the energy per unit. 
The all film capacitors are now able to work at a high level of specific energy under 
totally safe conditions. 
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2 - SITUATION IN THE 80's. 

The design of the energy storage capacitors was based on 2 main factors : 

- Dielectrics 

Usually the dielectrics were paper layers wound with the electrodes : the number of 
the layers were typically 4 to 5 according to the optimal values of breakdown of the 
whole insulation (see fig 1). 
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0-   
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Fig 1. Breakdown vs. dry paper thickness 

90 100 

Due to this optimum, the voltage of the capacitor was a multiple of about lOkV. 
The quality of the paper has been improved in two directions : increase of the density 
from 1.1 to 1.35, and also reduction of the weak points inside each layer. 
The castor oil gave excellent results as an impregnate, because of the particular 
chemical links between it and the cellulose. 
In parallel with this all paper dielectric, some other types of insulation were used, 
based on a mix between film (polyester or polypropylen) and paper, acting as a 
impregnating layer, in addition to its insulating properties. 

- Electrodes 

Plain aluminium were wound, either with tabs, or extended foils to collect the 
current. 
Thickness of aluminium was depending on the current crossing and typically 
comprised between 5 and 20 microns 

The final result was characterised as following : 

- Good homogeneity of the dielectric. 
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- Limitation of the stress due to the electrode edges. 
- Optimisation of the voltage near lOkV (in the all paper design). 
- Breakdown leading to explosion when the dielectric failed. 
- Specific density limited to 550 J/l. 

This situation was blocked, even if some investigations were carried out to find new 
films (ex: PVdF). 
A major improvement was introduced when using a metallization on a layer of paper 
or of film. In both cases, the self healing process led to a significant gas emission, 
during the local breakdown; the capacitor can was bulging significantly. 

3 - NEW OBJECTIVES. 

At the end of the 80's a new situation appears characterized by : 

3.1. New projects. 

* The electrical launchers (rail, plasma and induction systems) need large energy 
bank (10 to 50 Megajoules) 
* Simulation  equipment based  on  huge  lasers using  some  hundreds  of 
megajoules. 

3.2. New requirements. 

In the large projects mentioned above, unit energy per can becomes larger and 
larger, reaching today lOOkJ. 
In case of uncontrolled short circuit, inside the can, the explosion is practically 
garanteed. Such a situation is not admissible at all. 
For this reason, the safety is considered as a major criterium in the design of the 
capacitor. 
Consequently, it is asked the capacitor to have a "smooth" evolution all along its 
lifetime which is ended, not by an explosion, but by a moderate change in the 
capacitance value. 
In addition, size and prices of the whole energy banks must be reduced through 
an increase of the specific energy. 
This new approach is expressed through following general  specifications 
concerning this product: 

Energy: 50tol00kJ 
Voltage : 20 to 30kV 
Reversal: 10% normal working. 

65% to 90% (faulty conditions) 
Lifetime* : 10 000 shots 
Specific energy : 600 to 1000 J/liter 
No explosion at the end of life. 

* Lifetime obtained when the drop of the capacitance reaches 5%. 
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4 - FUNDATION OF A NEW D.C. CAPACITOR. 

In 1989, started in TPC, a study on the d.c. filter capacitors which were previously 
based on a metallized paper design. For the reasons described above, the capacity of 
improvement of this technology was considered as very low. 
For the new projects concerning the rolling stock, this situation was far to be 
satisfactory; lighter and more safe products were required. 
In 1990 the first capacitor with a new concept appeared, based on a combination of 

- polypropylen film. 
- segmented metallization. 
- liquid impregnant. 

Over the 6 following years, the size and the weight of these capacitors have been 
strongly reduced, with a factor 4. 
This was made possible by the wide capacity of evolution of the combination. 
The main properties of this capacitor are : 

- the safety : no remaining short circuit; only a drop of capacitance due 
to a fuse effect of the gates located on the metallization. At the end of life, the 
capacitance has lost 2% (typical value), without any swelling of the can. 
Even, in case of working conditions exceeding in a large scale those of the 
specifications, the breakdown of film is always controlled by the fuses. Fig 2 shows a 
test result obtained when energizing a 20 liters capacitor at 1.8 times its nominal 
voltage ; at the end of the test, capacitance has disappeared and the swelling of the 
can is limited to an acceptable width. 

- the weigth : the density of the dielectric drops from 1.3 (paper) to 0.9 
(polypropylene) and consequently, the density of the capacitor, from 1.65 to 1.25. 

Swelling / face 
20 

hours 
9000 

-100 
Loss of capacitance Fig 2. Ageing test 
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5 - TRANSFER TO ENERGY STORAGE. 

This study is carried out with the support of the French Commissariat ä l*Energie 
Atomique, for the Megajoule Project. 

5.1. Dielectric stress. 

The first objective is to reenforce the safety properties of the d.c. filter capacitors. 
This is made possible by increasing the speed of interruption of the faulty current in 
the dielectric breakdown, during the self healing process. In addition, in order to 
reduce the inrush current itself in the failed point, the segmentation system is 
maintained, using different calibration of the fuse, and a modified resistivity of the 
metallization. 
In these conditions, when only a weak point occurs, the self healing process is 
sufficient to restore the dielectric properties of the film ; if more than one puncture 
occurs in the same area, increasing the interruption time, and consequently, the level 
of the inrush current, the fuse works. 
In the first situation, only a few cm2 are cancelled, in the second one, some 10s cm2. 
Compared to the metallized surface of a capacitor, these surfaces can be considered 
as negligible. 
The two combined protection processes allow to increase the stress applied on the 
polypropylen film. 

This stress is limited by the reversal of the voltage. Fig. 3 shows the derating obtained 
when testing the capacitors between 10 and 90% reversal, using steps of growing 
stress, on the base of 1000 shots per step. 

Fig 3. Capacitance drop vs 1000 shots/step 
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5.2. Current 

With these large capacitors, using metallized film, the discharge current could lead to 
agitation of the performances ; compared to the d.c. filter, the A (I: peak current 
- t • first pulse width) becomes important. In this situation, we also follow the 
knowledge on the filtering capacitors ; resistivity of the metallization reenforced 
edges, and dimensions of the fuses are calculated to withstand the full short circuit 

for a reduced number of shots. 

5.3 - Results. 

The all film technology is applied to an industrial size capacitor with 

Energy: 
Voltage: 
Lifetime* : 
Reversal: 

Peak current: 
Dimensions 

Terminals : 
Volume: 
Specific energy: 
Weight: 

lOOkJ 
24kV 
10 000 shots. 
10% 
with 25 shots at 70% 
42kA  (72kA under faulty conditions) 
Length: 510mm 
Width: 332mm 
Height: 853mm 
2 ouputs - flat design. 
144 liter 
-700 joules/liters. 
~ 130kg (Density : 1.1 lkg/1) 

* Lifetime reached when capacitance looses 5%. 

After 10 000 shots, the capacitance looses 1.8% and after 20 000 shots, 2.5%. 

CONCLUSION. 

The all film design for energy storage capacitors has to be placed in the normal 
evolution of the dielectrics ; the paper layers have completely disappeared in the 
power factor correction and the d.c. filter capacitors ; it was still remaining in the 

discharge capacitors. 
Now, this last use disappears. 
According to the weight and volume reductions obtained, for 5 years, on the d.c. 
filter capacitors, with the same basic design, it is expected, also on the energy storage 
capacitors, a similar evolution and the last results obtained on the lOOkJ units show 
that the 1000 joules/liter level, already reached on small units, will be obtained on the 

large capacitors in 1997. 
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Low Weight and Size Pulse Forming Unit, Switched by a Novel High 
Current Rate SCR 

E. Spahn, G. Buderer 
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5, rue du General Cassagnou, F-68301 SAINT-LOUIS CEDEX, France 

E. Ramezani 

ABB Semiconductors AG 
Fabrikstr. 3, CH-5600 Lenzburg/Switzerland 

Abstract- The 50 kJ pulse forming units (PFU) for the 10 MJ ISL-facility PEGASUS, switched by SCR's, are 
equipped with 30 uH inductors in order to decouple the units inductively for security reasons and to limit the 
maximum current to 60 kA. This limitation is obliged by the application of thyristors with an admissible 
maximum current of 90 kA. 
Due to novel SCR's [1], developed by ABB Semiconductors and ISL, with a maximum current of more than 120 
kA and a current rate dl/dt higher than 5 kA/us it is feasible to design and build a 50 kJ-PFU without the above 
mentioned inductor. So weight, size and costs of the 50 kJ-module will decrease drastically. Furthermore the 
output current pulse is shorter. So more flexibility is possible for total current pulses, shaped by several units 
triggered with different time delays. Besides this the railgun current after shoot-out is considerably reduced. 
The novel PFU with its electrical properties due to a railgun application will be presented in the paper. 

1. Introduction 

At the ISL pulse forming units (PFU) have been developed as power supplies for elctromagnetic guns [1]. One 
PFU consists of a capacitor with an energy of 50 kJ, a thyristor (CSF 672-11000) as main switch, a 
semiconducting diode (DSA 1508-12000) as crowbar switch, a pulse shaping inductor (L = 28 uH) and a coaxial 
cable, which connects the PFU to the load (see Fig. 1). The applied semiconducting devices have a blocking 
voltage of 11 kV (thyristor) and 12 kV (semiconducting diode) respectively[2, 3]. These devices were developed 
at ISL and subsequently industrialized by ABB Semiconductors AG/Switzerland. 
The primary circuit of the PFU, being composed of capacitor, SCR and crowbar diode, is set up with a very low 
stray inductance (L < 100 nH) in order to minimise the losses and the parasitic voltage occurring, when the SCR 
is switched off by the crowbar diode [2]. This immense low stray inductance could be realized by arranging the 
reverse conductor cylindrically around the semiconducting switches (see Fig. 2). 
For the 10 MJ-facility PEGASUS a pulse forming network (PFN) of 200 50 kJ-modules will be built up and 
operated at a voltage of 10.75 kV. First tests showed that the PFN works with a high reliability. 
One of the main works to be done on electric guns concerns the reduction of size and weight of the PFhTs in 
order to install electric guns on vehicles (e. g. tanks). Therefore considerations were made to decrease size and 
weight of the above described 50 kJ-PFlTs. 
One step is to downsize volume and mass of the capacitors by enhancing the energy density. This will be done by 
the appropriate manufacturers and developments are going on. Size and mass of the semiconducting Si-based 
switches are already optimised [3]. So we focus on the pulse shaping inductor. 
The inductance requires about 20 % of size and weight of the whole PFU. The inductor (L = 30 uH) fulfils two 

tasks within the PFU. 
1. Entire electrical decoupling of the modules within a larger PFN. 
2. Limitation of the maximum current to 50 kA and of the maximum current rate (dl/dt) to 350 A/us. 
These limitations are essential in order to not exceed the current and current rate capabilities of the applied 
SCrs [3]. 
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Fig. 1: Electrical circuit of a 50 kJ-PFU. 

Fig. 2: Set-up of a 50 kJ- 
PFU. 

If there were a SCR available with a current capability of more than 100 kA and an admissible current rate of 
several kA/us, it would be possible to decrease the inductance of the 50 kJ-PFU. That means the inductor could 
be reduced or totally renounced of. So volume, mass and costs of the PFU could be diminished drastically. 
In co-operation, ABB Semiconductors and the ISL developed a novel high current rate SCR [4], which can meet 
the requirements of a main switch of a 50 kJ-PFU with a strongly decreased inductance. 
In the first part of the paper this special device and its electric properties will be sketched out. 
In the second part a 50 kJ-module applied with such a device will be presented and the occurring difficulties 
concerning above all the operation of such PFlPs within a larger PFN will be discussed. 

2. Novel high current rate SCR 

An ideal semiconductor device qualified for handling high voltages and currents as a closing switch is the 
asymmetric thyristor (ASCR). In order to enable a fast turn-on capability (in the nanosecond range) the cathode 
and gate regions are highly interdigitated as known from a GTO-device. This leads to a quasi-axial turn-on 
process, similar to that of a diode turn-on. A further turn-on optimisation at a given blocking voltage is obtained 
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by the application of a buffer-layer structure with an appropriately optimised doping profile. Then the silicon 
wafer can be designed with a substantially smaller thickness resulting in better turn-on capabilities. This is of 
particular significance at blocking voltages above about 4 kV and helps to reduce the number of series-connected 
devices in high voltage (several ten kV) switching applications. 
Since the interdigitated silicon wafer has an extremely large gate peripherie a gate current with a high current rate 
and a high peak value is required in order to minimise the turn-on time and the turn-on switching losses. In order 
to operate the trigger circuit at a voltage in the order of a few ten volts the device has a specially designed gate 
configuration with a very low gate inductance (few nH). This was realized by placing a ring-shaped gate contact 
around the circular ceramic insulator near the cathode plane (see Fig. 3). In this way, and by utilizing a large-area 
parallel current path to gate and cathode, both the stray inductance and the gate cathode resistance could be 
decreased in a manner that gate current rates of one kA/us and current peak values of more than one kA could be 
achieved with a power supply voltage of the trigger circuit in the range of 20 to 30 V. 

Fig. 3: Novel high- 
current SCR with gate 
unit. 
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Fig. 4: Diagram of the gate circuit. 

In Fig. 4 the trigger circuit is represented schematically. As mentioned above the voltage VI for operating the 
gate unit is about 30 V. SI represents a parallel connection of 10 n-channel MOSFETs in order to achieve an on- 
resistance below 5 m£2. Between gate and cathode a small inductance LI of about 5 uH is positioned. So gate 
and cathode are short circuited before the device is ignited. This is required to guarantee a safe blocking 
behaviour. Because the inductance of LI is much higher than the gate-cathode inductance the gate current is 
nearly not influenced. 
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A typical gate pulse is shown in Fig. 5. Due to the very low stray inductance between gate and cathode the gate 
current rises up to a peak value of more than 1 kA. The initial current rise rate is in the order of a few hundred 
A/us. The current pulse was measured with a thyristor current between anode and cathode of 30 kA with the help 
of a small Rogowski coil, which was positioned around the gate lead (see Fig. 3). When there is a thyristor (load) 
current the gate current is even higher. 

Fig. 5: Typical gate current pulse as a function of time. 

The laboratory circuit, which was applied to investigate the switching behaviour of the novel SCR is shown in 
Fig. 6. It consists of a capacitor bank with a variable capacitance, a free-wheeling or crowbar diode for protecting 
the SCR against reversal voltages, the SCR with its associated gate circuit and an inductor, whose inductance is 

also variable. 

Gate-Unit 

SCR 
R 

c = L Diode 

L 

Fig. 6: Test circuit for the investigation of the switching behaviour of the novel SCR. 

By selecting appropriate values for the inductance and the capacitance the thyristor was investigated concerning 
its turn-on behaviour. The destination was to determine the limit for the current peak value and the current rate 
dl/dt. 
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Fig. 7: Turn-on behaviour of the thyristor. 

In Fig. 7 the turn-on behaviour of the device is shown by representing the thyristor current and voltage. 
The current rises up to a value of 140 kA within a time of about 30 us. It has to be pointed out that this value 
does not represent the limit for the peak current, but with our test circuit no higher current values could be 
achieved, because, since we did not use a serial configuration of several devices during the test period, the 
operating voltage was limited to the maximum blocking voltage of one device (4.5 kV). The initial current rate 
was about 7.5 kA/us and the maximal admissible action integral (Jl2 dt) was determined to be not higher than 
1.2*106 A2s for single pulse applications. 
The turn-on voltage, dropping down to a few volts within about 100 ns after the device has been triggered, shows 
that the turn-on losses are negligibly small and the turn-on resistance of the device is less than 1 mQ. 
So, concerning the turn-on behaviour the novel SCR seems to be qualified as main switch for a 50 kJ-PFU with a 
reduced inductance. Nethertheless it has to be investigated how a serial configuration of several SCITs allowing 
an operating voltage of 10 kV works and how the devices behave, when they are switched off by a crowbar 
diode. Therefore a 50 kJ-module with reduced inductance was built up. 

3. 50 kJ-PFU, equipped with the novel SCR 

A 50-kJ module comparable to the one represented in Fig. 2 was set up by applying the novel SCR as main 
switch. In order to reduce size, weight and costs of the PFU the inductance of the module was diminished by 
leaving out the 28 uH inductor. A pulse shaping inductance of about 4 uH was adjusted by the arrangement of 
the capacitor and the semiconducting switches (L = 0.8 uH) and a coaxial cable with a length of 12 m (L = 3.2 
uH). For test purposes this cable also represents the load and therefore it is short-circuited at the end (R = 8.5 
mO). So the new PFU consists of the following elements: 

• 50 kJ-capacitor 
• novel SCR (see above) as main switch 
• semiconducting diode (DSA 1508-12000) as crowbar switch 
• coaxial cable as connector to the load 
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In order to operate the PFU at a voltage of 10 kV it is necessary to configure three thyristors (VDRM = 4.5 kV) in 
series. 
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Fig. 8: Total current of the high and low inductance PFU's as a function of time. 

In Fig. 8 the calculated total currents of the old (PFUl; L = 30 uH) and the new (PFU2; L = 4 uH) 50 kJ pulse 
forming units are represented as a function of time. The current pulse yielded by PFU2 is much shorter. The 
current rise time is about 90 us in comparison to 250 us of PFUl. The current maximum is with a value of about 
120 kA nearly three times higher than that of PFUl. The initial current rate dl/dt is 2.5 kA/us and the action 
integral (Jl2 dt)determined from the thyristor current is in the order of 1*106 A2s. So the maximum current, the 
current rise rate and the action integral are below the admissible values of the novel SCR (see section 2). 
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Fig. 9: Temporal behaviour of thyristor current and voltage. 
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The current behaviour of the novel SCR, when operated as main switch in PFU2, is shown in Fig. 9. In order to 
avoid the risk of damaging the device the investigations were made at an operating voltage of 1 kV. When the 
crowbar diode takes the thyristor current shortly after the current maximum is achieved, the thyristor current 
drops down rapidly and becomes negative. The fact that the current also flows in blocking direction of the SCR 
means that the charge carrier density is not going to zero, when the forward current passes zero. The reason is 
that the charge carrier lifetime is high in order to enhance the device conductivity. Nethertheless the charge 
carrier density decreases. This results in a thyristor voltage, which also becomes negative and is in the order of - 
100 V. That means that the energy dissipated into the thyristor during turn-off achieves a critical value even with 
a maximum forward current of only 12 kA. So the conclusion can be drawn that the thyristor will be damaged, 
when the forward current and in consequence also the negative current during thyristor turn-off are further 
enhanced. In order to protect the SCR measurements have to be taken. 
There exist several kinds of snubber circuits for protecting the thyristor in the turn-off phase (e. g.^RC-circuit, 
antiparallel diode, serial diode) [5]. In order to enable a compact set-up and because the negative voltage 
occurring during thyristor turn-off is relatively low [2] (V < 500 V) due to the very small stray inductance in the 
thyristor circuit we decided to install the snubber circuit with the serial diode. 
A P-Spice simulation of the thyristor current when using a serial diode is represented in Fig. 10 (operating 
voltage: 10 kV). During turn-off the negative current is limited to less than 10 kA and is dropping back to zero 
within a time period in the order of one microsecond. So the energy dissipated at the SCR during turn-off is low 
and the device will not be damaged even with a forward current maximum of more than 120 kA (see Fig. 10). 
That means a snubber circuit consisting of a serial diode is sufficient to protect the SCR during turn-off. The set- 
up with the serial diode is feasible in a very compact manner, because only one diode with a blocking voltage of 
less than 1 kV is required and this diode may be integrated in the SCR device. 

Fig. 10: Thyristor current as a function of time, when using a serial diode as snubber device. 

It could thus be demonstrated that the novel ABB-ISL SCR enables to set up a 50 kJ-SCR without the necessity 
of a pulse shaping inductor. 
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4. Summary and conclusions 

A novel SCR with extremely high peak current values (Imax > 140 kA) and current rates (dl/dt > 15 kA/us) was 
developed by ISL and ABB Semiconductors AG/Switzerland. By applying this device as a main switch in a 
capacitor driven 50 kJ-pulse forming unit for electric guns, size, mass and costs of 50 kJ-module can be reduced 
by about 20 %. This is done by leaving out the inductor, which is required in the conventional 50 kJ-PFU to limit 
the current maximum to about 50 kA. 
Due to shorter current pulses generated by the novel PFU the flexibility in respect of shaping total current pulses 
by switching on several PFlTs with temporal delays enhances. Besides this the current pulse decreases faster 
because the inductance is diminished drastically. So the part of the current in a railgun at shoot-out can be highly 
reduced and thus the efficiency of the whole railgun facility can be enhanced and there will be less muzzle flash. 
In the future a small PFN out of the novel PFlTs will be built up and operated with a railgun. Besides this 
considerations for the PEGASUS facility are made to replace the conventional PFlTs by the novel ones in the 
latest stages in order to reduce the shoot-out current in the rails. 
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Abstract 

The bipolar lead-acid battery currently tested at the Pulse Physics Laboratory and 
under development at TNO Environment, Energy Research and Process 
Innovation, is an excellent candidate for pulsed power applications that require 
multiple high power and high current pulses. At the Pulse Physics Laboratory, the 
combination of such a battery (as a primary energy source) and an inductor (pulse 
transformer)  is investigated as an intermediate energy storage and pulse forming 
component. For this application, a battery is required that can deliver currents up 
to tens of kA's (peak power of tens of MW's) and energy extraction times of tens 
of milliseconds. 
A research programme is being performed in order to better understand and 
improve the functioning of the fast-discharge bipolar lead-acid battery. Recent 
efforts directed towards the improvement of the electrode substrate materials for 
the bipolar plate has resulted in a patent been taken out on a corrosion free non- 
metallic substrate. Improvement of the specific power and energy and optimisation 
of the construction of the bipolar lead-acid battery has led so far to working 12V 
bipolar battery prototypes using paste technology and with a specific power of 
750 W/kg, at a discharge rate of 230 WAVh using a pulsed discharge current. 
In order to operate this type of fast-discharge lead-acid battery reliably and 
repetitively, a battery management system that controls all cells individually was 
developed at the Pulse Physics Lab. Furthermore, to test the performance of the 
battery, a programmable electronic load was built that can sink currents up to 10 
kA. The amplitude of the discharge current is controlled by a computer and 
follows a programmed current-time profile. 

1. Introduction 

Many electrical defence applications (e.g. pulsed lasers, high power microwaves, 
railgun) require a special kind of power supply that can deliver high power energy 
pulses repetitively. Generally, these kind of power supplies are built up with two 
main components. Firstly, a primary energy source (e.g. combustion engine plus 
electric generator, battery, fuel cell etc.) that is capable of delivering the desired 
energy for one or more pulses but usually not at the required power level. For this 
we use a pulse forming network (PFN) which converts low power energy pulses 
into high power energy pulses (energy is conserved but the pulse width is 
decreased considerably). Components of PFN's are: capacitors, inductors, special 
rotating machines (e.g. compulsator) and switch systems. 
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In this paper we will discuss the combination of a bipolar lead-acid battery (as a 
primary energy source) and an inductor (pulse transformer) as an intermediate 
energy storage and pulse forming component. For our application we need a 
battery with peak power of MW's and energy extraction times of tens of 
milliseconds. For the development of this battery, it is essential to know the 
required Ps/Es-ratio, i.e. specific power Ps (in W/kg) and specific energy Es (in 
Wh/kg). In our case and for pulsed power applications in general, the required 
Ps/Es-ratio is much higher than for e.g. electric vehicle applications (Ps/Es=5-10 
[h1]), as will be shown in the model calculation of a pulsed power supply as 
described in the next section. 

2. Model calculation of a pulsed power supply based on a battery 
and pulse transformer 

Rcircuit    L 

X 
Battery     "-primary 

+3- 

Figure 1   Electric circuit of a battery-pulse transformer based pulsed power supply 

As soon as switch S is closed a current will start to flow in the primary circuit 
(battery, Rcircuit and Lprimary). This current can be described as a function of 
time t: 

yo = / /?<max) (i ) (i) 

Here Ip(max) is the maximum attainable current (Ip(max)=Vbattery/Rcircuit) in 
the primary circuit and T is the characteristic time constant of the primary circuit 
(t=Lprimary/Rcircuit), Rcircuit is the total resistance in the primary circuit. As the 
rate of current rise is positive, the diode in the secondary is reversedly biased; 
therefore no secondary current flows. As soon as the primary current reaches the 
desired level the switch is opened quickly and all magnetic energy coupled with 
the primary windings of the transformer is transfered to the secondary windings, 
resulting in a transformation of the primary current multiplied by the turns ratio 
into the secondary circuit. 

At the start of the charging process, all energy will initially be stored in the 
inductor. As the charging process progresses, more energy will increasingly be 
dissipated in the resistor. Therefore the charging efficiency {r\) is only 100% at 
the start and decreases hereafter. The longer the charging process continues, the 
more energy is stored in the inductor but also the more energy is dissipated in the 
circuit resistance; i.e. the efficiency of charging decreases with charging time. The 
charging efficiency T) is given by the ratio of the stored magnetic energy EL(t) 
and the delivered battery energy E^att(t): 
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For the battery/inductor combination we are interested in an optimum where (i) the 
inductor is charged with the rated energy at a high efficiency (r\) and (ii) the mass 
of the system is as low as possible. For instance, decreasing the internal resistance 
of the inductor decreases the dissipative losses and increases the efficiency but at 
the same time increases the mass of the inductor. In the following discussion the 
optimization process is demonstrated by an example. Here however, we will only 
consider the battery and try to optimise it for the given task/requirements (as 
summarised in Table 1), i.e. finding the optimum battery voltage and size (Ah). 

Table 1     Electric circuit parameters and battery requirements 
Inductance Lprimary= 1 mH 
Circuit resistance without battery Rcircuit=10mfi 

Max. current 1=1 OkA (stored energy is 50kJ) 
Maximum charging time inductor 70ms 
Number of discharges (at 10Hz repetition rate) np=400 
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n i              i              i              i              i              i             i             I 

100       200 300      400       500       600       700 
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Charging time (s) 

Efficiency («1000%) 

800      900     1000 

Figure 2   Charging efficiency and time required to charge the inductor (Ip=10kA) as a function 
of the battery terminal voltage 

Figure 2 shows that as the battery voltage increases, the charging time decreases 
and the charge efficiency increases. In order to charge the inductor up to lOkA in 
70ms we need a battery terminal voltage of 215V. 
The maximum battery power Pm=215V*10kA=2.15MW. The energy E delivered 
np*50kJ/ri=34.48 MJ = 9878 Wh. This results in a P/E ratio=230W/Wh. 
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Comparing this figure of source requirement with a P/E ratio of lOW/Wh for 
traction batteries, indicates that we are developing a special high-power battery. If 
we knew the Ragone diagram for this battery, we could calculate the required mass 
of the battery and choose the appropriate battery voltage and energy content to 
optimise the battery/inductor combination. Figure 3 shows an example of a 
Ragone diagram of a bipolar lead-acid battery cell. Take notice that the Ragone 
diagram of a battery system that consists of many identical cells which are 
connected in series and in parallel is the same as the Ragone diagram of one 
individual cell. 
In this diagram the P/E-ratio line of 230W/Wh is drawn too. The point of 
intersection (point C) of this line with the Ragone diagram gives us point B on the 
specific energy axis; this point is called ES(B). The mass of battery can now be 
calculated by the formula: 

M bat 

Ehan(yb,r]) 

EÄB) (3) 

10000 

1000 

Ol 

100- 

0.1 1 10 
Es [Wh/kg] 

Figure 3   Typical Ragone diagram of a lead-acid battery 

Ebatt *s the energy delivered by the battery and is a function of the battery 
terminal voltage and charging efficiency. Increasing the battery voltage, decreases 
the charging time and increases the charging efficiency (see also figure 2), but 
does this also decrease the mass of the battery? 
Before trying to answer this question we have to look at point A on the Ragone 
diagram. At this point the product PS*ES has its maximum. If the intersection of 
the P/E-line and the Ragone diagram lies considerably to the right of point A 
(where the specific power rises relatively quicker than the specific energy 
decreases), one should increase the battery voltage and the mass of the battery will 
decrease (the Ragone diagram doesn't change, but the P/E-ratio does). 
Unfortunately, in practice the point of intersection of the P/E-line lies far left of 
point A, and therefore increasing the voltage will not decrease the mass of the 
battery. A more precise optimisation can only be made when the Ragone diagram 
of the actual battery is measured under the actual pulsed, high current (lOkA) 
discharge conditions. 
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3. Development of the bipolar lead-acid battery 

During the last decades the development of lead-acid batteries has shown large 
progress. Examples of this development are the valve-regulated recombinant lead- 
acid batteries (maintenance free) [1], a thin-film battery developed by Bolder 
Technologies [2] and a bipolar lead-acid battery developed by e.g. Johnson 
Controls [3], Arias Research Associates [4-6] and Bipolar Technology [7-8]. They 
represent a major step forward both in the use and possible new areas for 
application of lead-acid batteries. One application for lead-acid batteries is for 
pulsed power devices. However, because of the very large current pulses at a 
relative high voltage, the use of conventional batteries (e.g. starter batteries) would 
lead to an unacceptably high weight for the battery package because of the 
relatively low specific power of current batteries (limited at approximately 
200W/kg). Only a significant increase of the specific power would bring a pulsed 
power application within reach. One way to achieve this is to use a bipolar battery 
configuration as was shown at the Pulse Physics Laboratory [9-11]. It has been 
shown that in principle a specific power of lkW/kg or more with lead plates is 
feasible using a fast discharge bipolar lead-acid battery [3,11]. However, the 
discharge time was limited to about 50ms because of the used electrochemical 
formation technique resulting in a low capacity per unit of area. 
The development of such a bipolar battery however has been severely delayed 
since a good candidate for the bipolar plate was missing. The material for the 
bipolar plate must fulfil the following requirements: low density, chemically stable 
in sulfuric acid, electrochemically stable towards lead dioxide (no corrosion), good 
conductivity, no catalytic effects on the evolution of hydrogen and oxygen gas, 
mechanical and dimensional stability, flexibel, low cost, non-toxic. 
Pure lead plates are subject to corrosion when used as a substrate for the bipolar 
plate. Especially the presence of lead dioxide and sulfuric acid puts extreme 
demands to the electrochemical and chemical stability of the substrate material 
which is covered on one side with lead dioxide and on the other side with lead. 
Many materials have been proposed in literature and patents to serve as a substrate 
e.g. coated titanium, iron, thermoplastics (PE, PP) filled with carbon black, 
glasfibers coated with Sn02 etc.. 
At TNO Environment, Energy Research and Process Innovation, a new type of 
composite substrate has been developed (patent pending) for the construction of 
bipolar lead-acid batteries. The main reason for developing this new substrate for 
the bipolar plate, was the lack of a proper bipolar plate material. Using this 
substrate, a series of bipolar lead-acid batteries has been built using different 
technologies for applying the active mass, e.g. thermal formation, Plante formation 
(corrosion process) and paste formation. It was shown that the Plante formation 
process for constructing a bipolar lead-acid battery, using the developed substrate 
for the bipolar plate, gave highly reproducible results [12]. However, at high 
discharge current densities, it was found that pasted bipolar lead-acid batteries 
gave a much higher utilisation grade of the active mass at high discharge current 
densities. Using an improved design, pasted 12V bipolar lead-acid batteries, 
discharged at a C-rate of 230 WAVh (discharge time 15.7 s), have given a specific 
power of 750 W/kg. Further improvement is going on and it is estimated that, at 
the given C-rate of 230 WAVh for the pulsed power discharge, a specific power of 
more than 1000 W/kg will be obtained. 
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4. Programmable Electronic Load 

In order to test the performance of the newly developed bipolar batteries 
(discharge behaviour for determining the Ragone diagram), a universal 
programmable electronic load (PEL) has been designed and built. The PEL is an 
electronic system that can be applied as an electrical load for any type of voltage 
source (e.g. batteries, fuel cells etc.). The amplitude of the current (discharge 
current in case a battery is the source) that the electronic load can sink, is 
adjustable between 0 en lOkA. Moreover, the amplitude of the current can be 
easily programmed as a function of time. The electronic load is configured for 
testing batteries with an open circuit voltage of max. 40 Volts, but the PEL could 
easily be adapted for higher voltages without excessive costs and effort. 

The condition that the current sinked by the PEL has to be programmable (load 
impedance shoud be variable) precludes the use of inductive and capacitive load 
elements. The load impedance is made up of a large number of paralleled 
resistors, each of which can be switched in or out by an in series placed 
semiconductor switch. Different types of semiconductor swiches have been 
examined for this application: power transistors, GTO's and IGBT's. The IGBT 
has been chosen as it can switch high currents (10-500A) at high voltages 
(1200V). This high hold-off voltage is necessary because during the switching off 
of the current through a load resistor and its parasitic inductance, a high transient 
switch voltage is generated. A protective snubber circuit (RC-network) is placed 
across the IGBT in order to limit this switching voltage. Figure 4 shows 
schematically the different parts of which the PEL is made up. 
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Figure 4   Simplified diagram of the programmable electronic load 
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The electronic load comprises of the switched load resistors and a computerized 
controller. As we want to achieve a large as possible dynamic range of the load 
current (0-1 OkA, smallest step 20A) with the smallest number of load resistors, the 
load impedance is divided in 3 different groups; 10 branches of 20A, 35 branches 
of 150A and 16 branches of 500A (note that these are current levels at the 
nominal voltage of the battery). The number of 150 and 500A IGBT's was also 
defined to some extent by the availability of the 500A-1200V IGBT's. 
Nevertheless, this choice of load resistors fulfils the requirements of adjustability 
of the load current: 0-1 OkA +/- 20 A. 

The computerized controller is implemented on a Personal Computer (DOS) and 
its task is to switch the appropriate IGBT's on or off. In order for the computer to 
compute the correct switch actions it needs input information. Firstly, the number 
of load resistors and their resistivity. Secondly, the desired load current profile as a 
function of time. And finally, the terminal voltage of the battery during the 
discharge. This voltage is measured real-time with a sampling frequency of 5kHz. 
At the same frequency the 20 and 150A branches are switched on or off. The 
500A branches are switched at a lower frequency (1kHz). 

So far the PEL has been tested up to current of 2kA, only using the 20 and 150A 
branches. The test results  showed good controllability of the current indicating 
that there is a low mutual inductance between the load branches. 

5 .Conclusions 

The fast discharge bipolar battery currently under development has an excellent 
current sourcing capability. The patented composite substrate for the bipolar 
electrode overcomes several major problems which weren't properly solved in 
other designs. The combination of this battery and a pulse transformer (or 
inductor) gives a pulsed power source with good power and energy ratings. In 
order to find the optimum battery voltage and size (Ah) the model calculations 
(leading to a source/task requirement of 230W/Wh) have to be combined with the 
measured Ragone diagram of the bipolar battery. 
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Summary 

At the Pulse Physics Laboratory, research is being performed to develop a 
counterpulse technique for the controlled interruption of very high currents in inductive 
storage pulsed power systems. Presently, a repetitive mechanical high current opening 
switch is applied to commutate current to an inductive load (for example a rail 
accelerator) from a storage inductor charged by a homopolar generator. To increase the 
current level the mechanical switch is able to interrupt, the application of a counterpulse 
technique and a separate closing switch looks promising. Otherwise, the arc that would 
occur between the contacts of the switch during opening and closing at high currents 
(mega-ampere level), would severely damage the contacts. 

To prevent the damage caused by arcing, the current must be reduced to zero or a 
low level before opening the switch. To be able to achieve this, the resonant series 
counterpulse circuit is proposed. The circuit incorporates units consisting of a capacitor 
bank of electrolytic capacitors with parallel connected diodes and a thyristor connected 
in series. Upon command, these units will create a resonant counterpulse current 
through the opening switch. The net current through the switch reduces to zero and the 
switch is opened without damaging the contacts. 

Other counterpulse circuits utilise capacitors such that they experience a voltage 
reversal and high initial voltages are required. The resonant series counterpulse circuit 
uses capacitors in such a way that they do not experience a voltage reversal and they 
only need an initial voltage of a few hundred volts. This means that electrolytic 
capacitors can be used with the advantages of a higher lifetime and a relatively higher 
energy density at lower voltage and smaller weight. 

Another advantage of the circuit is that there is no pre-current flowing through the 
load before the resonant current is activated. Normally, this is the case because of the 
resistive division of the current between the opening switch and the load, causing heat- 
ing of the load. In the resonant series counterpulse circuit, the thyristors prevent this. 

The units have been designed to generate currents up to 50 kA. By placing several 
units in parallel, higher counterpulse currents can be generated. This paper will shortly 
discuss the operation of the resonant series counterpulse circuit and the control 
electronics and present experimental results of the parallel operation of eight units at a 
current of 300 kA. 

Introduction 

The resonant series counterpulse circuit has been described and analysed in [1] 
and is meant to assist a repetitive mechanical opening switch for pulsed power 
applications in the controlled interruption of currents up to the mega-ampere level. It 
consists of a capacitor bank with parallel diodes and a series counterpulse switch, 
consisting of thyristors. Figure 1 shows the circuit. This circuit is connected in series 
with the inductive load. A separate closing switch, which also consists of thyristors, is 
connected parallel to the opening switch. 
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Figure 1   The resonant series counterpulse circuit in an inductive storage pulsed power 
system 

The operation of the circuit is based on a resonance between the capacitor bank of 
the resonant series counterpulse circuit and the inductance of the load and parasitic 
inductance of the opening switch and the connections. When the counterpulse switch is 
closed, the capacitor bank will discharge through the load and the opening switch, 
creating a resonant counterpulse current through the opening switch. The net current 
through the latter reduces to zero and then the switch is opened. At this moment, energy 
from the storage inductor is transferred to the load. When the capacitor bank has been 
fully discharged, the diodes start to conduct and take over the current. The voltage 
across the capacitors remains near zero. 

The resonant series counterpulse circuit utilises the capacitor bank in such a way 
that there is no voltage reversal across the bank. This way, electrolytic capacitors can be 
used with the advantage of a relatively high energy density of 500 J/kg at a voltage of 
about 450 V, resulting in a relatively small mass and volume. The required initial 
voltage of the capacitor is only a few hundred volts. This makes the resonant series 
counterpulse circuit for very high currents feasible to build. 

In other counterpulse circuits [2], the capacitor bank experiences a voltage 
reversal during the counterpulse process. The capacitor bank has a high capacitance (up 
to several Farads) and is initially charged to a voltage of a few hundred volts up to a 
kilovolt. In circuits where the capacitor bank is in parallel with the opening switch and 
the load, the voltage may even become higher because of a high load voltage. All this 
means that the counterpulse capacitor bank of these other counterpulse circuits is very 
big in mass and volume. 

The resonant series counterpulse circuit has several advantages. The main 
advantage is that the opening switch opens at zero or low current and closes at low 
voltage. This means that no arc or only a minor one occurs at the contacts of the switch 
and that the contacts are not damaged. Another advantage of the circuit is that there is 
no pre-current flowing through the load before the resonant current is activated. 
Normally, this is the case because of the resistive division of the source current between 
the opening switch and the load, causing unwanted pre-heating of the load. In the 
resonant series counterpulse circuit, the counterpulse switch consisting of thyristors, 
prevents this. 

At the Pulse Physics Laboratory, a repetitive mechanical high current opening 
switch [3] is applied to commutate current to a rail accelerator. The energy source 
consists of a compact pulsed homopolar generator with a storage inductor in series [4]. 
The kinetic energy of rotation of the homopolar generator is stored as magnetic energy 
in the inductor. The requirements for the high current opening switch are very severe. It 
must be able to conduct currents up to the mega-ampere level for several tenths of a 
second, open within a millisecond, remain open for a few milliseconds and withstand a 
voltage of a few kilovolts, and close again. This cycle has to be performed at a 
repetition rate up to 10 Hz for the application with a rail accelerator load. 

At the moment, work is being performed at the Pulse Physics Laboratory to 
develop the resonant series counterpulse circuit for currents up to the mega-ampere 
level. The circuit consists of units capable to handle currents up to 50 kA. Eight 50 kA- 
units have been built. Connected in parallel, they provide a circuit for operation with 
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currents up to 400 kA. Two more units will be built this year for operation with currents 
up to 500 kA. 

Operation of the resonant series counterpulse circuit 

The whole process of counterpulsing the current through the opening switch and 
commutation of the source current into the load and back to the opening switch can be 
divided into six stages [1]. These stages are indicated in the current and voltage 
waveforms depicted in Figure 2. The currents and voltages are also indicated in the 
circuit of Figure 1. The different stages are indicated by their Roman numerals in 
Figure 2. Here, the source current z's is considered to be constant (Is). Switching actions 
are assumed to take place instantaneously. The figure is not on scale. A more detailed 
description and analyses of the different stages are given in [1]. 

Stage I: The source current Is, generated by the homopolar generator and storage 
inductor, is flowing through the closed opening switch. The closing switch is open. 
The counterpulse capacitor bank has been charged to a specified initial voltage t/;nj 
by means of a separate charger. The counterpulse switch is blocking the capacitor 
bank voltage. The current I'L through the load equals zero. 

Stage II: At time fag, the counterpulse switch is closed, leading to a resonance between 
the capacitor bank and the inductance of both the load and the opening switch. The 
resonant current flows through the load and the opening switch, opposing the current 
from the source. The load current J'L> which is the resonant counterpulse current, 
increases and the current ios through the opening switch decreases. With appropriate 
values of the capacitance and the initial voltage of the capacitor bank, the opening 
switch current ios is reduced to zero. 

Stage III: At time f0>os, the opening switch current :'os is zero and the switch is opened. 
The load current I'L now equals the source current /§ and the capacitor bank is further 
discharged. Energy is transferred from the storage inductor and the capacitor bank to 
the load. 

Stage IV: At time to, the capacitor bank has been discharged and the diodes start 
conducting the load current i\_. The capacitor bank voltage ucp remains near zero. A 
small oscillation in the voltages may occur due to the parasitic inductances in series 
with the diodes and the capacitors of the capacitor bank. 

Stage V: At time fs>cs, the closing switch is closed and the current ics starts to flow 
through it. The load current Z'L decreases. The voltage uos across the opening switch 

Figure 2 Current and voltage waveforms of the resonant series counterpulse circuit 
(not on scale); upper graph: currents through the opening switch (ios), the 
closing switch (ics) and the load (7[J, lower graph: voltages across the 
opening switch (uos) and the capacitor bank (ucp) 
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reduces to a low value. This guarantees that the opening switch doesn't have to close 
at a high voltage imposed by the load, which would cause arc erosion at the contacts 
of the opening switch. 

Stage VI: At time ts os, the opening switch is closed at low voltage and current starts to 
flow through it. Both the load current iL and the closing switch current ics decrease to 
zero. The impedance of the closing switch should be higher than the impedance of 
the opening switch, so that the current commutates from the closing switch to the 
opening switch. When the closing switch current ics is low or zero, the closing switch 
can be opened for the next cycle. 

After stage VI, the circuit can be returned to stage I by charging the capacitor 
bank to the specified initial voltage t/ini. This way, it is possible to achieve repetitive 
operation with the resonant series counterpulse circuit. The charger, however, must be 
able to charge the capacitor bank fast enough to allow for the required switching 
frequency. 

Experimental set-up 

The resonant series counterpulse circuit consists of a number of parallel 50 kA- 
units. This gives the flexibility to use the circuit for different current ratings and with a 
different total capacitance of the capacitor bank. Each unit consists of a capacitor bank 
of electrolytic capacitors with parallel connected diodes and a thyristor connected in 
series. A second thyristor is used for the closing switch function. The construction of 
the units is described in detail in [5]. The units are designed for currents up to 50 kA 
and the electrolytic capacitors of the unit can be charged to a voltage up to 400 V. The 
capacitance of the capacitor bank of a single unit is 180 mF. A picture of the resonant 
series counterpulse circuit with eight 50 kA-units is shown in Figure 3. A schematic 
diagram of the experimental set-up is depicted in Figure 4. The source current is 
delivered by a homopolar generator of 6.7 MJ and a storage inductor of 6.7 (iH [4]. 

The 50 kA-units are connected in parallel with each other by means of coaxial 
cables with a length of 1.5 m. Both the core and the shield of the cables are made of fine 
stranded tinned copper conductors with a diameter of 0.4 mm, providing flexibility to 
the cables. The total area of both the core and the shield of the cables is 50 mm2. The 
cables have a resistance of 0.70 mQ/m and an inductance of 0.26 uH/m. The cables are 

Figure 3 Picture of the resonant series counterpulse circuit with eight 50 kA-units 
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Figure 4  Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up 

connected to aluminium discs in a circular way, to provide for symmetrical connections. 
The load consists of two aluminium discs. The cables are connected to these discs 

in a circular way as well. The two disc are connected to each other with four massive 
aluminium cylinders with a diameter of 27 mm and a length of 50 mm. 

Control electronics 

The control electronics determine the moments at which the counterpulse switch 
and the closing switch have to be triggered and monitors the occurrences of fault 
conditions in the resonant series counterpulse circuit. When a fault occurs in the circuit, 
the closing switch must be closed immediately to protect the opening switch. Figure 5 
shows a simple block diagram of the control electronics. The counterpulse trigger and 
close trigger signals are sent via optical fibres to the trigger units of the counterpulse 
thyristors and closing thyristors of each 50 kA-unit. 

An optical angle encoder is used to determine the trigger moments for the 
counterpulse switch and the closing switch in normal operation. The opening switch is a 
mechanical switch, consisting of two sets of copper brushes (positive and negative 
polarity) and a rotating copper drum [3]. The rotating drum has a insulating strip, so that 
during rotation of the drum, the switch opens and closes. The duration of the open state 
of the switch depends on the speed of rotation of the drum. The optical angle encoder is 
connected to the drum to record the angle of the rotor. This is then used to determine the 
trigger signals counterpulse 1 at time ftrig and close at time tsfiS for the counterpulse 
switch and the closing switch respectively. The angle at which the switch opens at time 
r0;0S is known in advance and the time difference of time r0i0S and time ftrjg can be 
adjusted. The angle at which the trigger signal close is generated can also be adjusted. 

The timing and opening switch voltage control unit detects whether the 
counterpulse trigger signal was generated in time. It compares the opening switch 
voltage uos with the reference voltage t/refi. During opening of the opening switch, the 
insulating strip of the drum slides underneath the brushes. The contact area between the 
brushes and the drum decreases. Hence, the opening switch resistance and voltage 
increase. When the counterpulse switch is triggered, the opening switch current and 
voltage decrease. If the counterpulse trigger signal is not generated by the counter- 
pulse 1 signal, the opening switch voltage will reach the reference voltage C/refi and the 
timing and opening switch voltage control unit will generate the counterpulse 2 signal. 

The fault detection unit detects a number of fault conditions and generates the 
fault signal. The fault signal immediately generates a close trigger signal to trigger the 
closing switch. The fault conditions are monitored by the timing and opening switch 
voltage control unit, the counterpulse unit control unit and the trigger units of each 
counterpulse thyristor of the 50 kA-units. 

The timing and opening switch voltage control unit monitors four fault conditions. 
If the opening switch voltage reaches the reference voltage /7ref2> the counterpulse 
switch has not been triggered and the no trigger signal is generated. When the opening 
switch opens at time £0;OS, the opening switch voltage increases. If this voltage increase 
does not occur within a certain (adjustable) time from time tü\0, the early trigger signal 
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is generated. If the opening switch voltage reaches the reference voltage C/ref3 during the 
opening time period of the opening switch, the high voltage signal is generated. In case 
a fault condition has occurred, the timing and opening switch voltage control unit 
generates the safely signal, and thus the close trigger signal, every time the opening 
switch voltage reaches the reference voltage C/refi - 

The capacitor bank voltage control unit monitors two fault conditions. It compares 
the capacitor bank voltages of each of the 50 kA-units with the reference voltage t/ref,Cp- 
When the capacitor bank voltage of a unit drops below this reference voltage, the unit is 
considered to be discharged. If a discharge occurs while there was no counterpulse 
trigger signal, the spontaneous discharge signal is generated. If one or more units do 
not discharge after a counterpulse trigger signal is generated, the partial discharge 
signal is generated. 

The trigger unit of each counterpulse thyristor of the 50 kA-units can generate the 
trigger unit x fault signal, where x stands for the number of the unit. This may happen 
when a counterpulse thyristor is not triggered after the counterpulse trigger signal is 
received by the trigger unit, or when the current through the thyristor becomes higher 
(65 kA) than the nominal value of 50 kA. 
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Figure 5 Simple block diagram of the control electronics 
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Experimental results 

The results of measurements 
of a 300 kA experiment with eight 
parallel units are shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 6(a) shows the current Z'L 
through the load. Figure 6(b) shows 
the current ios through the opening 
switch and the voltage uos across 
the opening switch. Figure 6(c) 
shows the source current z's and the 
total current ics through the closing 
switch. The closing switch current 
ics is the sum of all the measured 
currents through the closing thyris- 
tors of the units. Figure 6(d) shows 
the currents /Cp,i and z'CSji through 
the counterpulse thyristor and the 
closing thyristor respectively and 
the voltage across the capacitor 
bank of unit 1 (lower left unit in 
Figure 3). 

The measurements shown in 
Figure 6 demonstrate the operation 
of the resonant series counterpulse 
circuit. The initial voltage of the 
capacitor banks of the units was 
204 V. The counterpulse thyristors 
were triggered at time 
rtrjg = 5.24 ms. The load current 
then increased and the opening 
switch current and voltage 
decreased. The behaviour of the 
opening switch voltage just before 
time rtrjg resulted from the reducing 
of the contact area of the brushes of 
the opening switch. The opening 
switch opened at time 
?o,os = 5.77 ms. At this moment, the 
load current had reached its 
maximum value. The ope 
switch current was not exactly zero 
but slightly negative (about 2 kA) 
resulting in a small negative peak in 
the opening switch voltage. At time 
?D = 6.44 ms, the capacitor banks of 
the units had been discharged. The 
closing thyristors were triggered at 
time fSjcs = 8.09 ms. The opening 
switch voltage then reduced to 
about 45 V. The opening switch 
closed at time ts?os = 8.55 ms. 
During the energy transfer from the 
storage inductor to the load, the 
source current decreased from about 
300 kA to about 265 kA. 
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Figure 6 Current and voltage waveforms of a 
300 kA experiment: (a) load current Z'L, 
(b) opening switch current ios and 
opening switch voltage uos, (c) source 
current i$ and closing switch current 
ics, (d) counterpulse thyristor current 
zCpi, closing thyristor current ics,\ and 
capacitor bank voltage ucpj of unit 1 
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The current sharing of the load current and the closing switch current among the 
eight units was almost equal. The measurements showed that the counterpulse thyristor 
currents, the closing thyristor currents and the voltages across the capacitor banks of the 
units were similar to those of unit 1, shown in Figure 6(d). 

Conclusions 

The resonant series counterpulse technique has been described and analysed in 
[1]. It is meant to assist a repetitive mechanical opening switch [3] for pulsed power 
applications in the controlled interruption of currents at the mega-ampere level. The 
circuit uses a pre-charged capacitor bank and a thyristor switch in series with the 
inductive load to create a resonant counterpulse current in the mechanical opening 
switch. In this way, the opening switch can be opened at a low or zero current. A 
separate closing switch prevents closing of the opening switch at high voltage. The 
advantage for operation of the mechanical opening switch at low current and low 
voltage is that no arc erosion occurs at the contacts of the switch. 

Compared with other counterpulse circuits [2], the advantage of the resonant 
series counterpulse circuit is that the counterpulse capacitor bank does not experience a 
voltage reversal. Therefore, electrolytic capacitors, which have a high energy density at 
a relatively low voltage, can be applied. The remaining energy of the capacitor bank 
after the opening switch has been opened, is transferred to the load. The required initial 
voltage of the capacitor bank is only a few hundred volts, whereas it may be above a 
kilovolt in other circuits. Another advantage is that the load does not experience a pre- 
current, which causes unwanted pre-heating of the load. 

Experimental results have demonstrated the operation of eight parallel 50 kA- 
units with currents up to 300 kA. Current sharing between the units is almost equal. 
Future work will comprise the construction of two more 50 kA-units and testing the 
circuit with currents up to 500 kA. At the Pulse Physics Laboratory, the resonant series 
counterpulse circuit will be used for rail accelerator applications. 
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ESTIMATION OF  COMPRESSION PULSED GENERATOR RANGE OF 
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Summary - A subject of paper is the special rotating electric machine for pulsed current generation 
on the principle of magnetic flux compression under interaction of two identical windings situated one 
of them on the   stator and  other  on the rotor.  The   special  procedure was  developed for pre- 
designing calculation of internal parameters and energy generated.  This procedure is based on  the 
combination of transient analysis solution for the circuit (generator and inductive load ) together with 
elements of standard theory of electric machine including  some corrections to account the pulsed 
character of currents in the windings. The computing program for personal computer is   created to 
realize this procedure. The search of optimal parameters of load is foreseen in this program at the 
initial stages of calculation For the search of the best combination of technical parameters as the 
solution of multi-parametric problem of optimization with energy (or specific energy) generated as 
object function, the special subroutine of solution obtaining by LP-search method is involved in the 
program software. Subroutine is created using the result« of work IM. Sobol, HBStatnikov (Russia). 
The procedure mentioned was used  for  production  of  series  calculation  as  the  pulsed  current 
parameters as  pulsed energy in load close to optimal value. The field of solutions was restricted 
by the frequency of rotation 1500... 16000 rpm and   by the allowable tangential  velocity  on  the 
surface of rotor equal to  150 or 300 m/s. Diameter of  rotor   was  a variable  parameter in the 
limits  of 0.16... 1.0 m.  The factor  of inductance varying (the  measure  of efficiency of energy 
amplification in machine for one pulse) was provided the high enough  (near 400)  by the proper 
choice of designing parameters. Magnetic induction in the gap under  calculations was maintained 
not far away from linear part of magnetizing curve. The family of curves for pulsed energy in load 
and for pulsed current duration as the functions of rotation frequency were obtained   inside  this 
field of solution.  More pulsed energy is generating at low frequency of rotation and can reach 
100...200kJ if the rotor diameter is near 0.75...1.0m, more pulsed power is generating at more 
high frequency with limitation of energy by  the  mechanical   solidity  or rotor with respect to 
centrifugal forces.  The allowable time of work before heating of windings conductors for a given 
temperature is varying for different diameters of rotor. The optimal geometry of slots depends on 
the time of work of generator.   Generator for a single pulse must have a rotor with concentrated 
poles, the wide and undeep slots are more profitable here. Generators for the pulses generation 
with   frequency   of rotor  rotation  can  have   more   deep   and  not  wide   slots. This peculiarity 
corresponds to known classic results obtained by Prof, hran Postnikov in 1937. 

1. Introduction 

Besides of the contributions made by the European and American scientists, many 
achievements in the field of pulsed power generation are connected with names of FSU 
scientists, partially Russia and Ukraine. The problem of short-time significant value of 
electromagnetic power was initiated by famous physicist P. L. Kapitsa in his 
investigations of the ulbrahigh magnetic field [1]. The electromechanical pulsed generator 
known as "P. Kapitsa - M. Kostenko machine" was developed in his works as well as the 
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electrochemical sources of current The next great contribution in the pulsed power 
generation was made by the group of academician A. D. Saharov [2], [3] using me 
explosively driven electric generator. The mentioned works had a principal significance 
for the technique of the strong pulsed current generation. Theoretical and practical aspects 
of this field were developed by many followed scientists and engineers. Participation of 
the known scientist Prof L M. Postnikov, leader of Ukrainian scientific school in the area 
of electromechanics during 50th-80th years, in the investigation and designing of big 
rotating pulsed generators together with academician M. P. Kostenko is less known, but in 
his first dissertation the important results were obtained which save their fundamental 
meaning to-day [4]. L M. Postnikov classified the main and most effective schemes of 
electromechanical pulsed current generation, first of them in view of the pair series 
identical windings situated one of mem on the rotor and second on the stator of electrical 
machine. He divided the possible designing features of such machine in according with 
two main application: generation of single extra pulse or generation of many 
consecutive pulses. Very different demands to machine follow from this two situations, 
and it is naturally to differ machines dependency on its purpose: 1) to convert into single 
pulse of electrical power much as possible of kinetic energy stored by rotor, 2) to convert 
the flow of mechanical energy from drive in the series of electrical pulses at relatively 
small change of kinetic energy of rotor during each pulse. Concerning the second situation 
the useful contribution was made by the research works of academician 
L.L Mandelshtam who developed the theory and experiment of parametric process at 
rotating induction generator self-excitation at capacitance load [5] first applied in practice 
by Winter-Günter in 1931. The next step in a rotating pulsed generator progress was made 
in the result of Efremov Electrophysical Institute activity in Russia during 80th [6], where 
the methods of control by the operation of rotating generator were developed significantly 
concerning the classic scheme of machine described by Prof Ivan Postnikov. This wave of 
investigation was supported by the efforts of researchers in Kyiv (Institute of 
Electrodynamics). Simultaneously in Russia (Tomsk Polytechnic) the strong group led by 
Prof G. A. Sypailov, Chair of Electric Machines, until occupied by the research of 
classic shock generators, now joined to this investigations, have performed the series of 
useful inventions in the field of creation and industrial application of pulsed power 
rotating generators. The pulsed generators were fastened for a long time to design and 
technology of traditional three-phase alternators, and only special applications needs have 
yielded to creation of machines made on the own new technological base subjugated to 
features of application. And now this row of results may be completed by the great 
compulsators created in USA by the Center of Electromechanics and Institute of 
Advanced Technology in University of Texas at Austin. 
As it may be seen from several publications, the problem of limitations inherent of 
electromechanical rotating generators was in the center of attention for a long time. This 
problem solution is connected closely with modern state of electrotechnic industry, with 
materials available and modern technology, but the principal questions must be clear at 
any case, independently on the designing possibilities. To obtain the answer on the 
question interested it was necessary to develop the proper theoretical and numerical model 
suitable for prognosis of generator parameters attainable. The work presented belongs to 
the scale of investigations in which the such attempts were undertaken. 
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2. Scheme of Calculation for Finding of 
Generated Pulse Parameters 

Rotating pulsed generator under consideration was chosen in according with classic 
scheme of machine with two identical windings connected in series trough sliding contact 
(Figl). It was assumed that generator had the usual ferromagnetic core as in stator as in 
rotor manufactured from the thin sheets of steel. To optimize the such compression 
generator for the operation in the wide range of time intervals (from short-time up to long) 
the many-criteria approach was fulfilled on the base of results given in the work [7]. Ulis 

approach does not need the analytical 
representation of the objection 
function and allows dialogue between 
designer and computer during 
optimization. The calculation scheme 
was built in combination of analytical 
and numerical results partially using 
correlations presented in the 
published materials [8]-[10]. The 
method of calculation used in this 
work allows to define the optimal 
parameters of load, efficiency of 
generator, the pulsed current 
parameters and windings temperature at 
the adiabatic heating conditions after 
preliminary choice of the main 
dimensions of rotor and stator as well 

the tooths zone  dimensions.  The 
Figl. Principal scheme of two-winding 

compression generator under consideration. 

as 
number of  turns in the windings and 
level   of magnetic induction in the air 
gap and in the steel of rotor and stator 

yoke were chosen previously also. The main parameter of compression generator is a 
coefficient of inductance variation ki = ^max' ^min where hj^^   is   the resulting 
inductance of machine at the coinciding of magnetic axis of stator and rotor windings, and 

the   inductance of machine at the magnetic axis's of rotor and stator windings are 
This    magnitudes    were defined    by    the    next    correlations: 

Lmin1B 

opposite. 
= 4Lff+L„1+L, Lmin- Lcl+L,c2 here Lg is the main inductance of the 

one windings of stator or rotor, LO1 and Lo2 are the leakage inductances of stator and 
rotor windings respectively. The usual expressions from the theory of electrical machines 
were used to define these inductances. The value of kL depends on the coefficient of 
magnetic coupling of rotor and stator windings k12=M/Lg : kL=(l+k,2)/(l-k12), 
here M is mutual inductance of stator and rotor windings. To reach a well indexes of 
generator operation it is necessary to have exact equality of main inductances of stator and 
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rotor windings, and we consider them equal absolutely. Optimal values of different types 
of loads are given by the next expressions: 

ohmicload -   R*= (l/*)coLg(l-k12)
1/2; 

inductive load - L = 2Lg(l-k]2) ; 

capacitive load -   C* = 8/e>2 Lg . 

Pulse current duration x ^, measured on the level of 0.5 amplitude value, is the same for 

all kinds of loads:    x99 =0.5T(l-k12)
1/2 , here T is period of inductance varying; 

e>= 2n /T. General expression for a rated value of peak magnetic energy in the windings 
at short-connected generator has the view Wsc =kLLamll , where I0 is a current of 
initial excitation. Coefficient kL is able to be a value for estimation of rated energy 
amplification in the machine. Very important parameter of generator circuit is damping 
factor 5 R =R /ooL^ , the total resistance of circuit R must be used here. This value 
has the essential influence on the real  process by reducing all the energy indexes and 
increasing the pulse duration. In fact under affect of damping factor energy amplification is 
less men current amplification, and current amplification is less men kL. Energy in optimal 
loads of different kinds at kL> 25 and may be written through energy of short-connected 
generator: 

inductive load -   0.25 W sc ; 
ohmic load -     near 0.4 W sc ; 
capacitive load - near 0.5 Wsc . 

As the differential equation for current  time dependence has the approximate analytical 
solution [9], [10], it is possible to built a calculation model for search of designing 
parameters of generator  only in algebraic expressions. 
If generator is made for the single pulse generation, the rated current density in his 
windings may be taken from condition of allowable temperature of conductor at adiabatic 
heating and may be greatly more in comparison with generator for periodic pulse 
producted with freguency of rotor rotation or close to it Shock alternators of traditional 
designing can sustain the single current density up to 250 A/mm2 while at continious 
periodic pulse generation it cannot be more then 10 A/mm2 without additional cooling. 
A detail investigation of the constructive parameters totality influence on the specific 
energy index of a generator was made for ohmic and inductive loads using the 
mamematic model of machine together with optimization program which was 
developed on the base of the LP-search method [7]. This procedure was applied for 
its testing to generator with low value of tangential velocity (50 m/s) to exclude out of 
consideration the problem of mechanical solidity of windings and its attachment in 
the slots. 

3. Procedure of Optimization  and 
Its Testing with Ohmic Load 

The problem of optimization was Bet as multi-criterion problem about search of the 
vector of varying parameters, which must satisfy to given parametric and functional 
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limitations and deliver the extremum of objection function totality (or quality criteria) 
implying the best correlation between this criteria and fulfillment of some restrictions 
introduced by the designer in the process of optimization. 
Decision of this problem is performing in three stages: 1) making of test tables; 2) 
choice of criterial restrictions; 3) control  of feasibility by the  computing,  and,  if 
necessary, return to the first or second stage with changing of initial data.   Making 
of the test tables is performing on the computer with using of program, which finds 
the probe points as the points of the LP consecutivity [7] uniformly situated in the 
area of parameters, restricted by the parametric limitations. For each point of such 
consecutivity the all local criteria are calculated and for each criterion the obtained 
magnitudes  are  situated in  a table increasingly with showing of the   probe   point 
number. On the second stage a designer analyses the tables obtained and introduces 
the limitations on the criterion under searching. When the optimal decision of multi- 
criteria problem is searching, the procedure of comparison for two vector criteria of 
quality must be developed. In [7] it was proposed to use the totality by   Pareto to 
build the compromise dependence between two main criteria of quality. 
For the numeric example was taken   a generator with diameter   of  rotor     0.32 m, 
frequency of rotation 3000 rpm. Magnetic system of machine contained 4 poles with 
distributed windings. The main results of a described procedure realizations  were  the 
next Optimization of generator with ohmic load have  shown the  specific   indexes  of 
machine in the  limits  from 100 J/kg up to 5 J/kg inside of the  range  of continuous 
periodic   pulse   operation   time   1 - 2000 s respectively with   frequency of   pulse 
repetition 100 Hz (corresponds to  3000 rpm).  During the  optimization the     main 
dimensions of the generator , dimensions of the tooths zone,    magnetic induction in 
the core and in the air gap were chosen as the  varying parameters inside of two- 
sided limitations. The parameters  of external  Ohmic load were  constantly  accepted 
from   the   condition   of  the   best   accordance with   generator.   As   the   functional 
limitation the peak value of radial magnetic pressure  on the  surface  of generator 
windings conductors was accepted (15 MN/m2). The next values were chosen as the 
criteria of quality: the specific energy dissipated in a load; duration  of the  current 
pulse   in  the load;   time   of continuous generator operation   before  heating   of  the 
windings on 100° C;   coefficient kL of the total inductance of generator changing at 
the rotor turn on the one  pole  division .    With initial number  of   tests   128, the 
number of points in which this limitations were fulfilled, was significantly decreased 
after introduction of criterial  limitations. For example, if the   generator supposed 
operated in the short-time regime only one  point could be obtained at calculation, 
when the limitations on the quality criteria were chosen the next: specific pulsed energy 
more then 86 J/kg, absolute value of energy in the load more then 60 kJ, time of operation 
more men 5 s, pulse duration not more men 0.6 ms, kL£ 100.   By reducing of limitation 
on the  specific  energy  it was possible to have the new points for   compromise 
curve by Pareto. In results the full compromise line was built with calculation of 
totality of constructive  parameters of generator for each of its   point This curve is 
shown in Fig2 only for two criteria of quality used: 1) specific energy given to load (on 
unity of generator mass); 2) duration of pulse. The compromise line is conducted through 
Pareto points, others probe points lie below the curve. 
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Ulis     data     analysis 
shows       the       next 
features:      die    pulse 
duration  in  the  range 
considered didn't 
change    strongly    and 
was near 0.55 ms,  as 
the    frequency of   the 
rotation  was  constant; 
generator for   a   short 
time   operation   (5 s) 
must   have    relatively 
small   depth   of  slots 
(0.07 of pole division) 
and magnetic induction 
of excitation near 1.5 T, 
while    the    generator 
for a more  long time 
of operation (2,000 s) 
must have a more low induction 0.91 T and more great depth of slots (0.4  of pole 
division).   This difference obtained by the formal way as result of optimization  is 
corresponding fully to theoretical ideas about peculiarities of generator   designing at 
different conditions of operation. These peculiarities of design for both case correspond 
to   known   classic   conception described   by   Prof   Ivan   Postnikov in 1937 [4]. 
Comparison of   internal parameters of   generator   for two points near the edges of 
compromise curve is given in Table 1. 

1000 T, 
sec 

Fig.2. Compromise curve upon the results of generator 
optimization in a wide range of time operation 

Table 1. Constructive parameters of compression generator 
at different time of operation (kL= 300). 

Time of Length to Gap Yoke Slot width to Slot depth 
operation, diameter of induction induction tooths to pole 

[sec] rotor, (eff),[T] (efD,m division, division, 
16/D, b,/t2 h,/x 

5 2.5 1.5 1.96 0.59 0.064 
1000 3.4 0.91 1.9 0.53 0.42 

To reach a specific indexes meanings which can enable generator to be a 
competitive source of the pulsed current in comparison wim capacitive store soirees, 
the optimization procedure similar spent here must be perform with using of a high 
value of limiting tangential rotor velocity allowable for a modern material of high 
solidity. 
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The main tendency which is needed to be overcome during the optimization of 
compression generator is contradiction between necessity to increase the volume of 
conductors in the slot to reduce the inner damping of energy, from one side, and to 
decrease the height of the slots (and thickness of the layer of conductors) to improve 
me magnetic coupling between stator and rotor and coefficient of total inductance 
variation in account of the more small value of a magnetic flux leakage in the slots, 
from the other side. 

4. Results of Calculations with Inductive Load 

Principal difference of inductive load and pure ohmic load is in location of additional 
resistance and inductance in circuit The real inductive load always contains internal 
resistance, and these two case don't need a strict separation if we don't want to simplify 
the analysis. External inductance always can be added to inductance of leakage of 
generator as value reducing coefficient kL. External resistance influences on the resulting 
damping of circuit occurs by the same way as the internal resistance of generator 
windings. If all the resistances are considered as linear elements of circuit, it is enough 
correctly count the energy location in all elemets of circuit 
The software developed was applied to analysis of compression generator at operation 
with inductive load. It was a technological inductor in the form of cylindrical solenoid for 
magneto-pulsed forming without ware under processing inside. This inductor dimensions 

Table 2. Constant parameters of generator for line of energy 
at constant diameter in Fig. 3. 

Line number 1 2 3 4 5 

Relative 
diameter of 

rotor 
1 0.64 0.41 0.32 0.25 

Current 
density (eff), 

[A/mm2] 
60 

1084 

95 

443 

150 

181 

180 

116 

230 

Continious 
operation 
time,[sec] 
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were chosen in according with condition of optimal load after choice of the main 
dimensions of generator. Magnetic induction peak inside of inductor on the surface of its 
turns was calculated. Resistance of inductor was found upon its turn data and was 
included in the calculating scheme. In the result of series calculations the field of the 
possible regimes of generator operation was covered in the range of rotor frequency of 
rotation  1,500 -   16,000 rpm and energy in the load 1 - 100 kJ. Basic value of rotor 
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Fig. 3. The results of generator calculation in the wide range 

of rotation frequency (1...5 - the pulsed energy in the load;  6 - the pulse 
duration; 7 - limitation on the allowable tangential velocity 150 m/s). 
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Fig4. Output voltage of generator (solid lines 1...5), magntetic induction 

inside of load inductor (breaken lines 1...5), limitation curve (6). 
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diameter was taken 0.735 m (150 m/s tangential velocity of surface occurs near 4000 
rpm). Diameter of rotor for every other case was defined trough mis basic value. 
Allowable tangential velocity on the surface of rotor (50 - 300 m/s) presents the main 
constructive limitation for generator application as the pulsed power source. Other 
dimensions of machine were chosen to obtain the high enough (on the level 300) coefficient 
of inductance change kL. A length of active zone was chosen at reasonable limits and was 
believed constant for each value of rotor  diameter. Energy given to load WN,   pulsed 
current duration '(pj)> possible time of operation T and peak value of induction inside of 
load solenoid BWm were found in the result of calculation This data are presented in me 
Fig3, Fig.4; limitation curve in the both figures corresponds to meaning of tangential 
velocity on the surface of rotor 150 m/s. It may be seen as this velocity in fact plays the 
role of main limiting factor on the power generated. Displacement of limiting curve in the 
area more high velocity would allow to obtain a more short pulse with corresponding 
increasing of power, but energy in the pulse depends mainly on the diameter of rotor and 
other dimension related. The rows of parameters, which are constant for each line of 
constant diameter in Fig.3, Fig4, are given in Table 2. The constant relation between 
generator minimal inductance and load inductance L ind close to optimal value is used in 
Fig3, Fig.4, namely KN -Ljnd/L^ -3. 

o-i 

Data shown in Fig 3 enable to 
see a certain contradiction 
between pulse     duration 
shortening on the frequency of 
rotation increasing along with 
limiting curve, from one side, 
and enchancement of current 
density in windings, from 
another side, through lack of 
space for windings conductors 
placing, if diameter of rotor is 
small. 

In the Fig.4 the magnetic 
induction on the surface of 
turns in load and voltage 
applied to the load inductor 
are shown. 
To illustrate the influence of 
the rotor diameter variation on 
the generator parameters and 
magnetic induction in the load 
inductor the results of 
calculation for 3000 rpm, 
1^^= 1 ms are shown in Fig.5, 
Fig 6. To reach a more high 

amplitude of magnetic induction (curve 2 in Fig.5) it was necessary to decrease the 
solenoid dimensions with corresponding reduction of its inductance with respect to optimal 

0.2,5    0.5       0.75 ,   1-° d/d 
o 

bas 
Fig.5. Dependence of magnetic 
induction inside of load inductor 

on the generator diameter variation. 
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value needed for generator.    Curve 1 in Fig. 5 shows the peak induction in nie load of 
optimal value. 
Load solenoid basic dimensions for a curves shown in Fig.5 were the next: 1 - radius 
Rb(D= 8.1 cm, length Hb(J)= 8.64 cm;  2 - radius RbC2>= 1.5 cm, length HbC5= 6.35 cm 
The current values of radius R and length H are varying similarly for both curves 1,2 in 
according with curve 3, Fig.5. 
As it is seen in Fig.6, the energy in the load WN depends on the diameter of rotor 
strongly. The internal parameters of generator are given in Fig.6 also. There are the 
^L = LnuB ^Ltmn (** constant air gap), current peak value IM in the load, current 
amplification coefficient Kj , real energy amplification coefficient kw = WH / W0 , where 

sec kw KV 

sM0<H 

2S&* kL 

1000 

500 

80- 

60- 

40- 

2.0- 

VS-z 

iOO-- 

0.75" 
tL/d 

10 
baS 

Fig 6. Internal parameters of generator at rotor diameter 
variation (3000 rpm). 

the W0 is me initial  magnetic energy spent on the field excitation, time of  continious 
operation T upon condition of winding super-heating on 100 deg.C, output peak voltage 
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UM. Basic value of mechanical power of machine was 60 kW in this example. To 
support the coefficient kL on the constant level it would be necessary to reduce the air gap 
accordingly with diameter, Specific energy per mass unit was approximately constant 
through the whole range, it was estimated as 100 g/J with assumption that conductors mass 
is 0.07 of iron mass in genarator. The most interesting result of example shown in Fig.5, 
Fig. 6 is the feasibility to create the millisecond pulses of magnetic field up to 100 T with 
generator supply, what may be important for technological applications. 

5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Calculations described here serve the illustration of possible computational approach at 
previous analysis of compression generator in the process of anticipated parameters study 
and have no objection to define real limitations for its operation . The rotating generator of 
pulsed power with ferrous core may be considered to-day as electromechanical device 
which charactericstics may be predicted safe enough, including influence of non-linearity 
of core and rotor velocity change during the pulse. But trough possible new special 
applications the problem of its operation at limiting conditions went at the first plane. In 
this connection the next conclusion may be done. If the electrical processes in the circuit 
supplied by rotating generator have the tools effective enough for analysis, many 
calculation procedures are need additionally for analysis of force interaction processes 
inside generator in detail, beginning from the strict definition of the magnetic field 
distribution in the tooth zone, strict definition of components of resulting inductance up 
to analysis of mechanical stresses and shock loading in the windings and keepers 
stipulated both the electromagnetic forces and the centrifugal forces and inertia. As the 
experience shows detail analysis of magnetic field in the stage of compression is able to 
open a large opportunity to improve the coefficient of energy amplification Small 
unsymmetry of magnetic flux distribution at this stage is able significantly increase the 
vaIue Lmin witn corresponding reduction of kL. These problems are actual for the 
generators having anon-magnetic rotor or completely air core also. 
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CAPACITOR-FREE SELF-EXCITATION 
OF BRUSHLESS COMPULSATOR 
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56 Peremoga Avenue, Kyiv-57, 252680, Ukraine 

Summary — Rotational pulse generator with magnetic flux compression usually needs the source 
for primary excitation. Sometimes, compression ratio or energy amplification factor may be low 
while output energy is high enough. In this case the cost of primary excitation source may be too 
high. Hence a development of self-excitation process of pulse generator is important to reduce 
the cost of a whole pulse unit The paper presents the results of digital simulation of self- 
excitation process  in two general schemes  of brushless compulsator. 
It was found that it is necessary to have as minimum three windings, two of them situated on the 
stator and loaded by two diodes, to provide the self-excitation process. Two cases of rotor 
circuits compulsator are considered The first one has the short-circuit rotor winding the second 
one has the rotor winding loaded by a diode. All windings have the equal parameters. The 
mathematic model for transient analysis in generator consists of system of three differential 
equations with piecewise linear approximation of diodes characteristics. Magnetic core of machine 
is assumed having a linear properties. The parameters of the mathematical model are: two energy 
amplification factors (corresponding to coupling of rotor windings with each of stator windings), 
the relative resistance of the windings, the ratio between the self-inductances of stator windings 
and the angle between the axes of stator windings. 
In the space of the model parameters the regions of self-excitation was found and the coefficient 
of self-excitation  intensity as a function of the parameters was built 
In comparison with eariy considered results known for a generator having two stator windings 
with coinciding axes the generalized model allows the arbitrary angle between stator winding 
what enables to find more effective conditins of self-excitation due to variation of this angle. 
As was investigated this angle must be close to 90 deg. The maximal speed of magnetic flux 
increasing in machine may be given numerically as the function of energy amplification factor 

kw by the correlation (0.5...1.5) kw " for typical cases constructive performance of machine. 
The numerical solution of system enable also to obtain the shape of current pulses in the 
windings and conditions of the best concordance with inductive load. 
The computational results permit to find the optimal model parameters providing the quick self- 
excitation process. They may be spreaded also on the case of compression generator with 
galvanic connection of rotor and stator winding through contact rings and brushes. 

1. Introduction 

There are three main modes of current supply for the exsitation forsing in the rotating 
pulsed generators: 1) to rectify alternating output voltage; 2) to use the energy storing 
in the result of magnetic flux amplification if the windings system is non-symmetrical; 
3) to discharge the capacitor through exciting winging. In the last case the qudrature 
component of the main magnetic flux will be catched by the disconnected windings, flux 
will be amplified after shor connection of this winding, and it will be the needed 
initial condition for the pulse generation The conception of the pulsed power obtaining 
in the machine with two identical one-phase windings on the stator and rotor was 
expounded with classic clarity by Prof Ivan M. Postnikov [1], but later he had 
accepted a point of view about profits of the pulsed power generation using the 
conventional three-phase alternator [2] due to possible application of  the existing 
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technology of machine production for the purpose of pulsed current technique. The 
following period of shock generator development was fastened to design of 
conventional alternator, what led to some delay of progress in this field The new life 
of three-phase machine as pulsed current sources in FSU was began after publishing of 
resuts concerning of the magnetic flux strengthening in the pulse generator done by Prof 
G.A. Sipaylov (Tomsk Polytechnic) [3]. Development of this idea have enabled to 
create the many types of specialized pulsed sources including the return to classic 
scheme of compression generator described by Prof LM. Postnikov. 
The most effective application of the third method at self-excitation may be reached in 
the special pulsed generator likely compulsator [4] or compression generator [5]. The 
magnetic energy necessary for magnetic feild creation and amplification can be stored 
in the main field of machine. 

2. Description of the Problem 

The purpose of this work 
is to present the analysis 
of generator     self- 
excitation under condition 
of minimal usage of 
additional elements in its 
electrical scheme. Among 
the possible scheme of 
self-exsitation the scheme 
shown in Fig.1 is chosen 
for the further analysis. In 
this scheme the generator 
contains three windings 
and two diodes. Two 
windings are placed on 
the stator and the third on 
the rotor. In general case 
each of stator windings 
can have the separate 
contour (it is shown by 
the broken line "be" in 
Fig.1), - it is a "separate 
scheme" - or can be 
united in the common 
circuit (as shown by solid 
line "ac" in Fig.1) - it is a 
"united scheme". The 
rotor winding can be 
short-circuited or shorting 
against diode. It was 
underline in the published 

r,    li 

Li 

s? - fa a 

r2   VDZ 
< H^c 

VD3 
21 

SCQ   DCG 
Fig.1. The principal scheme of three-windings 

brushless compression generator of pulsed current 
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works [6]-[8] that brushless generator with diode in rotor winding or at short circuited 
this winding is close to classic scheme of compression generator [4]. But the addition 
of winding 2 situated on the stator at arbitrary angle of axis with respect to axis of the 
main winding 1 transfers the generator shown in Fig. 1 rather in the category of cascade 
compression generators men in the category of generators only having separate winding 
of excitation. As we hope it will be seen upon the results of this paper. 
In the further consideration the next types of brushless generators will be distinguished: 
1) generator with short-circuit rotor winding (SCG type); 2) generator with rotor 
winding shorting against diode (DCG type). The simple linear mathematic model of 
electric machine was used at analysis, under assumptions of constant frequency of 
rotation, uniform air gap and sine distribution of the windings along with surfaces of 
ferromagnetic stator and rotor. At the numerical solution of the model it was taken into 
account the presence of diodes considered as non-linear elements. Diodes simulation 
was done by using of series rvd, Lvd circuit with changeable parameters. For a right 
direction of current passing through diode the parameters rvd, Lvd in such the circuit to 
be zero, and for opposite direction of current they were accepted as equal to rvd =500 

ooLj, Lvd = 10 Lj, where co is the angular frequency of rotation, Lj is the main 
inductance of stator winding. 
The energy exchange between the windings of a generator may be described by using 
of energy amplification factor: kwl3 for the windings 1, 3; kw23 for the windings 2, 3 
interaction The expressions for these coefficients were derived in the following form 
for different variants of generator scheme [7]: 

1 l+3k2 

for SCG   as      kwM = —-2 ,    and for DCG as    kw(U) = "™   . 
1     KM(..Ü 1-kM(i.j) 

Here kM(i ^ is the coefficient of magnetic coupling of corresponding windings 1, 3 or 

2, 3. It is defined by the next expression: kMCl>i) = M^ / ((L^ L j )1/2, where L^ 
Lj are the own inductances of windings, M(ii) is the mutual inductance between 
them. Notice mat the rated energy amplification factor in the compulsator with a slip 
rings [5] is equal to compression ratio: kwC = kL = (l+k12)/(l-k12) , if 
damping is absent [7]. 
The mathematical model of selfd-excitation process includes as leading parameters 
the normalized electromagnetic time constant of the windings Ti=oDLi/ri, where r; 

is a winding resistance, i = l,3, angle q> between the axes of the windings 1, 2, and 
ratio Ä,=L j /L2 of the stator windings inductances. 
The ratio k f of the following pulse amplitude during this process development to the 
amplitude of the previous pulse serves as the criterion of the intencity of the self- 
excitation. This ratio may be named as the amplitude rise coefficient during self- 
excitation. As the mathematic model of machine was adopted, it was possible to be 
sure that the ratio k f is not varying after the several periods, it was the indication of 
stationary state achievement. The simulating computer program which was solving the 
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initial value problem, had enables to select the pulses for records before the 
coefficient kf  had to reached the stable magnitude near 1. If on the first period  of 
rotation the initial current was close to zero in all the windings, in the beginning of nie 
every next period a small addition of initial current have arised, and this increase 
led in result to reachment of nominal current in the stator winding 1 which was 
supposed as output It is useful to mark that the ortogonal initial mutual position of 
wingings 1, 3 axes is typical for generator of SCG type (the rotor winding must be 
designed as free penetrated for magnetic flux across its axis), while the collinear 
mutual position of windigs 1, 3 axes is typical for generator of DCG type at the 
begining of the pulse generation. 

3. The Results Obtained 

It is evident, that it is difficult to reach a self-excitation at presence of external load in 
the circuit through a great dissipation of energy. That is why the self-excitation 
development was studied with short-connected output of generator. At the initial 
analysis performance it was convenient to restrict ourselves by the consideration of 
process at the equality of electromagnetic time constants of all windings included as 
well as equality of amplification coefficients   kw^S)= kwoj) = kw, what does not 
violate of general character of analysis. The consideration of the self-excitation 
process in dynamics by numerical solution of the mathematic model have enabled to 
study the influence of such the parameters as the angle <p between stator windings 
axes, the resistances of windings, the rated energy amplification factor k w, as well 
as difference between the factors kw(J ^ and kw(23;) on the process development 
Most of results are presented for SCG scheme, and certain of them are related to 
DCG scheme. The main distinctions between SCG and DCG characteristics are 
pointed out 
The very strong factor of influence is the angle between stator windings axes 9. In 
Fig 2 the coefficient k f dependence on the angle q> is presented for SCG  scheme 

with series connection of 1, 2 windings of stator at k w= 25, % = 1. The one curve in 
mis figure is shown for DCG type machine at T{ = 100. It is a typical that all curves 
for DCG type machine are going below of corresponding curves for SCG type machine, 
of corresponding curves for SCG type machine. Data about maximal significances of 
the coefficient k f are given also in the Tabl. 1 for the several values of k w. It is seen 

in the Fig2 that the most effective self-excitation is possible if me value of angle 9 is 
near ± 90 deg 
The curves of the normalized currents in time obtained by simulation are shown in 
Fig.3 for SCG scheme with 9= 90 deg.,   X = 1, Tx = 100   at i=p , and in Fig.4 
for DCG scheme with 9 = - 90 deg., remains are the same. The process is going 
similarly in both schemes, but in SCG type machine (Fig3) the pulsed current i3 

changes its sign each period in contrary with DCG type where it doesn't change its 
direction.   As the results of modeling show, parameter % has the strong influence on 
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Table 1. Maximal values of amlitude rise coefficient k f 

in the scheme SCG and corresponding angle (cp). 

T; 
* w(1.2)~ " * w (2,3) 

6.75 12.5 25 50 

10 
30 
100 
300 

1.57   (78deg.) 
1.98 (87 deg) 
2.12 (93 deg) 

2.0 (61 deg.) 
2.87 (90 deg.) 
3.26 (99 deg) 

1.04 (-63deg.) 
2.45 (81 deg.) 
4.23 (94 deg.) 
5.34 (103 deg.) 

1.06 (-72deg.) 
2.7 (80 deg.) 
5.8 (94 deg.) 

8.4 (103 deg.) 

the self-excitation process in the united scheme of windings, when the winding 1 may 
be considered as the load for winding 2. In the Tabl.2 the values of coefficient k f in 

dependence on X are presented for several magnitudes of kw at Ti = 100 for 

i = 1^3. It may be seen that the small values of X are preferable in united scheme of 
windings. It is expedient from a design point of view to perform the windings with 
angle between axes cp= 90 deg. The current il of stator winding 1 is much more then 
i2 in winging 2, that agrees very well with a condition of Lj « L2 as enables to 
reach of acceptable volume of conductor in the each of windings. It is known that in 
the pulsed generators the optimal load inductance is reducing along with increasing of 
energy amplification coefficient [9]. The similar tendency is seen in data of Tabl.2. 

Table 2. Maximal values of amlitude rise coefficient kf 

in the united scheme DCG and corresponding values of angle (cp). 

^wP     *w<?3) 

A — \u \ I \J 2 

25 50 100 

0.125 3.81   (85 deg.) 5.96   (83 deg.) 8.78   (83 deg.) 
0.25 3.87   (90deg.) 6.0    (90 deg.) 8.74   (90 deg.) 
0.5 3.86   (93 deg.) 5.87   (95 deg.) 8,48   (92 deg.) 
1.0 3.71   (99 deg.) 5.5   (103 deg.) 7.82 (100 deg.) 
2.0 3.33 (105 deg.) 4.76 (105 deg.) 6.62 (105 deg.) 
4.0 2.8  (104 deg.) 3.83 (103 deg.) 5.18 (104 deg.) 
8.0 2.30  (99 deg.) 2.99   (99 deg.) 3.9  (101 deg.) 

Parameter X has no essential influence in the separate scheme of windings. 
Calculations have shown that in such a scheme the less value of k f are achievable 
and  extremum  of this coefficient lies far away from angle of 90 deg., what is not 
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Fig. 3. Normalized curves of currents in the windings 
of SCG type machine by simulation. 
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Fig.4. Normalized curves of currents in the windings of 
DCG type machine by simulation. 
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suitable for designing.   The positive property of separate scheme of windings is 
concluded in the possibility to obtain the high enough value k f at every meanings of 
A, ratio. 
To check the influence of possible difference between k^s and  k WQ^ which can 
arise, for example, if the inductive load is present in the circuit of winding 1 or 2, the 
simulation of self-excitation process was spent in two additional variants for DCG 
type machine for each kind of winding connection (united and separate). The inductive 
load of optimal value was switched in the stator winding as the first variant, and 
inductance with value equal to own inductance of stator winding was in the second 
variant Initial value of kw was taken 12.5, and additional inductance was able to 
reduce it up to 2.0 with a drop of k f almost twice up to value 1.2 - 1.3 when the self- 
excitation is possible yet, but it is going very slow in comparison with short-connected 
output case of generator. The efficiency of self-excitation depends strongly on the 
summary resistance of all the windings. Switching of ohmic load is able to slow 
down significantly the process self-excitation up to its breaking 
Numerical estimations obtained in the result of analysis spent show that the upper limit 
of    maximal amplitude rise coefficient kf     can    be close to the value 

(0.5...1.5)(kJ! 
W ' 

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

All the variants of internal connections and mutual space position of the stator coils in 
the scheme of three-windings brushless generator were covered during this work 
fulfillment The scheme with connection of stator windings in series contour under 
their mutually ortogonal space disposition with a presence of two diodes switched in 
the correspondence with Fig.1 (one of them is in the branch of additional windings, 
the second is a shunt for the main windings as usual fixator of level) has the most 
interesting possibilities in the self-excitation performance. Efficiency of self- 
excitation in such a scheme is the most high if the inductance of addutional windings of 
stator is more then inductance of main windings in 2...8 times, what may be define 
more correctly at known coefficients of electromagnetic coupling of stator windings 
with a rotor winding. Connection of rotor winding against with diode doesn't change 
principally the pulsed energy conversion in the generator but provides the pulses 
repetition frequency equal to rotation frequency, while at the short connected rotor 
winding the pulses repetition frerquency is twice more in comparison with frequency of 
rotation. The self-excitation of generator is possible also with separate (insulated) 
short connection of both stator windings against diodes, efficiency of this scheme is not 
high as in the united scheme. But separate scheme allows to reach the self-excitation 
without special making of correspondence between inductive parameters of stator 
windings, what is a positive property of this scheme. 
Analisys developed for two ortogonal windings on the stator of the compression 
generator turned out to be useful at consideration of two-stage cascade compression 
generators in the followed investigations: in the brushless performance [10] and using 
the slip contacts between rotor and stator windings [11]. 
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Abstract. The theoretical study of the current generation due to the braking of the previously accelerated armature 
by the magnetic field compression in the multi-rails channel of the railgun is carried out. The resistive-inductive load 
is considered. The set of the acceptable physical parameters of such compressor is defined. The numerical code, 
which simulates the work of the generator, is developed. This software takes into account the skin effect and the 
heating in the rails and in the armature. In a result, the dependence of efficiency of the studied facilities vs. the used 
materials was found. The practical recommendations for possible ways of optimization of the similar generators are 
put forward. 

1. Introduction 

The work is devoted to a formulation and analysis of the elementary physical model of the linear 
ballistic generator used for production and using of the electrical power in the given resistive-inductive 
load. Such generators, unlike the explosive magnetic flux compressor generators (MFCG) [1,2], we name 
for a short as the linear generators of the current (LGC) [3]. The main attention was given to the analysis 
of a variety of the LGC, which are based on the compression of the magnetic stream in the railgun 
channel by means of a beforehand accelerated modular solid-state armature. 

The linear ballistic generators, as well as MFCG, have a rather simple construction, but unlike 
last they are capable to generate the electric pulses of the current by duration up to a few milliseconds. 
Almost all elements of their construction, excepting the armature, are reusable. And the basis of 
researched constructions of the LGC is formed by the elecrrodynamic launchers with inverse rails. The 
latters are often multirails and have a sufficiently great value of a linear inductance L' > 3-4 (iH/m. 

The LGC can find the application as the alternate radiants of the power supply for impulse 
electro-physical facilities of various assigning, particularly at a realization of the geophysical 
electromagnetic explorings. 

Unlike the generator [4,5], recommended for a creation of combined electrochemical launcher of 
macrobodies, in the LGC the compression of the magnetic flux may be carried out solely at the expense 
of a kinetic energy of an armature. In our work the simplified physical model of the LGC work is 
investigated analytically and numerically. In a result the explicit solutions of some tasks in view of 
decrease of a velocity unlike [6] are obtained. Moreover it became possible to define the conditions of the 
generation of the current and to analyze the influence of the various materials used in the construction of 
the generator upon the effectiveness of the energy transformation. Also a way of a control of the form of 
the current impulse by the modification of the linear inductance of the LGC construction is found 
theoretically. 

2. Formulation of the Problem 

The electrical circuit of the LGC for the direction of the current into the external resistive- 
inductive load, characterized by inductance LL and resistance RL , is represented in fig.l. 

y -    'o ICt 

t 1 0      1 
t=0 *z 

—> 
t>0 

1 —<- I- 
Kt> 

Fig. 1 The scheme of the LGC cut by plane z = const and the circuit of the load. 
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dT„      , dTr      , 
CA-£-'X..CA-£-'%. m 

The generator contains the n conductive parts which are parallel to the plane z = const and are 
divided by isolation strata both electrically and thermally and are joined sequentially through a collector 
on an output extremity of the LGC. Such construction can ensure great linear inductance of rails. The 
armature of the LGC consists of« slices isolated from each other too. The armature velocity and length 
are v and /„. The length of the generator is /. The height of electrodes in direction of the axis y is hv 

In the moment t = 0 the external electromotive force E creates in the electrodes and exterior 
circuit the initial current /„. When t > 0 an electrical closure of interrails space by the armature takes 
place. And cut-off electromotive force of the energization for the initial current occurs. 

When t = 0 the armature has the initial velocity v = v0. During the time the armature begins to be 
braked by a magnetic field, originating due to the current through the rails, armature and external circuit. 
And the kinetic energy of the armature together with the magnetic energy between the rails will be 
transformed to electrical energy, which will be led into the given load. 

The LGC description in view of the thermal heating is defined by the equations 

dv       L'i2 dx dLi 

L = LL+L'(l-x),   R = RL+Ra+2Rr, 

R, = R'0-X),   R'--^1,   Ra = ^rX\, 
wrbr wfia 

6r=min[\,hr],   ba=min[\,laJ,    \i0 = 4nl0'7H/m 
dT„      , dT.      , 

&a = K*aWa "'      Qr = 0 ~ Xfi rWr " 
We account in (1) the influence of a friction force of the piston along the rails F{ =kiL'i /2 on 

armature braking. And it is necessary, because it may be essential for the ensuring of the solid metal 
contact. But we neglect a heat by friction. It can be designated as q . Accordingly in the 1st and 2nd 
equation the components qa = q/2 and qT = qIA , where q = Ff v , are omited . They are small in our 
simulations with respect to Joule heat. Because the electrical resistances of the armature and rails are 
high. It is caused by skin effect. 

Here m- the mass of the armature (of the piston), v - its velocity, t - the time, V - the linear 
inductance of the rails per unit of length, / - the electric current, L - the full inductance, R - the full 
electrical resistance, x - the piston coordinate, Cra - specific thermal capacity of the rails and the armature, 
Qra - a volume of region occupied by current in one rail or armature, Tra -a temperature of the rails or 
armature. Through h and w with appropriate indexes are marked a height and breadth of the electrodes 
and the piston. Magnitudes / and /a - the length of the generator and the armature in direction of axes x. 
Through RL , RT, R3 are designated accordingly the electrical resistance of the load, rail and armature. 
Similarly the numerals p, a with appropriate indexes represent specific electrical resistances and their 
temperatures coefficients. And the magnitude X characterizes depth of a skin-stratum. The parameter kf 
«0.5 takes into account braking of the piston at the expense of friction about the rails. 

In the moment t = 0 the initial conditions are: 

i = i0,     v = v0,     x = x0,     Ta = Tao,     Tr = Tro (3) 

It is necessary to analyze (1) - (3) up to a moment of the armature embarkation (x = /) or up to 
its stopping (v= 0). 

3. Analytical Study 

We shall find an analytical solution of the task when the full electrical resistance of the generator 
and the load is constant. 

Some important results about the LGC work can be received even not deciding the Cauchy 
problem (1-3). 
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From (1), requiring di/dt > 0, it is simple to show, that the monotone amplification of the current 
i(t) happens only at realization of a condition L'v> R. It means that the inductive resistance of the rails of 
the generator exceeds a summarized ohmic resistance of the generator, the armature and the load. 

When R«L'v the magnetic flux Li will be constant and we shall receive 

i = it(x) = i0[l + LL/ L'-x0]/ [l+LL/ L'-xJ (4) 

Whence the maximum amplification factor of current K = il i0 is reached at x=l and for x0 =0 is 
equal (lLf + LJ /LL . I.e. the generator inductance LQ = L'l should considerably exceed inductance of a 
load LL for a sufficient amplification of current. 

At presence of ohmic losses, the amplification of current will be less. 
From (1-3), neglecting the Joule heating and by accepting L' = const, we shall receive 

v2=v2=v2+^-(l + kf)[l+LL/L'-xJx (5) 

x{l-fl+LL/ L'-xJ/ [l+LL/ L'-xJ} 
o)=l+LL/L',   t = t,(x) = 

, 1 p=(ä-x 

ln[D0 V/? + V A; (D0P-C0)]~ 
P=03-X„ 

L'i2 

C0=-^(l + kf)[(ä-x0]\D0=V0
2+C0/(^-x0) (6) 

m 
Here and below Fp

pJa
h = F(b) - F(a) . 

With the help of [7] it is possible to find the first corrections to obtained solutions and for nonzero 
R: R/(L'v)<l 

v2(x) = D(x) - C(x) / fco- x), (7) 

C(x) =C0[\-{2RIL )] J, (x), D(x) = D0 - (2R IL)CB J2 (x), 

J, (x) = - 2D;1'2 {In [D0 p
1'2 +(D0(D0p - C0))

1/2]} | ^1*, , 

J2 (x) = - (2/C0) [(D0p - C0) lp\m | £-_',„ 
The pointed solutions are obtained in appendix. They can be used for assessments of the LGC work. 

We shall define conditions of an amplification of the current in the load (dv/dt < 0). Let's assume 
R = 0 since the power losses on the Joule dissipation will slow braking of the armature and it can pass up 
to a stopping the greater distance. 

From (2) we shall discover a coordinate of braking of the armature xs (v(xs) = 0 ) 

/ LG
JQm0+Qko+Qfo 

Sko> Smo> ßfo - accordingly the initial kinetic and magnetic energy and the work of friction (x0 = 0): Ok0 = 
mv0

212, Qm0 = (IL + IG) i0
212, Qa = kf Qm0 ■ 

For steady work of the LGC it is necessary that xs > I. Or from (8) it is equivalent to a condition 
LQ I LL < Qk0 / (Qm0 + Qfo). Whence for reaching required magnitude of a working current / a 
realization of the following conditions is necessary 

/    LG + LL    Qk0 + Qmo + Qf0 
— <— -< — (9) 
h LL Qmo + Qfo 

A 

2V     II   LI L%    \2V 

2 

L[ =L' (l+kf) (10) 

We shall below carry out optimization of the law of the modification of the inductance of the 
generator Lc = Lc (x) for deriving on the given external load of the required form of the current. 
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By the auxiliary functions E, = x/l, K = i/i0 , cp = V l/Lh the conservation law of the magnetic 
flux will be noted as 

/+j9ßM=*ß;#+f<pßM; (ID 

When L' = dLQ / dx =const, cp = % = const follows. And we find from (11) 

Ka)=(i+<?0)/[i+<?0(i-t)] (12) 

The maximum amplification of a current K = 1 +(p„ is reached at £, = /. 
We shall generalize (12) by entering the parameter a 

Kaft) = (l + (?0)/[l + y0(l-^)a] (13) 
When a = 1 we obtain a standard solution (12), which corresponds to the constant linear inductance L' 
of the rails. The forms of the current in load for any a and K = 10 are represented in fig. 2. The value a = 
0 corresponds to a condition of maintaining of a direct current. And the infinite value of an indicated 
parameter corresponds to the impulse of the alternating current (z « Ki0), which has the step-form. That is 
of interest for geophysical and electrophysical applications. With growth a a monotonic filling of the 
form of the impulse of the alternate current is observed. 

By conducting differentiation (13), we shall find the required law of a modification  L', 
necessary for a support of the specific form of the current. 

<?afc) = Voa(1-Z>)' 
a-l (14) 

According (14) the standard case, L' = const, corresponds to a = 1. For general value of a the 
dependence of the dimensionless linear inductance of the rails versus the longitudinal coordinate is 
shown in fig. 3 

For 0 < a < 1 the dimensionless magnitude L' increases in direction of a throwing of the piston. 
The decrease of L' is typical for a > 1. Thus, for deriving a step-form of an impulse of the electrical 
current a strong decrease of linear inductance along the channel of the generator is required. The practical 
realization of the given idea requires of the special reviewing and in the given work is not considered . 

4. Numerical Simulation 

The calculations were carried out for the aluminium conductive elements of an armature and 
three types of electrodes with different conductive parts: 1- copper, 2- bronze, 3 - steel. And two basic 
sets of the numerical simulations, marked hereinafter [a] and [b], accordingly for initial currents f0 in 10 
and 100 kA, have been made. The physical properties of materials are taken from manuals [8-11]. 

In calculations if another variants are not pointed we accept: T^ = T0 = 293K , V0 = 700m/s, 
x0 = 0, / =2m , XL=0.5uH , RL = 0.35 mOhm , m = 58 g , w„ = 24mm , hv = 25mm , lz = 10mm , 
L' = 5.2uH/m , u0 = 4TT 10"7 H/m , n =3 . 

For indicated data the results of numerical experiments are represented in fig. 4-7 with indexes 
"a" and "b" accordingly for variants [a] and [b]. The curves, adequate to the copper rails, were marked on 
the graphs by asterisks -"*". The markers, daggers-"x" and circles-"o", correspond to the bronze and 
steel rails. 

The trajectories of a ballistic piston x(t) are represented in fig. 4 a, b. 
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The variant [a] ensures stable LGC work irrespective of a type of considered materials for rails. 
Stoppings of an armature inside the channel of a generator does not happen. In this case the parameters of 
an operating duty of the LGC are selected according to conclusions of the qualitative analysis. Only a 
realization of the right inequality (10) were not guaranteed a little. In variant [b] the pointed condition has 
been not satisfied essentially. However, as have shown calculations, the resistive rails can stabilize a 
transformation of the kinetic energy of the piston into the electrical power. 
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The process of braking of the piston at a compression of a magnetic field is represented in 

fig. 5a,b. 
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Braking of the armature is the most effective at copper rails: 22 % and 100 % for variants [a] 
and [b]. The kinetic energy of the piston does not decrease practically for [a] at the steel electrodes. A 
decrease of the velocity for [b] is about 4 %. The bronze buses of the generator give on indicated variants 
a drop of a velocity « 8 % and 100 %. 

The amplification factor of the electrical alternate current K =i / i0 characterizes one of the goal 
functions of the development of the LGC (fig. 6 a,b). 

The amplification of the alternate current (£> > 1) or support of the direct current K « 1 should 
be supplied for majority of practical applications . 
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Fig. 6a Fig. 6b 
According to the results of the section 3: K < L/LL . And the equality can occur for rather large 

value of the linear inductance of the rails L' and the velocity v of the armature. It is ensuring on the 
average a dominance of an inductive resistance in buses L'v over the full ohmic resistance R. 

For infinite electrical conductivity of the rails, armature and external load, the amplification 
factor of the current according to the left inequality (10) can reach 21.8 . The numerical experiments 
show that the variant [a] can ensure generation of the current (K > 1). However due to the Joule heat 
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losses in considered actual constructions of generators the amplification factor of the current can be much 
less of the theoretical prediction. So for copper buses the amplification of the current reaches only the 
magnitude of 9.8. Due to the bronze rails the current of the load strengthens in 5.9 ones. And the steels 
electrodes do not generally ensure the amplification of the current, which practically damps. 

The resistance R varies nonmonotonically. Due to the skin effect the magnitude of R is great at 
the beginning of the generation cycle. It can cause a decrease of the current in corresponding times 
(fig. 6 a.b.). 

In preferable variant [a] the heating of the piston does not exceed 0.2 , 0.4 and 0.6 % 
accordingly for rails, made of steel, bronze and copper. It is called by the currents diminution through the 
armature in case of more resistive rails. 

The variant [b] has appeared unfavorable from a point of view of generation of currents also 
because the heating of the armature is essential, up to tens of per cents. This can cause its plastic 
deformation. 

The heating of the buses in the preferable variant [a] depends on their material but does not 
exceed 0.13 %. In the alternate variant, [b], it reaches 14 %. 

The effectiveness of the LGC work is traced in fig. 7a,b , where efficiency r\ equals the ratio of 
the energy in the load to the full initial energy, is represented. 
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In preferable variant [a] the efficiency can reach 22 % for copper buses. The rails from bronze or 
steel can decrease the effectiveness of transformation the energy by means of the LGC. One of methods 
of a raise the efficiency is a lowering of the resistance of the rails by their chilldown up to nitrogen 
temperatures. The variant [b] allows to supply on copper buses only the efficiency up to 9 % without an 
amplification of the initial current. 

With the purpose of the analysis of optimal possibilities of researched constructions LGC the 
calculations of values of the amplification factor of a current K (fig. 8) and of the efficiency r\ (fig. 9) 
have been made in a range of initial currents from 10 up to 100 kA. This parameters correspond to the 
moment of an end of the moving of the armature in the channel of the generator. 
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Fig. 8 Fig. 9 
The cyphers mark a type of materials, used at manufacture of rails: 1 - copper, 2 - bronze, 3 - steel. And 
upper curves marked on the pictures in identical symbols correspond to a double mass of the piston m = 
116g. 

The decreasing of intensity of the amplification of the current (fig. 8) with growth of the initial 
current is caused by a diminution of a part of the initial kinetic energy of the piston in relation to a full 
energy of initiation of work LGC. Since the generation of the current is caused largely by transformation 
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of the kinetic energy of the armature into the electrical energy. So it explains the amplification of the 
generation of the current with growth of the mass of the piston. 

There is the optimum initial current, which ensures maximum efficiency (fig. 9). This current 
corresponds according to fig. 8 the beginning of a sharp decrease of intensity of the amplification of the 
current and the used energy in the external load. 

5. Conclusion 

Zero-dimensional non-stationary description of a linear generator of a current (LGC) is 
developed. This physical model takes into account skin-effect and thermal effects in buses and armature. 
The appropriate software for the realization of the numerical experiments for an analysis of pointed 
generators is created. When the summarized electrical resistance of the generator and the external 
electrical load is constant the analytical solutions which describe the work of the generator are obtained 
and are investigated. In a result the magnitudes of physical parameters of the LGC which ensure its stable 
work were found. The variant calculations of concrete constructions LGC as railgun are made and are 
analysed for various materials of buses and initial conditions. The calculations showed that the developed 
qualitative analytical theory is useful for the preliminary prognosis of the generation of the current. The 
analysis of numerical experiments gave possibility to select from a considered class of the constructions 
the most preferable ones and to define the quantitative parameters of an operation LGC such as efficiency 
and temperature in buses and armature, etc. The efficiency of similar generators can be optimized. And it 
can reach according to examining physical and numerical model up to 55 %. A possibility of a control of 
the form of the impulse of the current by a modification of the linear inductance of the rails is 
investigated. However for a practical realization of similar idea additional scientific investigations are 
necessary. 

Appendix: Proof of (7) 

We'll find below the solution of problem (1) for nonzero electrical resistance R = const. 
Then, substituting in (1) dt on v dx, we shall receive 

, m        dv2 ,    ( 

'=-üäW>^- >(XJ~'K <15) 

■2 
d'y    2(l-r)dv> R dv'fxj       V(l + kt) 

äs'-^7ii' '-&■ v(x°>=v-- -*—~s-'• (16) 

When R=0 , the solution of the problem has been found in the part 2 and we designate it as v = 
v., r = r, . 

For small R the executing of a linearization of equation (16) with respect to the solution with R 
=0 gives 

d2v        2    dv2 2r,(x)dv2 

 — + F(x),   F(x) = --±J-j- (17) 
dx      (o-x dx (S)-x   dx 

The initial conditions are as in (16). 
The general solution of (17) has for F=0 the expression v,\x) = D0 - CJ(<a-x) . For F*0 we'll 

change the constants C0, D0 on a functions C(x), D(x). Then v\x) = £>(*)- C(x)/(a-x) . In a result 

%=-r<»-*;w. D(XJ=D0 

dC/dx = -((°-X)2F(X)>    C(xo) = Co (I») 
R C0 

L' (v-xfjDJv-x)2 -C0(<a-x) 

Whence the dependences (7) for C(x) and D{x) may be found. 
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Nomenclature 

Subscripts " a " and " r " refer accordingly to the armature and the rails 
LGC - Linear Generator of Current 
n- Number of the LGC facility sections 
x,y,z - Cartesian coordinates 
/ - Length of the generator 
v, m, /a - Velocity, mass and length of the armature along the direction 

of the piston motion 
Dependence of the current vs. time / 
Velocity, current and x-coordinate of the piston at t = 0 
Size of rails and armature along ^-direction 
Size of rails and armature along z-direction 
Coefficient of the piston motion resistance by friction along the rails 
Full electrical resistance, the resistances of the armature, rail and load 
Permeability of vacuum 
Size of the current skin zones 
Size and volume of the region occupied by current 
Temperature and specific heat capacity 
Specific electrical resistances and their temperature coefficients 
Initial temperatures of the rails and armature 
Linear inductance of the rails 
Full inductance, inductances of the generator and the load 
Gain of a current 
Dimensionless coordinate of the piston 
Auxiliary variable characterizing a change of the inductance gradient 
L along the direction of the piston motion 

•n - Efficiency 
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Superconducting Inductive Pulsed Power Supply for Electromagnetic 
Launchers: 

Experimental Investigation of Laboratory Set-up and Design Aspects 
for Further Development 

W. Week*, P. Ehrhart, M. Heeg, A. Müller, G. Reiner, H. Schölderle, E. Sturm 
Magnet-Motor GmbH, Petersbrunner Str. 2, D-82319 Starnberg, Germany 

Abstract— A 0.5 MJ laboratory set-up of a modular superconducting pulsed power 
supply is described. This combination of a superconducting inductive energy storage 
with a superconducting pulse switch is performed in standard NbTi technology. 
Experimental results of laboratory tests are presented. The possibility of pulse shaping 
by time-controlled triggering of modules is introduced. 
The technological aspects of increasing the energy density and power density by applying 
high-grade superconducting materials (Nb3Sn, HTSC) are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A superconducting inductive energy storage in combination with a superconducting 
switch is one of the principles that is regarded to be capable of supplying tactical and 
mobile electromagnetic and hybrid launchers with the required high power pulses. 

An inductive device stores the energy in the magnetic field, with the energy density 
being proportional to the square of the induction B. 
High values of the induction B and thus sufficient high energy densities cannot be 
achieved in normal conducting inductive devices but it needs a superconducting 
material in which the stored current flows free of losses. 
The state of superconductivity is valid for the respective materials as long as they are 
operated below the critical temperature Tc, the critical induction Bc and the critical 
current density jc- The three critical conditions influence each other. In order to achieve 
optimal operating margins for B and j it is necessary to use temperatures well below Tc. 
For the classical "Low Temperature Superconductors (LTSC)", like NbTi, usually 
cooling with liquid helium (T= 4.2 K) is applied. For the "High Temperature 
Superconductors (HTSC)", which are known now for almost 10 years, the material 
data show much higher values for Tc, Bc and jc. It is expected, that future applications 
of this type of material will operate well with cooling by liquid nitrogen (T= 77 K). 

The fact that a superconducting material goes instantaneously from the 
superconducting state to the normal conducting state, when the operating conditions 
either override one of the critical values Tc, Bc or jc, can be applied for interrupting 
very high currents. 
Those devices, which use the transition from the state of resistivity zero to the normal 
resistivity are referred to as superconducting switches. 
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This paper will describe a laboratory set-up of NbTi superconducting storage and 
switch components with an energy capacity of 0.5 MJ and it will present experimental 
results of this unit. 
There will be discussed the further steps of development for increasing the energy 
density and power density by applying novel superconducting materials (NbsSn, 
HTSC). 

II. LABORATORY SUPERCONDUCTING INDUCTIVE PULSE POWER SUPPLY 

Operation principle 

The charging of the storage is performed by the principle of dividing the inductive 
storage into several coil segments, which are connected in series during charging and 
which operate parallel for discharging. The block diagram of this method is shown in 
Fig.l at six elements. 
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Fig. 1.      Block diagram of modular superconducting pulse power supply 
a) charging state 
b) storing state 
c) discharging state 
The symbols Sp and Sc represent the superconducting power switches and charging switches respectively. The symbols 
Li to L6 represent the storage coils and R stands for the external load. 
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During charging (Fig. 1 a), the charging switches Sc are heated and thus set to normal 
conducting state, while the power switches Sp are still in superconducting state. 
Generated at the external current source, the charging current is forced into the storage 

coils. . 
For storing the energy all switches, which were heated during charging, are set to 
superconducting state and the prime power supply is shut down (Fig. 1 b). In this state 
the conservation of energy is possible for several hours. 
The output pulse is generated by bringing all power switches Sp instantaneously to the 
normal conducting state (Fig. lc). This is realized by an additional high current pulse 
through each power switch element Sp by discharging a capacitor over a thyristor. The 
currents of all storage elements are then summed up to the final pulse in the load. The 
decoupling diodes avoid bypassing currents. 

Design of superconducting storage 

For practical reasons it is necessary that a superconducting magnetic storage has as low 
magnetic stray field to the outside as possible. 
On the other hand the device should be as compact as possible and the structure must 
be able to withstand the mechanical forces that arise from the high magnetic fields. 
We have therefore regarded and experimentally investigated an inductive storage, 
which is composed as a hexagon arrangement of solenoids (Fig. 2). 

Although this structure cannot compensate stray fields perfectly to zero it was chosen, 
because in the solenoidal elements there are almost only mechanical forces of 
cylindrical symmetry to be dealt with. This means that the support structure for this coil 
arrangement can be quite simple. A special support structure is only necessary for the 
attractive forces among the solenoids. 

The system consists of identically manufactured storage solenoids. These elements can 
be manufactured and tested separately. In the complete arrangement the elements are 
usually connected in series for charging. For discharging they can be switched in series 
or parallel, in order to adapt voltage and current to the demands of the load. 

-3&KKV .#i-v .'fe 

Fig. 2.      Principle of compensation of magnetic field in a hexagon of solenoids 
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TAB.l : DESIGN DATA OF SUPERCONDUCTING STORAGE 

Solenoid element Hexagon of 6 solenoid elements 
( parallel discharge condition ) 

Conductor NbTi-s.c. in a Cu matrix NbTi-s.c. in a Cu matrix 

Diameter 175 mm 590 mm 

Height 520 mm 540 mm 

Weight 23 kg 150 kg 

Inductance 65 mH 11 mH 

Rated current 1600 A 9600 A 

Max. B 5.5 T 5.6 T 

The design data of the current laboratory set-up consisting of 6 solenoids are 
summarized in Tab. 1. 

Superconducting opening switch 

The superconducting opening switch makes use of the transition from the state of 
resistivity zero to the normal resistivity. As for this type of opening switch the "off 
resistance is not infinite, as would be desired for an ideal switch, the achievable 
switching power is related to the amount and to the characteristic data of the 
superconductor material applied. 
In order to keep the quantity of material in the switch low it is necessary that the 
conductor has high current density in the superconducting state and high resistivity in 
normal conducting state. These conditions in combination with the required dynamic 
performance are met well within the available LTSC conductors by cabled wires of 
NbTi filaments in CuNi matrix. 

In the practical design the superconducting switch is composed of a long conductor 
arranged in a very-low-inductance configuration. The minimization of the inductance is 
essential for achieving fast switching performance and low switching losses. 
Another requirement for the superconducting opening switch is a high dielectric 
strength, which can be optimized by geometrical design and the insulation materials 
applied. 

The design data and characteristics of the of the switching components are presented in 
Tab. 2. 

TAB.2 : DESIGN DATA OF SUPERCONDUCTING SWITCH COMPONENTS 
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TAB.2 : DESIGN DATA OF SUPERCONDUCTING SWITCH COMPONENTS 

Conductor 

Coil diameter 

Height 

Weight 

Inductance 

Rated current 

R normal at5K 

Triggering 

Power switch element 

NbTi-s.c. in a CuNi matrix 

86 mm 

450 mm 

8 kg 

9.5 (*H 

2000 A 

60 Q 

current peak 

Charging switch element 

NbTi-s.c. in a CuNi matrix 

74 mm 

125 mm 

1.8 kg 

4.3 uH 

2000 A 

10.5 Q 

thermal 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

A laboratory set-up of a pulse power supply has been designed and built. The storage 
elements are 6 solenoids, which are arranged in a hexagon structure. In this first stage 
of experiments the superconductor material for the storage coils is a cable of NbTi- 
filament wires with Cu-matrix. To avoid an axial contraction of the windings there are 
additional supporting rings. In this version the rated energy capacity is 0.5 MJ. 

The main part of the residual stray field of the hexagon is located at the end of the 
solenoids. The center of the hexagon is a region of very low field. It is the preferred 
location for placing the superconducting power switches. Also the region outside of the 
solenoids, in the middle between top and bottom has very low stray field, so the 
charging switches are placed there ( see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3.      Principle of hexagonal arrangement of superconducting storage coils and switch elements. 
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The performance data of each solenoid and switch were evaluated separately. 
For these tests segments consisting of one charging switch, one power switch and one 
storage coil, thus representing one sixth of the hexagon, were put together and 
operated. 

In these tests all superconducting switching elements (power and charging switches ) 
reached their rated current of 2000 A after a few training steps. This training means 
that the rated current is usually not reached at first attempt of energizing the device, 
due to quenching. The current carrying capacity is increased with the number of 
energizing attempts and quenches. This characteristic is well known for 
superconducting appliances. 
The superconducting storage coils also needed some training steps before they reached 
their rated energy capacity of 80 kJ. In order to prevent damage to the coils caused by 
these quenches, the pulse triggering circuitry with capacitor and thyristor (see Fig. 1) is 
applied as a quench protection unit in this phase of experiments. When spontaneous 
quenching is detected in one component, a full pulse discharge is triggered at a very 
short time delay. 

The complete system of 6 segments was put together and tested successfully (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4.      Laboratory set-up 0.5 MJ of superconducting pulse power supply. 
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The training of all components has not increased in a combined operation. The 
arrangement was charged with an average charging power of 8 kW in 60 s. After a 
definite time of storage the arrangement was discharged and an energy pulse of 480 kJ 
was achieved at an external load. Fig. 5 shows the discharge pulse with a peak power 

of 5 MW. 

Due to laboratory conditions the peak power (i.e. the voltage) at the load was limited 
for these experiments. High voltage pulses, which had already been demonstrated in 
preceding laboratory tests with former set-ups, will be carried out m the next tests to 
come. 

IV. FURTHER STEPS 

For several applications it is interesting, not to have just one single discharge pulse, but 
to be able to shape the pulse by triggering the opening switches m a sequence with 
definite short time delays. This operation mode is feasible, as the magnetic coupling of 
the solenoids and thus the mutual influence during discharge is rather weak, which 
could be shown by computer simulations of the system (Fig. 6). 
The corresponding experiments will be carried out soon. 
According to the original concept the laboratory set-up as described in this paper is just 
a pre-stage of a larger unit. It is planned to raise the energy capacity roughly by a factor 
of 4 by increasing the central induction B. For this, additional coils made of Nb3Sn 
material shall be inserted into the NbTi solenoids. Nb3Sn allows higher values of j and 
B than NbTi, however the preparation of the coils is much more complicated. With 
these hybrid solenoids an arrangement of two hexagon assemblies stacked onto each 
other will finally make up a 4 MJ unit. 
The design aspects of this unit is described elsewhere III. 

Fig. 5.       Discharge pulse at resistive load 
Pulse energy E=0.5 MJ. 
Peak power P= 5 MW 
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Voltnga 

6.0KV 

Fig. 6.      Example of time-controlled discharge pulses at resistive load (result of computer simulation). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The experiments presented in this paper show that a superconducting.pulse power 
supply of this type is operable with its basic functions charging, storing and discharging 
ThedemonstrSd set-up, with its six fold symmetry has not on    or,.» 
with respect to current and magnetic field but also with mechanical forces. The doubling 
of the energy contents by stacking two hexagons onto each other is expected to be 
practicable without additional difficulties. 
The further increasing of energy density and power density will be carried out by 
applying higher-grade superconducting materials like Nb3Sn and Hi bL. 
The polibmty tf time-delayed triggering of the elements of this system gives the 
opportunity of a load-adapted pulse shaping. 
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Abstract—To accelerate in railguns long-rod pro- 
jectiles with diameters varying between a few mm 
and 25 mm up to velocities greater than 2000 m/s 
currents of several MA are necessary. Due to the 
thermal effects, the current in the rails is limited to a 
value growing with the rail launcher caliber. To 
reach higher muzzle velocities the caliber and conse- 
quently the mass of the projectile must be increased. 

To maintain low projectile diameter and mass 
while increasing the current, we suggest to use a 
railgun supplied with contact-studs. The interesting 
aspects such a railgun compared to classical ones and 
the range of applications are discussed. 

Based on that study, we compare different 
railguns able to accelerate a penetrator with a fine- 
ness ratio L/D = 35 up to velocities of about 2500 
m/s. We show that a 80 mm caliber gun will have a 
length greater than 10 m to reach that performance, 
whereas a 120 mm railgun supplied with contact- 
studs, so that the projectile caliber remains 80 mm, 
gives the same results for an accelerating length of 
4.5 m. 

A 3D electromagnetic numerical simulation was 
used to determine the current distribution in the 
contact-studs and in the armature. We show that a 
good choice of the armature materials allows to dis- 
tribute the current along the contact-studs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The railguns used for military application must 
be able to accelerate long rod penetrators with 
fineness ratios varying between 10 and 35 [1]. The 
diameters of those penetrators range from 5 to 10 
mm for the anti-aircraft application and are about 
22.5 mm for the anti-tank application. 

To lower the launched projectile mass (i.e. the 
electrical energy) it is interesting to have a gun 
caliber as small as possible. Unfortunately that 
cannot be achieved in most cases: firstly the 
railgun efficiency decreases with the caliber D (for 
D < 140 mm [2],[3]) and secondly the currents 

necessary to obtain the high required velocities 
(2000 m/s to 3000 m/s) are very large (a few MA). 
Due to the rails heating the maximal current is cali- 
ber dependent. The maximum current density per 
unit rail width is commonly admitted to be about 
50 to 60 kA/mm. 

From the increase of the caliber, in order to 
reach the desired muzzle velocity, results a corre- 
lated increase of both the projectile (sabot + 
penetrator) mass and the stored electrical energy. 

In this paper we study the possibility to use a 
railgun with contact-studs which allows us to have 
a caliber large enough to inject the current and si- 
multaneously to keep the projectile diameter small 
(i.e. a small accelerated mass) [4]. The small full 
caliber railgun, the large full caliber railgun and 
the contact-studs railgun are compared. 

II. ACCELERATION OF A PENETRATOR WITH SABOT 

In this paper we take for all the studied railguns 
the same rail geometry: round or square bore. In 
any case the sabot will have the same length and 
mass density. The sabot is assimilated to a full cyl- 
inder (or a parallelepiped) with a hole for the 
penetrator. 

A. General case 

We first consider a railgun with caliber D (Fig. 
1). The Lorentz force is given by the well known 
formula: 

BID = 1    • 2 
-LI (ms + mp)y (1) 

where I is the current, B the magnetic field created 
by I, D the caliber, L' the inductance per unit 
length of the rails, ms the sabot mass for the caliber 
D, m the penetrator mass and y the acceleration in 
the railgun of caliber D. 

We assume that the current I injected in the rail 
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is the maximum possible current (I/rail width = 
Idmax = 60kA/mm)- 

rail 
.   _ m   _   <PL U>y 
d  ~ M DL   ]ps 

<v± ^y (4) 
DL   ^ w 

symmetry axis 

where   <E>   is   the   penetrator   diameter,   L 
' |       penetrator length, 1 the sabots    length, pp 

D/2 penetrator specific mass and pp the sabots specific 

the 
the 

penetrator 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the railgun of caliber D 

B. Influence of the caliber reduction with current 
density limitation 

mass. 

Fig. 3 shows the variation of L'y2 / L'2y as a 
function of the parameter "a" for different caliber 
ratios k = D/d. It can be seen that for each ratio k 
the reduction of the sabot mass (the penetrator mass 
is constant) does not allow the increase of the ac- 
celeration because the decrease of the caliber also 
lowers the current. 

Now we look at a railgun with a caliber d < D 
(Fig. 2). In that case the Lorentz force on the pro- 
jectile is given by 

F2 = dI2B2 =   (ms2+nW2 = 2   2 2 (2) 

where I2 is the current for caliber d, B2 the mag- 

netic field created by I2> ms2 the sabot mass for 

caliber d, m the penetrator mass, ^ ^e accelera- 

tion in the railgun of caliber d and L'2 the induc- 

tance per unit length of the rails (caliber d). 

1.10- 

1.00- 

o.»o- 

0.80 

0.70- 

0.6O 

0.50 

vyVtf 

Fig. 3 Variation of the ratio L'y2 / L'2y as a function of the 
parameter "a" for different caliber ratios k = D/d The current I2 is chosen to keep the maximum 

current density: I2/d = I/D = Id max ■ From (1) and 
(2) the ratio of the accelerations of the projectile    C. Influence of caliber reduction without current 
becomes: density limitation 

y2 
T 

_   L2 l+a 

1+aT 
(3) 

where k = D/d, L' is the inductance per unit length 
of the rails (caliber D), L'2 the inductance per unit 
length of the rails (caliber d) with L'2 < L' (same 
rail geometry) and a = m/M with m = m - A, ms = 
M - A and ms2 = M/k2 - A. 

- x 
symmetry axis 

penetrator 

Fig. 2 Scheme of the railgun of caliber d 

The parameter "a" represents approximately the 
ratio of the penetrator mass to the sabot mass. By 
assuming cylindrical sabots "a" is given by: 

If the injected current is less than the maximum 
current density of about 60 kA/mm then it can be 
kept when the caliber decreases at least for a lim- 
ited variation range of k. 

It is interesting to study the case where I2 is 
equal to the current I injected in the railgun of cali- 
ber D. The accelerations ratio is than given by: 

y 

L2   k
2(l + a) 

(5) 
L'      1 + ak2 

If we assume in a first rough approximation that 
the inductance per unit length of the rails L'2 is 
equal to L'/k the acceleration ratio obtained is 
drawn in Fig. 4 for different values of k as a func- 
tion of the parameter "a". 

Sometimes it is interesting to reduce the caliber 
even if the efficiency of the railgun decreases: the 
mass gain is more important and the stored electric 
energy will be smaller. This is particularly true for 
the small values of the parameter "a", i.e. in the 
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case of a low penetrator mass compared to the sa- 
bot mass. 

0.00   0.10  0.20   0.30   0.40  0.50   0.60  0.70   0.S0  0.90   1.00 

Fig. 4 Variation of the ratio Yj / 7 as a function of the parameter 
a for different caliber ratios k = D/d when L, = I 

D. Use of rails with contact-studs: influence on the 
acceleration 

The scheme of the launcher is shown in Fig. 5. 
The conducting rails have excessive thicknesses 
(contact-studs) of small width 1, spaced by a dis- 
tance e and having a thickness f. The projectile 
(penetrator and sabot) of diameter d moves in the 
way to be in contact with at least one of those 
contact-studs. Its length is at least equal to the dis- 
tance 1+e to make contact with the next contact- 
stud before leaving the preceding one. 

For the current we can assume a railgun with a 
caliber D > d and inject a current as high as I/D = 
Id max. The sabot mass will only depend on the 
distance d between the contact studs. So we can 
use a large current while keeping a small total 
mass. 

The force on the projectile is given by: 

F3 = dIB3 (ms2 + mp); (6) 

where I is the current for caliber D, B, the mag- 
netic field created by I, m, the sabot mass for cali- 
ber d, m the penetrator mass and y, the accelera- 
tion. 

From (1) and (3) the acceleration ratio can be 
written: 

y 

Lj k(l+a) 
L'    1+ak2 

(7) 

where k = D/d, L' is the inductance per unit length 
of the rails (caliber D), L'3 the inductance per unit 
length of the rails (caliber D with contact-studs) 
with L'3 < L' (same rail geometry) and a = m/M 
with m = m - A, ms = M - A and mc-, = M/k - A. lls2" 

If we assume very thin contact-studs (1 « e on 
Fig. 5), the inductance per unit length of the rails 
L'3 is about the same as L' (for caliber D) and it re- 
sults: 

Y3 k(l+a) 

1+ak2 

(8) 

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the accelerations ra- 
tio with and without contact-studs as a function of 
the parameter "a" for different k values. The use of 
contact-studs appears interesting for values of "a" 
lower than about 0.5. This means that the 
penetrator mass is less than 50% of the sabot mass 
in the full caliber (D) railgun. 

If the small caliber d is sufficient to inject the to- 
tal current I, we remind that it is often more inter- 
esting to reduce the caliber like the way described 
inC. 

III. EXAMPLE: FROM CALIBER 120 MM TO CALIBER 
80 MM 

We want to accelerate a penetrator with a fine- 
ness ratio L/D = 35 and a mass ni = 5.5 kg to a 
velocity of about 2500 m/s in a tube of about 5 m 
length. 

contact-stud 

symmetry axis 
penetrator 

Fig. 5 Scheme of the railgun with contact-studs 
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Fig. 6 Variation of the ratio 73 / 7 as a function of the parameter 
"a" for different caliber ratios k = D/d 

We assume 3 different launchers with calibers of 
respectively 120 mm, 80 mm and 120 mm with 
contact-studs so that the projectile diameter is 80 
mm for the latter. 

The 3 launchers fed by an electrical energy of 
69.2 MJ have been simulated with the code ISLAM 
[6]. We assume that the current density per unit rail 
width is 60 kA/mm. 

The numerical simulation results obtained with 
the ISLAM code [6] are given in Table I. For the 
120 mm railgun the total projectile mass is about 
15 kg. With the maximal current injected in the 
rails (5.7 MA), the muzzle velocity obtained with a 
4.5 m tube is 2000 m/s. 

For the 80 mm railgun the projectile mass is 
about 10 kg and the maximum current is reduced to 
3.75 MA. The muzzle velocity of 2400 m/s can be 

obtained with a 12 m long tube. 

For the railgun with contact-studs the projectile 
mass is 10 kg (d = 80 mm) and the maximal current 
reaches 5.7 MA (D = 120 mm). In this case a muz- 
zle velocity of 2500 m/s can be achieved with a 4.5 
m long tube. In all three cases the acceleration re- 
mains less than 0.85 10 m/s . 

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

A 3D electromagnetic numerical simulation was 
used to determine the current distribution in the 
contact-studs and in the projectile. We will show 
that with a good choice of the armature materials 
one can distribute the current along the contact- 
studs. 

A. Numerical codes 

The electromagnetic modeling of the railgun with 
contact-studs was done with the 3D finite element 
code EMAS (MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation). 
EMAS is capable of analyzing all aspects of the 
magnetic field behavior described by Maxwell's 
differential equations [7]. We have done the calcu- 
lations at room temperature without taking into ac- 
count the velocity skin effect. 

For symmetry reasons only a quarter of the 
railgun cross-section was simulated. We assumed 
that the whole interface contact-studs-projectile is 
conducting. The current used as input data in the 3D 
electromagnetic code EMAS is shown in Fig. 7. 

TABLEI 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LAUNCHERS OF CALIBERS 120 MM, 80 MM AND 120 MM WITH CONTACT-STUDS FED WITH AN ELECTRICAL 

ENERGY OF 69.2 MI. 

caliber 
120 mm 

full caliber 

H 

80 mm 
full caliber 

[v2I 

120 mm 
with contact-studs 

<Dw = 80mm   [73] 

current 
density/rail width 

60 kA/mm 60 kA/mm 60 kA/mm 

Mp [kg] 5,5 5,5 5,5 

Ms [kg] 9,7 4,1 4,1 

L' [uH/m] 0,52 0,48 = 0,52 

v0 [m/s] 2000 2400 2500 

'max 

[106m/s2] 

0,53 0,34 0,83 

'tube W 4,5 12,0 4,5 

WMA] 5,7 3,75 5,65 

Yn/7(n = 2,3) 1 0,64 1,57 
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TABLEn 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODELIZED RAILGUN AND PROJEC- 

TILES 

0.00       0.20       0.40       0.60       0. 1.00       1.20       1.40       1.60 
[ms] 

Fig. 7 Current variation versus time used as input data for the 
code EMAS 

B. Railgun and projectile 

The characteristics of the square bore railgun 
and of the projectiles are given in table II. The no- 
tations are those of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 8 shows a cut view of the rail with contact- 
studs and the projectile 2. 

A length of 180 mm of the rail launcher around 
the projectile was modeled and a quarter of the 
railgun cross-section was simulated. 

C. Current distribution 

Fig. 9 shows the current density j for the projec- 
tile 1 as a contour plot. Most of the current is in- 
jected in the rear part of the projectile 1 (contact- 
stud 1 in Fig. 9). 

The total current for each contact-stud in contact 
with the projectile 1 (noted 1 to 4 in Fig. 9) as a 
function of time is shown in Fig. 10. The contact- 
stud 1 carries almost 75% of the total current dur- 
ing the whole duration of the shot. 

railgun 

D(mm) 27 

d(mm) 15 

f (mm) 6 

1 (mm) 8 

e (mm) 11 

projectile 1 

L(mm) 60 

material Al 

a (S/m) 3.54 107 

projectile 2 

L(mm) 60 

materials Ti, AI alloy, Cu: 20 mm each 

c (S/m) 1.25 106(Ti), 1.82 107(A1 alloy), 5.8 107(Cu) 

To improve the current distribution in the 
contact-studs we simulated the same railgun with a 
projectile made of three different materials. The rear 
end of the projectile is made of Ti, the middle part 
of an Al alloy and the front part of Cu (Fig. 8 and 
Table II). 

The current density j for the projectile 2 (see Ta- 
ble II), the rail and the contact-studs are shown as a 
contour plot in Fig. 11 at t = 200 (as. Even at that 
early time the current is well distributed in the first 
two contact-studs. The total current for each 
contact-stud in contact with the projectile (noted 1 
to 4 in Fig. 11) as a function of time is shown in 
Fig. 12. In the contact-studs 1 and 2 (Fig. 11) the 
current maximum has the same value but there is a 
time difference between the two maxima like in the 
case where the rails are in one part and the projec- 
tile has two armatures [8]. 

rail 
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Llljjjijj 1 iil                                                llli'ilJ] [JIIJJIj lj|ll                                                             [Eriill 
til iiiiiiii'                               iii 
jlnHlilUJll                                                                                 ill 

= E = ™ EEjE]        III         Jffli         IIP        III 
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coi itac 
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t-stu 
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s yn 

\ 

in \ctiy 

/ <■-■><■-■>.<■-■>. 

projectile    | Copper ! Al alloy !Titanium! 
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axis 

Fig. 8 Cut view of the modelized railgun and projectile 2 
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Fig. 9 Current density (A/m2) in the projectile 1, the 
contact-studs and the rail at the current maximum (t =200 ps 
see Fig. 8) 

l(KA) 

contact-stud 4  "—:    contact-stud 3 o—©   contact-stud 2 

contact-stud 1  •—•   Sum of the currents (1 - 4> 

Fig. 10 Current flowing through the contact-studs 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Fig. 11 Current density (A/m2) in the projectile 2, the 
contact-studs and the rail at the current maximum (t =200 us 
see Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 12 Current flowing through the contact-studs 1, 2,3 and 4 

D. Lorentz forces acting on the projectile 2 and on 
the contact-studs 

The calculated Lorentz force acting on the pro- 
jectile 2 is shown in Fig. 13. The force acting on 
the contact-stud 4 (Fig. 11) is not plotted in that fig- 
ure because it is too small to be seen. The maxi- 
mum force acting on the projectile (at t= 200 us) is 
about 6.4 kN. Applying the well-known formula F 
= L'F/2 the value of the apparent inductance gradi- 
ent L'3 can be deduced and is about 0.32 pH/m. 
For this simulation the contact-studs width 1 was 
large compared to the distance e between them so 
the value of L' is reduced. 

F(kN) 

•—•      oroiectile 

o—©      contact-stud 2 

contact-stud 1 

contact-stud 3 

Fig. 13 Lorentz force acting on projectile 2 and on the 
contact-studs 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we compared the classical railgun 
with the contact-studs provided railgun. The latter 
allows us to increase the injected current because 
the railgun caliber is increased while the projectile 
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diameter remains low and so the projectile mass. 
A 3D electromagnetic numerical simulation has 

shown that the current can be distributed along the 
contact-studs by choosing the appropriate armature 
materials: bad conductor (e.g. Ti) at the rear end 
and good conductor (e.g. Cu) in the front part of 
the projectile 
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Summary 

The influence of the geometry of the rail and armature cross section on the current 
distribution near the rail-armature interface and on the accelerating force on the armature 
in square-bore and round-bore accelerators is investigated by means of 3D computer 
simulations. The inductance gradient of the accelerators considered is calculated from the 
Lorentz force and from the energy equation. The stability of the armature for rotation in a 
round-bore accelerator is studied, too. 

1. Introduction 

In electromagnetic launch research, a profound understanding of the magnetic field, the 
current density and the temperature distribution in the rails and the armature during 
acceleration is essential for the design of efficient rail accelerators and armatures. The 
study of these fields in 3 dimensions requires a large computational effort. Therefore, in 
most studies on electromagnetic launching, a 2-dimensional representation of the 
accelerator and the armature has been considered, assuming that 3-dimensional effects are 
of minor importance. 
In this paper, a number of 3-dimensional effects is addressed and their influence on the 
current distribution in the armature and the accelerating force on the armature is studied by 
using the 3-dimensional electrothermal computer code MEGA, developed by the 
University of Bath. In section 2 the current distribution across the rail-armature interface 
in square-bore accelerators is studied for a number of armature width and rail width 
combinations. For round-bore accelerators the influence of different rail cross sections on 
the magnitude of the accelerating force on the armature is studied in section 3. The 
assumption of the inductance gradient being constant during a transient current is checked 
for the square-bore and round-bore accelerators considered. In section 4 the influence of a 
small armature rotation in round-bore accelerators on the armature torque and on the 
armature stability is investigated and compared with experimental results. All simulations 
are performed for zero armature velocity, but the effects studied here will also occur 
during electromagnetic launch. 

2. Influence of rail and armature width on the current distribution, the 
inductance gradient and the accelerating force in square-bore accelerators 

At the Pulse Physics Laboratory, electromagnetic launch experiments are performed with 
a 2.37 m, 20 mm square-bore dipole rail accelerator. In this accelerator, launch packages 
with multi-fibre solid brush armatures have been accelerated arc-erosion free from 
standstill to a velocity of 1175 m/s. The U-shaped copper fibre armatures used in these 
experiments have a rail-armature interface length of 15 to 30 mm. Because of the 
confinement structure of the fibre armatures, the width of these armatures was limited to 
13 mm. To reach a higher transition velocity, the armature width was increased to 15 
mm. For these armatures, the average current density and the average Joule heating rate 
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are 15% and 30% lower, respectively. Hence, one expects a higher transition velocity for 
similar launch parameters (current profile, launch package mass, etc). A number of 
experiments has been performed with these wider fibre armatures. However, no increase 
in the transition velocity was found. This can only partially be explained by the slightly 
higher mass of the launch package with the 15 mm wide armature. 
In order to find an explanation for the disappointing results of these experiments, a 
number of 3D computer simulations has been performed to calculate the current density in 
monolithic U-shaped solid copper armatures with widths of 10, 14 and 18 mm in a 
square-bore rail accelerator. The rail height is 10 mm and the distance between the rails is 
20 mm. Rail widths of 18, 22 and 30 mm are considered. In Table 1 the armature width 
and rail width combinations and the identification labels for the simulations are given. The 
Figures la and lb show the armature and rail geometry used in the simulation with the 18 
mm width armature and 30 mm width rail (simulation #1). The armatures considered in 
the simulations #1, #2 and #3 have equal masses, the armature masses in the simulations 
#4 and #5 are lower, proportional with the armature width. Because of the limitations of 
the computer programme only armatures at zero velocity are considered. The effects 
studied here at zero velocity will also occur during electromagnetic launch, although their 
influence on the current and force distributions in the rails and the armatures will be 
affected by the velocity skin effect. 

Table 1 Armature width and rail width combinations and simulation identification 
labels. 

armature width (mm) rail width (mm) label 
18 30 #1 
18 22 #2 
18 18 #3 
14 30 #4 
10 30 #5 

rail 

\arm ature 

rail width" 

rail 
height 

arma Lure 
widtl l 

Figure 1 Rail and armature geometry used in simulation #1: the x-y plane on the 
left, the z-y plane on the right. 

The current used in the simulations is shown in Figure 2. The current rises in 0.5 ms with 
a slope of 600 kA/ms to its maximum value of 300 kA. 
The Figures 3a, 3b and 3c show the current density IJI at t = 0.52 ms along the z-direction 
in the armatures with widths of 10, 14 and 18 mm, just below the rail-armature interface 
at three positions in the forward direction, i.e. at the trailing side of the armature, at the 
middle of the armature and at the leading side of the armature. From these Figures it is 
clear that the maximum values of the current densities in the three armatures are not 
linearly dependent on the armature width during the transient current. Wider armatures do 
not lead to proportionally lower maximum values of the current density. 
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Figure 2 Current versus time, used in the simulations. 
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Figure 3a,b     Current density in the armature just below the rail-armature interface at the 
trailing side of the armature (left) and in the middle of the armature (right) 
att = 0.52 ms. 
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Figure 3c Current density in the armature just below the rail-armature interface at the 
leading side of the armature att= 0.52 ms. 
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In order to study the effect of the width of the rails and the armature on the accelerating 
force on the armature, the total Lorentz force FL in the forward direction on the armature 
is calculated according to the equation (1). 

FL=(J7x£dV)-zx (1) 

Va 

Here, ix is the unit vector in the forward direction and Va the volume of the armature. 
Figure 4 gives the total Lorentz force on the armatures in the forward direction as a 
function of time and the Lorentz force on the armatures per unit armature volume, i.e. the 
average Lorentz force density in the armature. The highest acceleration is obtained with 
the rail-armature combination considered in simulation #5. For a fixed armature width, 
the accelerating force and the average armature force density increase with decreasing rail 
width. For a fixed rail width, the accelerating force and the average force density increase 
with decreasing armature width. Hence, the 15 mm wide fibre armature experienced a 
lower accelerating force in the launch experiment than the armature with a width of 13 
mm. This (partially) explains the disappointing experimental results with the wider fibre 
armatures. 

25000 

20000- 

15000- 

10000- 

5000- 

8000 

6000 

-4000 

2000 

Figure 4 Lorentz force on the armatures in the x-direction (solid lines) and Lorentz 
force on the armatures per unit armature volume (dotted lines). 

The inductance gradient L' of the rail accelerator can be calculated in two ways. From the 
well-known formula for the Lorentz force on the armature in the forward direction, one 
obtains 

L' = 2FT IV = t/I   =— (JVx5dV)-ix 
I     v 

(2) 

The inductance gradient can also be calculated by taking the gradient in the forward 
direction of the inductance L. The inductance is given by the energy equation 

L = -^fH-BdV (3) 
1 V 

Here, the gradient is evaluated at 2.5 cm behind the armatures. In Figure 5 the inductance 
gradient calculated according to these two methods is shown. The inductance gradient is 
not constant during a transient current, because its value is determined by the current 
distribution in the conductors. The two methods for the calculation of the inductance 
gradient give different results. Because in the long-time limit the values of the inductance 
gradient calculated from the energy equation approach the dc values, in the remainder of 
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this paper L' will be calculated from the energy equation. The dc values for the rail 
geometries considered in the simulations are given in Table 2 [1]. 

Table 2 dc values for the inductance gradient. 
label L' dc ((xH/m) 

#1,#4,#5 
#2 
#3 

0.51 
0.59 
0.63 

0.6 

0.5- 

0.4- 

0.3 

0.6 X 
3. 

es 
o- 

Figure 5 

time t (ms) 

Inductance gradient calculated from the Lorentz force on the armatures 
(solid lines) and inductance gradient calculated from the energy equation 
(dotted lines). 

3 . Influence of the rail cross section for round-bore accelerators on the 
accelerating force 

The Pulse Physics Laboratory is involved in a large project for the development of a solid 
armature for arc-erosion free acceleration up to 2.5 km/s in a 90 mm round-bore 
accelerator. Up to now, small-scale experiments have been performed at the Laboratory 
with the 20 mm square-bore accelerator. This accelerator will be provided with a round 
bore with a caliber between 20 mm and 25 mm to use it for small-scale experiments. In 
order to calculate the Lorentz force on the armature, a number of computer simulations 
have been performed for different rail cross sections for a round-bore accelerator with a 
calibre of 22 mm. Figure 6 shows the four rail and armature geometries considered in the 
simulations. These geometries are labeled #b, #c, #d and #e. The rails and the armatures 
are assumed to be made of copper. The rail cross section of geometries #d and #e is 
obtained by down-scaling the rail cross section of the 90 mm round-bore accelerator, 
present at the Center for Electromechanics at Austin, Tx [2]. In the simulations, the 
monolithic armatures, which are 1 cm long, have zero velocity. The armature width is 11 
mm for geometries #b, #c and #d, for geometry #e the armature width is 15.6 mm. Since 
these armatures don't have the U-shape of the square-bore armatures considered in the 
previous section, it can be dangerous to compare the results of these simulations with the 
results presented in section 2. The current shown in Figure 2 was used in the simulations. 
The Lorentz force on the armatures in the forward direction and the Lorentz force per unit 
armature volume are shown in Figure 7. The highest Lorentz force and the highest 
Lorentz force per unit armature volume are found for geometry #b. 
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Figure 6 Round-bore rail accelerator and armature cross sections #b, #c, #d and #e 
(from left to right). 
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Figure 8 The inductance gradient calculated from the energy equation. 
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The inductance gradient L' for the different rail and armature geometries is calculated 
from the energy equation (3) and plotted in Figure 8. Experimentally it has been checked 
that the inductance gradient of geometry #b is indeed higher that that of geometry #c [3]. 
Although the geometries considered in simulations #d and #e have the highest value for 
the inductance gradient, the armature accelerated in the rail accelerator with the rail cross 
section from simulation #b experiences the highest acceleration. 

4. Influence of rotation of armatures in round-bore accelerators on the 
stability of the armature 

In the literature, experimental evidence for rotation of armatures during electromagnetic 
launch in round-bore rail accelerators has been reported [4]. A consequence of rotation of 
the armature during the launch can be a reduction of the rail-armature contact area and 
consequently higher current densities at this contact area, higher Joule heat rates and 
probably melting at the solid rail-armature contact at a lower launch package velocity than 
without rotation of the armature, can occur. Especially in fibre armatures made of 
electrically insulated fibres an early transition of the armature to a hybrid one is expected 
when the armature is rotated during launch, because the fibres which make no contact 
with the rails, can't carry current. 
In order to get an impression of the torque on monolithic armatures which are rotated over 
a small angle, two simulations have been performed: one with a rotation of 5° and one 
with a rotation of 10°. The cross section of the copper armature and the copper rails is 
depicted in the Figure 9 for an armature rotation of 10°. The bore diameter is 22 mm. The 
armature length is 4.5 mm and its width is 14.1 mm. The current shown in Figure 2 was 
used. 

Figure 9 Rail and armature cross section. The armature rotation angle is 10c 

In Figure 10, the torque in the forward direction on the armature at rotation angles of 5° 
and 10° is shown. The torque becomes larger when the angle of rotation is larger. This 
agrees with the experimentally determined torque by Challita et al [4]. When it is assumed 
that the torque scales approximately with the product of the bore size and the square of the 
current, the values for the torque calculated in the simulations presented here can be 
compared with the values measured by Challita et al. For a rotation angle of 10° the scaled 
value from the simulation and the measured value are 1400 Nm and 720 Nm, 
respectively. The lower value measured in the experiment is probably due to friction. 
From these results it can be concluded that when an armature is rotated over a small angle 
during launch in a round bore accelerator, the angle of rotation will increase. A possible 
consequence can be an early transition of the solid armature. 
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Figure 10        The torque on the armature at rotation angles of 5 ° and 10 °. 

5. Conclusions 

From 3D computer simulations of rail accelerators and armatures at zero velocity it is 
found that, for transient currents, the maximum current density in an armature can be 
decreased by increasing the armature width. However, the decrease of the maximum 
current density is less than proportional to the increase of the armature width. The 
accelerating Lorentz force on the armature depends not only on the rail geometry but also 
on the armature geometry, e.g. the armature width. Armatures with a small width 
experience a higher accelerating Lorentz force per unit armature volume than wider 
armatures when the same rail geometry and rail width are used. Probably, there exists an 
optimum armature width which combines a low maximum current density and Joule 
heating rate, and a high accelerating Lorentz force. The calculation of the inductance 
gradient from the energy equation and from the Lorentz force gives different results. 
Four rail and armature cross sections for round-bore accelerators are studied. It is found 
that the rail cross section which yields the highest value for the inductance gradient, 
doesn't result in the highest accelerating Lorentz force on the armature. 
An armature which is accelerated in a round-bore accelerator and which is rotated over a 
small angle, experiences a torque which will increase the angle of rotation. The torque on 
the armature increases when the angle of rotation increases. This will result in instable 
behaviour of the armature and possibly an early armature transition because of the 
decrease of the electrical contact surface between the armature and the rails. 
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Summary 

The paper presents the results of an experimental study of the erosion of tungsten- 
copper and molybdenum-copper electrodes produced by the method of explosion 
compacting of powders. The W, Mo, and Cu content in the composites varied from 0 to 
100%. The erosion resistance of W/Cu and Mo/Cu electrodes was compared with the 
erosion resistance of electrodes made of pure copper, molybdenum and tungsten. The 
experimental results show that in a certain range of electric-pulse parameters 
(/max=180 kA, W=50 us, \ldt=\5 C and |/2^=1.7-106 A2-s) the erosion of W/Cu and 
Mo/Cu compacts is smaller by approximately a factor of 3 than the erosion of pure 
molybdenum and tungsten and is smaller by approximately a factor of 10 than the 
erosion of pure copper. The mass loss has a flat minimum for molybdenum and tungsten 
content of about 20 to 80 vol.%. Experimental dependences of the mass loss on the 
electric-discharge energy in the interelectrode gap, the results of metallography and X- 
ray studies of the electrodes before and after tests are given. The experimental results 
indicate that the tested composites are of interest for some pulsed power and industrial 
applications. 

Introduction 

An analysis of the physical phenomena and processes limiting the kinematic 
characteristics and the multishot life of railguns shows that erosion of materials and 
associated effects are among the most important factors. In recent years these problems 
have been the particular concern of many scientists working on the problems of EML 
Technologies. At the Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamics considerable attention has 
been given to the study and development of composites produced by the explosive 
welding method (bimetallic and multilayer materials) and by the explosive powder- 
compacting method [1]. The materials produced by these technologies have been 
studied in order to analyze the potentials of their use for a variety of pulsed power 
devices including EM launchers. Experimental and theoretical studies [2,3] have shown 
that the materials produced by these technologies, with their unique potentials of 
producing composites with different physicochemical properties, can offer certain 
advantages over other technologies. 

The present paper is an extension of a previous work [3] and reports the results of 
testes on the erosion of explosively compacted Mo/Cu and W/Cu electrodes in high- 
current arc discharges. 
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Production of composite electrodes 

The tested electrode (Fig. 1) was a cylinder, with a working part 6 mm in diameter, 
fabricated from a composite produced by explosive compacting of tungsten, 
molybdenum and copper powders and their mixtures. Explosive compacting was 
performed, as in [1], in steel cylindrical capsules with outside diameter 18 mm and 
inside diameter 10 mm with a steel rod 3 mm in diameter on the axis of the capsule. An 
6GV ammonite located coaxially around a capsule was used as an explosive. The charge 
density was 0.9 g/cm3, and the detonation velocity was 3.8 km/sec. 

\ 

pT~- ^ I _^_ 

HI- 
I 

Fig.l. Coaxial accelerator model. 1 is the tested electrode, 
2 is the outer electrode, 3 is insulator, and 4 is initiating foil. 

The experiments were performed with tungsten powders of two fractions 2-H9 urn and 
20-^60 urn, each of which was mixed with a copper powder in various volume percent 
proportions. The molybdenum-particle size was 5^-10 jam. The same copper powder 
with a particle size of lO-f-30 urn was used in all experiments. Mixing was produced in a 
planetary mill. 

The initial and final densities of the mixtures in a capsule varied with variation in the 
percent proportion of tungsten, molybdenum and copper, as is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2. Density of W/Cu and Mo/Cu mixture before and after 
compacting vs. the volume copper content. 
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After explosive compacting and preliminary mechanical treatment, the specimens 
were subjected to heat treatment in a vacuum furnace at T=850 °C. The final mechanical 
treatment included grinding of the cylindrical working part of the specimens, after 
which the specimens were dried and degassed in a vacuum drying oven. 

Experimental results and discussion 

The erosion of the electrodes was measured on a coaxial accelerator model under 
conditions of a high-current //-pressed discharge (Fig. 1). A capacitor bank with a 
capacity of 3.4-10"3 F and voltage of 5 kV was a power source. A discharge was initiated 
by an explosion of a thin foil 4. The magnitude of current in the discharge did not 
exceed 300 kA. 

The erosion of the electrodes was determined from the mass loss by weighing the 
electrodes before and after the experiments. The experiments showed that the 
dependence of the mass loss on \fdt agrees with the data on the erosion of materials 
under conditions of high-current /f-pressed discharge in plane geometry [4]. 
Technologically, however, experiments on erosion in coaxial geometry are simpler. 

The relative erosion resistance of the electrodes was determined by comparison of the 
mass loss for the same magnitude of current and discharge duration (/max=180 kA, 
W=50 (as, \ldt=\S C and \l2dt=l.7-\06 A2-s). In the case of a central electrode made of 
copper, the mass loss was 32 mg under the above-described conditions. Figure 3 shows 
the experimental results. For Mo/Cu and W/Cu compacts, the dependence of the relative 
mass loss on the content of the high-melting components is as follows. Erosion 
decreases sharply by approximately a factor of 10 in the range of 0^-20%, stabilizes in 
the range of 20-H80%, and increases in going to pure molybdenum and tungsten. 
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Fig.3. The relative erosion resistance of the Mo/Cu and W/Cu electrodes. 
W/Cu compact: 1 - (2-=-9 um), 2 - (20-^60 um). 
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No differences between W/Cu composites with different fractions of the tungsten 
powder were found in the experiments performed. Figure 3 gives the results for 2-J-9 jam 
and 20-^60 (am tungsten, the copper-particle size being 10-^30 um in both cases. 

A series of experiments was performed to study the dependence of mass loss on the 
electric-discharge energy released in the interelectrode gap. In the experiments, the 
current and voltage in the interelectrode gap were measured. Experiments were 
performed with electrodes made of copper and molybdenum and with Mo/Cu electrodes 
produced by explosive compacting of powders. Figure 4 shows the dependence of mass 
loss on \l2dt for the indicated materials: Cu, Mo and Mo/Cu compacts (40% Mo and 
60% Cu). In the studied range of energies, the dependencies of Am on \fdt are nearly 
linear. For copper and molybdenum electrodes, the slopes of the erosion "straight lines" 
agree with the data obtained previously for plane electrodes [4]. The slope of the 
dependence of Am on \fdt in experiments with Mo/Cu electrodes is much smaller. This 
fact is of interest, although the question of whether this dependence is preserved for 
higher energies remains open. 
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Fig.4. The dependence of mass loss on \l2dt for Cu, Mo, 
and Mo/Cu compacts (40% Mo and 60% Cu). 

A metallographic study of sections of the composites after electric discharge shows 
that the appearance of the surface depends on the specimen composition. For specimens 
of 100% Mo and 100% Cu, melting of the surface, splashing of the melt, and, in the 
case of copper, large drops were observed. The thicknesses of the melted Mo and Cu 
layers were 15 (am and 70 (am accordingly. The material under the melt was heated and 
had a smaller hardness than the material at depth. 

Specimens of composition of 50 vol. % Mo+50 vol. % Cu also have drops, and 
splashes of melt on the surface, and the melt was predominantly composed of copper. 
Under such a melted layer, there was a 30-um thick layer with a higher Mo content in 
comparison with the starting material at depth. This layer enriched with Mo had higher 
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porosity. The copper from this layer passed into the melt on the surface and constituted 
the major portion of the ablated material. 

Composites consisting of 75 vol. % Mo and 25 vol. % Cu also had porous drops of 
melted copper on the surface. The material immediately under the melt was the same as 
the material at depth, although microhardness measurements show that there is a thin 
layer (<10 urn) with a hardness increased to 450 Hv; the average microhardness of the 
structure at depth of the material was 300 Hv. Obviously, in this case, only the copper of 
a very thin layer emerged on the surface and was removed. 

The structure of W/Cu compacts with a fine fraction of W (2+9 urn) was qualitatively 
similar to those of Mo/Cu compacts with similar sizes (5-e-lO (am) of Mo particles. 

A solidified porous layer of a copper melt with individual large (up to 1 mm) round 
hollow drops on the surface was observed in the erosion trace of 90% Cu+10% W 
electrodes. The composition of the drop material is the same as that of the starting 
composite, i.e., in both cases, about the same amount of W particles was observed in the 
copper base. With an increase in the W content (>20%), the amount of large drops (to 
200 jam) was smaller, and the melted porous layer (30+50 urn) on the surface of the 
erosion trace contained primarily copper, in which tungsten conglomerates 
(5+ 10 diameters of the starting particles) were rarely found. A tungsten-rich layer 
10+20 jam thick was present within the erosion trace directly below this layer deep. 

As the initial W percent content of the W/Cu compacts increased from 20% to 80%, 
the thickness of the melted porous copper layer on the surface of the erosion trace 
decreased. Large W conglomerates of irregular shape were observed in some places 
inside the copper melt. A tungsten-rich layer was observed immediately on the surface 
of the erosion layer for the initial W content of 80%. The copper melt in this case was 
completely removed from the surface of the electrodes. 

In W/Cu compacts with large (20+60 um) W particles, an erosion trace with a 
smoother surface without layers enriched with copper and tungsten was found. These 
compacts, however, have a large number of pores, particularly, for W content of >90%. 
The amount of copper, in this case, is too small to fill all these pores between large 
tungsten particles, and the compacting regime did not make it possible to deform all 
hard tungsten particles. The hardness of W/Cu compacts with large W particles turned 
out to be higher than that of compacts with small (2+9 um) W particles, from which we 
were unable to fabricate electrodes with a content of W>95% because of the large 
amount of cracks. The irregularities on the surface on which an electric discharge was 
applied are more smoothed than in Mo/Cu composites [3], and the amount of melting 
traces is smaller. 

Thus, in an H-pressed discharge, the material from W/Cu electrodes with a tungsten 
content of 20% and 80%, is removed in the initial proportion of the starting 
components; at low W content, it is mainly removed as large (500+1000 (am) drops, and 
at high W content, as particles whose sizes are close to the sizes of the powders of the 
mixture. When the W content is (20+80)%, primarily the copper that is present as a 
continuous melt on the surface of the erosion trace is removed from the W/Cu 
electrodes. The tungsten in the melted layer is segregated as conglomerates, which are 
partly removed, and partly remain near the surface of the erosion trace and form a 
continuous layer in places. 
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In the production of electrodes by the method of explosive compacting, deformation 
and hardening of material particles take place. This is the case not only for soft copper 
but also for harder molybdenum and tungsten particles. This effect cannot be achieved 
by static compacting methods. It is impossible, however to detect these hardening of 
particles by microhardness measurements, since the hardness of the composites depend 
on composition and varies proportionally with the hard-phase content, the spread of 
values being large because of residual porosity and nonuniform strength of contacts 
among particles. Therefore, the only method that makes it possible to estimate the effect 
of deformation is the x-ray measurement of the residual microdeformations of the 
crystal lattice La/a {a is the lattice parameter), which is based on analysis of broadening 
of x-ray diffraction lines [5]. The values of microdeformations La/a measured by this 
method in continuous one-phase metals usually correlate with hardening. The x-ray 
method allows one to determine the levels of residual microdeformations for each 
individual component of the composite. 

Studies have shown that microdeformations are introduced both in the stage of 
mixing of powders in the mill and in explosive compacting. Tungsten and copper 
powders are hardened most greatly in the mill (up to Ao/a=1.6-10"), and molybdenum 
to a lesser extent (Aa/fl=l.l-10"3). In subsequent explosive loading, microdeformations 
of tungsten and molybdenum increase to 1.75-10" and 1.3-10", respectively, and La/a 
of copper can both increase and decrease due to heating in explosive compacting, as was 
observed in composites of a copper powder with a fine tungsten powder. The 
subsequent annealing of thus produced electrodes decreased only the hardening of the 
copper component of the composites, and the molybdenum and tungsten frameworks 
remain hardened. 

The improvement in the erosion resistance of the compacts in the middle range of 
compositions, i.e., from 20 to 80 vol.% of each component is apparently caused by the 
formation of frameworks in the composites, i.e., particles of each component are bound. 
Indeed, with a content of less than 20%, the particles are surrounded by the other 
material and cannot function as effective heat removal in the case of copper or as a 
strong high-melting matrix of molybdenum or tungsten. Nevertheless, more plastic 
copper penetrates more readily into small gaps, and, therefore, with 10% copper in 
mixtures of W/Cu and Mo/Cu, the bonding of the copper particles is not yet lost, owing 
to which high erosion strength is preserved up to relatively small copper amounts in the 
composite electrodes. 

Conclusion 

The described experiments show that the erosion of explosively compacted Mo/Cu 
and W/Cu electrodes for certain magnitudes of current and discharge duration can be 
smaller severalfold than the erosion of pure molybdenum or tungsten. These data 
indicate that the compacts hold much promise for various pulsed power devices. 

Subsequent studies will be concerned with the influence of some technological 
parameters and processes on the final physical properties of composites and with the 
behavior of compacts under extreme operating conditions of railguns. 
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Summary—In this paper, a set of fundamental scaling relations for hypervelocity 
electromagnetic launch processes is presented. These relations are based on the 
electrical circuit equations, the magnetic and heat diffusion equations, the equation o f 
motion and the constitutive equations. The analysis includes Joule heating and frictional 
heating as source terms for the heat diffusion equation and temperature-dependent 
material properties. The feasibility of scaling and its consequences are discussed i n 
terms of scaleable and non-scaleable aspects. The scaling relations derived provide the 
guidelines for performing scaled experiments. Examples of lumped parameter and finite 
element simulations of full scale and small scale hypervelocity launch experiments are 
presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Large calibre electromagnetic launchers require pulsed power facilities capable of delivering energies to 
the breech of several tens of mega-Joules to accelerate launch packages to hypervelocities. At this 
moment, only a few of such facilities exist. However, the development of large calibre armatures for KE 
launch packages is not limited to those laboratories having access to large pulsed power sources and large 
calibre rail accelerators as meaningful launch experiments can be performed at smaller scale. Moreover, 
performing electromagnetic launch experiments at smaller scale is interesting, because it will lead to a 
reduction in costs. At the Pulse Physics Laboratory, performing small scale experiments will be 
inevitable for the development of a large calibre, low voltage, solid armature, capable of launching 
efficiently a large calibre launch package to a muzzle velocity of about 2500 m/s without arc erosion. To 
establish a successful development path, the existence of fundamental scaling relations is of value. Then, 
the performance of a solid armature in the small calibre launch process can be used to predict the 
performance of a similar armature in the large calibre launch process. 

In the literature on electromagnetic launch technology only a few authors have paid attention to 
scaling. Railgun performance at different calibres was studied by Daree using one-dimensional, electrical 
circuit analysis [6]. The behaviour of plasma armatures in different calibres has been treated by Jackson et 
al. [3] and Thornhill et al. [4], [5], including valuable experimental data. The scaling problem addressed 
by Pappas et al. in [1] deals with the ability to predict current distribution in a solid armature at low 
velocity and extrapolate these results to higher velocities. In [2], Hsieh and Kim have treated the scaling 
of the electromechanical behaviour of solid armatures. These authors provide a useful scaling criterion. 
Here, a general treatment of the scaling problem is given, which includes the cases described by others. 
New options are introduced for performing scaled launch experiments based on a different approach of the 
scaling criteria. 

Thermal and electromechanical loading of the solid armature are important parameters in the failure 
mechanisms of the electrical contact with the rails which induce transition to a hybrid armature. The 
temperature rise in the armature as a result of Joule heating depends upon the acceleration profile in a 
complex way. Due to the velocity skin effect, the current distribution changes with mass and material 
properties as well as with armature current. 

In this paper, a set of fundamental scaling relations is presented which is based on the electrical circuit 
equations, the magnetic and heat diffusion equations, the equation of motion and the constitutive 
equations. The analysis includes Joule heating and frictional heating as source terms for the heat diffusion 
equation and temperature-dependent material properties. The feasibility of scaling and its consequences are 
discussed in terms of scaleable and non-scaleable aspects. The scaling relations derived provide the 
guidelines for performing scaled experiments. Examples of lumped parameter and finite element 
simulations of full scale and small scale hypervelocity launch experiments are presented. Results of static 
experiments are presented which have been performed to validate the applicability of the scaling relations 
for electromagnetic launch experiments. 
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2. DERIVATION OF SCALING  RELATIONS 

2.1.  Scaling relations are derived from the fundamental equations governing the electrothermal and 
mechanical behaviour of the armature and the rail accelerator during electromagnetic launch, i.e. Maxwell 
equations, the magnetic diffusion equation, the thermal diffusion equation and the momentum equation: 

Maxwell equations (displacement current is omitted): 
j> 

V x — = J      (Ampere's Law) (1) 

V x E = - —-      (Faraday's Law) (2) 
dt 

Ohm's Law: 

y = ^e-'[£ + vxß] (3) 
From eq. (1) through eq. (3), the magnetic diffusion equation is derived: 

Vx Pe- Vx* 
3D 

Vx[vxB] =  (4) 
dt 

Energy balance equation: 

v .£-vr-cvvvr = cv^-/-/W (5) at 
Momentum equation: 

d2s 
VS + JxB = pma = pm-^r (6) 

where B is the magnetic induction, J is the current density, pc is the resistivity tensor, [i() is the 
vacuum magnetic susceptibility, t is the time, v is the velocity of the moving conductors, E is the 
electric field, S is the stress tensor, pm is the mass density, cv is the specific heat per unit volume, K is 
the thermal conductivity tensor and T is the temperature, a is the acceleration of the launch package and s 
is the displacement in the direction of the velocity v. 

We introduce a geometrical scaling factor g and a time scaling factor X: 

x'= gx, y'= gy, z'= gz (7) 
t' = Xt 
Hence, 

V = I.!Ui. (8) 
g       dt      X dt 

The primed quantities refer to the full scale experiment. The position- and time-dependency of the 
quantities will be omitted from the notation in the remainder of the paper, e.g. S(x',y',z',t') will be 
denoted by S' and S(x,y,z,t) by S. 

Scaling requires that the equations are invariant. From eq. (4), one finds the scaling relations for the 
resistivity and velocity: 

P7 = — Pe.V = £v (9) 
X X 

Next, we introduce scaling factors % for the specific heat per unit volume and r\ for the temperature: 
cv'=^cv,    r = T]T (10) 
Substitution in eq. (5) gives: 

Z£LIJ.=MJ, ,a^. 
X 

Substitution of (11) in eq. (1) yields: 

B = 4xnB (12) 
The momentum equation (6) gives: 

pm=^-pm,S = X71S (13) 
8 

Important parameters like acceleration, velocity and displacement scale according to: 

a' =4-fl. v' = £v, s" = gs (14) 
X X 

The consequence of the scaled acceleration profile is that the total launch package mass m must be 
scaled: 
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rri = g r2 xr\m 05) 
The mass density pm can be considered as the average mass density of the launch package. 
2.2. The criterion used by Hsieh and Kim [2], which states that the temperature and stress distributions 

in the small scale experiment and in the full scale experiment should be the exact images, is one of the 
scaling criteria considered in this paper. Hence, the stress tensor S and temperature T must be invariant 
under scaling: 

S'(x',y',z'.f)=S(x,y,z,t) 06) 
r(x',y',z',t')=T(x,y,z,t) 

For these scaling conditions to be fulfilled, % and r\ must be equal to 1. The difference with the work of 
Hsieh and Kim lies in the fact that, in our equations (4) through (6), we have used the Eulerian 
formalism, in which velocity is stated, explicitly. We find that scaling relations that comply with eq. 
(16), only exist when we allow the material properties to scale. The scaling relations for the material 
properties for this case are listed in Table I. If these conditions are fulfilled, the current density and current 
scale according to: 

/ = ^.f = «. 07) 

TABLE I 

SCALING OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR S=S AND T'=T 

parameter small scale full scale 
specific heat per unit volume CV CV 

resistivity 
Pe i-i. 

T 
thermal conductivity 

K Li 
T 

mass density 
Pm 

T2 

— Pm 
g~ 

Eq. (16) is only one of the scaling conditions that can be imposed on the electromechanical system. 
Different scaling conditions lead to different sets of requirements for the scaling factors g, T, % and T\. 
Consequently, different scaling relations for the launch parameters are obtained. A more complete list of 
scaling conditions is given in Table II. 

2.3. An important implication of the scaling relations is that exact guidelines are given for the scaling 
of the current pulse form. The problem of how to construct a small scale current pulse from a known full 
scale current pulse can be addressed by scaling the complete pulse forming network. By recognising that 
the breech voltage scales by a factoring2 It, a unique scaling is obtained by multiplying all voltage 

nodes of the circuit by this same factor. For a basic LCR circuit (e.g. capacitor bank), the scaling 
relations are given in Table III. 

In practice, scaling of a complete pulse forming network will not be very likely and we must rely on 
other methods to generate the required scaled current pulse. 

2.4. Interesting conclusions can be drawn by applying the scaling relations to the launch parameters. It 
can be easily shown that the inductance gradient of the rail accelerator is invariant under scaling (the 
inductance gradient of the rail accelerator is only geometry-dependent [7]). It is important to note that the 
length of the rail accelerator in the small scale experiment can be g times smaller than the full scale 
version. The kinetic energy is independent of the time scaling factor T. A list of scaling relations for 
relevant launch parameters is given in Table IV. 

A very useful aspect of these scaling relations is the fact that three parameters that characterise the 
quality of the launch process are invariant under scaling, i.e. launch efficiency, total efficiency and 
armature Figure Of Merit. These parameters are defined by: 

_ kinetic energy of the launch package 

/launch energy input at the breech 

"total 
kinetic energy of the launch package 

energy stored in the pulsed power source 
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FOM = 
kinetic energy of the launch package 

energy dissipated in the armature 

The electrothermal action absorbed by the armature scales according to: 

(18) 

TABLEE TABLEIV 

SCALING CONDITIONS SCALING RELATIONS FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC LAUNCH 
PROCESS 

invariant quantities scaling factor relations parameter small scale full scale 

S=SAT' = T =>Z = 1AT7 = 1 bore width (calibre) d gd 

J = JAT' = T =>Z = ,?2A77 = 1 
mass m gr2XT]m 
displacement, position s ,x gs,gx 

S=SAJ=J =>g = lAX = if' velocity V 
£v 

S' = SAT' = T =>£ = TA77 = 1 T 
acceleration a g „ 

s=s => x = *f' S° 
T' = T =>77 = 1 

jerk a 

g*XVEUn 
f = J =>OT=g2 muzzle energy ^kin 

s=s =>OT = T pulse duration Af rAt 

ä =a =*i: = 4g 
armature current / g4xni 
rate of change in armature I gjxn : 

 1 
T 

L 

v' = V =>T = g current 

s' = s,x' =x =>S = 1 inductance    gradient rail L 
_          _ 

2 
accelerator 

Pe' = Pe resistance      gradient rail R 1   r, accelerator — R 
x 

TABLE TU armature resistance ^rm 
— Kim 

SCALING RELATIONS FOR THE PULSE FORMING NETWORK Z 
electrothermal action A g2^xnA parameter small scale full scale 

capacitor of capacitance C             C T2 launch efficiency "launch "llaunch 
—c armature FOM FOM FOM 
g total efficiency ^tot Htot 

inductor of inductance L L 
gL stress rate S Ms 

resistor with resistance R R 
IR 

T 

charging voltage of the capacitor    V h 

rch 

3. APPLICATION OF THE SCALING RELATIONS 

The scaling relations are useful for the extrapolation of the results of launch experiments with small 
scale armatures to the performance of large calibre armatures. By choosing values for g, z, % and r/, 
different aspects of large scale armatures can be studied at smaller scale. The scaling factor g is not a free 
choice, since it depends on the ratio of the bore widths of the full scale and small scale rail accelerator. 
The objective of the small scale launch experiments to be performed, determines the required scaling 
conditions. From Table II, the required scaling factor relations can be found for the selected scaling 
conditions. In practice, the applicability of the scaling relations will be limited to a few cases where 
realistic values are found for armature current, launch package mass and velocity in both full scale and 
small scale launch experiments. In this section, we will discuss the feasible cases of scaling. 

Invariance of the current density is an interesting case, but appears to be impractical when the 
temperature should be invariant, too. Without this second condition, the case described by Pappas et al. is 
found [1]. The criterion of Hsieh and Kim is a practical one and is considered in detail here. Another 
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criterion of practical importance states that temperature and stress rate should be invariant under scaling. 
This case will also be considered. 

3.1. Invariant current density 
3.1.1. A special case of J'=J is g=l. Then v'=v/t and m'=T? m. This is the case described in [1], 

although the authors did not consider the influence of the temperature, specific heat, rail material and 
launchmass, explicitly. In this case, the geometry and size of the armature and the rail accelerator stay 
unaltered. This type of scaling is useful to compare the performance of different materials, only. Because 
g and rare uncoupled, ris the only significant scaling factor. T is determined by the resistivity ratio of 
the materials that are compared in the two experiments. 

This case for instance can be used for predicting the behaviour of a light weight Al armature at high 
velocity by testing a heavy Cu armature at low velocity (mM=T? mCu and vCu=T vA1 with T=pcC/pcA, = 
0.63,  X=

C
V,A/CV.CU = °-68  mA T1=1/X)- The kinetic energy is the same in both exPeriments- The 

temperature at equal current density is 1.47 times higher for Al. 
3.1.2. More important is the comparison of the performance of armatures at different calibres, i.e. g>\. 

For x=82> one has r=T ' in addition t0 J'=J- 0nly the case Ti=1 is feasible' as other °Ptions a16 

unrealistic: ? .,    2 • 
for I>1 : m'>gs m and for T<1: v'>g v. A disadvantage of this case is: pc' = g~ pc and i'=g~ i. 

3.2. Invariant temperature and stress distribution 
So far, the scaling factors g and T are independent. To prevent an extreme ratio for the mass in the full 

scale and small scale experiment, the value of T should be kept small. Choosing T=g2 as in [2] is 
impractical, since then the mass scales according to g5. 

Three interesting cases exist, for which %=1 and r\ = 1: I = g i 

3.2.1. T=g: v'-v and m'=g3 m 
The muzzle velocity in the small scale and full scale launch experiment are the same. Acceleration is g 

times higher and the jerk is g2 times higher in the small scale experiment. The ratio of the masses is still 
high. 

3.2.2. X-\: v'-g v and m'-g m 
The time is invariant under scaling, which makes it easier to apply the same pulsed power source for 

both experiments. The large difference in velocity and acceleration profile is a disadvantage. Resistivity 
scales with g2, while the mass only scales with g. 

3.2.3. T=Vg: v'= Vg v and m'=g2 m 
The acceleration in the small scale and full scale experiment are the same. Velocity and mass scaling is 

still practical. Jerk in the full scale launch experiment is lower than in the small scale launch experiment. 
The scaling factor relations in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 are limiting cases for the invariance of temperature and 

stress distribution. 

3.3. Invariant temperature and stress rate distribution 
Due to the high stress rates involved in electromagnetic launch experiments, the strength of materials 

is expected to be depending on strain rate rather than strain. Again, two limiting cases exist. 
3.3.1. T=Vg and £=Vg: v'= Vg v , m'=g5/2 m and i'-gin i 
The acceleration in the small scale and full scale experiment are the same. Velocity and mass scaling is 

feasible. The armature current in the small scale experiment is much lower than in the full scale 
experiment. 

3.3.2. X-1 and %-1 ■' v'-gv ,m '=g m and i-gi 
In fact, this is the same case as 3.1.2. 

3.4. Invariant temperature distribution 
Relaxing the condition for the mechanical load leads to a more flexible scaling procedure. Since for 

most high resistivity materials % < 1 when copper is used in the small scale experiment, the following 
cases are interesting: 

3.4.1.x=lHg: i = gv*i   A   S = \/JgS 
a. T=Vg: v'=Vg v and m'=g3n m 
b. T=g: v'=v and m'-g5n m 

3.4.2. x=l/g: ? = 4gl   A    S' = l/gS 
a. x=^lg: v'=Vg v and m'=g m 
b. T=g: v'=v and m'=g2 m 
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In practice, % will be determined by the material with the appropriate resistivity. As long as % is in the 
order of 1, scaling of mechanical load will not be a limiting factor. 

The cases t-g and T=l are considered as the practical limits of scaling electromagnetic launch 
experiments. The launch mass should scale with a factor between g and g3. We have chosen the case T= Vg 
for our small scale experiments, which reduces the velocity for the small scale experiment by a factor of 
Vg and leaves the acceleration unaltered. Then, the launch mass is still within practical limits if % is in 
the order of 1 (cases 3.2.3, 3.3.1, 3.4.1a and 3.4.2a). Due to limitations of our pulsed power supply, we 
search for materials that meet the scaling factor relations described in cases 3.2.3 and 3.3.1. 

The results of simulations of the electrothermal behaviour of a small scale and full scale fibre armature, 
using a 2D finite element code [11], are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. These figures show the validity of 
the scaling relations when rail and armature materials are applied with material properties which obey the 
relations in Table I. The material for rail and armature in the small scale experiment is copper and the 
geometrical scaling factor is chosen as g=4.5. Current is used as input data for the simulations. Fig. 1 
shows that the velocity and time axes are scaled by a factor ^4.5 for both experiments. Fig. 2 shows that 
the skin depth 5 in the armature is a factor 4.5 larger in the full scale experiment and is time-shifted. The 
maximum temperature in the armature is the same and occurs at the scaled positions in the armatures, but 
is also time-shifted. 

<   7.S0E+OS    - 

O.0O6 0.008 0.010 0.012 
Urn. I (m) 

I acat«          Tm„. small acale 

akin dapth.tull acala 

Fig. I Current-time profile and velocity-time profile of the Fig. 2. Skin depth and maximum local temperature-time 
simulated small scale and full scale launch (g= 4.5, r= Vg and behaviour during the simulated small scale and full scale 
X=\). experiment (g = 4.5,T = vg and^= 1). 

4. EXAMPLES OF SCALED LAUNCH PROCESSES 

Using the scaling relations for an LCR circuit in Table III, lumped parameter simulations (Pspice) of 
full scale and small scale launch experiments have been performed. The specifications of the ARDEC 52 
MJ capacitor bank facility [8], [9] have been used in an example of a simulation of a full scale 
experiment. Fig. 3 through Fig. 5 show that by applying the scaling relations to a pulsed power source, a 
small scale version of the current pulse is constructed which leads to an exactly scaled launch process. In 
this example, g=4, v^yg=2 and %=l were chosen. The full scale launch package mass was set to 2.4 kg 
which leads to a mass of 150 g for the small scale launch package. The results show that the maximum 
current for the small scale experiment is 1/4 of the maximum current of the full scale experiment. The 
velocity scales by a factor 2, e.g. 1250 m/s vs. 2500 m/s at the muzzle. The acceleration is the same in 
both experiments and the displacement plot in Fig. 5 shows that the launch packages leave the muzzle at 
2 m and 8 m, respectively. 

0.0E*0 

0.000    0.001    0.002    0.003    0.004    0.005    0.OOS    0.007    0.008    0.009   0.010 
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2500 ~                                                                     .-'**' 
_. 2000 1 

p 
> 
(> yS* 

„ 1000 /                   ' 
■                      /     ••''' 500 

'    sf.--\                 1                 1                 1                 1                 1                 1                 1                 1 

0.000    0.001    0.002    0.003    0.004    0.005    0.006    0.007    0.008    0.009   0.010 

tim.t(a) 

Fig. 3. Current-time profiles for a simulated full scale (dashed)   Fig. 4. Velocity-time profile obtained in a simulated full scale 
and a 1/4-scale launch process (g = 4, t= 2 and % = 1). (dashed) and 1/4-scale launch process (g = 4, T= 2 and % = 1). 
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Fig. 5. Displacement-time profile in a simulated full scale   Fig. 6. Effect of deviations from exact scaling relations on the 
(dashed) and 1/4-scale launch process (g = 4, x = 2 and % = D-    maximum temperature in the armature(g = 4.5, z= Vg and x = 

1): curve 'a': exact scaling, curve 'b': Cu rails, curve 'c': Cu rails 
and deviant thermal conductivity. 

5. DEVIATIONS FROM EXACT SCALING 

Deviations from exact scaling can be expected due to the practical and physical limitations of existing 
large calibre rail accelerators, pulsed power sources and material properties. 

Effects of such deviations on the maximum temperature obtained in the full scale armature have been 
studied by 2D-simulations of the electrothermal behaviour of armatures in full scale experiments based on 
a small scale experiment with Cu rails and a Cu fibre armature in a 20 mm square bore rail accelerator. 
For the full scale experiment, the scaling factors were chosen as g=4.5, T=Vg and %=1. Fig. 6 shows the 
results of these computer simulations. The current pulse of Fig. 3 has been used as input data. The solid 
curve labelled 'a' is the calculated maximum temperature in the armature when the exactly scaled material 
is applied. For the small scale experiment, the melting temperature of Cu is exceeded. The rails of most 
existing large calibre rail accelerators are made of Cu and it is likely that this cannot be changed. Curve 'b' 
is the calculated maximum temperature when Cu is used as the rail material in both experiments. The 
final temperature obtained in the armature drops by a factor of two compared with curve 'a'. The current 
density at the interface appears to be lower. Curve 'c' is obtained when, in addition to Cu as rail material, 
the thermal conductivity of the full scale armature scales as K' - Kg3/2 in stead of K! = Kg'3/2. This can be 
expected since the thermal conductivity of a metal is related to its resistivity by the Wiedemann-Franz 
Law [12]: 

K 

3 
Tpe (19) 

The lower heat conduction results in a slightly higher temperature in the full scale experiment. 
From the 2D computer simulations with Cu rails and a Cu fibre armature, it is found that applying the 

scaling relations to the armature material only and not to the rail material has a positive effect on the 
maximum temperature obtained in the full scale armature. In addition, this will also have a positive effect 
on the launch efficiency. Deviation from the scaling relation for the thermal conductivity has only a small 
effect on the temperature. 

The temperature effects of deviations from the exactly scaled current pulse profile have been studied, but 
appear to be of minor importance as long as the total electrothermal action is unchanged. A deviating 
3i/3t does not have a large effect on the electrothermal behaviour of the armature, but results in a different 
stress rate (and jerk). 

For the selection of material pairs for scaled launch experiments, the scaling relations for the resistivity 
and heat capacity constitute the most significant selection criteria. 

6. DEFORMATION OF THE SOLID ARMATURE 

The armature shape is known to have a large effect on the current distribution at the electrical contact 
with the rail. Therefore, the deformed shape of the armature in the small scale and full scale experiment 
should be identical. So far, the scaling relations have been derived for solids. Deformation of a solid is a 
function of the stress. For isotropic, perfectly elastic materials, a linear relationship exists between stress 
and strain: 
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f = -L S - - (trS)l    (Hooke's Law) (20) 
IG       Y 

where G = 
2(1+ v) 

with Y is Young's modulus, G is shear modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. From eq. (20) it is clear that 
for an invariant shape of a solid armature, the moduli of the materials should scale with XV- Eq. (20) 
oversimplifies the mechanical behaviour of armatures, since it is valid for infinitesimal strains, only. For 
large strains, which are likely to occur, scaling relations have not been derived. In general, the strain 
tensor £ must be invariant under scaling and the stiffness matrix Cmust scale wither?: 

S = Ce    (generalised Hooke's Law) (21) 

The internal stress distribution and stress rate distribution cannot be exact images in the full scale and 
small scale experiment at the same time, since the stress rate scales according to: 

S' = ^-S (22) 
T 

Dynamic stress-strain curves deviate from quasi-static material behaviour. The strain rate is important 
for the mechanical behaviour of the launch package, since non-linear material behaviour can be expected at 
the stresses and strain rates involved in electromagnetic launches. Viscoelastic material behaviour of e.g. 
glass-fibre epoxy parts can still comply with the scaling relations if an additional scaling requirement for 
the material viscosity is fulfilled: 

f£ = -fi (23) 
T 

TABLEV 

SCALING RELATIONS FOR MECHANICAL MATERIAL PARAMETERS 

parameter small scale full scale 
Young's modulus Y XV Y 
shear modulus G XV G 
Poisson's ratio 
stiffness matrix 

V 
C 

V 

XV c 
viscosity P £ 

T 

7. SCALEABLE AND NON-SCALEABLE EFFECTS 

The validity of the scaling relations derived strongly depends on the influence of the effects that are not 
included in the equations. In general, all linear electromechanical effects are included in the scaling 
relations. Some non-linear effects are also included, for instance the temperature-dependency of material 
properties mp, when these behave according to: 

mp'(T>f(g, t, X, V) mp(T) 

An example is the temperature-dependency of the electrical resistivity pc(7)=pc0 (l+a T). Other non- 
linearities, such as the rate effects on material behaviour, are non-scaleable (e.g. strain-rate). 

The effects of applying the scaling relations to a part of the system, e.g. the armature, are not described 
by the scaling relations and must be studied, separately. 

Preload force and frictional heating are scaleable when certain conditions are fulfilled. The preload force 
on the electrical contact with area Ac and normal unit vector it is: 

Fp=}sTw da (24) 
Ac 

The contact stress Sp on the armature must have the same value in the small scale and full scale 
experiment. The pressure on the electrical contact during launch consists of an electromechanical and a 
preload contribution. Since the electromechanical part scales with ^77, one finds: 

Sp=XVSp (25) 
Therefore, the preload force must scale as: 
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Fp' = g2
XriFp (26) 

The friction force constitutes an extra heat source at the interface, which is given by: 
q{r=chS

T-n\v\ (27) 
Using Eqs. (24) and (26), we find that the total heat flux due to friction scales according to: 

(28) 

where it is assumed that the coefficient of friction cfr is unchanged under scaling. 
Gouging is probably an important effect that violates our scaling relations. As far as the phenomenon 

of gouging is understood to date, it is strongly velocity-dependent. This would make the results obtained 
in small scale experiments at lower velocity insufficient accurate to predict the behaviour of full scale 
armatures. However, the aspects of hypervelocity sliding could be investigated in launch experiments with 
a separate set of scaling relations for which t=g is required. 

8. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

Although the scaling relations have been derived from first principles, a validation of the applicability 
in practice is useful. To check our assumptions, we have performed static experiments in an armature test 
bed [10]. The results of magnetic induction measurements for two different calibres have been compared. 
The small scale experiment was performed with a 20 mm square bore geometry with Cu rails and 
armature. The large scale experiment was performed with a 40 mm square bore geometry with CuZn 
("brass") rails and armature. Thus, the geometrical scaling factor g=2. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the resistivity 
pc and specific heat cv of CuZn alloys are shown as a function of the alloying compound Zn [13]. The 
brass alloy used in our experiments was CuZn39Pb3. Fig. 7 shows that the specific heat cv has almost 
the same value for both materials (#=0.96). The resistivity, shown in Fig. 8, complies with the scaling 

relations if the time scaling factor x equals r = Pcu/PcuZn g2 = 0-97. 
In the experiments, a flat top current pulse was used (50 kA for the small scale and 100 kA for the 

large scale experiment). The rise time of the large scale current was 0.97 times that of the small scale 
current. The inductance gradient L' was checked to be the same for both geometries. Fig. 9 shows the 
magnetic induction V# B at r=0.5 ms for the small scale experiment, where the armature axis has been 
stretched by a factor g=2, and B' at r'=0.5 T ms for the large scale experiment. The relative positions -1 
and +1 correspond with the trailing and forward edge of the armatures. Fig. 10 is the magnetic induction 
plot V# B at r=1.5 ms for the small scale and B' at r'=1.5 r ms for the large scale experiment. The 
results show that within experimental accuracy B'-^I%B, in accordance with the scaling relations. 

Zn compound (%) 
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5.0E-8 

E 

^    4.0E-8 

=     3.0E-8 

«     2.0E-B - 
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Fig. 7 Heat capacity for CuZn alloys as a  function  of Zn   Fig.  8  Resistivity  for   CuZn   alloys   as   a   function   of  Zn 
percentage [13]. percentage [13]. 
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Fig. 9 Magnetic induction v# B(x) at f = 0.5 ms and B '(x') at ;: 
0.5 iras versus relative position in the armature. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

Fig. 10 Magnetic induction V£B(X)at/= 1.5 ms and B'(x') at t 
= 1.5T ms versus relative position in the armature. 

It is shown that certain performance aspects of large calibre armatures can be studied at small scale by 
applying scaling relations. These relations are derived from the fundamental equations which describe the 
electromagnetic launch process. Four scaling factors are introduced: g for geometrical scaling, z for time 
scaling, % for scaling of the specific heat per unit volume and TJ for temperature scaling. Critical design 
parameters, such as launch efficiency, total efficiency and armature Figure Of Merit, are invariant under 
scaling according to the method presented in this paper. 

The most important scaling criterion is the condition for which the temperature distribution in the 
small scale and full scale experiment are the same (77 = 1). Invariance of the stress or stress rate 
distribution is not required, since small deviations from exact scaling are allowed for these distributions. 
The scaling relations for the resistivity and the heat capacity per unit volume are the most significant 
guidelines for the selection of the armature and rail materials in scaled launch experiments. Thermal 
conductivity plays a minor role. 

For small scale experiments at the Pulse Physics Laboratory, a geometrical scaling factor g-A and time 
scaling factor T=Vg are chosen. Therefore, materials for the large calibre armatures have to be found for 
which the value of the resistivity must be eight times that of copper, when copper fibre armatures are 
used in the small scale launch experiments. The specific heat of such a material is in general lower than 
that of copper (£ < 1). Its melting temperature must at least be equal to that of copper. For example, the 
resistivity and melting temperature of refractory metals are within the interesting range. 
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Abstract: The Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) is 
investigating a number of different electrothermal gun concepts which utilise 
solid propellants. One of these concepts is known as current injection (CI). 
In the CI concept, electrical energy is discharged in a combustion chamber 
through two electrodes which are connected by a fuse wire. These 
electrodes are located inside the combustion chamber. The CI concept can 
be used to ignite the charge of solid propellant, and/or to augment the 
combustion of the solid propellant. Anomalous enhanced gas generation 
rates have been identified for some propellants after the electrical discharge 
has ceased. Methods of quantifying the enhanced gas generation rates have 
been developed and used to compare the results from different tests and 
propellants. 

INTRODUCTION 

The internal ballistics of guns firing conventional solid propellant charges is a very mature 
research area. Most gun/charge systems are highly optimised and it is difficult to obtain 
substantial increases in muzzle velocity with conventional charge designs. To increase 
substantially the muzzle velocity of a gun, it is necessary to broaden the shot base pressure 
versus shot travel profile, ie by quickly attaining a high pressure and then sustaining that 
maximum pressure as long as possible, subject to constraints on muzzle blast and barrel 
pressure. In order to sustain the maximum pressure, it is necessary to increase the gas 
generation rate from the propellant. This increase can be achieved by increasing either the 
burning surface area of the propellant or the propellant burn rate. Therefore, there is a 
strong interest in the development of advanced charge concepts such as layered propellants 
in which a fast burning propellant is surrounded by a slower burning propellant. Other 
concepts include travelling charge concepts which have been considered for direct fire 
applications and programmed splitting propellants in which the propellant breaks up, in a 
controlled manner, after a predefined fraction of propellant has burned. 

However, all of these methods present risks in that the manufacturing tolerance on the 
propellants needs to be very tightly controlled. If it is not, then, for the example of layered 
grains, the faster burning layer might start burning too early in the internal ballistic cycle, 
possibly before peak pressure has been achieved.   This could lead to dangerously high 
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pressures in the gun chamber. An alternative to using the aforementioned methods of 
increasing the gas generation rates could be to use some form of electrical energy to 
increase the gas generation rate of a homogeneous propellant. Probably the easiest way in 
which electrical energy can be used to affect propellant combustion is to create a plasma in 
the combustion chamber. In the UK, the CI concept is being investigated which can create 
a plasma in the combustion chamber. The use of plasmas to increase gas generation rates of 
propellants has been reported by a number of different research workers (references 1-3) 
who have also proffered explanations for the increases. These explanations include 
radiative heating of the propellant (sub-surface heating), worm holes, erosive burning and 
propellant break-up. 

This paper describes the analyses of some closed vessel firings, conducted under a range of 
different conditions, that were carried out for the CI concept using propellants which are of 
different chemical compositions. To date, tests have been conducted using three triple base 
propellants, six nitramine enriched double/triple base compositions and three next 
generation low vulnerability ammunition (LOVA) propellants. The analyses show 
substantially different behaviour between the propellants. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 

Figure 1 shows the vessel that was used for the CI experiments. The electrodes are shown 
at the left-hand side and the bottom right-hand corner of the vessel; on the right-hand side a 
burster disk is shown. In the experiments reported in this paper, a burster disk was not used 
and the right-hand side of the vessel was sealed. Also shown in figure 1 are two pressure 
gauges and a Gevelot igniter (a 30mm gun charge igniter). A Gevelot igniter contains 
nearly lg of gunpowder. The electrical energy is provided by a capacitor-based pulse 
forming network (reference 4). The CI vessel has a volume of 400cc approximately. 

Fig.   1:   CURRENT   INJECTION   VESSEL 

PRESSURE GAUGE 

GEVELOT 
ELECTRODE 

A large number of 
experiments have been 
conducted using different 
propellants. Table 1 
shows a selection of the 
propellants used and 
indicates the main 
constituents of each 
propellant. NQ is a triple 
base propellant. 
Composition 1 is a double 
base propellant which is 
enriched with RDX, a 
nitramine. Compositions 
2 and 3 are triple base 

CTN-7B4 propellants    with    added 
RDX. The LOVA propellant is a CAB (cellulose acetate butyrate) based LOVA propellant. 
The HELOVA propellant is a high energy LOVA (HELOVA) propellant which contains a 

ELECTRODE 

PLASMA/PROPELLANT 

BURSTER   DISC 
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curable energetic binder. Composition 1 has been used in most of the experiments and 
these have attempted to determine the effect of electrical power, electrical energy and initial 
propellant temperature on the deduced gas generation rates. 

Table 1 - Propellant compositions 

NQ Comp 
1 

Comp 
2 

Comp 
3 

LOVA HELOVA 

NC X X X X X 

NG X X X X 

RDX X X X X 

Picrite X X X X 

Carbamite X X X X 

Inert plasticiser X X X 

Energetic 
plasticiser 

X X 

PolyNIMMO X 

Isocyanate X 

HMX X 

CAB X 

ANALYSIS OF MEASURED DATA 

In all of the firings, transient histories of combustion pressure, plasma current and voltage 
were recorded. The pressure-time measurements were analysed using a code called 
BRLCB, version 3.0 (reference 5). This code enables the thermal effect of any electrical 
energy that is discharged to be taken into account. Therefore, any enhanced gas generation 
rates that are deduced by the BRLCB analysis are due to other effects, such as erosive 
burning or radiative heating, and not due to extra thermal energy contributed by the 
electrical source. However, BRLCB can not distinguish between increased gas generation 
rates due to geometric changes in the propellant grain or those due to changes in the burn 
rate. One of the assumptions in the BRLCB code is that propellants burn in parallel layers 
and do not break-up. The main purpose of the BRLCB code is to calculate the burn rate of 
a propellant at various pressures and it is this that has been selected as the means of 
comparison of different tests that are reported in this paper. Therefore, although the graphs 
discussed below show the variation in burn rate with pressure, what the BRLCB code is 
actually deducing is a variation in gas generation rate. The authors have merely portrayed 
the variation in gas generation rate as a variation in burn rate. 
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Fig. 2: EXPERIMENT ET053 TEST 3 & ET063 TEST 13 - 48g 
PROPELLANT, 26kJ EE 

The authors have reported 
previously the effects of plasmas 
on different propellants (reference 
6) under a range of different 
conditions. Figure 2 shows typical 
results for propellant composition 3 
(PC3) and the LOVA propellant. 
In both tests, 48g of propellant 
were ignited by means of a Gevelot 
igniter and, when the pressure in 
the combustion chamber had 
reached about 30MPa, 26kJ of 
electrical energy were discharged 

into the vessel using a 26uH inductor in the capacitor bank module. The vertical dotted 
lines in figure 2 indicate the pressure region over which the electrical discharge took place. 
Both propellants exhibit enhanced burn rates during the electrical discharge. However, 

after the electrical discharge has ended the burn rate behaviour of the two propellants is 
substantially different. The burn rate of the LOVA propellant reverts back to the standard 
burn rate law (indicated by the dashed line) whereas PC3 continues to burn at a faster rate 
than its standard burn rate law. PCI and PC2 behave in a similar manner to PC3. The 
HELOVA propellant behaves in a similar manner to the LOVA propellant. Reference 6 
reported that interrupted burning vented vessel tests using PCI showed no evidence that 
fracturing of the propellant was occurring. 

60 80 
Pressure (MPa) 

The main findings from the work reported in reference 6 are as follows: (1) a faster, higher 
power pulse produced greater EGGR than slow, lower power pulses; (2) the greater the 
ratio of electrical energy to charge mass (electrical energy density), the greater the amount 
of gas generation rate enhancement; (3) tests in which up to about 30kJ of electrical energy 
were discharged in order to ignite the propellant did not show PEDEGGR (this finding 
suggests that there is a threshold value for the electrical energy to cause PEDEGGR); (4) 
taking into account the temperature variation of the burn rate coefficient, the initial 
temperature of the propellant had little effect on the deduced gas generation rates. 

QUANTIFICATION OF ENHANCED GAS GENERATION RATES 

Fig. 3: EXPERIMENT ET025 TEST 4 - 48g PC1, 27kJ EE 

100 

Pressure (MPa) 

Figure 3 shows a typical graph of 
burn rate versus pressure for 
propellant composition 1 (PCI) 
under test conditions similar to those 
stated above for figure 2. Three 
'measures' of the enhanced gas 
generation rates have been defined. 
The first of these quantifies the 
enhanced gas generation rates during 
the electrical discharge (EGGRDED). 
The second 'measure' quantifies the 
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post electrical discharge enhanced gas generation rates (PEDEGGR). The third 'measure' 
quantifies the total enhanced gas generation rates (TEGGR). The regions of the burn rate 
profile over which these measures are calculated are shown in figure 3. The method of 
calculation of each measure is described below. 

The standard burn rate law for the propellant is used to calculate the burn rate coefficient 
for the test in which electrical energy was discharged. The resultant burn rate coefficient 
profile should be a straight line at a constant value, assuming that there is no discontinuity 
in the standard burn rate profile for that propellant. The burn rate coefficient profile is 
integrated with respect to pressure over the appropriate pressure range. The integrated burn 
rate coefficient is then divided by the pressure difference of the range to determine a 
pressure-averaged burn rate coefficient over the appropriate pressure range. The resultant 
mean burn rate coefficients that are calculated are then divided by those from tests in which 
no electrical discharge took place to determine a unitless quantity which indicates the level 
of enhancement in the burn rate coefficient. A value of two indicates that the average burn 
rate coefficient over the appropriate pressure range is twice that of the standard burn rate 
coefficient. 

EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL POWER AND ENERGY ON EGGR 

In experiment ET051, a number of tests were conducted using the CI concept for PCI to 
investigate the effect of electrical power and energy on the levels of EGGRDED, 
PEDEGGR and TEGGR. These tests were all conducted under similar conditions except 
for the amount of electrical power and energy that were discharged. Figure 4 shows the 
variation in the three quantities with maximum electrical power. For each of the three 
EGGR measures, a linear trend line was fitted and plotted. The equation and correlation 
coefficient of each trend line are also plotted. High correlations exist between all three 
EGGR measures and the maximum electrical power. Figure 5 shows the variation in the 
three quantities with electrical energy. Fitted trend lines show that there are also high 
correlations between the EGGR measures and the electrical energy. There is no indication 
that either the electrical power or the electrical energy is the dominant effect. 

Rg. 4: VARIATION IN EGGR MEASURES WITH 
ELECTRICAL POWER - 48g PC1 
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. 5: VARIATION IN EGGR MEASURES WITH 
ELECTRICAL ENERGY -48g PC1 
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THRESHOLD FOR PEDEGGR 

Reference 6 reported that the analysis of some tests indicated that there was a threshold 
value required of the electrical energy or power for EGGR to occur when the propellant 
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was ignited using electrical energy. Experiment ET051 contained a number of tests in 
which different amounts of electrical energy were used to ignite 48g of PCI. In test 1, 29kJ 
of electrical energy, at a maximum power of 44kW, were used to ignite the propellant. 
PEDEGGR were not exhibited. In test 2, 72kJ of electrical energy, at a maximum power of 
94kW, were used to ignite the propellant. PEDEGGR were exhibited (figure 6) and the 
level of PEDEGGR was calculated to be about 1.38. Further tests need to be conducted in 
order to determine, assuming that they exist, the threshold values of the electrical energy or 
power for PEDEGGR to occur. 

Fig. 6: EXPERIMENT ET051 TEST 2 - 48g PC1, 
71.7kJEE 

Rg. 7: VARIATION IN PEDEGGR WTH PERCENTAGE OF RDX 
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EFFECT OF PERCENTAGE OF RDX ON PEDEGGR 

In reference 6 it was speculated that the percentage, by mass, of RDX contained in a 
propellant was, in some manner that was not understood, responsible for the level of 
PEDEGGR that was observed. However, it was also noted in reference 6 that the LOVA 
propellant, which contained RDX, exhibited a normal level of PEDEGGR Figure 7 shows 
the variation with PEDEGGR with the percentage of RDX for all the non-LOVA 
propellants which have been investigated to date. Although there is an indication that the 
level of PEDEGGR increases with the percentage of RDX contained in a propellant, the 
correlation coefficient of the trend line is low. 

CORRELATION BETWEEN PEDEGGR AND SHAPED CHARGE ATTACK 
RESPONSE 

Fig. 8: CORRELATION BETWEEN PEDEGGR AND SCA 
RESPONSE 

It was noted that the propellants, such as 
PCI, PC2 and PC3, which exhibited 
PEDEGGR are much more sensitive to 
mechanical shock waves than the LOVA 
and HELOVA propellants. Therefore it 
is possible that the PEDEGGR are a 
feature of the more sensitive propellants 
although other explanations are also 
possible. The findings reported above 
for PCI are consistent with this 

hypothesis; a strong mechanical shock wave would be produced for a high electrical energy 
density plasma and high electrical power. It is also feasible that there would be a threshold 
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above which PEDEGGR occur. It is known that the burning behaviour of RDX propellant 
can be influenced by a mechanical shock wave (reference 7). Figure 8 shows the 
correlation between the level of PEDEGGR for a number of propellants and their shaped 
charge attack response. There is a reasonable correlation between the two quantities. In 
particular, if the result for the HELOVA propellant is removed from the calculation of the 
trend line, the R2 value increases to about 0.8. Removal of the HELOVA result could be 
justified on the grounds that physically the propellant is very different from the others; the 
HELOVA propellant is very elastic rather than 'brittle'. Further experiments are planned to 
investigate this possibility further, including the testing of PCI which has been deliberately 
subjected to mechanical shock waves. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

From a control viewpoint, it is more desirable to have a propellant exhibit a high level of 
EGGRDED than a high level of PEDEGGR, even though with PEDEGGR one is 
practically getting 'something for nothing'. Except for PC3, the highest level of TEGGR is 
exhibited by the LOVA propellant. The level of TEGGR is high for the LOVA propellant 
because it exhibits a very high level of EGGRDED. This fact is encouraging because the 
vulnerability of propellants such as PC3 will prevent them from ever being used other than 
for experimental purposes. Therefore, with propellants, such as the LOVA propellant, 
which do not exhibit PEDEGGR, there exists a feasible opportunity for electrical power or 
energy to be used to control the combustion of such propellants. 

Results that have been obtained so far indicate that there are strong correlations between the 
electrical energy/power and the level of PEDEGGR. Further work needs to be conducted to 
establish whether the electrical energy or the electrical power is the dominant effect. The 
results from this work should give some indication of the plasma properties that might be 
causing the PEDEGGR. 

Weak correlations have been established between the PEDEGGR level exhibited by a 
propellant and the percentage of RDX it contains. 

A weak correlation has been established between the PEDEGGR level exhibited by a 
propellant and its response to shaped charge attack. Furthermore, there is evidence of a 
threshold level of the electrical power/energy for PEDEGGR to occur. Therefore it has 
been conjectured that a propellant's sensitivity is, in some way that is not yet understood, 
linked to the level of PEDEGGR exhibited. Although the correlation is weak, this 
explanation for the anomalous EGGR after the electrical discharge has ended can not yet be 
eliminated. 

Other explanations for the enhanced burn rate behaviour of the propellants are feasible. For 
example, radiative heating of the propellant due to the high temperature plasma will 
undoubtedly have an important effect on the burn rates. Key properties of the propellants 
that need to be investigated include their absorption characteristics. 
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Gun firings using PCI are planned to investigate whether that propellant exhibits EGGR 
under typical gun firing conditions. 
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Abstract 

Electromagnetic coilgun technology offers a number of promising 
spin-offs, such as earth-to-orbit launchers, Maglev, and cordless- 
contactless elevators This paper deals with the latter. At the 
Polytechnic, the Linear Induction Launcher (LIL) was successfully 
developed: a projectile, enclosed in a cyUndrical conducting sleeve, is 
accelerated by a long coaxial array of coils energized in polyphase 
fashion. This occurs while the projectile within is completely levitated. 
For application to the cordless elevator, the long coaxial array of coils 
(the energized primary motor winding) is positioned vertically, and the 
short aluminum sleeve (the secondary) surrounds the coils. The moving 
sleeve has to be cut longitudinally, in order to allow for mechanical 
support of the interior primary. The coils are energized at industrial 
frequency (e.g., at 50 or 60 Hz). 

In one realization, a cluster of four vertical coaxial coil arrays 
extends over the height of the elevator shaft. Four short secondary 
sleeves are attached to the outer walls of the elevator car at the corners. 
In addition to providing propulsion and braking forces in the vertical 
direction, this unusual choice for the topology of the air-cored linear 
induction motor has a number of other advantages: (1) it allows 
clearance of an inch or more between the parts in relative motion, and 
(2) it provides strong lateral guidance. Special positive action activators 
are provided for opening or closing the doors, for stopping the car at the 
various floor levels, and in case of interruption of supply power. This 
system thus overcomes limitations which, in present elevator systems, 
are set by the weight of the cords and by irregularities in the lateral 
guides, and which create difficulties in deep mine shafts and in high-rise 
buildings. This paper presents a preliminary design of a complete 
system. 
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A Civilian Application of Coil Launchers Technology- 
Elevators for High-Rise Buildings 

Zivan Zabar, Enrico Levi, and Leo Birenbaum 
Polytechnic University 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
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Brooklyn, NY 11201 

1.  Introduction 

With conventional raising and lowering devices, the length of the 
vertical shafts, such as are found in deep mines and in high-rise 
buildings, is limited by the weight and vibrations of the ropes, by 
variations in the alignment of the steel tee-rail guides due to wear and 
tear, and by joints and vibrations of the shaft itself. Use of ordinary 
iron-cored, linear motors with planar air gaps can ehminate the ropes 
but not the guides, because such motors cannot provide the necessary 
guidance. The reason is that the force of attraction between the 
primary and the secondary structures increases as the air-gap length 
(clearance) decreases. As a result, a small perturbation which 
decreases the clearance, leads to physical contact between the parts in 
relative motion. Another problem is that it is not practical to have 
larger clearance than about a quarter of an inch. 

Earlier, at the Polytechnic, we gained experience with air-cored 
linear induction motors and successfully developed and tested a coilgun 
called a Linear Induction Launcher (LIL). The coil gun had a 60-cm-long 
barrel, and achieved design performance by accelerating a 137-gram 
projectile to a muzzle velocity of 476 m/s, with an average acceleration 
of over 19 kGee's [1]. During the whole transit within the barrel, the 
projectile was completely levitated. This latter feature has prompted us 
to propose applications to civilian use, such as to magnetically-levitated 
(Maglev) trains [2], to earth-to-orbit (ETO) satellite launchers [3], and in 
the present paper, to elevators. 

The LIL consists of a linear coaxial array of circular coils 
energized in polyphase fashion, so as to create a traveling 
electromagnetic wave. This array serves as the primary of an air-cored 
induction motor. The secondary is a cylindrical sleeve of conducting 
material, such as aluminum, that envelops the projectile; thus, in the 
coilgun, the sleeve is located inside the energized coils. In the proposed 
uses, on the other hand, the sleeve would be located outside the energized 
coils. It must therefore be cut longitudinally, in order to allow for 
mechanical support of the coils within. Also it would be considerably 
thicker and heavier. 
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Fig. 2. Sketch of proposed elevator system. 

2.  Propulsion and Guidance System 

A motor element for the cordless and contactless elevator is 
shown schematically in Pig. 1. The coil array (primary) is fixed to the 
wall of the shaft by supports. It extends over the whole height of the 
elevator shaft. It is divided into sections which are energized 
sequentially. The secondary slit sleeves are short and attached to the 
car walls. A number of such motor elements (four in the case of Fig. 2) 
constitute the elevator drive. 

The motor element operates as a linear induction motor and as 
such provides for propulsion and, when the sequence of the phases is 
inverted, for braking. It also serves as a magnetic cushion which 
provides lateral guidance. The source of this cushioning action is a radial 
stress which results from the interaction between the azimuthal 
currents in the coils and the longitudinal component of the magnetic flux 
density. As shown in Fig. 3, the asymmetry generated by the opening 
angle a of the slit sleeve, and by the displacement d between the axes 
of the coil array and of the slit sleeve, produces a net force fs. This is a 
restoring force, because it opposes the sense of the displacement. Its 
magnitude is a function of the slip s between the traveling 
electromagnetic wave and the slit sleeves, and it is of the same order of 
magnitude as that of the propelling force. 

This arrangement of the motor serves four main purposes: 

(1) it decouples the size and geometry of the energized coils from 
the size and geometry of the car. 

(2)   it allows the needed power to be supplied without reaching 
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dangerously high voltages, since coil groups within a motor element can 
be connected electrically in parallel. 

(3) it permits specified ratios of guidance to propelling forces by 
selecting the proper slot opening angle, as can be deduced from Fig. 3, 
and 

(4) it reduces investment costs by allowing modular 
construction. 

The special topology of the motor, with its cylindrical air gap, 
presents several advantages: 

(a) it develops force components which are strong enough to 
provide lateral guidance, as well as vertical propulsion and 
braking; the centering forces in the motor elements and 
their symmetrical distribution around the car afford great 
lateral stability; 

(b) the coaxial arrangement of the primary and secondary 
results in the confinement of the magnetic flux to the 
interior of the sleeve, and in the consequent proximity of all 
portions of the magnetic flux path to the exciting currents. 
This permits the elimination of iron cores without 
increasing unduly the size of the magnetizing current 
needed to establish the magnetic field, and without 
increasing unduly the exposure of passengers to the 
magnetic field. 
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(c) in each turn, all portions of the current-carrying conductors 
contribute to the generation of useful forces. This leads to 
relatively high efficiency with a irrinimum of material 
stresses, physical dimensions, and cost of the apparatus. 

(d) the main functions of propulsion and guidance are 
performed while leaving a relatively large clearance 
between the parts in relative motion. 

(e) the presence of massive secondary sleeves also solves the 
problem of high compliance and lack of damping which 
plague other air-cored systems. 

(f) the asynchronous mode permits the operation at variable 
speed during acceleration and deceleration while utilizing 
ordinary constant frequency supplies and without the need 
for expensive power conditioning apparatus. It also allows 
for high acceleration and emergency braking. 

A preliminary design for an elevator is presented in the Appendix. 

3.  Stopping at Floors 

A major problem with ropeless hoist drives relates to stopping the 
car at floor levels. Here, the car is slowed down and brought to a halt by 
inverting the sequence of the drive phases, thus changing the direction of 
the propelling force in the appropriate section. A cog-rail/cog-wheel 
arrangement then locks the car at the exact level. For this purpose, two 
sides of the car wall are provided with a rail with cogs that engage cog 
wheels located at the desired floor as indicated in Fig. 2. 

This arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. When the coil of the upper 
electromagnet is deenergized, the spring rotates the lever clockwise, and 
pushes the cog wheel forward toward the cog until it comes into contact 
with the rail and holds it there. At the same time, the coil of the lower 
electromagnet is also deenergized and its spring pushes the friction jaw 
forward toward a pulley which is solidly coupled to the cog wheel, and 
thus prevents its motion, and consequently the motion of the car. To 
permit running of the car between floors both coils must be energized; 
the iron-cored plungers are attracted against the action of the springs, 
thus releasing the cog-wheel/cog-rail engagement. A similar kind of 
operation governs opening and closure of the gate and hatchway doors, 
as indicated in Fig. 5. The spring holds the door closed when the coil of 
the electromagnet is deenergized. Energization of the coil attracts the 
iron-cored plunger and the consequent rotation of the lever opens the 
doors. Thus, at the exact floor level, positive action is ensured by having 
cog wheels, brakes and doors operated automatically by springs. This 
arrangement also provides emergency braking and closure of the doors 
in the case of interruption of the power supply. 
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4. Auxiliary supply 

Another problem associated with ropeless hoist drives is the 
contactless supply of auxiliary power for lighting, air conditioning, and 
controls to the car. This is solved by adding at the end of each slit sleeve, 
a short saddle-shaped wound section which is attached to the car and is 
coupled electromagnetically as a secondary to the energized primary 
coils. As indicated in Fig. 6, it operates as a linear version of the wound- 
rotor induction machine. The frequency of its output is at slip-frequency 
sf, where s is the slip of the car past the electromagnetic wave traveling 
along the primary, and f is the primary frequency. Since the speed of 
the car, and with it the slip, vary with time, the output of the wound 
secondary is rectified by a rectifier. The energy thus transferred to the 
car must be stored in order to make this power supply an 
uninterruptible one. 

In small installations, one can use a chemical battery. At 
present, their storage capacity, expressed in terms of specific energy, 
does not exceed about 100 kilojoule per kilogram weight (0.012 kWh/lb) 
[4]. Specific energies at least three times higher can be achieved with 
electromechanical energy storage [3]. With this arrangement, the dc 
output of the rectifier is transformed to ac in an adjustable-frequency 
inverter and fed into a synchronous machine which, operating in the 
motoring mode, drives a flywheel. The energy thus stored in kinetic form 
is "discharged" when the synchronous machine, acting now as a 
generator, is connected to the electrical load of the car. 
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Appendix 

Preliminary Design 

Performance Specifications [4] 

Weight of loaded car W = 3 tonnes (6614 lbs) 
Maximum speed: v = 12 m/s (2,360 ft/min) 
Power: P = Wgu = 353 kW 
Acceleration: a = 3.0 m/s2 (9.8 ft/s2) 
Retardation: ar = - 4.0 m/s2 (13 ft/s2) 

Emergency braking: ae = -19.6 m/s2 (2 Gee's) 
Automatic leveling speed: v\ = u/10 = 1.2 m/s (236 

ftVmin) 
Air-gap clearance c = 0.051 m (2") 

The conveyance is pressurized to avoid objectionable rapid changes of 
air pressure. A preliminary design yields the following dimensions for the 
motor elements 

Primary coils OB1 = 0.248 m (9.76") 
ID1 = 0.208 m (8.18") 

Material: aluminum 
Weight: 38.6 kg/m (29.95 lb/ft) 
Passive secondaries ODs = 0.39 m (15.35") 

IDS = 0.35 m (13.78") 

Material: aluminum 
Weight: 4 x 135 kg (4 x 297 lb) 

where OD represents outside diameter and ID represents inside 
diameter. The energy needed for the electrical load of the conveyance is 
stored in the flywheel motor/generator set with specific energy of 236 
kJ/kg (0.03 kWh/lb), a conservative estimate. 
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Abstract: Energy transport between a plasma and a 
working fluid is by radiation, conduction and 
convection. Comparing computational and experi- 
mental results, strong indications were found for a 
predominantly radiative transfer enhanced by 
deformations of the plasma-fluid interface. A new 
version of the ISL code, ETK1C, accounts for this 
enlargement of the effective arc surface and models 
the whole system from the electrical circuit to the 
projectile. 
Three different situations have been studied: dis- 
charges without any liquid material, liquid inside 
and liquid outside the plasma generator. With an 
empty discharge tube, the arc surface is not per- 
turbed. With liquid in the discharge tube, surface 
enhancement fators of the order of 30 give excellent 
agreement with experimental data, both for shots in 
the gun and shots in a closed vessel. Computations 
for a plasma jet interacting with liquid outside the 
plasma generator indicate a less significant pertur- 
bation of the jet surface. For shots at moderate 
energy, a considerable fraction of the external 
liquid appears to be accelerated in condensed phase 
together with the projectile. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The propelling gas in an ET-gun is generated by 
energy transfer from a hot plasma to some evapor- 
able, condensed material. The first theoretical 
models describing this process were based on the 
conception of a wall-stabilized arc [1], [2], [3]. A 
vapour layer [4] between plasma and wall was 
considered in some of these descriptions [1], [5]. 
It was soon recognized as indispensable to couple 
the arc models with interior ballistics in order to 
determine the pressure history at the front end of 
the plasma generator. Codes offering such a treat- 
ment in closed form have meanwhile become 
available [5], [6] and have been successfully 
applied to the simulation of shots fired with an 
empty, ablating polyethylene tube as a plasma 
source [5], [7]. 
Introducing working fluid into the gun - preferen- 
tially into the discharge tube itself, - the efficiency 
of the gun could be improved [8], but the 
theoretical description of the plasma-fluid inter- 
action remained unclear until recently. Comparing 
results from the ISL code ETK1, version A, to 

experimental data, strong evidence was given for 
a preponderance of radiative energy transfer over 
transfer by convective mixing of plasma and 
vapour [9]. An additional vapour-plasma mass 
flow proportional to the radiated power had to be 
introduced to reproduce the measured arc 
resistances. The conclusion was that the radiating 
surface is increased by turbulence and, maybe, by 
the formation of liquid droplets. 
In the meantime a new version ETK1C of the ISL 
code has become operational. It works with a 
radically reduced set of free parameters by model- 
ling the electrical circuit (ETK1A required the 
measured power as an input) and by replacing the 
extra vapour-plasma mass flow (with its critical 
influence on the plasma resistance) by a nearly 
constant enlargement factor for the arc surface. 
ETK1C will be briefly presented in section II. 
Section III is devoted to the comparison of com- 
puted results to experimental ones obtained under 
quite different conditions (shots with and without 
liquid, shots in a gun and in a closed vessel, liquid 
inside and outside the plasma generator). Our 
concept of arc surface enlargement will turn out to 
be successful in all investigated situations and to 
allow conclusions on the physics of plasma-fluid 
interaction. 

II. NUMERICAL MODEL ETK1C 

ETK1 is a one-dimensional interior ballistics code 
with spatial resolution in axial direction including 
a model of the arc section, which is sketched in 
Fig.l. The plasma is treated as a cylindrical 
blackbody radiator of average temperature T 
surrounded by concentric layers of vapour 
(temperature Tv) and working fluid (or ablating 
wall material). The radiated intensity crT4 is 
absorbed in the plasma boundary layer 
(absorption coefficient Ap), in the vapour (Av) 
and in the condensed material (Aw). Heat 
transfer by conduction and convection can be 
modelled by defining non-zero transfer coeffi- 
cients CpV and Cvw for plasma-vapour and 
vapour-fluid transfer. Mass flows m v and m p 
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are released by the absorbed radiation and by the 
conductive-convective transfer. The thickness of 
the vapour layer 0.5(ao-a) is determined by these 
mass flows in radial direction, the vapour flow in 
axial direction (assumed as stationary), the 
computed pressure p(z) (z is the axial coordinate) 
and the average vapour temperature Tv, which has 
to be estimated (usually Tv=4000 K). The inner 
tube diameter ao(z) is space-dependent and is 
approximately computed from the bulk modulus of 
the condensed material, the local pressure and the 
time-integrated, ablated mass at the position z. 
The arc diameter a(z) is immediately obtained 
from ao and from the thickness of the vapour 
layer. 
The most imortant features of ETK1 are compiled 
in Tab.I. To increase the speed of the com- 
putation, the equations of state (pressure p and 
internal energy s) and the electrical conductivity 
CTei were determined in advance and tabulated as 
functions of density and temperature. The radi- 
ation absorption coefficients were obtained from 
computed plasma opacities [10] and, in the case of 
Ap, from a radiation transport code [5], [11]. They 
are strongly temperature-dependent. The pressure 
dependence is less critical; it is sufficient to guess 
an average pressure before each run of ETK1. 
ETK1 starts with reading the usual shot para- 
meters (gun geometry, projectile mass, barrel 
length). For the timestep, a time-split Mac- 
Cormack method is applied. We compute in every 
mesh point Zn the energy flow and the 
corresponding mass flows. As indicated above, 
the arc diameter is determined from the mass 
conservation for the vapour and from the pressure- 
dependent tube diameter ao. 

PREPARATIVE WORK 

Generate tables p(p,T), s(p,T), cet(p,T) 
Ap(p,T), Av(p,T), Aw(p,T) 

INPUT OF SHOT DATA 

TIME STEP 

for each      Energy flow      Radiation, conduction and 
zn convection 

Mass ablation     Rates m p and m v 

depending on energy flow 
Vapour layer,     Approx. solution of mass 
arc diameter      conservation for vapour, 

pressure-dep. tube radius 
Hydrodynamics    Solution of cons. eqs. 

(MacCormack) 
for each      Arc heating      From current, local 
z„ in arc conductivity, arc diameter 

once       Arc resist. Rp     Integration over arc length 
per step 

Current From circuit, Rp and dRpfdt 

Projectile motion   From extrapolated pressure 

OPTIONS 

Arc surface enlargement (time-dependent) 

not used:   Moving arc 
Limitation ofevaporable mass 
Simulation of burst plate 

Projectile starting pressure > 0 
Delayed boiling of working fluid 

Tab.I: ETK1C - overview 

Within the arc section, ohmic heating is computed 
from the instantaneous current and from the 
resistance dRn of mesh number n depending on 
the local conductivity and on the arc diameter. 
This is a new feature, which was not available in 
the old code version A, where the given electrical 
power was evenly distributed along the arc. The 
arc resistance Rp is easily obtained as the sum of 
all dRn. The current is computed by the subroutine 
CIRCE, which is the essential innovation in the 
code version C. CIRCE models a RLC-circuit with 
crowbar diode and uses as an input the plasma 
resistance Rp and its temporal derivative. 
As an option, a time-dependent surface enlarge- 
ment factor can be introduced to describe 
deviations from the ideal, cylindrical arc surface 
originally assumed in our model (see Fig.l). It is 
the primary aim of the present work to study the 
influence of this factor and, by comparison with 
experimental data, to give informations on its 
magnitude under different experimental 
conditions. Some additional options are available 
with ETK1C and are quoted in Tab.I. They are 
not switched on for the present computations. 
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Shot Gun Vessel CH3OH (2 g) 
in cap.      outside 

Energy 
(kJ) 

1 X - - 36 
2 X - X 63.6 
3 . X X 66.9 
4 X - X 37.4 

III. SIMULATION OF REAL SHOTS AND 
DISCUSSION 

Computational results will be presented for four 
representative shots covering the range of experi- 
mental conditions studied at our institute. The 
four shots are characterized in Tab.II. Three of    Tab.II: Selected shots 
them were fired in a small gun (calibre 12 mm, 
projectile mass 5 g), one in a closed vessel. With working fluid; in shot 1 there was only ablation 
100 kJ stored, the energies fed into the arc varied from &e PE walls of ^ discharge tube. The 
between 36 and 67 kJ. Methanol was used as a     experimental geometries are sketched in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2: Geometry of ISL experimental apparatus (gun and closed vessel) 
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Fig.3: Shot 1, experimental and computational results for arc resistance and electrical power 
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Fig. 3 shows experimental results for the arc 
resistance and the electrical power dissipated in 
the arc section of the ISL ET gun during shot 1 
(thick, solid lines). Neglecting conductive and 
convective transport towards the tube walls, the 
dotted lines have been computed with ETK1C. 
There is good agreement with the experimental 
results for the first 0.5 ms, but the computed dis- 
charge burns longer than the observed one. Intro- 
ducing a vapour-wall heat transfer coefficient, of 
reasonable magnitude, the agreement between the 
measured and the computed data (dash-dotted 
lines) is considerably improved. No other free 
parameter has entered this computation. With 
regard to the plasma temperature of more than 
20000 K, the amount of lost energy (69% of the 
computed total energy of 38.6 kJ) is of the 
expected order of magnitude. The computed mass 
of ablated polyethylene (0.36 g) corresponds to the 
measured ablated mass and the muzzle velocity 
(1310 m/s) comes close to the experimental one 
(1270 m/s). Neglecting conductive-convective 
transfer, the computed muzzle velocity is too high 
(1562 m/s) as could have been expected. 
Summarizing it can be said that shots without 
additional working liquid are well understood if 
the heat losses by conduction and convection are 
accounted for in addition to the radiative losses. 

Results obtained with 2 g of methanol (contained 
in a plastic bag) inside the discharge tube, are 
presented in Fig.4. The minimum arc resistance is 
higher by a factor of 5, the discharge duration is 
considerably shorter and the dissipated energy is 
larger in comparison to shot 1. Considering 
enhanced convective transfer due to deformations 
of the liquid surface ((^=150 W/cm2K instead of 
35 W/cm2K for shot 1) is not sufficient to explain 
the experimental results; the computed arc 
resistance (thin, solid line) is by far too small, the 
pulse duration too long and the muzzle velocity 
far below the measured one. 
It is the basic idea in ETK1C to introduce a nearly 
constant (see dotted line in the insert of Fig. 5a) 
enlargement factor for the radiating surface. 
Factors of 10, 20 and 30 have been used for 
computations. With a surface 30 times larger than 
that of the originally cylindrical arc, an excellent 
agreement between measured and computed 
resistances is obtained (dotted line in Fig.4). At 
the same time, the computed muzzle velocity is 
fully satisfactory (it should be slightly larger than 
the measured one as friction and gas leakage are 
not considered). The ablated mass corresponds to 
the mass of the liquid (2 g) plus 0.17 g of PE. 
Differences persist between measured and com- 
puted gas pressures. They are possibly due to a 
mechanical preload of the gauge in its mounting. 
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Fig.4:     Shot 2, measured and computed arc resistances and pressures (at initial position of projectile) 
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It is interesting to test our conception of arc sur- 
face enlargement due to turbulence for the case of 
shot 3, which was fired in the closed vessel under 
the same conditions as shot 2. Repeating the 
computation with identical parameters but ac- 
counting for the different geometry, we obtain the 
dotted lines shown in Fig. 5a for the arc resistance 
and for the electrical power. The agreement with 
the experiment is good for times >0.1 ms. For 
early times, considerable improvement is achieved 

by assuming a prompt onset of the arc surface per- 
turbation (dash-dotted lines); for shot 2, a delay of 
50 (is had been assumed (see insert). The en- 
largement factor was 30 in both cases. 
Pressures inside the arc and near the closed end of 
the vessel are shown in Fig. 5b. The computed 
pressures oscillate slightly stronger than the meas- 
ured ones; the magnitudes and oscillation frequen- 
cies are in good agreement as well as the ablated 
masses Am of methanol and plastic material. 
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Fig.5a: Shot 3, arc resistance and electrical power. Computations for prompt and delayed arc surface perturbation. 
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Fig.5b:  Shot 3, measured and computed pressures (left: inside the discharge tube, right: near closed end of vessel) 
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Fig.6: Comparison of shots 2 (WF in capillary) and 4 (WF outside), arc resistance and electrical power. 
Computations for shot 4 with and without enlarged plasma jet surface. 

With working fluid outside the discharge tube 
(righthand position in Fig.2), the measured arc 
resistance (shot 4; thick, dashed curve in Fig.6) 
resembles, as expected, that of shot 1 without any 
liquid added (see Fig.3). The quite different result 
with liquid inside the capillary (shot 2) is shown 
in Fig.6 for comparison. 
In a first computation, we have again assumed a 
surface enlargement factor of 30, which is not 
applied to the arc section but only to the plasma 
jet outside the discharge tube. The result is given 
as a thin, solid line. Up to a time of 0.4 ms, the 
resistance and, in particular, the electrical power 
are in satisfactory agreement with the experiment. 
Later, the computed resistance increases faster 
than the measured one and the duration of the 
discharge is too short by about 0.3 ms. 
For a less pronounced enlargement of the radia- 
ting surface, the radiative losses diminish with the 
result of a higher plasma temperature and of a 
lower arc resistance. To study a limiting case, the 
plasma jet was assumed to be perfectly cylindrical 
(surface *1). In this case the radiative transfer is 
not sufficient to evaporate the two grams of added 
methanol completely; only 0.6 g were ablated 
during the shot duration in the computation. It is 
therefore assumed that the methanol is accelerated 
together with the projectile (total accelerated mass 
7 g). The computational results, shown as dash- 
dotted lines in Fig.6 are in nearly perfect 
agreement with the experiment concerning the arc 

resistance, the duration of the discharge and the 
muzzle velocity. The computed total energy fed 
into the arc is close to the measured one for both 
types of computation. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied four different types of experi- 
ments in relation with electrothermal acceleration 
by numerical simulation of the complete system of 
electrical circuit, arc, interior ballistics and projec- 
tile acceleration. From a comparison with experi- 
mental results, the following conclusions on heat 
transport between plasma and working medium 
have been drawn: 
• Working medium and tube walls are heated by 

radiation but also by a non-negligible energy 
flow due to conduction and convection. 

• Between plasma and vapour, radiative transfer 
is preponderant and enhanced by deformations 
of the radiating surface as soon as liquid 
material is present as a working medium. 

The first of these conclusions is a rather trivial 
one; it is well-known from classical ballistics that 
of the order of 30% of the total energy are lost by 
conductive-convective transfer to the tube walls. 
In the case of the ET gun, the losses (about one 
half radiative, the other convective) are of the 
order of 70% of the total energy without liquid, 
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55% with liquid outside and 40% with liquid 
inside the discharge tube. 
Without a working liquid, convective transfer 
between vapour and tube walls is sufficient to ex- 
plain the experiments. There is no indication for 
an enlargement of the arc surface; the geometry is 
well-defined by the solid walls. 
With liquid inside the plasma generator, the 
assumption of a thirty-fold increase of the 
radiating surface excellently reproduces the 
experimental results in the gun as well as in the 
closed vessel. A small temporal delay of the 
surface deformation is stated in case of the gun. 
The magnitude of the effective, radiating surface 
concluded from the simulations can be explained 
by a strong perturbation of the liquid by tur- 
bulence, by blow-out of liquid from the discharge 
tube and, eventually, by a formation of droplets. It 
is remarkable that a constant surface enlargement 
factor (preceded by a linear growth over a time of 
100 us) is sufficient to explain the experiments. 
This could be an indication that droplet formation 
and evaporation, which should introduce some 
time-dependence, are not of crucial importance. 

When the liquid is outside the plasma generator, 
there is certainly some perturbation of its surface, 
but a less pronounced one than with liquid inside. 
The comparison of computations and experiments 
has indicated an enlargement of the plasma jet 
surface by a factor of clearly less than thirty. The 
influence of the plasma jet perturbation on the 
simulation results is not sufficient to quote an 
exact number here. Direct visualization by X-ray 
techniques could help to improve the model. 
Concluding, it can be said that the processes 
governing heat transfer from the plasma to the 
working medium have been identified and, to 
some extent, quantified. This will be helpful in 
designing models for convective transfer and arc 
surface deformation in future two- and three- 
dimensional codes. On the experimental side, the 
interaction of the arc plasma with inert powders 
should be investigated in order to determine - as 
for liquids - the effective surface for radiation ab- 
sorption. It is expected that the theoretical de- 
scription of gun powder ignition by a plasma can 
profit from an investigation of this type. 
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40mm Armature Development at the Defence Research Agency 

DC Haugh 
Defence Research Agency 

Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN14 BP, UK 

ABSTRACT 

The Defence Research Agency has an active research programme looking at 
electromagnetic launchers for tactical applications. Solid armature firings are conducted 
at both 90mm and 40mm calibres. This paper concentrates upon recent work in 
developing a satisfactory design of 40mm armature to allow firings at velocities up to 
2500 ms'1 to be undertaken. Both material variants and design changes have been 
examined in the quest for a reliable armature, and finite element modelling has been 
used to predict behavioural trends and indicate the most promising approaches. The 
paper contains details of the modifications tried and results of actual firing trials. 

INTRODUCTION AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Previous papers at EML Symposia, Refs 1 and 2, have detailed the work undertaken by 
the Defence Research Agency in their EM gun research programme. In the most recent 
(Ref 1), an explanation of the methodology used by the DRA was given, and this 
approach has been continued in the work reported here. At the velocities of interest, ie 
>2000ms"], all 40mm solid armatures fired have transitioned to plasma, and it is felt that 
this phenomenon is unlikely to change with the round bore configuration currently 
under test. Work remains to be done in quantifying the differences between round, 
square or other geometry to determine the most efficient format for a railgun. There are 
indications that square will have advantages over round for the armature alone. These 
could include more uniform current flow from rail to armature and the use of concepts 
not applicable to a round bore. However, there could be penalties in the design of the 
sabot and projectile, so a full system analysis is needed to determine the actual benefits. 

To date, all work has been done with base-push armatures. It is intended to carry out 
some tests on mid-riding concepts, but this will be reported at a later date. The results 
from the work presented here should be equally applicable to any other design, since 
the tests are aimed at identifying the particular requirements of solid armatures. It is 
becoming clear that the successful armature of the future will not be a simple monobloc 
material, but will be composed of a number of different materials, each bringing their 
own unique properties to a particular region of the armature. Thus, the front part, which 
is in contact with the projectile, needs to be strong to transmit force forwards. 

In a conventional powder gun, a 'pusher plate' is used to transfer loads from the 
propelling gases to the projectile across the whole bore area. At 90mm calibre, this 
weighs in excess of 0.7kg. Any reduction in this mass results in structural failure of the 
plate under peak acceleration forces. A solid base-pushing armature has to fulfil a 
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similar function, transmitting force from the rear of the armature to the projectile. 
However, the armature also has to carry out a number of other duties as well. It must 
carry significant currents and suffer the inevitable thermal consequences, with all the 
strength reductions that such action brings. Therefore, it is naive to suppose that a base- 
pushing armature can weigh less than its powder gun equivalent. The current 90mm 
armature mass of over 1kg can be reduced, but not by as much as is first thought. 

Solid armatures at 40mm calibre are heavier per unit bore area than 90mm armatures 
because of the greater thermal input to the smaller volume of metal. Recovery of fired 
40mm armatures is much worse than for the larger calibre ones, since their mass and 
size is so much smaller. From the limited number recovered, and from examination of 
muzzle flash radiographs, it is clear that they suffer more bulk melting and mass loss 
than their larger counterparts. Fig 1 shows what remained after a typical shot at a 
velocity exceeding 2000ms"1. The mass loss was over 50%. The piece is almost 
unrecognisable as an armature. 

■SPilll 

Fig. 1 Recovered 40mm armature from 2000ms"1 firing. 

The rear portion of the armature needs to have very good electrical conductivity, 
especially at smaller calibres. This material property is normally inversely related to 
strength. It may be possible to obtain some benefits in strength without sacrificing 
conductivity by moving to a metal matrix alloy, but this has not yet been proven. This 
paper will describe some experiments using multi-material armatures in the search for 
increased performance. 
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One of the most important factors governing railgun launch performance is the 
production of rail defects. This tends to occur around the transition region from solid- 
solid contact to a plasma arc. Gouges are also seen at other places in the bore, but are 
worst in the region where the contact type is changing. Once transition has occurred, 
the efficiency falls due to the greater electrical resistance, but this effect is not the most 
significant. The hot plasma gases can severely affect the armature structure in a number 
of ways. The pressure can lead to failure in the seal between projectile and gun, 
sometimes with catastrophic effects on both. Erosion of the armature material from 
random positions can increase in-bore balloting, as can one-sided plasma forces. If solid 
armatures are to transition, then efforts need to be made to try and control this 
phenomenon. 

FIRING TRIALS AND DISCUSSION 

Refs 1 and 2 detailed the earlier DRA work at 40mm calibre. In that time, preliminary 
experiments were conducted to try and identify the materials properties required of solid 
armatures. They showed that conductivity was the paramount parameter at this calibre, 
though not the only one. Thus, A7075 alloy was replaced by A6082. This had lower 
strength but better conductivity. Taking a further step to pure aluminium proved to be 
a retrograde step, since the lack of strength became the prime issue. Unless otherwise 
stated, all armatures discussed here were manufactured from A6082 alloy. It was also 
becoming clear that different properties were needed in different parts of the armature. 
A schematic is shown in Fig. 2. 

STRENGTH 

GOOD CONTACT 

Fig. 2 Armature property requirments. 
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Two firings were therefore undertaken using a simple two piece armature. This 
employed A7075 for the forward portion, and pure aluminium for the rear. The first 
armature was made by shrink fitting the two parts together. Unfortunately, this failed 
in-bore at peak pressure, and exited the gun in pieces at a much lower velocity than 
predicted. A stronger interface joint was required. The second armature was made by 
friction welding the two halves together. This was fired successfully at 1618ms-1, 
leaving behind the usual residue of smeared aluminium on the rail surfaces. Data for 
the 40mm shots is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of 40mm Firing Data. 

Shot# Description Mass 

(kg) 

Velocity 
(ms"1) 

■*■ peak 

(MA) 
Notes 

54 2 part shrink fit 0.381 1506 1.3 

57 2 part friction weld 0.345 1618 1.04 

58 Cone taper legs 0.343 1694 1.04 

59 ditto 0.344 1699 1.04 

60 ditto 0.356 2463 1.51 

61 ditto 0.355 2380 1.36 

64 full proj mass-slack 
interface 

0.409 2101 1.0 New 8 metre 
gun, CuCr rails 

65 ditto 0.411 2139 1.17 

66 ditto 0.407 1908 0.93 

80 full proj mass-good 
interface 

0.412 2114 1.15 

81 ditto 0.412 2123 1.15 

82 Steel rod through 
armature 

0.253 1774 0.83 

83 as for #81 0.411 2596 1.2 

84 ditto 0.411 2369 1.15 

85 ditto No divotting to 
date on rails 
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All the early DRA solid armatures had the legs profile milled so that on loading into 
the gun, they had the maximum surface area contact with the rails. This was an 
expensive and time consuming operation, and trials were next conducted with a simple 
turned cone design on the legs to produce the required interference. This meant that at 
shot start, only part of the armature surface was in contact with the rails. 

Four shots were fired sequentially, at velocities from 1700ms"1 to 2463ms"1, and at peak 
accelerations beyond 100 kilogees. Comparison of the data with that from the earlier 
more costly design variants showed them to be indistinguishable. Attempts were also 
made to obtain in-bore Doppler tracking data to complement the normal B-dot signals, 
with a view to identifying the early shot start situation more clearly. The small calibre 
meant that aligning the radar beam was critical and good results were not always 
obtained. 

Round masses for the above shots were approximately 0.35kg. The forebody was a 
simple turned aluminium alloy mass bolted to the armature. Designs of fully discarding 
long rod projectile packages were some 70 grams heavier than this armature proof shot. 
It was clear that in order to fire 40mm APFSDS projectiles at velocities exceeding 
2500ms'1, the existing hardware would be inadequate. The launcher was therefore 
extended from five metres to eight metres in length, and the rail material was improved. 
Previous rails had been made from plain C101 copper, which had poor strength, and 
therefore poor resistance to rail gouging. The new eight metre long rails were 
manufactured from copper-chromium alloy, which was considerably harder than its 
predecessor. Continuous lengths were not readily available in the UK, so two abutting 
pieces were electron beam welded together to produce the single long rail stock. 

With the new long gun, all round masses were of the order of 0.42kg. A representative 
mass was designed to simulate the full projectile both in terms of mass and wheelbase 
of the contact positions. Three shots were fired at velocities around the 2000ms"1 mark. 
The longer launcher meant that peak accelerations could be lower than before. With a 
peak current of IMA, a velocity of 2101ms'1 was obtained with the first shot. Muzzle 
X-rays revealed evidence of plasma blow-by forward of the armature, with some arcing 
from the forebody to the launcher. The second shot, fired with only a quick cleaning 
of the bore using dry rags, aimed for the same velocity but with a greater peak current 
pulse. Similar results were observed. 

The armatures in the above shots transitioned to plasma within the launcher before shot 
exit. The third shot was fired at a lower velocity, to try and determine an onset velocity 
for sealing failure. At 1908ms"1, results again showed a failure of the band connecting 
the armature to the forebody. For these shots, the interface between the two components 
was somewhat flexible. An error in machining meant that there was some axial play 
between the two pieces, but no radial movement was possible. At that time, and even 
now, it is not possible to be positive about the rigidity required between armature and 
forebody (or projectile). It is not clear how the two parts act and react during the launch 
process in-bore. More trials are needed to identify this factor. 
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The most significant observation from these three firings was the complete lack of rail 
gouges after the shots. With plain copper rails, gouges were observed every time an 
armature transitioned and exceeded about 1400ms"1. This benefit, though not wholly 
unexpected, has led to increased rail life, and helps to positively explain the formation 
of rail gouges as a purely mechanical effect. Further examination of this area of work 
is beyond the scope of this paper, but may be presented in the future. 

A repeat series of firings was undertaken with forebodies correctly machined. This 
produced a flight package with a relatively stiff interface. Four shots were fired at 
velocities exceeding 2000ms"1. Two had velocities around 2100ms"1 and two about 
2500ms"1. The first two performed well, with no signs of plasma leakage, and velocities 
close to predicted levels. At the higher velocities, however, the forebodies suffered 
physical damage in-bore. During the first shot, the body fractured and was observed to 
arc from a velocity of about 2200ms"1. In the second firing, the body bent, and plasma 
formed at around 2150ms"1. 

During this firing series, an additional novel shot was fired. Though the DRA 
programme has concentrated upon base pushed designs, it has long been recognised that 
a mid-riding sabot-armature concept could have benefits for some package designs. 
Accordingly, an armature was designed with a steel rod passing centrally through it. 
The centre of a solid armature carries the greatest current, so its removal could give 
problems with modified current flow, perhaps even through the replacement rod. The 
rear protruding rod also sits in the centre of any plasma arc formed after transition, and 
is obviously susceptible to thermal attack. The trial was the first in a series planned 
with increasing complexity as designs move towards a real-life situation with discarding 
sabot/armature segments. 

The package was fired at a conservative velocity of 1774ms"1, and excellent diagnostics 
were obtained. However, the fired package was recovered down range and is shown in 
Fig. 3 together with an unfired one. The material loss from the armature is clear, but 
the steel rod, which was painted before firing, suffered virtually no damage. This result 
bodes well for future shots with mid-riding armature designs. 

The poor sealing of the centring bands at high velocities in the above trials led to a 
redesign of this component. There is very little space to incorporate any extra sealing 
flanges or the like, but a small flare was added to the rear of the centring band. When 
loaded into the bore, this squeezes into the space between the front taper of the 
armature and the rail. Consideration is also being given to adding a similar feature to 
the front projectile band, to help reduce balloting forces. 
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Fig.3   New and recovered 40mm armatures. 

To date, only one shot has been fired with the modified centring band. Preliminary 
analysis of the data looks promising, with a velocity of 2200ms"1 being achieved. A 
bore insulator failure prevented further firings on that occasion, and may have clouded 
the results of the new band. There was no sign of any plasma leakage (secondary B-dot 
peaks) but the muzzle X-rays showed that the band had broken in-bore, allowing some 
minor arcing to the thread portion of the armature. This was confirmed when the fired 
armature was recovered later in the day. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The DRA 40mm firings have demonstrated many times that launching projectiles at 
high velocities at medium calibre is very demanding upon the armature. All shots have 
demonstrated significant mass loss from the rear of the armatures, with transition at 
velocities below 2000ms"1. A simplified manufacturing route has been shown to work 
satisfactorily under a wide variety of launch parameters. Construction of multi-material 
armatures has also been shown to be feasible, and it is very likely that future optimized 
armatures will be so made. 
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Controlling transition of solid armatures is well acknowledged as necessary, but it is 
proving difficult to achieve this. The interaction between armature and launcher cannot 
be under-rated in this respect, since bore expansion leads to premature armature failure 
and transition. Stiffer launcher structures may well have a greater effect than design 
changes to armatures alone. Stiffer structures come at a significant cost in terms of 
money and design effort, but to achieve the highest velocities they are becoming more 
and more important. The days of the copper/plastic launcher are numbered. High 
performance demands top of the range materials and designs. 
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Abstract - This paper details research being performed at 
the DRA on the simulation of railguns using a soft coupling 
of the transient electromagnetic-thermal code MEGA with 
the structural mechanics code DYNA3D. The coupling of 
the codes has been enhanced by making use of the existing 
facility within DYNA3D to accept nodal temperature 
information. The MEGA code has been modified to allow 
transfer of nodal temperature information to DYNA3D 
and subsequent simulation of thermal softening. Details of 
the validation tests of this technique and the results of 
numerical simulations of real armature firings are shown. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hg. 1 Composite barrel (MEGA-DYNA3D) 

Initial versions of MEGA-DYNA3D allowed engineers at 
the DRA to accurately transfer electromagnetic force 
distributions in a railgun from MEGA to DYNA3D [1,2]. The 
usefulness of this soft coupling was demonstrated in the 
analysis of electromagnetic gun barrels. Previously, a uniform 
pressure distribution was assumed to represent the body forces 
generated in a rail/armature. However, this approach proved to 
be deficient since it could not accurately predict the 
displacement of insulators adjacent to the rails. For example, a 
composite  barrel  suffered  a  catastrophic  failure  at  the 

Kirkcudbright EML facility in Scotland as a result of a 
collapsed core. Earlier analysis of the barrel did not indicate 
that the barrel would fail. However, analysis using MEGA- 
DYNA3D clearly showed gaps developing between insulators 
and rail (Fig. 1) which would allow plasma leakage and arc 
damage to occur. 

Fig. 2 Recovered armature (Kirkcudbright EML facility) 

Fig. 3 Temperature in armature (MEGA) 

MEGA has also been used successfully to predict the 
thermal hot spots that occur in armatures during a railgun 
firing [3]. Recovered armatures from Kirkcudbright exhibited 
melt regions around the inside root of the armature (Fig. 2). 
Simulations using MEGA displayed the same high 
temperature regions (Fig. 3). Furthermore, armatures that have 
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:n recovered and sliced through their centre indicate electric 
nt paths that are remarkably similar to model predictions. 

These and other examples demonstrate the successful 
application of MEGA-DYNA3D but unfortunately there were 
obvious weaknesses in this implementation. Although 
armature failures were predicted by MEGA due to extensive 
melting at the root regions, there have also been unsuccessful 
firings that MEGA-DYNA3D was not able to forecast. Results 
from stress analysis did not show significant differences 
between armatures that survived and those that failed. It was 
believed that the material response of the armature was not 
being modelled accurately due to the fact that thermally 
dependent material models were not being used. To develop 
better material models would first require that nodal thermal 
data as well as nodal force data be transferred from MEGA to 
DYNA3D. The implementation of the coupling was carried 
out along the lines of the existing TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D link 
by the developers of MEGA at the University of Bath. The 
revised code was then evaluated by comparing results to an 

lytical solution and a TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D computer 
odel. 

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 

From Timoshenko [4] analytical expressions for the thermal 
strains induced in a variety of dynamic and steady state 
situations relating to cylinders and plates can be found. Any of 
these solutions can be used to validate the MEGA-DYNA3D 
thermal link or the corresponding TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D link. 

The situation studied here will be the case of a cylinder with 
a concentric circular hole which has a fixed temperature of 
100°C on the inner surface and a fixed temperature of 0°C on 
the outer surface (i.e. a constant temperature gradient is 
defined). Since the analytical solution is for the case of an 
infinitely long cylinder, convergence studies were performed 
to determine the minimum length of cylinder to be modelled. 
Furthermore, since the analytical solution assumed a steady 
state situation where the material constants such as thermal 

»conductivity do not play a part, we can optimize the solution 
"peed by increasing the conductivity to 500 times that of CIO 1 
copper. This meant that the problem time could be reduced 
from Is to 5ms. 

The chosen geometry was a cylinder 0.05m long with an 
inner radius of 9.5mm and an outer radius of 25.25mm. 
Reference [4] states that for the steady state case the axial 
stress, az, on the inner surface is, 

,2 

Wr = a = 
aET 

2(l-v)ln- 
1- 2b 

i2       2 b -a 
i b ln- 

where, 

a = inner radius of cylinder 
b = outer radius of cylinder 
a = coefficient of thermal expansion 
E = Young's modulus 
T = temperature on the inner surface 
v = Poisson's ratio 

Thus, we obtain a value of -210MPa for the axial stress on the 
inner surface and 11 IMPa on the outer surface. 

TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D MODEL 

Fig. 4 Elements 144 and 137 (TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D) 

1 .OOff+08 

0.00e+0D : 

-100e+08 

(1) Fig. 5 Axial stress in elements 144 and 137 (TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D) 

and on the outer surface, 

<°z>„ 
aET 

2(1 ■v)ln- a 

7a* 
\2     2 
b -a 

ln- (2) 

The temperatures at various states in TOPAZ3D plotfiles 
can be read in by DYNA3D to allow an analysis of thermal 
strains. The finite element model consisted of 8 x 18 x 20 brick 
elements. Reference [4] reveals that the maximum tangential 
and axial stress occurs at the inner and outer surfaces of the 
cylinder. Therefore mesh elements 144 and 137 (Fig. 4) were 
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chosen to generate a time history plot. The converged late time 
solution was identical on the two platforms that were used to 
run the benchmark - a Cray YMP 8i and a Sun SPARCcenter 
2000. It was found that the axial stress, az, on the inner and 
outer surfaces was -180MPa and 11 IMPa respectively (Fig. 5 
& Fig. 6). Thus the TOPAZ3D solution for the given mesh was 
10 -13% in error compared to the analytical solution. Since the 
CPU time required to solve this problem was 24,186s on the 
SPARCcenter, further mesh convergence studies were not 
performed. 

time   -     8.49999E-02 
■fringes   of   i-stress 

mln--l.789E+0B   In   element 
max-   1.011E+BB   In   element 

fringe   levels 

Fig. 6 Axial stress in cylinder (TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D) 

TOPAZ3D predictions for the temperature distribution in 
the cylinder compared satisfactorily with the analytical 
solution. 

MEGA-DYNA3D MODEL 

The geometry, mesh density and initial temperatures were 
identical to that used in the TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D case. 
Thermal conductivity was assumed to be 500 times greater 
than C101 copper, thereby reducing the time required to 
converge to the steady state solution. The analysis also utilized 
a 1/4 symmetry representation to shorten computational time. 
In this analysis the heat distribution in the cylinder was first 
calculated by MEGA and then nodal temperature information 
was exported to a file readable by DYNA3D. 

The axial stress, az, was calculated to be -176MPa on the 
inner surface and 109MPa on the outer surface (Fig. 7). These 
values are very close to those produced by TOPAZ3D- 
DYNA3D and indicate that discrepancies between the 
analytical results and the finite element based results may 
relate to mesh dependency issues. It should be simple to verify 
if this is indeed the case by re-running both sets of models with 
finer meshes. 

time  -     0.19999E-02 
-fringes   of   2-stress 

mln--l.?S9E+08   in   element 
max-   1.087E+08   in   element 

■fringe   levels 

i.izac+ee 

Fig.7 Axial stress in cylinder (MEGA-DYNA3D) i 

ARMATURE SIMULATIONS 

To test the effectiveness of MEGA-DYNA3D for 
investigating the material response of armatures, results from 
simulations were compared to a 25mm square bore railgun 
shot. A square bore barrel was chosen as it was easier to mesh 
accurately in finite element pre-processors. The launch 
package consisted of a 7075 aluminium armature of mass 
18.7gm attached to the rear of a tufhol cylindrical insulator. 
The insulator incorporated a metallic insert at the front to 
increase the total mass of the package to 249.9gm. The applied 
current pulse attained a peak of 692kA in 0.38ms. The muzzle 
velocity of the package was 247ms"1 but the armature broke at 
lms - its arms fused to the ETP copper rails. The objective of 
this exercise was to determine if computer simulations could 
have predicted the demise of the armature. 

The MEGA model consisted of 175,592 brick elements. 
Using a time step of 0.02ms required a computational time of i 
42hrs on a Sun SPARCcenter 2000. The predicted 
temperatures at lms indicated that some melting would occur 
at the inside root region of the armature (Fig. 8) but it was not 
extensive enough to suggest that the shot would fail. 

The first structural analysis of the armature transferred only 
nodal force information from MEGA to DYNA3D. The 
MEGA air elements were not required in DYNA3D and the 
rail elements were also ignored in order to reduce 
computational time. This resulted in a DYNA3D mesh of 
4,704 brick elements which required 16hrs of CPU time on the 
SPARCcenter. DYNA3D material type 3 (isotropic elastic- 
plastic) was used to model the 7075 aluminium armature with 
the following data set 
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Fig. 8 Temperature in armature at 1ms (MEGA) 

Density, p = 2,800 kgm'3 

Young's modulus, E = 72.3GPa 
Poisson's ratio, v = 0.30 

I  Yield stress, a =580MPa 
Hardening parameter, ß = 1.0 

Clearly, the effective (von-mises) stress and plastic strain 
plots at 1ms (Fig. 9 & Fig. 10) contain no indications that the 
armature will fail. The peak stress is 232MPa, well below 
yield, and there is no plastic strain at all. 

time   -     0.99998E-03 
■fringes   of   eff.    stress    CV-ITO 

mln-   1.201E+06   In   element      17= 
max-  2.319E+BS   In  element 

fr Inge   1 eve 1 s 

k- 
Fig. 9 Effective stress at 1ms (MEGA-DYNA3D, non-thermal) 

To test the idea that thermal softening plays an important 
role in armature failure required modifying MEGA-DYNA3D 
to transfer nodal thermal as well as nodal force data between 
the codes. MEGA could now be used to create a DYNA3D 
compatible file containing temperature information for the 
armature. DYNA3D material type 4 (thermo-elastic-plastic) 
was used in the next series of simulations. One model was run 

with no thermally dependent material data in order to compare 
the results using material type 3 with material type 4. There 
was, as expected, no discernable difference between the two 
calculations. The armature material data was then modified by 
specifying values for yield stress, oy, versus temperature, T. 

a0 = 580MPa, 
a100 =538MPa, 
c150 =445MPa, 
a200 =310MPa, 
a250 = 145MPa, 
CT300 = 62MPa, 
a400 =20MPa, 
a2500 = 20MPa 

No coefficient of thermal expansion, a, values were 
introduced in order to determine the effect of thermal softening 
in isolation. Thermal strain would be looked at separately. 

time   -     0.9999BE-03 
fringes   of   eff.   plastic  strain 

min-   0.000E+00   In  element 
fringe   levels 

max-  0.000E+00   In   element 
1?9S 
1?92 

k- 
Fig. 10 Effective plastic strain at 1ms (MEGA-DYNA3D, non thermal) 

The effective stress and effective plastic strain plots at 
0.6ms (Fig. 11 & Fig. 12) now clearly indicate that the armature 
will fail. The peak stress has risen to 350MPa and the peak 
strain is 223%. The time of 0.6ms is earlier than the 
experimentally observed time of failure. However, this was 
probably due to the fact that the rail was not modelled in 
DYNA3D. With the rail in place, it is possible that the model 
would show material softening propagating from the outside of 
the armature towards the centre, which would have delayed the 
onset of armature failure. It is hoped that further models will 
verify this. 

Another model was solved using the original non-thermal 
material data but including values for the thermal coefficient of 
expansion versus temperature. Although the results are not as 
significant as for thermal softening, they are still very different 
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from those obtained from the non-thermal model. At 1ms the 
effective stress and plastic strain was 580MPa and 1.60% 
respectively. 

time   -     0.59997E-03 
fringes  of   rff.   stress   (v-m) 

min-   1.862E+06   In   element     17= 
max-   3.-496E+0S   in   element 1 

fringe   levels 

k 
Fig. 11 Effective stress at 0.6ms (MEGA-DYNA3D, thermal softening) 

time  •     0.59997E-03 
fringes of eff. plastic strain 

min- 0.000E+00 In element 1792 
max-  2.234E+00   in   element     1710 

fringe   levels 

and that future work should include verifying and improving^fe 
thermal material models in DYNA3D. ^^ 
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Fig. 12 Eff. plastic strain at 0.6ms (MEGA-DYNA3D, thermal softening) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, the benchmark tests give confidence that both 
TOPAZ3D-DYNA3D and MEGA-DYNA3D can be used to 
provide meaningful results. However, previous studies have 
shown that mesh quality does affect finite element predictions 
and that a number of models may have to be solved to ensure 
that results have converged to an optimum solution. 

It is very clear from these results that to model an armature 
accurately requires that thermal softening is taken into account 
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Factors Influencing Choice of Bore Geometry for Rail Launchers 
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Summary—There are two fairly evenly divided schools of thought on whether "square" or "round" is the 
better geometry to employ for rail launchers. The question is examined from the point of view of research 
launchers as well as of fieldable launchers. A dozen or so criteria are examined and the conclusion is reached 
that "square" is better for research launchers. The same conclusion is reached for fieldable launchers but the 
case is not quite so clear cut 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is no obvious answer to the general question, what is the best geometry for rail launchers. 
Should they be designed with round bores, square (or more correctly "rectilinear") bores, or should some 
more complex geometry be used. The answer is, "it depends" on what is required of the launcher. Is it a 
research device or a device that must be fieldable? Should it be maintainable or is it a throwaway item, 
and so on. The simplistic view, that a rail launcher is just another type of gun and so should also have a 
round bore like any other gun, is not helpful. 

In what follows, the basic geometries round and square, are examined. Other geometries are also pos- 
sible, rectangular and hexagonal, to name but two. These are not discussed further here. The geometries 
we consider are shown in Fig. 1. 

B C B   ,-- 

Fig. 1. The geometries are similar in that the inside rail corners A, B, C, D for both form squares. Both have areas of one square unit 
with rails being 0.1-unit thick. 

A. The Propelling Force 

Obviously, the main difference between railguns and ordinary guns is the differences in their propulsive 
mechanisms. A discussion of the specifics is helpful. 

The analogue of propellant gas pressure in an ordinary gun is magnetic pressure but the concept must 
be used with caution. Clearly, there is no "pressure" on the insulating spacers that keep the rails in place. 
The force experienced by the armature which drives the launch package is the Lorentz or "J cross B" force 
which acts only on the current carrying elements of the launcher. This leads to the well known lumped 
parameter force law, F = L' I212, where L' is, as usual, the inductance gradient of the launcher. 

A major challenge in designing railguns is the handling of the necessarily high currents. It is therefore 
clear that current should be minimized. This means that L' should be made as large as is reasonable and so 
we discuss this first. 
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B. The L-Prime Issue 

The simple breech-fed launcher 

It turns out that for "reasonable" rail launcher geometries, the L' values are quite similar. Because mag- 
netic field lines must close, adequate space between the "horns" of the rails must be provided for the 
magnetic flux to leave the bore, flow around behind the rails, and return to the bore. In Fig. 2, (a), (b), and 
(c) have reasonable geometries, while that of (d) does not. 

i i 

(a) (b) 
L' = 0.56     L' = 0.56 

(o) (d) 
L' = 0.56     L' = 0.41 

Fig. 2. L' values (ft H/m) for four railgun geometries shown. Field lines are indicated. 

In computing the values of L' [1, 2] rail thicknesses have been taken as l/10th of the bore size. Note 
that L' is geometry dependent only. It is not size dependent. In case (b), the distance between the rails has 
been taken as equal to the rail diameters. (It is believed that Hansler in his rail launcher work in Germany 
during WWII used round rails successfully.) 

It is interesting to note that the two, square and the round rod pair cases (a and c) have the same L', 
0.56 [3]. Note that the penalty of reducing the throat areas between the horns in case (d) is to reduce L' by 
27%. If the horns are brought closer together, L' falls further. 

Concerning the necessity for magnetic flux to be able to return freely around behind the rails, the author 
did an (unreported) experiment in Australia to test this. The inductance gradient of a rail-pair 6m long 
with geometry similar to (a) above was measured and found to be 0.56 u H/m. It was then encased out- 
side the bore with Ferrite which has a high magnetic permeability. Inductance gradient was again 
measured and found to be 0.90 u H/m, an interesting if not surprising result, showing that reducing the 
magnetic circuit's reluctance increased L'. This indicates that the placing iron (laminated as in a trans- 
former) along the length of the launcher can be designed to provide an augmenting field of perhaps as 
much as several tesla. 

Because the L' for the square and the round rod pair geometries are the same, it is evident that the 
choice of which is the better of the two depends on factors other than L'. 

The augmented launcher 

One possible strategy for increasing L' is to increase the field in the gun's bore by using field aug- 
menting turns. From examination of Fig. 3 it can be seen that, for a given current, the use of one 
augmenting turn increases the propelling force by about a factor rail launcher of three. 

A 5- 
■^ 

-r*M 

3 B 

3 C 
l* — 

Fig. 3. Schematic of a rail launcher with one augmenting turn in series with the main rails. 
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The reasoning is as follows. The field at the armature is created by current in the main rails, AB and 
CD, and also by the current in the augmenting rails, EF and GH. The field produced at the armature by the 
augmenting rails is twice that produced by the main rails because it "sees" the augmenting rails both 
behind it and in front of it, while it only "sees" the main rails behind it. (Remember the "four caliber 
rule," [4]: ninety nine-percent of the driving field in a simple rail launcher is produced by current in the 
four caliber lengths of rail adjacent to the armature.) So if the rails are thin and close together, the field 
produced by current in the augmenting rails will be twice that produced by the main rails, thus demon- 
strating the proposition. 

C. Forces in Gun Barrels and Rail Launchers 

At the risk of stating the obvious, the difference as far as internal forces are concerned between ordinary 
gun barrels and rail launchers is the following. Ordinary gun barrels must withstand the pressure of the 
propellant gasses. Locally, this produces forces in all directions as indicated in Fig. 4(a). The barrel is not 
much more than a simple pressure vessel and the logical way to restrain these forces is to use a round 
structure like a barrel. (Early gun barrels were just that; fabricated using staves and hoops.) 

The forces in a rail launcher are quite different. There are electromagnetic repulsion forces pushing the 
rails apart as indicated in Fig. 4(b). The restraint required for each rail acts in one direction only. Further, 
the restraining members must be magnetically transparent; they must allow the magnetic field between the 
rails to exit freely. This means that solid metal cannot be used. The restraint must be electrically noncon- 
ducting in the down-launcher direction so that induced eddy currents do not prevent exit of the field. 

Fig. 4. Forces in a gun barrel (a), and in a rail launcher (b). The launcher rails of arbitrary shape are shown cross hatched. 

D. Armature Types 

In order to generate the propelling force in a rail launcher, it is clear that current must be carried from 
one rail to the other in an "armature." There are three basic types of armature. 

The metallic contact armature 

For military use, solid nonarcing armatures are the armature of choice, provided that they can be made 
to remain nonarcing up to the velocities required (3.5km/s for the anti-tank application) and do not cause 
unacceptable rail damage. The metallic contact armature is one in which the armature makes smooth 
metal-on-metal (non-arcing) electrical contact with the rails. For military use, this is the preferred type of 
armature because it is the most efficient. Until recently, "rail gouging" [5] has been a possible problem. 
Recent work has shown that by suitably choosing rail material and design, the gouging velocity limit for 
aluminum armatures has been increased above 2.8km/s. 

The hybrid armature 

The hybrid armature is one in which the current is carried most of the way from rail-to-rail in a metallic 
conductor, but in which current is transferred from rail to armature via a "plasma brush." This is described 
as an "arcing contact." When smooth metal-on-metal contact changes to arcing contact, "transition" is 
said to have occurred. 
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Hybrid armatures do not produce gouging if very high velocities are required, it may be necessary to 
transition to hybrids below the gouging threshold velocity. It is not known at present if this is an area 
requiring special effort. 

The plasma armature 

The plasma armature is one in which current is conducted from rail to rail entirely by plasma. The pro- 
pulsion force on the launch package is provided by plasma pressure on its rear face. Historically, much 
work has been done with plasma armatures but they are of little interest for military applications of rail 
launchers because they are highly resistive. The voltage drop across them is high, being hundreds of volts 
rather than the ten or twenty volts dropped across metallic contact armatures. The energy deposited in 
them causes rail damage and reduced propulsive efficiency. 

E. Research Rail Launchers 

Returning to the topic, what geometry should be used for rail launchers, the answer depends in part on 
the particular application being considered. In the case of research rail launchers, the answer is clear. 
They should have square bores. The reasons for making this assertion are the following. 

Rails as a diagnostic tool 

The rails themselves are an important diagnostic. Their appearance after one shot enables much to be 
learned about the processes that occurred during the shot. It is therefore desirable to use rails only once. 
A further point in favor of flat surfaces is that they are easier to examine after a shot than curved ones. 
When examining gouges for example, it is simpler to define a reference surface when it is flat. For optical 
microscopy of the rail face, lighting is more easily controlled on flat surfaces, and so on. 

Experimental costs 

Because rails are used only once, the cost of a rail pair is an issue. It is desirable to use rail material in 
the as-supplied run-of-the-mill form without having to either machine it before use or to order special 
shapes. Rail faces are usually sanded and cleaned before a shot and this is more easily done with flat sur- 
faces. Time taken to install rails for a shot and removing them after a shot is also a factor. The simpler the 
design of the rail launcher, the less time consuming it is to work on. 

Uniformity of field 

Finally, one strong point in favor of square bores for research rail launchers is that because the magnetic 
field between the rails is quite uniform, it is simpler to design armatures and to understand what is going 
on within an armature during a shot. There are fewer uncertainties in the armature region in square bores 
than in round bores. This is particularly important when trying to understand what physical processes are 
involved. The uncertainties introduced by field nonuniformity are much reduced when analyzing results 
of experiments. 

F. The Fieldable Rail Launcher 

In the real world, as distinct from the laboratory world of pure and applied research, many factors must 
be considered before making the choice as to what launcher geometry should be used. Many of the argu- 
ments brought forward by the proponents of the two main geometries, round bore and square bore, have 
been incomplete, or the issue has been prejudged. In what follows, we attempt to put the pluses and 
minuses in perspective for the launcher geometries being considered. 
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The pulsed power supply 

An overriding factor in the choice of launcher geometry is the nature of the power supply that is going 
to power the launcher. It is tacitly assumed that rotating energy stores such as the compensated pulsed 
alternator or pulsed disk alternator will be used. It is also assumed that a simple rail launcher will be used 
with its L' of around 0.5uH/m. If rotating energy stores do eventually become the power supply of 
choice, then it might be that a high L' launcher like the augmented launcher should be used. The lower 
current required might simplify machine design and construction. Remember that for a given launcher 
duty, maximum energy to be delivered is fixed, so reducing current will require increased voltage. This 
may be desirable from the machine point of view. Trading lower current for higher voltage would cer- 
tainly be desirable if capacitors were ever to become the store of choice. 

Current per unit rail height 

The more severely an object is treated, the shorter its life becomes. Current per unit rail height is a 
good measure of how severely the interface between armature and launcher rail is treated [6]. In the case 
of the simple breech-fed FTP launcher, current densities are being driven to 50kA/mm of rail height. This 
is a very high value and it is possible that acceptable rail life cannot be obtained when using current densi- 
ties this high. It is quite likely that a current density of half that is as far as one would like to go to achieve 
a reasonably engineered launcher. This can only be done by increasing L'. If this is done by using single 
turn augmentation, to give a three-fold increase in L', then current (and current per unit rail height) is 
reduced to reciprocal square root three, 58%, for a given force. This is a reasonable gain but it does have 
a price. The restraining forces required to hold the rails in place increases a given armature force, so the 
barrel mass will increase also. Only a specific system design would tell if the cost is worth the gain. 

Heat rejection 

A general problem with rail launchers is that heat is generated resistively in the rails and this heat must 
be removed in some way. Minimizing the distance from the rails to the outside world allows more heat to 
be removed by simple conduction. Reduced current can allow reduced current density in the rails. This 
will reduce resistive heating. There is no obvious connection between bore geometry and heat rejection. 

Bore sealing 

The statement has been made that "round is natural for bore sealing." The metal-on-metal armature 
requires no seal. Sealing is so unimportant that the top and bottom of the launcher can be left open as can 
its breech. It is possible that some kind of local sealing may be required for the hybrid armature but gen- 
eral sealing of the bore is not required. Plasma armatures require general sealing but their use has been 
ruled out as discussed above. (Note, however that the plasma armature of the small square bore Mel- 
bourne, Australia rail launcher was successfully sealed using square "tulip" seals [7].) Bore sealing is a 
nonissue for fieldable rail launchers. 

Launch package rotation in bore 

It was observed occasionally in a recent program that round launch packages in round bore rail 
launchers could rotate sufficiently to move the armature contacts partly off the rails [8]. If this becomes a 
recurrent problem, then some steps would have to be taken to prevent rotation from occurring. Such rota- 
tion can occur in a simple round bore launcher but cannot occur in a square bore rail launcher. 

Launcher maintenance 

Launcher maintenance has been raised as an issue and it could become one whether or not the "100 war 
rounds" life is reached or not. The contention is that round bores can be readily honed while the process 
of refurbishing damaged square bore require the slower and less accurate "broaching" process.  In this 
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context, note that rail launcher barrels are a fabricated entity, not something that is machined from one 
piece of material like an ordinary gun barrel, so even the apparently simple honing process is not all that 
simple. The hone stones must cross and recross the discontinuities between rail and insulator. The fact is 
that because rail launchers are fabricated in the first place, they could at some appropriate stage in their 
life be re-fabricated if that were economically reasonable. This is a less costly process with square bore 
launchers. 

Stability of bore shape 

No rail launcher can possibly have the same mechanical stability as regular gun barrels. They require 
rails separated by insulators contained in some suitable fabricated structure. With repeated firings, it is 
likely that rail launchers experience some movement and creep of rail-to-insulator interfaces. Over time, 
it is likely that the original mating of these faces will change a little from what it was when the gun was 
originally assembled. This is likely to matter more for a round bore launcher because the rail surfaces and 
insulator surfaces are initially aligned. In a square bore launcher these surfaces are already "misaligned" 
by 90 degrees. Any small movement will be immaterial. It is likely that launch packages and armatures 
should be able to tolerate such distortions in both bore shapes. 

Sabot mass 

At first sight it would look as if rail launchers designed for some particular duty and having the same 
bore areas would have the same sabot mass for square bore as for round bore. It could be however that 
there would be some mass penalty in the square case because of the lack of azimuthal symmetry although 
this is by no means certain. Certainly the structural codes required to design square sabots would be more 
complex than for round sabots. But note that codes for round bore rail launcher sabots will be different 
from those that already exist for regular powder guns because the driving force is not azimuthally 
symmetrical. 

Sabot separation 

The issue of sabot separation arises because of the thought that rail launchers may have to have two 
petals rather than four. This might well be the case for mid-riding armatures but is not the case when 
base-push armatures are used. Four petals can be used in this case just as they are in powder guns. But in 
any case, this issue has little bearing on which bore shape is the more appropriate. 

Cost and ease of manufacture 

The cost of rail launchers that are to be fielded is not such an important issue as it is for experimental 
launchers in which the rails are used only one time, but it is something worth thinking about. The compo- 
nent parts required to assemble a rail launcher will cost less when they can be used in the "as supplied" 
condition. Special processes and extra machining can be costly. If there is nothing much to drive the 
choice of round or square, cost should certainly be a factor. 

Armature simplicity 

As is stated above, the magnetic field between the rails in the armature position is quite uniform in a 
square bore launcher. This makes the armature problem less severe and anything that helps the armature 
helps the whole system. The armature is the system's most critical component. The distribution of current 
and strength of the magnetic field in the armature region is difficult to compute with certainty even with 
the best computer codes available. To compound the problem by using anything but the simplest geom- 
etry only makes sense if by any chance there should be other overriding factors involved. This says that 
square is better than round. 
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Rail complexity 

To date, the prevailing view has been that the rails of a rail launcher will have the same cross section 
and will be made of the same material(s) along their whole length from breech to muzzle. It should be 
kept in mind that the duty required of the rails vary greatly along the launcher's length. For example, in a 
breech-fed system the rails near the breech must carry higher currents for longer times than rails near the 
exit end of the launcher. For this reason it may well be desirable to have reduced rail cross sectional areas 
near the muzzle. This would mean that a simple extrusion for a rail could not be used as supplied. 
Machining would be required. Another issue is that the armature start position may require special rail 
treatment. It is possible also that it will be necessary to trip armature transition somewhere along the 
launcher. This will also require special rail treatment. All of these things are more easily accomplished 
with flat rails than with round bore rails. 

Launch package guidance 

The two prime functions of the rail launcher are same as for any gun. The first is to provide the propul- 
sive force. The second is to give in-bore guidance to the package to get acceptable repeatability of launch 
to get acceptable accuracy. It may not be good to use the surfaces of the rails to provide guidance if it can 
be avoided because some damage to them may be hard to avoid. Round bore guns provide some guidance 
on the insulators, but good guidance may require a more advanced geometry than either round or square. 

G. Other Considerations 

If rotating machines turn out to be unsatisfactory as energy stores for the rail launchers required by the 
Army, then other options must be examined. The two front runner candidates are capacitors and flux 
pumps [9]. Most of the rail launchers around the world are powered by capacitors so there are no mys- 
teries about them and their use. Because they can discharge their energy so rapidly, it is necessary to slow 
their discharge down by using inductors and it is likely that some of this inductance required can be put to 
good propulsive use by using it to power augmenting turns in the rail launcher. Unfortunately, capacitors 
at the present state of the art are too heavy and bulky for convenient mobile use, but that situation could 
change. 

Flux pumps also require inductance in series with them to smooth out the spike that they produce at the 
end of their compression stroke. As with capacitors, some or all of this inductance might be made to per- 
form dual duty by having it power augmenting turns. 

Specific system designs studies would have to be made because augmenting turns do not make low 
energy loss inductors. Their resistance tends to be high. 

II. CONCLUSION 

There is no doubt that square is the best bore shape to use for research launchers. 

For the first generation of fieldable rail launchers, it is also seems clear from the considerations exam- 
ined above that the use of flat rails is to be preferred to the use of curved rails, i.e., "square" is to be 
preferred over "round." It is the author's opinion that, on balance, square is the preferred geometry for the 
first fieldable rail launcher. Because there is no compelling reason to employ the round bore geometry, it 
would seem more practical to go with the simpler square geometry. 
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* LATEST RESULTS OF THE TRILATERAL 
FRANCE-GERMANY-THE NETHERLANDS 

COOPERATION 

First of all, I would like to thank Germany and the Netherlands for asking France to present 
the work of our three countries on electric guns. I hope that my presentation will be 
accurate and will show that closer links will be necessary among researchers in this field in 
order to achieve technological progress. 

Franco-German cooperation dates from 1986. This agreement was based on an exchange 
• of information concerning research and technology in the field of electric guns for military 

applications. In 1991, a new agreement was signed for a period of five years. Its extension 
is scheduled for the end of 1997. 

In 1993, France and Germany signed a bilateral agreement with the Netherlands limited to 
rail guns and energy storage. 

The 1991 agreement 

The 1991 Franco-German cooperation programme was divided into six sub-programmes, 
each one being bi-national and controlled by a country: 

SP1: operational and integration aspects 

SP2: rail guns 

SP3: coil guns 

SP4: electrothermal guns 

SP5: hypervelocity projectiles 

SP6: energy storage and switching 

• 



The programme under discussion is limited to the chemical electrothermal gun with low 
electrical energy. It obviously complements the Franco-German work done at ISL on rail 
guns, energy storage and switching. 

There were several operational targets, mainly anti-tank warfare and air defence Sub- 
programme 1 was in charge of studying the system in order to assess the potential of 
electric guns in the fields considered. It took into account the technical results of the other 
sub-programmes and its aim was to establish a future projection. 

The studies were divided between France and Germany. The same applied for the 
production of demonstrators. 

The technical aims were as follows: 

Ä -  rail gun at ISL: 10 MJ, 1 kg, 2600 m/s (capacitor bank) 

- electrothermal gun at TZN: 30 MJ, 3.2 kg; 2,300 m/s (capacitor bank) 

- coil gun at ETBS/Bourges: 3-5 MJ, 4.5 kg, 400-500 m/s (capacitor bank) 

TNO has a 6 MJ, square 20 mm bore, 2,000 m/s rail gun (homopolar generator) 

Results 

Operational interest 

The interest of electromagnetic guns is due to the fact that, in principle, they are not limited 
by theoretical physical considerations while the performance of conventional powder <mns 
is considerably reduced in excess of 1,800 m/s. The higher velocity can either destroy 
heavier armour in anti-tank warfare or offer the prospect of a higher kill probability in air 
defence combat. 

^ In anti-tank warfare, simulations have led to the definition of an APFSDS projectile capable 
of destroying the future threat and the definition of the corresponding guns. 

Rail guns appear to be the best launchers for anti-tank and air defence applications. Their 
projected efficiency is high and the energy necessary for a round is lower. The problem of 
the electrical contact between the rails and the frame of the sabot at velocities of more than 
2000 m/s and currents reaching several MA still has to be solved. 

An efficiency of 50% could be achieved at calibres of 80 mm for high velocities. 

At ISL, we have demonstrated that a projectile can be fired at more than 2,000 m/s without 
any contact problem. 

Although coil guns have an interesting potential, there are many problems: definition of the 
projectile, supply of the coils and mechanical resistance of the coils when the current 
passes through them. In view of the results at present, this futuristic technology cannot be 
ruled out as yet. 

TZN reached 2,300 m/s with its electrothermal gun. However, it should be noted that 
efficiency is poor, that it decreases when the velocity of the projectile increases. Levels of 
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2,500 to 3,000 m/s are not easy to reach and an efficiency of 25% to 30% is possible at 
2,200 m/s. The energy necessary for firing a round is a handicap. 

Chemical electrothermal guns are interesting. Unfortunately, the possibility of their 
development towards high velocities is limited. 

The studies of the interest of electric launchers in air defence have not been completed. 
They are much more difficult than those done on anti-tank warfare. Certainly, the high 
velocities possible with small projectiles suggest that they could rival middle calibre guns. 
But, since the gap between these two technologies has not been studied in depth, it 
cannot be concluded that this new technology is interesting. 

The high energies possible could lead to new projectile concepts. But wouldn't this be to 
the detriment of the energy stored? I think that rail guns used in air defence could only be 
developed if this technology was used in anti-tank combat. 

Energy storage - Pulse forming 

The main handicap of electric guns that can be used operationally is energy storage and 
switching. We have seen that firing a round requires some 60 MJ and that, in anti-tank 
warfare, it would be necessary to fire two or even three rounds one after the other. A look 
at the unit necessary to store 30 MJ at present show the tremendous amount of work that 
still has to be done. 

The Franco-German studies have concentrated on the potential use for the power section 
of capacitors or superconducting coils. These pulse forming networks have to be 
associated with an energy storage which could be a rotating machine. 

The progress achieved in the volumic energy of the capacities is not enough. Values of 
3 3 around 2 MJ/m   to 5 MJ/m   can be achieved but the levels required are 10 times higher. 

Studies done by TPC in France using new dielectric materials with industrial processes 
should enable this target to be reached in 10 to 15 years time. 

Superconducting coils are studied for storage applications in the civilian market. In order 
to be used as a power supply for electric launchers, the superconductive state has to be 
maintained during the delivering of pulses which are between 2 and 5 ms. Some studies 
have been conducted by the Magnet Motor Company in Germany, based on the use of 
NbTi technology. 

A demonstrator of 1 MJ has been built which is characterized by an energy density of 7 

MJ/m . As the NbTi technology is limited, a new storage facility of 4 MJ using Nb3 Sn 
superconducting material has been developed. It will deliver 20 kA pulses and it is 
characterized by an energy density of 28 MJ/m   . 
In the field of the energy storage section, Magnet Motor has more than 10 years of activity 
on the development of rotating machines based on the magneto dynamic storage (MDS). 
Machines storing energy of 78 MJ exist today. They are characterized by a specific energy 
of 37 MJ/t. Must it be repeated that the anti-tank application requires an energy storage 
for a salvo of about 200 MJ and a power of 10 - 20 GW. 

The research activities on the pulse forming for the power section have shown that the use 
of semiconductors as switching components presents a great interest. ISL, in a partner 
relationship with ABB, has developed thyristors for blocking voltages of 12 kV and 
carrying up to 100 kA in pulsed applications. 
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Cooperation with the Netherlands 

This trilateral cooperation concerns rail guns, storage and switching. 

The work on rail guns concerns the improvement of performance and is based on 
modelling. The work on storage and that on switching are complementary to those of the 
Franco-German work. The path followed is storage through induction which requires the 
development of an opening switch and storage by means of the battery. 

Future work 

Anti tank combat remains the dominant operational application. However, the technology 
of electric guns is handicapped by energy storage and commutation. 

For the short term, chemical electrothermal guns with low electrical energy appear to be 
interesting. 

Power ignition via plasma provoked by an electrical discharge, then control of its 
combustion seems to be a solution for improving powder guns. The electrical energy 
necessary for firing a round would be a maximum of 3 MJ to be delivered in     1 to 4 ms. 

Taking into account a salvo of three rounds and losses, the energy to be stored would be 
1,5 to 10 MJ. Research should be done, firstly on the pulse forming network, including the 
storage and switching components and, secondly on powder ignition and combustion. 

Although the energy requirement is lower than that of electromagnetic guns, storage in the 
vehicle is not yet accessible. The same applies to work on the ignition-powder couple 
which should not be minimized. 

This is the path which Germany is considering extending until 1999, involving the 
Rheinmetal/TZN company and the Diehl company. France will be associated with Giat 
Industries and SNPE. 

For the long term, rail guns seem to be a promising path dedicated to ISL. 

Since the electrical energy required per round in the anti-tank application is 60 MJ (power 
of several tens of GW) and the energy necessary for three rounds has to be stored in a 

volume of 2 m3< the target volumic energy is 90 MJ/m . Efforts will have to be 
concentrated on the field of energy and power storage components. 

Many nations have realized this. In terms of the RTP4 on pulsed electrical energy sources 
in the context of the electrical engineering CEPA 16, six nations expressed their interest. In 
the context of NATO, the LTSS 47 or Electric Pulse Power System should render its 
conclusions at the end of the year. 
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t 

Conclusion 

For the last 10 years, the Franco-German capacity in terms of electric guns, with which the 
Netherlands has become associated, has achieved significant results in the field of rail guns 
and in that of energy storage and switching. 

The main problem is still that of power or energy storage which will have to be solved if we 
want to satisfy both military and civil requirements. 

The ETC remains a short-term solution. Whether or not it deserves to be supported will be 
seen quickly. 
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Experiments with Brush Armatures1 

H. Peter, R. Charon 

French-German Research Institute ISL 
5 rue du General Cassagnou 

F 68301 Saint Louis 

Abstract- We present experimental results obtained with a 15 mm square bore railgun powered by 
a 500 kJ capacitive energy source. Fibre brushes consisting of Cu-Cd wires with 40 urn diameter are 
integrated as an armature in the sabot. From the tested sabot materials (metals, plastic, reinforced plastic) 
glass-fibre reinforced plastic gives the best results. 
With a good electric contact between rails and armature we realized the following values: Imax = 540 kA, 
jmax (armature) = 10 GA/m2, Tmax (armature) = 1000°C, Ymax = 2 106 m/s2, v0 = 1450 m/s with mP = 30 g. A 
Heavy-metal penetrator of 17 g can be accelerated up to 910 m/s; the sabot stays intact. 
The experimental findings can be described by a simple bulk parameter model. The simulation allows for 
a ranking of relevant parameters: temperature dependance of resistivity, skin- and velocity skin effect, 
armature materials, projectile mass, friction at the beginning of acceleration. 
The rail surface temperature at the interface between rail and armature is strongly influenced by the 
armature design. The armature temperature can be kept below the melting point by a proper choice of 
brush material. 

Introduction-     Many theoretical and experimental investigations show that multi-fibre solid brush 
armatures are well suited for railgun operation, see for example [1-4] and the references mentioned 
therein. A high ratio contact area/apparent contact area, even in the position of rest, low friction, and a 
perfect electric contact are the main features of this type of armature [5]. In addition, a compensation for 
rail separation and an easy achievable influence on current distribution are possible. 
Small caliber railgun experiments are necessary to study in detail the complex phenomena at the rail 
armature interface and to evaluate different concepts [6,7]. 
The present paper has to be seen as a succession of [7] at a higher current level. We present the 
experimental set-up, the armature design and give some illustrative examples. 

Experimental set-up-      The following table gives an overview of relevant railgun parameters [8]: 

Railgun: calibre: square bore; 15 mm x 15 mm 
rails: Cu-Cr or Cu;     15 mm x 15 mm 
inductance gradient: L' = 0.46 uH/m 
acceleration length: 1.3 m 
rail support: bolted GRP bars; side and breech end open 

Power source:     capacitor bank: 3 units 
unit: 8 capacitors with 385 uF in parallel 
energy/unit: 154 kJ at 10 kV 
switch/unit spark gap; semiconducting diodes as crowbar switch 
inductance/unit 4 uH 
current leads coaxial cables (2 or 3 cables/unit) 
trigger mode: single, together, or time delayed 

A variation of the current amplitude is possible by changing the loading voltage, by different trigger 
modes (variation of rise time), and by reduction of ohmic losses in the coaxial cables. 

1 This work was supported by the French and German Ministries of Defence under contracts. 
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Experiments and results 

General remarks- Our brushes are made from strengthened Cu-l%Cd fibres with a diameter of 40 
Urn. To establish a good electrical contact between armature and rails the rail support has to be as stiff as 
possible. The fibre bundle length must be greater than the calibre in order to compensate for the inevitable 
rail separation under load, which is usually in the order of 1%. These requirements are documented by 
flash radiographs in Fig. 1-3. Two fibre brushes are fastened at the rear end of a piece of Polycarbonate, 
not to be seen on the photos. In Fig. 1 contact is lost 400 us after trigger. Bundles with overlength show a 
poor definition of contact area after loading, when the end faces are perpendicular to the bundle axis, Fig. 
2. Together with inertial forces a bad contact definition results in a non negligable reduction of contact 
area, Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1: Metallic contact lost Fig. 2: Poor definition of contact area Fig. 3: Reduction of contact area 

Rail separation and reduction of contact area are strongly dependent on current amplitude. Fig. 4, 5 show 
current and muzzle voltage for two different shots with a peak current of 180 kA and 330 kA, resp. 
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Fig. 4: Current and muzzle voltage vs. time 
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Fig. 5: Current and muzzle voltage vs. time 

In Fig. 5 the sharp increase in muzzle voltage up to 80 V indicates the transition into arcing. Flash 
radiographs taken during free flight reveal that the arcing process leads to a very high amount of brush 
erosion, Fig. 7; whereas erosion is low in case of metallic brush contact, Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6: Flash X-ray picture; free flight; Imax = 180 kA Fig. 7: Flash X-ray picture; free flight; Imax = 330 kA 
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One remarkable property of brush armatures has to be mentioned explicitly: although the railgun is open 
at the side, we never observe precursors passing the arcing projectile. The arcs always remained fixed at 
the brush end faces. 
The rear end fixed brush armatures in push mode fail at higher currents and accelerations. 

Modified multi-fibre armature-   A better force  distribution  inside  the  sabot and  an  appropriate 
definition of the contact surface can be achieved by a modified armature design, Fig. 8,9. 

Mt 

jL JL 

^1-^ML 
A 

W^^^^-^^r^^^^^^M 

brushes payload   - 

Fig. 8: Principle of an integrated armature without and with payload Fig. 9: Photo of the armature 

The brushes are placed in two rows of boreholes (diameter 5 mm) in a piece of glass-fibre reinforced 
plastic, true to calibre size. On both ends of the holes there is a milled reserve volume in which the 
overlong fibres can be bent during the loading process. The bending force determines the contact load and 
at the same time the amount of friction against the rails. To avoid the geometric effect of Fig. 2 there is an 
angle of approximately 10° between the brush end faces and the GRP sabot. The fabrication of the end 
faces is made in a special containment with the help of a milling machine. 

The following table gives a few parameters characterizing this kind of armature: 

shot number projectile mass / g 'max 1 kA U muzzle ' V 
.   m 

vmuzzle ' 
s 

37 34.5 510 < 3V 1330 

39 29 540 
< 3 V up to ti 

< 20Vuptotf 
1450 

4Ü 5Ü.5 54Ü < 5 V up to tf 1Ö95 

41 34.9 540 
< 3 V up to ti 

< 20Vuptotf 
1515 

43 64.9 540 < 4 V up to tf 91Ö 

The structure of the armature of the five shots is identical, two rows of 4 boreholes each, the filling factor 
is about 75%. t] is on the order of 1.5 ms, tf designates the shot out time. 

Fig. 10 shows current and muzzle voltage for shot 37, Fig 11a flash radiograph of the armature at muzzle 
exit time, Fig. 12 a free flight flash X-ray picture taken from above. 

15 

Fig. 10: Current and muzzle voltage vs time 
for shot nr. 37,      .max = 510 kA 
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Fig. 11: Projectile at muzzle exit Fig. 12: Projectile during free flight 

In Fig. 11 we see, that the metallic contact to the rails still exists; we observe the deformed brushes 
indicating the current distribution in the brush configuration. A distinct beginning of erosion on the rear 
end of the first fibre bundle has to be stated. 
This kind of erosion is greater at higher currents, cf. muzzle voltage for shot 39 in the table. 

A sabot with pay load and an armature is shown in the flash radiograph in Fig. 13 before shot. The payload 
is a 17 g heavy metal rod with a length to diameter ratio of 7.5. This projectile was fired in shot 43; Fig. 
14 to 16 show the result. 

Fig. 13: Flash radiograph of a 
projectile before shot 

Fig. 14: Current and muzzle voltage vs time; 
shot nr. 43; Imax = 540kA 
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Fig. 15: Flash radiograph of the projectile at muzzle exit time, shot nr. 43 
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Fig. 16: Flash X-ray picture 
during free flight 

From Fig. 15 we learn, that loss of contact at the first fibre bundle due to erosion does not provoke a 
f\ 9 

dramatic armature failure. Even at a maximum acceleration of 1.1 10   m /s   the sabot remains intact. 

Discussion 

- The armature temperature is an essential parameter. In Fig. 17 we state a thermal destruction of the 
sabot. The sabot was made from Polyamid-Imid (Torlon); the thermal load in the rear fibre brushes was 
too high, the resulting gas generation from ablated material inside the boreholes leads to an overpressure 
and mechanical failure. 

- Another important parameter is the temperature at the contact area. In Fig. 18 we show a projectile, 
which is slit over its whole length. In this case the quality of the end faces of the fibre bundles (the 
smoothness) was not sufficiently good and subsequently the power input into the resulting arc was too 
high. 

- The fabrication process, the end face treatment of the fibres, and the proper choice of material are 
therefore of paramount importance for a good armature. 

Fig. 17: Sabot made from Polyamid-Imid; Imax = 450 kA Fig. 18: Brushes with poor end face treatment; Imax = 450 kA 

- Sabots made from metals with brushes reaching from rail to rail have no advantages in comparison with 
GRP material. They have higher densities; when the brushes are not insulated against the sabot, axial leak 
currents can occur leading to moments and a resulting balloting of projectiles. In this case the main 
advantages of brushes are lost. 

- Between a maximum current of 200 kA and 540 kA the rail surface is slightly changing. At low values 
no surface transformations can be observed. At higher rates a faint change in reflectivity is established 
some time after the shot. This change occurs in case of pure copper as well as in case of Cu-Cr. The 
transformation is more pronounced at the breech end, Fig. 19, than at the muzzle, Fig 20. 

r^* 
Fig. 19: Rail surface after the shot; breech end Fig. 20: Rail surface after the shot; muzzle end 
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Simple model for armature description- We assume the current to be distributed equally in the two 
rows of brushes. With this symmetry it suffices to calculate one row only. The four brushes are treated as 
ohmic resistances with the specific resistivity of Cu-Cd (p = 20 nQm) and a temperature coefficient a = 
0.0033 /K. The rail sections between the brushes are supposed to have an inductance L'l (1 is the inter- 
brush distance) and a resistance Rs in series. Rs contains the classic skin resistance as well as a velocity 
dependent term. From the total current I (Imax = 500 kA) we calculate the armature velocity for a given 
projectile mass as function of time. Then the partial currents, temperatures and resistances are determined 
simultaneously. The numbering 1-4 is to be understood from the rear to the front end of the four brush 
armature. In Fig. 21 and 22 the current and temperature distributions are shown. 
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Fig. 21: Current distribution in the 4 brushes Fig. 22: Temperature distribution in the 4 brushes 

The strong disparity in the current distribution corresponds to the deformation of the brushes in Fig. 11. In 
Fig. 23 the first brush is divided in 4 resistances and one can see the temperature distribution in this brush. 
The calculated temperature together with an additional friction term is sufficient to melt the rear part of 
brush 1 at the contact, cf. Fig. 11. Fig. 24 shows the resistance of the rail segment between brush 1 and 2 
and the evolution of brush resistance R] as function of time. Up to beginning of motion at ts, Rs decreases 
as skin depth grows, afterwards it increases due to the velocity skin effect. 
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Fig. 23: Temperature distribution in brush 1, divided in 4 segments 
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Fig. 24: Brush (Rl) and rail segment resistance (RS) 

A detailed analysis reveals that the maximum temperature Tj in brush 1 can be slightly lowered by 
increase of projectile mass and by retarding the projectile start time ts. The most important influence on 
brush temperature is given by geometric brush dimensions and by the choice of material. In Fig. 25 a 
calculated temperature distribution is shown with brush 1 made from CuSn6 (p = 130 nQm, a = 0.7 10"3 

/K) and brush 2-4 made from Cu-Cd. The temperature reduction is evident. 
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Fig. 25: Temperature distribution, 1 x CuSn6 + 3 x CuCd brushes 
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Fig. 26: Rail geometry 

According to Fig. 22 the brush temperature cannot be responsible for the change of the rail surface at the 
beginning of the acceleration. The current induced heating of the rails can be approximated by 

T.-LjyPj2dt, )=h 3y 
8 = J—t, 

'Ho 

T      H 

with heat capacity cv, resistivity p and current density j. The upper integration limit is given by the time in 
which the armature has traveled its own length. H denotes in usual notation the magnetic field, 5 the skin 
depth and j the average current density. A strongly simplified assumption on the velocity induced 
switching of the magnetic field H delivers the surface temperature T 

H = H0J—, T = —a0H0' cv 

The melting temperature of Cu, T = 1083°C, will be reached in this approximation independently from to 
and p at a magnetic field strength of H0 = 50 kA / mm . 

On the rail surface H0 is on the order of H = I / 2D , at the edges H = I / D , and at the interface between 
armature and rail H = I / 2d , cf. Fig. 26. With a brush diameter of d = 5 mm and 500 kA total current the 
above given limit is exceeded, when the brush filling factor is taken into account. 

Conclusion- Brush armatures need a well defined containment. The brushes must have a greater 
length than the calibre in order to compensate for the small rail separation under load. The fabrication of 
the end faces is crucial, a small angle between rails and end face surface is advantageous for a good 
geometric definition of the contact surface. The most important parameter is the temperature of the 
armature; by a proper choice of fibre material one can either alter the current distribution or support 
higher temperatures (ex.: Fe). In either case there is a strong interaction between metallic fibre brushes 
and the surrounding sabot material. Due to its thermal and mechanical properties glass fibre reinforced 
epoxy is a good candidate for making sabots. 
In case of brush armatures friction, projectile mass, and starting time ts are of minor importance. With the 
help of a simple model the armature can be designed. 

To arrive at higher velocities there are two options: 

1) Accept erosion, make the armature long enough, so that desastrous arcing can be avoided. 
2) Lower temperature at the first brushes or choose material with higher melting temperatures. 

Both possibilities are under investigation at ISL at the moment. 
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Experiments to Measure Gouging Threshold 
Velocity for Various Metals Against Copper 

Francis Stefani and Jerald V. Parker 
Institute for Advanced Technology, The University of Texas at Austin 

4030-2 W. Braker Lane, Austin, TX 78759 

Summary—Hypervelocity gouging is a form of damage that can occur to surfaces in sliding contact at high 
relative velocity. Gouges, which are in the form of teardrop-shaped craters, have been observed on rocket sled 
tracks, in light gas gun barrels, and in the bore of railguns. One aspect of gouging that has not been adequately 
explained is the existence of a minimum velocity (or threshold velocity) for a given material pair below which 
gouging does not occur. This paper reports a series of experiments to test the hypothesis that the onset of goug- 
ing is governed by the hardness of the harder material and by the density and sound speed of both materials. 
In the tests, samples of various metals were accelerated to 2.2 km/s while in direct sliding contact with CD110 
copper rails. The samples were carried in a Lexan forebody, modified to apply normal loads of 40 - 80 MPa to 
the sample/rail interface. The portion of the armature directly in line with the samples was cut away to avoid 
contaminating the gouge track. Visual inspection of the resulting gouges was used to establish a gouging 
threshold for each metal. The tests were conducted in the 40 mm square bore electromagnetic launcher at the 
Institute for Advanced Technology. Metals tested include 1015 steel, silver, molybdenum, pure copper, tung- 
sten, nickel, magnesium, and 7075 aluminum. The results of the experiments show the existence of a straight 
line fit between hardness of the harder material and the shock pressure for a normal collision at the gouging 
threshold velocity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Hypervelocity gouging (henceforth simply "gouging") is a form of damage that can occur to surfaces 
that are in sliding contact at high relative velocity. Gouges are in the form of tear-shaped craters along the 
velocity vector, such as shown in Fig. 1. 

Damage from gouging in solid armature railguns is usually so severe that the useful life of rails is lim- 
ited to a few shots. Unfortunately, the present understanding of gouging is not complete enough to 
identify clear solutions to the problem: there are no predictive models of gouging, and the existing data- 
base is too small to guarantee the success of empirical solutions. 

iifuuiauUtuli 
jBfJjjrrn 

Fig. 1. Typical hypervelocity gouges produced by aluminum sliding on copper. 
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Certain aspects of gouging have come to be understood through operational experience with railguns 
and rocket sleds. Gouging is a threshold phenomenon, in that, for any given material pair there is a 
threshold velocity below which gouging does not occur. For example, the gouging threshold for alu- 
minum on ETP copper rails is widely reported to be 1.4 km/s, independent of launcher or armature design. 
Material hardness is known to affect the gouging threshold with harder materials being more resistant to 
gouging. 

There is a long history of research into the gouging problem, dating back to the 1960's, when gouges 
were first reported on the rocket sled at Holloman A.F.B. The first systematic investigation of gouging 
was undertaken by researchers at Ohio State University to find out why damage to the rocket sled tracks 
often occurred when the sled was operated above 1.5 km/s [1]. 

The OSU researchers studied evidence from the rocket sled range and from gouges produced in their 
laboratory using a light gas gun. They inspected recovered rocket sled slippers and found gouges similar 
to those on the tracks, from which they inferred that the gouging process is symmetrical in the slider and 
in the track. They found that gouges can be initiated by 3rd particle debris, such as grains of sand on the 
track, but that this was not the only possible initiation mechanism as it cannot explain the creation of 
gouges in the laboratory. In the end, they concluded that most gouges are caused by the interaction of 
microscopic asperities which begins with the formation of a contact weld such as occurs in adhesive wear. 

The first paper devoted exclusively to gouging in railguns was published in 1982 by Barber and Bauer 
[2]. Like the OSU researchers, they attributed gouging to the interaction of micro-asperities. They empha- 
sized that gouging is a hypervelocity phenomenon, that occurs when the impact induced stress is equal to 
the ultimate strength of the materials. The gouging threshold velocity, they concluded, is determined by 
asperity impact velocity, angle of impact, material densities, and shock speeds. 

Gouging has also been investigated numerically by researchers at Sandia National Laboratory using 2D 
and 3D versions of the hydrocode CTH [3,4]. Their simulations exhibit many of the physical features of 
gouges, including the threshold-like behavior of the process. A key feature of the Sandia approach is the 
view that gouging is an instability and, as such, what matter are the conditions that determine whether or 
not the instability grows. In one of the studies, a 100 micron diameter piece of debris between the slider 
and glider is used as an initiating perturbation. The authors show that similar results are obtained for other 
size initiators [3]. The simulations show reasonably close agreement with the limited database on 
gouging. However, to obtain these results, assumptions have to be made about the setup of the problem 
whose meaning is not clear physically. 

n. RATIONALE FOR EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments we performed are based upon many of the ideas put forth in earlier work. Our hypoth- 
esis is that gouging occurs when interactions between slider and glider create stresses that exceed the 
strength of the harder material. We believe that various initiation mechanisms exist, but that the details of 
these are unimportant. 

The idea that the strength of the harder material governs the onset of gouging is key to our approach. 
The rationale is as follows. If asperities on the surfaces of the slider and glider are interacting and the 
harder material doesn't fail, the process is simply that of abrasive wear: the hard material produces a score 
track in the soft material, but not a gouge. If, on the other hand, the interaction occurs at a velocity such 
that stresses exceed the yield strength of the harder material, then a portion of the hard material will be 
dislodged and joined with the initiator. This increases the interaction with the soft material leading to 
even higher stresses and a runaway process that produces a macroscopic gouge. 

To test this explanation of gouging it is necessary to demonstrate that a relationship exists between the 
stresses generated during the formation of a gouge and the strength of the stronger material. There are 
two difficulties associated with direct measurement of this relationship. The first difficulty is determining 
the stresses, which cannot be measured directly and cannot be calculated given the present uncertainties in 
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modeling high strain rate processes and failure. A second difficulty is identifying an appropriate measure 
of material strength that governs gouging, since the mode of failure is also presently unknown. 

Given the difficulties associated with determining the actual stresses, we tested instead for a correlation 
to a knowable stress. If the relative velocity of the slider and glider are known, it is possible to accurately 
place an upper bound on the pressure generated in any interaction. This is the pressure that would be gen- 
erated if the surfaces collided in a normal impact. This value, the normal planar shock pressure, is related 
to the density and shock speed of both materials. Although normal shock pressures at gouging velocities 
greatly exceed the yield strength of the materials, it is reasonable to believe that there might be a consis- 
tent relationship between this limiting value and the actual pressures involved in the formation of gouges. 
This would be the case if the same relative distribution of stresses occurred in the formation of all gouges, 
regardless of materials, a reasonable assumption given the remarkable similarity of gouges made under 
widely differing conditions. Ultimately, this assumption is supported by the experimental data. 

The second source of ambiguity noted above comes from not knowing the exact failure mechanism 
involved in gouging. A number of failure criteria are used in the study of friction and wear, including ulti- 
mate tensile strength, yield strength, hardness, and elastic strain energy capacity (H2/2E). Other criteria, 
such as spall strength, dynamic tensile strength, and strain-to-failure, are used in the study of high-strain- 
rate processes. We chose to use hardness because the process by which hardness is measured is similar to 
the process by which gouges are created. Hardness is a measure of the stress required to create a cavity in 
a continuous material, and depends on the stress-strain behavior of the material and the final strain to 
failure [5,6]. Also, unlike ultimate tensile strength, which is a macroscopic average, hardness measures 
strength on the length scale at which gouges initiate. A final advantage of using hardness is that measure- 
ments can be made directly on our machined samples. 

III. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments consisted of a series of six railgun launches in which samples of various materials 
were tested in sliding contact with copper rails to establish gouging threshold velocities. The tests were 
conducted in the 40 mm square bore launcher at the Institute for Advanced Technology. In the tests, the 
samples were accelerated to 2.2 km/s while in direct contact with CD110 copper rails. 

The samples were carried in a forebody, shown in Fig. 2, that consists of a polycarbonate block con- 
taining two sample-holders. The sample size is 1cm x 2cm x 2mm. Sample holders made out of 7075 
aluminum are used to distribute the acceleration forces so the polycarbonate does not fail. An interference 
fit of approximately 0.25 mm between the samples and the rails produces normal loads of 40 - 80 MPa at 
the sample/rail interfaces. In order to avoid contaminating the gouge track, the portion of the armature 
directly in line with the samples was cut away. 

14 kV 

Fig. 2. Armature and forebody used in gouging experiments. 
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Because the objective was to establish the effects of shock pressure and hardness on gouging threshold 
velocity, we tested materials with differing values of acoustic impedance and hardness. Acoustic imped- 
ance is the product of density and sound speed, and defines a material's capacity for generating shock 
pressures. Figure 3 shows the range of combinations spanned by our test matrix, which includes: 

• soft materials with low acoustic impedance (Mg and graphite) 
• moderately hard materials with low acoustic impedance (7075 Al and Ti) 
• soft materials with high acoustic impedance (Ag, Cu, and 1015 steel) 
• very hard materials with high acoustic impedance (80% Au/20% Cu, W, 4340 Steel). 

Hardness and acoustic impedance of materials tested 
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Fig. 3. Hardness and acoustic impedance of materials tested. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Results from the 12 tests are summarized in Table 1. A new set of rails was used for each test. After the 
launch the rails were removed and inspected to establish the location at which gouging began. The first 
column of data is the velocity of the sample at the location of first gouges. The velocities were computed 
using a b-dot analysis program that solves for a best fit to the probe data, subject to physics-based 
constraints. 

The error bars in velocity reflect the level of uncertainty in locating the first gouges. For harder mate- 
rials the transition to gouging was reasonably sudden, and the onset of gouging was clearly discernible. 
The uncertainty in the location of the first gouges was typically ± 5 cm. For the softer materials, in partic- 
ular face-centered cubic metals, the sample tracks often included a transition region that contained 
adhesive wear damage, making it more difficult to establish the exact location of the first gouges. The 
uncertainty in the location of the first gouges was typically ± 10 cm. The uncertainty associated with the 
b-dot analysis was on the order of + 1 cm for all tests. 

The second column of tabulated data is the normal planar shock pressure corresponding to the threshold 
velocity. The shock pressures were found by graphically matching acoustic impedance for the material 
pairs, using shock data from Los Alamos [7,8]. 

The hardness measurements shown in the table were made on machined samples using two Vickers 
microhardness testers; one with a 3 kg weight for 10 seconds, the other with a 1 kg weight for 10 seconds. 
The measurements made in the 1 kg microhardness tester are systematically higher by about 10%, pos- 
sibly reflecting the effects of surface hardening from machining. The hardness of the copper samples was 
slightly higher than the hardness of the copper rails possibly for the same reason. 
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TABLET. SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 

MATERIAL THRESHOLD NORMAL VlCKERS VlCKERS 

VELOCITY PLANAR HARDNESS HARDNESS 

[M/S] SHOCK 1 KG, 10 s 3 KG, 10 s 
PRESSURE [KG/MM2] [KG/MM2] 

[GPA] 

7075 ALUMINUM 130010 16.3+0 208 ± 17 206±7 

CD110 COPPER SAMPLE 746 ± 50 14.9 ±1.25 109 + 3 96 + 2 

80% Au / 20% CU 1,346 + 75 35.7 ±2.6 340 ±13 309 ±13 

1015 STEEL 977 ±110 20.4 ±3.5 143 + 8 126 ±7 

SILVER 770 ±90 15.8 ±1.9 75 ±2 73±2 

MOLYBDENUM 1,268 ±30 32.3 ±0.8 296 ±17 258 ±8 

NICKEL 996 ±70 22.2 ±1.7 207 ±11 205 ±17 

TUNGSTEN 1,474 ±45 46.3 ± 1.9 581 ±47 513 ±33 

TITANIUM 1,420 ±55 23.0 ±1.0 218 ±17 186± 10 

MAGNESIUM INCONCLUSIVE - 48 ±4* 37±4 

GRAPHITE INCONCLUSIVE - 15 ±4* 9±3 

4340 STEEL, FULLY HARD 1,878 ±90 44.3 ±3 541 ± 27 

CD 110 COPPER RAILS 88±2 82±3 

* lOOgf for 10 seconds 

In order to benchmark our experiment we began by testing samples of 7075 aluminum and CD 110 
copper, materials for which the gouging threshold is already known (albeit only approximately in the case 
of copper). For both materials, the measured gouging threshold velocity agreed well with the accepted 
values of 1,400 m/s and 600 m/s [9]. Figure 4 is an X-ray of the launch package in flight after it left the 
muzzle, showing that the samples remained intact for the duration of the launch. 

Two of the tests (magnesium and graphite) were deemed inconclusive because no gouges were pro- 
duced. These were the softest materials we tested and it is possible that the samples wore excessively. In 
the muzzle X-rays for this test, there is no trace of the magnesium sample, and the graphite sample 
appears to have worn flush with the sample holder. 

ill _,  
"'m 

^^* 
' -.r - '••' • y$4i 

,MCUI iÜ 

Fig. 4. X-ray of launch package in flight after leaving muzzle. The test samples (copper top, aluminum bottom) 
and sample holders are beginning to separate due to aerodynamic forces. 
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Figure 5 is a plot of the data in the last three columns in the table. With the exception of the data points 
for 7075 aluminum, there is a reasonably good straight line fit to the data. This supports the existence of 
a relationship between shock pressure at the gouging threshold velocity and hardness. Relatively large 
uncertainty in the measurements is due in large part to the statistical nature of the gouging process and the 
fact that we chose to test many materials once rather than fewer materials repeatedly. The horizontal error 
bars for each data point reflect our uncertainty in locating the onset of gouging in a single trial. 

Planar Shock Pressure vs. Room Temperature Microhardness 

> 200 

20 40 
Pressure, GPa 

Fig. 5. Planar shock pressure at gouging threshold velocity vs. room temperature hardness. 

The failure of 7075 aluminum to fit the trend may be the result of thermal softening in the bulk of the 
aluminum sample from intense frictional heating. The net effect would be a lowering in actual hardness at 
the gouging threshold, bringing the data for aluminum more in line with the other data. Although the 
same frictional heating exists for all the tests, aluminum is particularly susceptible, because the 7075 alloy 
loses 50% of its tensile strength for a temperature rise of only 200°. 

Evidence suggests that thermal softening occurred in some of the other tests, albeit only locally. For 
some of the samples, the onset of gouging was preceded by the formation of needle-like gouges. These 
are gouges that did not form the characteristic tear-shape, ending with a crater lip. We believe these 
gouges began like normal gouges, but did not grow because the bulk of the sample was harder than the 
high spot that initiated the gouge. This process is also seen where high spots in the samples left score 
tracks early in the launch that eventually deteriorated into limited, near gouge-like damage before the 
gouging threshold was reached. 

We believe a similar process occurred late in the launch with the 4340 steel. The samples created 
uncharacteristically shallow, barely perceptible gouges after having traveled almost two meters, farther 
than any other sample. The shallowness of the gouges, we believe, was caused because the samples only 
failed in a thin surface layer that had annealed. A second possibility, however, makes it difficult to draw 
conclusions from this test. The steel was tested in the same launch package as the graphite sample, which 
wore away. The wear may have resulted in decreased pressure at the steel/rail interface and precluded the 
possibility of forming deep gouges. 

While the curve fit shown in Fig. 5 does not lie within the error bars at all points, it nevertheless demon- 
strates the existence of a correlation between shock pressure and hardness. For example, this correlation 
can explain the relative gouging velocities of nickel and titanium. Because they have approximately the 
same hardness they should gouge at the same pressure, about 22 GPa. Nickel, by virtue of being twice as 
dense as titanium, can generate higher shock pressures, and must therefore have a correspondingly lower 
gouging threshold velocity (1 km/s vs 1.4 km/s). By this type of reasoning it is possible to predict the 
approximate gouging threshold velocities for other materials, including materials that we did not test. All 
that is required is shock data for the materials and knowledge of the hardness of the harder material. 
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Abstract. The physical problem of the electric current distribution for high-velocity sliding metal contact 
in railgun is solved taking into account the influence of the contact electric resistance. For a vast region of 
physical parameters of contact pairs materials and armature velocities the approximate formula offered 
formerly for estimation of the localization of the high current density is verified by the numerical 
simulation. The distributions of current density and electric potential drop along the armature are 
calculated for various contact materials. On the base of the experimental data our calculation procedure 
has enabled to evaluate the contact electrical resistance for some pairs of materials. 

1. Introduction 

At development and optimization of electromagnetic launchers for macrobodies 
it is important to have the computing programs enabling to carry out numerical 
experiments on simulation of some work aspects in similar facilities. One of the basic 
problems constraining the development of such engineering with solid metal armature is 
deterioration of the solid metal contact caused by high-velocity current skin-effect [1]. 
Therefore it is important to know the real distribution of electrical current in the sliding 
contact zone. But it is impossible without the account of losses of magnetic flux in the 
rail-armature zone of sliding. The adequate physical simulation of the current 
localization with the help of a-spot [2] in such narrow, about 10 urn, zones represents a 
rather difficult task. The simplified method of simulation is offered by G. Sherclif [3]. It 
consists of simulation the contact region by infinite thin mathematical discontinuity of a 
tangent component of the electrical field intensity. This discontinuity is proportional to 
the current density with the constant of proportionality R, which is named as contact 
electrical resistance per unit of square. 

In our work the method of the parameter estimation R is offered. It is based on 
comparison of theoretical results which were obtained in the present work and of the 
experimental data [4] about distribution of the contact current density. The results of the 
parameter definition R would be to compare with the data for the contact pair Cu-Al 
[5,6]. Our theoretical analysis has enabled to define the admissible boundaries of use of 
the approximate formula, which was obtained in [7]. This formula is intended for 
estimations of localization zone of contact current in the large region of physical 
characteristics of materials in the rails and the armature. 

2. Formulation of the Problem 

We'll analyze a distribution of electrical current in a vicinity of contact zone at 
the rear of the armature where the current density is maximum. We'll consider the 
stationary two-dimensional formulation and homogeneous isotropic rails and armature. 
The obtained asymptotic solution will be true at rather high velocities of launching V: t 
» X / V, Xv « X« a , Xv = Dr/V. Here t - time, a - the length of the armature in 
direction of moving, Dr - the diffusivity of magnetic field in rails, X- the size of current 
skin zone on the contact at the rear of the armature. 
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We'll use the coordinate system, connected with the moving body. In the region 
of the upper rail (fig. 1) the problem leads to the definition of the z - component of the 
magnetic field induction B. 

2D g   2 D 

—+\^r^ = 0,    B(x,0)=Bs(x),    B(a,y) = 0:x<a,y>0 
ox        o y 

(1) 

B=Bo 

Fig. 1 Geometry of problem and the boundary conditions in the rail 

For the lower rail the picture of current distribution is symmetric. The condition 
of absence of the currents leakage to infinity closes the formulation of problem about 
the diffusion of the magnetic field in the rails. In the region of the armature it will be 
(fig.2): 

AB=0, B (0,y) =B0t B (a,y) =0, B (x,0) =BS, 
dB (x, -b/2) /dy=0:0<x<a,-b<y<0 (2) 

-b       B—B s 
Fig. 2 Geometry of the armature and the boundary conditions. 

3. Construction of Solution and Analysis of Results 

For the solution of the problem in the region of the rails we used the sine Fourier 
transformation with respect to y. 

B(v,x) = ^2/TZ JB(X,y)sinvydy 
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Thus from (1) we obtained 

dB 
,   =Xvv(vB-j2/% Bs),   B(v,a) = B(v,co) = 0 (3) 

ax 

We solved (3) by the method of parameters variation and obtained 

B(v,x) = vX vyJ2/% \exp[-k v v 
2(p - x)]Bs (p)dp (4) 

x 

Thus if p < 0 it is necessary Bs to replace by B0. 
We found the magnetic field B=Br in the upper (y> 0) rail, applying the inverse 

sine Fourier transformation and [8]: 

Br (
x> y) ~ V^TTT JB(V , x) sinvy dv 

-I erfc 

o 
\ 

y 
2^Xy(p-X) 

dBs(p) 
dp, (5) 

dp 

erfc(x) - —f= \exp(-x2 )dx 
2_ 

Below we'll build the solution of problem in the region of the armature. The 
variable B=Ba is being sought as B = G + H + (1 - x / a) B0. Then for G and H we have 
obtained 

AG=0, G(0,y)=0, G(a,y)=0, G(x,0)=Bs, 8G(x,-b/2)/dy=0 (6) 

AH=0, H(0,y)=0, H(a,y)=0, H(x,0)= B0(x/a-l), 8H(x,-b/2) /dy=0        (7) 

The equations (6), (7) are solved by the method of variables separation and by 
the expansion of inhomogeneous boundary functions in the Fourier series on the eigen- 
functions of the homogeneous equations. It'll result in 

Ba (x, y) = Y,An (e™^,a + e-
my/a ) sinfrnx /a) + B0(l-x/ a), 

(8) 
T An = [(2 / a)]Bs (x) sin(rmx / a)dx -2B0 / nn] / [1 + exp(nbn / a)] 
o 

We'll unite together the general solutions obtained above for the rails and the 
armature on the contact at y = 0. We'll supply B with the indexes "a" and "r" 
accordingly for the armature and the electrodes. After that the conditions of bringing 
into coincidence taking into account the contact resistance R [4] will be 

8 Ba         8 Br      R  82BS n      n 
Da—^-Dr—^ = —-f,Bs=Br = Ba (9) 

8 y 8 y      \x 0 8 x 
8Br(x,0)_      1     ys(p) 

8 y ^nXy x^p-x 
■dp (10) 

S-lfi± = tc,sin^,   C..A.^(^--1) (.1) 
8 y n=, a a 
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The equations (9-11) and the boundary conditions Bs (0) = B0, Bs (a) = 0 give 
required integro-differential boundary problem for the definition of the contact field Bs. 
It is possible to show that Bs = B0 (1-x/a) will be true either for ideally conducting rails 
(Dr = 0) or for strongly resistant electrical contact (R = QO/ More complicated tests, in 
particular, for small either Da or R, and the method of numerical solution of the 
boundary problem (9-11) are represented in [9]. 

In [7] the approximate evaluation for the current skin size X along contact at the 
rear of the armature is obtained: 

v (     „    Y3 

,Dna = pr,a/ii0,VL0=4nlO-7H/m (12) X ( 

X 
■ = l + (e-l) 

D„ 

D 
+ 

R 

\V OP r^V. 
Here pr a -specific electric resistances accordingly for the rail materials and the armature. 

This formula has found the confirmation in unique specially made experiment on 
research of metal contact crisis in railgun with the bronze rails and the aluminium 
armature [10]. In this case the scale X had served for the current density estimation. And 
the coefficients of specific electrical resistance of the rails materials and the armature 
had depended on temperature T which was calculated from the Joule heat from the 
equation of local balance heat taking into account the current change during time t. We 
had taken R ~ O.l-e-0.3 nOhm-m2 from [5,6] in order to process the experiment [10]. 

In present work the theoretical result [7] as the approximate formula (12) is 
compared with the numerical simulation results of the boundary problem (9-11). The 
scale X is the distance between the rear of the armature on the contact in the direction of 
moving and the point where the magnetic field falls in e-times. The results of 
computation are represented in fig. 3. 

10- 10u 10' 10° 10J 

Fig. 3 The scale X of contact current localization vs. pa/pr for 
the different R:\-R = 0.01 nOhm-m2; 2- 0.1; 3 - 1.0; 4 - oo. The latter 
corresponds to A.=a/e. The solid lines are computation, the dashed 
ones are the theoretical estimation. V = lkm/s,b= 1cm, a = 2 cm 

The circles on this figure are the boundaries when the difference between 
theoretical estimation and computing results is 16 %. The mentioned difference can 
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become stronger with the increase of the ratio of the armature specific resistances to the 
rails specific resistances. It is explained by that the theoretical estimation [7] which was 
obtained in asymptotic approximation X « a. It is formally a = oo. If the length of the 
armature is limited then during the contact current smoothing the electrical current can 
reach also the right armature boundary if the value either R or pa / pr increases. Then X. 
becomes of the order of a and our model can't be used. The analysis of fig. 3 shows that 
the formula (12) suits for current skin estimations in sliding metal contact in the 
armatures with the length about a few centimeters and moderate contact resistances R < 
1.0 nOhm-m and good elecro-conducting armatures pa / pr < 10. 

Similarly we take from [4] the experimental data of the distribution of current in 
the zone of high-velocity solid metal contact (V = 650 m/s) for the set of the contact 
pairs (1- bronze - aluminum, 2- steels - aluminums, 3- copper - titan) and plot the graphs 
of the normalized current densities jy / jy

max (fig. 4). This normalized current densities 
obtained from numerical computation by asymptotic model of current skin. In our case: 
Pbronze = 0.15 pOhm-m; pTi = 1.2 pOhm-m; pCu = 0.018 uOhm-m; psted = 50 pCu; 
PA, = 0.024 uOhm-m. 

Jy 
Jy 

0.8 

0.6- 

0.4 

0.2 

-0.2 

\\<—A-\ 
 1  i 

/V\iy A— 
y^ \    v 

x/a 
0                 0.2               0.4 0.6               0.8                 1 

Fig. 4 The distribution of contact current density. The solid lines 
correspond to calculated data for the variants 1-3. The dashed lines 
are the experimental curves for variant 2, where: F - the factual data [4], 
C - the data from [4] superposed in the current density maxima point 
with the results of numerical computations. 

The scale X was found from the experimental data [4] for the estimation of the 
contact electrical resistance magnitude R. The scale X characterizes the size of diminish 
of the current density at the rear of the armature along the contact surface (fig. 4). For 
the mentioned above contact pairs variants X/a equals accordingly 0.10; 0.14; 0.23. 
From these data it is possible to find the sought data for the pointed variants: 1 - R = 1.6 
111 nOhm-m ,2-R = 6.3 nOhm-m , 3- R = 4.4 nOhm-m . It can be done with the help of 
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iterative method using curves like in fig. 4 and taking R derived from the formula (12) 
as initial approximation. 

By our estimations the contact pressure in the experiments [4] was about 300 
atm. The failure of solid metal contact wasn't observed thus the heat of the armature 
wasn't too strong. We neglect the heat influence over the parameter definition R in the 
considered variants. For the experimental values X in the variants 1,2 the left part of (12) 
dominates over (Da /Dr)

2. In variant 3 the dependence of Da of the temperature is weak. 
The typical picture of electrical current distribution in railgun taking into 

consideration the contact resistance looks like (fig.5). 

Fig. 5 The current streamlines for variant 2. 

The experimental method [4] for the definition of the distribution of contact 
current density based on rather nontrivial mathematical calculation of the magnetic 
probes indications is rather complicated. 

We analyze also an other approach to the experimental diagnostics in the contact 
zone founded on electrical probes indications. We locate potential sensors (1 and 2) in 
the rails at the distance h from the sliding surface (fig. 6). 

^<D 1.2 
1        "    .   2 

RAIL 

■^ 

xo 

ARMATURE 
7> 

V 

Fig. 6 The picture of electrical probes location. 
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The voltage drop between points 1 and 2 is: 

Here Ex is the x - component of electric field intensity. It is possible to show that 

B0JKX V   x0-d 

B's(p) 

c JP~X 

Here J= B01 [i0 - current per unit of rails width . If x < 0 : C=0, D=a. lfx>a: 
C=Z). When 0 < x < a : C=x, D=a. 

The results of estimations are represented in fig. 7 with a = 2 cm, b =1 cm, 
F=lkm/s, pa = pr = 10 nOhm-m2, J=lcm, h = 1mm. 
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Fig. 7 The effective electrical resistance between the sensors 
1,2 in rails: 1 - R = 0.01 nOhm-m2; 2 - 0.1; 3 -1.0. 

The change of potential difference (of the electrical resistance) between the 
points of measure 1, 2 is observed in this case at the various contact resistances R 
depending on the sensors location characterized by x0-coordinate. The dotted line marks 
the variant h = 0.4 mm, R = 0.1 nOhm-m . 

It is realised that the voltage drop in rails more strongly responses upon the 
change of the R- parameter magnitude than the contact current density. The last quantity 
is obtained in experiments from the indications of magnetic probes by numerical 
inversion of the integrated convolution operator. This problem is mathematically 
incorrect and requires a special regularization. To get information about voltage drop in 
rails doesn't require complicated mathematical calculations. The method of the R- 
parameter definition based on measurements of electrical potential distribution in rails 
perhaps will be more convenient due to the reasons which were already mentioned. 
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The amplitude of A9 falls at the decrease of contact resistance. It is explained by 
the follow reasons. The large R tends to disperse the contact current along the normal to 
surface of sliding. And it diminishes the longitudinal potential difference. It is necessary 
to notice that the signal intensivity of Acp will be much higher (fig.7) when the sensors 
are close to the surface of sliding (h ->0). It follows also directly from the observation 
of the dependence f(x) , defining the value of Acp, because at h=0 the exponential little 
term tends to 1 at moderate h. 

4. Conclusion 

The solution of i "hysical problem about the distribution of electrical "current 
in a vicinity of sliding sc,a metal contact in two-dimensional stationary formulation is 
constructed. It has enabled us to fulfil the theoretical evaluation of the precision of the 
approximate formula offered formerly for the definition of the zone size of current 
concentration. The method of estimation of the contact resistance R in rail launchers 
with a solid metal armature is considered. The application of the suggested method to 
the processing of the earlier made experiments has enabled us to estimate the R- 
parameter for several contact pairs in typical conditions for electromagnetic launchers. 
For improvement of the obtained results and for processing of the considered method it 
is necessary to fulfil the test experiments in a railgun with such contact electrode pairs, 
i.g. Cu - Al, for which the value R is known. 
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Investigation of Transverse Striations on Aluminum Rails 
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Summary—The ohmically-heated, liquid layer between the rails and solid armature of a railgun has a key 
role in the onset of transition, so understanding its nature is important Experiments in which both the rails and 
the armature are made of aluminum, show periodic, transverse striations in the rail surface, with a wave length 
varying between 0.5 mm and about 5 mm. Apparently the melted aluminum at the contact surface has solidified 
into waves with their crests at right angles to the motion of the armature. It is conjectured that these waves are 
generated by an instability in the sheared fluid layer separating the rail and armature, at a point just to the rear 
of the armature. While layers of uniform vorticity adjacent to a rigid wall are known to be linearly stable, there 
is a non-linear, secondary instability capable of generating the observed waves. This instability can also cause 
'filamentation,' namely the ejection of thin filaments of vortical fluid from regions of high curvature. That the 
observed crests are rather steep, appears to be due to this phenomenon. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During an electromagnetic launch, bore deposits are usually left behind by the armature. In the case of 
an aluminum armature, a primarily aluminum deposit is found on the recovered rail conductors, regardless, 
of the rail conductor material. The general nature of these deposits have been previously reported [1,2]; 
typically one sees a smooth-appearing layer (though microscopically rough) that averages 20-|im thick. It 
should be noted, however, that these results originated from either a monolithic or a laminated armature, 
with equal spacing between the conducting and insulating laminates. More particularly, the armature con- 
ductors) spanned the rail height almost completely in the above experiments. 

The observations and resulting theory presented in this paper are due to not using the entire rail con- 
ductor height during the launch. Specifically, only 40% of the rail conductor height about the longitudinal 
centerline of the rail was in contact with the armature. The initial reason for this geometry was to enable a 
12.7-mm x 25.4-mm armature to be launched from a 25.4-mm square bore in order to obtain higher exit 
velocities. Higher velocities were attained, but then transverse striations on the rails, lying orthogonal to 
the velocity vector, were also observed. These striations occurred when an Al 7075-T6 armature was 
launched on Al 6061-T6 rails, and were not found with other rail conductor materials. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS 

These experiments were conducted at the Institute for Advanced Technology Laboratory. The testbed 
used was the rebuilt OAT or Okaloosa Armature Tester coupled with a 3-MJ power supply from the former 
Thunderbolt program [3]. In the first experiment, the testbed was cored to produce a rectangular bore 
measuring 12.7-mm high x 25.4-mm wide (the larger being the rail-to-rail dimension). Due to testbed 
constraints, the rail height was maintained at 31.8 mm, of which 12.7 mm was in contact with the arma- 
ture. The armature used for this experiment is depicted in Fig. 1. It had six adjacent 2-mm thick Al 7075- 
T6 laminates which produced a 12-mm stack held together by an Al 6061-T6 pin and a polycarbonate 
bore rider. The total mass of this package was 19.00 grams. 
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Figure 1. 12.7-mm high x 25.4-mm wide armature used in the first experiment. 

For the second experiment, a 25.4-mm square bore was used. However, the six Al 7075-T6 laminates 
were arranged in a manner similar to the first experiment and is illustrated in Fig. 2. The initial mass of 
this armature was 26.70 grams. 

ARMATURE SIDE VIEW 

Bore 
rider 

,, 

,_ J-   ~'       <             -' 25. , 
,. 

- 

Polycarbonate -{ 

Al 7075-T6 

Polycarbonate 

Figure 2. Schematic side view of the 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm armature used in the second experiment. 

In both cases, Al 6061-T6 rails were used and a driving current with a 450-kA peak propelled the arma- 
tures. Because of the initially smaller mass, the first armature attained an exit velocity of -2.0 km/s, while 
the second armature reached -1.8 km/s. Transition occurred almost immediately (several centimeters 
beyond x = 0 cm) and transverse striations were observed soon after the location of armature transition on 
the recovered rails. Figures 3 and 4 are photographs depicting the transverse striations formed by the 
armature deposit from each of the experiments. 

Mm^äM^^M^^^M!*^? 

Fig. 3. Transverse striations about the x = 20 cm location; armature velocity was -850 m/s at this location. Photo- 
graph from the positive Al 6061-T6 rail of the first experiment 
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iimirmi: 
r-METALL 
Figure 4. (a) Fine transverse striations starting from the x = 15 cm location and (b) coarse transverse striations about the 
x = 30 cm location. The armature velocities were -825 m/s and -1140 m/s respectively. Photographs are from the negative 
Al 6061-T6 rail of the second experiment 

It should be noted that the striations are by no means symmetrical, i.e. they do not appear on both rails 
simultaneously. Closer inspection of the striated deposit revealed the presence of spherical cavities within 
the layer—an indication that the aluminum fluid flow prior to solidification was turbulent in nature, and/or 
the aluminum may have been boiling. Figure 5 is a low-magnification micrograph depicting a cluster of 
spherical cavities. 

Fig. 5. Clusters of spherical cavities within the deposit layer suggests turbulent mixing during the moment of solidifica- 
tion. 

An analysis of these striations show that the peak-to-peak distance generally increases with the velocity 
of the armature. The wavelengths range from 0.5 mm to greater than 5 mm, but not necessarily in that 
order, i.e. a 1-mm wavelength can be found in a region displaying primarily 2.5-mm striations. The thick- 
ness of the deposit was also measured to vary from several microns thick at the valleys of the striations to 
greater than 200-|im thick at the peaks. 

in. THE SOLIDIFICATION TIME 

It is a reasonable assumption that the waves observed on the aluminum rail are generated by an insta- 
bility in the highly sheared fluid layer leaving the interface at the rear of the armature. Vortex sheets are 
well known to be unstable, a phenomenon termed the 'Kelvin-Helmholtz' instability. Classic examples 
are observed in the wing-tip streamers generated by high-flying aircraft in supercooled, atmospheric con- 
ditions and in the generation of waves at the free surface of a liquid, over which a gas is flowing. But these 
flows are linearly unstable, whereas sheared flow past a rigid wall is stable to linear perturbations. There is 
a more subtle destabilizing mechanism, as we shall describe shortly. 

Viscosity very slowly eliminates the fluid shear, but as we shall show, in the conditions of the experi- 
ment, long before this can happen, heat is lost to the rail and the liquid aluminum solidifies. To verify 
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these statements, we need the time ty = h2/v for the kinematic viscosity v to remove the shear in a layer of 
thickness h. With the typical value, v = 5.7xl0~7m2/s for molten aluminum and the measured layer thick- 
ness of h = 50 Jim, we find that fv ~ 4.4 ms. We shall find below that the time for the solidification of the 
layer is much smaller than this, so we can ignore the effects of viscosity for the liquid layer. 

There remains the possibility that the layer solidifies before the non-linear instability that we shall dis- 
cuss below, has had time to develop a substantial perturbation on the fluid surface. So we need an estimate 
for the solidification time ts for the molten liquid to give up its heat to the solid rail surface. 

velocity      ..    .,      solid 
profile      liq>"d 

■'"»'>«■""' 

'i       profile      »quia / 

a+D 

. V 

Fig. 6. Solidification Distance, D. 

In Fig. 6 we show an armature extending over a contact distance a, measured in the direction of 
motion. The mixture remains liquid on the rail surface, until a distance (a + D) measured from the leading 
edge of the armature. We term D the solidification distance. Denote by Tm, T0 the melting temperature and 
the laboratory temperature, and let Xr denote the rail thickness. The surface y = 0 separates the liquid 
phase from the solid phase. Ignoring ohmic heating in the rail, we find that its temperature is 
approximately 

T-T0={l-y/kr){Tm-T0)        (-\<y<0). (1) 

Let the rail be moving with velocity V relative to the armature in a direction along the OX-axis. Also let 
Kr denote the thermal conductivity, p the density and Lm the enthalpy of fusion. In the range a < x < <*>, 
the aluminum layer is not ohmically heated and viscous heating is negligible. Hence, in steady conditions, 
the energy equation becomes 

0 - Kr^ + pLj\V)8(x*)      {x* = a + D), (2) 
dy 

where 8(x) is the delta function, the liquid/solid interface in the layer being at x = a + D and having an 
average velocity of s V relative to the liquid layer. 

First we integrate across the liquid layer to get 

dTy=h 
0 = K^ 2 

y=0 
+ \phLV8(x*). (3) 

At y = 0, 3- = -(T   - TQ)/Xr; at y = h, 3- = 0 , since we shall ignore losses to the air. Hence 

£(rm-r0) = iPALmv8(A (4) 
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Next we integrate from x = a to x = a + D. This gives the solidification distance 

D--^^KhV~~3^KhV' 
(5) 

where we have used the values (in MKS units) Kr= 251, p = 2410, Lm = 3.97 x 105, Tm - T0 = 635. In the 
experiment, V= 850 m/s, ^ = 6.35 mm, h = 50 |am and therefore from (5), D ~ 809 mm. The solidification 
time, ts = D/V, is therefore about 0.95 ms. This time is to be compared with the growth time of the non- 
linear shearing instability, to be described below. 

IV. INSTABILITY OF FINITE AMPLITUDE WAVES IN A SHEARED FLUID 

The instability in a sheared fluid has a long history that started with Kelvin and Helmholtz. They con- 
sidered vortex sheets, and their work was extended by Lord Rayleigh [4] to sheets of finite thickness. 
Rayleigh's unstable sheets were free to distort sinusoidally, maintaining constant width. The greatest 
growth rates are found at wave lengths, A,, equal to about eight times the thickness h of the sheet. His 
linear theory showed that infinite sheets adjacent to rigid walls were not unstable, at least to small 
displacements. 

Consider the case of a sheet of thickness h, in which the fluid velocity deceases uniformly from a value 
V directed along the positive *-axis, on the solid surface y = -h, to zero on y = 0. The resulting vorticity is 
CD = V/h and each fluid element spins with an angular velocity C, = |co. The wall moves with the velocity V, 
although as we shall ignore viscosity, this is not an essential element. Above y = 0 the flow is irrotational. 
Rayleigh adopted a theorem due to Helmholtz that stated that the effect of an element dA rotating with an 
angular velocity £, is to produce, at a point whose distance from the element is r, a transverse velocity q, 
such that 

<l = %r ' (6) 

It is not difficult to show that waves of length X on the surface y = 0 will propagate with a velocity c 
given by 

<-> e"E) 
4%h\ 

(7) 

These are called Kelvin-Helmholtz waves; they have neutral stability. In recent years, with the aid of 
computers, this work has been extended to the non-linear regime [5,6]. For a general survey, Saffman's 
monograph [7] may be consulted. 

Dcstortcd wave 

vorticily 

Fig. 7. Kelvin-Helmholtz waves. 
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The configuration of interest here is that of a semi-infinite sheet, extending from the rear of the arma- 
ture at x = 0 to the breech at (say) x - °°. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the K-H waves will propagate away from 
the armature, but the presence of the armature boundary changes the stability of these waves. Consider, for 
example, the effect of an small increase in the wave amplitude at the point a of the wave closest to the 
armature. A second-order effect of this modulation will be to reduce the strength of the vorticity CO, and as 
this effect is convected with the local fluid velocity, it is evident from (6) that the reduced spin of the fluid 
elements immediately downstream of the point a will tend to increase the amplitude of the perturbation at 
a. In an infinite wave pattern, perturbed over all waves, this tendency would be balanced by an increase in 
the spin at the trough of the wave immediately upstream of a. Our conclusion is that the presence of the 
armature—which suppresses upstream changes—induces an instability in the naturally occurring K-H 
waves in the layer behind the armature. We have not attempted to quantify this phenomenon, since there 
are other non-linear effects to take into account. The flow pattern is rather complex. Just as in the linear 
theory for free vortex sheets, there should be a value of the ratio X Ih at which the growth rate of the insta- 
bility is a maximum and so we expected the observations to show that TJh = a, where a is roughly 
constant. And certainly the longer waves occurred where the layer was thickest, but no clear value of a 
emerged. 

Pullin [5] shows that convecting free vortical boundaries are quickly distorted by differential motions. 
For large enough wave amplitude, the valleys in the wave pattern tend to move faster than the peaks, a 
phenomenon one can also trace to the influence of the distorted vorticity distribution, as indicated in 
Fig. 7. If this process occurs in the aluminum layer, we would expect to find the crests of the waves to be 
thicker towards the muzzle end of the rail. This is observed to be the case in Fig. 4(a), although at another 
station nearer the muzzle, the opposite wave inclination appears. 

Pullin also shows that the time scale tw for the distortion of the primary wave is approximately the same 
as the wave's period 

471..      -e._1 

In a typical railgun observation, with h = 50 |im, % = 800 u.m and CO = V/h = 850 / (50xl0"6) = 1.7xl07, 
we get tm = 1.3 (is, which is somewhat less than the solidification time calculated above, i.e. the waves 
have time to develop. 

Finally we should mention the phenomenon of filamentation studied by Pullin et al. This is the ten- 
dency of small bumps on surfaces separating regions of differing vorticity to steepen and form points of 
high curvature, from which spring thin filaments of vortical fluid. There is some evidence of this with the 
aluminum waves, the crests of which sometimes have a rough 'Christmas tree' edging. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

It is not easy to draw firm quantitative conclusions from the experiments, because of the variability of 
the ratio "klh. The thickness h changes over an order of magnitude from one part of the rail to another. 
That the various non-linear instabilities we have cited are involved in the process, we have no doubt. The 
evidence about the direction of cresting is a little confusing, but that filamentation is occurring seems con- 
vincing. It seems unlikely that aluminum rails have any practical value, except perhaps to be a means of 
studying the very complicated liquid metal boundary between armatures and rails. 
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Investigation of the metal contact crisis in a railgun 
with sectioned rails 
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Abstract — There are discussed in detail the experimental results of the new 
method proposed by authors earlier which allows to obtain the non-arc acceleration 
regime with a larger value of the metal armature velocity than is realized in traditional 
railguns. 

I. Introduction 

The armature metal contact crisis in railguns with directing rails arises from the 
velocity skin current effect. Connected with this event is the evaporation of a thin layer 
of the armature contact surface in a high magnetic field region. This evaporation leads 
to an increased voltage drop across the interface between the armature and the rail and 
is followed by arc ignition. The armature transition velocity corresponding to the time, 
when the contact transitions, depends weakly on the current and its period [1]. There 
are methods resulting in an increase of the transition velocity: the use of rails with a 
resistive layer [2 - 5] and the use of muzzle feed railguns [6-8]. These methods are 
based on the idea of decreasing the thickness of the skin layer. 

In this work we continue an investigation of a new method proposed by us [9] to 
increase the transition velocity termed as the Dynamic Current Distribution (DCD) 
method. It consists of current localization in narrow regions of the contact that are 
forced to move opposite to the velocity. This is done periodically along the armature 
contact surface by sections in the surface of the rail. Thus, there arises the effect of 
DCD over all the contact surface of the armature. 

The performance of a railgun with resistive rails has been experimentally 
investigated. The processing of experimental results was carried out using the physical 
and mathematical model [9] of the armature acceleration process. The results of this 
investigation are presented in the following parts of the report. 

II. Experimental installation and experimental data 

A. Experimental installation 

The experiments were carried out with the installation consisting of a capacitor 
bank (C=0.075 F, U=5 kV), the railgun and the diagnostics. The latter allowed 
measurement of the railgun current, the muzzle voltage, the armature position with help 
of magnetic probes placed with definite interval along the trajectory of flight. 

The railgun contains the sectioned rails (pos.l), made from copper alloy, and 
aluminium armature (pos.2) which are shown in fig. 1. The rails surface consists of 
alternating insulating and conducting strips - teeth (pos.3). The insulators are made 
from polymer with boron nitride filler. The full length of a rail is 850 mm and the 
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breech section with a length of 200 mm is not sectioned. The armature has sizes d = 
h = 10 mm, 1 =18 mm. Its mass M = 4.5 g. The rail has constant sectioning along 
length a/1 = 0.4. The lateral insulator walls of the railgun bore are made from the fiber- 
glass laminate. 

Fig.l. The appearance of sectioned rail in the railgun. 
1 - metallic rail, 2 - armature, 3 - tooth, 4 - insulator. 

B. Description of the experiment and the measurements results 

With help of the powder preliminary accelerator the armature acquired the 
velocity Vo , which was not measured. The current was supplied to the rails 100 jus 
before the armature came to the first section. The current and voltage profiles on the 
railgun muzzle end are presented in fig. 2. 

1   I   |   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   1   I   |   I   I   I   I   I   M   II   |   I    I   I   1   I   I   I   I   I   j   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I 

0 200 400 600 800 
Time   (/zs) 

Fig.2. The railgun current and muzzle voltage profiles with sectioned rails 
foraj/l = 0.4. The initial armature velocity is 614 m/s (powder 
acceleration). 
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The current reaches the maximum value 230 kA at time 450 \is. The voltage has 
the characteristic leaps stipulated for a passage of the armature from section to section 
of the rail. The maximum voltage reached 400 V with metallic type of contact. In fig. 3 
there are presented the current profiles in sections 14 and 15 at the moment when the 
armature passes them. Metallographic analysis has shown the presence of micro 
destruction in the corners of all sections that confirms the existence of spark discharges 
analogous to the collector sparking in electric machines. The moments when the 
armature passes the magnetic probes installed along the rails are shown in fig. 4 by 5 
squares. 

300 

490 510 530     550 
Time (jus) 

570 590 

Fig.3. The currents profiles in the 14th and 15th tooth of the railgun electrode with 
sectioned rails for at/l = 0.4. The initial armature velocity is 614 m/s 
(powder acceleration). 
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the armature position (X) and the velocity (V) 
versus time. 
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III. Discussion of the results 

The analysis of the experimental data has shown that without taking into 
account the friction force between the armature and the sectioned rails it is impossible 
to reproduce a trajectory of the armature in the railguin with help of calculations. To 
determine correctly the friction force we have used the recommendations [3] for a 
definition of a pressing force Fy of our armature to the rails , Fy = 2.1 1-L'I12, where 
L' and I are the railgun inductance per unit length and the railgun current, respectively. 
Thus, the armature movement equation has a form dV/dt = L'eff-I /(2-M), where 
L'eff = L'-( 1 - 4.22 • a), and a is the coefficient of friction. Solving the movement 

equation for V0 = 614 m/s and L'eff = 1.82-10"7 H/m , we have been successful to 
reproduce the armature movement trajectory which is represented in fig. 4. Here is 
presented the time dependence of the armature velocity, too. It is seen that the armature 
was accelerated up to the velocity 1140 m/s. The point * on the curve for the velocity 
corresponds to the armature transition velocity for continuous rails. This velocity is 
V* = 830 m/s. Investigating the state of the sectioned rails contact surface we have not 
discovered tracks of high current arcing. 

Mathematical model of the heat calculation of the armature contact surface and 
the rail teeth is presented by us in [9]. In this report we shall write the calculation 
formulae and give the explanations for its. Let us make use of the notation presented in 
fig.l and define the optimum sectioning of the rail as the sectioning in which the tooth 
size a; equals to 6;, where 5; is the width of the skin layer in the tooth. With the non- 
optimum sectioning of the rail 8; < as < 1 . The current density in the i-tooth and 
adjacent to it the thin layer of the armature contact surface is j; = I; / (8j • d), where I; is 
the current value in the railgun at the time when the armature places above the i-tooth. 
For the optimum sectioning of the rail 8;11 = g [(1+ 4 /g)05 - 1] / 2 and for the non- 
optimum sectioning of the rail 8; /1 = [ g (1-aj /1 )]°'5, where g = Dri / (V; • 1), Dri is 
the field diffusion coefficient in the rail tooth, V; is the armature velocity at the time 
when the armature passes the i-tooth. The heat of the i -tooth is Qri = u • Dri • jj • xri = 
H (Ji • 5i f = \i (Ii / d)2 . Here xri = (1 - ^ ) / V; is the time of the current flowing in the 
i-tooth, |j. is the magnetic permeability. The energy emitting in the volume unit of the 

x„: / aai = armature contact surface thin layer in passing every the j -tooth is   Qaj = jj • xaj / aaj 

(Ij / d )2 / ( 8j • craj • Vj), where    xaj = dj/Vi is the time of heating , craj is the armature 
conductivity. Thus, the energy of the armature contact surface thin layer after passing 

i 

the i-tooth will be Q^ = ]£ Qaj. 
j=i 

In fig. 5 the heat calculation results in a thin layer of the armature contact 
surface versus time are presented. The heat is normalized to the value of the aluminium 
evaporation heat Qev = 31.3 GJ/m3 . The curve (1) corresponds to the sectioned rails 
used in the experiments and the curve (2) to the sectioned rails with the optimum tooth 
sizes ai . The values of the relative heat 0.053 and 0.086 correspond to the beginning 
and the end of the melting process with the temperature 658 C. 
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the ratio of the heat on the armature contact surface 
to the evaporation heat versus time. 

The value of the relative heat of 0.216 corresponds to the beginning of the evaporation 
with the temperature 2447° C. As seen from the conduct of curve (1) at time 700 |_is the 
armature contact surface reaches the evaporation temperature but actual evaporation 
does not occur. Note that in a traditional railgun a crisis arrives at 400 |^s (see fig. 4). 
With optimum sectioning of rails it is possible to decrease the contact surface heat 
considerably as seen from curve 2. 

In fig. 6 there are presented the calculation results of the temperature (T) and the 
optimum tooth size (a;) versus the section number. The level of temperatures is quite 
moderate. The tooth sizes a; are in reasonable limits. 
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versus its number. 
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IV. Conclusion 

The experiments and above presented calculations have shown that a conception 
of DCD is correct. If in a traditional railgun, because of the velocity skin current 
effect, the transition of a metallic contact occurred at an armature velocity of 830 m/s, 
then in the railgun with sectioned rails, realizing the conception DCD, the transition of 
a metallic contact has not been discovered. The total length of the rails could therefore 
be used for armature acceleration and a velocity of 1140 m/s at the exit of the railgun 
was obtained. 
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SUMMARY 

We describe the present state of development of a 0 - D model of an electrothermal launcher resulting 
from the combination of the PFN and plasma burner modules developed by CEA with the interior 
ballistics module developed by GIAT Industries, which model the phenomena in the chamber and in the 
tube, respectively. 

This last module is presented here with assumptions and preliminary results. A first comparison of 
calculated and experimental (< 4 MJ) results is exposed, and permits a partial validation of the 
assumptions. Reasonable agreement with typical experimental results is noted although there is a 
difference of time scale. 

This comparison with experiment is encouraging and underlines the need to improve and develop our 
hypothesis and exploit the available experimental results to validate the model. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Variables 

Q 
u 
H 
h 
Lv 
N 
P 
T 
V 

: energy; P : density; 
: internal energy; M : molar mass ; 
: mean molar enthalpy ; S : area; 
: convective heat transfer coefficient; V : velocity; 
: molar latent heat of vaporisation ; t : time; 
: number of moles ; NuD : Nusselt number; 
: pressure ; ReD : Reynolds number; 
: temperature; Pr : Prandtl number; 
: volume; s : emissivity of a grey body ; 

Subscripts 

cap      : capillary; 
H20     : water; 
b : projectile base ; 

Pi 
w 
i or j 

plasma; 
tube wall; 
i-thorj-th species; 

Superscripts 

cc convective ; rad radiative. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within the framework of sub - program 4 of the Frenco - German co-operation on electrical launchers, 
GIAT Industries developed in co-ordination with CEA, a numerical model to compute the performance 
of an electrothermal gun containing water as working fluid. 

Within the framework of its work on ETL (ElectroThermal Launcher) financed by Direction de la 
Recherche et de la Technologie (DRET), CEA developed and validated the LETOD [1-2] code that 
simulates the PFN (Pulse Forming Network) and the plasma burner. GIAT Industries focuses its interests 
on the interior ballistics (geometrically limited on one side by the plasma torch exhaust and on the other 
by the projectile base) to complete the above model ; the complete model of ETL contains three parts : 
the CEA modules (PFN and plasma torch) and the interior ballistics (IB) module presented here. 

In this module, we made significant modifications to our older model [3] including, among others, the 
computation of the evolving thermodynamical properties of the gas phase during the shot. We present 
here the hypotheses made in this module, a first comparison with experimental results carried out in 
weapon configuration at the end of 1996 within the framework of the joint effort with CEA, and the 
possible evolution of our model towards to a validation stage. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERIOR BALLISTICS MODULE. 

This module is a global (0 - D) model of interior ballistics that uses the Lagrange assumption to calculate 
the pressure and velocity distribution of the gas phase along the chamber and the tube. The projectile 
motion is computed from the momentum conservation equation taking into account the pressure at its 
base. 

We made some hypotheses, a priori, to build the model. 

Between the torch exhaust and the projectile base, we distinguish three elements : a gas phase, a liquid 
phase and the tube. 

We have schematically represented these elements with their interactions in figure 1. 

CAPILLARY 
A 

COMBUSTION CHAMBER TUBE 

ANP'    i 
'AN 

TT-^^ 
H,0 AQmo   >QSt 

T,P,N; 
^\yj    ^ 

Pb.SbVAt 
 > 

Figure 1 : Physical phenomenon of the interior ballistics. 
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ELEMENTS AND INTERACTIONS CONSIDERED IN THE IB MODULE. 

The gas phase 

The gas phase is considered to be in thermodynamical equilibrium and to verify the Debye - Hiickel 
model which modifies the ideal gas equation because of the Coulombian interaction. The 
thermodynamical properties (EOS, energy, entropy, ...) are determined by the physical statistics. 

Its composition and temperature, considering the mass and energy balances, are computed by maximising 
its entropy by using a modified Downhill - Simplex optimum-seeking method [4]. 

The working fluid. 

Considering the existing tests of visualisation on working fluid ablation and those we carried out earlier 
[5], the working fluid seems generally to develop an annular configuration in the combustion chamber. 
Consequently, we considered the working fluid simply as the cylinder represented on figure 1 with a 
surface SJ^Q gas / fluid interface. The temperature of the water was chosen constant and equal to T0 = 
300 K. The working fluid is ablated by the incident thermal flow (radiative and convective). This results 
in vaporisation followed by heating to a temperature Tl = 400 K before perfect mixing with the gas 
phase. 

The tube wall 

The tube wall is fixed and has a uniform temperature near 300 K which is determined by the ratio of the 
received heat to the thermal capacity of the complete tube. 

The plasma torch / gas phase interaction 

The plasma is limited to the first ionisation and its flow is given by the relation : 

ANpl_ppl_s      |2(Pp,-P) [E"1] 

At       MpI   
cap\      ppl 

The number of plasma moles transferred during At is perfectly mixed with the gas phase, adding the 
energy: AQp!=ANpl.Hpl(t) 

Gas phase / working fluid and wall interaction 

The radiative flow to the working fluid and the tube coming from the gas phase is considered as that of a 
grey body of emissivity e = 0,5 ; so the radiative heat received by the Y medium (tube or working fluid) 
during At is : AQ?d = e.Q.T4.SY.At 

The heat transfer coefficient is estimated using the COLBURN equation with averaged Reynolds and 
Prandtl numbers corresponding to the working fluid in the chamber at the exhaust plasma flow velocity, 
and for the tube with the Lagrange assumption : 

[E-2] 

To take into account the gradients near the surfaces, the MacAdams rule is used ; it depends, for the 
calculation of interfacial properties (except Cp), on the definition of a film temperature, the mean of the 
gas and the X medium temperatures. The heat transferred to the fluid or the tube wall by convection is 
AQc

x
c=h(T-Tx).Sx.At. 
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The heat received at the interface by the working fluid generates its vaporisation and its heating to Tj. As 
a consequence, the number of moles of water vaporised during At is: 

AQCHC
2o+AQg°0 

HH2o(Tl)_HH20 

and the associated volume released to the gas phase is : ^vH 0=MH0.- 

ANH2
°   (LV + HH^TJ-H^OCTO)) 

[E-3] 

PH,O 

Conservation relations for the gas phase. 

The matter conservation equation is clearly valid. The energy balance corresponds to the following 
expression for the variation of the energy balance : 

Ugas(t + At)-Ugas(t) =     Hp,(t).ANpl +HH2O(T0).ANH2O 

Internal energy change 
gas phase 

Energy of the plasma and the water entering 
the gas phase during At. [E-4] 

+Ekin(t)-Ekin(t + At)-(p(t).AVH2o+PB(t).St.Ax)- [AQ^+AQ^] 

Kineticenergy change. Work exerted against pressure.      Losses to the tube wall. 

We specify that the kinetic energy variation is that of the moving mass formed by the projectile, the gas 
phase and the working fluid. The work exerted against pressure is that of the mean pressure on the 
volume released by the working fluid ablation on one side, and that of the base pressure due to the 
projectile motion on the other side. 

The differentiation of this equation gives, with Af = f(t+At) - f(t): 

AU gas ' 
d\J„ 

&T 
21 (T(iv(t+AiNi(t+A$).AT + X 

Nj,V 

au gas 

dN 
J   ) 

(T($,V(t+AiNi($).ANj 

Ni,i»j,V,T 

fdV„ 

dV 
SÜ        (T(iv(iNi«).AV 

[E-5] 

Ni.T 

By grouping corresponding terms in [E-4] and [E-5], we get the relation [E-6] where the term on the left 
of the equation corresponds to the variation of the internal energy of an adiabatic system of volume V(t+ 
At), and the term on the right to a perfectly defined value. The system temperature and composition is 
determined (using a modified Downhill - Simplex method) by the entropy maximisation of the gas phase 
and the energy balance. 

gUgas^ dU gas 

SN ).) 
(T(t),v(t + At),Ni(t)).ANj = T(t),v(t + At),Ni(t + At)).AT+]T 

VN:,V j  V 

HpI(t).ANpl+HH2o(To)-ANH2o+Ecin(t)-Ecin(t + At)-(p(t).AVH2o+PB(t).S.Ax) 

fau„ 

[E-6] 

AQ^d+AQCC 
SV 

(T(t),v(t),N;(t)).AV 
Ni.T 

This method shows good agreement with plasma equilibrium computations from the litterature and 
indicates that it is reasonable to determine the equilibrium solely with predominant species. In the 
following computations, we only consider the 9 species : H20, H, C, O, H+, C+, 0+, e" and C2H4 (vapour 
coming from the plasma torch). 

The numerical scheme of integration is an explicit Eulerian, with an adaptive time step. 
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COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

In our computations, we considered a shot start pressure of 40 MPa and then no drag force. 

The input data for the PFN and the capillary model are those used for the shots by CEA. 

The code has been calibrated with available experimental results in a weapon (250 to 750 kJ) and in 
closed vessels (250 kJ) of 30 mm, and then applied, without modification, to GI / CEA experiments in 30 
mm carried out in 1996 for energies from 1 to 4 MJ. 

The input data for the computations and the experimental shots (shot number, projectile mass, working 
fluid mass, tube length and initial PFN voltage) are given in table 1. 

Table 1 : Input data for 250 kJ to 4 MJ shots. 

Electrical 

energy 

Shot n° Projectile mass (g) Working fluid 

mass (g) 

Tube length (m) Initial voltage (kV) 

[PFN] 

250 kJ. 169 49,1 20 0,25 11,1 [1] 

1MJ. 113 48,0 20 1,0 22,0 [1] 

2MJ. 120 49,0 40 3,0 18,6 [3] 

3MJ. 114 60,0 54 3,0 21,3 [3] 

4MJ. 115 132 77 3,0 21,1 [3] +22,2 [1] 

N.B.: The PFN 1 and 3 contain respectively 4 & 12 RLC cells; for the 4 MJ shot, the PFN 1 was boosted after 850 us. 

The characteristic values (maximum current Imax, minimum resistance Rmin, maximum pressure Pmax 
and discharging voltage Udisc in the plasma torch, projectile exit velocity v and discharging time x) of 
the computed (bold) and experimental (italic) results are given in table 2. 

Table 2 : Typical results for the 250 kJ to 4 MJ shots. 

Num./ 

Exp. 

Imax 

(kA) 

Rmin 

(mfi) 

v (m/s) Pmax (kbar) x(ms) (C«2>n 
ablated (g) 

udisch(kv) 

250 kJ 122 /122 40,0/25,0 *** 1,30 /1,45 0,43 / 0,41 0,85 10,89 4,5/4,0 

1MJ. 294/300 20,0/20,5 1810/2/30 2,33 / 3,28 0,45/0,40 *** 6,1/6,/ 

2MJ. 264/241 112/16,7 2530/2620 2,03/1.95 1,28/1,28 *** 4,6/4,/ 

3MJ. 311/309 15,5 /19,5 2560/2450 2,87/ 4,19 129/1,17 *** 4,9/6,0 

4MJ. 534 / 485 11,2/15.6 2160/2/50 333 / 4,24 125/2,09 *** 6,0/7,6 

N.B. : A short circuit occurred during the 4 MJ shot. 
The ablated masses of PE for the 1 to 4 MJ shots are not available. 

250 KJ. 

For this shot, the results correspond to a closed vessel shot; the maximum pressure is a radial one in the 
plasma burner. Generally speaking, computed and experimental results are quite close. 

1 TO 4 MJ SHOTS. 

For these shots realised in a 30 mm gun tube, the experimental maximum pressures given in table 2 are 
Crusher readings (only indicative) except for the 2 MJ shot where the given pressure is that of the base of 
the projectile one deduced from the projectile motion determined by IDL. Experimental and computed 
results are again close, except for the Crusher pressures. 
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Only the experimental results from the IDL measurement for the 2 MJ shot permit a refinement of the 
comparison of experiment & computation. This is generally limited to current and voltage curves and 
sometimes to the total mass of ablated material. 

We compare the experimental (bold) and 
computed (fine) resistance versus time for a 2      ^ 
MJ shot in figure 2. J 

O 
s, 

oT 
This figure underlines the good agreement 
for the minimum resistance during the shot 
and shows a time difference of nearly 0,1 ms 
with the plasma setup. t(m) 

Figure 2 : Plasma resistance - 2 MJ shot. 

In figure 3, we show the experimental (bold) 
and computed (fine) projectile displacement 
and velocity. 

Experimental results being plotted with an 
advance of 0,1 ms. With this advance, 
experimental and computed results are : 

- merged for projectile motion (1 curve); 
- very close for projectile velocity. 
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Figure 3 : Projectile position and velocity - 2 MJ shot. 

In figure 4, we have plotted the computed (fine) 
and experimental (bold) base pressure with a time 
advance of 0,1 ms according to the above remarks. 

The upper curve of the computed pressures 
corresponds to the mean pressure in the capillary, 
the next to the mean pressure in the combustion 
chamber and the lower curve to the base pressure, 
the arrow indicates the instant (1.1 ms) at which all 
the fluid was vaporised. 

250 

t(m) 

Figure 4 : Pressures in the ETL - 2 MJ shot. 

Between 0,35 and 0,80 ms, the experimental base pressure is greater than the computed one. A possible 
explanation of this difference could be that experimental ablation is faster than we assumed. 
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DISCUSSION - CONCLUSION 

A comparison of computation & experiments shows reasonable agreement for current, voltage, 
discharging time and projectile velocity. The agreement is quite remarkable, considering the simple 
hypothesis used. 

We assumed that the time difference between experimental and computed results in the plasma torch is 
due to the simple model of the plasma initiation. This is not embarrassing since quite good agreement 
with the plasma resistance in the torch and with the projectile velocity is observed. 

Considering the remark on figure 4, an adapted ablation rate should allow one to match the base pressure 
estimated by IDL. A realistic adaptation consists in determining the ablated water fractions for each of 
the following interactions : radiative, convective and mechanical. 

This shows that the most sensitive point is the one concerning the plasma / matter interaction since there 
are not enough significant results available. 

The model validation will necessitate an evaluation in the future work of the different elements used as 
well as improving them to improve the computation/experiments agreement. These elements are : 

- the plasma resistance model (improvement of the electron/neutral collision contribution to the 
plasma resistance); 

- the introduction of the double ionisation ; 
- the plasma/matter interaction with or without vapour shield : 

- for the WF : thermal aspects (convective, radiative) and mechanical (dragging); 
- for the PE : convective aspect, radiative and mechanical (PE compression). 
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Summary—Solid armature railguns have been found to be more efficient than plasma armature railguns in 
laboratory experiments for launching useful payloads at up to 3 km/s. These launchers use armatures that are 
accelerated from rest by a high-current pulse. This study draws upon experimental results obtained using a 
25-mm square bore launcher. The experimental focus is the post-shot condition of the rail contact surface after 
a single launch experiment The performance of rails made of molybdenum, copper-chromium alloy, and unal- 
loyed copper is compared. A liquid metal layer forms between the aluminum armature and the rail during the 
very early stage of launch. The rail contact surfaces are observed to have different areal coverages of resolidi- 
fied liquid metal. Measurements of the spatial evolution of these coverages as a function of current are 
reported. It is proposed that the behavior can be interpreted in terms of the known Mode III shear failure at the 
support of a moving beam. Molybdenum and copper-based alloys both have development potential as rail con- 
ductor materials. Some of the pertinent materials technology developments are reviewed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a need to improve the damage resistance of rail conductors and to increase the lifetime of rail 
conductors. Multi-shot service conditions in which similar forces are applied to structures at different tem- 
peratures demand expanded launcher design and materials selection space. One structure degrading 
mechanism is rail heating. Joulean heating of the rail conductors increases the rail resistivity and the 
energy dissipated in the launcher structure. Elevated temperature operation reduces allowable operating 
stress levels and increases the size and mass of rail conductors. 

For many minimum-mass armature designs constructed of aluminum alloys, there is the need to know 
precisely how the current and the resulting Lorentz force is distributed in the armature. The heated arma- 
ture which has undergone plastic deformation can be a more mass-efficient projectile driver. If during the 
early current pulse, the current is non-uniformly distributed, the resultant accelerating force can perturb 
and misalign the early trajectory. Such misaligments and uneven heating produce launch package over- 
stress and bore interactions which have been observed to damage rail surfaces. 

The research is described in three sections. In Section 1, the experimental part of the study presents 
observations of the armature/rail interface in cases where three different rail materials were tested with a 
common aluminum alloy armature. Regions of recovered rails corresponding to the rising-current, early 
phase of launch were examined. Section 2 proposes that the initial armature motion resembles a dynami- 
cally loaded beam — a model developed by other workers. As motion begins there is a shearing of the 
armature material near the armature/rail interface. A Mode III beam-support failure is observed. Section 3 
provides a general assessment of rail materials performance. The potential for improved rail conductor 
materials is provided through a review of reported research on these materials. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH 

A. Section 1: Experimental Study 

This experimental procedures section is divided into three topics: materials description, test and evalua- 
tion procedures, and post-test evaluation and analysis results. 

B. Materials Description 

Three rail materials were tested: Unalloyed Copper C11000, Copper-Chromium Alloy C18200, and 
Molybdenum. For the baseline laboratory rail conductor tests we have employed unalloyed "electrolytic 
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tough pitch" (ETP) copper {Cl 1000}. ETP copper contains approximately 0.03% oxygen and a minimum 
of 99.0% copper. In the commercial busbar grades, the material was supplied in the half-hard temper. The 
commercial busbar designated "182 RWMA Class II" was the copper-chromium alloy used for these 
experiments. The molybdenum was made from commercial-purity powder-metallurgy plate stock. Rails 
were supplied cut from 0.25-inch thick rolled plate, with the longitudinal rolling direction matching the 
long dimension of the rail. The relative values of electrical conductivity and strength for the three rail 
materials are shown graphically in Figure 1. 

500 

400 -, 

300 .. 

200 

100 

□   Conductivity (%IACS) 
D   Ultimate Tensile Strength (MPa) 

ETP Copper Copper-Chrome 

Material 

Molybdenum 

Fig. 1. Relative values of conductivity and strength for the three materials studied. 

The ETP copper and the copper-chromium alloy rail conductors were supplied by Copper & Brass 
Sales, CA. The molybdenum rails were supplied by Phillips Elmet Inc., MA. The rail conductors sizes 
were 1.25 in x 0.25 in with rectangular cross sections. They were cut in 60-inch lengths and drilled and 
tapped to accommodate muzzle voltage probes. The rail conductor surfaces were lightly scrubbed with a 
nylon foam pad wetted with ethyl alcohol, followed by an alcohol rinse and air drying. 

C. Test and Evaluation Procedures 

EML Test Bed — The test bed used was the Okaloosa Armature Tester (OAT). OAT was a 1.2-m long, 
25-mm square bore launcher designed for armature/rail physics and materials studies. It was powered by a 
4.8 MJ capacitor/inductor pulsed power supply, described elsewhere [1]. For these tests, current pulses 
with nominal 600 kA peaks were employed. These tests examined rail behaviors and the current-carrying 
limits of these aluminum armatures. The MCA 1.01 armature designed by Price and Yun [2] was used in 
these tests. In these experiments the armature mass was 24 g and it pushed a polycarbonate slug with a 
mass of 16 g. The armature configuration is shown in Figure 2a. The typical current pulse shape is shown 
in Figure 2b. 

D. Post-Test Evaluation and Analysis 

The rails were recovered after each experiment for evaluation. Qualitative assessments of the materials 
transfer between the armature and rail conductors were performed using a low power stereoscopic optical 
microscope. Photomicrographs were taken of the rail surface at the point of armature motion initiation. 
The molybdenum rails were observed to crack at discontinuities in their supports. SEM fractography was 
used to determine the nature of the fracture process. Optical profilometry was used to measure wetting 
angles of the deposits. The details of this method have been described in our previous work [3]. 
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Fig. 2. a) The monolithic aluminum armature MCA 1.0.1 used in the tests studied; b) current pulse shape typical of the tests 
studied; c) interface power dissipation versus current pulse duration plot for the ETP copper rail studied. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

E. Performance Data from Test 

Test data show the measured current profile, as shown in Figure 2b for the unalloyed copper rail. In 
Figure 2c these data are used in an extended analysis to produce the power dissipation trace. The method 
is briefly outlined here. Data measured by Jamison are used [4]. The armature interface resistance during 
a current pulse was measured with a stationary armature clamped between unalloyed copper rails. Those 
measurements concluded that for the MCA 1.01 design "each contact that the armature makes with the 
rail acts as a 7 microhm resistor." Using this measured value of interface resistance, the instantaneous 
power dissipation is approximated by the product of the current squared and this measured value of the 
resistance. The resistance is assumed to have a constant value. 

The area under the I R vs. t curve in Figure 2c is the interface energy dissipated. The calculated energy 
value for the unalloyed copper rail is 121 J. This energy dissipation data is used to set upper-bound esti- 
mates on the melted mass loss of aluminum at one armature/rail interface. The specific enthalpy 
contributions are first identified. The latent heat of fusion of aluminum is 397 J/g, and the specific heat is 
0.9 J/g-K at 300 K [5]. If the energy dissipation at the interface is assumed to heat the aluminum alloy 
from 300 K to 850 K to initiate melting and then to melt it, an estimated total of 892 J/g is required to just 
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melt the aluminum alloy. For each degree the liquid is heated, an additional 1.18 J/g will be expended. A 
conservative 100 K of liquid heating is assumed providing an additional enthalpy contribution of 118 J/g. 
Summing these contributions it is calculated that the total energy expended to produce one gram of 950 K 
liquid aluminum is 1010 J. Using these data we estimate that during the first 200 microseconds of this 
launch cycle, 121 milligrams of liquid aluminum is produced on each rail. This calculation assumes that 
all the energy dissipated in the interface resistance is used to heat and melt the aluminum that is left on the 
rail. Measurements of corresponding deposit volumes, which have been made, are being corrected for 
porosity and the presence of the more dense alumina as a reaction product. These data will be incorpo- 
rated into a thermophysical wear model for aluminum armatures. 

E Evidence on the Recovered Rail 

A typical set of photomicrographs of the recovered rails is shown in Figure 3. These depict the deposit 
left during the first 5 mm of armature travel. In Figure 3a, a fairly uniform smearing of aluminum-rich 
debris onto the copper rail is evident. Figures 3b and 3c give comparable images of the aluminum transfer 
on the copper-chromium alloy rails and on the molybdenum rail. 

The appearance of the copper rail surface in the vicinity of the transferred aluminum is different from 
the case of a copper wire armature [6]. In that case it was observed that at the start position a heat affected 
zone surrounded each of the contact locations. This zone was marked by a brown oxide forming about half 
a millimeter around each contact footprint. The indication is that the process of melting the aluminum 
alloy, which begins at about 850 K, leads to a limit in the temperature rise on the rail surface and a reduc- 
tion in the extent of temperature-induced oxidation. A second reason proposed is the reduced delay time 
before initial armature motion of an aluminum armature compared to a copper armature. This reduced 
time is associated with the energy deposition time needed to melt the aluminum compared with that 
needed to melt copper. This early melting behavior provides the interface lubricant and reduces the fric- 
tional force that must be overcome by the ready-to-move armature. 

The wetting and spreading interactions between the liquid aluminum and the rail were assessed using 
optical profilometry, stereomicroscopy, and digital image analysis. Measured wetting angles from the 
edge profiles of the resolidified aluminum at the X = 0 location ranged from 1.1 degrees to 1.7 degrees for 
aluminum on ETP copper. Values of 1.6 to 4.5 degrees were measured for aluminum on copper-chromium 
alloy. For molybdenum, the values were 3.7 to 6.9 degrees. For optimum wetting, small wetting angles are 
desirable. Thin, poorly-adherent deposits have been observed to detach spontaneously. 

Spreading of liquid aluminum prior to resolidification was assessed for the baseline ETP copper rail 
conductor. The deposits were found to spread out to a far greater extent on the unalloyed copper than the 
deposits on the other two rail conductors. It is suggested that this spreading is promoted by the relatively 
higher temperature of the spreading liquid aluminum front. Current flow in the unalloyed copper is more 
concentrated near the skin of the conductor during the initial phase of the pulse and has been shown to 
modify the surface through skin effect heating [7]. A further increase in the temperature at the edges of the 
spreading liquid metal is thought to be due to the exothermic reaction between liquid aluminum and the 
native surface copper oxide [3]. 

The deposits on the molybdenum rail conductor did not spread as readily as the deposits on the other 
rail conductors. A possible reason is that the molybdenum rail has a higher surface roughness compared 
to the other rail materials, as is evident in Figure 3. This allowed the molybdenum rail conductor to "trap" 
the liquid aluminum and affect its spreading behavior relative to the other rail conductors. 

The values of these angles are normally interpreted in terms of surface energy interactions. It is 
apparent that the roles of surface oxides and surface topography are important for these warm rail sub- 
strates. Before the aluminum deposit resolidifies, the temperature distribution in the rail substrate also 
influences the thickness, area of spread, and the residual stress patterns that exist in the deposit layers. 
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(b) 
Fig. 3. Photograph of armature start-up region of each rail contact surface studied. Rail material from left to 
right: ETP copper, copper chromium alloy C18200, and molybdenum. Aluminum is transferred to the rail and 
appears as a resolidified deposit. The armature motion is left-to-right. 

(a) (c) 

G. Section 2: Armature as a Beam in Motion 

A new interpretation of the observed interface phenomena at armature startup is proposed. The arma- 
ture is treated as a loaded beam clamped between the rail supports. Shearing of the softening armature 
surface at the armature/rail interface is the mechanism that allows the armature to begin its motion. The 
residue left on the rail surface reflects the Menkes and Opat [8] Mode III behavior for an impulsively 
loaded beam. This description shall be referred to as the MO beam analysis. 

The arrangement that we have studied is the case in which the rails in the physical model of a simple 
rectilinear railgun launcher support and guide the moving beam. The end-supported beam material is the 
hot aluminum armature. It experiences transverse shear failure adjacent to the rail surface supports. Figure 
4 is a simplified physical representation of the armature located between two planar rail surfaces. AB and 
A'B' are the line contacts along which current is transferred and location at which shearing occurs. BC and 
B'C are insulator/conductor interfaces free of current flow. 

Preliminary conceptual analysis of the potential for applying this MO approach to armature/rail sys- 
tems has been researched. The electromagnetic loading on an armature does not closely mirror the 
uniformly distributed impulsive velocity model that is used in standard beam analysis [9]. However, it is 
interesting for armature scaling discussions to note that Jones [9] found that the threshold velocity loading 
for the onset of Mode HI shearing is constant for a given beam material, independent of rectangular beam 
length and thickness. Details of the start-up behavior observed in a 25-mm launcher are expected to be 
similar to those for larger launchers with equivalent current densities. 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the Menkes and Opat Mode III behavior for an impulsively loaded beam. 

In state-of-the-art EM launch analysis, numerical analysis tools do now allow for a complete descrip- 
tion of the actual force distributions within the armature body at the start of armature motion. It becomes 
immediately apparent from simple analyses that nearly perfect symmetric loading of these short beams 
with enlarged ends is necessary for stable operation of the simple C-shaped armatures such as those 
employed in this research. Predictive trends for start-up behavior based on force distribution analysis of 
more complex armature designs are also possible using this approach. For example, this MO treatment of 
impulsively loaded beams has also been applied to the case where the beam is a sandwich structure in 
which the inner core has different shear properties [9]. 

In addition to the current-path dependence of the calculable element-by-element accelerating force vec- 
tors within the armature body, there is one additional contributor to the way in which end constraint of an 
armature beam evolves. As the beam body temperature rises due to Joulean heating, the temperature at the 
end rises even faster. This faster temperature rise can be assumed to be due to the larger interfacial resis- 
tance at the armature/rail interface. The net result is that the local shear strength of the beam material 
decreases rapidly due to temperature-induced softening. In the limit, there is a change of phase of the alu- 
minum at the interface. The aluminum armature surface melts, the melt is ejected, and the beam begins to 
move. 

The controlled failure of the armature contact face depends on many geometric, test, and material 
parameters. Drake and Rathmann [10] argue that the simple one-dimensional solutions underestimate the 
Joule heating near the bore surface. Precise knowledge of the rail temperature will be important in deter- 
mining how long the armature remains at rest after the current pulse is initiated. In earlier work on 
molybdenum rails with Mo armatures, pulse-to-pulse variations of 50 microseconds elapsed time prior to 
motion were observed by Wright [11]. 

H. Section 3: Development Potential of Molybdenum and Copper-Chromium 

Both molybdenum and copper-chromium alloy C18200 have been used as rail conductors in laboratory 
launchers. The performance of these conductors has been linked with barrel design in a recent patent by 
Dreizin [12]. Molybdenum has a high melting point, specific elastic modulus and thermal conductivity. It 
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has a low specific heat. Molybdenum and its alloys are produced either by vacuum-arc casting or by 
powder metallurgy (P/M) techniques [13]. The Mo rail stock used in this work was made by P/M 
techniques. 

Molybdenum and copper-based alloys both have development potential as rail conductor materials. One 
arrangement that has been proposed is that where the copper alloy forms the substrate and the molyb- 
denum alloy is the surface layer that contacts the armature [14]. 

/. Fractography of Molybdenum 

Typical scanning electron fractographs of the rail sections that failed are shown in Figure 5. The frac- 
ture mode appears to be principally intergranular. The embrittlement is attributed to oxide impurities 
originating in the surfaces of the powders used for the P/M processing. Similar fracture features have been 
observed in our earlier work on molybdenum alloy powders [15]. 

mi '>' «ft ,'i ■■;£&im%£& 

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surfaces of molybdenum rail. 

/. Improved Ductility Molybdenum 

Poor ductility and low toughness continue to limit the use of molybdenum alloys. When the material is 
worked by rolling, anisotropic texturing produces near zero ductility in the short transverse direction. 
Brittle behavior is frequently observed in welded and in recrystallized structures [16, 17]. In the powder- 
metallurgy molybdenum, the most common cause of intergranular embrittlement is the segregation of 
oxygen and nitrogen to grain boundaries. Indications are that small additions of carbon, titanium, boron 
and rhenium enhance grain boundary cohesion in these alloys. Molybdenum-base alloys include the car- 
bide-strengthened, solid-solution, combination and dispersion-strengthened P/M alloys. These more 
advanced alloys are yet to be evaluated for rail conductor applications. 

Control of tensile stress components during unloading after exposure to temperatures above 400 K 
appears to be important in avoiding fracture [18]. It may be necessary to apply an "autofrettage" type 
operation such as that described by Perl [19, 20] to the contact surface of the molybdenum to achieve the 
desired stress control. This 400 K temperature is associated with the lower threshold for dynamic recovery 
in molybdenum. Koval et al. [18] also looked at the effects of loading sequences. In the load/unload/repeat 
load sequences that they studied, fracture was observed to initiate as a set of microcracks on the free sur- 
face. Some of these cracks were blunted. In body-centered-cubic metals such as Mo, blunting is 
associated with dislocation mobility near the crack tip [21]. Dislocation densities and mobilities can be 
manipulated and enhanced using the dispersion-strengthening approaches described by Shields [13]. 
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K. Development Potential of Copper-Chromium Alloys 

One of the most popularly used resistance welding electrode materials is copper-chromium 
(Cu-0.85wt%Cr). Such materials are required to have high thermal and electrical conductivity along with 
good mechanical properties. This is a fairly mature alloy technology. A brief review of pertinent 
copper-chromium alloy development work over the last twenty-five years is outlined here. From this work 
it is apparent that the controlled supersaturation of copper with chromium can lead to materials with a 
range of hardnesses and conductivities. Because this is a well-established alloy, the processing technology 
can be customized to meet the bulk properties for long-length (up to 10 m) rail conductors. Electrical con- 
ductivities in the range of 10% IACS to 80% IACS and tensile strengths of 300 MPa to 500 MPa are 
achievable. 

Various hardness/electric conductivity combinations are obtained in supersaturated solutions of chro- 
mium in copper. Simmen [22] tabulated these values and showed that the highest hardness is obtained by 
metasaturation, that is, quenching from liquid state. 

Kovacs et al. [23] made resistivity measurements at a temperature of 495 °C in Cu-Cr base alloys. They 
found that the deviation from Matthiessen's rule that relates resistivity to solute content is highly sensitive 
to nucleation and growth processes. Solute chromium atoms increase resistivity. As the chromium is pre- 
cipitated and as the precipitates coarsen, the resistivity is observed to decrease. 

Szablewski and Kuznicka [24] found that melt spinning allowed an increase in the chromium content in 
solid solution from the maximum equilibrium solubility of 0.8 atomic percent to more than three atomic 
percent. In this melt-spun state, the variation of resistivity as a function of the chromium content was 
observed to be a simple linear extension of the relationship obtained for Cu-Cr alloys after solid-state 
quenching. The measurements on aged ribbons indicate that their conductivity changes from about 10% 
IACS in the melt-spun condition to a maximum of 60% IACS in the overaged condition. The resistivity of 
melt-spun alloys is controlled by the spacing between chromium atoms in solid solution, whereas the 
resistivity of these alloys after aging is controlled by the spacing between precipitated chromium-rich par- 
ticles, both of these spacings being much smaller than the mean freepath of electrons in copper. 

Correia et al. [25] studied Cu-Cr alloy powders that were produced by water atomization, and were con- 
solidated by warm extrusion, after canning and degassing. A banded structure was observed in the 
extruded material. A two-fold increase in the tensile properties, with respect to the conventionally pro- 
cessed Cu-Cr alloys, was obtained. This type of approach may lead to strength levels that are adequate for 
high performance launchers. 

The tribological behavior of these alloys has also been studied. Saka et al. [26] investigated the effect of 
the second-phase particle structure on the wear properties of precipitation-hardened copper-chromium 
alloys. The hardness of these materials was found to increase initially with the aging time and then to 
decrease; the maximum value was reached after about 100 min. of aging at 500 °C. Metallographie exam- 
ination of worn specimens indicated that the wear process proceeded by subsurface deformation, crack 
nucleation, and crack propagation, i.e., by delamination. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The start-up behavior of an armature is aided by the presence of a lubricant. It is found that an alu- 
minum armature melts at the armature/rail interface and produces an auto-lubricating action. Tests and 
measurements on recovered rails made of three different conductor materials show that the surface topog- 
raphy and oxide chemistry play a role in the spread of the liquid metal lubricant. 

A new interpretation of the observed interface phenomena is proposed. The armature is treated as a 
loaded beam clamped between the rail supports. Shearing of the softening armature surface at the arma- 
ture/rail interface is the mechanism that allows the armature to begin its motion. The residue left on the 
rail surface reflects the Menkes and Opat Mode III behavior for an impulsively loaded beam. 
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It is concluded that none of the three materials tested is ideally suited for application as a monolithic 
rail conductor. Of the materials tested, the copper-chromium alloys have the greatest development poten- 
tial. The unalloyed copper, though an excellent electrical and thermal conductor, is deficient in mechanical 
properties such as hardness. Molybdenum conductor stock processed by powder metallurgy, though hard, 
has insufficient fracture toughness. 

From the review of previous research and the observed performance of these conductor materials, it is 
clear that the strength and conductivity requirements for these alloys are not a sufficient specification. The 
role of surface-originating cracking and the resistance to crack propagation are also important in pre- 
dicting the multicycle behaviors. These topics are the subject of our ongoing rail materials performance 
research. 
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ADVANCED LOW COST RAILS AND 
ARMATURES FOR RAIL LAUNCHERS 

Richard A. Marshall 
Institute for Advanced Technology, The University of Texas at Austin 

4030-2 W. Braker Lane, Austin, TX 78759 

Summary—Experiments are being conducted in a small rectangular bore (25 mm rail-to-rail by 12-mm high, 
nominal length one meter) railgun using laminated rails and a new armature concept, the "pseudo-liquid" 
armature. Presented are some of the results obtained in these experiments. A second aspect of this work is the 
design of the railgun itself. It is arranged so that it can be used with simple breech current feed or with one 
turn of series augmentation. Because the gun has what amounts to an open top, some in-bore diagnostics are 
simplified, and rails can be replaced with a minimum of effort. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When investigating armature-to-rail contact performance at zero velocity in the "ZeeVee Tester" [1] it 
was necessary to use flexible rails to enable a known initial force to be applied to the armature-to-rail con- 
tacts. The flexibility was obtained by using rails made up of eight 0.8-mm thick copper laminations 
instead of the normal solid 6.4-mm thick solid copper rails. The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

In the course of conducting the experiments described in Reference [1], even with currents as high as 
200 kA using armatures 25-mm high, it was observed that there was no sign of the passage of current 
through the interface between the rear face of the bore lamination and the front face of the adjacent lami- 
nation. This is a surprising result. Making the reasonable assumption that the current was well distributed 
between all eight rail laminations at some distance back from the armature, then most of the current 
(seven-eighths of it) must pass across this interface quite close to the armature. 

fPn   rr™n    iffi   rffi   rfn 

Rl, R2 laminated rails 
v*     TA armature test area 

C, R loading cylinder and piston rod 
PP1, PP2 pressure plates 
Y yoke 
TB tie bolts 
LN lock nuts 
SB spacer bar 
S motion restraining stop 

Fig. 1. The ZeeVee Tester. The laminations are simply clamped together. They are not soldered or welded together in any way. 
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It is logical to then say, if laminated rails perform so well at zero speed, then they should perform even 
better in a real railgun where the contact heating is spread along the length of the rails and not at a fixed 
location. It was decided that this matter was worthy of further study. 

In order to be sure that it is rail structure and rail materials that are being tested, it is necessary to have 
armatures that behave in a repeatable manner. For these reasons, the work reported here is divided 
between armature design and behavior, and rail behavior. Of necessity the results obtained are for partic- 
ular armature/rail combinations. The two cannot be separated easily. 

A. TheAUG-OATrailgun 

The test bed used to test the behavior of laminated rails was the AUG-OAT (augmented Okaloosa arma- 
ture tester, [2]) railgun shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2.     The AUG-OAT railgun.   The gun has a clamped-in-place "see- 
through" top to facilitate observation of the armature in-bore during a firing. 

An incidental benefit of using the laminated rails is the ease with which they can be configured. The 
best way to make the muzzle cross-over is to bend the rails outwards and to clamp the cross-over con- 
ductor to them. The rails are easily bent making this process simple. Similarly, it was simple to bend a 
"crank" into one of the main rails at the breech to reduce the size of the cross-over "hoop." This mini- 
mizes the amount of the reaction force that the hoop must carry. The crank which is more robust than the 
cross-over hoop carries the bulk of the reaction force. Use of laminated rails has made this geometry 
simple to implement. 

Test have also been conducted with the AUG-OAT railgun de-augmented. The reason for doing this was 
to get reliable muzzle voltage data. It is not simple to obtain such data from an augmented railgun 
because to do so, it is necessary to subtract two large voltages that are very nearly equal. 
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B. Laminated copper rails tested with monolithic armature 

The behavior of monolithic armatures made of 7075 aluminum on the laminated copper rails was dif- 
ferent from their behavior on solid copper rails. For these tests, the AUG-OAT railgun had not been 
configured as described above and it was necessary to conduct the tests with one rail only being laminated. 
The other was the normal solid rail. While not the purpose of this arrangement, it did enable direct com- 
parison between armature behavior on laminated and solid rails to be made. There were two significant 
differences in the behavior of the laminated rail. 

First, when transition occurred from metal-on-metal sliding contact to hybrid contact, it occurred in a 
gradual and benign manner. There was little of the arc damage and rail "bronzing" normally seen at 
transition. 

Second, gouging did not occur on the laminated rails in two of the three shots, even though severe 
gouging occurred on the solid rail. Velocity achieved was 1.9km/s. The usually observed gouging 
threshold for aluminum on copper is 1.4 km/s. In the one shot where gouging did occur, the gouges were 
non-typical. There was one large gouge (at 1.1 km/s) followed by a scatter of very small gouges. 

It is probable that the dramatic improvement in gouging behavior is a result of the difference in the bulk 
mechanical properties of the two rail constructions. In order for gouges to form, the rail material must be 
rigid enough in compression to allow the high pressure required for gouge initiation. The compression 
modulus of a laminated rail must be a lot less than for a rail made of one piece of metal. The "give" of a 
laminated rail surface would be expected to inhibit the start of a gouge. 

There will also be some differences in electrical properties between the two rail constructions. This is 
likely to play a part in the benign transition observed. Electrical experimental results are discussed further 
below. 

C. The desirability of using laminated rails 

The non-gouging behavior and benign transition obtained with laminated rails show how such a simple 
change in rail construction can dramatically change the armature-to-rail contact behavior. The simple 
laminating technique indicates that materials other than copper can be experimented with at low cost by 
simply mechanically holding rail layers together. They do not have to be welded together or be co- 
extruded. There are other rail face materials that look promising [3]. 

D.   The "pseudo-liquid" armature 

Because the 7075 aluminum armatures did not behave in a repeatable enough manner, it was decided to 
experiment with an armature of quite a different type—the "pseudo-liquid" (PSL) armature. The logic is 
as follows. 

In an ordinary powder gun, the propelling medium, the hot gas, has zero strength except in the compres- 
sion direction. When asking the question, "What is the near analogue of this in a railgun?" one gets the 
following answer. First, the armature can hardly be thought of as a gas but it can be thought of as a liquid. 
The next step would be to use armatures made of liquid metal. These would provide a fairly uniform pres- 
sure over the base of the launch package in much the same way that gas pressure does in an ordinary gun. 
The problem with this is that because the liquid is Rayleigh-Taylor unstable, it would have to be confined 
in some manner to make it stable. This problem does not arise in an ordinary gun because gas under pres- 
sure extends from the base of the package to the gun breech. No instabilities are involved. 
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The next logical development of the idea is to use an assemblage of filaments [4, 5, 6] that can be 
thought of as behaving to some degree like a liquid—a "pseudo-liquid." The filaments have strength in 
tension, in the rail-to-rail direction, and in their trailing arms along the rails, but would be small enough in 
diameter so that they would have low strength in bending. Because of the low bending strength, initial 
contact between armature and rail would have to be provided by some mechanical means. Later in the 
pulse the force can be provided electromechanically. Figure 3 shows the arrangement. 

armature-to-rail 
contact forces 

launch package rails 

Fig. 3. The "pseudo-liquid" armature in principle. 

E. Test at zero velocity 

A two-layer version of this armature concept using "thick" wires has been tested successfully in the 
ZeeVee Tester. The armature used is shown in Fig. 4. 

^^ 

^ 

Fig. 4. The armature used in the ZeeVee Tester. It consisted of two lay- 
ers each having five 1100 (pure) aluminum wires 2 mm square. 

In this test the initial armature-to-rail contact was provided by the Lexan spring shown. Peak current 
was 191 kA. The armature actioned out at 52,000,000 A2-s. Dividing this by the area, we get 32,500 A2- 
s/mm4 for the specific action. This is right at the Tucker and Toth [7] value for action to the end of melt 
for aluminum. It's difficult to believe this result; however, remember that the Tucker and Toth work was 
done by exploding wires in very short times. Their process was adiabatic. We can get significant heat loss 
during a pulse. Our process is not adiabatic. 

F. Tests with armature motion 

The first PSL armature design is shown in Fig. 5. For ease of manufacture, the armatures were made 
using four layers of 1-mm thick 1100 aluminum. The change was made from use of the 2-mm square 
wires because use of the wire was awkward. 
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Fig. 5. The four-layer PSL armature. The shaped front piece is a low mass Lexan bore rider. 

This armature was "started" by forcing its arms into contact with the rails as indicated by the arrows 
using a Lexan spring. The spring remained behind as the armature moved off down the gun, the necessary 
contact force then being provided electromagnetically. 

As has been stated often, muzzle voltage gives a good indication of volt drop rail-to-rail across the 
armature. In an augmented gun this is no longer true because the muzzle voltage has induced voltages 
added to the rail-to-rail voltage. For this reason, a series of experiments was conducted in which the gun 
was de-augmented by replacing the augmenting rails with non-conducting spacers. The first shot was 
conducted using an armature as shown above in Fig. 5, and solid copper rails. It transitioned almost 
immediately because the reduced field without the augmentation was not high enough to give adequate 
EM contact force. To rectify this situation, an armature was made with longer arms as shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6. The four-layer PSL armature with arm lengths increased. 

This armature ran reasonably well but was still somewhat uncertain in its performance, so a further 
refinement was added. The "travelling spring" was added as shown in Fig. 7. This armature ran reason- 
ably well in a reasonably repeatable manner, and it has been used for all the most recent experiments in 
the un-augmented AUG-OAT railgun. 

Fig. 7. The PSL armature with the "travelling contact-forcing spring" bound to it. 
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G. Comparison of performance with solid and laminated rails 

A final experiment done in this series was with the PSL armature run on solid and on laminated rails 
with the railgun not augmented so that muzzle voltages could be obtained and compared. As can be seen 
in Fig. 8, it was significantly different in the two cases, being 15% higher for the laminated rail experiment 
than for the solid rail experiment. The result shows that rail resistance at the armature contact area is 
higher for the laminated rail than for the solid rail as might be expected. The result shows that it took 
about one extra volt to drive the current into the armature from the laminated rail than for the solid rail. 

0.5 
Time (ms) 

Fig. 8. Muzzle voltage vs. time for the PSL armature running on solid copper rails (lower curve) and 
laminated copper rails (upper curve). Current vs. time shown dashed, arbitrary scale. Peak current 
208 kA for both cases. 

Rail appearance after the shots showed that the armature-to-rail behavior was quite similar. Rail 
appearance also showed that the armature ran more smoothly on the laminated rail than on the solid and 
ran for longer before it transitioned. Transition points are shown by the up-arrows in the figure. For both, 
transition was momentary only. Both recovered to run smoothly again after 0.05 ms. 

II. DISCUSSION 

We have shown that a small railgun of simple construction can be used easily for obtaining experi- 
mental results over a wide range of conditions. Rails made up of laminations are just as readily used as 
are solid rails. This leads the way to the use of laminated rails consisting of materials other than just 
copper. 

An incidental result is that armature and rail behavior was a lot better when the gun was augmented. 
For the parameters used in these experiments, quite strenuous efforts failed to completely prevent transi- 
tion when the gun was not augmented, while in the augmented gun, simpler armatures (having no 
"travelling spring") performed with no transition. 
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Summary 
Launch experiments with multi-fibre armatures conducted under apparently the 

same conditions result quite often in different values of the transition velocity. It is assumed 
that poor electrical armature-rail contact results in early arcing. A better quantitative control 
of the initial mechanical condition seems therefore to be necessary. The armature-rail 
contact resistance in the initial phase of a launch process is mainly determined by the 
preload force. To be able to perform a series of experiments under the same initial 
conditions, a method for the determination of the preload force is necessary. 
Results of a 2D mechanical finite element model of the rail accelerator to simulate its static 
mechanical behaviour show the optimal location for measuring the stress condition in the 
armature region of the rail accelerator to control the armature preload force. A fibre-optic 
strain sensor has been developed to measure the mechanical stress condition. A priori 
knowledge of the stress-strain behaviour of the fibre armatures is required to determine the 
preload on the electrical contacts. A test set-up to determine the value of mechanical 
parameters of the fibre armatures was used. The 2D mechanical model of the rail accelerator 
is verified with experiments in the armature test bed (ATB). A simple optical method to 
determine the departure time of the armature during a launch experiment has been 
developed to establish the current at which the launch package starts moving. 
In this paper a summary is given of the development of a method for controlling the initial 
conditions of a launch experiment. A measurement set-up used to determine the value of 
mechanical parameters of the multi-fibre armatures, and a fibre optic displacement sensor to 
measure the preload on the armature for controlling purposes is described too. 

Introduction 
Armature research at the Pulse Physics Laboratory is directed towards non-arcing 

electrical contacts for solid armatures at as high as possible velocities, followed by a 
controllable transition to hybrid armatures with either liquid or vapour or plasma boundary 
layers at the rail/armature interface. To this end a programme of launch experiments is 
executed. Much attention is paid to establish equal experimental conditions under which a 
certain armature concept is tested. It is tried to reproduce from one experiment to the other 
the armature oversize with respect to the rail to rail distance, launch package mass, 
mechanical preload of the rail accelerator and the current pulse shape. An overview of 
results of a series of launch experiments with a launch package of 36 gram provided with a 
multi-fibre copper armature (18 gram) is presented in table 1. 

Table   1 Overview of results of a series of launch experiments with multi-fibre Cu armatures 

exp. nr       vtrans. (m/s)   vmuzzie (m/s)      TUrans. (%)       Imax. (kA)       Idep. (kA) 

E-510 945 1230 27.3 316 233 
E-516 999 1210 27.4 319 169 
E-512 841 1250 27.3 317 148 
E-523 1176 1254 29.3 306 228 

where : v^ans.   = velocity at which the muzzle voltage begins to increase rapidly 
vmuzzie = muzzle velocity 
Vtrans. = launch efficiency at transition defined as the ratio of kinetic energy and 

the energy commutated into the rail accelerator 
Imax.    = Peak current 
Idep.     = current level at launch package departure 
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As can been seen from the table, there is quite a difference in transition velocity obtained in 
this series of experiments. One reason for the difference can be the different armature-rail 
contact resistance values in the initial phase of the launch process. The measurement of the 
preload force dependence of the rail-armature contact resistance, shows how critical the 
preload force on the armature is for the initial conditions of a launch experiment [5]. 
Improper contact force can lead to a relative large contact resistance, resulting in an 
increased heating of the armature-rail surface during the acceleration process. 

The thought of improper contact force was enhanced by some results of static experiments 
performed with the armature test bed (ATB), a 50 cm version of the 2.37 m rail accelerator 
[1,2]. It demonstrates what can happen when an fibre armature is not properly compressed 
in the rail accelerator. For a series of experiments the armatures were provided with small 
Rogowski coils so that current in the rear- and leading half could be measured in order to 
see amongst others the influence of the armature material on current diffusion. The ATB 
was hooked-up to the 400 kJ capacitor [2]. As an example results of a copper and a 
molybdenum multi-fibre armature each 10 mm long are presented. The armatures were 
placed in the same G10 housing and carbon fibre confinement structure, as used in our 
launch experiments. The launch packages were blocked in the ATB so that no movement 
could occur. The data presented in figure la show the total current and the current in the 
rear- and leading half of a Cu multi-fibre armature as a function of time. The sum of the 
two currents equals the total rail current. As can be expected under the conditions 
mentioned, the current starts flowing initially mainly in the rear part of the armature 
followed shortly by current flowing in the leading part. 
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Figure 1 Total current and currents in the rear and leading part at stand still as a 
function of time in (a) Cu multi-fibre armature and (b) Mo multi-fibre armature. 

The data of the current measurement in the rear- and leading half of a Mo multi-fibre 
armature is presented in figure lb. The sum of the two currents equals the total rail current. 
The current profile is as expected. Because of the higher resistivity of the Mo and the 
relative short length of the armature the current profiles should be nearly equal in both 
parts. However, two congruent current pulse shapes are visible differing much in absolute 
values, which can be explained by the difference in contact resistance of the leading part of 
the armature caused by an improper mechanical preload. 
The mechanical initial conditions in our launch experiments are controlled by the armature 
oversize and the preload exerted by the rail accelerator. A better control that means a 
quantitative control on the initial mechanical conditions for launch experiments seems 
necessary. As a result, it was decided to study the mechanical stress conditions of an 
armature prior to an experiment and develop a simple measuring method to better control 
the initial mechanical conditions for launch experiments. The easiest way is to measure the 
stress in the rail accelerator just above the armature. A fibre optic method was selected and 
the development of the method and the first results are be presented. 
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COSMOS/M FE - Code simulation 
A 2D description of the rail accelerator has been made with the Finite Element Code 

COSMOS/M to simulate the static mechanical behaviour [3]. The Cross-sectional view of the 
2.37m, 20 mm square-bore rail accelerator is presented in figure 2. The rail accelerator 
consists of two parallel Cu conductors and G-10 spacers embedded in a G-10 structure 
forming the inner parts. Two high strength Al blocks provided with a V-shaped slot serve as 
a confining structure. The parts are bolted together with high-strength steel bolts. 

1 - high strength steel bolt 
2 - washer 
3 - Al confinement 
4-G10V-bloc 
5 - Cu rail 
6- G10 spacer 
7-nut 

Figure 2 Cross-sectional view of the 2.37 m rail accelerator. 

In order to simulate the mechanical response of multi-fibre armatures, the bulk mechanical 
parameters like the Young's modulus have to be known. Therefore, a set-up to measure the 
(static) stress-strain behaviour of multi-fibre armatures has been designed and made 
operational. 
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Figure 3 Set-up for the stress-strain measurements. 

The test set-up, see figure 3, consists of a thick stainless steel bottom plate, a calibrated load- 
cell to measure the applied force, a fixture of two parallel steel plates which contains the 
object to be measured and a dial indicator to measure the displacement. The force is applied 
by means of a hydraulic press. The results of a series of compression/relaxation experiments 
with a Mo multi-fibre armature (length 20mm, height 15mm) and a Cu multi-fibre armature 
(length 10mm, height 15mm) are presented in the graphs of figure 4. The compression is 
displayed as function of the applied force. 
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Figure 4 Results of a series of compression/relaxation experiments with (a) a Mo multi- 
fibre armature and (b) a Cu multi-fibre armature. 

where : Fi = compression of the armature in steps of 10 |xm and time in-between 
measurement readings is about 10 seconds 

F2 = after decompression of the armature, the measurements were repeated as Fi 
F3/F4 = as Fi; after each increment the pressure is measured directly (F3) and 

measured after waiting for 3 minutes (F4). 
F5 = After 10 minutes compression at 100 um, the armature is unloaded in steps of 

10 |im. Time between measurement readings is 5 minutes. 
F6 = After 30 minutes compression at 120 Jim, the armature is unloaded in steps of 

10 |xm. Time between measurement readings is 30 minutes. 
F7 = as F4 

After a certain period of unloading, relaxation of the armature is noticed. The residual 
deformation of the Mo armature after the compression experiment is less compared to the 
Cu one. From these experiments a Young's modulus of 7.0 kN/mm has been deduced for 
the molybdenum fibre armature. This value is used in the FE simulations. 

The results of the COSMOS/M simulation of a static situation where a Mo armature is 
clamped inside the rail accelerator is presented in the next figures. The load of the bolts on 
the aluminium confinement structure is deduced from a torque of 200 Nm and the armature 
has an oversize of 120|im. For symmetry reasons only one quarter of the cross section is 
presented. 
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Figure 5 COSMOS/M static displacement distribution (a) and static stress distribution 
(b) in a cross-section of the rail accelerator and a Mo multi-fibre armature. 
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The calculated deformation along the axis of symmetry (y-axis, relative distance) of the rail 
accelerator with an Mo armature in place is presented in figure 6a. As can be seen the 
deformation of the armature and the G10 V-bloc is linear along the axis of symmetry. The 
deformation of the rail is very little. 
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Figure 6 Calculated deformation of the rail accelerator along the axis of symmetry: 
(a) Mo multi-fibre armature (0 - 10mm), rail (10 - 20mm), G10 V-bloc (20 - 60mm), and 
(b) the G10 V-bloc with and without armature. 

For comparison the calculated deformation along the axis of symmetry of the G-10 V-bloc 
with and without a molybdenum armature placed in the accelerator is shown in figure 6b. 

The results of the simulations with the 2D FE model support the idea of application of a 
simple mechanical model along the axis of symmetry. The G10 V-bloc, the insulators 
(spacers), and the armature can be represented as a linear spring and the rail is assumed to 
be absolute stiff. If such a simple model is applicable the initial mechanical status of the 
armature can be controlled by for instance the measurement of the compression of the G10 
V-bloc above the armature prior to an experiment. 

Measuring method 
An optical displacement sensor is tested for application of the measurement of the 

deformation of the G10 V-bloc above the armature, see figure 7a. Such a sensor consists 
basically of two bundles of fibres fitted in one housing, one bundle emitting light and the 
other receiving light from a reflecting surface. The intensity of the reflected light is a 
measure of the distance between reflecting surface and the sensor. More about the 
measuring principle is described elsewhere [4]. The sensor is be fixed in the G10 V-bloc 10 
mm above the rail surface, so that the deformation of 10 mm G10 above the rail surface can 
be measured. 

Results of experiments 
To test the measuring method with the optical displacement sensor and get an 

impression of the length in axial direction over which the armature has an influence on the 
stress distribution in the rail accelerator, experiments were performed with the ATB. An 
optical displacement sensor was fixed in the G10 V-bloc 10 mm above the rail surface. A 
launch package provided with a 10mm long Cu multi-fibre armature and a solid piece of 
copper (size and shape equal to the armature) were pushed over a certain distance through 
the ATB and the deformation of the G10 V-bloc was measured. The bolts of the ATB have 
been torqued to 200 Nm. The graph in figure 7b presents the results of measurements of the 
compression of 10 mm G10 above the rail as function of the armature position relative to 
the optical displacement sensor. The Cu mono-bloc used in this experiment had an oversize 
of 70jxm relative to the rail distance that was measured before insertion and the Cu multi- 
fibre armature had an oversize of 60um. As can be seen the influence of the presence of the 
armature on the static stress distribution extends to several armature lengths. 
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Armature position (mm) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7 Measurement set-up with a fibre optic displacement sensor in the armature 
test bed (a) and   measured deformation of the G10 V-bloc as function of the armature 
position relative to the optical sensor (b). 

To get an impression of the change of deformation of the G10 V-bloc under 
electrodynamic circumstances and the current level at which the armature starts to move, 
dynamic experiments - that means armatures are loaded with a current pulse - have been 
performed with the ATB, too. The ATB was hooked-up to the 400 kJ capacitor bank for 
these experiments. Launch packages were inserted in the ATB under the displacement 
sensor in the G-10 V-bloc and insulating stopping blocs were placed at a short distance in 
front, allowing motion only over about 3 cm. Results of a 300 kA peak current experiment 
with a launch package provided with a Mo multi-fibre armature are presented in the 
following figures. Figure 8a presents the total current pulse and the deformation of 10mm 
G10 V-bloc above the rail surface as function of time. As a result of the electrodynamic 
force, deformation of G10 takes place, followed by a distinct decrease in deformation. 

Time (ms) 

(a) 

Time (ms) 

(b) 

Figure 8 (a) Armature current and deformation of the G10 V-bloc as a function of 
time and (b) armature current and reflected light signal (armature departure) as function of 
time. 

Another indication for the mechanical stress conditions in the initial phase of the launch 
process is the current level at which the launch package starts to move. To measure the onset 
of motion of the armature another optical method has been tried out. The launch package 
was provided with a small strip (2 mm) Al reflecting tape at the side. An optical 
displacement sensor as described above was placed in the G-10 rail spacer adjacent to the 
reflecting strip. By movement of the launch package in other words moving of the reflecting 
strip, its surface changes in reflectivity, resulting in a change in the output signal of the 
sensor.  Figure   8b   shows  the   armature   current   and   reflected   light   signal   from   the 
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"departure" sensor as a function of time of the same experiment. Launch package motion 
starts at the steep decrease of the reflected light signal. The time between maximum and 
minimum value of the light signal yields an average launch package velocity of about 30 
m/s. 
The point in time where the light signal in figure 8b shows a clear change coincides very 
well with the moment (just after peak current) in figure 8a at which deformation of the G10 
starts decreasing, indicating the launch package departure. The difference between the 
values of the deformation signal prior to the current pulse and at the end of the current 
pulse is an indication of the difference in compression of the G10 "with" and "without" 
armature in the ATB as the armature moved about three centimetres. The measured 
difference is a relaxation of about 5 urn. From figure 6b a relaxation of about 2.5 |im can 
be estimated from the simulations at y=20mm and y=30mm. 

The optical displacement sensor approved to be an useful instrument to measure the 
compression of the G-10 above the armature for controlling the preload of the armature by 
adjustment of the bolt torque. Stress-strain measurements of the multi-fibre armature show a 
linear force-strain dependency. However, relaxation effects occur inside the armatures which 
makes interpretation of the absolute values difficult. The control of the preload force will 
therefore be on a comparative basis for a series of launch experiments. The sensor will be 
further developed and dedicated for application in the 2.37m rail accelerator in the near 
future. 

The armature "departure" sensor gave good results in the ATB experiments. An 
improved version is in use now with the launch experiments. Instead of one Al strip, a "bar 
code" of four 3mm wide Al strips, 3mm apart is fixed on the side of the launch packages. 
An example of a data recording during a launch experiment is presented in figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Armature current I and reflected light signal Ud (armature departure) as a 
function of time registered during a Cu multi-fibre armature launch experiment with the 
Hyper Velocity Launch-set up. 

The current at which the launch package starts moving can easily be deduced from the data. 
Furthermore a good impression of the initial movement of the launch package can be 
obtained. A velocity increase of 14±1 m/s per 3mm armature travel is measured for this 
experiment. 

Concluding remarks 
- The initial mechanical conditions of rail accelerator-armature combination for a launch 
experiment influence the results of launch experiments. Although a direct relation between 
the transition velocity, and the current at which the launch package starts moving (an 
indication for the mechanical prestress) has not been found, a quantitative control of the 
initial mechanical conditions is necessary. So far, the initial mechanical conditions are 
controlled by the armature oversize and the preload exerted by the rail accelerator by means 
of a controlled torque of the bolts. 
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- 2D mechanical finite element simulations of the static situation show the possibility of a 
simple method to control the initial condition by measuring the deformation of the rail 
accelerator material above the armature. 
- A fibre optic displacement sensor has been developed as an instrument to measure the 
compression of a rail accelerator component for controlling purposes of the mechanical 
preload of the armature. For measuring the absolute stress values, more study is necessary. 
- Stress-strain measurements of the multi-fibre armature show a linear force-strain 
dependency. However, relaxation effects occur which makes interpretation of the absolute 
values difficult. 
- A simple method has been developed to determine the "departure" time e.g. the current 
at which the launch package starts moving. 
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Abstracts. 

Analysis carried out on the basis of the developed theoretical model has shown 
that the conventional acceleration method, realized in the electrothermal launcher by 
the plasma flow quasi-stationary region, couldn't be applied for microparticles with 
dimensions from tens ns to some us due to their uncontrolled heating up to the 
evaporation temperature. For this reason it is suggested to use the flow region that 
follows the head shock-wave and permits to realize the acceleration with high effi- 
ciency. Techniques of forming such regions are considered and microparticle dynam- 
ics is analysed in the space between the launcher barrel and the substrate. The 
regions of microparticles acceleration and deceleration are found. For the experi- 
mental research a test installation was developed. It includes some specific units 
such as the discharge gap with the discharge triggering block as well as the mi- 
croparticles injector (the dosage unit). 

I. Introduction. 

At present certain efforts are undertaken to obtain high quality wear and heat- 
proof coatings made of fine-grained powder materials including crystal corundum 
powder wich consists of nanometers dimension particles. With that purpose it is 
necessary to put into effect acceleration of microparticles with such dimensions. 
Moreover, strict monitoring of the acceleration temperature regime as well as the 
composition and pressure of surrounding media is required. The microparticle veloc- 
ity should be very high (more than 1 km/s) in the process of their interaction with 
substrates. Conventional technologies of obtaining powder coatings such as gas- 
burning, detonation and plasmatron ones are not able to meet such requirements. 
As it was shown in [1] the use of electrothermal launchers for microparticle accel- 
eration has some substantial virtues among which there are obtaining much more 
higher particle velocities, possibility of the temperature regime adjustment and accel- 
eration regime variation. In this connection the electrothermal method of accelera- 
tion is appeared to be promising for obtaining coatings out of fine-grained powder 
materials. 

At the same time the specific character of the problem connected with very 
small dimensions of microparticles leads to the necessity of reconsidering the 
method of acceleration in the quasi-stationary flow part, that was analysed in [1]. 
Also it necessitates to study the flow and microparticles dynamics in the space be- 
tween the barrel and substrates to be coated. 

II. Theoretical model. 

In contrast to macroparticles acceleration, when projectiles block the electro- 
thermal launcher barrel, acceleration of microparticles occurs in the high velocity 
plasma flow, that is formed as a result of pulse discharge and  freely propagates 
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along the launcher barrel. In that case some effects influencing the plasma flow 
pulse become apparent. Among them one can select the turbulent friction as well 
as intense pulse exchange between plasma flow and microparticles. The latter pre- 
vents analysis of their dynamics independently from each other. 

The developed theoretical model that takes into account these effects describes 
the flows dynamics and microparticles acceleration in three regions: a) in pulse dis- 
charge region, where the high velocity flow is being formed; b) inside the barrel, 
where microparticles acceleration and heating are realised; c) in the open space be- 
tween the barrel and the substrate. The model description for the first and second 
regions is presented in [1]. It includes one-dimensional nonstationary equations of 
hydrodinamics that account for the dielectric ablation inside the discharge gap, the 
flow turbulent friction against the channel walls, the plasma radiation, the flow re- 
tardation by microparticles and the resistive heating of plasma by the discharge 
current. They are supplemented with the equation describing heat exchange between 
the flow and microparticles, the particle movement equation and Kirchhoff equa- 
tions for the discharge circuit, consisting of the capacitive store element, discharge 
gap and the circuit stray resistance and inductance. 

For description of microparticles dynamics in the space between the barrel and 
the substrate where it is necessary to take into account the flow distribution in 
space the corresponding nonstationary two-dimensional hydrodinamics equations are 
used. 

In all cases values of the plasma inner energy, its electric and thermal conduc- 
tivity and viscosity are taken from special tables [2], formed out of thermodynamics 
parameters and transfer coefficients for real gases. Numerical algorithms are com- 
posed on the basis of completely conservative patterns for the solution of hydrody- 
namics equations by means of adaptive movable calculation meshes. 

III. Microparticle acceleration technique. 

As soon as the high current discharge is initiated the head shock wave is being 
generated inside the launcher channel. Its propagation results in flowing of the gas 
located in the barrel. Immediately after this flowing the plasma flow follows which 
can be called as the flow quasi-stationary part. It is formed by the gas heated by 
pulse discharge and streaming out of the discharge gap. The products of dielectric 
ablation in the discharge gap also can join the plasma flow. 

Typical values of the plasma flow temperature are tens of thousands degrees 
that makes practically impossible to accelerate microparticles of micrometer and 
sub-micrometer dimension range due to their quick evaporations. That is illustrated 
by Fig.l, where velocities of corundum microparticles with 1 micrometer diameter 
are plotted against the plasma flow temperature. The plasma flow density is 
1 kg/m3 and it is propagating along the barrel with velocity 2 km/s. Note that for 
typical flow temperature values corundum microparticles having been heated up to 
melting temperature acquire velocity not exceeding 10% of the flow velocity, the 
characteristic acceleration length value being equal several millimetres whereas the 
acceleration time equals several microseconds. 

Data of Fig.l correspond to the case without ablation. The situation is getting 
worse if there is an ablating dielectric in the discharge gap. It can be explained by 
increased plasma density due to its enrichment by ablation products that results in 
the radiation losses decrease and hence in the flow temperature growth. 

So, acceleration of micrometer and submicrometer range particles captured by 
the flow quasistationary region is accompanied by uncontrolled heating of the par- 
ticles till their evaporation. The process takes place during very short period so 
that microparticles are not able to gain appreciable velocities. 
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Fig. 1   Microparticle velocity versus flow temperature. 1. beginning of microparticles 
melting; 2. end of melting; 3. beginning of evaporation. 

At the same time the space distribution of the flow density and temperature 
inside the barrel has rather specific character that is shown in Fig.2. It can be seen 
that in the head part of the flow there is a small length region that is character- 
ised by increased value of density and lower temperature as compared to the flow 
main part. That region is formed by the head shock-wave and is expanded with 
time as a result of supplementation of gas existing in the barrel. The most typical 
values of the flow density and temperature in this region (so called "cork") are 
correspondingly 5-n7kg/m3 and 2n-5kK in case with no ablation. Otherwise (with 
ablation of the dielectric) the density value can be increased 2 H- 3 times whereas the 
temperature changes only slightly. 
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Fig. 2  Density (solid curves) and temperature (dotted curves) distributions 
along the launcher barrel at the time moments 17 us and 26 us. 

Microparticles acceleration efficiency in this part of the flow could be signifi- 
cantly higher than in its quasistationary part. It is connected with the fact that the 
temperature of gas compressed by the shock-wave is substantially lower than that 
of plasma generated in the discharge gap. Moreover its value is close to the re- 
quired temperature of accelerating particles and can be adjusted by means of 
changing the head shock-wave intensity (i.e. by changing the energy deposition 
power into the discharge). The increased gas density in the "cork" that follows the 
shock-wave front contributes to microparticles effective acceleration as well as to 
diminishing of their path in gas media (slipping in the flow). 
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This is also valid if the acceleration regime is chosen so that microparticles 
don't leave the increased density region during all time of acceleration that is if the 
movement of microparticles is synchronised with that of the "cork". The conditions 
for the capture of corundum microparticles with diameter 1 micrometer by the 
"cork" are illustrated in Fig.3, the flow density and temperature being equal to 
7 kg/m3 and 3 kK correspondingly. Here the length of microparticle slipping with 
respect to the flow (i.e. "cork" length required for microarticles acceleration) is plot- 
ted against the flow velocity at the moment of particles complete melting. In addi- 
tion, values of microparticles velocities which they gain in the process of accelera- 
tion at indicated conditions are presented in that figure. In contrast to microparti- 
cles acceleration by the quasistationary region of the flow in this case particles 
have enough time to reach velocities equal more than 90 % of the flow velocity. In 
the process microparticles are "slipping" with respect to the flow by about several 
millimetres. At the same conditions if the diameter of microparticles increases their 
velocity is practically not changed whereas the "cork" length linearly increases and 
reaches 1 cm for microparticles with diameter 5 p.m. 

IV. Forming of the flow increased density region. 

The problem of forming the gas layer ("cork") compressed by the shock-wave 
in the electrothermal launcher channel includes several aspects. In the first place, 
for succesful acceleration of microparticles this gas region should be formed so that 
its linear dimensions exeeded the maximal value of microparticle free path length in 
that region. The linear dimensions are determined by the distance that the shock- 
wave would pass along the channel as well as by the degree of gas compression in 
the region under consideration. Secondly, by the moment, when the "cork" of re- 
quired dimensions is formed, its velocity and gas temperature should satisfy optimal 
conditions for particles acceleration, which in turn are determined by technological 
requirements to the coating process. For obtaining coatings with high adhesion co- 
efficients the microparticle velocity should be as high as possible. The coating mi- 
crostructure greatly depends on the accelerated microparticles temperature. 

Such requirements could be partially met by means of time shaping of the 
head shock-wave intensity that is directly connected with proper choice of the pulse 
power supply parameters, configuration of the discharge gap and the launcher bar- 
rel geometry as well as the position of microparticles injection. 
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Fig. 4  Gas 'cork' velocity versus distance along the launcher barrel at various 
energy deposition: 1. 200 J; 2. I000J; 3. 2000 J. 

The velocity variation of the flow increased density region with distance along 
the barrel is shown in Fig.4. Here we have the discharge gap length 2 cm, its di- 
ameter and that of the barrel 6 mm. The energy from the store have been depos- 
ited into the discharge steadily over 10 s period. It is clear from Fig.4 that if the 
energy deposition into the discharge is augmented from 200 J up to 2kJ the "cork" 
velocity at the discharge gap output increases from 2.5km/s up to 5km/s. At the 
same time the substantial drop of the "cork" velocity in the process of its propa- 
gation along the barrel is observed, the drop being larger with increased level of 
energy deposition. This effect appears to be connected with the dissipation of the 
flow pulse due to the turbulent friction that increases proportionally to the gas 
velocity squared and, in addition, with autonomous movement of the head shock 
wave due to the quick speedy pressure drop in the discharge region. In case under 
consideration the increase of the energy deposition by one order results in the flow 
velocity growth only by two times. It indicates to the necessity of time shapping of 
the energy deposition into the discharge. Such procedure permits to minimize the 
retarding influence of the turbulent friction on the flow velocity as well as to pro- 
vide the shock-wave propagation with small attenuation and to decrease the net 
energy deposition into the system. The latter is especially important under the con- 
dition of launcher repetitive regime. 

V. Microparticle and flow dynamics beyond the barrel. 

Analysis of microparticle and flow dynamics in the space between the barrel 
butt and the substrate was carried out with the following assumptions. At the 
moment t = 0 the steady state gas flow is generated at the barrel butt-end. The 
flow with density 5kg/m3, temperature 3000 K and velocity 2km/s is streaming into 
the mentioned above space, where there is room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure. At some distance from the barrel the cylindrical substrate with diameter 
10 mm is placed coaxially with the barrel. Microparticles are injected into the 
barrel-substrate space together with the flow, their velocity being equal to that of 
the flow. The moment of particles injection with respect to that of the flow is 
considered to be variable. Such assumptions permit to model the real process, 
where particles caught into acceleration regime inside the barrel by the gas "cork" 
are streaming out of the barrel together with the gas flow. 

Some results of the modelling are presented in Fig. 5. Here the media density 
distribution along the symmetry axis is shown at various time moments. The 
substrate   is   placed   at   distance   3 cm   from   the   barrel   butt.   Microparticles   of 
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corundum powder with diameter 3 urn are injected 15 us after the flow starts 
streaming out of the barrel. Positions of a microparticle are marked on the 
abscissa, where its velocity and corresponding moment are given. 
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Fig. 5  Flow density distribution along the central axis in the space beyond 
the barrel butt. 

As soon as the flow streams into the space beyond the barrel it starts to 
expand and, as seen from Fig.5, the media density in the space between the barrel 
butt and the shock-wave front drops drastically. In less than 15 us after streaming 
out starts the shock wave reaches the substrate and the air layer with increased 
density begins to be formed in the vicinity of the substrate. But with time this 
layer thickness and density diminish and toward 35 us the air density in the layer 
gets equal to the atmospheric one. The flow streaming out of the barrel is 
accomplained by its acceleration. So, along the system axis the flow velocity is 
increased from 2 km/s up to 3.2 km/s in 10 us after leaving the barrel, when the 
flow front advanced by 1.5 cm. Further on however the velocity begins to decrease. 

Microparticles captured by the flow initially get acceleration, their velocity 
increases from 2 km/s up to 2.5 km/s but afterwards their intense deceleration 
begins. It can be explained by some factors. One of them is the existence of 
backward flows reflected from the substrate. Microparticles get additional 
deceleration in the gas layer at the substrate surface. In the case under 
consideration the velocity of microparticles drops till 1.45 km/s. 

Thus the choice of the distance from the barrel butt to the substrate 
determines substantially the microparticle velocity at the substrate and hence the 
coating quality. It should be also noted that this choice has to be made with 
accounting for not only microparticle acceleration dynamics inside the barrel and 
beyond it but also for heating of the substrate by the incident flow. 

VI. Experimental installation. 

For the purpose of experimental studies an experimental installation was devel- 
oped on the basis of the electrothermal launcher. It consists of a capacitive store 
block, a discharge gap, a discharge triggering unit, a barrel and a microparticles 
injector. 

For the launcher efficiency improving, i.e. for the flow velocity increase with 
diminished energy deposition into the discharge region it is necessary to decrease 
the deposition time. The latter condition stipulated the choice of the discharge cir- 
cuit parameters and discharge unit  construction.  S,  condensers with low value  of 
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capacitance (12 uF, 25 kV) and small stray inductance (40 nH) were chosen as the 
capacitive store unit. Nevertheless high value of the discharge circuit characteristic 
impedance could result in oscillating character of the discharge current. For the 
current to be aperiodic we have to increase the resistance of plasma in the dis- 
charge gap at the expense of enlarging the gap length. For this purpose a three- 
electrode system is provided in the discharge unit construction. The corresponding 
electric circuit is presented in Fig.6. 

T C1 

4= C2 

Fig. 6  Schematic of the launcher discharge circuits. 

For triggering the main discharge gap S2 the plasma, which is produced in the 
additional gap Si, is used. In turn for triggering the gap Si the magnetic switch Ls, 
high voltage pulse generator PG and pulse sharpening spark-gap are used [3]. Such 
construction permits to trigger the discharge in the main gap with its length vary- 
ing up to 5 cm that is adequate for obtaining aperiodic discharge current. 

The collector, discharge gap and discharge triggering unit are constructively 
combined in a unified block where Rogowsky coil and high voltage devider to be 
used for measurements of the current in the discharge circuit and the discharge 
voltage are also placed. The launcher barrel and the powder dosage unit are fas- 
tened to this unified block. 

Injection of a pre-set portion of microparticles into the launcher barrel and ob- 
taining the suspension presents a rather complicated problem in this case. The point 
is that powders consisting of micrometer and submicrometer dimensions particles, 
especially dielectric powders (including ceramics), constitute wad-like states - agglom- 
erates. Herewith for smaller microparticles the adhesion force between them is 
stronger. For that reason the application of dosage units which are commonly used 
in detonation guns and plasmatrons is not possible. For breaking the agglomerates 
in our installation the technique of powder pseudo-liquefaction is used that is based 
on the drift of particles in electric fields, ultrasonic oscillations action on particles 
and generation of turbulent curls. The agglomerates destruction is a result of their 
colliding either with each other or with other microparticles or with camera walls. 
So the uniform cloud of microparticles with dimension about 1 -e- 3 diameters of the 
barrel is obtained during powder portion injection. The cloud mass equals several 
mg. 

The experimental research program includes the study of the flow composition, 
measurement of velocities and temperatures of the flow and microparticles. At pres- 
ent measurements technique is being tested. The results of experiments would be 
published later. 

VII. Conclusion. 

Acceleration of powder material microparticles with micrometer and submi- 
crometer dimensions in the flow increased density region allows to obtain high ve- 
locities of microparticles with possibility to provide real control of their heating 
regime. At the same time the realisation of acceleration regimes to be applied for 
microparticles of different materials and different dimensions  requires the  selection 
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of the discharge region configurations and dimensions, the store parameters, the 
stored energy level, the position of injection, the distance between the barrel butt 
and the substrate. Those parameters could be determined on the basis of the op- 
timisation analysis. 

The experiments that is now under way would show if the proposed theoretical 
model was adequate. The point is that the hydrodynamic description of interaction 
between the flow and microparticles with dimensions less than 1 micrometer could 
be non-correct because the gas molecule free path length is comparable with the 
dimension of microparticles. 
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Summary. 
In       this       work       we       emphasize       the       role       of       electromagnetic 

field singularities in the metal contact destruction. 
Mainly the singularities are connected with geometry fac- 
tors. The velocity magnitudes at which the armature evapo- 
ration takes place (contact "crisis") were stated in de- 
pendency on different characteristics using numerical si- 
mulation method. To state the problem of simulation cor- 
rectly and obtain comparable results it is to point out 
the method of singularity smoothing. It was shown in the 
launch beginning the magnetic diffusion plays the main ro- 
le, but after velocity ~ 100 m/sec the importance of the 
velocity compression of current layer becomes dominant. 
The possibility of critical velocity rise depending to 
form  and  friction  was  shown. 

Introduction.   Statement of the problem. 
Due to great amount of complicated interconnected pheno- 

mena a physical model of contact zone between moving con- 
ductors (rail and armature) has not been formulated final- 
ly. The numerous investigations stated (see [1-5]) that as 
the armature velocity rises the character of current flow 
changes: 1. metallic (potential drop of some volts), 2. 
quasimetallic or microarcing (tens of volts) and 3. arcing 
(hundreds of volts). For practical purposes it is desirab- 
le to move point of transformation from 1 to 2 ("crisis" 
contact point) into area of much greater velocities. 

In the works [6-8] we already investigated this problem. 
We have developed and realized the computer code for prob- 
lem investigation in two - dimensional approach. The de- 
tails of the used numerical algorithm are contained in 
[8]. The "critical" velocity magnitudes were obtained in 
dependency on different problem parameters. Here we aim at 
investigation of the problem from other point of view and 
emphasize the role of singularity points in metallic con- 
tact destruction. 

We use the next physical model. At acceleration a metal 
armature is heated by friction and joule heating. It fuses 
at melting temperature and with achieving of boiling the 
boiling mass escapes from contact zone, creating cavern. 
We call critical the velocity, at which the boiling takes 
place. The problem is solved in two-dimensional case. 

The work was supported by Russian Foundation of Funda- 
mental Researches (project N 96-02-16842). 

§ 1.  The model  of acceleration process. 
Tl ■ ■   "he model comprises Maxwell system of equations in mhd- 

approximation for two components of electric field in lon- 
gitudinal   direction   and   one   component    of    magnetic    field    in 
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transversal, equations for temperature and armature motion 
(see for details [6-8]). Further we shall use T-temperatu- 
re, T and T,-melting and boiling ones, Qf -specific fric- 

tion heat power.  The current I(t) is specified. 
One half of typical railgun cross section is shown in 

Fig. 1. We use right forward side of armature and arbitra- 
ry back one. We denote the angle (greater than n) between 
armature back side and rail as (pQ (<p =1.5 n on Fig.  1). 

rail 

air ~C~ armature ^d 

Fig.    1. Fig.   2. 
The armature velocity u    is determined by the equation 

m u     .   = S [j a, t       A 
H]    dV - F f r' U t=0 a,0' (1) 

Ffr= J ffr(r,T)dS,  ffr= (k0(T)+kv(T)v^) T [J*H]xdV/S 

where    m-armature A-its 
A 

F, -friction 
S -contact a 

force, 

densi- 

mass,     A-its     region,     , f 

surface,      f    (r,T)-friction      force     surface 

ty,       k0(T)       and       kv(T)-friction       coefficients,       ß-parameter 
(Ißl^l).    We   consider   kn   and   k     are   zero   at   T>T .   We   used 

(j v m 
the   power   Q{ r=f {ruaö(x-xQ)   on   Sa,    where   5(x-xQ)-Dirac-fun- 
ction,  x„-contact point. The Qc     is concentrated on S . 

§ 2.  The examples of simulations and their discussions. 
2.1.  The main set of problem parameters. 
We present below results of calculation runs under dif- 

ferent conditions. The main set of parameters we used are 
following: caliber-1 cm, rail thickness-1 cm, rail height- 

cm, ' " " .... 0.5   cm,"  current    in   time   0.2    ms    linearly   increasing,  satura- 
tion   value   0.5   MA.    Initial   T   is   17 C,    <h>=3.06   10 2cm   (<h> 

square), 
Al    ar- 
will    be 

-side    length    of    right    grid    triangle    with    average 
initial    velocity    is   equal    to   zero.    The   Cu    rail    and 
mature   were   the   main   pair   of   materials.    Variations 
pointed specially. 

2.2.  On the velocitv skin-layer structure. 
To investigate the structure we present some results 

about the magnetic field diffusion depth. Fig. 2 describes 
the   paths   for  Fig.   3,   which   shows   the   depth   versus   time   in 
the    case    of    rail    with    1.2 mm iNi-Lr layer. Fig. 3,a,b,c 
show time evolution of points with H=0.5 H at lines or- 

thogonal to rail, going under angle TT/4 to it and along 
rail.  These lines pass through the C point. 

It is clearly seen the diffusion wave passes through Ni- 
Cr layer very quickly (less then 0.01 ms). Further it mo- 
ves much slower in Cu. But as the velocity rises the dif- 
fusion depth decreases. This process becomes dominant from 
the time near 0.09 ms and velocity about 200 m/sec. The 
layer     compression     is     the     strongest     in     y-direction.      The 
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Fig. 3 confirms that diffusion plays main role at low ve- 
locities but velocity compression becomes dominant at hig- 
her velocity. We point out in this variant the armature 
melting starts at t~0.1 fis and critical velocity of 1170 
m/sec was achieved at t=0.154 ßs (see. [6,7]). 

Fig.3 shows the compression of layer with magnetic field 
on y - direction too. In the most of skin-layer models 
this effect is not taken into consideration. But this com- 
pression is able to describe data [9] about existence of 
some optimal resistive layer thickness. See also our re- 
sults [7] for critical velocity values at different Ni-Cr 
layers. 

2.3. Simulation runs with rest armature. 
It is acknowledged that diffusion is very sensitive to 

angle points. To demonstrate it in clear form we remind 
the results [6-8] for magnetic field diffusion from inter- 
rail space with rest armature (here the velocity skin- 
layer    is    absent    absolutely)    and    different    (p       The    problem 
solution contains singularity depending on used angle 
<jPn>7L    We    calculated    time    interval    t      before    T..    The    re- U ob 
suits shown the t    decreases when <pn  rises as a rule. 

The analytical expression for joule heating in angle 
point shows the boiling must begin immediately at t = 0. 
But solving a problem numerically we obtain only some ap- 
proach of precise solution because of finite approximati- 
on. Partially, it is naturally to suppose the numerical 
joule heating action _ corresponds to analytical one avera- 
ging   over   square   0(rQ).   Here   the   value   rQ   must   be   of   used 
grid dimension. 

Under this assumption the approximation results of simu- 
lation data by analytical expression gave correlation co- 
efficient 0.99998 and parameter r0=3.063 10 Jcm. It coin- 
cides . with the <h> ideally. The result for case <h>=4.477 
10 cm shows the rising <h> leads to corresponding increa- 
se of tQ  according to stronger spreading of heat source. 

The situation is typical for problems in regions with 
angle points (for electrodynamics-see [101 for elastici- 
ty-see [11] and so on). At the same time the physical heat 
source has finite value. Thus it is necessary apriory to 
point out the method, which smooths (regularizes) the so- 
lution near angle point. It is desirable this method has 
physical sense. The specification of curvature radius near 
angle is one from such methods. The concrete <h> value can 
be obtained, for instance, from the comparison of experi- 
mental and calculated data about critical velocity value. 
We made such comparison in [6,7], the used <h> value is 
it's result. There are other methods of course. 

2.4. Simulation runs with different friction and angles. 
Here we investigate the joint action of diffusion and 

velocity compression. The simplest way for it is to take 
into account the friction (1). The friction acts in two 
ways. First, it decreases the acceleration and leads to 
the    growth    of    angle    points    importance.    Second,    it    causes 
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friction heating. In this section we present the data abo- 
ut friction influence for different angles. Here only 
kn(T)*0 at T<T    in (1). 

0V   > m 
Table 1. 

kQ        <p° 225 270 315 351 

ms        0.12 0.127 0.135 0.131 
m/sec    577 685 829 795 

0.0 t 
0 

V 

0.2 
c 

t . 
0 

V 

0.35 
c 

t . 
0 

V 

0.5 
c 

t . 
0' 

V —r 

,   ms 0.137 0.137 0.142 0.135 
, m/sec 494 516 623 677 

,   ms 0.164 0.153 0.154 0.139 
, m/sec 375 370 446 587 

,  ms 0.181 0.179 0.143 
, m/sec 64.6 170 477 

In the calculation we didn't observe the liquid film, 
originated by friction only. It needs much smaller <h> va- 
lue for its calculation. Moreover the film creation leads 
to friction vanishing [121. The further heating without 
electricity is possible only as result of viscosity for- 
ces. It corresponds to other problem statement. Here the 
heating, melting and boiling are results of friction and 
current flow common action. 

It    is    noticeable    the    kQ    value    influences    on    v      greatly. 
It is possible to obtain any velocity from 0 to v at k„=0 
by changing kQ and providing constant angle. It is well 
seen   at   k„=0,    the   wn   value   influences   on   v     unlike   the   ca- 
se with v=0. Different explanations of this fact are pos- 
sible. It may be associated with the difference between H 
on armature back side and contact surface. This difference 
creates additional r-component of current, inversely pro- 
portional to (<pQ-n). The correlation coefficient calcula- 
tion   for   this   data   and   supposed   dependency   on   (pQ    is   0.93. 
It is possible too this effect is connected with studied 
in [13] influence of resistive layer between armature and 
rail. The presence of this layer leads to spreading of 
skin-layer    proportional     to    (<p0-n).     The    liquid    film    might 
be such resistive layer. 

The analogous results were obtained in [141 (without 
friction) when studying the dependence of critical time on 
(pQ. The results substantially depended on materials. 

But higher values of kQ lead to changing of such behavi- 
or.    The    singularity    role    becomes    crucial    and    t      decreases 
with angle growth. It is also obvious that the friction 
force in form (1) leads to its great dependence on armatu- 
re   shape   and   kQ.   So,   in   the   case   of   kQ=0.5   and   ^»=225   this 
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friction    model    gave   absurd    results   with   v<0.    On    the   other 
hand,      in      rectangular      armature      [j*H] =0,      therefore      the 
friction will be negligible. Thus the results for critical 
velocity v    can alter accordingly to concrete ff    form. 

So, the process time is result of this effect and one, 
described in p.2.3. Hence we obtain some optimal angle for 
armature back-side. This angle depends on friction force 
and materials (see [14]). 

2.5.  Simulation of evaporation wave motion. 
It is of great interest to investigate the next stage 

after "crisis" point. Here we present the results for eva- 
poration wave along contact zone simulation. 

If there is no arcing then all armatures becomes identi- 
cal    relative    to    <pQ    at    stage    of    evaporation.    All    armatures 
have   the   same   angle   (pQ=2n.   This   variant   is   the   worst   among 
all angles, if we don't take into account the difference 
of materials. The <h> value is of great importance here. 
It must be of real split thickness between conductors. 

Fig. 4 shows level lines for H and T at main set of 
problem parameters for 4 time moments after "crisis". We 
remind the H level lines are the current lines here. It is 
well seen after some time the initial form of back side 
doesn't play any role. Fig. 5 shows time evolution of 
point with 0.9 of maximum T value along the contact zone 
after melting beginning. It demonstrates the point motion 
has not form of t ■ type, which is typical for phase 
transition boundary in diffusion or heat-conductivity pro- 
cess. It is connected with presence of point heat source 
in phase transition region. The time dependency has cha- 
racter, changing in time accordingly to reconstruction of 
geometry. The mean velocity of evaporation wave motion is 
about 6 cm/sec. So, the wave passes 10-cm armature during 
1.5 jus,  which is about to common time of launch. 

Conclusion. 
1. The problem of existence of continuous metal contact 

between armature and rail in electromagnetic launchers was 
investigated. The influence of singularity points on the 
results was studied. 2. The calculation runs confirmed 
great role of angle points in reaching of metal contact 
crisis". For correct statement of mathematical model it 

is need to choose some method of regularization for ob- 
taining finite values. 3. Due to singularity the solution 
results depend substantially on <h> parameter, which cor- 
responds to curvature radius near singularity and split 
thickness between conductors. Therefore the <h> specifica- 
tion is one of possible regularization method. In this ca- 
se the <h> specification is an integral part of the prob- 
lem     statement     analogously     other     geometry     characteristics. 
4. The concrete <h> value can be result of special inves- 
tigations. It is possible to obtain this parameter from 
experimental     and     calculated     data     about     critical     velocity. 
5. The investigation of obtained dependence of critical 
velocity and time shows in the beginning of launch the 
diffusion    of    magnetic    field    and    angle    magnitude    play    the 
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t=0.137 ms 

t= 0.157 ms 

t=0.189 ms 

Fig. 4.The level lines of H [left] and T (right) in different times t after "crisis". 
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Fig. 5.The time evolution of point with 
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main   role,   but   after   the   velocity   near   100   m/sec   -   the   ve- 
locity    skin    -    layer.    The    character    of    singularity    changes. 
6.    The    variation    of    materials,    angles    and    friction    makes 
possible to increase the critical velocity. 
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Summary. 
The      main      purpose      of       the      work 

the      contact      melting      phenomenon      and 
id      film      as     a      result      of      friction.      It 
of       solid       contact       and       its       transition 
In       the       work       the       investigation       of 
tacts      and       the      stresses       on       them       allowed 
conditions of liquid film creation, its 
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appearance      of      a 
can      lead      to      the 

into       a       plasma 
heat       transfer      on 

to       establish 
existence 

features       and,        hence,        the       time 
ting.       The       theoretical       analysis       has 
nation      of      the      liquid      film       leads 
the       friction       force       compared       with 
friction  can  be  neglected  in  armature  launch  simulation. 

of       contact       surface 
shown       that       the 
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Fig.  1. 
Introduction.   Statement  of  fhe problem. 
The work is dedicated to analysis of the processes on 

the contact surfaces of electromagnetic launchers of the 
railgun type [1-3]. One half of a typical railgun cros- 
sing is shown on Fig. 1. The electromagnetic launch of a 
solid armature with metallic contact has some advantages 
over a plasma one [1]. Unfortunately, at velocities V^l 
km/sec almost always the metallic contact regime trans- 
forms into a plasma contact. Currently, it is acknowled- 
ged that the transition of a contact from metallic into 
plasma is the result of great set of physical phenomena. 
Among them there are velocity skin - effect, conductors 
friction and many others (see also [4, 5]). These fac- 
tors lead to melting and evaporation of contact surfaces 
and thus to contact losing. This work is dedicated to 
analysis of contact melting and creation of a liquid 
film at the contact surface as a result of friction. 

The  work   was   supported   by   Russian   Foundation   of   Funda- 
mental Researches (project N 96-02-16842). 

1.   Heat-exchange on railgun surfaces. 
he   armature   sliding   creates   the   heat   q=kr  cr V   on   the 

^      f r   n 
contact 

\ 

surface, where kf r~friction coefficient, 
o^-normal stress, V-relative velocity. Due to little in- 
teraction time we shall suppose that the transversal di- 
mensions of the heated region are small. In this way it 
is    possible    to    obtain    some    simple    solutions.    Further   we 
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shall use the contact temperature- 
T0 = 2 V? q / (VTT (B/ V / X + B2VT)). (l.l) 

This   temperature   was   derived    in   [6].    Here    index    1    rela- 
tes   to    the   wall    (rail),    2-to    the   armature,    B.=VX^c.,    p 

i        i   i   i 
-density,     c-heat    capacity,     A-coefficient    of    heat    conduc- 
tivity.  The temperature is calculated so that TQ(x=0)=0. 

8 2.  The conditions for liquid film origination. 
We denote melting temperature as T . To obtain appro- 

ximate values we shall consider the homogeneous cylinder 
of 1 length and the tangential stress, corresponding to 
the beginning of surface layers shift, that is equal 1/2 
of    the    time    resistance    to    shift    o*_:    cr =kf  c =0 5c       We 

I T     f r   n T' 
consider   an   Al   armature   inside   the   bore   with   a   constant 
acceleration and zero initial velocity. 

ft*    u Table    1 Melting boundary position (mm) 

graphite Al Fe Cu W V 
6470 21200       10200 33100      15500    km/sec 

acceleration,   m/sec 

n6       o'?"10-2       H:10 1»7-,0"o 0.20    4,1-10-2  1,41 
Jg5       2,3-10_^       0,28 6,0-10 2 0,73    0,14 0,45 
105       8,5-10 2      1,09 0,22 3 06    0 55 0,14 

Time of melting beginning (sec) 
Table 2 

material      graphite      Al                 Fe Cu W 
acceleration,  m/sec 

In6    H°fi*
10:55    V8

e
6„,10-5 1.52-10"5- 2,19-10-5, 1,69-KT

5
, 

in5    ^4?'10-5    ?A6n2'10-5 7'05,10J 10,2-10-_5 7,83-Kf5. 
10D    30,1-10       40,0-10 5 32,8-10 5 47,2-KT

5 36,3-KT
5 

T- r ix-        . Table 3 
lime of melting beginning for different V    (sec) 

material      graphite      Al Fe Cu W 
velocity,   km/sec 

°A fof 10-6 !V"10-6 6-24-l0_5 18,7-KT
5

- 8,52-IO-S 
?'n Hl'm-7 ?;5?'10-7 2,50-l0_6 7,46-l0-_6 3,41-KT

6 

1,0 4,84-10 ' 11,4-10J 6,24-10 I 18,6-10_7
7 8,52-KT

7 

W ?'^'10-7 5A6/W-7 2J7-10-7 8,29-l0-_7 379-10-7 

2,0 1,21-10 2,84-10 7 1,56-10 7 4,66-10-7 2 13-10-7 

Table 1 shows the calculational results for the melting 
boundary position relative to the front point of the 
contact surface after the first 10 cm of the path with 
ffS accelerations ancL rail materials. We used 
Tm=1070 ■ K,    cT=7,54-10/N/mJ.    The   values    of    B    parameter 
(in   w   sec1/2/m2K)   are   represented   in   Table   1    under   the 
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material. The last column contains the velocity of the 
armature at this time. It is well seen in all cases ne- 
arly all contact surface fuses very quickly, especially 
at maximal acceleration. Table 2 represents the values 
t„-    time   of    melting   beginning   for    the    same   conditions, 
as in Table 1. Table 2 shows the melting begins at velo- 
cities of some ten or one hundred m/sec after passing 
only   a   few   mm.    In   real   railguns   the   initial   velocity   VQ 

is    102-103m/sec.    Table    3    represents    data    about    tQ    for 
different initial velocities at conditions analogous to 
Table 2. From the Table it is seen the armature passes 
only a few millimeters or less before beginning of con- 
tact surface melting. 

§ 3.  The stresses on contact surface. 
The previous data related to big and specified tangen- 

tial stresses on contact surface. Here we want to calcu- 
late the friction on contact surface. Let's study the 
acceleration of the homogeneous armature of 1 length. 
The stress on bore walls is result of acceleration, 
friction heating,  joule heating and hot gas on ends. 

I. We begin from the longitudinal stresses calculati- 
on, originated by the electromagnetic acceleration. We 
use the next equation of motion for unit volume of acce- 
lerated armature, regarding armature material as an in- 
compressible liquid (or elastic body [7]) : 

where p-density, p-longitudinal stress, analogous to 
pressure     in     liquid,     f{r-friction     force     per     unit     square, 
B-magnetic       induction,       /^-magnetic       permeability.       We 
suppose all values depend on x only and B has only one 
nonzero component  in the z-direction (see Fig.  1). 

At analyzing (3.1) we shall assume also that all 
points of the elastic body move with the same velocity 
and acceleration (see also quasistationary approximation 
[7]).    Then   if   f{      depends   on   time   only   and   as   p=const, 
V=V(t)    we    can    integrate    (3.1)    over    the,   lengthy   Thus    we 

B, B 
obtain P = P0 (1 - y) + P,  y+27TT_ ~ZjT' 

where pQ is external pressure at the front armature bo- 
undary, p. is external pressure at the rear boundary (at 
x=l),  B.   is magnetic induction at the same place. 

Using   the   Maxwell    equation   ße]=-8B/dx   [8]   (here   j    is 
y-direction component of current density) it is possible 
to obtain B, if j is known. Therefore it is possible to 
obtain longitudinal stress distribution. As an example 
let's take electric current uniformly distributed betwe- 
en    xt    and    x2    (x2>x1).    The    current    density    is    equal    to 
-j     Then we can obtain the next stress distribution: 
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p = p0 (1 - f) + p,  f + Fg/S f      at 0 s x s xr 

P = P0 (1 " f) - P,  f + Fg/S [f - (x^)2]    at Xl<x<x2, 

p = p0 (1 - f) + p,  f + Fg/S (f - 1)    at x2 * x * 1. 
Here    F      is    the    total    electromagnetic    force,     acting    on 
the armature,  S is its cross - section square. 

In reality there are different variants of relation- 
ships between p. and magnetic pressure p =F /S. For ins- 
tance,    p  =0   in   a   plasma   armature.    Then   the   longitudinal 
stresses are compressible (p>0), and their distribution 
is linear. If a metallic armature is used (all current 
flows through the body) then Pj«P , and the pQ is negli- 
gible compared to magnetic pressure. In this case the 
stress distribution is nonlinear. In the front part the 
stresses are compressible increasing with x. They are 
maximal at some point x , equal to zero at x=xQ, and re- 
main   tensile   up   to   the   end.    The   mean   longitudinal   stress 

<p> = } S P dx = -"-^ + S* (31        - b- <3-2) 

II. Here we want to calculate the stresses which are 
result of armature heating. Let's study the next model 
problem about two cylinders. One of them simulates the 
armature, the other - the railgun bore. We consider the 
temperature distribution is given and depends on radius 
r only. The cylinders are in contact along all the in- 
ternal     cylinder    lateral    surface    (at     r=R,     R      is    external 
radius of external cylinder). We aim to determine the 
stresses,  particularly,  radial stress on the contact. 

Supposing the displacement vector u has only a radial 
component and depends on radius only we obtain [7]: 

3? <7 37<r\» - c 37-      C = f (1 + »x0)/(l - jg. 
Here    ßQ    is    Poison    coefficient,    a    is    expansion    coeffici- 
ent,    E    is    elasticity    modulus,    oCpa/3    is    linear    expansion 
coefficient. 

Solving this equation with the boundary conditions we 
obtain the stresses and displacement. We represent the 
result expression for the radial stress at r = R: 

crrr|R = b S (K1D1 + K2D2)/(D1+ D2), (3.3) 
where   K1    and   K2    are   some   constants,    depending   on   the 
contact    temperature   TQ,    <T>    and   <T >   (mean    temperatures 
of     internal     and     external     cylinders     correspondingly),     D. 
and   D2   are   constants,   depending   mainly   on   geometry,   b   is 
an   expression,    depending   on   E   and   JLIQ.    We   calculate   the 
temperature so that T(RQ) = 0 (see for details [9]). 

We   can    simplify    the   expression   (3.3)    if    we    take    into 
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We 

account    the   heat    processes   scale.    As   <T>~TQä/R,    where   6 
is the heated zone scale, then at small interaction time 
we can neglect the mean temperature compared with the 
contact one. 

As a result we obtain the approximate expression: 
crrr|R ~ N E a,T0 / (1 - 2 M0), (3.4) 

N'ßr*'- 2^]/£-+ (1 - 2,v[1 +1(1" r)]]- 
To take into account the common influence of mechanic 

and heat phenomena it is needed to add the transversal 
stresses,  originated at acceleration,   into (3.4). Then 

% " 1 -Nü M0 <E «1  T0 + "o <!»>• <3'5> 
4.  The calculation of melting beginning time. 

h shall study the next simplified problem. Let the 
armature move in a cylindrical channel containing four 
segments. Two of them are electrodes and the others are 
isolating walls. The armature has an initial velocity 
VQ.   We   use   the   equation   of   motion   in   the   ordinary   form: 
M T-x- = 0.5  L    I    -  F,   ,   where M is the armature mass,   L 

d t x f r' x 
is inductance gradient,   I  is current. 

The    friction    consists    of    the    armature    interaction    with 
electrodes (index e) and isolating walls (index w): 

F.    = (k.      ncr      + k,      II    <y    ) 1, ir        v   f re      e      ne frw     w     nw' 
where    k,       is    friction    coefficient,    II    is    the    fraction    of 

f r 
cross-section perimeter, occupied by electrodes or 
walls. 

Using (3.5) we obtain (for electrodes and walls): 
N ji E a 

crn= m (n TQ+ <p>),  m = i   _  2 ^  n = -p-. 

Neglecting Pj   and pQ we obtain (3.2) in the form: 

<p> = PFg/S,Fg4l2.        ß - X' 3  I   H ~ T 
We use (1.1) for Tn determination: 

T     =  /|  £ ,   T     =  /I q 
W 

0e n B W/VZ + B/vT'     0W        n B  W/VZ + B/vT 
e w 

Here B parameter for armature is written without  index. 
q=k.       Vo-,      q=kc       Vo*. 
^e ire ne ^w frw nw 

As    in    [6]    we    take    for    calculations    the    friction   coeffi- 
cient   equal   to   k,   Q   at   V<V^   and   proportional   to   V at 
higher V. 

These equations were solved numerically simultaneously 
with electric circuit equations. The time of melting be- 
ginning was determined. We used Al armature, graphite 
and Cu walls. We varied the initial velocities, velocity 
of current rise and dimensions^ Almost in all cases at 
nonzero    initial    velocity    (VQ>10      m/sec)    the    melting    of 
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the contact surface began practically at the entrance of 
railgun bore. At the same time the tangential stresses 
on the contact were higher then o*T in almost all cases. 

§ 5.  The conditions for liquid film existence. 
The liquid film created at the contact can exist at 

sufficiently high heat flux originated by friction. The 
flux must be equal to the sum of the flux for wall hea- 
ting    (q.),    for    maintaining    a    constant    melting    boundary 
temperature (equal to T ) (q») and for creation of a li- 
quid film (q   ),  which escapes from the contact zone. 

After the film formation the process of heat generati- 
on changes. Now it is the result of kinetic energy dis- 
sipation of melted metal moving relative to the solid 
boundaries. Supposing linear velocity distribution ac- 
ross the film we obtain the tangential stress is cons- 
tant on thickness and is equal to 

<rT = p V / A, (5.1) 
where p is viscosity of liquid,  A is its thickness. _ 

Then the power of the heat source is equal to q=|LiV /A. 
When analyzing the heat transfer the next characteris- 
tics were obtained: 

aXT /2 OLA.X a0A0T /2 a0A0t „  _   110     s  _  y        1    1        „        2  2   m     s        ,/ 2    2 

where   d^  and   5 2 are   depths   of   heated   zones   in   wall   and 
armature,  a. K.=ir/4,  TQ  is wall temperature. 

Thus   the   heat   flux   q      is   equal   to   pr  dA/dt,   where   p   is 
the   density   of    liquid   metal,    r      is    the   specific    heat    of 
melting. 

I. The wall temperature can be estimated by the follo- 
wing way- Solving the stationary equation for T 

* £l + «I m - 0 (5.2) 
dy dy 

with    the    appropriate    boundary    conditions    at    y=0    (T=T  ) 
and    y=A    (q=q1)    we    derive    the    wall     temperature    (using 

T     + ji V2/ 2   A 
(1.1) and neglecting B.v^T) T    =  2>      . 

2 °       1  +   -|B1   V TT V  / 8 x 
The relation shows an upper limit for film thickness, 
when the temperature is just under the melting one: 

A, .     = V2  x / 7T V p V2/ B1  T  . (5.3) 
l i m ^ 1      m v       ; 

That is at A<Aj . there is no cooling and crystallizati- 
on    of    liquid    film.    If    A>A. .       the    source    power    is    not 
enough for flux into wall. It leads to crystallization 
near the wall. In this case the boundary conditions near 
wall    change.    The    temperature    becomes    equal    to    T  .    The 
crystallization     generates     specific     heat     of     melting,      in- 
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creasing the heat flux into wall. The film thickness be- 
comes less, increasing the dissipative energy. So, the 
phase transitions (melting and crystallization) supply 
film control. Once formed it must be maintained by the 
dissipative processes and phase transforms. 

II. At the same time the armature mass diminishes con- 
tinuously due to wiping off liquid film by the moving 
wall.     At     linear    velocity    distribution    and    weakly    chan- 
fing   film   thickness   along   the   length   (x   is   mean   longitu- 

inal    film    coordinate)    the    flow    rate    of    mass    (per    unit 
film thickness) is equal to 

G = 0.5 p V A. A 2 (5.4) 
The   flow   rate   of   heat   is   dQ/dt=Tpv(cT+ n-)   dy,   where   v 

0 z 

is local velocity in the film v=Vy/A. Using the (5.2) 
solution,  under this assumptions we derive 

4S-DVAJV
2
 + cT *lhfe(i+f)l     _ A/TTV^- fl     u v2 

dT-pVAJ3- + cT
m—TT% p * - r S-TBr e " 2 XT  • 

Dividing"" to   the   film    length' 
ding heat flux (q ). 

1,    we   obtain   the   correspon- 

Dividing (5.4) by the length 1 and density p, we ob- 
tain the corresponding decrease of the film thickness, 
which must be compensated by the spreading of the body 
due to internal stresses. Dividing (5.4) by the armature 
radius we obtain the velocity of relative spreading of 
the body which is needed for taking away compensation 
(D=2R) de/dt=VA/YDl). The relative spreading diminishes 
normal stresses on the contact: 

v   = rn (n T    + <p>) - e E. 
n v        m ^  ' 

At   the   moment   when   the   c     becomes   equal   to   zero,   split 
between body and wall originates. Then the friction va- 
nishes. If the armature spreads further then the process 
can restart when the armature will contact with the 
wall. 

III. The final relations for film thickness can be 
written in the next form. If the conditions of film 
existence are satisfied then its thickness can be calcu- 
lated from the equation -.   j 

*r v <*m
+ v * or dT-= Vrf pe - * £§ - z 

^7W ,j2 - % !L (8 + 3 Pr    ^ ^    *')] (5.5) 

where Re=pV\/p, Pr=jLic/A. The equation (5.5) must be sol- 
ved with the initial condition A=0 at t=tQ. This equati- 
on describes the melting process and crystallization. 
But    in   the   case   of   crystallization   at   TQ<T      the   complex 
(l+0)/(l+%) must be changed to 1. 

Conclusion. 
The theoretical investigation and results of large set 

of    numerical    simulations    for    liquid    film    features    permit 
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to draw some main conclusions. 
1. In the most of variants the film thickness was bet- 

ween 1-10 mu. 2. The external conditions (initial in- 
ductance and velocity) acts weakly on the time of film 
origination and its dynamics. 3. In all simulation vari- 
ants   the   temperature   TQ   on   the   moving   boundary   was   less 
then   T ,    that    is   the   film   solidified   at   contact.    4.    Af- 

m 
ter a long time the film thickness becomes almost cons- 
tant. It's upper limit 2can be estimated from the relati- 
on  A      ~2v z—rr  D^ y   .   This   one   is   twice   the   limit   A, . 

max H   V    D,    I 1 im 
1       m 

from   (5.3).    5.    In    this    case   we    can    estimate    the    fricti- 
/2   1 on.   Using A, .      as A we  obtain  Fc  =B,T v -rr- II.   The  force &      1 i m i r      1   m        V 

doesn't depend on viscosity and is inversely proportio- 
nal to the velocity. 6. The little variation of normal 
pressure    o*      on    the    contact     surface    gives    evidence    of 
stable    film    existence.     7.     The    main    conclusion     is    the 
next:    the    liquid    film    origination    leads    to    a    sharp    de- 
crease    of    the    friction    force    compared    with    dry    force. 
So,   it can be neglected in simulations. 
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Abstract: In electromagnetic railgun experiments at ISL, the composite-projectiles are accelerated up to 
2000 m/s with a maximal acceleration of 7 x 106 m/s2. The forces' maximum typically will have been 
achieved after 200 (is. One consequence of this dynamic load is a strain-velocity in the order of £ = 
2000 s"1, a rate at which also metals are giving up their static properties. 
The aim of the research at ISL is the construction of a sabot made of fiber reinforced material adapted for 
the dynamic bearing. FE simulations should support the construction process, as well as they allow a 
detailed investigation of micromechanical effects occurring during the acceleration. The most important 
problem of the numerical simulation of composites under dynamic bearing is the material model. We 
show in this paper, that the classical homogenized laminate models, well known for static analysis, don't 
meet the needs of dynamic simulation. To develop an appropriate material model for railgun sabots, we 
made quasistatic experiments with a specific sabot geometry as well as dynamic investigations with simple 
cylinder specimens. Lateral support (no radial strain) of a specimen increases its strength up to two times 
the strength of a non supported one. The system answer still remains linear elastic, only little internal 
delamination occurs. 
Tests in a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar test facility proofed the maximum strain as the principal failure 
criterion for dynamic bearing. Whereby the maximum strain depends of the instantaneous strain-rate. 
Higher the strain-rate is, higher the maximum failure strain will be. 
By doing this we show that the viscous properties of the matrix are fundamental for the mechanic behavior 
of composites under dynamic bearing. So when the material fails, the stress is beyond the static failure 
stress. Also experiments with real sabots have shown, that failure occurs a relatively long time after the 
stress has achieved its maximum. 

1 Introduction 
The physical principle of a railgun is shown in figure 1. 
The railgun consists of two conducting rails and a conducting projectile. The current in the rails generates 
a magnetic field B and yields by interacting with the current of the projectile the LORENTZ-forces. The 
LORENTZ-force can be described by the equation F = l(I xB), where / is the length of the current 
bridge and / is the current which crosses the armature [6], [9]. 
One method to augment the actual load factor of electromagnetic railguns is to decrease the sabot's mass. 
Furthermore, railguns are working with accelerations up to 7 x 106 m/s2 and also the sabot must be built of 
a strong material. 
Fiber reinforced polymers perfectly combine the advantages of low density with those of high toughness. 

Due to their high specific strength and 
capability of being tailored to meet precise 
specifications       concerning       stiffness 
characteristics, there is a great deal of 
interest to be able to simulate numerically 
a certain geometry under dynamic loading. 
A consequence  of dynamic  loading in 
railguns is a strain rate in the order of E = 
2000 s"1, a rate at which also metals give 
up their static properties. 
We know that there will also exist a limit 
in strain-rate for composites where they 
change their dynamic behavior. 
Typical theoretical investigations of the 
modulus of composites are dealing with 

Figure 1: Physical Principle of a Railgun 
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rates in the range of 10"4 < 8 < 10"2 s"\ a so called quasistatic loading [2], [7]. 
Studies of dynamic behavior are rare and they typically treat a specific relatively simple geometry like 
thick plates [8] which are notched. Other investigations were made by Brück et al. [1]. They use a 
magnetic flyer plate to generate a short duration pulse (< 1 us) on a carbon-fiber/epoxy laminate. 

Figure 2 shows the sabot for the 30 mm railgun prestudy Pegasus. It is a cylinder with a length of 70 mm 
and a diameter of 29 mm. The 7.5 mm holes contain the brushes which apply the force. We only know the 
total force by measuring the current in the rails. In the described railgun, one can calculate the total force 
by: 

1       2 

U is the gradient of inductivity and the value is in the range of 0.44 uH/m. / represents the total current. 
For prestudy PEGASUS the rise time of 

;! - the   current   is   about   250   p.s.    The 
distribution of the current in each brush 
depends on the material of the brush (we 
are using iron, nickel and copper fibers), 
but the true current distribution is not 
known. It only can be evaluated with 
respect of their specific resistance that 
increases with temperature. 
Figure 3 shows the calculated forces 
which are based on a computed current 
distribution.        All        the        material 

™"   investigations are based on figure 3. 
Figure 2: Sabot Prestudy PEGASUS after a shot 

The second chapter deals shortly with the 
used materials. In the third chapter we elucidate the quasistatic behavior of the sabot made of the material 
TE 630 and we will study the influence of the boundary condition of no radial strain as well as those of 
notching. The fourth chapter is dedicated to treat the dynamic properties of laminates in Split Hopkinson 
Pressure Bar tests as well as numerical investigations. 
Finally chapter five concludes the presented results. 
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2 Materials 
For the experiments we used 
different materials. 
To have a representative 
selection of fiber reinforced 
materials, we chose the 
materials presented in table 1. 
Quasistatic experiments with the 
special sabot geometry were 
made only with TE 630. This 
material is has orthotropic 
properties. 

Figure 3: Calculated Forces 
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Designation Producer Materials/Structure 
TE630 Permali/France E-glass fiber/epoxy laminate (90° woven tissue) 

ME 730 Permali/France 
E-glass fiber/epoxy laminate (long fibers randomly 
distributed) 

CFK Lerc/France (Vendor) 
HR-carbon fiber/epoxy laminate (90° woven tissue with 
orientated structure: 84 % in axial yarn, 16 % in transverse 
yarn) 

Lexan General Electric Polycarbonate, not reinforced 
OE22 Fraunhofer/IFAM Magnesium with 20 % Saffil fibers (A1203), planarisotropy 
WE 54 Fraunhofer/IFAM Magnesium with 20 % Saffil fibers (A1203), planarisotropy 

Table 1: Used Materials 

3 Quasistatic Investigations 

3.1   Pressure Tests with Specimens „Prestudy PEGASUS" 
For a first approach we made static investigations with a model with the geometry of the sabot. In order to 
test different specimens under multiple conditions in the tensile testing-machine we had to replace the last 
brush-hole by a shoulder with the projected surface of the cylindrical boring. The pressure piston applies 
the total force on the shoulders. In figure 4 we can see a specimen after the test. As a boundary condition 
we put the specimen in a thick-wall steel tube which prevents the sabot of radial strain. 

ww*9K*&'&°*~] 

Figure 4: Specimen 
"Pressure-3" after the 

Test 

The left diagram of figure 5 describes the quasistatic behavior of supported 
specimens. It is remarkable that lateral support increases the toughness to about 
twice the non-supported toughness (figure 5, right). Only little variation of 
curvature in the stress-strain curve has been observed. This means, and the 
appearance of the specimen allows the conclusion, that an internal delamination 
of the specimen occurs. Nearby the holes a little cracking has been observed. 
Globally seen, the specimen did not fail (figure 6). 
The maximum pressure force was 250 kN, the machine's limiting force. So we 
only can estimate maximum endurable pressure to be 20% about the in figure 5 
(left) shown. 
The non-supported specimens are showing up to e >2.3% a curvature that 
seems like perfect plastic strain. A closer examination, however, reveals that 
buckling occurs. The inner-specimen forces (i.e. essentially the friction forces 
between matrix and tissue) are in equilibrium with the outer forces up to the 
moment where the specimen totally cracks. 
In the railgun, the tube encloses the sabot with a little gap of 0.25 mm around it. 
The brushes support the sabot. This case correlates with the gun-tube-supported 
specimens. At the other end of the spectrum, the force in the pressure test was 
applied only on the shoulders. In reality it acts upon each brush so that we have 

approached the worst case with the quasistatic tests. 
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Figure 5: Stress-Strain Diagrams of notched Specimen, no radial strain in the left Diagram 

3.2  Results of Nonnotched Experiments 
On the other hand the experiments were made with two 
different specimen-types: one notched with the brush's 
holes the other without them to study in detail the influence 
of the notches. From applications like e.g. screws and shafts 
[5], we know that holes, nicks and indentations influence 
the material's strength. On both sides of the holes resides 
the maximum of compressive stress. Figure 7 shows that the 
stress in the notched cross section is twice the stress in the 
unnotched cross-section. It also reveals, how important the 
stress concentration around the notches is. The curves 

represent an average stress. We know, like Lemmon and Blacketter [4]  showed, that for laminates 

Figure 6: Specimen "Pressure-3" in 
detail 
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Figure 7: Strength Comparison between Notched and Unnotched Specimens 

St. Venant's hypothesis only can be applied very far away from the application point of the forces. 
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With help of figure 7, we define a notch factor: 

8=- 
' F,un 

JF,n 
= 1.7 

where a r       is the failure-stress of the unnotched and a F „ that of the notched specimen. It describes 
f ,Utl r ,n 

the influence of the local concentration of the stress. In our case, the unnotched specimen fails with a 
stress 1.7 times that of the notched specimen. Designing a projectile we must respect the stress 
concentration by assuming an average stress 5-times higher than that calculated according to St. Venant's 
hypothesis. 

3.3  Results of the Quasistatic Numerical Investigations 

These examinations were made with the valuable help of Mr. Neumann from WIM 
(Wehrwissenschaftliches Institut für Materialuntersuchungen) in Erding/Germany. The laboratory 
disposes of the implicit code ANSYS for quasistatic calculus. 
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Figure 8: Model "Pressure-1" with Radial Strain 

Figure 8 shows the stress G^ in MPa of a laterally non-supported specimen. The stress repartition 

correlates well with the stresses in the right diagram of figure 5. 

4 Dynamic Examinations 

Material behavior is a function of multiple variables. For dynamic investigations the strain rate is the most 
important one. 
The accelerations in railguns drive the strain rates to values up to 8 = 2000 s"1. The deformation passes 
from an isothermal to an adiabatic process. So, the internal energy increases very fast and in the case of 
extreme strains one can have a phase transition. In some experiments the projectiles do not survive. 
Besides a mechanical degradation also the following processes will have an influence on failure. 

• The current causes a high temperature in the brushes. There could be a phase transition of the 
brushes' material from solid to gas-phases with a gain in volume. The „material gas" cannot 
escape, so the gas-pressure cracks the sabot. 

• The current heats the brushes and by thermal conductivity, convection and heat radiation it 
indirectly heats the sabot. Thus, the sabot has a loss in material toughness. The material is no 
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more strong enough to support the forces as more as the decreasing toughness occurs when 
the forces are reaching their maximum. 

•   The deformation work heats the sabot and the aforementioned effects will occur. 

4.1   Experimental Results of Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-Bar Tests 

Aim of this investigation was to ascertain the matrix' influence of the toughness of the laminate. We know 
very little about the failure criteria of laminates for high strain rates. Gibson and Plunkett [2] made 
analytical and experimental efforts to find the internal damping and elastic stiffness of E-glass fiber- 
reinforced epoxy beams under flexural vibration. They have found out, that damping and stiffness are 
independent of amplitudes as long as they do not exceed the fracture strain amplitude. The matrix material 
fails in a brittle fashion under tension at a level governed by the tensile strength of the material and the 
strain concentration. For Gibson and Plunkett, fracture occurs for a specific to a material ratio of stress 
and strain. Their investigations were made in a frequency spectrum from 0 to 500 Hz. 

Strain-Stress TE 630 
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0,005 0,015 

Strain, true 

0,025 0,03 

Figure 9: Hopkinson-Results for TE 630 

One can establish that the dynamic strength is higher than the quasistatic (Figure 9) and it is a function of 

the initial strain-rate. The average strain-rate of the third test is £ = 900 s"'. The failure stress has a value 
of GF= 720 MPa with a failure strain of near £F - 2.4 % (quasistatic: rJF= 460 MPa, £F= 2 %). We 
must remark, that only the specimen C and D are failing. The velocity of the Hopkinson-projectile is with 
v0 = 5.5 m/s and v0 = 6.8 m/s too low to crack the specimen A and B. 
Furthermore the Hopkinson experiments affirmed the strain as main failure criterion. In static 
investigations stress and strain are, like for isotropic materials, coupled by HOOKE's law (in the elastic 
range of the considered material). Due to the viscosity of the matrix, the strain rises with a time delay to 
the stress. Thus stress and strain are no longer coupled by a linear function. The failure strain is a history 
function, that means, it is dependent upon the instantaneous strain-rate. The higher the strain-rate is, the 
higher the failure strain will be. So when the material fails, the stress is beyond the static failure stress. 
Experiments with real sabots have shown, that failure occurs a relatively long time after the stress has 
achieved its maximum. 
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4.2 Comparison between Numerical Results of Model „modell_62a" and Experiment 
„Prestudy PEGASUS" 

Figure 10: Flash-X-Ray-Picture of Shot F09 of Prestudy PEGASUS in Free Flight(left) 

The calculation shown in figure 10 is based on the calculated force distribution of figure 3. 
For numerical investigation we work with a 3D-FE code for transient use. The model, which was baptized 
„modell_62a", is constituted of about 70,000 finite elements with a general edge length of 0.7 mm. Only 
HEXA-elements were used. The time step of the calculation is given, as usual for explicit codes, by the 
program itself. As consequence of the explicit code and an anisotropic material model (a classical 
homogenization formulation), many problems in view of a numerically stable and useful analysis are 
encountered. 
Impellusco and Murakami [3] alleviated these difficulties by setting different switches in the program (like 
e.g. artificial viscosity and hourglass damping) and above all by a fine meshing. According to the Users' 
Manual for MSC/DYTRAN, extreme cases of hourglassing are caused by coarse meshes. The only 
solution is to refine the meshes. Thus the calculation time increases. 
In order to save computing time, only a quarter of the symmetrical model was built. The setting of 
symmetrical boundary conditions allows this measure. 
The calculation time of the model shown in figure 12 to time t = 0.31 ms, was about 100 hours on an 
Alpha 400 workstation. 
Easily we can see in figure 10 that relatively big parts of the sabot, mainly around the second boring 
failed. The borings are countered from the rear of the sabot and the shot direction is parallel to the 
coordinate frame's z-axis. 
If one compares the two pictures of figure 10, one reveals a big gap between numerical and experimental 
results for the prestudy PEGASUS and its FE-model „modell_62a". Furthermore the calculation is based, 
as aforementioned, on the calculated forces of figure 3, where the calculated forces only correlate in the 
slope with the measured force. This points out, that the real projectile in the shot F09 supported higher 
forces than the model. Nevertheless the first one did not fail. 
So, the used material model is yet not elaborated enough to simulate in detail the mechanical effects of 
fiber reinforced laminates under dynamic loading during acceleration in railguns. 
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

We have shown that the quasistatic behavior of anisotropic materials depends on the boundary conditions. 
With the boundary condition of no radial strain, we were able to achieve more than twice the compression 
strength of a unsupported specimen. There are some internal cracks, but globally seen, the supported 
specimen do not fail. 
Also nicks, indentations and holes have a big influence on the material strength, because, like for isotropic 
materials too, nearby these geometric discontinuities maximal values of stress will be reached. It is a good 
approximation to design a sabot with an average stress of 8-times higher of that, which would occur in an 
unnotched cross section. 
The dynamic investigations have elucidated, that the material toughness increases with an increasing strain 
rate. 
A future work will be the elaboration of material models of laminates under dynamic loading. One way to 
do so is to simulate Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-Bar experiments step by step. This progression will reveal, 
until comparing the numerical and the experimental results, the nexus of matrix, fiber and boundary 
conditions. 
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Abstract — In the powder guns, the accelerating forces are applied through the sabots mainly near the rear end of 
the projectile. Consequently we can observe a tension at the rear and a compression at the front. That leads to some 
difficulties when accelerating long rods penetrators characterized by L/D>30 (buckling). An advantage of the rail- 
guns is the possibility to distribute the current, and as a result the accelerating forces, along the projectile. The dis- 
tribution can be achieved with a multi-armature sabot, the impedance corresponding to each armature being deter- 
mined to assume ideally the equality of the space and time distribution of the forces. 
In order to study that distribution of the forces, we have made some measurements of the current distribution in a 
multi-armature projectile in a stationary experiment It has been made by injecting a current pulse whose peak in- 
tensity ranged from lOkA to 50kA, with a rise time of about 240 us. First, we have analyzed the current distribution 
between two armatures made of a copper-cadmium alloy. Each armature was made of metallic fiberbrusb.es, in or- 
der to ensure a good contact between the rails and the projectile. We obtained a current distribution of 70% of the 
total current in the rear armature and 30% in the front one. The study of the distance influence showed the rise of 
the delay between the two currents when the distance between the two armatures increases. Next, in order to im- 
prove the distribution, the first armature was replaced with iron fiberbrushes, and we observed that the current 
distribution was reversed (30% of the total current in the rear armature, and 70% in the front one). Finally, a pro- 
jectile with four brushes armatures has been accelerated in our EMA3 facility, with a peak of current of 540 kA, 
and the results were compared to the numerical simulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The railguns offer an advantage compared to the powder guns that is the possiblity to distribute the accelerat- 
ing forces along the projectile. By this way, we can avoid some mechanical stresses that can appear in the pro- 
jectile during the acceleration when the forces are only applied at the rear side. In latter case, some strains can 
be observed, like bending or buckling, especially when accelerating long rods penetrators with fineness ratios 
greater than 30. 
To distribute the forces and the current along the sabot, we have divided it in several armatures. By determin- 
ing the right impedance for each of them, our aim is to achieve the equality of the space and time distribution 
of the forces. 
We have started this study with a projectile made of two armatures. In the first experiment, which served as 
reference, the projectile and the rails were milled in the same piece of copper to have a perfect contact. Next, 
the armatures were made of copper fiberbrushes which ensure the good contact at the rail-projectile interfaces. 
The influence of the distance between the two armatures was studied too. The third test was led with two dif- 
ferent materials for the fiber brushes. Next the projectile was made of four fiberbrushes armatures. It has been 
tested in a dynamical experiment, and the results were compared to the numerical simulation. 

II. PROJECTILE MADE OF TWO ARMATURES 

We have chosen to start this experiment with a projectile made of two armatures because we wanted to analyze 
the current distribution and the contact between the rails and the projectile, when the armatures are made of 
fiberbrushes, for a simple case. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the facility for the first part of this study. 

The experiment was made with a square bore railgun. The rails made of copper have 365 mm in length and a 
15 mm x 15 mm section. The caliber is 15 mm x 15 mm. The power supply provided a current pulse reaching 
a maximum of 50 kA for a load voltage of 10 kV. For each step of the experiment, we have measured the 
current going through the two armatures and the total current with Rogowski probes, the voltage between the 
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rails at the two armatures and the muzzle voltage [1]. We call the nearest armature to the power supply Al, 
and the other one A2. The corresponding currents and voltages are noted Ij, I2 and Itot, and Uj, U2 and Umuz. 

Power supply 

Rails 

Figure 1   Scheme of the facility with two armatures at rest 

A. Perfect contact 

In order to get some reference results, the first experiment was done with a facility in which the contact be- 
tween the rails and the two armatures is perfect. The best solution to obtain a perfect contact was to mill the 
rails and the projectile in the same piece of copper.The size of the two armatures were chosen so that the cali- 
ber of the railgun is equal for all these experiments (15 mm x 15 mm), and the section of each of them is the 
same as the total one of an armature made of fiberbrushes (see §n.B.). Table 1 gives the current distribution in 
the two armatures for different current pulses. We observe a constant ratio of 83.5% of the total current in Al 
and 16.5% in A2 at the time of the peak of the total current for the five different load voltages. 

Load voltage U=2000V U=4000V U=6000V U=8000V U=10000V 

Itot max (0.24 ms) 9.6 kA 19.4 kA 29.5 kA 39.4 kA 49.9 kA 

Ij max (0.24 ms) 8.0 kA 16.2 kA 24.8 kA 33 kA 42 kA 

I2max (1.4 ms) 2.3 kA 4.8 kA 6.8 kA 9.8 kA 12.3 kA 

% (Il/Itot -12 /Itot) 83.5 -16.5 83.5 - 16.5 83.5 - 16.5 83.5 - 16.5 83.5 - 16.5 

Table 1   Current distribution in the two armatures for five different load voltages (perfect contact) 

B. Fiberbrushes contacts 

Then we reproduced the same measurements with two armatures made of metallic fiberbrushes [2]. Each ar- 
mature is made of two brushes enclosed in the same body in glassfiber renforced plastic (GRP) as shown in 
figure 2. The material of the fiberbrushes is a copper-cadmium alloy. Each brush has 5 mm of diameter, and 
we assume that 80% of the volume is filled with the metallic fibers. The distance between the two armatures is 
10 mm. 
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Metallic fiberbrushes 

(a) GRP W 

Figure 2  Schemes of an armature with two fiberbrushes (section (a) and front view (b)) 

In table 2, we can observe that the ratio of current in Al and A2 is still constant for each load voltage, but 
different from the case of a perfect contact. Indeed, we get now about 67% in Al and 33% in A2 at the time of 
the peak of the total current. Compared to the perfect contact case, the current distribution has changed and 
more current flows in A2. Figure 3 shows the current distribution between two fiberbrushes armatures for a 
load voltage of 2 kV. 

Load voltage U=2000V U=4000V U=6000V U=8000V U=10000V 

Itotmax (0.24 ms) 9.7 kA 19.5 kA 29.8 kA 39.9 kA 50.4 kA 

Ij max (0.24 ms) 6.5 kA 13.2 kA 19.8 kA 26.9 kA 33.8 kA 

I2max (0.64 ms) 3.9 kA 8.0 kA 12.2 kA 16.0 kA 21.5 kA 

%(Il/Itot -12/Itot) 67-33 67-33 67-33 66.5 - 33.5 66-34 

Table 2   Current distribution in the two armatures for five different load voltages (fiberbrushes armatures) 

KkA) 
10.00 -i 

8.00 - 

6.00 - 

4.00 - 

2.00 

0.00 t(ms) 

0.00      0.50 4.00 

Figure 3  Ip I2 and ltotfor a load voltage of2kV (case of fiberbrushes armatures) 

The impedance of the circuit changed because a contact resistance appears at the interface rail-projectile [3]. 
From I, and U, we have deduced an inductance Lj in Al of about 8.5 nH for the case perfect contact, and 7.7 
nH for the case fiberbrushes. These results lead to the resistance Rj of Al (Rj = (Uj-Ljdlj/dtyi j). 
In the perfect contact case, Rj goes from about 15 ufi at the peak of current to 8 \iQ when the current is totally 
diffused into the armature. In the case of fiberbrushes armatures, Rj goes from 30 |i£2 to 19 \i£l. We assume 
that in the case of fiberbrushes armatures, Rj is the sum of the bulk resistance of the armature and both contact 
resistances at the two rail-projectile interfaces. Since in our study the bulk resistance of a fiberbrushes arma- 
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ture is the same as the one in the perfect contact case, we can write : Rlfiber = Riperfect+ ^contact- We deduce 
from these results that Rcontact goes from 15 tiQ to about 10 |iQ when the current diffusion is achieved (see 
fig. 4). It appears that Rcontact is a quantity that cannot be neglected because its value is in the same range as 
the resistance of the armature. 

R(\i£i) 
35.00 

0.00 t(ms) 
0.25       0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00    2.20 

Figure 4  Resistance in Al in the case of a perfect contact (R]perfect), resistance of Al and contact resistance 
only in the case offiberbrushes (R]fiber and Rcontact)- 

C. Distance influence 

The same measurements were made for several distances between the two armatures : 15 mm, 20 mm and 25 
mm. Figure 5 compares the four different Ij curves measured for a load voltage of 10 kV, and figure 6 com- 
pares the four corresponding I2 curves. On figure 7, we can see the variation of the peak of current in both 
armatures versus the distance between them. As we could expect, when increasing the space between the arma- 
tures, the inductance in the circuit increases too (L=L'd, L' : inductance gradient of the rails, d : distance 
between the armatures). So, the current grows in Al and drops in A2 when the distance increases. Another 
consequence is that it introduces an increase of the delay of the current in A2. Therefore, the greater the dis- 
tance between the armatures, the later the peak of current in A2 is in comparison with the one in Al. So, in 
order to get a good distribution of the current in a multi-armature projectile, it is better to reduce the distance 
between the armatures. 

KkA) 
40.00 

0.00 t(ms) i 1 1 1 1 r 

0.00      0.50      1.00      1.50      2.00      2.50      3.00      3.50      4.00 

Figure 5  I, for a distance of 10, 15, 20 and 25 mm between both armatures 
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I(kA) 

T , 1 1 1 1  t(ms) 
0.00      0.50      1.00      1.50      2.00      2.50      3.00      3.50      4.00 

Figure 6  Ufor a distance of 10,15, 20 and 25 mm between both armatures 

KkA) 

d(mm) 

10.00        15.00        20.00        25.00 

Figure 7   Variation of the peak of current in Al and A2 versus distance 

D. Two armatures in different materials 

In order to study the influence of the resistivity on the current distribution, we have replaced Al with an arma- 
ture whose fiberbrushes are made of iron. By this way, the resistance of the first armature is now higher than 
the one of A2 (piron = 10.1.10-8 Qm, PQI.CO' 

= 2-0-10-8 ^m)- Therefore, the first armature has a  57 [iQ 
resistance and the second has a 8 p£2 resistance. 
The same measurements as before were made and table 3 gives the results for five different load voltages. 

Load voltage U=2000V U=4000V U=6000V U=8000V U=10000V 

Itotmax (0.24 ms) 9.0 kA 19.2 kA 29.5 kA 40.1 kA 50.7 kA 

Ijmax (0.16ms) 2.9 kA 6.4 kA 9.7 kA 13.2 kA 16.3 kA 

I2max (0.39ms) 7.1 kA 15.1 kA 23.3 kA 31.8 kA 40.0 kA 

% (Il/Itot -12/Itot) 26.6 - 73.4 28.4-71.6 26.7 - 73.3 26-74 25.8 - 74.2 

Table 3   Current in the two armatures for five different load voltages when Al is in iron andA2 in Cu-Cd 

In this new case, we can observe that the current ratio in Al and A2 is still constant for each load voltage, but 
is reversed compared to the two previous cases. Indeed, now there flows more current in A2, about 73% of the 
total current at the time of the peak, than in Al, in which flows about 27% of the total current. Figure 8 shows 
the total current and the current distribution for a 2kV load voltage. 
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10.00 

8.00 

I(kA) 
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4.00 -■ 

2.00 

0.00 t(ms) 
0.00      0.50      1.00      1.50      2.00      2.50      3.00      3.50      4.00 

Figure 8  I}, I2 et Itotfor a load voltage of2kV 

The forces F, and F- applied on the two armatures are the Lorentz forces : 

Fj  = /j/ x (5j + B2X)  and F2 = I2l x   B2 

Bj, i = 1, 2 :   magnetic flux density in Al and A2 

B2 ! : magnetic flux density in Al due to I2 

1: width of the armatures (caliber) 

It appears that the forces in the two armatures can't be equal when Ij = I2. If we assume that the rails are two 
infinite wires (we neglect the skin effect and the proximity effect), in which flow currents in reversed direc- 
tion, we obtain Fj = F2 when Ij is about 38% of the total current and I2 is about 62% [4]. Compared to the case 
of Al made of iron and A2 made of a copper-cadmium alloy, we note that we obtained a current distribution 
close to this result. 

III. PROJECTILE MADE OF FOUR ARMATURES 

A. Experiment 

The projectile in this part of the study is made of four pairs of metallic fiberbrushes made of a copper- 
cadmium alloy. The projectile has been launched with our EMA3 facility [5], which is a square bore railgun of 
15 mm x 15 mm of caliber and has a DES power supply. The rails are 1.5 m long. The eight brushes have the 
same dimension as the ones described in the paragraph II.B., and the body is made of (GRP). 

Figure 9 shows the current pulse injected in the railgun. The shot-out occurs at about 2 ms. 

0-i 1 r 

0.00       0.50 

t(ms) 

1.00       1.50      2.00       2.50       3.00 

Figure 9   Current pulse injected in EMA3 facility 
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Figure 10 presents an X-Ray photograph of the projectile at the muzzle of the railgun. The shot direction goes 
from the left to the right. We call the nearest armature the power supply Al, the next A2, A3 and A4. We can 
observe on the photograph that Al has melted during the launch, so there is no more contact with the rails. 

/ 

Projectile 

Figure 10 X-Ray photograph of the projectile at the shot-out 

B. Modelisation 

We have modelised this experiment (see fig. 11 for the model of the quarter of the projectile) [6]. We have 
taken into account the contact resistance at the rail-projectile inteface and the thermal effect [7]. In the model, 
we have defined the material of the first layer of element of each brush with a resistivity deduced from the 
contact resistance . Figure 12 shows the current distribution in the four armatures. We have obtained 60% of 
the total current in Al, 20% in A2, and about 10% in A3 and A4 at the time of the peak of the total current. 

Figure 11   Model of the quarter of the projectile 

I(kA) 
160.00 

t(ms) 
0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 

Figure 12   Current distribution in Al, A2, A3 and A4 (modelisation) 
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■V 2326.0 - 3575.0 
i^H 2077.0 - 2326.0 
■M 1121.1 - 2077.0 

K4' 1S7S.1 - 1128.1 

XS&. 1330.1 - 1579.1 

ffig& 1081.1 - 1330.1 
£K! S32.137 - 1081.1 

^7'. ' 513.137 - 132.137 
334.177 - 583.157 
BS.1J6 - 134.177 ■•   '1 'i 

Figure 13   Temperature distribution in a cross-section of Al at 2 ms (launch direction is Z-direction) 

We have also calculated the final temperature in each brush (see fig. 13). We obtained 2000 °C, far over the 
melting point of copper, in a few elements of the first layer of elements of Al (upper right part of fig. 13). 
This high temperature, only due to the flow of current through the brush, lead to the melting of Al at the rail- 
projectile interfaces, that explains the loss of contact of this armature that we observed on the X-Ray photo- 
graph (fig. 10). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have seen that for two copper-cadmium fiberbrushes armatures 70% of the total current flows in the rear 
armature at the time of the peak of the total current and 30% in the other one. This current distribution does 
not allow to have the same forces in both armatures. To improve the force distribution, we have replaced the 
rear armature with iron fiberbrushes whose resistance is higher than the one of a copper-cadmium armature. 
The latter case gave about 30% of the total current in the rear armature and 70% in the front one at the time of 
the peak of the total current. This result is close to the one we want to achieve to obtain the equality of the 
forces, that is about 40% in the rear armature and 60% in the front one. However, it remains a problem to solve 
that is the delay between the forces applied on each armature. We can decrease this delay in reducing the dis- 
tance between the armatures, but we will never be able to suppress it. We can also increase the number of 
armatures. By this way, we decrease the delay, but the choice of the right material for each armature will be all 
the more difficult. 
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METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION OF 90mm ARMATURES RECOVERED AFTER FIRING 

G.M.G. Hainsworth and D.G. Jones 
DRA Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent. UK. 

Abstract 

DERA has a unique capability to recover armatures fired from the Kirkcudbright EML facility. This 
paper describes a metallographic study of sections of 90mm armatures recovered from the range. 
Correlation with Finite Element predictions is demonstrated to a reasonable degree. The information 
gained from these experiments has proved to be invaluable in the design of armatures in the quest for 
reducing their parasitic mass. 

1. Introduction 

The DERA electromagnetic gun facility[1] launches projectiles over open moorland. This enables 
armatures to be recovered almost free from impact damage, by a search party, with a success rate of 
about 70%. Typically they are found lying on top of the grass, 500 - 900 metres down range, close to the 
line of firing. The armatures remain at a temperature well above ambient for a period of several hours: 
attempts are being made to improve the recovery, particularly of smaller armatures, using infra red 
detection techniques. Examination of these armatures has proved to be a valuable tool in helping to 
understand the in-bore behaviour. 

The 90mm armatures are to the basic C type base push design, used to launch APFSDS rounds. They are 
machined from extruded aluminium alloy bar, either in A6082 or A7075, and heat treated to the T6, 
fully aged condition. Armatures examined in this paper were fired at a velocity of ~1500msec"1 with a 
total shot mass of 3.5kg. The legs are orientated horizontally across the barrel. The peak current is of the 
order of 2MA, corresponding to an acceleration of 50kGee. The residence time in the barrel is less than 
10ms. 

The recovered 90mm armatures closely resemble the original component, the only obvious damage apart 
from mild discoloration, being erosion on the outside. Hard anodising further preserves the condition of 
the non-contact surfaces. The bulk metal loss is of the order of 10%, corresponding to the removal of a 
uniform layer 4mm thick from the contact faces. 

Figure 1 shows a recovered armature identifying characteristic features including: 

• Severe erosion on the outer contact faces, with little or no damage on the inner surface. A thin layer 
of metal, apparently deposited from a liquid, accumulates in the root region. 

• The erosion is much more severe on the outer fingers, as indicated by the middle finger standing 
proud on the inside surface compared with the adjacent parts. 

• The slots between the fingers at the base region are squeezed together showing that considerable 
circumferential compressive forces are present in the armature. Inter-slot erosion occurs at the tips, 
probably due to the effects of plasma leakage. 

• There is no evidence that one side of the armature is more severely affected by the launch than the 
other - both sides are equally damaged. 

• The armature is up to 2% undersize on diameter compared with the bore when recovered. 

• A fluted region forms at the edge of the armature corresponding to the edge of the rails. This extra, 
localised erosion is almost certainly a consequence of current flow concentrated in this region. 
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• Various textures form on the contact faces. Some consist of deep score marks believed to have 
formed as the result of unlubricated contact with the rails. Other examples exhibit marks on a much 
finer scale and consist of micro-ripples radiating in random directions. This effect is believed to be 
the result of molten metal being driven by magnetic forces. Tear drop shaped divots have been 
observed on some armatures. These bear a strong outward similarity to the gouges found in rails [2] 
except that they are reversed - with the pointed end aligned towards the muzzle. 

• The legs stretch in the longitudinal direction by up to 7%. This could be a consequence of the 
inertia! launch load applied to the legs, noting that most aluminium alloys have a very low strength 
at temperatures above 150°C. 

• Incipient melting at the base of the outer fingers occurs at high firing energies. 

• The base of the armature is unaffected by the launch although a small degree of deformation is 
usually found in the lip region. 

Figure 1. Example of recovered armature, showing key features resulting from launch. 

2. Metallography 

Longitudinal and transverse sections have been prepared through a number of armatures. Aluminium 
alloy A7075 in the T6 condition is very sensitive when etched in diluted Kellers reagent, and heated 
regions, indicative of high current flow, are rapidly blackened. The narrowness of the etched zones, for 
example, beneath the contact faces, indicates that the reduction in the resolution of the etching effect due 
to thermal diffusion after launch is minimal. Attempts to correlate the etching response with short term 
(2-4 minutes) annealing experiments have not been successful. However, the cessation of dark etching 
effects at the tips of regions known to liquate suggests that the dark etching response in A7075 
diminishes at temperatures above 475°C. Modelling has shown that the maximum temperature in the 
armature drops from the melting point of aluminium to 350°C within 1 second of firing. Alloy A6082 is 
much less visually responsive to the etching effect in this respect. Thus, although A6082 is the preferred 
tactical choice because of its superior electrical conductivity, A7075 has considerable advantages in 
being able to readily reveal the thermal effects of firing. 
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Metallographic examination, figure 2, shows that the heating effect is concentrated in the outer fingers. 
Heating is confined to the surface skin in the root and beneath the contact faces. However, a major 
heating effect occurs directly across the base of the outer fingers. Liquation melting effects in the root 
have been described previously [3]. 

Figure 2. Sections through a recovered 90mm armature, showing the dark etching effect 

Etching effects in transverse sections show that the heating effect is concentrated in the corners of the 
outer fingers on the armature demonstrating that the passage of current is primarily from the corners of 
the rails and straight across the outer edge at the base of the armature. Under extreme firing conditions, 
particularly in smaller armatures, this region can fail as the result of intergranular melting. No heating 
effects sufficient to cause changes in the etching behaviour were found in the centre finger. This also 
accounts for the fact that there are minimal magnetic forces driving the central fingers outwards to 
maintain contact with the rail. The base is also unaffected by heat flow. The slits present a significant 
barrier to thermal flow and probably to the passage of current 

Hardness surveys have confirmed that the dark etching regions are significantly softer than the original 
material. Extensive areas have been discovered which remain unaffected and are regions where weight 
reduction measures will be addressed. A pattern of similar variations in hardness has been found in 
armatures manufactured from A6082. It is of interest that the hardness values measured in the dark 
etching regions, -135HV, correspond to those developed in laboratory samples heat treated at 300°C. 
However, the test samples did not etch darkly. The reason for this difference in behaviour is currently 
under investigation. 

The surface skin present in the root region of the armatures was found to be very porous, particularly in 
the A7075 armatures, and loosely adherent; no metallurgical bond had formed with the underlying 
metal. Qualitative x-ray analysis showed that the film was not enriched in solute elements from the 
aluminium alloy and therefore was unlikely to have originated from incipient melting. The films on the 
copper-free A6082 armatures, were slightly enriched with copper, suggesting an interaction had 
occurred with the rail. The skin was believed to have been deposited from plasma generated molten 
metal and condensed onto the armature at muzzle exit. 

Sections through gouges in the armature showed that plastic deformation had occurred in the underlying 
metal, suggesting that they had formed by mechanical effects similar to that observed on rails. Any 
further comparison was difficult because it was thought that most of the gouge detail had been eroded 
between the time of formation and muzzle exit 
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3. Modelling 

Armature modelling is performed using MEGA, a coupled Electromagnetic-Thermal Finite Element 
code [4,5]. The technique has the capability not only of showing the current and temperature distribution 
but also the magnetic field and elemental forces. Solving is performed in two phases. The first runs from 
time zero to muzzle exit. Current then rapidly decays to zero and the solve continues to 1.3 sees, with a 
larger time step. It has long been known that thermal diffusion is of no significance during launch, but 
may be of some interest afterwards. At the point of muzzle exit, the temperature distribution throughout 
the armature varies from ambient to the melting point of aluminium. The second phase enables 
determination of whether this situation is maintained for milliseconds or minutes, which may have some 
bearing on metallographic effects. 

Although MEGA has the capability to model velocity effects, experience has shown that standstill 
models bear a closer resemblance to reality. Velocity models predict severe current concentration at the 
rear of the legs. Similar results have been demonstrated by other codes. This theoretical effect may be 
counteracted by molten metal removal as the armature moves. Until we have a better understanding of 
the conditions at the contact surface and can incorporate these into the model, velocity effects will be 
ignored. 

The complex geometry of round bore armatures requires the use of automatic mesh generation. At 
present, our experience suggests that this has not yet developed to a level satisfactory for these models. 
Instead, a square bore approximation is used, which can be meshed manually. In the case of 90mm 
armatures, this is not too far from the true geometry. Predictions should therefore be reliable in all areas 
except the contact face. The loss of metal due to melting and evaporation adds a further complication to 
the analysis in this region. 

The modelling work has confirmed the temperature distribution shown by metallographic studies, 
figure 3. Of particular interest is the region in the root which is predicted to melt, and the hot zone at the 
base of the fingers. The model does not predict the relatively low current flow in the middle fingers 
which is believed to be a consequence of the square bore approximation adopted in the analysis. 
Additionally, in practice, the greater compliance of the outer fingers (because of their smaller cross 
section) ensures a better contact with the rail compared with the middle fingers. The electrical 
conductivity of the alloy has been shown to exert a significant influence on the local thermal stress. The 
role of the slots in modifying the heat flow can be demonstrated. 

FILE : PROJ : PARALLEL 

90MM ARMATURE TEMP AT MUZZLE EXIT /WXA 

Figure 3. Armature model, showing contours of temperature at muzzle exit 
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4. Improvements in design 

Armatures must have the capacity to carry the current whilst in-bore, but at the same time contribute 
the minimum parasitic mass to the launch package. Combined modelling and metallographic analysis 
has shown that large volumes within the present design are electrically redundant. It may be possible to 
reduce the mass by up to 40% without adopting sophisticated materials or manufacturing techniques. 
The insertion of high conductivity copper alloys into critical areas will reduce heating effects and 
thereby increase the current carrying capacity. Simple designs incorporating copper inserts 
manufactured by friction welding have been constructed and will be fired in the near future. Structural 
analysis of modified designs will need to be performed, to ensure mechanical integrity under launch 
forces. 

5. Conclusions 

Recovered armatures contain valuable information which highlights many potential design 
improvements. The temperature distribution after launch, which is closely matched by that predicted by 
computer modelling, can be confirmed. Hence areas relatively free from electrical loading have been 
identified which should lead to a significant reduction in the parasitic mass of the shot. Furthermore the 
insertion of copper alloys into high current density regions should prove beneficial. 
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Systematic   analysis   of various electrodes in a railgun   accelerator  with a 
linear   current   density of j~500 kA/cm. 

A.P.Lototsky, A.D.Lebedev, Yu.A.Halimullin. 

Troitsk Institute for Innovation and Fusion Research (TRINITI) 
142092, Troitsk, Moscow Region, Russia 

Abstract 

A systematic study of a group of railgun channels was made at a current density j ~ 400-500 kA/cm for 
4 types of erosion - resistant materials based on Cu, W and Mo, both with plasma, and with metal ("combined") 
current armatures. The output speed of the projectiles was more than 2,5 km/s in experiments. During tests 
constant checks of the sizes of the channel, acceleration dynamics and character of the current distribution were 
carried out. Selective metallographic analysis of electrode surface wear was carried out after each series of 
experiments with a given material and armature type. Results of tests with plasma armature showed that 
electrodes from special materials have lifetime about five or more times as long as that with copper electrodes. 
For tests with metal armature the size of electrode erosion greatly exceeds what is observed with a plasma 
armature. 

Introduction 

During railgun (RG) operation with a plasma armature and large linear current densities, all elements of 
an accelerating channel undergo degradation. Main factors leading to the "wear" and following destruction of 
elements: 

-pulse pressure - magnetic and gasdynamic; 
-energy flow from a dense plasma (radiation, corpuscular and convective); 

-erosion of electrodes due to current transport (_  idt). 

Under the pressure action all channel elements experience elastic and plastic deformations, under the 
action of other two factors, the transport of mass of substance occurs. These processes are well investigated for 
electrode materials of copper and some its alloys [1,2]. Earlier there were conducted researches of a number of 
promising electrode materials [3,4], however, as a rule, results were obtained on modeling systems or in the mode 
of a free arc at moderate magnitude of a current density j <30kA/mm. It is necessary to mark great difficulties 
originating at comparison of results on a wear of different materials, obtained on various experimental 
installations. Influence as the entry conditions of experiment (velocity of injection of a projectile, mode of creation 
of a plasma current, relation between a mass of a projectile and current amplitude etc.) and form of impulse of a 
current has here an effect force. For objective comparison of performances of a series of known erosion-resistant 
materials we conduct a large series from 37 experiments, in which the wear of electrodes as for plasma, and for 
the metal armatures is investigated. 

1. Problem statement. Characteristics of a power supply and parameters of a railgun(RG). 

The described below investigations were conducted on a real RG in the working mode for five types of 
selected electrodes which names, composition and basic properties are presented in Table 1. The first type- 
electrodes of pure copper -was used as a sample for following comparisons by both quantitative characteristics of 
wear and qualitative picture of a behavior of a plasma strip inside a channel gap. 

TABLE 1 
Number and 

type of an electrode 1. Copper 2. Copper with 
modifier 

3. Stratified 4. On a tungsten- 
substrate 

5. Combined with 
modifier 

Figure of a cross- 
section : [lllllllllll:: 

Cu 

mm: 
:   Cu '■:■ 

• steef : 

Structure of a material 
(% volumetric) 

Cu (100) Cu (99) A1203 (1) Cu (50) Mo (50) W(90)Cu(10) Cu (56) Mo (43) 
LaB6(l) 
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In Fig. 1, the principal electric circuit of a RG is presented. Parameters   of electrical source and 
arrangement of diagnostic devices are there too. 

pre accelerator 
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Fig.l The principal electric circuit of test railgun. 

target 

The current commutator consisted of 60 thyristor switches, each of which turned on an assembly of 10 
connected in parallel capacitors K 41-H7 (C=100 m¥, C/IMX=5 kV). The length of an accelerating section of a 
channel was 0.85 m, it had a square bore of 10x10 mm. All experiments were carried out with the use of a powder 
preaccelerator which provided to launch an initial assembly shown in Fig. 2 of a 4-6.10'3 kg mass on the length of 
10 cm to the velocity of 500 m/s. After that the current was actuated, the amplitude of which reached 400-450 
kA for 0,5 ms. 

fascet 
wedge 

Y 

Z 

Wl L (Al) 
fry;   projectile 

for tests with plasma arm. for tests with metal arm. 

Fig.2      Initial assembly accelerated by powder preaccelerator 

As a rule, the acceleration was finished through 100-150 ms after a maxima of a current and output velocity of 
projectile, fixed by a velocity probe exceeded 2100 m/s. Dynamics of a behaviour of a current distribution inside 
channel was qualitatively determined with the help of systems of differentiating magnetic probes, which are 
oriented on a x-component of a field and are located in 15 mm from an axes of a channel. 

The electrically exploded foil for a primary formation of a plasma armature was made of beryllium 
bronze. The composed pad with wedging provided a reliable electric contact of a foil with rails during an 
acceleration in a powder preaccelerator. The aluminium projectile "swallow tail" type ensured the initial 
contact at tests with metallic armature. The measurement of the distance between electrodes in a channel was 
made with the help of a micrometer of 10"5 m sensitivity before and after each shot. After each experimental series 
with a given type of electrodes and an armature, metallographic analysis of an electrode surface was performed. 
The longitudinal scanning of a profile was fulfilled in a mandatory order, and transversal (along axis Z) - for 
characteristic cuts with X-coordinates : Xa -for anode and Xc -for cathode rails. 

2. Results of control series of experiments with copper electrodes 

In a control series with the plasma armature 3 cycles was conducted. For the first cycle of an oscillogram 
of a current and the voltages are shown on fig. 3, and on fig. 4 signals of magnetic probes are reduced. Typical 
voltage drops on the plasma armature, observable through 100 us after current switch on (after electrical 
explosion of a foil) is about 300 V. After the first shot the maximum increase of the interelectrode gap 0.3-0.35 
was observed near the second pickup coil (see Fig. 1). 
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Vft 
V 
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PHC.3 Current I and Umuzzie for Cu rails 
and plasma armature 

Pnc.4 Signals of pickup coils for test fig,3 
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During the third shot, because of the residual stresses of the barrel, the PA took the projectile over practically at 
the beginning of the electromagnetic phase of the launch. 

On fig. 5 longitudinal and transversal profiles of electrodes, obtained at metallographic scanning, are reduced. 

8(z) um 5(z)um Xa=35 cm, Xk=42 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-rails X (cm) Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

Fig.5 Rails erosion after test N3 (Cu rails and plasma armature). 

Double (or thick) the line chosen data for the anode. Uneasy to see, it is that area of a strain of rails affects not 
only zone of a channel, but also whole breadth of a rail. This strain is stipulated by pressure of a magnetic field, 
the magnitude of which at our current densities j> 400 kA/cm exceeds a yield point for Cu. Some additional data 
can be received from table 2, where the report on all experiences with a plasma armature is contained. 

In 1-th cycle of a control series with the metal armature an initial voltage drop made 20 V on fig. 6, but 
then quickly (tcont -lOOus) increased, and contact passed through "hybrid" mode to maxima of a current. 

kA,v , „ , , H magn.prabe 

a 
-iMmr- 

500 1000 1500 J1S 

Fig.6 Current I, Umuzzie and signals of pickup coils for Cu rails and metal armature 

In the second test the velocity of projectile has decreased almost twice, and the initial voltage drop on 
contact has increased. Obviously it is that intensive erosion of a surface of a rail happened in "hybrid" contact 
zone at a high current density which has reduced in essential violations in the contact electric conduction in 2-th 
test. Profiles of wear of a surface, reduced on fig. 7 have shown, that the erosion has reduced in magnification of 
a size of a channel on 0,6 mm, that much more, than for a condition with a plasma armature. 

8(x) urn 
GOO 

6(z) urn Xa=29 cm, Xk=54 cm 

aoo 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu rail X (cm) Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

Fig. 7 Rails erosion after test N25 ( Cu rails and metal armature). 
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3. Report of outcomes to test of materials 

In tables 2 and 3 data, describing as test specifications, and some their outcomes are reduced. On fig. 
8 and 9 outcomes of metallographic measurements for all used types of electrodes as for a boost of projectile by 
the plasma reinforcement (experiments in a table 2) are shown, and at acceleration of a metal anchor (table 3). 

TABLE 2 
Shot No Electrode type Peak current, I 

KA 

Barrel caliber 

Az x Ay, mm 
Curr. density 

kA/mm 

Muzzle 

velocity m/s 
Notes 

1 Cu 415 9,8 x 9,0 46,2 2700 

2 412 45,8 2600 

3 465 51,7 400 PI. Armature 
overtook proj. 

4 C11+AI2O3 430 9,8 x 8,5 50,6 2050 

5 430 50,6 2170 

6 437 51,4 2400 

7 408 48 2000 

8 430 50,6 2340 

9 Cu+Mo 443 9,7 x 8,5 52,2 2630 

10 446 52,5 2560 

11 440 51,7 2630 

12 455 53,6 2570 

13 415 48,8 540 PL Armature 
overtook proj. 

14 W+Cu 446 9,7 x 10 44,6 2500 

15 438 43,6 2050 

16 Diagnosfc c failure 

17 443 44,3 2080 

18 458 45,8 - V not measured 

19 Cu+Mo+LaB 390 10,8x9,6 40,6 2360 

20 405 42.0 2220 

21 370 38,5 2100 

22 370 38,5 2100 

23 400 41,6 2340 

TABLE 3 

Shot 

No 

Electrode type Peak current, I 
KA 

Barrel caliber 
Az x Ay, mm 

Curr.density 
kA/mm 

t com 

us 
Voltage drop on 

contact, V 
Muzzle 

velocity m/s 

24 Cu 450 9,2x9,6 49 100 20 2700 

25 55 450 9,2x9,6 49 150 50 1370 

26 Cu+Al203 460 8,4x9,55 54,5 130 35 2500 

27 55 450 8,4x9,55 52,9 Diagnostic failure 

28 Cu+Mo 460 9,6x9,55 47,9 160 30 2500 

29 55 435 9,6x9,55 45,3 - - 1900 

30 W+Cu+Ni 465 9,4x9,8 49,4 180 20 2570 

31 55 480 9,4x9,8 51 240 20 2300 

32 Cu+Mo+LaB6 435 9,3x9,55 46,6 230 30 2570 

33 55 400 9,3x9,55 43,0 150 60 2130 

34 j? 415 9,3x9,55 44,6 140 30 2300 

35 55 415 -"-. -"- 100 50 2000 

36 -"- 400 5; 55 100 50 -1000 

37 5? 400 >? 55 Proj. destruction 
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5(x) um 8(z)um 
400 

Xa=56 cm, Xc=64 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-AL203 rail X (cm) 

8(x) urn 

Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

S(z)um Xa=45 cm, Xc=40 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-Mo rail X (cm) 

8(x) um 

Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

8(z)um Xa=36 cm, Xc=20 cm 

SjOO 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-W rail X (cm) 

8(x) urn 8(z)um 

Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

Xa=55 cm, Xc=35 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-Mo-LaB6 rail X (cm) Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

Fig. 8  Results  of metallografic measurements of electrode  surface after tests with plasma 
for the electrode types No 2-5 

armature 
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5(x) um 5(z) um Xa=49 cm, Xc=41 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-AL203 rail X (cm) 

8(x) urn 

Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

5(z) um Xa=48 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-Mo rail X (cm) 

8(x) um 

Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

S(z) urn Xa=22 cm, Xc=45 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-W-Ni rail X (cm) 

8(x) urn 
400 

Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

8(z) urn Xa=55 cm, Xc=41 cm 

Longitudinal coordinate Cu-Mo-Lab6 rail X (cm) Transversal coordinate Z (mm) 

Fig.9 Results of metallografic measurements of electrode surface after tests with metal   armature 
the electrode types No 2-5 

for 

We have not detected any clear regularities at a comparison of a wear of electrodes of various polarity. 
However completely definitely it is possible to state, it is that: 1. Specific "wear" of electrodes (urn per shot) 
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channel with the plasma armature it is much less, than for electrodes of a channel with a metal anchor; 2. 
Use of special materials has allowed to increase resource (safe life) of a channel in 3-5 times, however this 
inference is fair for used current densities j = 40-45 kA/mm. At smaller current densities the outcome will be 
different from our data. 

4. Tire basic total of tests 

The carried out systematic studies of the character and value of the "wear" of the accelerator barrel 
showed that the use of special materials allows one to decrease considerably the destruction of barrel electrodes 
and increase the service life. The maximum number of shots under our increased current loads in modes with the 
plasma armature was equal to 5, and for certain samples of known materials this isn't a limit. 

Under the circumstances of high pressure of a magnetic field, the obligatory condition of a multiple 
operation of the barrel is a high yield limit of material preventing mechanical deformation of working surfaces of 
electrodes. Only in the case of the fulfillment of this condition there is the sense to discuss electric erosion 
properties of rails, mechanisms and quantitative characteristics of the "wear" of electrodes connected directly with 
the organization of the current transport in the zone of acceleration of a projectile or metal armature. In these 
studies the following electrode materials were used: 1) for "sample" rails -annealed copper; as tested materials - 2) 
modified copper with highly dispersed additive of aluminum oxide; 3) copper with stratified reinforcement of 
molybdenum foils; 4) pseudoalloy of tungsten and copper (and nickel); 5)composition of copper with 
molybdenum modified by the additive of lanthanum hexaboride. 

The tests of these materials for given variants of an armature have shown that for the projectile velocity, 
F=2.5 km/s, the plasma armature provides much "softer" mode of destruction of railgun electrodes than a metal 
armature. Practically, on all of the above listed types of electrodes (except the first one), the output parameters of 
the accelerator (V>2 km/s) were kept during the entire series of 5 shots. Here one peculiarity of the given mode of 
railgun operation should be noted. It consists of the fact that experimentally there is observed a clear influence of 
erosion properties of various materials of electrodes on the structure and dynamics of a current distribution in the 
plasma armature. However, this slightly affects the dynamics of acceleration and muzzle velocity of a dielectric 
projectile in the chosen mode of operation. Therefore (if don't take into account the dynamics of the plasma 
armature), as the best of tested materials, the composite Cu+Mo+LaB6 and the pseudoalloy W+Cu(90%+10%) 
should be considered. The substantial disadvantage of the latter is the increased fragility. On fig. 10 is reduced the 
photos of a fragment of a surface of an electrode from a pseudo-alloy W + Cu, on which crack is visible. Such 
numerous cracks in direction of an axes z (across an axes of a channel) were detected after a series of experiences 
with the plasma armature. In consequent tests (with the metal anchor) the increased fragility was eliminated by 
introduction in a material structure 5 % of the component of a nickel. The mode with the metal armature at a 
given high current density turned out to be very hard and much more sensitive to the choice of electrode material. 

Fig. 10     The split on surface of W-Cu rail. X-axis 
has vertical direction. The magnification of photo 
is equal to 10. 

We observed the phase of the metal sliding contact (too« 
in Table 3) duration of which ( and the "critical 
velocity" ) depend on electric conductivity of 
materials of an electrode and armature. In our 
experiments it varied from 100 to 240 //s. Then the 
phase of a hybrid, or combined, contact started, in which 
the level of erosion of surfaces of electrodes and 
armature considerably (3-4) times exceeded erosion in 
the case of the plasma armature. Respectively, the 
service life of the barrel in such mode sharply decreased 
(from ra>5 in the case of the plasma armature to 2-3). At 
the same time the output characteristics of acceleration 
decreased significantly, first of all the mass of the 
armature-projectile due to high erosion in the contact. 
Besides, spread material of the armature deposited on 
surfaces of the barrel walls. Because of the latter effect, 
in the experimental series with rails of A1203 there was 
clearly observed the narrowing of the barrel. 

In whole the dynamics of the mass transport in this mode 
is a rather complicated phenomenon which laws are not 
clear to us. 
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It can be investigated in further experiments but we didn't put this problem taking into account big difficulties of 
measurements of dynamics of these (likely irregular) processes. 

The number of shots with a metal armature on one of the best electrode materials was maximized with 
the purpose of determination of the limiting service life of rails. The failure of acceleration of the metal armature 
occurred in the fifth shot because of the total destruction of the armature. However, it should be noted that the 
statement of the problem in all experiments with a metal armature isn't correct due to definitely high linear current 
density j ~ 45-50 kA/mm. 

In any case, advantages of operation of a railgun with a plasma armature in the given range of parameters 
of an electromagnetic launch are obvious for obtaining replaceable results in multiple shots. 

Inference 

In the given report brief informations about the conducted trials of materials of electrodes are reduced 
only and basic outcomes of obtained measurements are given. The significant part of an accumulated material and, 
in particular, measurement on dynamics of a behaviour of the plasma armature in various channels while is not yet 
treated and is not thought over in a due measure. 

At preparation of the report the authors recollected an intense transactions of all collective during 
realization of huge volume of engineering work and express gratitude to L. Kotova for carried out 
electrotechnical measurements, V. Afanasiev and L. Zagryidsky fer preparation of installation, A. Nikolashin for 
preparation of a series of channels, and also to V. Lipatov and V. Akimov for the help at preaccelerator 
manufacture. 
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METAL PROJECTILE ACCELERATION IN MUZZLE-FED RAILGUN 

Yu.A. Kareev, A.P. Lototsky, Yu.A. Halimullin 

TRINITI, Troitsk, Russia 

Abstract 

There were conducted experiments in which with the help of previously chosen barrel 
shape of a "muzzle-fed" type and a special armature, the velocity skin effect which destroys a 
metal sliding contact is suppressed. There was obtained the arc-free velocity >2.6 km/s followed 
by the spatial melting of conductors of the armature under the action of the flowing current. 

1. Introduction. 

In all known experiments with a metal armature in a railgun, when velocity becomes 
greater than 0.7-1.1 km/s, the loss of metallic conductivity takes place. The contact transforms 
into a "hybrid" and later into an arcing phase. The main role in the loss of metal conductivity is 
supposed to be played by the velocity skin effect; in [1] it was proposed to use a railgun barrel 
with a muzzle-fed current supplying (MF). Special features of the current behavior in the zone of 
the contact between the metal armature and the rail in MF are considered in detail in [2]. It is 
shown that in this case also the velocity skin effect arises leading to the deterioration of the valid 
metal contact. The difference is in the fact that the critical velocity depends on the rail thickness, 
d, as \ld. However, if to try to increase the critical velocity by decreasing d, then there could 
develop conditions for heating of the rail up to the melting temperature. In the case of the 
optimal choice of the value of h one can expect three times increase of the critical velocity in MF 
in comparison with one in a classical railgun barrel. 

Experiments with a similar MF configuration of a barrel and a plasma armature were 
conducted earlier ([3], [4]) in order to find out peculiarities of its behavior. However, the latter 
paper states the flat conclusion that there is no prospects for the use of MF as a launcher. In our 
opinion, this conclusion has not enough grounds because of the results of [4] were 
predetermined by the unwell performance of the barrel and choice of the current mode. 

The objective of this work is investigation of a Specially developed MF railgun for 
launching a metal armature and demonstration of its potential possibility to increase the critical 
velocity of the contact. 

2. The scheme of the experiment and the experimental system 

For our experiments, there was chosen such a design of a MF barrel which idea was to 
provide additional normal pressure in the zone of the contact. The scheme of the barrel is 
presented in Fig. 1. Main electrode-rails guiding the armature and supplying the current into it 
are made of 4-mm thick plate of construction steel (CT.3) of the thickness, h, equal to 30 mm. 
Plate surfaces were polished on both sides. The outer copper bus bar was of the thickness, Mde, 
equal to 12 mm and the same width, being insulated from rails by the spacer of the thickness' 
Mcd, equal to 0.5 mm. The electric contact between rails and bus bars in the muzzle zone was 
performed by mechanical pressing during the assembling process. As it will be shown below this 
disadvantage of the design revealed itself later. Because of the small thickness of the rail the 
current which flowed ahead of the armature caused the deflection of the electrode inwards 
caused by the magnetic field pressure in the zone of the insulating spacer. The deflection 
guaranteed a reliable electric contact between the rail and the conducting armature and provided 
necessary value of the pressure on the armature while its motion along the barrel except a short 
interval near the muzzle. 
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electric contact 

30min 

Fig. 1. The barrel of the muzzle-fed railgun Fig. 2. The design of the armature with 
conducting rods. 

In [5] this value was determined experimentally for the case of a motionless high current 
contact: P*=l kg/kA. The flexible barrel design must be in correspondence with a quite plastic 
armature in order to avoid the lock of a projectile inside a barrel. Therefore we used the matrix 
of polycarbonate with holes in which there were inserted aluminum rods-conductors of the 2 mm 
diameter. The armature design is shown in Fig. 2. The ends of the conductors protruded the 
surface of the separator by the distance of 0.3 mm. The maximum normal pressure on the 
armature was restricted by the yield limit of aluminum, ST=10

8
 N/m2. For armatures with 11 and 

8 rods which were used in experiments with the current pulse amplitude of 300 kA it was 
P*=0.9-1.5 kg/kA. The contact of such kind must have worked reliably, at least at the part of a 
diagram where the railgun current was increasing. Before to choose the design and determine 
final dimensions of the armature and guiding rails a series of experiments was conducted on 
determination of the value of the barrel deformation at the current load of 100-300 kA. For 
improving the contact reliability, during the assembling the distance between electrodes was 
decreasing towards the muzzle where it was 0.1 mm. The initial acceleration of the armature up 
to the velocity of 900 m/s was provided by the powder accelerator, then the current was switched 
on. The circuitry of the power source is described in [6], here it should only be mentioned that 
this is an LC current source with the internal impedance significantly exceeding the impedance 

of the accelerating barrel. 

3. Experimental results 

The main objective of the experiments conducted is the demonstration of a fundamental 
possibility of the acceleration with a metal arc-free contact up to velocity V>2 km/s and 
determination of additional possibilities provided by the configuration of the MF barrel which 
was used. Therefore the program of experiments was mainly of a qualitative character. Two 
shots were made,their results and main initial data are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 

V0       m/s I     KA M am, 
gram 

# of 
conductors 

t 

PS 

/ 
m 

'max 

m/s 
\j2dt 

A*nT2s 
TJ (efficiency) 
on the metal 
contact* 

900 300 2,7 11 400 0,50 -2000* 1,59 1016 

900 300 2,1 8 410 0,62 >2 600* 3,21016 0.22* 

' Note: the values marked with * were not measured directly; their validation is discussed in the next section, h 
corresponds fo the time interval before the loss of the contact. 
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The presented values of t, I and Vmax are the following: the distance along the barrel 
which the armature passed without any indications of damage of the metal contact, velocity and 
time corresponding to the moment of the loss of the metal contact. The distance is measured 
from the point JC0, where the armature was situated at the moment of the current switching on. In 
Fig. 3, there are presented oscillograms of the current, I{t), and voltages Ub(t), Um(f) measured at 
the breech and at free ends of rails at the point x=0 (see Fig. 1) in the first experiment. 

I(kA),U(V) 

600 

Fig. 3 

Bottom oscillogram shows a 
signal of magnetic coil, which 
registered an x-component of 
a magnetic field on distance 
of 5cm from the channel 
muzzle. The short pulse was 
on the voltage oscillogram of 
Urn at time of 320 mks. It 
was consistent with electrical 
contact break-down in a place 
where current-feeder is hold 
down to the rail on fig. 1. 
Because of an internal rails 
deflection the contact point 

was moved closer to the channel muzzle and the conductivity of contact was restored. It did not 
affect the current circuit and armature acceleration. The next peak on the oscillogram of Um at 
7=400 us corresponded to the break of the armature contacts and is clearly recorded on the 
oscillogram of the voltage measured on the breech terminals of the railgun. Oscillograms of the 
second experiment qualitatively repeated the character of the described above. We don't use here 
quantitative data from oscillograms of Ub(t), Um(t), since their interpreting taking into account a 
quite complicated character of electromagnetic system of MF requires additional analysis. 
Besides, high values of induced EMF and voltage drops on rails don't allow one to measure the 
potential difference DU<10 V on contacts of the armature and rail. 

In Fig. 4, there are presented photos of sections of surfaces of one of the rails of the 
second experiment. The surface of another rail of this pair is of totally the same character. In 
both experiments the loss of the metal contact occurred at the moment when the current reached 
its maximum value. That confirms the validity of initial considerations for the choice of design. 
It should be noted that both in the first and second shots the dynamics of the contact loss was of 
a fast-running character. In Fig. 4 one can see that on the rail surface until the point x=59 cm, the 
clear traces of metallic aluminum are left. At JC=62 cm we observe the beginning of the total 
break of the contact with the splashing of liquid aluminum. 

Analogous pictures of the first shot are not presented, but they are of the same character 
as in Fig. 4 with the only difference that the analogous damage of the contact corresponds to the 
point JC=50 cm. 

Despite the fact that we had the developed technique of measurement of the muzzle 
projectile velocity, in this case we could not use it in a correct way because of the armature 
destruction in the barrel or at the muzzle. 

4. Some evaluations and discussion of results 

4.1. Evaluations of parameters of the experiment and calculation of acceleration 

For the analysis of the dynamics of acceleration one should perform evaluations of 
"effective" inductance per unit length, L\ of the barrel. It was calculated as the difference 
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Photographs of steel rails surface from point x=0 (current start) 

0 10 cm 

Fig.4 

x=0-10 cm 

x=10-20 cm 

x=20-30 cm 

x=30-40 cm 

x=40-50 cm 

x=50-60 cm 

x=60-70 cm 
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between the inductances per unit length V and Z,'" of barrel sections situated in the zone 1 
behind the armature in Fig. 1 and ahead in the zone 3. In this case one can neglect the fact that 
the pattern of current flowing in the zone 2 (which dimension is several bore calibers) is 
complicated and the accelerating force can be calculated as F=0.5L72. The calculation of 
inductances was carried out with the help of a two-dimensional code for determination of a 
magnetic field distribution in a cross-section of complex conductors. The configuration of the 
magnetic field for the barrel in the zone 1 is shown in Fig. 5 (one fourth of the symmetrical 
cross-section). At a given current value in conductors there was determined the value of the total 
magnetic flux O =BS and the value of U was calculated. The following assumptions were taken: 

-in the case of an iron rail in strong fields |i=Uo(l+&/£o), where Bs is the saturation 
magnetic flux density and BS«B0, so magnetic properties of steel were not taken into account; 

-the current distribution over the copper (upper) conductor corresponds to the classical 
skin-effect without taking into account nonlinear processes; 

-the steel rail was assumed to be impenetrable for the magnetic field because of low 
conductivity and heating due to the flowing current. 

IIUIL 
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10 
 ~~~^^rfZ f"3L©^ P- 

5 N.      "^—,__ 

0 "-~w__ bore — fr=r*: :■: :•::-: 

20 15       10 

Fig. 5 

L(10  H/m) 

3.4 

100   200 300   400 500 |JLS 

Fig. 6 

In Fig. 6 values of effective inductance per unit length, L\ are shown at various 
moments t= 100-1500 p.s. For further calculations in the time interval which we are interested in 
(100-500 JJ.S) this dependence was approximated by the expression DL=3.45 10"7 (1-1Q5/). 

Further the problem of acceleration when the mass, 1(f) and U(f) are given was solved 
numerically. We present the result for the second experiment which, in our opinion, realizes the 
limiting mode in the sense of the current loads on the armature. 
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Fig. 7 

There is presented in Fig. 7 the 
velocity diagram vs. time, vertical lines mark 
the moments when the point JC=0.62 m is 
reached and when the current integral A=\fdt 
reaches the value corresponding to the 
melting of the conductor in the armature. In 
the last evaluation it was assumed that the 
current is distributed uniformly over all 8 
conductors of the armature. When 
v4!=0.321016 A2rnV2 the melting 
conductors must begin and when Ai>OA 10 
A2m"V2 the total body of conductors must 
melt down. Actually the loss of metal 

of 
16 

contact should take place earlier (at t <400 jus) because of loss of strength of the heated 
conductors. Therefore the calculated magnitude of a velocity v=2,6 km/s at a point 
x=0,62 m is an underestimation of the actual magnitude. The armature kinetic energy and 
the energy which was supplied to the barrel \U\Jdt were used for calculation of the efficiency, h, 
presented in Table 1. 

4.2. Calculation evaluations of the velocity skin-effect in a muzzle-fed configuration 

For the analysis we used a two-dimensional numerical code allowing for simulation of 
development of the deterioration of the solid metal contact. There was shown in [7] that the 
critical velocity of the metal armature in a traditional railgun doesn't depend on the duration of 
the period and value of the current. It depends on the value of the parameter G^L'cf/M [8] where 
L -the inductance per unit length of the barrel, M-the armature mass and J-the armature 
dimension in the direction of the magnetic field (the z-axis in Fig. 1). In the case of the 
aluminum armature with a mass of 2.7 gram the parameter G is equal to 5.14 10"9 Hm/kg and 
when the armature mass is 2.1 g G=6.61 10"9 Hm/kg. For the current diagram presented in Fig. 3 
there were calculated critical velocities in railguns with traditional and muzzle-fed current supply 
and   the   above   values   of  the   parameter   G.   The   data   are   presented   in   Table   2. 

Table 2 

Classical railgun Muzzle-fed railgun 

M=2.7 s 

Without preacceleration 

Time of the onset of a crisis 318.3 (is 611.8U7MS 

Critical velocity 642.8 m/s 1960 m/s 

With preacceleration up to 900 m/s 

Time of the onset of a crisis 202.7 us 334 Us 

Critical velocity 1100 m/s 1622 m/s 

M=2.1 g 

Without preacceleration 

Time of the onset of a crisis 301.5 us 513 Us 

Critical velocity 726 m/s 2091m/s 

With preacceleration up to 900 m/s 

Time of the onset of a crisis 200.9 us 315.8 us 

Critical velocity 1151m/s 1712 m/s 
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It is seen from this table that in the mode without preacceleration of the armature in the 
muzzle-fed railgun the critical velocity is approximately three times higher than in a traditional 
one. Earlier it was noted in [2]. The influence of the preaccelerator on the critical velocity for the 
first time was investigated in [7]. The table data on the mode with preacceleration seem to be 
abnormal at first sight: in a traditional railgun the critical velocity (1100 m/s) increased in 
comparison with the case without preacceleration (642.8 m/s) and in the muzzle-fed railgun the 
critical velocity (1960 m/s) decreased (1622 m/s). To explain this result, it should be noted that 
for the identical time diagrams of the railgun current in modes with armature preacceleration and 
without one the value of the velocity increment is a function of the value of \fdt. The energy 
released in the corner section of the armature is determined by the integral \fdt. Since in the case 
with a traditional railgun the preacceleration velocity equal to 900 m/s exceeds the critical 
velocity of 648.2 km/s then the current distribution over the armature corresponds to the case of 
the quasi-steady distribution, i.e. the mode of velocity skinning from the very beginning of the 
acceleration process. Therefore the energy of evaporation in the corner point of the armature is 
released at a short duration (202.7 us) and the velocity increase is 1100-642.8=457.2 m/s. In the 
case of the muzzle-fed railgun the injection velocity of 900 m/s is less than the critical one (1960 
m/s), so the mode of the current skinning appears not in the very beginning of the armature 
acceleration process. This means that the evaporation energy in the corner point of the armature 
is released at a longer duration (334 us) and the velocity increase turns out to be greater (1622- 
900=722 m/s). 

Thus, the results of calculation show the possibility of development of the deterioration 
of the metal contact between the 2.7 g armature and the rail beginning from the moment 334 us 
when it passes the path equal to 372 mm. 

4.3. Discussion of experimental results 

The comparison between the experimental data and the results of calculation of the 
dynamics of acceleration shows that in a given device during the second experiment there were 
realized maximal possibilities of this barrel and solid aluminum armature. Indeed, in our 
case only one of two conditions which occurred practically simultaneously in the second 
experiment is sufficient for explanation of the loss of metal contact: 
-the melting of the armature conductors in the assumption that the current is distributed uniform 
over it; 
-the mechanical loss of the contact because of the end of the increasing of the deflection of the 
leading rail inwards the barrel. 

In the first experiment with 11 conductors and high armature mass the contact 
destruction is caused most likely by the second condition. 

The experiment and calculation for the second experiment with 8 conductors turned out 
to be in strict frame being limited on the one hand by the quite high for this design inductance 
per unit length and on the other hand by the inescapable accumulation of the current integral by 
the armature. Attempts of alternative interpretation of results doesn't allow one to explain how 
the armature goes without destruction to the point JC=0.62 m. It seems that the velocity skin effect 
some peculiarities of which concerning MF configuration of the barrel were described above in 
these shots obviously didn't take place because of three reasons: 

-the use of MF barrel increases the critical velocity threshold; 
-in the case of the multi-rod design of the armature conductor the field diffuses from the rail into 
the body of the armature (gaps between rods), so the area of the current skinning is "scattered" 
over the developed perimeter of all conductors bounding the total area of the contact; 
-the value of the pressure on the contact surface provides the ablation of aluminum from the 
contact surface into the "aluminum trace" on the rail with replacement of overheated aluminum 
in critical zones of the contact. 
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The above written doesn't deny the presence of deterioration contact phenomena in our 
experiments. The good surface of the rail up to the distance of 0.6 m is a strong argument in 
favor of arc-free acceleration but is not a reliable evidence of a solid metal contact. The use of 
the optical diagnostics for registration of a spark in a contact zone was inapplicable because of 
the presence of the powder preaccelerator; the problem of measurement of the contact voltage 
drop was mentioned in the previous section of this paper. 

5. Conclusion and recommendations 

In carried out experiments on acceleration of a solid metal armature in a railgun barrel of 
the muzzle-fed kind there was obtained the result excluding a considerable influence of the 
velocity skin effect on destruction of the solid metal contact. With the help of especially chosen 
cross-sections of rails and current supplying electrodes of a barrel authors provided high 
efficiency (7=0.22) of acceleration of a solid armature and necessary value of the contact 
pressure (P&sr for Al). The latter was maintained automatically and provided the "ablation" of 
the contact surface in the process of acceleration before the moment of spatial melting of 
armature conductors. There was obtained the maximum velocity of the metal arc-free contact 
V>2.6 km/s. 

Further the velocity increase can be obtained in barrels of analogous type both by the 
increase of the relative mass of a conductor in an armature (in this experiment it was 0.4) and by 
the change of mutual geometry of cross-sections of barrel and armature. When velocity greater 
than 2.6 km/s will be achieved the influence of the velocity skin effect can turn out to be much 
stronger. 

We are sure that the further development of the suggested configuration of a muzzle-fed 
railgun and continuation of this research will allow one to achieve a fast progress in solution of a 
resource problem of barrels operating at moderate velocities of 3-4 km/s. 

Authors would like to acknowledge Dr. R.A. Marshall (UT USA) for materials of [5] 
presented before official publication. 
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RE-ESTABLISHING OF A COMPACT STRUCTURE OF A PLASMA ARMATURE IN A 
BARREL OF A RAILGUN 

A.P. Lototsky, L.G. Kotova, N.A. Nikolashin, Yu.A. Halimullin. 

TRINITI, Troitsk, Russia 

Abstract 

The technology of a periodical compacting of the plasma armature in a railgun barrel for 
maintaining the efficiency of electromagnetic acceleration of dielectric projectiles is developed. The 
experiments showed that the current strip can become compact during a short section of the path 
equal to 10-15 cm in the barrel of a muzzle-fed railgun. 

The behavior of a plasma armature in a three-stage railgun of 1 m total length is 
investigated. The second stage was of a muzzle-fed. The dielectric projectile of 1.5 g mass was 
accelerated in the barrel of 10x10 mm bore up to velocity, V>3 km/s. The dynamics of changes in 
the structure of a plasma armature in all stages of the railgun was investigated. Relying upon the 
comparison between the degrees of degradation of the armature in the first and third sections, where 
velocities are reasonably different, a prediction is made for the possibility of the use of barrels of a 
similar periodical structure for achieving high projectile velocities. 

Introduction 
Despite the high level of velocity of a launch of dielectric projectiles of 1 g mass [1] the 

hope to achieve quickly hypervelocities in railguns didn't come true. Analyzing physical factors 
restricting operation of a railgun of dielectric projectiles with the help of a plasma armature (PA), 
many researchers noted disintegration of the PA with formation of parasitic current systems 
shunting the main discharge both in the trail of an armature and ahead of a projectile [2]. There 
exists a tight interconnection between delocalization of the PA and a number of physical processes, 
such as mismatching between a railgun and its power supply for instance and insufficient 
mechanical, thermal and electric strength of a barrel. Currently most research work is directed to 
solve the problem of disintegration of the PA with the purpose to elevate limiting velocities in a 
traditional (classical) railgun [3]. We are convinced that this type of research allows for a velocity 
level >10 km/s. The alternative possibility to suppress the discharge instability is in the use ofthat 
types of technical solutions of a barrel which facilitate the stabilization of the PA. In [4], there is 
investigated the railgun configuration where electrodes are divided in sections in a longitudinal 
direction and automatic switching off from the single current carrying bus of parts of one of the 
electrodes is done with the help of fuses after the armature passes them. This must prevent the 
possibility of flowing of a portion of the working current in the trail of the armature. In [5], there is 
developed a railgun with an external turn which can be fed both from a separate power source and 
in series with electrodes of a barrel according to a chosen connection configuration. As an option, 
there was considered an inverted current supply [6]. The analogous configuration was also 
considered in [7, 8]. It was noted that in a muzzle-fed configuration electric resistance decreases 
with the motion of the armature leading to the better match between the railgun and the power 
supply. 

In order to realize successfully a muzzle-fed railgun configuration shown in fig. 1, one 
should take into account two factors: 
1) generation of a strong magnetic field taking into account the current distribution over the 
armature; 
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2) the possibility of considerable deformation of the barrel along the j-axis which can lead to- the 
change of the distance between electrodes. 

10  ,    20    ,10 ,10.10.5 
TK       R„        L ™0 Lffl 1 tr^m 

Fig. 1. The principle scheme of a muzzle-fed 
railgun 

Fig. 2. The circuitry of a power source and 
railgun 

It is obvious that both these factors are under the great influence of geometrical dimensions 
b, d, s, a. So, the prevailing action on the rear area of the armature is exerted by the magnetic field 
of external electrodes. The magnetic field of internal electrodes which acts on the current in the 
front area of the armature is compensated with the magnetic field of external electrodes only 
partially, decreasing ponderomotive forces acting on the armature in direction of the *-axis. At a 
certain geometrical relationship between dimensions s, d, b, acceleration in an opposite direction is 
possible. 

Attempts to decrease the magnitude of the decelerating force on account of optimization of 
geometry lead to the sharp increase of forces in j-direction due to interaction between currents of 
internal and external electrodes. Pulsed deformations of the barrel in this case can lock a metal 
armature. In the case of the PA, a dielectric projectile can be locked. 

However, a presence of the accelerating ponderomotive force and its decelerating 
component in front of the PA develops a condition under which the discharge is getting compacted. 
The absence of a voltage permanently applied to the electrodes behind the PA and the flowing of a 
large fraction of the current in the front area also facilitate the compactness. Despite the fact that the 
trail is formed according to the same mechanisms as described in [2], the leakage current is low. 
The compactness of the structure of a PA in experiments with a railgun of UTSI is noted in [8], 
though one should mention a low level of a working current not exceeding 100 kA, what doesn't 
allow complete predicting for the area of high currents and velocities. 

The number of investigations which we carried out had the purpose of realization of 
positive factors inherent in a muzzle-fed configuration of a railgun with a PA and consisted of three 
stages: 
1) the investigation of the muzzle-fed configuration of a railgun and stability of a plasma armature; 
2) the investigation of a combined two-stage accelerator consisting of traditional and muzzle-fed 

stages connected in series. In the second stage the PA is compacted with the purpose of the 
further use as an efficient propulsive agent; 

3)the investigation of the three-stage accelerator, where the third usual stage is added to the previous 
configuration. 

/. Experimental results of acceleration of a plasma discharge and dielectric projectile in a 
muzzle-fed railgun. 

It was mentioned in [2] that the biggest instability of a PA is observed when the current 
decreases, difdt <0. In the case of a classical railgun with the capacitor power supply the energy 
conversion into acceleration of the dielectric projectile is rninimum during the period of time when 
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dildt <0. Therefore the objective of our experiments with a muzzle-fed railgun was determination 
of the stability of a PA namely on the decreasing part of the current diagram. 

The electric diagram of the power supply and the railgun is presented in fig. 2, where 
C=55 10~3 F, Ro=W3 Ohm, L0=l-5 10-6 H; the active length of the railgun, 1=0.7 m; h=b=\Q-2 m, 
d=6s=3 TO"3 m. External electrodes of the width, a=12 TO"3 m are made of copper, internal ones of 
steel as a consequence of the requirement to have an increased mechanical strength with respect to 
the deflection in the ^-direction. 

Experiments were preceded by the static measurement of maximum values of deformations 
in they-direction. With this purpose, plastic labels of indium in a lavsan insulation were installed in 
the barrel with a 100 mm spacing. The railgun contacts "3" and "4" were shortened. After a current 
discharge, new measurement of labels were conducted. The results for the maximum deformations 
obtained are presented in fig. 3. The marker "o" denotes experimental points. It should be noted that 
with the barrel length the value of Ay changes in the range of ±10% around the average value. The 
dependence Ay(7A) was taken into account in all experiments on acceleration of a dielectric 
projectile by a PA. 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the change of the 
barrel dimension in the y-direction on the 
current amplitude 

Fig. 4.The oscillogram of the current and the 
time dependence of the armature position in the 
mode of a "free arc" 

We also used the characteristic feature of the pulsed deformation of the barrel with the 
purpose of organizating the discharge at a moment slightly later than the moment of the maximum 
current (fr»400 //s). To do this, we used an ionizing conductor of the 45 mm2 cross-section installed 
in the barrel with the interference fit. The plastic deformation of this conductor impeded its motion 
along the barrel before the moment when the current had increased up to the maximum value. After 
the moment of the beginning of the current decrease (ci/dt <0), there appeared the gap between 
electrodes and the ionizing conductor which led to the barrel breakdown and formation of the 
discharge. Further the discharge accelerated along the barrel in the mode of a "free arc". In fig. 4, a 
characteristic current oscillogram with the maximum, iA=220 kA, and the dependence of the 
position of the geometrical center of the plasma armature on time, are presented. In the same figure, 
as additional information, profiles of signals from magnetic probes are presented, they were used 
for the determination of x{i). The compacted character of the plasma structure is clearly seen. Its 
length is 6-7 cm at velocities within 1.6-2 km/s range. It can be seen in fig. 5 where the curves of 
the PA velocity, V(t\ and length, 1(f), vs. time are presented. Velocities were obtained by 
differentiating the x(f) function with respect to time. The maximum PA velocity was 2100 m/s. In 
an analogous mode of acceleration in a classical railgun at the same current value, the maximum PA 
velocity was 2960 m/s and the projectile accelerated only when the current was increasing. 

In experiments on acceleration of dielectric projectiles, their dimension corresponding to b 
was slightly decreased taking into account the dependence )>(IA)- The gap which appears in the 
course of motion was compensated with an elastic shim situated behind the back side of the tandem 
projectile which was injected from a preaccelerator. The total mass of the tandem projectile was 5 g 
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at the mass of the payload of 1.4 g. In fig. 6 one can see typical oscillograms of the working current, 
I, voltage on input connections "1" and "2", Ub, and voltage on output connections "3" and "4", Um 

Besides, oscillogram of the voltage lfm between connections "3" and "5" which was obtained with 
the help of the compensation circuit shown in Fig. 2, presented too. When Um is measured, the 
measurement contour turns out to be penetrated with a varying magnetic flux from external rails, 
that causes a counteracting electromotive force directed against the total voltage drop over the 
plasma armature, thus, decreasing a true time. 
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Fig. 5. The time dependence of velocity and 
length of the plasma armature 

Fig. 6. Oscillograms of current (7), voltage on the 
input terminals of a railgun (Ub) and on the 
output terminals of a railgun (Ub, Ub). 

The compensation loop placed along an external perimeter of the barrel allows one to have 
to some extent more accurate true voltage value at the moment when the plasma armature lies under 
the right boundary of the loop. In our case this is the zone of location of die third magnetic probe, 
where the voltage drop on the PA was 280 V. The rate of the decrease of the voltage Ub is 
determined by two factors: the change of the sign of the current derivative and the decrease of the 
active railgun resistance with the motion of the PA on account of internal steel electrodes. The 
master plot of signals from magnetic probes and the dependence of the PA position inside the barrel 
is presented in fig. 7. The magnetic probe at the 0.25 m mark shows the discharge structure at the 
moment of its formation. It is seen that the discharge isn't localized into a compact piston. 
However, further with acceleration, the localization of the PA occurs and its length becomes to be 
about 6 cm. The payload accelerates from the injection velocity, F0=500 m/s, to the velocity of 
1000 m/s at the muzzle. 

x(cm) 

500   700    900    1100   1200 t(fis) 

Fig. 7. The master plot of signals from 
magnetic probes and the time dependence of 
the plasma armature position. 

Fig. 8. The conceptual configuration of a two- 
cascade accelerator. 
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//. Investigation of a two-cascade accelerator. 

It was already stated earlier that the launch velocity of a payload is restricted in a classical railgun 
and the reasons of this were discussed. In brief the idea of our proposal is in following: after 
acceleration in a classical railgun the plasma armature should undergo some action making it 
compact, so it will be capable of playing the role of the plasma piston [9]. This process takes place 
in the second cascade of acceleration performed with a muzzle-fed configuration. Further the 
acceleration process can be cyclically prolonged. In our case the configuration of a two-cascade 
accelerator was constructed on the basis of a classical railgun shown in fig. 8. Cascades are 
galvanically connected and fed by the same current source. The lengths of the first and second 
stages, l\ and /2, are 400 mm and 300 mm, respectively, the length of the dielectric gap between 
them is 50 mm. All other parameters of the barrel are analogous to parameters of a muzzle-fed 
barrel described in section I. In fig. 9, oscillograms of current /, and voltage V, are presented. In 
fig. 10 signals of magnetic probes and the dependence of the PA position in the barrel are presented. 
The payload of 1.4 g mass had the injection velocity of 500 m/s being between the 1-st and 2-nd 
magnetic probes. Delocalization of the PA in the first cascade was intentionally augmented by the 
use of insulation walls of macrolon, resulting in the formation of two parallel circuits (see fig. 10) 
and decrease of the payload velocity. The voltage U in the first cascade is the voltage on the 
discharge. The head portion of the PA reached the dielectric insertion at the moment of 860 jus at 
the velocity of 1.62 km/s. Further, there occurred the transition of the PA into the 2-nd cascade with 
an increase of the discharge length. On the U{t) curve this time moment is marked with the sharp 
voltage leap. The current oscillogram didn't undergo noticeable changes because of the relative high 
value of LQ. In the muzzle-fed railgun section, the discharge was becoming more compact, this 
process finishing at the distance of 15-20 cm. The rate of the velocity increase was in this case 
lower than in the first cascade. The acceleration process completed to the time mark of 1140 jus. 

Special attention was paid to the process of transition of the PA from the first stage into the 
second since the problem of organizating of a plasma discharge during an initial period of the 
acceleration becomes much more complicated with the increase of the injection velocity. The 
circuitry of galvanically connected barrels with the voltage sharpening on the discharge which 
depends on the length of the insulation section and the velocity at the exit from the first stage allows 
reliable organization of the discharge in the second cascade in a wide range of velocities. It is 
clearly seen from the analysis of dependencies presented in fig. 11, overvoltages on the discharge, 
DU=U-Ub\, in three different experiments where {/-the profile of the corresponding oscillogram at 
the output leads of the accelerator and Ubi-ihe voltage value at the moment when the PA reaches the 
dielectric interval. As a zero value of the time scale, the time of the coming of the discharge to the 
dielectric interval is taken. 
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Fig.   9.   Oscillograms  of the current and 
voltage in the two-cascade accelerator. 

Fig. 10. The master plot of signals from 
magnetic probes and the time dependence of the 
plasma armature position. 
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JJ7. Investigation of a three-cascade accelerator 

To the design of the three-cascade accelerator, for the first time a new optimized geometry of a 
muzzle-fed railgun was applied. The corresponding cross-section is shown in fig. 12. 
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Fig. 11. The dependence of overvoltages on 
a dielectric interval of the accelerator (5 cm 
length). 

Fig. 12. The cross-section of the second cascade. 

The inner electrodes are completely embedded into the body of outer ones. The thickness 
of dividing insulators, S, is minimized and equal to Ö.5 mm. However, in this case the requirements 
to strength properties of the material of the inner electrodes and the construction of reinforced 
insulators become strict. Because of the absence of data on strength properties of a wide number of 
materials under pulsed loads of a characteristic duration of 100 JJS, we didn't conduct a strength 
calculation of a muzzle-fed design. There were carried out full-scale tests for inner electrodes 
made of copper and two different by design pairs of steel with a high yield strength. All tests were 
conducted at a feeding current amplitude of 500 kA. 

Strong 
Steel 

Fig. 13. Inner electrodes after shots (the upper pair of copper, the middle one of steel and the lower 
of steel with a reinforced joint unit). 
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In fig. 13 photos of inner electrodes of the second cascade after tests are presented. Copper 
electrodes underwent plastic deformation, but the initial section of 160 mm length isn't deformed. 
Steel electrodes of the same design as copper ones had no plastic deformation but when they were 
tested there occurred the wearing of the projectile because of elastic deformations. The reinforced 
design of steel electrodes entirely removed the problem of pulsed deformations under the mode of 
tests and was performed in the three-stage accelerator shown in Fig. 8 (the third classical cascade is 
denoted with the dashed line). The length of cascades in an accelerator was /i=250 mm, /2=210 mm, 
/3=335 mm, the barrel bore was unchanged and equal to 10x10 mm. 

In the experiments, we did not use injection of the projectile into the first cascade but used 
the initiation of a discharge near the plugged breech of the barrel. It was done because of 
considerations of matching the load to the capacitance of the power source and obtaining the clearly 
displayed instability of the plasma discharge at a relatively low velocity level   2.5 km/s. 
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Fig. 14. Oscillograms of current (I), voltage on 
the input terminals (U\,) and output terminals 
(U)of arailgun. 

Fig. 15. The dependence of velocity and length 
of the plasma armature along the channel 

In fig. 14 oscillograms of the current /, and voltages on the input Ub, and output U, 
terminals of the accelerator are shown. The dashed line shows zones characteristic for each cascade. 
The transition from the second cascade into the third one occurred at the 390 jus moment and was 
accompanied with the change of the voltage character from decreasing to increasing U. After the 
exit of the PA from the accelerator at the 500 fjs moment, a restrike took place in the barrel in the 
zone of a joint between the second and third cascades. 

The velocity diagram is presented in fig. 15. The injection into the second cascade occurred 
at 2.5 km/s and in the third cascade the muzzle velocity was 4.45 km/s which was facilitated by the 
well-compacted discharge, the profile of which is presented in the same figure. The double increase 
of the discharge length in the third cascade in comparison with the second one didn't lead to the 
break of a homogeneous structure of the discharge. 

Conclusion 

The investigations performed, demonstrated new possibilities of a muzzle-fed railgun in the 
sense of the influence on the stability of the plasma armature. These possibilities are used for the 
development of an accelerator based upon a new principle allowing the re-establishing of 
compactness of the PA after its delocalization in a classical railgun and its transition into the next 
cascade. This procedure can be repeated later several times. However, in this case each following 
compensating cascade should be designed taking into account the level of velocity at which it 
operates. 
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Cl Kl    C2   K2 

Fig. 16. The concept of a multi-cascade accelerator with a distributed current supply. 

We expect that in the case of such a multi-stage accelerator the most efficient must be the 
power supply with a distributed current feeding based upon capacitor power sources (fig. 16). In 
such a configuration "classical" cascades will operate at intervals where the current increases 
(di/d(>0) and when di/dt<0, the PA must go into the mode of re-establishing in muzzle-fed 
cascades. It is possible that the use of this principle will allow one to achieve launch velocities V>\0 
km/s which currently are not obtainable. 
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Pellet injector with the liner compression 
of the propellant gas 

V.P. Bazilevski, Yu.A. Kareev, A.I. Kolchenko, V.P. Novikov 

Troitsk Institute for Innovation and Fusion Research (TRINITI) 
142092 Troitsk, Moscow Region, Russia. 

Abstract - Numerical and experimental investigations of the pellet injector that is a light gas gun in 
which the propellant gas is adiabatically compressed by the metallic liner are presented here. The 
movement of the metallic liner is caused by electromagnetic forces occurring during current passing 
through it. The experiment on accelerating the plastic pellet was carried out in the injector in which the 
aluminium liner compresses the propellant gas that is helium. The diameter and length of the pellet were 
2 mm and 2 mm accordingly and its velocity was 2.5 km/s. The numerical experiments show that the 
deuterium pellet of such dimensions would be accelerated in the injector up to the velocity of 6 km/s. 

1. Introduction 

It follows from the numerical experiments that the pellet should have the velocity 
equal or more than 10 km/s to deliver the frozen fuel into the hot region of the big 
tokamak plasma cord. The best results on pellet acceleration were obtained on two 
stage gas guns in which the piston accelerated with the low pressure gas compresses 
adiabatically the gas pushing the pellet [1-3]. The maximum velocity of the pellets 
obtained in such injector was 3.4 km/s. The cylindrical liner accelerated by 
electromagnetic forces occurring during current passing through it is used in the injector 
proposed by us to compress the gas pushing the pellet and to keep the gas compressed 
for the time required for pellet acceleration. It will be shown below that on using the 
condenser battery with the energy of less than 1 MJ the injector concerned allows to 
reach such gas pulse parameters which are necessary for deuterium pellet acceleration 
up to the velocity equal 10 km/s. 

2. Estimation of the pellet injector parameters 

The scheme of the pellet injector is presented in Figure 1. It consists of the two steel 
electrodes specially made between which the cylindrical perforated metallic insert and 
the cylindrical aluminium liner which diameter is more than the diameter of the insert 
are installed. There is a hole on the axis of the one of the electrodes to place the pellet 
and there is a hole near the inner surface of the liner on the other electrode to puff the 
propellant gas. After switching on the condenser battery to the electrodes the aluminium 
liner moves to the radial direction, shuts off the volume occupied with the propellant 
gas from the gas puffing system and compresses it up to the maximum pressure PM 

which value is stipulated by the correlation of the diameters of the liner and the 
perforated insert. During the gas compressing and keeping it in the volume QM at 
corresponding pressure PM the pellet is accelerated. Compressed gas keeping for the 
time of the pellet acceleration is carried out by the electromagnetic forces due to the 
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Gas channel 
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Figure 1.   Scheme of pellet injector. 

current of the corresponding value passing through the liner. Let us consider the injector 
parameters to be characterized. It is known that during the adiabatic compression of the 
gas its temperature T ~ pr

g
_1, where pg and  y  = cp/cv - are the density and ratio of 

specific heats of the propellant gas. Let us have helium as a propellant gas for which y 
= 5/3. Let us consider that the initial helium density will be increased by the 
compressing by a times. Let us consider the initial helium temperature Ts=293 K, then 
the temperature of the compressed gas will be TM = ay'%. Then the sound velocity in 

helium corresponding to this temperature will be CM=0.0588TM
1/2 km/s=a1/3 km/s The 

analytical solution of the problem of a piston acceleration by the infinitely long gas 
cylinder equal to it in cross-section area is known [4]. Let us write this solution in the 
modified form. 

vP(0 
y-l 

{1-[1 + K(t) L±V-.}J 
2y 

(1) 

where Vp (t) - is the piston velocity depending on time, K(t)=(pgm-CM-t)/(pp-/p), and 

pgm , PP and lp- are the propellant gas density, piston density and its length. For 

uniatomic gas the formula (1) will have the form 

(2) XülfA = 3{l-[l + 0.8K(t)]'025} 
^   KA 

Let us denote f[K(t)]=3{l-[l+0.8K(t)] 
of the piston (pellet) velocity. 

Vp(0 = a1/3f[K(t)] km/s 

0,25} we will have the expression for definition 

(3) 
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Figure 2. The dependence of the pellet velocity   versus K(t) for the compressibility 
coefficient a=50 (1), 100 (2), 150 (3), 200 (4) and 250 (5). 

In Figure 2 you can see the dependence of Vp(t) km/s versus K(t) for a number of fixed 
values of a. You can see from Figure 2 that the pellet velocity reaches 10 km/s only for 
gas density compression up to not less than 125 times. Let us define the density of 
compressed gas from the expression for K(t). For deuterium pellet with pPlp = 0.022 

g/cm and keeping time for compressed gas t = 100 us we will have p m= 0.044 g/cm3. 

The pressure of the compressed gas will be PM= 6.6 kbar. To reach such parameters of 
the compressed gas the initial helium pressure should be Ps=PM/a5/3 = 2.1 bar. Let us 
define the inner radius of the liner at the initial time as Rs =rP a

m = 11.2 mm, where 

rp = 1 mm is the pellet radius. Let us the thickness of the liner wall 8 = 1 mm. In 

compressed condition the outer liner radius will be Rf=(2Rs5+82+/-p 
2)1/2 = 4.9 mm. Let 

us define the current value as I=10Rf(27rPM)1/2= 10-0.49(2TT-6600-10
6
)
1/2

A » 1 MA on 
condition that the gas pressure is equal to the magnetic pressure. Such parameters of the 
electric      pulse      can      be      obtained      using the      condenser      battery 
whose capacity must be more than C=I-t/Us=106-10"4/5-103= 0.02 F, where Us is the 
voltage of the battery. 

3. Numerical and experimental investigations of the injector 

At the present time of the experimental investigation we decided the problem of the 
serviceably checking of the proposed scheme of the propellant gas compression. So we 
decided to use a plastic pellet with the density pp =1.14 g/cm3 to simplify the 
experiments. Optimal dimensions and injector parameters for experimental 
investigations were defined during the series of calculations. An aluminium liner was 
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Figure 3. The dependence of the helium propellant gas pressure (1) and magnetic 
pressure on liner (2) versus the time, and the dependence of the pellet velocity (3) and 

the pellet location (4) versus the time for plastic pellet. 
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Figure 4. The dependence of the helium propellant gas pressure (1) and magnetic 
pressure on liner (2) versus the time, and the dependence of the pellet velocity (3) and 
the pellet location (4) versus the time for deuterium pellet. 

chosen which length Hs is 34 mm, Rs - 18.5 mm and 8 = 1 mm. The initial pressure of 
helium propellant gas Ps is 1.1 bar. The dimensions of the cylindrical pellet are 
/>=lmm, lP=2 mm. The power supply is a condenser battery which parameters 
coincide with the ones of the battery used during the experiment: C = 0.06 F, 
accumulated energy W=750 kJ. The battery voltage was 2.1 kV in the numerical 
experiment The results of the numerical investigations of the injector with plastic pellet 
are presented in Figure 3, and for solid deuterium pellet in Figure 4. The dependence of 
the helium propellant gas pressure and magnetic pressure on liner versus the time is 
presented in Figures 3a and 4a, and the dependence of the pellet velocity and the pellet 
location versus the time is presented in Figures 3b and 4b. The duration of the current 
pulse is 200 us, from which for the first 47.2 us the radial liner compression by the 
current is carried out and also the increase of the propellant gas pressure up to the 
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maximum value PM
=2.42 kbar, which is stipulated with the dimensions of the 

cylindrical perforated metallic insert limited the liner movement and giving the 
compressibility coefficient ct=103 is carried out. The current at that moment is about 
1.2 MA and the magnetic pressure corresponding to this current is equal to 3.4 kbar. 
Owing to the magnetic pressure exceeds the propellant gas pressure for about 
subsequent 100 us we can see its keeping in the given volume and effective pellet 
acceleration as seen from Figures 3b and 4b at the acceleration length equal to 30 cm 
the plastic pellet has the velocity equal to 3.7 km/s, and the deuterium one -7.5 km/s. 

During the experiments with the injector mentioned above the current and voltage on 
the liner were registered and also the photographs of the plastic pellet flight were 
registered by the high-speed photoregister. Before shooting the inner volume of the 
liner was pumped out up to the pressure 0.3 mbar and was leaked with helium up to the 
required pressure. The measured pellet velocity for the barrel with length equal to 30cm 
was 2.5 km/s and that was 1.2 km/s less than the velocity in the numerical experiment. 
There are several basic reasons which can promote decreasing of the pellet velocity: bad 
germetization of the liner endfaces, existence of microcracks in the liner material, 
existence of gas impurities in helium promoting to decreasing of the pellet velocity. At 
the same time we must point that in accordance with the calculations our injector could 
accelerate the deuterium pellet till the velocity of about 6 km/s. 
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MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF PROJECTILE FREE MOTION 
IN COILGUN WITHOUT MECHANICAL LEADING ELEMENTS 

Volodymyr T. Chemerys, Yuri N. Vaskovsky, Larissa N. Dynnik 
Institute of Electrodynamics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 

56 Peremoga Avenue, Kyiv-57, 252680, Ukraine 

Summary— In application to the coilgun the problem of free motion of projectile in the field 
of electrodynamic forces is considered The expressions of forces and momenta affected on the 
conducting cylindrical projectile under influence of induced currents interaction with a pulsed 
solenoid field are derived The assumption about divergence of solenoid and projectile axes in the 
result of both linear and angular dosplacement is used The mathematical model of projectile motion 
in a one-stage coil accelerator is built using the magnetically coupled contours method in the 
cylindrical co-ordinate system This model describes the possible transversal radial oscillations and 
angular oscillations of projectile in the time-varying field of solenoid excited by the capacitor 
discharge. The change of resistance for the elementary contours under consideration in the result of 
Joule's heating is taken into account The character of projectile motion at different initial 
conditions was studied by the numerical investigation with the created model. The level of resulting 
displacement obtained by the projectile at the exit of solenoid would be less if the solenoid 
would be more long, center of projectile mass position would be chosen properly and if the initial 
velocity of projectile would not be zero. The research of center of mass position on the character of 
projectile motion was undertaken and its result have led to recommendation about the center of mass 
disposition ahead of geometrical center of conducting current-carrying shell of projectile. 
Numerical calculations are performed for caliber of accelerator 56 mm with mass of projectile 0.5 
k& 

1. Introduction. 

Among the possible methods of macrobody throwing by electrodynamic forces the 
induction method is attractive enough for development owing to negligible influence 
of elctrical erosion process on the accelerator operation. Even at high level of energy 
the zone of probable destruction is concentrated on the projectile which is a body for 
single usage. It seems possible to defend the system of accelerating coils from the 
dangerous influence of strong pulsed currents aid fields. But the problem of moving 
projectile contact with inner surface of coils is staying Three technical approaches to 
resolution of this problem are possible: 1) by manufacturing of the leading barrel in 
the form of thin-wall tube from the solid non-magnetic and non-electroconducting 
material; 2) by application of the metal leading rails system made deeper partially in 
the body of projectile; 3) by usage of the magnetic pressure forces for motion of 
projectile fixation along with axis of accelerating system Each of this approaches 
contains definite difficulties. There is a problem of material in the first case; complex 
design of barrel in the second case with necessity to mount the rail holders in the 
space between coils, some increasing of projectile shell electrical resistance through 
presence of channels for rails made on its surface in the second case; and the problem 
of projectile motion stability in the third case. In spite of existance of some restoring 
to center forces while the coducting body is accelerated by axisymmetric pulsed 
magnetic field, it is not simple to prevent the restlessness of projectile during motion 
inside of accelerator through a possible designing inaccuracy or through initial 
position of projectile deviations. When the mechanical leading elements is absent, a 
destruction of coils   may be the result of a projectile restlessnes That is why   this 
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problem is taken under consideration by different research groups [1] - [4]. TTiis paper 
deals with numerical modeling of accelerated macrobody motion and studying of the 
restlessness evolution during interaction of projectile with primary pulsed solenoid 

2. A Scheme of Interaction and Electrodynamic Forces 
and Moments Calculation 

Hie longditudinal cross section of 
coilgun  under   consideration   is 
shown in Fig.1. It includes the 
solenoid 1 and projectile 2. The 
immovable cylindrical co-ordinate 
system 0/,<p,z is connected with 
bottom plane  of solenoid.   The 
movable      co-ordinate      system 
Oj^q^Z}      is   connected  with 
geometric center of    conducting 
shell of projectile 2. The instant 
position  of projectile  inside   of 
solenoid may be given by three 
independent variables: the angle 6 
between  axes   of solenoid   and 
projectile and two co-ordinates of 
projectile center Oj position ( r 2 , 
z 2 ) in the co-ordinate system of 
solenoid The center of projectile 
mass 02 can  differ from Oj at the 
non-uniform      distribution       of 
additional     mass      inside      of 
conducting   shell   2.   The   cross 
section   of   solenoid   will    be 
consider at the further analysis as 
the   totality   of the   N   circular 
elementary electrical contiurs with 
the same current    ii=Iwt/N , 
where w{ is a real number of turns 
of solenoid and    I is a current 
supplied     Current-carrying shell 
of projectile will be presented by 
the  Nd   layers   of     the   short- 
circuited elementary contours   at the total   numbers of them   Np=NdN<1,   where 
Nq = 2N2 +1 is a number of elements along with length of shell. At the  choice of 
the elementary contours cross section dimensions it is necessary to take into account 
the anticipated depth of the electromagnetic field penetration so that any dimension of 
element cross section would be not more then 2...3 value of skin depth. 

Fig.1. The cross section of a model 
under consideration. 
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Hie expressions of electrodynamic forses and moments for circular contour of small 
cross section (approximation of current filaments) stipulated by interaction with 
totality of elementary contours of solenoid were obtained using the initial expressions 
for me pair of non-coaxial circular contour given in [4]. The components of force can 
be written as 

N   * 
Frk=2ikRkI jBzjcosu/du/; (1) 

j=l 0 

Fzk = 2ikRkE jBtj (M/Rk)[l-(AR/Rk)cosu/]dn>. (2) 
j=i o 

The components of moments stipulated by the electrodynamic forces are the next: 

Mk=-2ikRJ;£ |Brjcosto(AR/Rk)[l-(AR/Rk)cos\j/]du/.        (3) 

Here the components of magnetic induction vector are written in accordance with [5]: 

Bzj=ij0io/2nA1)[K + E(A2/A3)]; 

Br]=ij(^/27tA1)(Azj/Rk)[-K+E(A4/A3)] . 

The values included:   Rk , Rj     are the radii  of contours under consideration;   z 
and zk   are their axial co-ordinates;    K and E are the full   elliptic integrals of the 

first and second kind respectively;    Az3 = zy -zk ; A, =[(R; +Rk)
2 +ÄZ2]"2  ; 

A2=R2+(Rk)
2+Az2;      A3=(RJ-Rk)2+Az2   ;      A4 =R2-(Rk)

2 - Az/. 

There are the forces and moments in (1) - (3) which are able to cause the contour 
displacement The essentual feature of analysis is the consideration of projectile as 
the absolutely solid body, and the forces caused its deformation were out of 
consideration. In this connection all the forces and moments of elementary contours in 
projectile were reduced to the center of its mass and were included in the equations 
of motion written for the center of mass. The resulting displacing radial force is 

Fr= Z Frk >   and resulting axail force   is Fz = £ Fzk . 
k=1 k=i 

The resulting moment reduced to the center of mass for projectile may be written in 
the assumption of small value of angle 6 : 

Mr=Mk+(l2/Nq)[k-int(2hN2)]-Frk> k = (-N2),N2.       (4) 

Here h = H/l2 ,12 is an axial length of conducting shell, H is a distance between 
the geometric center of projectile Oj and its center of mass 02 . The parameter h 
is a measure of center mass displacement with respect to Ox . The range of variation 
for his -0.5<h<0.5. 
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Summarized    (4)   on the all totality of elementary contours,  the resulting  moment 
acting on the projectile may be written: 

*» 
M = £ M"n .      This moment  stipulates the turn of projectile with respect to its 

k=l 

transverse axis yielding to oscillation of the angle 6. To be correct it is necessary to 
mark mat the expressions given above are obtained in the assumption about small value 
of the angle deviation so the contours of current in the elementary conductor may be 
accepted practically as circular and some difference of planes for contours of 
solenoid and contours of projectile may be neglected. 

3. Mathematical model 

Mammatical model of coil accelerator contains the equations for the currents 
calculations, equation of connection with source of current, equations of motion and 
correlation between currents in elementary contiurs and their resistance. Within the 
frame of approach described the matrix equation for the current definition in the totality 
of elementary contours of projectile would be traditional in the form: 

[L(t)](d/dt)[I] +[I](d/dt)[L(t)]+[R][I] = [U]. 

Here [L(t)] is a matrix with NpxNp elements, which are the self-inductances and 
mutual inductances of elementary contours; [R] is a diagonal matrix of contours 
resistances; [I] is a matrix-column of unknown currents including current of solenoid 
it; [U] is a matrix-colunm of voltages with only different from zero component 
which is a voltage of solenoid Uj. With energy supply from capacitor C the next 
equation of system is 

dul/dt = i1/C, U! = U0;   ^=0   at  t = 0. 

The matrix [R] contains the followong components: a given resistance of solenoid 
p! ;   resistances of elementary contours in the projectile   p2k= 2nRk /Sak , where 

S = 12 d/Np ;    ok = o0 /(l+PQk); o0 is a coefficient of electroconductivity at 0° C; 

P is a thermal coefficient for conductivity [6], Qk is a thermal energy of a Joule's 
losses in the contours. This value calculation needs the next equation: 

dQk/dt = p2ki|k, 

or dQk/dt = ik(2«Rfc/So0)(l+ßQk); k = l,Np. 

The simple procedure of resistance calculation as function of heating is possible due 
to sgort-time consideration of acceleration process (within time interval near 1 ms), 
when the heat exchange may be neglected in the volume of massive conductors. 
The equations of the projectile motion were used in the form: 
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dvz/dt = Fz/m ; dvr/dt = Fr/m, dr2/dt = vr; 

dz2/dt=vz dco/dt=M/J; de/dt = GJ 

with the variables used:   v, and vz   are the radial  and axial  components of the 
velocity vector,    co   is an angular  frequence of projectile rotation  relatively the 
transversal axis; m is the mass  of projectile;   J  is  a moment of inertia for a 
projectile. The forces of opposition to motion were not taken into attention 
The system of equations   given above with an initial conditions of usual kind have 
presented the background for a numerical investigation of  projectile motion with 
restlessness. 

4. The Results of Numerical Investigations 

0,dW. 

The numerical investigations were conducted under variable initial conditions for a 
projectile. At the chosen dimensions of solenoid and projectile the last one could have 
a different initial displacements of its axis relatively of solenoid axis. The capacitor in 

the energy store was variable 
also. And in the final stage of 
investigation the position of 
center of mass was variable in the 
projectile (parameter h). The 
numerical results given in Fig 2 - 
Fig4 concern the coilgun with 
next data; solenoid length lj = 
0.08 m; projectile shell length 
\2— 0.1 m; inner radius of 
solenoid Rj = 0.03 m; outer 
radius of projectile shell R2 = 
0.028 m; mass m = 0.5 kg; 
number of turns in solenoid 24; 
capcity of energy store (main 
variant) c = 6.44 JJF ; initial 
voltage U0 = 5 kV. 
The solution of motion equations 
(0 - solid line, r 2 - broken line) 
are shown in the Fig 2 at the next 
initial data: the geometric centers 
of projectile and solenoid are 

close to coinciding with small radial and angular displacement: 6 (0) = 0.1 deg; r 2 (0) 
= 1 mm. Initial axial velocity was zero. This example illustrates the oscillation of 
projectile inside of solenoid without axial acceleration The initial nonsymmetrical 
position has the sequence the impact of plojectile with inner surface of coil after 0.43 
ms (lines 1). While the capacity C was decreased up to 2.6 fd7, oscillations of 
projectile were without impact (lines 2). In the Fig3 the next numerical result is 

Fig 2. The parameters of deviation 
in time at the oscillations of the 

projectile without axial acceleration 
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ms 

shown: motion was accelerated due to initial displacement of projectile center ahead 
on the 0.2-1 j with respect to solenoid center. The  others initial conditions were the 
same as in Fig.2, lines 1. The center of mass position was varied in a direction to 
the forward butt-end of projectile shell (0 < h < 0.5). It is seen mat such a change of 
the center mass position does not lead to great stability   of the movements of the 
geometric center of projectile but the the angle swing may be reduced at the proper 
definition of parameter h. 
The amplitude of the transversal oscillations of projectile center may be reduced if the 
initial axial velocity would be not zero. Additional  factor of stability improvement is 
is     the     proper 
choice   of      the 
solenoid length. In 
the     Fig.4     the 
numerical     study 
results are shown 
for the accelerator 
with    the    same 
dimensions as in 
Fig.1,   but   with 
other    length    of 
solenoid and   for 
different meanings 
of   initial    axial 
velocity of 
projectile.      The 
system of  curves 
numeration in the 
Fig.4 corresponds 
to the next data: 
1 - the length of 
solenoid 1, = 0.04 
m, initial velocity 
of   projectile    is 
vz0 =100 m/s; 
2-   lj =0.04m,   vz0 = 200m/s;      3- l^O.OSm,   vz0  = 200 m/s; for all the 

cases 1 - 3 the initial displacement of projectile is the next: 9 (0) = 0; r 2 (0) = 1 mm 
(only collinear displacement). For the remains curves: 4 - 1 x = 0.04 m, = 100 
m/s;   5 -11 = 0.08 m,   v z0 = 100 m/c, initial displacement for the curves 4, 5 is only 
angular: 0 (0) = 1 deg.; r 2 (0) = 0. As the criterion of the projectile restlessness the 
new parameter of maximal deviation was introduced: 

Fig.3. The parameters of projectile restlessness in time 
as the variation of the center of mass position 
while the initial velocity was equal to zero. 

5n» =max(5up;5iow) 

with usage   of the edge points deviations of projectile shell with respect to axis of the 
solenoid: 8up in the upper point, 5]ow in the lowest point along with z-axis. 
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These deviations are defined as 

M) = i-2 -up> l2(h + 0.5)sinO;     8bw(t) = r2 + 12 (h + 0.5)sin8. 

It is seen in the Fig.4, that for every curve the optimal value of parameter h exists. For 
example, for the curve 2 the best value h = 0.3, for the curve 4 the best value h = 0. 
At the same time for all me cases at h < -0.3 the great decreasing of the maximal 
deviation of projectile is observed 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

The creation of mathematical model for estimation of oscillations evolution in time 
was connected with need to accept several simplified assumptions in the procedure of 
the electrodynamic interaction description for the contours having a difference of the 

These 

'max mm 

AS 

axes position 
assumptions have the 
physical background and 
led to numerical results 
which can be consider as 
trustworthy. The important 
sequence of the analysis 
fulfilled is the conclusion 
about the strong feasible 
oscillations of projectile 
near the axis solenoid even 
at small initial linear or 
angular displacement of 
projectile from the co-axial 
position inside of solenoid. 
It may be proved that the 
center of mass of projectile 
must be placed more close 
to the back butt-end of 
conducting shell. It may be 
explained by the more short 
length of arm for the 
transversal forces which are 
able to create the rotational 
momentum The improved 
correction of the angle 
position of projectile may 
be made by the coercion on 
the forward part of 

projectile with using of an additional small power solenoid because the relatively 
small forces are necessary to cause the turn of projectile if the force would be applied 
in the point remoted from the center of mass. The additional investigation may be need 

-0.5   -OS    -0.1 0    0.1       0.5     0.5 

Fig4. The parameter of maximal deviation of 
projectile as function of center of mass position 
while the initial velocity was not equal to zero. 
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to evaluate the intensity of magnetic field on this process. At any case it is out of 
doubts that in the very strong field the picture may be similar, and the body accelerated 
will be leave the zone of interaction with the transveral or me rotational momentum if 
the initial position of body would not be co-axial inside of a drive solenoid 
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CURRENT   DISTRIBUTION IN THE CONTACT ZONE 
OF RAILGUN 
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56 Peremoga Avenue, Kyiv-57, 252680, Ukraine 

Summary - The theoretical model of 2D current distribution in high current sliding contact of 
rail launcher is developed with detail consideration of magnetic field together with 
approximate presentation of transition layer in the view of thin sample of conducting medium 
whose initial electroconductivity is known Dependence of electroconductivity on the local 
current density as for rails, as for armature and for transition layer is considered The 
possible anisotropy of electroconductivity of conducting medium in contact zone is not 
accounted The magnetic problem is formulated in the plane (x,y) with respect to z- 
component of the field strength  The movement of railgun armature  is assumed having a 

constant acceleration (near 5-10 m/s ) from zero or other initial velocity. The mechanical 
equation of armature motion, heat exchange inside of conductors and a possible rails 
deformation were out of consideration. The typical shape of pulsed current supply is accepted 
the next: linear increasing with derivative 10 MA/ms and smoothed changing to the top during 
0.2 ms, linear decreasing on the top with derivative - 0.125 MA/ms during 1.0 ms, and 
decreasing up to zero on the back during 0.8 ms with derivative-1.25 MA/ms. The total 
duration of pulsed current near 2 ms was the ground for neglecting of heat transfer. The first 
purpose of analysis was to investigate the influence of macrofield and average parameters of 
transition layer on the current distribution under armature acceleration consideration. The 
boundary conditions considerably were pre-defined by the two-dimension formulation of 
problem, but feature is in the calculation of magnetic field across the initial section of rails, 
which was found in the result of additional problem solution for ^/-component of vector 
potential with known current supply density in the right side. Thus the full problem consists 
of two parts: first of them is the calculation of z-component of magnetic strength in the 
beginning section of rail, and a second part is the calculation of current and Joule's losses 
distribution in the three areas: rail, armature and transition layer. The numerical realization of 
mathematical model is fulfilled by using a finite elements method For a mesh generation the 
automatic program complex was used created by AS. Tsybenko et cd. in Kyiv Polytechnic. The 
peculiarities of the numerical scheme were the next: iterational method of solution in the 
time with coefficient of relaxation depending on the armature velocity, generation of new 
regular mesh in time for the armature and closing areas of rails. The results of numerical 
simulation which have been performed for different materials of rails and armature under 
conditions of different thickness and electroconductivity of transition layer and zero initial 
velocity of armature are given in the paper. Numerical modeling allows to conclude about 
efficiency of current distribution analysis and prediction in a contact zone using the 
conceptions of magnetic field diffusion theory if the average properties of contact layer are 
known. 

1. Introduction 

The problem of electrodynamic rail type accelerator creation for a hypervelocity gun 
systems continues to be a subject under consideration for a considerable number of 
researchers in different countries. At least two reasons may be found to explain this 
interest: 1) hypervelocily launching including electromagnetic one is staying in the list 
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of critical technologies in USA and NATO countries; 2) the railgun while is not 
studied in the full volume and it may be considered again and again as the complex 
and interesting subject of investigation with complicated interconnected influence of 
electrophysical, thermal and mechanical processes. At the same time two main 
problems may be named which cause the main difficulties in the practical designing of 
railgun: 1) a problem of the safe sliding contact provision at high velocity and mega- 
Ampers current, 2) a problem of transportable pulsed electric energy supply source 
creation. 
The first problem solution demands the fundamental research of electromagnetic and 
thermal process in common with analysis of matter and current transfer through the 
surface of intercontact between the moving conductors. Only first solid resuls storing 
occurs this time, nevertheless the some progress in the studying of this slowly known 
area may be fixed The second problem is not trivial also. In spite of the statement 
done by Marilyn Freeman and Edward Schmidt [1] that Institute of Advanced 
Technology in University of Texas at Austin (IAT) have not found any scientific of 
physical limitations on the way of pulse power supply system creation for electric gun, 
the series difficult technical problems must be resolved before the source with 
acceptable specific parameters will be made. We can see the obvious achievements 
in the simulation of high current railgun, for example E. Cardelli work [2], which 
cannot however exhauste the problems inherent to this device stipulated by the 
presence of sliding contact. Even the results of some calculations coincide with 
experimental data it cannot mean to-day the building of the safe theoretical model 
leading always to the right results, because the accents needed with respect to 
contribution of different physical phenomena in the resulting picture of processes in the 
sliding contact are not arranged yet. hi the work [2] the main attention was 
concentrated on the thermal melting and vapourizing of armature material in the contact 
zone and the numerical procedure to analyse the coupled electro-thermal transient 
problem, magnetohydrodynamic motion of the molten metal was neglected. The some 
general considerations concerning the sliding contact provision were told by one of 
this work authors in the paper [3]. The work presented here is devoted to the partial 
question of mathematic simulation of sliding contact based on the approach of 
electromagnetic field diffusion analysis with application of equivalent 
electroconductivity for transition contact layer. 

2. Mathematic Model of Rail Accelerator 

The pecularities of current distribution and Joule's losses in the zone of electric contact 
between electroconducting rails and accelerated body may be investigated using 
two-dimensional model presented schematically in the Fig.1. 
The system of Maxwell's equations for a moving electroconducting medium may be 
written as 

rotH = j+j0;     rotE = -aB/6t, 

j=a(E+VxB);   B=jxH. (1) 
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where B, E, H are the vectors of magnetic induction, electric and magnetic fields 
strength, respectively, j is a density of induced current; j0 is the component of current 
density stipulated by the action of external source; a is an electroconductivity 
coefficient for conductor, fi is a magnetic permeability, V is a velocity vector of 
moving conductor. 
In a 2D model of the rail accelerator the next orientation of the vectors under 
consideration is supposed: 

V = eyVy;H=ezH2; j=exjx+eyjy; (2) 

here ex, e , ez are the orths of rectangular co-ordinate system. 

The next equation in the partial derivatives for magnetic field strength   have been 
obtained from (1) with account of correlations (2): 

a (lölO    f 1 dRg)      0H2_   v 0H 

dx^jx  dx j 
+ 

M- Sy dx y dy 

The components of the current density vector are defined by the first equation of system 

(1): 
jx=aHz/Öyf jy = -dRz/dx, (4) 

In the mathematic model created the variation of the electroconductivity of material 
under influence of Joule's heating was taken into consideration using the known from 

the experimental data functional o(W), where W = J((j^ +jy)/a)dt (J/m3) is the 

value of heat energy increasing in the unit of volume in the result of dissipation [4]. 
Due to the short time of acceleration process (near 2 ms) the adaibatic character of 
every element of volume heating inside of railgun conductors was assumed. 
The equation (3) needs the boundary conditions. The symmetry of current distribution 
picture occurs if the Hall effect is out of consideration. It is enough to use for 
calculations only one half of railgun. Along the line ,41 (Fig.l) the uniform boundary 
condition of second type may be set: 

ÖH2/dn = 0Hz/Öx = O. (5) 

The constant value of magnetic field strength 

H=Hint = const (6) 

must be accepted  on the internal  surface of railgun  conductors  (along the contour 
ABC). 
The necessity of boundary condition in a such form follows from expression (4). In 
fact, normal component of current with respect to contour ABC is equal to zero, it 
means mat the magnetic field strength   is staying constant along the contour ABC. 
Similarly the constant value of magnetic field strength is fixed along the external 
surface of railgun conductors (contour DEFKL): 
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H=EU= const. (7) Luct 

The last condition may look as unexpected, because the equality of magnetic field 
strength along the all length of rails including remoted part EF follows from (7). 
Nevertheless the such condition application is inevitable in the 2D model, because the 
existence of unreal normal component of current density troughout external surface of 
rails into space surrounded must be assumed, if condition (7) would not be used. In 
general the condition (7) doesn't occur if the 3D model would be considered, in 
connection with possible passing of current along the rail surfaces in direction of axis 
Oz, i.e. perpendicularly to the vector of armature motion velocity and in parallel to the 
plane of armature contact with rail. 
Along the line CD, where the electric contact between railgun and current source is 
provided, the next boundary condition of the first type is set: 

H(x,t)=Hint-(I(t)/bh)(x-d/2)> (8) 

where I(t) is the varying in the time accelerator's current supply, considered as known. 
The next correlation follows from the condition (8): 

HeItt=H(b + d/2) = Hmt-I(t)/h. (9) 

To define the boundary function Hml(t) the additional problem was resolved on 
calculation of the vector magnetic potential distribution A.,(t) in the initial cross 

section of accelerator rails (Fig.2). In this problem the next differential equation was 
considered: 

a f löA 

ex 

\ 
y 

\X.   ÖX 

a fiöAy^ 
+— - 

j    dz\\x.  dz j 
-a—-Vjo, (10) 

dz 

here   j0=I(t)/bh    is a given current density stipulated by the external source of 

current supply. Along the borders of cross section the uniform boundary conditions was 
set 
The boundary value of strength Hmt(t) needed for the solution of main problem is 
calculated after solution of additional problem from the next expression: 

H,.(t)-0/|i,)(eA,/a.)| (U) 

Mathematical model (3) - (11) was fulfilled numerically using the finite elements 
method. The triangle finite elements of the first order (symplex elements) were used to 
discretize the regions of calculations. Automatic program complex for a mesh 
generation was used created in Kyiv Polytechnic under leading of Prof AS. Tsybenko 
[5]. During the armature motion time the generated mesh of finite elements was 
deformed gradually along with armature coordinate varying while the all angles of 
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elements was more then 15 deg. If the one of the angles in the elements would reach 15 
deg, the new mesh of finite elements was built 
The time derivatives included in the equations (3) - (10) were approximated by the 
finite differences on the two-point scheme. 

3. The Calculation of Electromagnetic Field and Joule's Losses 

The rail accelerator with the next data was under consideration in the following 
numerical analysis. It was accepted that the rails are made from cadmium bronze, their 
dimensions are the next: width b = 0.023 m, height h = 0.023 m also (Fig.1). Distance 
between rails d = 0.023 m. The body accelerated (armature) is manufactured from 
aluminum alloy (type AL). Its dimensions are the next: the length along y-axis is equal 
to 0.345 m, width d = 0.023 m, height along z-axis is 0.023 m also. Time sketch of the 
current supply pulse is presented in Fig. 3 (peak value is 1.2 MA). At the calculations 
it was assumed, that armature was motionless at the initial time moment 
At the end of acceleration, after 2 ms time motion interval, the velocity of armature 
is given equal to 1 km/s.   The average acceleration  through the way   is   equal to 
500,000 m/s2. 
To simplify the field analysis the linear dependence of armature velocity on the time is 
accepted: V= 500,000 t, and respectively quadratic dependence of a distance passed 
on the time: s = 500,000 t2/ 2. As the value for   estimation we can mark that   the 
current density inside of rail is able to reach the stable meaning 2.27 kA/mm2 at the 
total current 1.2 MA. During numerical experiments the local Joule's losses were 
calculated to have the thermal energy density and corresponding values of 
electroconductivity coefficients for the every element of conductors under 
consideration. 
Analysis of the current distribution in the area of moving contact of rail and armature 
presents the one of the most important problem in the provision of the safe operation of 
railgun. It is a known fact that through the sharp non-uniformity of current distribution 
in the contact zone the intensive electrical erosion with material of armature 
sublimation and electric arc appearance are observed in the tested facilities, what 
presents a damage of rails destruction. The multi-frequent application of railgun is 
impossible at such conditions. 
In the papers [6], [7] the some designing measures were proposed and analysed how to 
decrease the current density gradient both in the contact zone and inside of the armature. 
Three-layer armature was investigated consisting of different metals (titanium- 
molybdenum-copper) with normal orientation of layers planes with respect to velocity 
vector. 
In this work the longitudinal layer with electroconductivity low in comparison with 
main body of armature was inputed in the mathematic model as contact layer (area 
BKPR in Fig.1) and the pecularities of current distribution in this layer were 
investigated for different correlation of electroconductivity in the body and in the 
layer. It was accepted mat the thickness of the inputed contact layer less then 10% of 
the full width  of armature.  The contact of the mentioned layer of armature with rail 
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was supposed ideal. Thus, the inputed layer presents the generalized model of real 
contact transition for current passing from armature into rail. The coefficient of 

electroconductivity of layer was taken in lC^-lO5 times less then for material of 
rails. It was found, that reduced electroconductivity of contact layer of armature 
yields to more uniform distribution of current density in the contact zone due to 
improvement of conditions for electromagnetic field diffusion into the area of contact 
between rail and armature. 
The series of numerical experiments were performed varying the electroconductivity 
of the contact layer of armature. Data of current dustribution obtained are shown in the 
Fig.4 for the next case: material of contact layer is titanium (its electroconductivity is 
equal to 6-105 (1/Ohm-m) at 20 deg.C); initial electroconductivity of aluminum alloy 
in the armature body at 20 deg.C is equal to 107 (1/Ohm-m). The picture of Fig. 3 
corresponds to time motion t = 1.6 ms and armature velocity V = 800 m/s. The lines of 
equal values of current density are numbered in the Fig.4 by the next manner: 

1-11.8 kA/mm2; 2-9.9 kA/mm2; 3 - 3.5 kA/mm2; 
4 -1.75 kA/mm2; 5 - 0.7 kA/mm2. 

It is necessary to mark, that the values of current density and picture of current 
distribution have a very small difference (near 1.5%) in the cases when the contact 
layer of armature is manufactured of titanium or the same aluminum alloy as body of 
armature. It is the result of heating of aluminum layer by the pulsed current If the 
contact layer was supposed made from graphite whose electroconductivity is equal to 
0,25 • 105 (1/Ohm-m), i.e. in 24 times less then titanium, difference in the local values of 
current density could reach 6.3% in comparison with titanium case and 8% in 
comparison with aluminum case, but the non-unformity of current distribution was the 
same. 
The essential variation in the current distribution could be observed only if the 
electroconductivity in contact layer was reduced up to value 1000 (1/Ohm-m) and less. 
At such the conditions effect of the fast diffusion of electromagnetic field into the 
contact layer begins to show itself yielding to reduction of current density both at the 
back edge of contact layer of armature and in the contact zone in whole. The line of 
equal current density are shown in the Fig. 5 for this case, thickness of contact layer 
was taken 2 mm. The manner of numbering for the lines of constant level of current 
density in the Fig. 5 is the next: 

1 -10.2 kA/mm2; 2-8.8 kA/mm2; 3 - 3.1 kA/mm2 ; 
4 -1.55 kA/mm2; 5 - 0.61 kA/mm2. 

In comparison with Fig.4 it is seen, that current distribution has the great exchange. Due 
to increasing of depth for the electromagnetic field penetration into the contact layer 
material the square of effective contact between armature and rail has tendency to rise. 
The Fig.6 presents the calculated relative value of current density at the back edge of 
armature kj=j/ja as the function of relative electroconductivity ka =o/oa of the 

contact layer material with respect to electroconductivity of the armature body oa 

(aluminum alloy) . The current density j a for the case of contact layer consisting of 

aluminum is taken as the basic value of current density. It is seen in the Fig.6, that the 
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Fig.4. A picture of current 
distribution in case of titanium 

contact layer. 

Fig.5. A picture of current 
distribution at low electrical 
conductivity of contact layer. 
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visible influence of electroconductivity reduction on the current density at the back 
edge of contact zone begins show itself at k0 £1000. 
The calculation fulfilled have dealed with hypothetic material of contact layer disposed 
on the contact surface of armature. In view of the real possibility of the current 
distribution control by the proper choice of electroconductive properties of armature's 
surface layer together with provision of the safe contact of this layer with rail it seems 
real to avoid a strong concentration of current density and destructions of rails caused 
by this concentration. It is clear, mat the solid contact of such synthetic layer may be 
provided if this layer would be able to plastic deformation and some thermomechanical 
erosion during its motion between rails having the small angle of convergence. It is a 

Fig.6. Relative value of current density at the back edge 
of contact zone as function of its electroconductivity. 

condition of the effective obturation to exclude the appearance of electric arcs and 
microplasma in the contact Choice or synthesis of the suitable material which would 
possess the needed electrical and mechanical properties as said above, may be the one 
of probable keys to solution of the safe contact provision in the railgun. 
The application of the layer with low electroconductivity in the zone of contact 
between the accelerated body and rails leads to some increasing of voltage applied to 
the railgun, but it may be a moderate payment for the increasing of the rails time of life. 
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The approach applied which is based on the presentation of the railgun system of 
conductor as the totality of three bodies of different electroconductivity - rail, armature 
and transition layer in the zone of contact between rail and armature - with account of 
their electroconductivity value dependence on the local Joule's heating, may be 
estimated as fruitful enough to analyse the anticipated current distribution in the contact 
zone at the known average electrical properties of contact layer. The calculations 
corresponding was realized without strong problems by the finite elements method 
at the output velocity of projectile up to 1 km/s and may be spreaded in the area of a 
more high velocity after additional development of calculations scheme. 
Effect observed of the current distribution improvement in the contact zone along with 
the essential reduction of electroconductivity in the contact layer has the sure 
interpretation on the base of the electromagnetic field diffusion conception. The 
practical consequence of the analysis performed is concluded in the expedience to 
search the material with proper electric and mechanical properties which would be 
used for current distribution improvement together with a safe obturation of the gap 
between rails and armature. The such material must be disposed on the contact surfaces 
of armature. 
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Summary 

Consideration is being given to some possible conditions of material 
ablation from rail surfaces caused by attaining plastic flow of the material at a 
lower temperature than the melting point by the action (heating and friction 
forces) on a surface. 

The possibility of this phenomenon is sustained experimentally by using 
steel rails. The obtained results should be taken into account in the 
preparation of new materials for railguns and in searches for ways of 
increasing a critical current density. 

Introduction 

An understanding of the physical processes and effects constraining the body 
accelerations in railguns will make it possible to seek ways of overcoming these 
constraints. Many authors (such as [1, 2]) refer to the ablation of rail materials and 
insulators as one of the essential reasons for the constrained rate of launching because a 
material caught in an arc deteriorates plasma parameters and increases a mass launched. 
Next the case in point will be the interaction with metallic surfaces. 

Conditions are considered as ultimate when at surfaces a melting point is achieved 
after which almost the whole of the melt is ablated and its part may enter the plasma 
because the Prandtl number for a liquid metal Pr ~ 1. 

As shown in the paper [3], the limit value of a critical current calculated in case of 
attaining a melting point at rail surfaces is primarily affected by the heat from a moving 
plasma armature. Thus interaction processes are basically similar to those of acting high- 
velocity gas-plasma flows on materials. The ablation effects involving such actions are 
well studied in connection with the advancement of aerocosmic engineering and they are 
classified as follows [4]: 

1) sublimation, 
2) thermal decomposition, 
3) chemical reaction with gas flow components, 
4) chemical reaction between material components, 
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5) melting, 
6) cracking and crushing refractory materials. 

For railgun acceleration, provision should be made for 
7) electric erosion. 

Certain of these effects may occur in railgun bores. 
Notice that on combined exposure (intensive heating and blow stresses) some 

conditions may be established when a plastic material flow starts until the melting 
temperature is achieved at a surface. Next, owing to high-velocity plastic shear work, the 
temperature will increase progressively, the viscosity will be diminished and the material 
may escape from rail surfaces. In this connection the process is proposed to be 
considered as possible mechanism providing ablation. 

Subject 

Figure 1 gives temperature dependences of the static yield points - TS at tangential 
loads for steel, copper and an iron-tungsten alloy (63% iron and 9% tungsten). The 
temperature dependencies data are taken from [5] for of the tensile yield points - cs and 
recalculated with regard to xs ~ 0.65-as for metals. Dynamic yield points will be larger at 
low temperatures and the differences are insignificant at high temperatures. 

*s 

GPa ■ -iron with 
tungsten 

0.3 \           • -steel 

\         ° -copper 
0.2 

\ 

0.1 

-Vis          r~S^~-::==:,i *        ,    , 
0 500 1000 1500      T°C 

Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of static yield points 
for steel, copper and iron-tungsten alloy. 

One can see that at nonzero shear stresses the temperature that causes the plastic flow 
generation will be lower than the melting point. 

Let us make estimates, using a simple interaction model. Assume that the plasma 
armature has the length /, the density p, the velocity V, the pressure p and the 
temperature Tp, which are constant along the length. The plasma affects the surface by 
the thermal flow q, the pressure p and produces shear stresses x at the surface. In this 
case the interior part is extended with a heat, a flux pressure wave with the sound 
velocity in the material and a shear stress wave with the lateral sound velocity. Fig. 2 
shows the interaction diagram. 
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Fig. 2. The interaction diagram. 1 - isotherm, 
2 - wave front of shear stresses, 3 - pressure wave front. 

We take as an example the plasma density p = 30 g/m3 and its velocity V= 5 km/s. 
The Reynolds number will be ~106 [2], and friction coefficient C/~ 0.01 [6]. 
We can estimate the shear stress [2]: 

T=F/s~Cf-pV2/2 - 0.01-30-12.5-106~ 0.00375 Gpa, 

The dashed line in Fig. 1 denotes the obtained stress. It can be seen from the figure 
that for the given values ofp and V the shear condition will be reached in copper at 
T~ 700 °C, in steel at T~ 1100 °C and in iron-tungsten alloy at T~ 1600^-1700 °C. 

Given a higher velocity and density of the plasma, the shear stress increases and the 
temperature of generation a plastic flow will decrease still further. Besides, notice that 
the temperature addend in shear band Ar increases owing to high-velocity plastic shear 
work is proportional to shear strain y and rate of shear strain f according to [7] 

AT~T(rr llPmcf2, 

here pm is material density, X - its heat conductivity and c -heat capacity. 

As an illustration, experimental results are presented for the influence of dense high- 
velocity gas flow in the railgun bore, cross section 10x10 mm2, on the rail surfaces made 
of the steel. The steel is used because a shear band can well be visualized by etching. 

To produce a dense gas flow, a flat gas-cumulative charge has been used. A similar 
charge was used in the work [8]. A high-velocity gas flow is produced in a gap between 
two detonating parallel plates made of explosive. Plate thicknesses of 10mm, 15mm, and 
20mm were taken, the gap between them was 10mm. The density p is estimated from [9] 
resulting in ~ 100 kg/m3, ~ 200 kg/m3 and ~ 250 kg/m3, respectively. The velocity V 
measured by high speed camera is ~ 8.5 km/s, ~ 9 km/s and -9,5 km/s, and the action 
time is ~ 5 |us. To simulate the interaction of a two-phase flow with a surface in the last 
experiment, a gas flow is added with fine-grained graphite allowing for -250 kg/m3. In 
this case the velocity decays to - 8.5 km/s and the mean density is estimated at - 500 
kg/m3. The shear stresses x (cf - 0.01) are ~ 0.036, - 0.081, - 0.146, ~ 0.18 Gpa 
respectively. 

Figure 3 shows the post-experiment microstructures of the rails cross-section. 
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20 um 

Fig. 3. Microstructures of the rail cross-sections (500 x) 
a) p ~ 100 kg/m3, b) -200 kg/m3, c) -250 kg/m3, d) -500 kg/m3 respectively. 

The shear bands shown here are thin, ~ 6 urn in the first photograph extending with 
increasing shear stresses up to ~ 60 um. There are traces of molten metals at the surface. 
Frictional heating has likely to be added to the heat released by high-velocity plastic 
shear, then due to its decreasing viscosity material may escape and partially merge into 
the gas flow. A more comprehensive elucidation of the effect calls for further 
investigations. 

Conclusion 

The study has shown that plastic flows are plausible in railgun accelerations caused by 
powerful heating and great shear stresses. For rails made of monolithic materials and at 
low velocities the given estimates suggest that the effect of reducing yield points is 
insignificant. However, with increasing plasma velocity and density this effect should be 
considered. 

Currently some problems in the usage of different composite erosion-resistant 
materials are frequently discussed. 

As for all the foregoing, the thermophysical properties of new materials and their 
temperature dependencies should be studied. 

The gas-cumulative charges are useful in simulating the action of high-velocity flows. 
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ABSTRACT 

A 20 mm bore electrothermal-chemical (ETC) launcher has been built and operated 
at the Department of Nuclear Engineering of Seoul National University. This paper 
describes the experimental setup composed of 20 mm launcher, 1.2 MJ pulse power 
supply and diagnostics. Some experimental results for a series of discharge tests to 
date are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Nuclear Engineering of Seoul National University has been 
conducting researches on an electrothermal-chemical (ETC) launcher. As a preliminary 
step of the research, a 20mm bore launcher was fabricated and tested with the goal of 
accelerating a 100g projectile to 2km/s muzzle velocity. The major consideration is to 
achieve the velocity mentioned above without damaging other parts of the launcher 
except cartridge assembly(cartridge, insulator and electrode) which must be replaced with 
a new one for each shot. Aspects like system minimization of volume and weight or 
multi-shot operation were of minor interest. 

Aluminum powder, <50[im in diameter, and water mixture were used as a chemical 
energy source. This mixture, when energized by fast electrical pulse, undergoes rapid 
chemical reaction which releases thermal energy of over 15kJ per gram of the 
aluminum[l]. The pressure inside the cartridge assembly rises due to vaporization of 
water and hydrogen gas generated from the reaction below. 

2AI + 3H20 =   Al2Oi +  m2 (1) 
The launcher was powered by two 0.6MJ capacitor banks. Each capacitor bank 

consists of twelve capacitors of 50kJ energy capacity. Diagnostics have been prepared 
for four basic parameters - projectile velocity, pressure developed in the cartridge 
assembly, discharge current and voltage across the cartridge assembly. 

Before discussing the results of some experiments obtained so far, the experimental 
setup is reviewed. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Launcher 

The ETC launcher consists of a steel barrel used as earth electrode, a breech part 
which contains feeding electrode and support structure. A schematic of the ETC 
launcher is shown  in  Fig.   1.    A test barrel for Vulcan gun which has rifling with 9 
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grooves was used for the ETC launcher. Bore diameter and length of the barrel is 
20mm, 152cm respectively. A cartridge assembly filled with propellant is inserted into 
the barrel and supported by the feeding electrode of the breech part. The inside 
surface of the cartridge was molded with Ciba-Geigy Araldite epoxy to lengthen the 
discharge path. The internal volume of the cartridge is about 44ml. The cartridge 
assembly should be replaced with a new one between shots. The launcher is mounted 
on the V-block and reaction force of the launcher caused by accelerating the projectile 
is absorbed by oil pressure type shock absorber. The ETC launcher and the target 
arrangements are shown in Fig. 2. 

Pro-pel, tan I, 

Barrel 
I 

Cartridge 

Projectile 

Insulator 

Bleclrode 

Insulator 

l''eed:ing Bleclrode 

Breech Ring 

Locker 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the ETC launcher. 

Fig. 2. View of ETC launcher and target 
(Cartridge assembly and breech part is removed for replacement) 

B. Power Supply 

Two  capacitor  bank  modules  are   used   as  a  pulse  power  supply.     Each   module 
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consists of twelve capacitors of 50kJ energy capacity, Maxwell 32349. Charged up to 
maximum rated charging voltage(22kV), the modules can store 1.2 MJ of energy in 
total. Two modules are fired simultaneously at the time of this writing but it is 
planned to add another module and fire them successively. 

Two types of switches are used for main closing switch, a mechanical switch or an 
ignitron. In the mechanical switch a triggering electrode connects two electrodes by 
spring expansion force. An ignitron which has maximum ratings of 300kA, 25kV, 
1,500C was used in some experiments. 

C. Diagnostics 

Diagnostics are currently available on four major parameters - projectile velocity, 
pressure, current and voltage. The projectile velocity is measured using a time-of-flight 
method. Two parallel He-Ne laser, beams separated about 20cm and two photodiodes 
are used. The first laser beam passes in front of muzzle to measure muzzle velocity 
and exit time of the projectile. In addition to this laser diagnostics, break-wire frames 
separated about 24cm are also located in front of the target. A PCB M108A pressure 
transducer is used for measuring the cartridge pressure. To get more reliable and 
accurate data safely, an optical isolator will be added between the transducer and 
oscilloscope. Discharge current and voltage across the cartridge are measured by a 
Pearson 2093 current monitor and a Tektronix P6015A high voltage probe respectively 
The signals are acquired and stored by Tektronix 744A, 2440 and LeCroy 9310A digital 
storage oscilloscopes. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

10  tests were performed  until  now with  different charging voltages  and  chemical 
compositions for propellant.    Table 1  shows the summary of 10 test shots. 

 Table 1. Summary of 10 test shots 

Shot 
No.& 
Date 

1 
2/6/96 

2 
3/1/96 

Input 

Electrical 

Charge 
Voltage 

kV 

-11 

3 
3/14/96 

4 
4/18/96 

5 
10/12/96 

6 
10/29/96 

7 
11/8/96 

11/14/96 

9 
11/26/96 

10 
11/27/96 

-10 

-15 

-15 

+8.8 

+ 13.2 

+ 13.2 

+ 13.2 

+ 13.2 

Stored 
Energy 

Id 

Chemical 

300 

248 

558 

558 

558 

192 

432 

432 

432 

432 

Composition 

Al(9.8g) + P205(26.6g) 
=36.4a 

Al(20.5g) + H2O(20.4g) 
+ Graphite(14.1g) = 55.0g 

AI(19.7g) + H20(22.7g) 
+ Bentonite(9.5g) = 51.9g 

Al(22.5g) + H20(22.9g) 
+ Bentonite(9.9g) = 55.3g 

Al(20.8g) + H2O(20.1g) 
+ Graphite(16.0g) = 56.9g 

Al(19.5g) + H20(19.1g) 
+ Graphite(l 7.0g) = 55.6g 

Al(20.6g) + H2O(20.2g) 
+ Graphite(16.2g) = 57.0g 

Al(18.4g) + H20(18.4g) 
+ Graphite(15.3g) = 52. ]g 

Al(17.6g) + H20(17.7g) 
+ Graphite(14.8g) = 50. lg 

Al(16.8g) + H20(16.9g) 
+ Graphite(I3.8g) = 47.5g 

Stored 
Energy 

kJ 

60 

311 

299 

341 

315 

296 

312 

279 

267 

255 

Projectile 

Mat. 

Brass 

Cu 

Cu 

Cu 

Cu 

Cu 

Cu 

Brass 

Cu 

Cu 

Mass 

Output 

109.9 

105.9 

104.6 

101.7 

105.7 

102.9 

101. 

110 

117.1 

116.2 

Peak 
Pressure 

MPa 

184 

136 

Not 
Measured 

246 

Not 
Measured 

Not 
Measured 

Not 
Measured 

Not 
Measured 

73 

Not 
Measured 

Projectile 
Velocity 

m/s 

Not 
Measured 

Not 
Measured 

Not 
Measured 

Not 
Measured 

Not 
Measured 

813 

896 

Not 
Fired 

214 

1,075 

Projectile 
Energy 

kJ 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

34 

41 

N/A 

2.7 

67 

Eff. 
% 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

7.0 

5.5 

N/A 

0.4 

9.8 
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Sufficient experimental data could not be given because diagnostics were prepaired 
and modified in parallel with firing experiments. 

Major difficulties in the experiments were preventing the highly pressurized gas in 
the cartridge assembly from leaking into breech part. Pressure leak not only lowers the 
system performance but also causes serious damage in the breech part, especially in the 
insulator. The cartridge assembly was modified several times .during the experiments 
and there has been a substantial improvement in sealing of the pressure. Another 
problem is to keep good electrical contact between electrode in the cartridge assembly 
and the feeding electrode. In some experiments insulation failures occurred because of 
arc discharge developed in the poorly contacted surface. In those cases high discharge 
current flowed directly to the barrel earth without passing through propellant mixture 
and the velocity of projectile was very low or the projectile could not even be fired as 
in shot no. 8, 9.    To fix this problem it is needed to modify the loading mechanism. 

Fig. 3 shows time dependent pressure profiles for shot no. 1 and no. 2. Peak 
pressures generated are 184MPa(27kpsi) and 136MPa(20kpsi), respectively. 

^W 
«.  ftCaUlSIT188S 828134 .Hf 

Fig. 3. Pressure profiles for shot no. 1 and 2 (200|is/div., lV/div., 0.084mV/psi) 

Voltage, current, input power and energy for shot no. 10 are shown in Fig. 4. The 
data show underdamping waveforms which are also characteristics of previous 9 shot 
results. The circuit inductance can be approximated to be 6.2|iH from the result. It is 
shown that two thirds of electric energy dissipated in the launcher is spent in first half 
cycle of the discharge current, 0.6ms and one fourth of the total energy stored in 
capacitor bank is dissipated in other parts of the discharge circuit, mainly in the switch. 
The projectile velocity in this experiment is l,075m/s and system efficiency is 9.8% 
assuming full reaction of the propellant. 

i I i i i i | i i i i | i i i i   i i i i 

ao Q5 1.0 1.5 20 25 30 
Time(ms) 

i i i r i i i i i i i i i i •)• i i i r*i ri 

0.0 Q5 1.0 1.5 20 25 30 
Time(ms) 

Fig. 4. Voltage, current, power and energy profiles for shot no.  10 
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Fig. 5 shows a 20mm thick armor plate target after 10 test shots. The target is 
supported by another 50mm steel plate in the backside. The target was rotated 
clockwise during experiments showing the projectile of 10th shot driven into the target 
at the left-hand. 

■'•>;■■ 

i: r 

% 
SSÄ3t_iSM 

Fig. 5. Armor plate target after 10 test shots. 
(Projectile was not fired at 8th shot) 

4. SUMMARY 

At the time of this writing, some system components such as closing switch and 
diagnostics are not completely set up. The cartridge assembly and the breech part of 
the ETC lanucher needs also some modifications and improvements. Total 10 firing 
experiments were performed and some important results and experiences were acquired 
from the experiments. 

- For high pressure seal in the cartridge assembly more serious considerations on 
the material and geometry of the components must be given. 

- To keep a good electrical contact between electrode in cartridge assembly and 
feeding electrode new loading mechanism is needed. 

- More reliable diagnostics are needed especially for noise rejection and earth 
problem. 

Pulse forming and use of other propellant will be the next step topics after 
improvements on the problems mentioned above. 
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Summary 

The aim of the study reported here was to investigate the potential performance enhancements to the 
lower charge zones of a 155 mm artillery guns modular charge system (MCS) that might be attained by 
using low power electrothermal (ET) technology with a view to future capability enhancement of generic 
155 mm gun systems. 

This study assessed the potential performance and operation of low power ET enhancement to the MCS 
(electrothermal energy, when used in conjunction with chemical energy is known as 
electrothermal/chemical energy - ETC). Theoretical modelling was performed to investigate ignition 
effects, to calculate performance benefits and to estimate electrical power requirements. A full scale gun 
chamber simulator was built to experimentally assess the effects of an electrothermal plasma jet on the 
ignition and combustion of one or two Top Charge Modules (TCM), this being the module used to fire 
zones 3-6. The results from the full scale simulator have been compared to the existing ignition system. 

Introduction 

Practical ETC gun systems have been actively pursued by many researchers around the world for over a 
decade now. They consist essentially, of a conventional gun system with a means of discharging 
electrical energy into the gun chamber (figure 1). This energy augments the performance achievable by 
the propellant alone. One of the main objectives among ETC gun researchers has been to improve upon 
the conventional range performance. Although this is a justifiable objective, other benefits may also be 
feasible with the use of ET technology. One such benefit may be the use of electrical energy (EE) to 
eliminate some of the propellant debris that is left after firing one or two modules of a unimodular 
charge system. It was anticipated that additional energy, in the form of EE, could be introduced during 
the early stages of the charge burning cycle and that this would help to reduce the debris. In addition, a 
reduction in the firing intervals was expected. 

Low zone enhancement for the MCS 

Background 

The modular charge system that is likely to be introduced into service uses one or two, single type, 'low 
zone' charge modules for zones one and two and the required number of 'upper zone' charge modules 
for zones three to six. Two different charges have therefore to be manufactured to supply a complete 
complement of zone charges to the vehicle. 

If a single charge type, a unimodular propelling charge system (UPCS), could be used for both zones 
then the logistics of manufacture and supply would be much simplified. 

However to obtain maximum muzzle velocity (and hence range) from a given gun, a large charge mass 
and large propellant ballistic size (web) must be used. If this charge is subdivided into equal increments 
(unimodules), the lower zones consist of relatively small propellant charge weights with large web size. 
This produces long firing intervals and a low peak pressure during the ballistic cycle giving rise to: 
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• Inconsistent muzzle velocities. 

• The possibility of shot exit before all the propellant has burnt, leaving propellant debris in the 
bore after firing. 

• An increased risk of 'stickers', (projectiles becoming stuck in the barrel). 

Advantages of low power ET Technology 

Electrothermal gun research has shown that a plasma is far more mobile and penetrative than 
conventional igniter products and ignition delays are significantly reduced. 

A plasma can significantly speed up the combustion of conventional gun propellant in two ways. The 
first is to heat the gases already in the propellant chamber, thus speeding up the combustion process. 
The second is to enhance the burning rate of the propellant by a mechanism yet to be characterised but 
which has been seen experimentally and is being investigated at present 

It was therefore expected that the plasma would ignite charge modules far more efficiently than present 
igniter tubes and that the extra energy (provided electrically) would help to improve ballistic regularity 
and eliminate the problems of unburned propellant. 

It is possible that additional benefits could be obtained by varying the electrical power profile that is 
delivered to the plasma generator. These benefits are: 

• Improved range overlap between zone charges. 

• Reduction in sensitivity to initial charge temperature leading to more accurate prediction of 
muzzle velocity [1]. 

• Increased top zone muzzle velocity. 

Theoretical assessment 

Consideration of 155mm calibre UPCS 

An initial theoretical investigation into the UK 155 mm, Extended Range Ordnance (ERO), firing low 
zone charges using the MCS's top charge was undertaken to establish the possible cause of the muzzle 
velocity variation and also to study the propellant combustion characteristics. From this study it could be 
determined how best electrothermal energy could be used to provide a solution. In the theoretical 
computer simulations the SPETV5_2 (Solid Propellant Electrothermal Version 5_2) code was used. 

The first calculations considered a variation in shot start pressure of between 30 MPa and 45 MPa to 
assess how this affected both velocity and the proportion of propellant burnt. These shot-start pressures 
are typical of those observed during experimental gun firings, (figure 2). 

A series of calculations was then carried out to investigate the effect of poor propellant ignition. The 
zone 1 and 2 propellant charges were divided into five equal increments and then the moment of 
ignition for each was delayed by times varying from 5 ms to 15 ms, (figure 3). 

From these results it is clear that shot start pressure has a significant effect on the muzzle velocity and 
the proportion of propellant burnt whilst ignition delays have only a slight effect. These results highlight 
the fact that low zone unimodular charges suffer from long firing intervals. Short delays in the ignition 
of various parts of a zone one or two charge will not alter this fact. However, by increasing the shot start 
pressure, the entire charge can begin to burn properly before the projectile moves and begins to increase 
the volume of the chamber. 
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These results have important implications for the use of ET technology with one and two TCMs. Clearly 
simultaneous ignition of all parts of such a charge is relatively unimportant to the eventual muzzle 
velocity, however, to reduce the propellant debris to a minimum, the projectile must not move before the 
entire charge has ignited. 

Thermal augmentation using electrical energy 

The next calculations undertaken were to find out the most effective way of employing the ET energy 
and the amount required to eliminate the problem of propellant debris. Varying amounts of electrical 
energy (1.25 MJ, 2.5 MJ and 5 MJ) were input into the gun model at the commencement of propellant 
combustion and also when the gun chamber had reached 30 MPa. This was carried out using one and 
two TCMs. These results are shown in figure 4. 

The most obvious and easiest means of employing ET energy would be to use it to initiate the ignition 
process. Unfortunately, rather than increase the burn rate and reduce the quantity of propellant debris, 
calculations show that the ET energy simply causes the projectile to move before much of the propellant 
has burnt. This has the effect of increasing the amount of unburnt propellant left within the gun. 

The best use of electrical energy is made when it is input after significant propellant combustion has already 
taken place and is ultimately found to be at the moment of shot start. A case using 5 MJ of electrical energy at 
30 MPa did not quite achieve propellant all burnt before shot exit 

The figure of 30 MPa for the shot start pressure was selected as it was the lowest value seen in experimental 
gun firings. Calculations were conducted, increasing the shot start pressure and the amount of electrical energy 
discharged to achieve propellant all burnt before shot exit This was achieved for one TCM using 6 MJ of 
electrical energy and a shot start pressure of 45 MPa, which is more typical of values seen during actual gun 
firings. 

Until experimental work has been undertaken to quantify the actual effects of the electrical energy on 
propellant combustion during typical gun firings, the precise amount of electrical energy that will be required 
is uncertain. It seemed reasonable, therefore, to assume a value of 6 MJ for all future work 

Electrical energy only -1 TCM 

All of the above techniques have attempted to use electrical energy (EE) to increase the proportion of 
propellant burnt and provide muzzle velocity consistency. However, there is a major drawback in that 
the muzzle velocity of the shot has significantly increased from that obtained when using the charge 
alone. This is due to the extra energy being input into the gun to achieve complete combustion of the 
charge. One means of achieving a lower velocity would be to eliminate the chemical charge entirely and 
to fire the projectile using only EE. A velocity similar to that attainable with one TCM could be achieved 
with the expenditure of 6 MJ of EE. This technique would obviously leave no debris, although the 
possibility of increased gun wear would need to be investigated. 

Another advantage of using EE only as a means of propulsion is that velocities below the minimum 
attainable with one TCM could be achieved. This would allow the minimum range at which a target 
could be engaged, to be reduced. The limiting factor would be the pressure at which the projectile 
became 'stuck' in the barrel due to frictional losses. 

Burn rate enhancement 

Analysis of small scale experiments [2] has shown that for certain propellants a phenomenon has been 
observed whereby the burn rate has increased above its expected value both during and after a plasma 
pulse. Jf use of this phenomenon could be made with TCMs then there would be two major benefits. The 
first is that propellant all burnt could be achieved before shot exit. The second would be that a smaller 
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power supply would be required and its integration into the vehicle could be more easily achieved. 

Burn rate enhancement has been modelled for both one and two TCMs. Results show that if an 
enhanced burning rate is assumed, all burnt for both charges is easily achieved before shot exit is 
attained, while using only 2 MJ of electrical energy. All burnt for the zone 2 charge is achieved in a 
little over 3 m of shot travel. The burn rate used for this modelling exercise was assumed to have 
increased during the plasma pulse and for approximately 2 ms afterward. The plasma pulse was 5 ms 
long and an increase in the burning rate of 25% was assumed. The experiments conducted to date have 
actually shown enhancements of over 50%, lasting up to 10 ms after the pulse with similar electrical 
energy densities and so the above assumption may be somewhat conservative. 

Experimental assessment 

Ballistic simulator design 

To undertake large calibre gun firings to confirm the results obtained from the theoretical assessment 
would have been expensive both in terms of the manufacture of special hardware to allow a plasma 
generator to be fitted into a gun breech, and in range costs. It was decided instead to investigate whether 
a device could be built that would simulate the pressure time history of a gun firing, as predicted by 
modelling, no matter how the chamber pressure was generated, whether by propellant alone or by 
propellant and plasma generator. 

An ERO gun chamber simulator was constructed (figure 5). This device consists of a central body with a 
series of vent holes of different diameters that become uncovered by a sliding piston as a propellant 
charge burns. The motion of the piston is determined by the gas pressure acting on the front of it, 
driving it forward. This motion is opposed by oil pressure on the rear of the piston head. The oil pressure 
is controlled by the discharge of oil from the chamber through a spring loaded valve. By altering the 
spring pre-load and the thickness of a shear disc which keeps the valve in position, the pressure at which 
oil starts to vent and the rate at which the oil is discharged can be controlled. Thus, control of the 
discharge of oil indirectly controls the motion of the piston. 

Theoretical computer simulations of this device indicated that the pressure time history of a gun firing 
for zones 1,2 and 3 could be simulated closely. 

Simulator testing 

The first round that was fired in the simulator was with one MCS TCM module with 1 kg of propellant 
removed. The resulting total module mass was 1.5 kg of which 1.25 kg was propellant. This round was 
fired to check the simulator operation. Ignition was by conventional percussion primer tube. The oil 
discharge pressure was kept low so that the vessel vented at a low pressure. 

Good results were obtained up to the point at which the main venting of the vessel occurred. This 
allowed the signal to be analysed to allow comparisons to the computer prediction to be made. 
Adjustments were then made to the oil discharge valve, as the pressure observed in the combustion 
chamber was slightly lower than that expected from the calculations of the simulator operation. 

The round was repeated to ensure that the changes made had the required effect. The results obtained 
from this second round were almost exactly as predicted. 

A full TCM module was then fired in the simulator again using a conventional primer. The results were 
excellent, with a very good set of pressure traces being obtained (figure 6). When the vessel was 
dismantled no damage was observed while a small amount of propellant debris was found remaining in 
the chamber, something that was hoped would be seen, imitating the propellant debris left after a single 
TCM gun firing. 
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Comparison with ERO gun firing data 

When the results of the simulator test were compared with a real gun firing and the computer model of 
the simulator, a good curve fit was found (figure 7). This showed that the changes made to the oil 
discharge valve for the half module firing were also valid for a full module firing. 

Plasma charge ignition 

Having achieved a successful conventional ignition firing of the simulator, a plasma ignition firing was 
attempted The electrical energy pulse used to ignite the charge was the same as that used during an 
earlier series of plasma generator tests. These had been conducted to ensure that the plasma generator 
was robust enough to allow a discharge of 6 MJ over a period of 6 ms and were successfully completed. 

The simulator pressure traces obtained were very good. However, only 1.7 MJ of the electrical energy 
had been transferred into the plasma generator. 

Upon inspection, a connection between the capacitor bank and the simulator was found to be damaged 
due to an electrical short that had occurred. This had allowed a proportion of the energy to bypass the 
simulator. 

However even with this reduced amount of electrical energy, a significant effect on the ignition and 
burning of the propellant was observed. Instead of a firing interval of about 250 ms, typical of a single 
module ignited by a conventional primer, the pressure within the simulator, generated by burning 
propellant, continued to rise immediately following the end of the electrical pulse. This allowed the 
firing interval to fall to approximately 12 ms. 

When the simulator firing was modelled, a good match between the predicted result and the actual firing 
could only be achieved by increasing the propellant burn rate used in the model. It was found that an 
increase of 50 % during the plasma pulse followed by a linear reduction to zero at maximum pressure, 
i.e. a period of about 10 ms, allowed a good fit to be obtained (figure 8). 

Further firings of the simulator were planned, but a problem arose dismantling the vessel after the last 
round. Rather than risking further damaging, a temporary halt was called until after the parts had been 
modified. The modification work has now been completed and the trials have resumed. 

Conclusions 

Theoretical assessment 

The theoretical computer simulation work undertaken on the existing MCS confirmed two main 
problems that exist when firing only one or two TCMs. First, some propellant would remain unburnt at 
the time of shot exit which could lead to debris remaining within the gun. Second, variations m shot 
start pressure lead to variations in muzzle velocity which in turn leads to inaccuracy. 

The use of electrical energy could overcome both of the above problems. Six 6 MJ of electrical energy, 
input at shot start would result in a much lower mass of propellant remaining at shot exit. The exact 
amount would be dependent on the shot start pressure, but typical experimental values from gun firings 
suggest that it is likely that all the propellant would be burnt. 

Experimental evidence suggests that it is possible to maintain an enhanced burn rate after the 
application of a plasma to a propellant. If this effect could be induced in the MCS propellant, then far 
lower amounts of electrical energy would need to be used and all burnt would easily be achieved before 
shot exit. 
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Experimental assessment 

A ballistic simulator was designed and built to validate the theoretical simulation work without the need 
to go to the expense of actually carrying out gun firings. 

To date four firings have been undertaken using the simulator. The first two were to check its operation 
and to commission the system, the third was a single module firing with conventional ignition and the 
last, a single module firing with plasma ignition. Modelling of the fourth round showed good agreement 
with firing data. 

The results from the fourth round showed the benefits that a plasma would have on the MCS charge 
system. The ignition delay, as indicated by the rise in chamber pressure, was reduced from around 
250 ms with a conventional igniter to less than 10 ms with a plasma jet. There was some evidence of an 
increase in burning rate of the propellant. This could lead to a significant reduction in the quantity of 
electrical energy required to obtain a substantial increase in performance. 

The simulator has been modified and is currently being used in further trials. 

This work has shown that modelling and simulator work suggests that if ET technology was used in 
conjunction with the a MCS, important operational advantages could be achieved in terms of logistics, 
flexibility and to a lesser extent maximum range performance although this has not been described here. 
Further research is required to confirm these findings and to determine the most effective means of 
utilising ET technology to enhance the performance of an artillery gun. 
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Experimental Observation of the Rail Resistance 
Contribution to Muzzle Voltage 

Jerald V. Parker 
Institute for Advanced Technology, The University of Texas at Austin 

4030-2 W. Braker Lane, Suite 200, Austin, TX 78759-5329 

Summary—In 1994, Dreizen and Barber [1] presented an analysis of the muzzle voltage developed in a rail- 
gun with a solid contact armature. They showed that there is a significant contribution to the measured muzzle 
voltage arising from the current flow in the rails ahead of the armature. They further argued that this voltage 
is influenced by velocity skin effect and that it may become the dominant effect on muzzle voltage at high veloc- 
ity. 

The results of that paper, although on solid theoretical foundations, generated some controversy because 
many previous investigations of armature behavior had obtained good agreement between theory and observa- 
tion without taking this term into account 

In this paper, we report a novel experimental technique that permits direct observation of the effect of pre- 
cursor rail current on muzzle voltage. The observed magnitude of the voltage is in agreement with the esti- 
mates provided by Dreizen and Barber, including the contribution of velocity skin effect 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1994, Dreizen and Barber [1] presented an analysis of the muzzle voltage developed in a railgun with 
a solid contact armature. In their analysis, they included a voltage source that had not been previously 
considered in electromagnetic launcher research, namely the voltage generated by the precursor magnetic 
field ahead of the armature. The physical situation is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The current in the 
armature, in addition to strengthening the propulsive magnetic field behind the armature, also generates a 
weaker field that extends several bore heights in front of the armature. The strength of this field varies 
substantially with the physical geometry of the armature and containment. Typical values range from 
50% of the field behind the armature for very compact armatures to less than 5% for long armatures or 
armatures closely surrounded by shielding conductors. 

The importance of this field with regard to muzzle voltage lies in the boundary condition Bs = |i0Js that 
requires a surface current to flow whenever a transient magnetic field is generated parallel to a conducting 
surface. The surface current in the rails ahead of the armature creates an electric field equal to pJs/8 where 
p is the resistivity of the rail material and 8 is the depth the current has diffused into the rail. Dreizen and 
Barber analyze the direction and magnitude of this surface electric field and show that it adds to the mea- 
sured muzzle voltage. They estimate the magnitude of the voltage using a simplified armature geometry 
for the field strength and a diffusion depth given by the length scale of the field divided by armature 
velocity. They conclude that at high velocity this effect may contribute significantly to the measured 
muzzle voltage. 

Fig. 1. The armature current produces a magnetic field ahead of the armature. It is 
accompanied by surface currents that contribute to the muzzle voltage. 
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Although the physics behind the effect is unquestionably correct, there have been questions concerning 
its magnitude and importance since a number of investigators have neglected this contribution to muzzle 
voltage and still obtained reasonable agreement between measurement and theory. To address this issue, it 
would be desirable to measure the additional voltage explicitly rather than attempting to infer its presence 
by subtracting calculated voltage drops in the armature and contacts from the measured muzzle voltage. 

In Section II, a technique is described by which the precursor voltage contribution can be observed 
experimentally. The data presented include both the muzzle voltage contribution and a direct measure- 
ment of the precursor magnetic field. This provides the foundation for a comparison of the measured 
voltage to the predictions of the model put forth by Dreizen and Barber. 

Section III presents the details of a ID diffusion calculation of the precursor electric field using the 
measured magnetic field as a source. 

Finally, in Section IV, results are presented for several different experimental conditions and compared 
to the ID predictions. 

II. EXPERIMENTS 

The experimental configuration used to observe the precursor voltage is shown in Fig. 2. A conven- 
tional square bore railgun is modified by machining a shallow recess over the full width of both rails and 
inserting a thin layer of high resistivity metal. Application of a large preload force during assembly 
ensures good electrical contact between the high resistivity insert and the underlying copper rail. 

- High Resistivity Inserts 

Fig. 2. The presence of precursor currents can be observed by placing a high resistivity insert into the rails. 

The effect of the high resistivity inserts on muzzle voltage can be calculated by performing the line inte- 
gral of electric field from muzzle to armature and back to muzzle as described in Reference [1]: 

xi xc Rail 

I f    Js^x'-Xc) f     '&-*? f 

L x- Rail 
i 

where p is the insert resistivity, pc is the copper resistivity, Js (x'-xc) is the surface current at position x' 
generated by the armature at position xc, 8(x') is the current penetration depth at position x' and the insert 
extends from Xj to L. The third term represents the contribution of resistance in the armature itself. Com- 
paring V'm to the muzzle voltage without an insert, Vm, we see that there is an excess voltage given by, 

/ [(   P/ Pc   ' v   -V   = 2 I    - —- m      m      j{Sj{x)    5C(JO 

L 

Js(x'-xc)d$. (2) 

This excess voltage is a function of armature position. When x; - xc»than the rail separation h, that is, 
when the armature is far from the insert, the precursor field is small and the excess voltage vanishes. As 
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the armature approaches the insert, the excess voltage increases until at xc = x; the excess voltage is nearly 
equal to the precursor voltage predicted by Reference [1] for a rail of resistivity pi. Furthermore, if Js 

(x'-xc) is known, then Equation 2 provides the basis for a direct comparison between experiment and 
theory. 

Figure 3 is a photograph of the apparatus used to perform an experiment of this type. The launcher is a 
40-mm square bore device with half-hard copper rails. This photo, taken during assembly, shows the "C" 
type armature made of 7075 aluminum and its Lexan bore rider between the rails on the left. On the right, 
one sees an insert in each rail made of 2.29-mm thick low carbon, mild steel (U. S. type 1015). The arma- 
ture is not shown in its actual starting position which is approximately 37 cm from the insert to permit the 
armature to achieve a significant velocity prior to the interaction. 

Fig. 3. Photograph of the experimental apparatus during assembly. The inserts can be seen just to the right of the armature. 

Figure 4 shows the measured muzzle voltage for this experiment. The armature was accelerated by a 
nearly constant current of 1.03 MA as shown. The muzzle voltage on the copper rail is approximately 
17 volts. In previous experiments without the inserts the muzzle voltage continues at -17 volts, increasing 
slowly due to resistive heating out to a distance of 150-180 cm. In this experiment, the muzzle voltage 
begins to rise at approximately 26 cm and, just before contact with the insert, the voltage has increased by 
13 volts. 

>   30 

( - 

— J 
/^\ 

In electrical contact with insert 

\rMi/vVvvy 
• Rail Insert Experiment #1 

Type 1015 Steel 
96080701 

" 

0.6 Q 

Armature Motion Im] 

Fig. 4. Experimental measurement of the muzzle voltage with a 1015 steel insert. 

Figure 4 is prima facie evidence that the precursor magnetic field generates a contribution to the muzzle 
voltage. During the majority of the time when the voltage is rising, the armature current distribution is 
unaffected by the presence of the inserts. Only the precursor magnetic field has the physical extent 
required to explain this measurement. The remainder of this paper is devoted to a quantitative comparison 
between theory and measurement. 
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An essential requirement for this comparison is a measurement of the magnetic field in front of the 
armature. Ideally, one would like to measure the transverse magnetic field at the rail surface on the center 
line. Practical considerations led to a measurement close to the rail surface and near one edge, as shown 
in Fig. 5. The sensing coil has 10 turns of #32 AWG wire wound on a 6.4-mm diameter form. The calcu- 
lated sensitivity of the coil is 3.46x10"^ Vs/T. The signal is recorded on a 12 bit digitizer at 1 u.s/sample 
and the resulting record is integrated numerically to obtain the magnetic field. A typical result from test 
#96103101 at a current of 0.82 MA is shown in Fig. 6 where the magnetic field is plotted versus the posi- 
tion of the front edge of the armature contact. 

Cross-Section View 

Top View                           ^__ 
'«'v"r-'**"' pj 

^Laminated 
Steel 
Containment 

Rail 

[\ 
Z^3                            l-L 7 >       M Rail 

/           V                     I:   ' 

^-Sensing Coil 
6 mm from rail surface 

-\_G-10 
Insulators 

Fig. 5.  Scale drawing of the launcher cross-section and rails showing the location of the coil 
used to measure the precursor magnetic field. 
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Fig. 6. The measured precursor magnetic field at a current of 830 kA and a velocity of 955 m/s. 

The position of the armature as a function of time is determined in two steps. First, the equation of 
motion is integrated over a region that spans the three standard rail B-dot sensors closest to the insert posi- 
tion. By adjusting L', v0 and x0, one obtains an accurate equation for the position for the magnetic center 
of the armature. For a solid contact armature, the magnetic center position is quite stable with respect to 
the armature, however, its absolute position is difficult to establish to better than approximately ±10 mm. 
The bore magnetic field sensor is used to refine the absolute position since it is located much closer to the 
armature. 

In Fig. 6, the physical location of the sensor coil is indicated at 69.7 cm. This is the position where the 
front edge of the contact is aligned with the center of the sensor coil. However, because the sensor is 
above the rail surface and the armature is "C" shaped, the armature begins to overlap the sensor coil 
2.3 cm before the front of the contact. The region where overlap is occurring is shown by a shaded bar in 
Fig. 6. Precision position of the armature was set by aligning the beginning of overlap with the peak of 
the magnetic field. The estimated accuracy of the armature position is ± 3 mm. 
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The magnitude of the precursor field is rather small, about 3% of the field immediately behind the 
armature. Calculations of the precursor field for this armature using the 3D code EMAP3D [2] predict a 
peak precursor about 50% of the field behind the armature if the effect of the laminated steel containment 
is neglected. We believe that the laminated containment is responsible for reducing the precursor field in 
this launcher. 

A final note concerning this experiment. In the analysis leading to Equation 2, it is implicitly assumed 
that the diffusion depth in the insert, 8i(x'), is significantly less than the physical thickness of the insert. If 
this is not true, then the surface current will diffuse into the underlying copper and the surface electric 
field will reflect the copper resistivity rather than the insert resistivity. For this reason, no effect would be 
expected for rails plated with a thin layer of high resistivity material. 

in. COMPARISON WITH THEORY 

Equation 2 provides the basis for a comparison of theory with experiment. Unfortunately, the calcula- 
tion is not so simple as it looks because at any time, t, the diffusion depth, 5i(x'), is a function of the 
magnetic field values at all times prior to t. Thus, performing the integral in Equation 2 requires first 
solving a diffusion equation at each position x'. The procedure for doing this and some simplifying 
assumptions are discussed next. 

The physical situation to be modeled is shown in Fig. 7 at time t = 0. The precursor magnetic field is 
assumed to extend a distance S in front of the armature. The armature is located at x = -S and is moving 
with velocity vc. The length of the inserts L»S. 

©Bin) r> 

x=-s x=0 x1 x=L 

Fig. 7. Geometry of the armature and rail inserts used in the ID calculation. The armature starts at a distance S from 
the inserts where S is the range of the precursor field. 

The calculation required is a solution of the diffusion equation in the z direction (into the insert) at an 
arbitrary position x'. The actual diffusion is a complex 3D problem. We assume here that the analysis can 
be performed in ID because the insert is very thin compared to the distance from the source of the field. 
Thus the local field at the insert surface is uniform over distances comparable to the insert thickness. 

The diffusion equation in ID is: 

2 
p   d H(x\z,t)_ dH(x\ z, t) (3) 

li(H)      dz2 dt       ' 

subject to the boundary conditions, (1) H (x', 0, t) = Bp (x' +S-vct)/u.0 where Bp(r)) is the field a distance r\ 
in front of the armature, and (2) H (x\ e, t) = 0. The second boundary condition assumes, for convenience, 
that the current does not diffuse to the back surface of the insert before the armature reaches the insert. 
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Boundary condition (1) introduces another simplification, i.e., that the velocity is constant. In reality 
the armature is accelerating as it approaches the insert, but the distance is short and the velocity change is 
not significant. The constant velocity assumption is important because it reduces the problem from 
finding many diffusion solutions at different x' to finding a single solution at x' = 0. This follows from the 
fact that every location x' experiences the same magnetic field variation, only delayed in time by At = x'/vc. 
Thus the general solution can be written: 

Hs(x',z,t)= Hs[0,z,t-^ (4) 

where 0 < t-x'/vc < s-x'/vc and x' < 0. 

After finding the solution to Equation 3 at x' = 0, we can complete the calculation of muzzle voltage as 
follows: 

dH 
•/       ■ N S 

dH\0,z,t- — 

z = 0 
dz v       V 

(4a) 

e(x',f)= pjjy0'*-- (4b) 

J' Vm(r)=2jp/7|0,r 

0 

Changing variables to u = t - x'/vc, the integral becomes: 

dx' 
cJ 

(4c) 

cjP/^0' Vm(t) = 2vc|P/y(0,u)du, (5) 

where the restriction on the range of u has been used to replace the lower limit (t - x'/vc) «0 by 0. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

Equations 3, 4 and 5 provide a ID solution for the muzzle voltage. They were used to calculate the 
expected muzzle voltage for an experiment on 4130 alloy steel. The experimental parameters are 
5i = 23 x 10" ohm - m, vc = 1130 m/s. Type 4130 steel is ferromagnetic and this has an effect on current 
diffusion. Because the applied magnetizing force Bp / \1Q is much larger than the magnetizing force 
required to saturate the steel, an accurate treatment of saturation is not needed. However, it is important to 
provide the correct saturation magnetic field. The assumed form of the magnetic properties for this calcu- 
lation was: 

(i(H) = |i0 + ■ 
M /H s     s (6) 

where Ms is the saturation magnetization. The property values used were Ms = 2 Tesla, Hs = 1590 A/m. 
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The value of Hs chosen corresponds to an initial permeability of only 1000. Higher values produce little 
effect on the calculated result and tend to make the numerical solution more difficult. 

For the numerical solution of the diffusion equation, the insert was divided into 50 cells to provide good 
resolution of the diffusion process. An explicit algorithm was used for the solution and numerical stability 
was maintained by reducing the time step to 10 of the total problem time. The results of this calculation 
are shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the measured and calculated muzzle voltage for a 4130 steel insert at 1.2 MA and 1070 m/s. 

The experimental signal is noisy and it is difficult to establish an average muzzle voltage to which the 
calculated signal should be added. The calculated curve was positioned approximately in the middle of 
the experimental curve for ease of comparison. The fit between calculation and experiment is satisfactory 
in the sense that the duration of the rise and the general amplitude of the voltage are correct. The detailed 
shape does not agree as well. The most significant discrepancy is the slow rise in the calculated signal just 
before contact when the experimental voltage is increasing rapidly. The most likely explanation for this is 
the inadequacy of the experimentally measured precursor magnetic field. Because the probe coil is not at 
the rail surface, it misses the highest field region just in front of the armature contact. Also, the assump- 
tion that the precursor field and current distribution are not influenced by the insert may not be valid when 
the armature is very near the insert. 

Additional experiments have been performed with inserts made of beryllium copper and 304 stainless 
steel. The results of all the experiments are summarized in Table I, along with the results of ID simula- 
tions. The agreement between theory and experiment is about the same quality as that shown above for 
4130 steel. The 4130 steel produces a larger voltage rise than the 304 stainless steel despite the 3 times 
higher resistivity of 304. Ferromagnetic inhibition of diffusion is the primary reason. 

TABLE I. 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT CALCULATION 

RESISTIVITY MAGNETIC CURRENT VEL AV CONTACT AV CONTACT 

4130 STEEL 23x10"8 QM YES 1.2 MA 1070 M/S 16.3V 8.7V 

1015 STEEL 11.5X10"8 YES 1.03 910 13.0 5.5 

1015 STEEL 11.5X10"8 YES 0.81 950 5.0 4.6 

BECU 8.2X10-8 No 0.8 570 2.5 1.0 

304 s.S. 72X10"8 No 0.87 1290 11.2 3.0** 

: Assumption of diffusion depth less than thickness was not valid for this calculation. 
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The small voltage calculated and measured for BeCu suggests that the precursor field contribution is 
negligible for conventional high conductivity rails. It must be remembered, however, that the laminated 
containment of our launcher suppresses the precursor field by a factor of about 16. Extrapolating these 
results to a launcher without a laminated containment and scaling up to a velocity of 2.5 km/s, the pre- 
cursor field contribution to muzzle voltage is 16 volts on conventional copper rails. Even higher voltages, 
increasing as the square root of resistivity (or more with ferromagnetism), are expected for other rail 
materials. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The measurements reported above show clearly and incontestably that the muzzle voltage contribution 
described by Dreizen and Barber exists and can make a significant contribution to the measured voltage. 
However, the quantitative formula for the additional voltage presented in Reference [1] is only useful for 
an order of magnitude estimate and is not suitable for interpreting experimental results. 

A more accurate correction to an experimental muzzle voltage signal might be based either on a mea- 
surement of the precursor magnetic field combined with a simple ID current diffusion calculation or on a 
full 3D calculation of the precursor current distribution. By measuring the precursor field we were able to 
obtain factor of two agreement between measured and calculated voltage. With further refinement this 
approach may be capable of 50% accuracy but much greater accuracy is unlikely. The fundamental 
problem with this approach is that a significant fraction of the precursor voltage is developed near the 
armature-rail contact, a region difficult to access experimentally for magnetic field measurements. 

Fully 3D calculations offer the greatest promise for accurate interpretation of muzzle voltage but these 
calculations are presently at or beyond the capability of 3D electromagnetic codes. To provide an accurate 
calculation, the 3D code must treat velocity and sliding contact properly, the problem must be meshed 
finely enough to resolve gradients in the rail close to the armature contact, and all external elements, such 
as containment structure, that influence the precursor magnetic field must be included. Calculations satis- 
fying the first two of these requirements have been carried out in our laboratory using the code EMAP3D 
but it has not been feasible yet to include the effect of a laminated stainless steel containment. 
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- Abstract - For the ignition and combustion 
processes of propellant charges by a plasma 
in electrothermal-chemical (ETC) guns, the 
radiation is an important factor. The energy 
transport by radiation in hot, dense plasmas - 
as produced in the temperature/density range 
of ETC guns - is the dominant effect. This 
transport must be known if the energy 
balance equation has to be solved for the 
simulation of interior ballistics. With the 
assumption of local thermodynamic 
equilibrium (LTE) this can be done in a 
diffusion approximation for plasmas with 
substantial optical depth. For this purpose the 
frequency dependent absorption coefficients 
or rather their mean value over all 
frequencies (Rosseland mean opacity) have to 
be known. Therefore the IABG has developed 
the program POCAL which calculates line 
and continuum absorption/emission 
coefficients using a model of detailed 
configuration accounting. 
Results of published experiments indicate a 
strong interaction between the plasma 
radiation and the surrounding propellant and 
combustion products. For this reason 
radiation may be used to optimize the ignition 
and combustion processes in ETC guns. 
Given these facts it is very important for the 
simulation of the interior ballistic of ETC 
guns and for the optimization of the ignition/ 
combustion to perform an explicit 
computation of the radiation transport by 
solving the complete equation of radiation 
transport. This solution may then be used in 
the conservation equations as presented in an 
other contribution of this conference. 

I.  Introduction 

For the simulation and optimization of 
electrothermal-chemical accelerators a 
detailed knowledge of the interior ballistics is 
required. For this reason, IABG developed 
the ID-cods IBECA /Gru 95/. One of the 
basic equations in this code is the energy 
balance equation. The radiation term in this 
equation can be neglected at low 
temperatures as they occur in conventional 
powder guns. If temperature is rising, the part 
of energy transport by radiation becomes 
more and more important. Specifically in the 
temperature/density range of an ETC gun, it 
is the dominant effect. As an example Fig. 1 
shows a radial profile of energy balance for 
an Argon plasma at 10 MPa /Sch 96/. It can 
be seen that the energy by ohmic heating and 
axial convection is largely dissipated by 
radiation. 
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Fig. 1: Radial energy balance of an argon plasma 
in the middle of the arc, P=10 MPa, 
1=100 A, distance of elecrrodes=3 mm 

For this reason it was necessary to develop a 
code for the calculation of radiation effects in 
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hot, dense plasmas. In the following chapter 
the theory and some results of calculations 
with POCAL are given. 
Results of published experiments indicate a 
strong interaction between the plasma and the 
surrounding powder. For this reason it is 
possible, that the radiation is not only the 
dominant effect of energy transport in the hot 
plasma, but is also responsible for the 
transmission of energy to the powder leading 
to ignition. Due to the discussed reasons 
radiation may be used to optimize the ignition 
and combustion processes in ETC guns. In 
order as to examine this theoretically and to 
guide future planned experiments a detailed 
solution of the radiation transport equation is 
necessary. The follow-on activities 
undertaken to this purpose are shown in 
section IV. 

II.   The atomic model 

Many calculations are based on the screened 
hydrogenic model (SHM). In this model the 
atomic levels are described by the principal 
quantum number only /May 48/, /Tsa 87/. A 
more sophisticated model is the SHML where 
/-splitting is considered, too /Per 87/. The 
models avoid self-screening to calculate the 
electronic levels and occupation numbers 
/Mor 82/. An other approximation is used 
simultaneously: the average ion model (AIM) 
/May 48/, /Pom 73/. This model is employed 
to calculate the occupation numbers of the 
electronic levels - using the SHM/SHML - 
of a fictitious average ion, assuming LTE 
conditions. 
If all species and ionisation stages in the 
plasma are known, the calculation of 
occupation numbers can be done taking into 
account all ion species (detailed ion model, 
DIM)/Dar 91/. 
A problem is the numerical convergence of 
the SHM/SHML at low temperatures. Using 
an iterative algorithm developed by Mancini 
and Fontdn /Man 85/ for the solution of the 
non-linear algebraic system of equations, it is 
still not possible to obtain a selfconsistent 
solution in all cases. Therefore IABG decided 
to develop the POCAL code using the method 
of detailed configuration accounting. 

In the model of detailed configuration 
accounting each atom/ion is considered 
separately and the interaction with other 
species and free electrons is treated as a mean 
perturbation. Calculating the ion abundance 
with PLASMADAT1, the number of ions in 
any excitation state i is given by the 
Boltzmann - Statistic: 

N ijk 

N ijk 

= Njkf^exp{-[Eljk-AEIjk]/T}.     (1) 

is the number density of specie k in 

ionisation level j in excitation state i, Zjk the 

partition function, gijk the corresponding sta- 

tistical weight and Eijk the energy of the 

excited level (taken from tables of /Moo 71/). 
For low plasma densities the interaction 
correction term  AEjjk  is calculated by the 

Debye-Hiickel theory (DHT), and for high 
densities, where the DHT is not valid 
anymore, the correction term is computed by 
the ion sphere model described by /May 48/, 
/Mor 82/, and /Pom 73/. 

III.  Absorption and emission 

In the case of local thermodynamic 
equilibrium the relation between emission 
and absorption is given by the Kirchhoff - 
law: 

£v ~"' ^v^v 

with the Planck function 

Bv = 2hvlrehv/kT_i;-,_ 

(2) 

(3) 

Therefore it is sufficient to calculate either 
the  emission  or the absorption  if LTE  is 
assumed. 
In the interesting temperature/density range 
of an ETC launcher the following relevant 
absorption mechanisms in the plasma have to 
take into account: 
-photoabsorption Kbb    }   lineradiat. 

hf 
- photoionisation K       "I        ,. 

ff    J continuum 

- inverse Bremsstrahlung K 

1 thermochemical code to calculate material func- 
tions and equilibrium concentrations in plasmas 
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j line   radiat, 
(bands) 

- rotational, vibrational and 
electronic excitation of 
molecules 

The bound-bound transitions are calculated 
for all subshells in each configuration of the 
various ion stages explicitly. The spectrum is 
treated in LS coupling. 
The cross section for photoabsorption is 
given by 

Pbb (V): 
ue 

mnc 
■fi:b(v). (4) 

v is the frequency, m0 the electron mass, e the 

electronic charge and c the velocity of light. 

b(v) is the normalized line profile that 

depends on several broadening mechanisms. 
The following types of line broadening are 
taken into account: Natural, Doppler and 
collision broadening. The collision 
broadening due to the Stark effect is the 
dominant mechanism in ETC accelerators. 
For the calculation of the oscillator strength 
fij a hydrogenic approximation is used. The 
total line absorption coefficient is then given 

by 

('lKLV-1) 

Kbb(v)=    I   Io-;j
bb(v)-Nijk. (5) 

i=0    j=i 

imax is the maximum number of bound levels 

and Njjk is the number density of species k in 

ionisation levely in excitation state i. 
The   bound-free   cross   section   for   photo- 
ionisation from the energy level / is 

-bf 
(v) = 

647i4e10mnZ 0-^i     hf 

373"h6cv3nf 
0 

(v) hv>I;      (6) 

hv<I: 

h is the Planck constant, Z; the effective 

nuclear charge for the \ih level, I; the 

ionisation energy and gbf the Gaunt - factor: 

gf (v) = 1-0.1728 ■ 
hv 

{13.6Z, j 

(7)     describes 

13.6Z 2\ 

hv 
-1 (7) 

Equation     (7)     describes    the    quantum- 
mechanical correction for the classical result. 
Defining imjn as the lowest level for which the 
condition hv > I; is valid, the total absorption 

coefficient for photoionisation is given by: 

Kbf(v)= Xabf(v)N 
iSi_ 

ijk (8) 

Assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution 
for the free electrons, the semiclassical result 
for the free - free cross section is 

o-ff(v) = 
2u 

3m0kTy 

Z2e6 
0 

hm0cv3 
■N. (9) 

Zo is the nuclear charge, k the Boltzmann 
constant, Ne the electron density, T the 

temperature, m0 the electron mass, h the 

Planck constant, c the velocity of light and v 

the frequency. 
Again a Gaunt factor gff is used to consider 
the quantum-mechanical correction /Men 35/. 

gff =1+0.1728 
hv 

13.6 Z' 
1 + 2 — 

hv 
(10) 

The total free-free absorption coefficient then 
is given by 

Kff(v) = o-ff(v)-gff(v)-Ni (11) 

In the present form of POCAL the absorption 
of radiation by molecules is not taken into 
account. This is only valid if the temperature 
is high enough. Fig. 2 shows the number 
densities of CH2 plasma at 100 MPa, as it 

can occur in electrothermal launchers. 

15000 20000 

Temperature [K] 

Fig. 2:   Number  densities  of methanol,  p=100 
MPa, (PLASMADAT) 

From Fig. 2 it can be seen, that in the present 
case it is not justified to neglect the molecule 
absorption for temperatures lower then 
-9000 K. For lower temperatures - e.g. in the 
colder boundary layer of the plasma - the 
ratio of atoms/ions expressed in total number 
densities of the plasma is rapidly decreasing. 
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As an example: 
Nai/Ntot(T = 9000K) = 0,85, 

Nai/Ntot(T = 7000K) = 0,52. 

In order to take into account molecule 
absorption in the simulations, IABG is in 
cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institut für 
Chemische Technologie (ICT). There exists a 
code to calculate radiation effects of diatomic 
and triatomic molecules for temperatures up 
to 3000 K. At present an effort is on the way 
to extend the ICT code for calculations at 
higher temperatures and densities and the 
coupling of the IABG and ICT code. 

As an example for calculated absorption 
coefficients Fig. 3 shows a spectrum for a 
CH 3 OH-plasma.   Methanol   is   a   possible 

working fluid for electrothermal guns. 

10 15 20 25 30 
Photon energy hv [eV] 

Fig. 3:    Absorption spectrum of methanol at 
T=15000K,p=35MPa 

IV.  Radiative Transfer 

In optically thick plasmas, energy transport 
by radiation can be calculated in a radiation 
diffusion approximation. For this purpose 
frequency - averaged absorption coefficients 
(Rosseland mean opacities) have to be 
known. They are defined by 

15   7   4   -u 
4iC o <)(---f -l du    (12) 

where u = hv/kT is the normalized photon 
energy. The total frequency dependent 
photoabsorption coefficient corrected for 
stimulated emission can be written as 

KtM(v)=(Kff(v) + Ksf(v) + K8s(v)) [l-e-u]+K°       (13) 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show calculated Rosseland 
mean opacities and the mean free paths for 
CH2and CH3OH. 
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Fig. 4: Rosseland opacity and mean free path for 
Polyethylene at p=400 MPa. The dashed 
curve are results from Daree. 
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Fig. 5:   Rosseland opacity and mean free path for 
Methanol at p=100 MPa 

These values are in good agreement with 
other published results; but it has to be 
remembered that they, just as all known 
published calculated data, are not correct in 
the low temperature range where absorption 
by molecules takes place. Daree /Dar 94/ 
introduced an empirical limiting factor for 
this case. It is based on the fact, that the 
radiative flux should not exceed that of a 
black body radiator at that temperature. 
For the accurate calculation of the radiative 
transfer a more sophisticated model is 
required. The basis for quantitative studies of 
radiative heat/energy transport is the radiative 
transfer equation (RTE). Assuming again 
local thermo-dynamic equilibrium (LTE) the 
RTE has the following form 

dlv(r,s) 
= -(KV+OS)I   (r,s) 

ds v 

+ KvBv(r) + asIv(r,s) 
(14) 
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This equation describes the increase in 
radiative intensity Iv(r,s)for frequency v at 

spatial location r over the path length ds in 
the direction of the unit vector s, as shown in 
Fig. 6. The terms of the right hand side of 
equation (14) represent the decrease in 
intensity due to absorption and out-scattering, 
the third term being the increase through 
emission and in-scattering. In the 
temperature-density range of an ETC gun, the 
part of scattering in total absorption/ emission 
can be neglect. 

J 
z 

■ 

""•-.. r 

z' \ 

—>   /•/ 

■ y 

/"*- ̂ ■■■-,r 

X 

Fig. 6:    Cylindrical coordinates for the equation 
of radiative transfer 

In spherical cylinder coordinates 
radiation intensity  Iv   depends 

r(r, cp, z) and   direction    s(9, §). 

metry    exists,    the    intensity 
becomes invariant with 9 so that 

axisymmetric intensity lv(r,z,e,<j>) 

3    , d    r\ a / 0_       -_C M 

3r       3z    r 3(J) 
iivrr,z,e,<t»; = 

Kv[Bv(r,z)-Iv(r, 

(Fig. 6) the 
on position 

If axisym- 

distribution 
the RTE for 

yields 

,e,<i>)] (15) 

where u., T\ , and £, are direction cosines 

defined as u. = sin Qcosty , r\ = sin 9 cos § , 

^ = cosQ /Pom 73/, /Chu 92/. 

Many models have been applied to the 
problem of axisymmetric radiative transfer. 
They contain a varying number of 
assumptions. Raithby and Chui /Rai 90/ 
proposed a finite volume method (FVM) that 

uses the same philosophy and grid as the 
finite volume techniques currently used in 
fluid flow and convective heat transfer /Pat 
80/. In this method the computational domain 
is subdivided into discrete (finite) volumes, 
and the direction is subdivided into discrete 
solid angles. IABG plans to implement the 
FVM used by Gruber to solve the RTE. Fore 
more information about the FVM see /Gru 
95/,/Rai 90/and/Chu 92/. 

V. Conclusion 

A simulation model for the calculation of line 
and continuum radiation of atoms and ions 
has been developed. If molecule radiation can 
be neglected and if the plasma is optically 
thick, the calculated opacities can be used in 
the Rosseland diffusion approximation. It 
represents a good approximation of radiative 
transfer in the arc. By coupling the codes of 
ICT and IABG a better calculation of the 
absorption/emission in the colder boundary 
layer of a plasma is possible. To validate the 
coupled code and to show its accuracy, 
experiments will be performed at ICT. 
Furthermore the diffusion approximation is 
not applicable in the colder boundary layer 
where the plasma is not optically thick. For 
this reason it has to be replaced by the exact 
solution of the transport equation. Last but 
not least a detailed solution of the radiation 
transport equation should be useful to predict 
ignition/combustion effects of radiation in 
ETC accelerators and to aid future 
experiments. 
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SUMMARY 

The work is concerned with solution of the launch velocity stabilization problem in rail 
accelerators of the macroparticles by means of controlling the acceleration process in real time. The 
control spline-algorithm has been studied. It is based on the use of several nominal trajectories and 
of the spline approximation of the algorithm coefficients. According to the results of numerical 
modeling the proposed algorithm allows the decrease of the spread in launch velocity under the 
considerable deviations of the accelerator parameters from their nominal values. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rail accelerators of macroparticles are characterized by considerable spread in launch 
velocity and by poor repetition of experimental results in the process of simulating the interaction of 
orbital debris with spacecraft elements. To a great extent this drawback can be eliminated by 
controlling the acceleration process in real time. The similar approach to solution of the launch 
velocity stabilization problem was used by the authors for the first time in the work [1]. 

Due to short duration of the acceleration process the simple control methods and strategies 
are of interest. In [1] the control method was considered with single correction of the macroparticle 
velocity by means of by-passing electrodes of the accelerator under the commutator Ks closing 

(Fig.l) at some time t = ts which leads to a decrease in the armature current Ia at t > ts. At the 
nominal mode of the accelerator operation without disturbances of the acceleration process the 
closure time t = ts nom is selected so that the launch velocity Ve would coincide with the required 

one Vr. If the acceleration process differs from the nominal one the control system, which realizes 
the control algorithm, forms the times for by-passing the armature circuit depending on the results 
of the accelerator parameter measurements. 

Power 
Supply 

1 '                  --, 

K.   / 

—■* 

) U —•» s 
V 

^—■ *^~- 

Fig. 1 Rail accelerator schematic 

In [1] the control algorithm was studied for single nominal trajectory describing the 
variation of the accelerator state parameters without disturbances. In the present work in order to 
increase control accuracy the algorithms, which are based on the use of several nominal trajectories 
and of the spline approximation methods, have been developed. 
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II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The control algorithm under study allows the use of various mathematical models for the 
rail accelerator, described by ordinary differential equations. In this work a relatively simple model 
for the rail accelerator with plasma armature was used. It takes into account the ablation processes, 
gas-dynamic drag accompanying the plasma armature and macroparticle motion, variable electric 
resistance of the electrode skin-layers. 

The equivalent circuit for the rail accelerator and pulse power supply is shown in Fig.2. As 
in the work [1] the power supply was modeled as an electric circuit with two sections comprising 
capacitive and inductive elements. The first branch (C, ,1, ,/?,) forms the front part of the pulse 

under the commutator Kx switching on. Commutator K2 and crowbar £3 are closed 

simultaneously after reaching the maximum current value in the accelerator at the time t = tf. The 

flat top of the pulse is formed as a result of discharge of inductance Z, and capacitance C2. 

Commutator K with minimum resistance R and inductance Lc is switched on at the time t = t 

defined by the control system. The rail accelerator itself is modeled as the variable inductance Le, 

the time varying resistance Re of the electrode skin-layers and the plasma resistance R 

According to [2] the Rp value was considered constant. 

Rail Accelerator 

Fig.2 Equivalent circuit for the rail accelerator and power supply. 

The macroparticle and plasma motion is described by the equations 

dt (l) 

dV _ 0,5Ll2
a - aI2

aRpV - 0.5AmpV
2 / d- kpd2V2 

dt 

dmn        , 

n%+mp 
(2) 

(3) 

where a is the ablation coefficient,   Ä is the coefficient of plasma drag, mp is the plasma mass, 

v% is the macroparticle mass, p is the density of nonperturbed gaseous medium in front of a 
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macroparticle, k is the drag coefficient, d is the distance between walls of the square cross section 
channel. 

The form of the electric circuit equations, to be included into the mathematical model, 
depends on the time interval of the operating process. For example, for 0 < t < tf ( tf is the 

duration of the front of the current pulse) these equation are written as (Fig.2): 

dU,       I i _     i 

dt        C, ' 
dl_U,-{Rx+Re+Rp+LV)Ix 

dt L, + Lx 

(4) 

(5) 

dU2 h 
dt c2' 

dt ~ 
F, 

dl2 _ 

dt 4 ♦£■'■■ 
R2 

4 ■h + 
u2 

V 
where 

F = - 
[LxRx + L2(R1 +K +*P 

+ LV)] 
■/. 

where R = J— is the resistance of the accelerator electrodes , / is the electrode length , 
e   Kbtk V o 

tk is the time of the operating process termination corresponding to reaching the point x = I by 

the back part of a macroparticle,    kb « 2.5  is the boundary condition coefficient under the 

calculation of the current skin-layer thickness, b is the electrode width (b>d), <7 is the average 
electric conductivity of the electrode material. 

For the time interval tf < t <ts the electric circuit equations have the form: 

(6) 

(V) 

(8) 

[{R^R^LV^-LxR,] i 

LlL2+Lx(Ll+L2) "' Z,4+ £*(!,+Z,) 2 

For the interval t > ts the electric circuit equations take additionally into account the 

parameters Ls, Rs  of the branch with the commutator Ks. For brevity they are not given here. 

III. CONTROL ALGORITHM 

The rail accelerator control algorithms developed in this work are based on comparison of 
the launch velocity for the nominal trajectory with the predicted launch velocity for the real 
trajectory. The nominal trajectory reflects the state vector variation in time when there are no 
disturbances. The real trajectory corresponds to measured parameters in the presence of the 
acceleration process disturbances and the measurement errors. The control algorithm realizes the 

selection of time, ts, for by-passing the armature circuit. It takes into account the disturbances of 

the accelerator state parameters and the measurement errors for those parameters which can be 
recorded during the experiment. 

The discrete measurements of the accelerator parameters are effected at the consequent 

times t0 ,tx,..., tN , while the control is realized at time ts > tN . 

In [1] the method of forming the linear strategy with memory has been proposed. In the 
case of three measurements this strategy has the form: 

', - ',.** - (por^o+P^K + PI ^2) 1 B, . (9) 
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where Ay = _y • - y'. nom (7 = 0,1,2), .y, and j^. nom are the vectors, the components of which are 

the measured and nominal parameters of an accelerator for t = tj, correspondingly, Pj (j = 0,1,2) 

are the vectors defined in the work[l], 

B*=^T   >AV* = Ve-Vr    Ms=t,-tSMm. 

Upper symbol "T" means the transposition. 

The components Pj (i = 1,2,...,0, of the vectors,.P,, can be found from the system of 

linear equations obtained in [1] from the condition of minimum influence of measurement errors 
and parameter disturbances on the mean square deviation of the launch velocity from the required 
value. This system of equations is derived under assumption that ranges of the error and 
disturbance variations are known. 

As the disturbed parameters the initial conditions and those accelerator parameters, the 
values of which are not accurately known, are considered. For example, the electrode inductance 
gradient, macroparticle mass, times of macroparticle passing the fixed points of an accelerator, 
where the positional sensors are located, and other parameters can be related to such parameters. 

The calculations have shown that the control algorithm proposed in [1] ensures the 
acceptable accuracy of the launch velocity stabilization for the rather small ranges of the 
disturbance variations. In this work the method is proposed for increasing the accuracy of the 
control algorithm under substantial deviations of some parameters of an accelerator from their 
nominal values. 

Let a vector Z) = (Dj,D •,..., DJ) of such parameters, which can substantially deviate 

from their nominal values, have been isolated among measured parameters. The number of the 
components of the vector, Z)., may be different at the different times t = t •, j - 0,1,..., M < N . 

The measured values of the DJ,DJ,...,DJ components of the vector,!),., differ from the true 

ones by the values of measurement ervovsSDj , SDf,..., SDf. 
In this case the following idea can be used. The domain Q of the D, parameter vector 

variation is divided into the sufficiently small non-overlapping subdomains, Q.k , so that the union 

of these subdomains coincides with Q . For each of these subdomains the own nominal trajectory is 
selected and the own control strategy of the form (9) is generated. After measuring the D- vector it 

is possible to identify the subdomain, Q^., to which the measured value of the vector belongs. Then 

the strategy (9) with a coefficients corresponding to the subdomain Qk should be applied. Such 
method would allow the increase of the control accuracy. 

Further increasing the control accuracy and decreasing the number of the Qk domains can 

be attained in the following way. Let us assume, that the Q. domain of variation of the D. 

parameter vector is a parallelepiped: 

z>L,*0'<JO' = ü do) 
Then let us take the smaller parallelepipeds 

D^<Dl<D^,k = lK, (11) 

as a system of the Qk subdomains, union of which constitutes the Q parallelepiped. These smaller 

parallelepipeds can be obtained by setting in Q a uniform or nonuniform rectangular grid. 
For each grid node a nomimal trajectory is formed and the coefficients of the control 

strategy (9) are computed. Then for each small parallelepiped Clk of the form (11) the values of 

coefficients P0   ,P:   ,P2   ,Be are known. In this algorithm in contrast to the earlier procedure the 

coefficients of the strategy (9) are suggested to be found for the measured value of the  D 

parameter vector, if it proves to be in Qk , with the help of a lined function (linear in each variable 
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for fixed values of others). This function defined on the Qk parallelepiped allows the computation 

of the coefficients, P0
T ,/}r ,P[ ,Be, by means of interpolation of the coefficient values in the 

Qk apexes. It is this difference that ensures the increase of the control algorithm accuracy and the 
decrease of the number of subdomains. 

For example, in case of two parameters Z)J ,D2j (Z); = (Dj ,Dj) is the two dimensional 

vector) the control strategy coefficients are determined in the following way. The lined function, 

which approximates the dependence Be(Dj ,Dj) on the Q.k rectangle 

[C;Cix[^;C]. 02) 
\\k   . j~\\k    -I    r T\2k . T)2k 

has the form 

Be=ß0+ßa)+ßiX)+ßnX)x), (13) 
where 

.2       /T r»2       n2k T^2k \ I / T\2k r\2k Z)=(2D*-D^-D^/(D^-D^, 

ß0=(B°:+B0
e
l
+Bl0+Bll)/2 , 

ß,={-B™-BQ:+Bl»+Blx)l2, 

ß2=(-B°e
0+B0

e
l-Bl0+Bll)/2, 

ßn={-BT+Bf+BlQ-B^)ll. 

Here B°e°, B°e\ B™, B"  are the values of the ^coefficient in apexes of the rectangle (12), 

calculated according to the procedure of the work [1]. For the entire Q  domain the obtained 

piecewise lined spline, which approximate the dependence  Be{Dj ,Dj), will be a continuous 

function [3]. 
The approximations for other coefficients of the control strategy (components of the 

vectors P0, Px, P2)are constructed quite analogously. A set of such approximations for all 
coefficients of the strategy (9) forms the proposed spline-algorithm of the launch velocity 
stabilization. 

It is possible to suggest another version of the spline-algorithm. In this algorithm the values 
of the time, ts, of closing the by-passing circuit, and not coefficients of the strategy (9), are 
approximated by the piecewise lined spline. Here coefficients, calculated for each node of the 
Qk parallelepipeds are used. Such version of the algorithm has its advantages and disadvantages. 
The advantage is that only one dependence is to be approximated. For example, in case of two 

parameters D- ,D. this is the dependence ts(Dj, Dj) . The disadvantage is that under functioning 

of the algorithm in real time the calculation of values, ts, in apexes of the Q.k parallelepiped and 

the interpolation can be performed only after carrying out all measurements at t > tM , i.e. directly 
before closing the by-passing circuit. 

In case of the first version of the spline-algorithm, if the totality of the Z)' parameters 

substantially deviating from their nominal values is presented only as the D0 vector (M = 0, i.e. 

the Dj vector components are measured only at the time t = t0), the calculations of interpolated 

values of the control strategy coefficients can be realized immediately after measurement of D0 

vector (t > t0) . The problem of utility of this or that version of the control algorithm should be 
resolved in each particular case. 
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IV. NUMERICAL MODELING 

The accuracy verification of the proposed control algorithms was made by numerical 

modeling of the laboratory rail accelerator of 1 m length and 1 cm cross-section. The 
macroparticle mass and its starting velocity at the accelerator input were accepted to be 1.8 g and 1 

km/s, correspondingly. Values of the electrode inductance gradient, L , capacitances, C,, C2, and 

initial voltages, U]0, U20 , in the power supply were the following: L =3.65 • 10" H/m, C, =1.6 mF, 

C2=62.5 mF, Ul0 = 19,2 kV, U20 = 10 kV. According to the calculations the required launch 
velocity was 3.3 km/s at a peak current of 406 kA. 

It was assumed in the numerical modeling of the control algorithms that a single correction 
of velocity is made to compensate the disturbances of initial voltages in the power supply, ±A£/10 

and ±AL/
20 , and the disturbance of inductance gradient, ±AL. 

The following maximum values of relative deviations were accepted for the calculations: 

ALL = ALL / IL = ± 10%,     ALL = ALL / LL = ± 10%, '20 

AL = AL/L =±15% . 

(14) 

(15) 

The accuracy of the control algorithms was estimated by calculating the maximum value of 

the relative spread in the launch velocity, AVe = (Ve - Vr) I Vr, of the controlled accelerator for all 

possible deviations (14)-(15). For comparison, the value, AVe, was also determined for the non- 

controlled accelerator. In it the by-passing circuit is closed at the same time ts = tsnom 

independently of the deviation values AE/10, AU20, AL . It was assumed that measurements of the 

accelerator parameters were made without errors. The value, AVe, was computed for the following 

cases: 1) only disturbances, AUW ,AU20, act, 2) only disturbance, AL , acts, 3) disturbances, 

At/10, AU20, AL , act jointly. 

The values of the relative spread in the launch velocity,  AVe, for the non-controlled 
accelerator and for the accelerator controlled by the algorithms with single and two nominal 
trajectories as well as by the spline-algorithm with two nominal trajectories are presented in the 
Table 1. Here these control algorithms are denoted by Algl, Alg2 and S-Alg, correspondingly. 

TABLE 1 

THE SPREAD IN LAUNCH VELOCITY, A Ve, (IN %) FOR THE NON-CONTROLLED 

ACCELERATOR AND FOR THE ACCELERATOR CONTROLLED BY VARIOUS ALGORITHMS. 

^\~.                   Algorithm 

Parameter deviations        ^~"--\ 

Non-controlled 
accelerator 

Controlled 
accelerator 

Algl Alg2 S-Alg 

A1710 = AL/20 = ±10% 6.28 1.06 0.27 0.21 

AL = ±5% 3.25 0.53 0.14 0.11 

AL =±15% 9.88 2.15 0.56 0.43 

AL710 = AL
7
20 = ±IO% 

AL = ±5% 
9.29 1.54 0.4 0.31 
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From the Table 1 it is seen, that in comparison with the algorithm using single nominal 
trajectory the control algorithm with two nominal trajectories and the spline-algorithm allow the 
decrease of the spread in launch velocity and the extension of the range of the accelerator 
parameter deviations from the nominal values. 

It should be noted that for the controlled accelerator the power supply has to have the 
necessary store of energy for ensuring the required launch velocity under the state parameter 
disturbances resulting in the decrease of Ve. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The new method of synthesis of the rail accelerator control strategy in real time has been 
proposed. The principle of the accelerator control is based on varying the armature current under 
by-passing the armature circuit at some time. This time is selected depending on results of 
measurements of the acceleration process parameters stored in the control system memory. The new 
method differs from the one proposed earlier by authors in that it uses several nominal trajectories 
and the spline approximation of values forming the control strategy. It ensures the decrease of the 
spread in macroparticle launch velocity under the substantial deviations of the acceleration process 
parameters. Three modifications of the method have been proposed. 

The numerical modeling has demonstrated the essentially higher accuracy of the 
synthesized control strategies in comparison with the strategy earlier proposed. This improvement 
has been achieved at the expense of some complication of the control strategy. 
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Abstract 

This paper addresses a number of related fundamental applied electromagnetic issues 
connected with the optimization of overall mission effectiveness of electrically energized gun and 
tube design. The practical factors that affect the electromagnetic performance of railguns are 
addressed using a first-order physical railgun model, which with some limitations can be extended to 
augmented rails. Results of ARL theoretical and experimental studies of this basic physical model of 
the railgun, from both pulsed power conditioning and electromagnetic field considerations, have 
shown that several critical issues remain to be better understood pertaining to optimizing 
performance. These factors include: determination of the surface currents and the acceleration of the 
armature, establishing the relationship between the currents and the acceleration of the armature, 
evaluating changes in "inductance" gradient as a result of shielding, characterizing the information 
that can be obtained from the measurement of muzzle voltage, and assessing the level of current that 
can flow ahead of the armature. This report concentrates on those factors dominating the muzzle 
voltage behavior of 1-5 centimeter bore class electrically energized guns, which is shown to be 
related to all of the a forementioned technology issues. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fully electrically-energized gun and tube propulsion systems (often referred to as "Railguns") 
can potentially provide the capability of launching projectiles at both high kinetic energy and velocity 
that exceed capabilities of present chemical launch systems. Because weaponization of these systems 
will generally involve mobile platforms, and hence finite electrical energy storage, the operational 
utility of such systems depends strongly on their mission-duration, and in most cases, their per-shot, 
energy efficiency. 

The practical factors that affect the electromagnetic performance of railguns can be 
addressed using the first-order Railgun model shown in Fig. 1. Analyses for this type of Railgun can 
be extended to the augmented Railgun with some limitations. The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) 
has been conducting tests and performing related theoretical analyses on a system such as that shown 
in Fig. 1 from both pulsed power and electromagnetic environment viewpoints. Results of these 
studies have shown that several issues remain to be better understood pertaining to maximizing 
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efficiency, clarifying the role of muzzle voltage in the interpretation of the performance, and 
quantifying the electromagnetic fields generated by these devices [l]-[8]. 

All of the above factors relate to the same fundamental scientific issues impacting on overall 
system performance and cycle-life effectiveness, namely: 

* What is the current distribution on the Railgun including the currents in-front-of, on the 
sides, or, and behind the armature? 

* What is the relationship of these currents to the acceleration of the armature? 
* How are these currents related to the inductances of the system? 
* What can be learned from the temporal behavior of the muzzle voltage? 

The relative importance of these factors is a function of the type of railgun, and the 
accompanying losses in the system such as: ohmic heating, contact frictional resistance between the 
rails and armature, and aerodynamic drag forces. These latter effects are neglected in this initial 
assessment, described in more detail in [8]. 

EquiVBlent thickneti of 
•rniature-DH/s- ryoiorfl» 

Fig. 1. Basic Railgun Used in ARL Experiments 

2. ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY AND ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFICIENCY 

The starting point of the theoretical foundation is the armature force equation: 

dV 
m —a-= F 

' dt 
(1) 

where m   is the mass of the armature, Va = dZJ dt is the armature velocity, z   is the armature 
ü 

position, and Fz is the force in the direction of motion; as noted in Fig. 1, z is the direction of travel. 

Initial investigations of railguns used the following expression for the force: 

F =-LJ2 
z 2      R 

(2) 
where LR  is the rail inductance gradient (inductance per unit length of the rails), and /  is the 

current through the rails. The derivation of Eq. (2) is not claimed to be obvious; it appears to have 
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been derived some years ago from energy considerations relevant to a bounded system. Experiments 
have typically produced results that show that the actual force on armatures is less frequently than 
that given by Eq. (2), and in some cases by significant amounts (25-50%). As reported in numerous 
articles, reasons for this disparity were initially attributed to drag forces, friction forces, and other 
losses in the system. For whatever the reason, it was concluded that a Railgun typically operated with 
an effective inductance gradient, L , that was less than the theoretical value L  [1, 8]. 

In 1994 another explanation was proposed that accounted for the experimental observations 
[1,2] 

Using a combination of conformal mapping it was shown that the effective inductance 
gradient could be related to the theoretical results [9-13] by the equation: 

L' = E L' o    R (4) 

where £   is called the "Electromagnetic Efficiency". Eo is computed solely from the geometry of 

the system. It is essentially time independent for the entire length of travel [16]. A modest time 
dependence occurs  at the beginning (breech)   and exit (muzzle) of armature   travel,   where end 
effects come into play 
[1, 8]. 

A general formula for E   using the principle of linearity can be derived and related to the 
o 

electrical efficiency, E , as: 

(5) 

(6) 

The quantity, / , represents an inherent potential energy loss in the system that occurs when 

there is a finite acceleration, VA > 0, at muzzle exit, Z   = L ■ Finite acceleration at muzzle exit also 
A 

implies that I > 0, which means that magnetic energy is left over, and hence lost to acceleration of 
the projectile. This lost energy resides in the leakage field created by the rail-armature structure. 

For an optimized design of a Railgun E0 should be much larger than/; in this case we can 

use the power series approximation: 

£, = l-(//£J + (//£o)
2
+  

Equation (7) shows that the electrical efficiency increases when the ratio/ /E0 decreases. 
This is accomplished by using all of the magnetic stored energy in the acceleration process. This 
simplicity of the expression / / E 0 masks a multitude of electromagnetic interactions that occur 
through examination of muzzle voltage, an observation made earlier by Barber and Dreizen [3, 4]. 

F 0 

e E 
0 + f 

f= 
12A VA 

v2 
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We see that E 0 may become an important factor in the overall electrical efficiency of the system 
under circumstances determined by the system design requirements. Consideration of these factors is 
quite complex and is the subject of systems-level research and model development, outside of this 
study. 

The resources of muzzle voltage for the railgun of Fig. 1 are quantified and compared with 
experiment in the next two sections. From this analysis we obtain a preliminary estimate of the 
importance of some factors that contribute to electrical efficiency. 

3. MUZZLE VOLTAGE AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL 

The general model developed in ref. [8] shows that the armature does indeed provide the 
dominant contribution to the muzzle voltage for the railgun configuration considered in this study. 
This contribution is much larger than that due to the mutual inductance between the primary and 
secondary loops [3, 4, 8] and also includes surface impedance losses on the interior wall of the rails 
ahead of the armature. For the railgun of Fig.l we do not find significant current ahead of the 
armature. 

The armature voltage, V     , consists of three distinct contributions, two of which are 

dominant in the early time region, while the remaining one is dominant in the latter phases of 
armature motion. Hence: 

V      -V    + V   + V 
ARM IND RES EMF (8) 

where V     is the voltage due to ohmic losses, and V„„   is the counter emf  attributed to the 
RES EMF 

acceleration of the armature,   and v     is the armature inductance contribution. K     is a easiest 
IND IND 

contribution to evaluate, and is given by: 

V1ND   =   LARMI (9) 

where L       is the inductance of the armature. For our system L „DW = 1.5 nH, and the measured 
'-'ARM ARM 

input current in kiloamps for the ARL gun is approximated by: 

/ = 189(exp(-0.5rm)-exp(-13fm)) 

where t   is the time measured in milliseconds.  As determined from experiment, the peak value of 

current, / , is 160 kA which occurs at tm = 0.26 ms. 

Using the experimental current waveforms of Eq. (10) in Eq. (9) we obtain the resulting 
predicted peak voltage is 1.5 V. As observed experimentally, this contribution is dominant in the 
early time region which corresponds to the characteristics of/ . 

Another voltage contribution to muzzle voltage is attributed to the ohmic losses associated 
with the surface on the back of the armature. The electric field on the back face of the armature is 
given by [8]: 
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p (0 = J-^-i-7— a™*™* 
(11) 

where ^^^ is the conductivity on the back of the armature and H Am (T ) is the time derivative of 

the magnetic field intensity on the back face of the armature. Since H (T) = I(t)/h, the 

voltage V       = wE is given by: 
RES ARM 

M0 

..      Jt- T 
(12) 

The solid line on Fig. 2 shows VRES (t)using aARM - 3.7 x 107 mhos/m for aluminum at 

room temperature. This conductivity value may underestimate the voltage due to ohmic losses for 
several reasons. First, it is noted that the bulk conductivity for aluminum used in the calculation may 
be too high. The armature used in the experiment is not pure aluminum, and contamination of the 
surface may reduce the conductivity by the factor of 2 or higher. In addition to the surface ohmic 
contribution and the contact resistive losses must also be accounted for. 

For mathematical convenience, the surface and contact loss terms are combined from now on 
into an "effective" surface conductivity denoted by cr Am , and use this to compute new V     from 

Eq. (12). The dotted line in Fig. 2 shows the result forcr^ = 0.5 x 107 mhos/m. This particular 

value of a /IRM was chosen to provide a good comparison to an empirical result for the armature 

resistance deduced earlier [15]. Using Eq. (12) with CT^^ = o"^, = = 0.5 x 107 mhos/m, one can 

deduce an empirical resistance given by: 

*„=r„(o//(0 (13) 

where V^s is the time dependent voltage obtained using a■MM .  RR£S (t), compares well (± 20 %) 

with earlier experimental investigations [14]. 
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a ■» 3.5E7 mhos/m 
a •> 0.5E7 mhos/m 

Time (ms) 

Fig. 2. Bulk and contact armature resistance contribution to armature voltage. 

The counter emf contribution, V     , is determined from the energy balance responsible for 

the acceleration of the armature. The force on the armature is given by: 

1 
■EjL'Rr 

(14) 

where V is the theoretical inductance gradient of the rails and E is the electromagnetic efficiency 

factor. The electrical power supplied to the armature, VmF I, must equal the mechanical power, 

which is the force, F , times the velocity, this gives: 

[(\/2)E0L^ZA]I =REMFI 
(15) 

where 

R^ =(\/2)E„L'RZA (16) 

From Eqs. (15) and (16) it is evident that the counter emf  can be associated with a time 

dependent resistance that is proportional to the armature's velocity, ZA(t). During the latter stages 
of armature motion the velocity is essentially constant, thus leading to a time independent resistance 
which is, indeed, the dominant contribution to the muzzle voltage [8]. 

As observed from Eq. (16), R     is proportional to E 0 , and therefore provides an 

experimental determination of the electromagnetic efficiency provided that the factors contributing to 
muzzle voltage can be isolated. 
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4. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

In the experiments modeled in this work a basic railgun, 1 meter long, was used. The rails 
were copper, with the following dimensions: height, h = 19 mm, thickness, A = 10 mm, and rail 
separation distance, w = 15 mm. The aluminum armature is roughly 25 mm in length. Fig. 3 shows 
the total muzzle voltage contribution for different components described in the previous section. As 
noted earlier, there is an uncertainty in the value of the conductivity associated with the back face of 
the armature. Thus, two curves are presented for muzzle voltage in Fig. 3. One used the room 
temperature conductivity of pure aluminum, aARM = 3.5 x 107 mhos/m, and excluded the contact 

resistance, which results in underestimating the measured value in the early time. The other curve 
used a conductivity of a^^ = 0.5 x 107 mhos/m to account for both contact and armature 

resistance, which gives a better comparison to the measured value [8]. In both cases, the wave shape 
of the predicted muzzle voltage is consistent with measured value. Notice that only the temperature 
independent conductivity was used to compute the muzzle voltage, which results in some 
discrepancies in comparison to the measured value. 

20 r 

15 

8> e 
%   10 
> 
V 

3 

■ Theoretical ( a - 3.5E7 mhoms/m) 
• Theoretical (a-0.5E7 mhoms/m) 
Experiment 

#     »w. 
*   * 

Muzzl&exit! 

*;     ä,  \ 

1.0 1.5 

Time (im) 
2.0 2.5 3.0 

Fig. 3. Muzzle Voltage for Different Armature's Values 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the study [8], summarized in this work, have shown several approaches to 
addressing potential outstanding issues in Electromagnetic gun and tube propulsion. Especially 
interesting is that of overall efficiency of the system, subject of course to substantial experimental 
validation at scale. These include: 

1. Defining the space-time current distribution on all relevant surfaces 

2. Evaluating the current distribution on all the surfaces for a variety of pulse shapes. 
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3.    Determining (from the current) the magnetic field energy surrounding the system., the 
electromagnetic efficiency, the electrical efficiency, and the muzzle voltage. 
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Abstract 

Modeling and numerical simulation of lightweight projectile acceleration process in 
electrothermal launchers with abalative and non-ablative barrels have been carried out. 
The main goal was to evaluate the possibility to optimize the electrothermal launcher work 
by suitable changes of "external" process variables as: the input energy or device geometry 
and, at the same time, to describe the plasma parameters spatial dependence and temporal 
evolution. In the frame of the proposed model we used the SESAME equations of state, an 
expression for the plasma resistivity which takes into consideration the electron-neutrals 
collisions and the friction between the projectile and the barrel. To obtain the numerical 
results we used a coordinate change which allows to use a fixed mesh in order to describe 
the processes in a variable physical domain. 

1    INTRODUCTION 

The growing interest for the study and development of electrothermal launchers is 
mainly due to their potential to accelerate small projectiles to hypervelocities. Due 
to this capability the electrothermal launcher can be used, for example, as a small 
caliber gun, to simulate the micro-meteorid and space debris impacts [1], hopefully 
as a frozen pellet accelerator [2,3] as well as in plasma manufacturing processes as a 
powder particle accelerator [4,5]. The electrothermal launcher usually contains two 
sections. The first one, the discharge capillary, is a thin tube (capillary) in which 
a high density warm plasma (1-5 eV) is produced by a high power ablative electri- 
cal discharge [1-9]. This plasma can be used as a propulsion agent for projectiles 
acceleration along a barrel (or "accelerating channel"[10]). The barrel, can be non- 
ablative or, as proposed in [5,8], an ablative one. In the last case it is built from the 
same material as the discharge section, and represents (see Fig.l) the second section 
of the electrothermal launcher. Another possibility is to use plasma in order to heat 
and vaporize a so called "working fluid" [11,12]. In such a case the plasma-working 
fluid mixture, with a higher density and lower temperature, will be the accelerating 
agent. In some respect the use of an ablative barrel leads to the same result because, 
as the plasma flows through the barrel, its density increases as a result of continous 
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ablation and the temperature goes down [5,8]. It is expected [1,5,8,13,14] that the 
geometry of the capillary+barrel system as well as the input energy have a strong 
effect on the electrothermal launcher performance. In fact, a specific change of one 

Discharge 
Capillary 

Electrode Projectile 

Fig.l 

of these parameters, which we can call "first order external" process variables, leads 
to changes of the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic characteristics of the plasma 
which we will call "internal" process variables and, finally, to changes of the "second 
order external" process variables. In this last category enter (depending on the pur- 
pose) parameters, such as the projectile velocity or powder particles temperature 
and velocity. It is also clear that, in order to optimize the electrothermal launcher 
yield, we need to know as well as possible the relationship between these variables. 
Such a knowledge should be helpful for an optimum design of the device for spe- 
cific purposes. At this point, if we recall that due to the specific features of the 
electrical ablative discharges, only a limited number of parameters (especially the 
electrical ones) can be measured with an acceptable degree of precision, the need for 
consistent models able to describe the above mentioned relationship beomes obvious 
[8,12,15,16]. In the present work we used a one-dimensional model for the plasma 
evolution and projectile acceleration in an electrothermal launcher when the dis- 
charge section (the ablative capillary) is built from polyethylene and the barrel (the 
"accelerating channel") can be ablative (also from polyethylene) or non-ablative. In 
Sec.2 we present the model equations, in Sec.3 the computational results will be 
analysed and, in Sec.4 the main conclusions will be summarized. 

2      MODEL EQUATIONS 

To describe the plasma evolution and projectile acceleration in an electrothermal 
launcher we will use the one-dimensional system of equations for the time-dependent 
plasma flow in an ablative capillary discharge as given in [18]. To save space,we write 
directly the dimensionless form of the equations we obtained after performing the 
coordinate transformation [17] which allows the use of a fixed mesh in the numerical 
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calculations for the description of an expanding physical domain. 

dv 
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(3) 

All the steps we took in order to obtain the system of equations (l)-(3) for the main 
plasma parameters: the density p ,the velocity v and the temperature T as well as the 
expressions for the dimensionless coefficients can be found in [18]. Other quantities 
in (l)-(3) are: p- the dimensionless plasma pressure, e - the internal energy, Z- the 
ionization degree, 7 = 1.4, g = 0.4, am and am are dimensionlees coefficients 
connected to plasma viscosity, ac is connected to the plasma thermal conducti- vity 
and ocr to the radiative transfer of energy for which we considered that the diffusive 
approximation [19] is correct. zp and zp are respectively the projectile instantaneous 
position and velocity. Lp is the dimensionless rate of ablation, r and y are the 
dimensionless time and the axial coordinate. To calculate the projectile velocity 
and position we use Newton's law as given in [15] which includes a frictional force 
between the projectile and the device walls as proposed in [15,20]. The reference 
values used to obtain the (l)-(3) form of the problem equations are the following 
ones: 

to = 12.25psec; 
T0 = 4.664 104#; 

/o = 0.18m; v0 

P0 = 209MPa;   e0 

1.47 10-4m/sec; 
3Q8MJ/kg; 

po = 1.3%/m3; 
J0 = 80kA . 

As in other previous papers we take the electrical current flowing through the plasma 
as an input parameter. The main dimensionless coefficients which appear in (l)-(3) 
have the following expressions: 

OLA 

ar ■ 

-- 2.5/R; 
3.66 10- ■4. 

am = 3.63 10~6 /R;   ac = 
am = 3.68 IQ"4 /R;   ÜH 

2.94 10~6; 
= 1.95 IQ"2/2 /R4 

with R the device radius given in cm and / = Imax/Io * sm(0.154 • r) ( Imax being 
the maxium value of the electrical current flowing through the plasma, CKA enters in 
the ablation rate expression [18]. 
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3      RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An extensive study concerning the effect of the device geometry and input energy 
on the plasma electrical, hydrodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics as well 
as on the projectile acceleration process has been done. Due to space limitations, 
we present here only a part of the results namely: l)the effect of the input energy 
on the plasma parameters and projectile kinetics for a fixed device geometry and 
2) we compare the same parameters when different types of barrels (ablative and 
non-ablative) are used for a fixed geometry an electrical current. 

3.1 Problem Presentation 

In all the calculations we have done, the discharge section length (Fig.l) was taken 
/i = 6.09cm. Also, for the results we will present here, both sections have the same 
diameter D = 6.25mm. We consider sinusoidal electrical pulses, all of them 250(j,sec 
long with three different maximum values of the electrical current flowing through 
the plasma namely, Imax = 20,30 and 50kA. The projectile mass is m = \g. 

3.2 Computational Results Analysis 

The results that we will discuss further are presented in Figs.2a- 3f and Table I. 
In Figs.2a-2f we compare the main plasma electrical, thermodynamic and hydrody- 
namic characteristics at the projectile base for a non-ablative barrel (squares) and 
an ablative one (triangles) for a fixed device geometry and an electrical pulse with 
Imax = 30 kA. In Figs.3a-3f we plot the temporal behavior of the same parameters 
for a fixed geometry and three different maximum values of the electrical current 
flowing through the plasma. In Table I we provide numerical values for a number of 
parameters, as the projectile velocity at t = 250[isec(ve), the projectile position at 
the same moment (ze), the projectile velocity at t = 370fj,sec(v/), the total input en- 
ergy (Wt) and the device efficiency (77) calculated as the ratio between the projectile 
maximal kinetic energy and the total input energy. From Figs.2e and 2f we can see 
that the type of barrel we use (ablative or non-ablative) does not affect significantly 
the electrical processes inside the first section of the device (the capillary). These 
results agree well with those reported in [9] concerning the effect of a working fluid 
on the plasma inside the capillary. Our calculations have shown that the same is true 
for the plasma density, velocity, temperature and pressure, which reach practically 
the same values in both considered cases. The value of the pressure at the projectile 
base (Fig.2d) is somehow larger in the case of a non-ablative barrel (the maximum 
difference being about IZlbar). This leads to a larger projectile velocity (by about 
10m I sec at t = 370 fisec). The main differences appear in the behavior of the plasma 
density and temperature inside the barrel. From Figs.2a and 2b, in which the time 
dependence of these parameters at the projectile base is presented, one can see that 
in the case of an ablative barrel the temperature is significantly lower, while the 
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9.0063 0.0904 
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density is larger than in the case of a non-ablative barrel. This result agrees with 
those reported in [5,8] for plasma steady state flow in a capillary-ablative pipe sys- 
tem. The much lower temperatures reached while using ablative barrels is a positive 
result if one considers the use of this kind of device as a frozen accelerator [2,3] 
or for plasma manufacturing processes [4,5]. Now, the data presented in Figs.3a- 
3f show that the rate of input energy value strongly affects all the flow picture in 
both device sections. For the three studied cases the plasma resistance is practically 
constant during almost the whole electrical pulse duration, in agreement with some 
previously reported results [1,9]. As expected the plasma thermodynamic charac- 
teristics (Figs.3a-3c,3d) and the projectile velocity (Fig.3b) are strongly dependent 
on the rate of energy input. The most affected parameters are the plasma density, 

Table I 

■Imax\ks>-) ve(m/sec) ze(m) Vf(m/sec) Wt(kJ) v(%) 
20 836 0.15 910 4.33 19.1 

30 1119 0.20 1196 7.82 18.3 

50 1572 0.25 1664 15.54 17.8 

pressure and projectile velocity. From Fig.3b results that most of the projectile 
velocity increase occurs while there is an energy input. After the impulse ends, the 
rate of velocity increase is very low. This fact points, for example, to the possibility 
to predict, using the present model, the optimum length of the acceleration channel 
required to reach a specific projectile velocity. To the same conclusion lead also the 
data presented in Table I. The device efficiency rj (Table I) is under 20% for all the 
analyzed cases, and depends slightly on the rate of energy input. 

4      CONCLUSIONS 

The one-dimensional model used in the present study allows us to follow he evolu- 
tion of physical processes in an electrothernal launcher. It is able to give a detailed 
picture of the temporal and spatial (not presented here) dependence of all the im- 
portant plasma and projectile parameters. As a consequence, we have the possibility 
to study the effect of the type of barrel, energy input or device geometry changes on 
the above mentioned parameters. In other words, we can obtain useful indications 
for the device design and optimization, in order to reach a specific goal. The results 
presented in this work show that the type of barrel, (ablative or non-ablative) prac- 
tically does not affect the processes inside the capillary, and very slightly affects the 
projectile accele ration process. Only the plasma temperature and density inside the 
barrel are effectively influenced. This situation is quite different in what concerns 
the energy input. A change of the energy input rate leads to changes of all the 
process parameters in both sections of the device. Some of the results we presented 
here agree qualitatively with some previously reported data. 
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Summary 

A detailed study of the physical processes 

of pulsed high-pressure, heavy-current 

arcs is appropriate in view of the 

technological progress in the application 

of electrothermal launchers. The results 

of a Fourier analysis of pressure in the 

electrothermal launcher are presented. 

The propelling gas was evolved from an 

organic substance. The spectral analysis 

of pressure curves showed the presence 

of radial acoustic waves in the propelling 

gas in the discharge chamber. These 

acoustic waves are revealed in a Fourier 

spectrum by some frequencies that shift 

in the measured time. The shift of the 

frequency is defined as given through the 

input of electrical energy into the 

discharge. The sound velocity in the 

propelling gas was determined according 

to the frequency of the radial acoustic 

waves. 

Introduction 

Intensive development and investigation 

of electrothermal (ET) and electro- 

thermal-chemical (ETC) guns is 

warranted by the promising results1 of 

these guns. By using light gases as the 

propelling gas projectile velocities in 

excess of 2300 m/s at efficiency of about 

20-25 % have been achieved. Use of pure 

light gas, e.g., hydrogen, poses technical 

problems in connection with hydrogen 

storage. Currently, as a source of light 

gas some organic substances, e.g., 

methanol are used. During the firing 

methanol is evaporated in the gas phase 

and dissociated into various byproducts, 

e.g., CO, C02, H20, CH4. As a result, a 
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complex composition of the propelling 

gas in ET and ETC guns is formed. 

Usually, a thermodynamic equilibrium 

calculation for the propelling gas 

composition is used. It provides the 

information about an adiabatic 

coefficient, sound velocity and so on. 

The further development and 

optimization of ETC guns requires 

detailed understanding of the physical 

processes in plasma, filling the discharge 

chamber and the barrel. The present 

paper describes an experimental method 

for the propelling gas analysis. The 

method is based on a Fourier analysis of 

the pressure waveforms. 

Experimental results 

The results of a typical shot of the ET 

gun are presented. Initially, the discharge 

chamber is filled with methanol. The 

input of the electrical energy from a 

capacitor bank provides evaporation and 

atomization of the methanol. The 

discharge chamber of the ET gun has the 

following specifications: 

V0 

R = 

6.5x10*3   m3   -  volume   of the 

discharge chamber; 

7xl0"2m  -    radius      of     the 

discharge chamber. 

The discharge is initiated by the wire 

exploding. An ignition wire is placed 

along the axis of the discharge chamber. 

The current and voltage waveforms 

during the shot are shown in figures 1 

and 2. 

Fig. 1 Current waveform 

Fig. 2 Voltage waveform 

The pressure is measured by two Kistler 

gauges at two points of the chamber (see 

fig. 3). One is positioned in the end plug 

and is insulated from the body of the 

chamber. The second is in the top port of 

chamber and is directly connected to the 

chamber. 
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Fig. 3   Discharge chamber of ET gun. 

1 - body of chamber; 2 -central electrode; 

3 — pressure gauges; 4 - initiation wire. 

The Fourier spectrum of the pressure 

measured on the wall shows three 

maxima: around 20 - 40 kHz, 90 - 100 

kHz and 160 - 180 kHz. Two of them 

are revealed in the Fourier spectrum of 

pressure measured at the electrode: at 20 

-40 kHz and 160-180 kHz. 

The results of the measurements are 

shown on figures 4 and 5. The pressure 

gauge on the wall recorded significantly 

more oscillations in comparison with the 

electrode gauge put in the electrode. 

time, ms 

Fig.4 Pressure measured at the wall 

of the chamber 

2.0 
EL 

1.0 

0 
w y I 

0 - 3.5 ms 

50 100 150 200 

frequency, kHz 

Fig. 6 Fourier spectrum of pressure 

measured at the wall 

0 - 3.5 ms 

2.0 

1.0 

IffLu^.... 
0 50 100 150 200 

frequency, kHz 

Fig. 7 Fourier spectrum of pressure 

measured at the electrode 

Fig. 5 Pressure measured at the electrode. 

Fourier spectra of these pressure 

waveforms in the range of 0 — 200 kHz 

are shown in fig. 6 and 7 respectively. 
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Discussion 

The maximum in the Fourier spectrum at 

160 - 180 kHz is caused by the 

resonance frequency of a piezoelectric 

gauge. It corresponds to the data of the 

gauge manufacturer2. The feature 

between 90-100 kHz is revealed only in 

the pressure measured at the wall of the 

discharge chamber. Most likely, it is 

combined with the resonance frequency 

of a technological cylindrical metal 

insertion in the discharge chamber. This 

frequency is not presented on the 

"electrode" pressure curve because of an 

acoustic insulation of the electrode from 

the body of chamber. An electrical 

insulation of the electrode made of a 

fiberglass reinforced epoxy resin 

accounts for an acoustic decoupling. 

Both Fourier spectra contain peaks 

within 20 - 40 kHz. The time resolved 

Fourier analysis shows the drift of this 

peak (see figure 8). In accordance with 

the electrical energy input the peak drifts 

from 20 up to 40 kHz. 

These oscillations are caused by radial 

acoustic waves in the plasma, filling the 

discharge chamber. It is confirmed by 

three aspects: 

10        20        30      .40 
frequency, kHz 

50 

0 10 20        30        10 
frequency. kHz 

50 

4.0 1.0 -1.5 ms    * 

2.0 

0 10        20        30       40        5Ü 
frequency, kHz 

Fig. 8   Fourier spectra of pressure for 

various time intervals. 

1. the wire explosion produces the 

radial acoustic waves3,4 due to the 

axial symmetrical position of the 

wire; 

2. the cylindrical symmetry of the 

discharge chamber causes spreading 

radial waves; 

3. the amplitude of this frequency 

measured on the wall is significantly 
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larger  than  one   measured   at  the 

electrode. 

Based on these oscillations, it is possible 

to estimate the sound velocity Us in the 

plasma filling the discharge chamber. 

Us = R-f Eq. 1 

The frequency/= 30 kHz corresponds to 

a sound velocity Us = 2.1xl03 m/s. 

However, the direct calculation of the 

plasma temperature T from the following 

equation 

u,= 
KkT 

[imD 
Eq. 2 

is not possible since the value of a mean 

molecular weight of plasma \i and an 

adiabatic coefficient K are unknown 

(here: k - Boltzmann constant, mp - mass 

of proton). The determination of the 

plasma temperature T from the equation 

of state according to the measured 

pressure value is also incorrect, because 

the equation of state allows one to find 

only the mean temperature in the 

discharge chamber. In fact, the 

temperature distribution in the chamber 

over      the      radius      is 

inhomogeneous (see fig. 7). 

strongly 

1, 
i 
i 

i 
i   j 
\ J 

i\ 
i   \ 

'mi 
i r ii 

radius Ro 

Fig. 9  Qualitative temperature and 

concentration distribution over 

the radius. 

There are three zones: the first the arc 

column, the second with relatively high 

temperature, low density, low mean 

molecular weight and, respectively, high 

sound velocity, and the third with low 

mean temperature, high density, high 

molecular weight and low sound velocity. 

This fact can explain such high sound 

velocity Us=2.1xl03 m/s, calculated from 

the frequency of radial acoustic waves. 

The time taken by acoustic oscillations to 

pass in the chamber is basically defined 

by the time needed for passing the 

second zone because the size of that is 

much bigger than one of the first and the 

third. 
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Conclusions 

The complexity of physico-chemical 

processes in the plasma, technical 

problems of diagnostics because of 

extreme plasma parameters make it 

difficult to investigate ET and ETC guns. 

Using a new approach in data analysis 

allows one to get more information about 

physical mechanisms in the discharge 

plasma of a ET gun. The Fourier analysis 

of experimental pressure waveforms 

provides important plasma specifications, 

such as the sound velocity that is defined 

by plasma temperature, mean molecular 

weight, and an adiabatic coefficient. 
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Abstract 

After having successfully finished the electrothermal gun programme in 1995 ETC-technolo- 
gies have been investigated at TZN under contract of the German MoD. The goal of the 
investigations is the demonstration of the technology by introducing an operating 120mm ETC- 
gun in 1999. 

Preliminary studies have been performed in order to identify the potential of ETC-technolo- 
gies. These studies lead to the classification of ETC-principles with different performance 
improvements and electrical energy consumptions. Based on these ETC-categories with their 
different physical principles theoretical and experimental investigations are performed. By 
theoretical models ETC-relevant combustion laws and form functions are evaluated which have 
to be realized by new solid propellant designs which are interacting with electrical arcdischar- 
ges. 

Ignition of modified propellants with high loading densities as well as combustion control by 
electrothermally supplied energy have to be realized using proper methods of electrical energy 
input into the charge chamber of the gun. In addition the electrical energy may be used for 
igniting new chemical processes which lead to a significant decrease of the molecular weight of 
the propelling gases by the generation of light additives. 

The paper gives an overview on the different ETC-categories and their basic physical 
principles. First predictions on the energy consumption as well as on the expected interior 
ballistic performance are presented. 

1  Introduction 

The quick progress in the development of armour plating technologies for combat vehicles 
requires the improvement of the interior ballistic performance of future anti armour gun 
systems. The already exisisting gap between required and requested performance is continuously 
increasing. 

The interior ballistic performance of todays accelerating technologies is limited by: 
thermodynamic parameters of propellants 
temperature coefficient of propellants 
combustion behaviour of propellants. 

Electrical and electrically supported acceleration technologies promise possible performance 
upgrades for future tank gun applications. 

Until the end of 1995 electrothermal acceleration methods were investigated in Germany. It 
was the goal to identify new acceleration technologies for barrel weapons to be applied in 
future defence systems. The investigations have been finished successfully. The acceleration of 
a 2kg projectile to up to 2.400m/s was demonstrated in a 105mm electrothermal gun which was 
supplied from a capacitive 30MJ pulsed power supply system. By this result the potential of the 
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electrothermal technology was shown. 
Short and medium term perspectives for the realization of high energy density pulsed power 

supply technologies to be applied in combat vehicles could not the presented with sufficient risk 
so far. It was decided to continue the programme with the investigation of ETC-technologies 
with regard on their reduced electrical energy requirements. First fundamental considerations are 
given in this paper. The investigations performed within the German ETC-programme at 
Rheinmetall/TZN have the goal to validate these considerations experimentally. 

2  Basic Interior Ballistic Principles of ETC-Technologies 

In general different measures can be applied for improving the processes in the charge 
chamber of a gun with the usage of electrical energy. Figure 1 gives an overview on the basic 
possibilities. The setup of a barrel gun with a KE-projectile is shown schematically. The charge 
chamber is filled with energetic material i.e. a solid propellant or an alternative propellant from 
which the propelling gas pressure has to be generated. The input of electrothermally converted 
energy into the propellant can lead to the realization of the following processes: 

the propellant will be ignited 
the combustion of the propellant will be controlled 
additional chemical processes which are not realizable under normal conditions are 
ignited 
alternative propellants from which a significantly improved propelling gas can be 
generated are converted (elelectothermal gun). 

The basic improvement of electrothermally converted energy in an ETC-setup will   be the 
control of charges with significantly increased energy content. In general this increase can be 
realized by: 

increase of the loading density by modification of the geometry of a solid propellant 
increase of the explosion heat by using high energetic propellants. 

If an alternative inert propellant is used the electrical energy results in its conversion into 
propelling gas by evaporation processes. 

The modification of a solid propellant and its electrothermal combustion control will mainly 
result in an increse of the muzzle energy of the gun. The magnitude of the muzzle energy 
increase is directly related to the increase of chemical energy in the charge chamber. Due to the 
limitation of the thermodynamical parameters of the solid propellant an increase of the muzzle 
velocity of the gun would result in a decrease of its interior ballistic efficiency. A significant 
increase of the muzzle velocity requires a modification of the average molecular weight and the 
specific heat of the propelling gas. Electrothermal guns realize these requirements by the usage 
of alternative propellants. It seems possible that the propelling gas of ETC-guns can be im- 
proved in a similiar way by adding Hydrogen atoms or molecules before or during the combus- 
tion of the solid propellants. 

3  Classification of ETC-Technologies 

Different combinations of the ETC-mechanism showed in chapter 2 result in a classification 
of ETC-technologies due to their electrical energy requirements. Figure 2 gives an overview on 
this classification. The left diagram shows different combinations of ETC-measures plotted 
versus the electrical energy consumption. The right table gives the interior ballistic influences 
in general. 

ETC-category A uses a conventional charge setup which is ignited by an electrothermal 
igniter instead of the conventional chemical primer. The electrical energy, 60kJ to lOOkJ, is 
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low. Neither an influence on the muzzle energy nor on the muzzle velocity can be expected. By 
reducing the jitter of the primary ignition the precision of the gun can be improved. 

ETC-category B uses a charge setup with increased loading density. By the electrothermal 
conversion of energy into this charge the ignition will be realized due to the interior ballistic 
requirements of the gun. It is expected that pulse duration of the electrothermal energy con- 
version will be limited to the first phase of the powder combustion. Due to the calibre of the 
gun (120mm or 140mm) 300kJ up to 600kJ might be sufficient to realize this process. The 
interior ballistic result will be the increase of muzzle energy due to the increase of the chemical 
energy in the powder charge. 

With ETC-category C the possibility of controlling the temperature coefficient of the powder 
charge will be opened. This category includes the measures of categories A and B. By the 
control of the temperature coefficient the gun can be operated with its maximum operating 
pressure under all temperature conditions. A further increase of the muzzle energy will be the 
result. The time duration of the electrothermal energy input will be as long as the pressure 
maximum in the charge chamber is reached. In order to achieve this process the amount of 
electric energy supplied to the gun is expected to be in between 900kJ and 1.8MJ (due to the 
calibre of the gun). 

ETC-category D gives the most pretentious version with regard to its electrical energy 
requirements. Including the measures of categories A through C the electrical energy will be 
supplied during the entire burning phase of the solid propellant. By control of the combustion 
of the powder the gas pressure curve shall be matched to the maximum operating pressure 
curve of the gun system which is given by the material properties. In addition to the measures 
of categories A through C it is the goal to use the electrothermally converted energy for the 
ignition of chemical reactions between materials of high content of hydrogen, which are added 
to the solid propellanL The generation of hydrogen during the combustion phase will result in 
a modification of the thermodynamic and thermochemic parameters of the propelling gases. An 
increase of the muzzle energy as well as of the muzzle velocity is expected as shown by 
Knöchel et al. in [1]. The electrical energy requirements are expected to be in between 2.5MJ 
and 5MJ due to the calibre of the gun. 

In order to complete the classification the requirements of an electrothermal gun are shown 
also in figure 2. It is marked as category E. The electrothermal gun uses an alternative inert 
propellant, i.e. methanol, which is converted by electrothermally supplied energy via evapora- 
tion processes into a propelling gas with very low molecular weight as described in several 
papers, i.e. Weise et al. in [2]. Significantly increased muzzle velocities at sufficient gun 
efficiencies are the results. Due to the inert character of the propellant the energy consumption 
of the acceleration process has to be converted by the electrical energy entirely. 70MJ until 
90MJ per shot have to be supplied into a large calibre gun. 

4 Physical Principles and Interior Ballistic Performances 

The ETC-categories are based on different modifications of the charge setups as well as 
different principles of the electrical energy conversion. In the following the physical principles 
and its predicted interior ballisic performances are described. 

4.1   Electrothermal Ignition of conventional Powder Charges 

Existing large calibre powder guns use chemical primers with ultra fast combustion to ignite 
the solid propellant in the charge chamber. The ignition of the primer is performed by an 
electric spare of low energy and power. The jitter of the combustion of the primer leads to a 
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jitter of the ignition of the main powder charge. A jitter in the time duration between the trigger 
event and the output of the projectile at the muzzle of the gun is obtained. The compensation 
of this process by the fire control system is difficult. 

Figure 3 shows the basic principle of ETC-category A in which the chemical primer is 
substituted by an electrothermal igniter. The igniter is connected to an electrical pulsed power 
supply system PPS with an energy content of up to lOOkJ. After triggering the PPS discharges 
into the igniter in which the discharge energy is electrothermally converted into the powder 
charge. The diagram in figure 3 shows the expected effect by comparing the breech pressure 
signals with and without electrothermal ignition versus time schematically. The jitter of the 
electrothermal energy conversion can be neglected. The precision of the gun is improved. 

4.2  Electrothermally controlled Ignition of Solid Propellants with increased Loading Densi- 
ties 

The increase of the muzzle energy of a powder gun requires the increase of the chemical 
energy of the propellant in the charge chamber. Todays gun systems use solid propellants 
consisting of powder grains with increased surface. Additional holes are located in the powder 
grains. Basically it is possible to increase the loading density of the powder charge by renoun- 
cing these additional holes. A significant decrease of the burn rate of the powder will be the 
result and the efficiency of the gun will be decreased. By the input of electrothermally con- 
verted energy a compensation of this behaviour is expected. Experiments conducted by Wood- 
ley and Fuller [3] show that the bum rate of a solid propellant can be increased by the input of 
electrothermally converted energy. 

The basic principle of this technology and its predicted influence on the pressure generation 
is shown in figure 4. The charge chamber of the gun is filled with a solid propellant with 
increased loading density. In addition a system consisting of several electrothermal energy 
converters is located in the charge chamber. The energy converters are connected to a PPS with 
an electrical energy content of 300 kJ up to 600 kJ depending on the calibre of the gun 
(120mm to 140mm). In a conventional 120mm gun the maximum of the .breech pressure is 
reached about 5 ms after ignition. It is the goal of ETC-category B to influence the first phase 
of the combustion of the high loading density powder charge by the electrical energy until the 
optimal starting conditions for an independant combustion due to the interior ballistic require- 
ments of the gun are reached. A time duration of 2ms for this process is expected. In the 
diagram in figure 4 the breech pressure curves of a conventional powder gun and of a gun with 
ETC-category B are plotted versus time schematically. The electrothermally ignited powder 
charge with high loading density will result in a more fully breech pressure curve followed by 
an increase of the muzzle energy of the gun. 

4.3   Electrothermally controlled Temperature Compensation of Propellants with increased 
Loading Densities 

By the temperature coefficient of conventional solid propellants the usage of the gun at 
maximum operating pressure is prevented. Low environmental temperatures result in a lower 
breech pressure and high environmental temperatures result in a higher breech pressure than 
operating the gun at T=20°C. Consequently a conventional powder charge is designed to 
generate a maximum breech pressure of ca. 550MPa at normal environmental temperature. 

It is the goal of ETC-category C to compensate the temperature coefficient A controlled 
input of electrothermally converted energy due to the development of pressure in the charge 
chamber enables the adjustment of the pressure magnitude to the maximum operating pressure. 
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Pulse shape and electrical power magnitudes are adjusted from the measurement of the pressure 
development in the gun. 

Figure 5 shows the physical principle and the interior ballistic performance schematically. 
The modifications at the gun are in conformity with ETC-category B but the energy content of 
the PPS is significantly higher. Energy requirements inbetween 0.9MJ and 1.8MJ are expected 
due to the calibre. In the diagram the conventional breech pressure, the ETC-advanced breech 
pressure and the maximum operating pressure shape are plotted versus time. The input of 
electrical energy will last until the maximum breech pressure is achieved. The electrical energy 
input is controlled by the pressure development in the charge chamber. The maximum breech 
pressure obtained from the electrothermal combustion control is equal to the maximum opera- 
ting pressure independantly from the environmental temperature. An increase of the muzzle 
energy will be the result. 

4.4  Electrothermal controlled Combustion of Propellants with increased Loading Densities 
and integrated Additives 

In the ETC-categories described above the time duration of the electrical energy input is 
limited until the achievement of the maximum breech bressure. ETC-category D has the goal to 
influence the powder combustion as long as the powder is burning. This shall result into a flat 
top pressure shape which is matched to the maximum operating pressure shape of the con- 
struction of the gun. Without further measures the thermodynamic parameters of the propelling 
gas generated from the powder limit an increase of muzzle energy and muzzle velocity to the 
results of ETC-category C. In addition to the flat top pressure shape further measures have to 
be performed in order to improve the molecular weight of the propelling gas. It is the goal to 
include additional materials into the powder. The interaction of these materials with the electro- 
thermally converted energy lead to die generation of hydrogen with masses in the range of up 
to 20% of the weight of the solid propellant. As shown by Knöchel et al. [1] the hydrogen is 
expected to decrease the molecular weight, to decrease the temperature and to increase the 
explosion heat of the propelling gas. 

The physical principle and the expected interior ballistic performance is given schematically 
in figure 6. The charge chamber is filled with a solid propellant of high loading density in 
which materials with high content of hydrogen are included. These materials can be i.e. 
Aluminumhydride and water. The design of the electrothermal energy converter enables the 
continuous interaction of an arcdischarge with the powder during the burning phase. During this 
interaction the hydrogen is generated. 

In the diagram the breech pressure of a conventional charge, the breech pressure of the ETC- 
advanced charge, the pressure acting on the bottom of the projectile and the shape of the 
maximum operating pressure of the gun are plotted versus time schematically. Both effects of 
this ETC-categroy are given. The breech pressure has a flat top shape. The pressure acting on 
the bottom of the projectile approaches the breech pressure signal. Both an increase of the 
muzzle energy as well as an increase of the muzzle velocitiy will be the consequence. The 
amount of electrical energy to be converted into the gun is expected to be inbetween 2.5MJ and 
5MJ due to the calibre of the gun. 

4.5  Performance Potential of ETC-Technologies 

First predictions on the potential of ETC-technologies in terms of performance increase are 
obtained from interior ballistic simulations in which optimum conditions are assumed. Table 1 
gives an overview on some results obtained from these simulations with a 120mm gun. In 
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addition the simulated performance values of a conventional 120mm gun and those of a 120mm 
electrothermal gun are given. It is expected that ETC-technologies have a 50% performance 
increase potential in which either the muzzle energy or the muzzle velocity or portion of both 
can be improved. 

5 Conclusions 

The potential of pure electric guns have been demonstrated successfully in several locations 
so far but the status of the pulsed power supply technology gives a significant risk for an 
application in the next generation of combat fighting vehicles. ETC-technologies are supposed 
to provide a wide range of possibilities for a performance increase of anti tank weapons to be 
realized in mid term future. Several ETC-categroies with different performance improvements 
and different power supply requirements enable an evaluation for the application in current and 
in currently investigated future tank gun systems. 

[1]        H. Knöchel et al. 

[2]        Th.H.G.G. Weise et al. 
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Electromagnetic Limits to the Performance 
and Efficiency of Rail Launchers 

Trevor E James 

JEMSystems, 51 Park Road, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 IDG, UK 
(Tel: (01235) 524298, Fax: (01235) 520067) 

Summary: Electromagnetic limits to the performance and efficiency of Rail Launchers are imposed by 
energy losses in the rail and armature, arcing losses following transition and the final barrel magnetic 
energy at exit. These are derived analytically including the effect of field diffusion, velocity skin-effect 
(VSE), predicted transition velocities and arcing phenomena. A range of aluminium alloy armatures 
with copper rails are considered with kinetic energies up to 20MJ and bore diameters from 40 to 
250mm. 

The fundamental electromagnetic parameters that influence electrical efficiency are shown to be: 
mechanical energy/bore volume (pj, effective magnetic flux density (BJ and the total mass/bore area 
(m). To achieve a high electrical efficiency these parameters should be minimised by increasing the 
bore diameter subject to other design constraints and the bore length should be rninimised. The 
optimum bore diameter would maximise the kinetic energy while limiting the increase in armature 
mass. 

Electrical efficiencies for 10 and 20MJ kinetic energy launchers with minimum diameters are 
estimated to be about 53 and 62% respectively. An increase in efficiency to 70% is predicted for 20MJ 
launchers if the arcing transition can be avoided. However it is considered this would be difficult to 
achieve because of the probable theoretical VSE limit of about 1.5km/s for the transition velocity of 
typical 90mm aluminium alloy armatures, unless more resistive and lower erosion rate contact region 
materials are used. 

INTRODUCTION 

The performance and efficiency limits of Rail Launchers for a given energy input are ultimately 
dependent on electromagnetic phenomena which define the energy losses and kinetic energy output. 
The critical fundamental parameters that influence launcher performance are the RMS magnetic field 
flux density, the barrel bore volume and the arcing transition velocity [1 to 5]. The efficiency is mainly 
dependent on the rail energy losses, the arcing losses following transition and the final barrel magnetic 
energy at exit [6]. Launcher efficiencies are deduced for a range of aluminium alloy armatures with 
copper rails having a total package mass (M) up to 8kg, kinetic energy up to 20MJ, exit velocities from 
1.5 to 3.0km/s and bore diameters from 40 to 250mm. 

Fig 1 Armature Geometry 
(a) Round bore (D) and effective square bore (Y, Z)     (b) Optimum contact region geometry 
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REFERENCE PARAMETERS AND GEOMETRY 

The general solution from which the mechanical energy output W0 and launcher electrical 
efficiency r\t are derived is based on the armature geometry in Fig 1. The rear angle (0) of about 30° (or 

near 30° as shown by the surface AB) is considered to be near optimum in maximising the transition 
velocity (vt) as proposed in [4] and is similar to experimental 90mm armatures for which the highest 
transition velocities have been reported [7, 8, 9]. The analysis below is based on a rectangular bore 
geometry having an effective rail height (Z), rail separation (Y) and barrel length (X) with (x, y, z) co- 
ordinates as in Fig 1(a). For round bore launchers of diameter (D) an effective square bore is used 
which has the rail height (Z) and rail separation (Y = Z) equal to the rail/armature contact surface 
distance (T D/4) with a 90° subtended angle as in Fig 1(a). The bore volume (XYZ) then closely equals 
the effective round bore volume 0.63 (D2 X). 

The total mechanical energy output W0 is assumed to be 10% greater than the kinetic energy Wk to 
allow for mechanical losses (mostly friction). It will be useful to define the fundamental parameters: 
'output coefficient' p0 (equal to the mechanical energy/bore volume); effective magnetic field energy 

density B2/2/*0 (which equals pj; the effective current line density H0 (equals BJn^ and the specific 

mass m (equal to M/YZ) where M is the total package mass. It then follows, for the RMS current (I), 
velocity (v), time (t), mean acceleration (a) and inductance gradient L' = 0.43/iH/m, that: 

Po 
W„ 

XYZ 
1.1 mv» 

2X =   Lima  = W0 

MoH* 
(1) 

Wn 
PL' 

2YZ hence   B„ üd fZL'] 

„     ad fill1/2 _ °-59^°] B° =   z  [/J    "     z 

and H0 = 
ZU]H 

0.591 
and H0 = —z— for square bore 

(2) 

(3) 

Then from (1) and (3): 

%}->■ 106 (m v)  and  (H2, t) = 1.75 x 106 (m v)  for square bore (4) 

Equations (1) to (4) enable the performance of launchers to be evaluated based only on the 
fundamental parameters p0, B0, m, dimensions Y, Z or D and barrel length X. The reference parameters 
for a 90mm diameter launcher are given in Table I. It follows from (3) and Table I that the required 
RMS current (I = 2.8MA), exit velocity and time would be achieved with the reference current 

TABLE I 
EM LAUNCHER REFERENCE PARAMETERS 

90mm BORE DIAMETER (D), 6.8m BARREL LENGTH (X) 
Rails 
Rail Resistivity 
Total Package Mass (M) 
Effective Square Bore (YxZ) 
Specific Mass (m=M/YZ) 
Bore Volume (XYZ)  

Copper Armature 
3 x 10-*Qm Armature resistivity 
4kg Bulk Armature Depth (da) 
71x71mm2 (Fig 1) Armature Rear Angle (0) 
800kg/m2 Rail/Armature Contact Length 
0.034m3 

0.375 x lOWs2 Peak Current (t) 
2.24km/s (Fig 2) RMS Current (I) 
6.0ms (Fig 2) Inductance Gradient (L1) 
11.0MJ Output Coefficient (p^ 

10.0MJ Effective EM Parameters (B0,H0) 

Al. Alloy 
7.2 x lO^Qm 
30mm (Fig 1) 
30° (Fig 1) 
>60mm (Fig 1) 

Mean Acceleration (ä) 
Exit Velocity (Vg) 

Exit Time (te) 

Exit Mechanical Energy (WJ 

Exit Kinetic Energy (Wk) 

3.6MA (Fig 2) 
2.8MA (Fig 2) 

0.43/iH/m 
330MJ/m3 

29T, 23MA/m 
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Fig 2  Reference current (i), velocity (v, v) and distance (x) 
for 90mm bore reference launcher (Table I) 

O 

Fig 3 

4co    sco    8co 12O0 

Predicted transition velocity (v(), field parameters (B, 

Fy, diameter (D) for M = 4kg, WQ = 11MJ, specific 

mass (m) and armature depth (da). Experimental results 

[7, 8,9] for 90mm armatures. 

waveform in Fig 2. 
Variation of the bore dimensions (Z or D) and consequently the specific mass (m) are critical 

factors in launcher design optimisation as they affect B0 and da as shown in Fig 3. The specific mass 

(m) is also the critical parameter that affects the velocity skin-effect (VSE) limit to the transition 
velocity (vt) [1 to 5] being related to the action (I2t) and the action line density (H£ t) at the rear of the 

armature as in (4) and Fig 3. Theoretical predictions of vt derived as described in [4] are plotted in Fig 
3 and also published experimental values of vt for 90mm armatures [7, 8, 9]. 

It is necessary to limit the maximum values of B0 and p0 to prevent structural failure. If the 
A V 

maximum flux density (B^ is about 29T the minimum diameters (D) would be about 90 and 125mm 

respectively for W0 values of 11 and 22MJ respectively. There is also a limit to D due to the 
requirement of a sufficiently large armature bulk depth (d^ and internal radius (r^ in Fig 1. This would 

limit D for W0 of 5.5MJ to about 75mm. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY LOSSES 

Electromagnetic (EM) Field Configuration 
The EM field between the rails about a distance > 5Z away from the armature is 2-dimensional 

(2D). A flux-plot showing lines of constant flux (</>) and constant magnetomotive force (MMF) are 
shown in Fig 4(a) for a square bore launcher assuming the inner flux surface is located close to the rail. 
This 'field diffusion' model applies because the rail flux skin-depth 5r < dp the rail depth. For copper 

rails 6T is about 14mm for a pulse time of 6ms compared with cL of about 35mm for a 90mm diameter 

launcher. The mean flux density Br between the rails equals (I L'/Y) and the RMS flux density (Br) at 
the inner rail surface, allowing for non-uniformity of the field, is estimated to be 10% higher. Br is then 
1.1 (I L'/Y) where L' is based on the flux inside the rail bore surface. 

The EM field at the armature surface is 3-dimensional (3D) and very non-uniform. The mean flux 

density B~ between the rails increases from Br to a higher value B,, (about 1.5 Br) at the rear armature 

surface as shown in Fig 4(b). A reversed field Bf exists at the front armature surface falling to near zero 
at a sufficient distance ahead of the armature. The field distribution in Fig 4(b) is a 'diffusion model' 
estimate for the reference armature in Table I with parallel surfaces (da apart) from which it is deduced 
that B/B0 will be < 0.2 for typical armatures and electrically conducting launch packages. 

The total axial magnetic force is obtained by integrating the axial components of the (JxB) forces 
over the front and back surfaces of the armature only, since the forces on the armature sides have no 
significant axial component. The armature geometry has no significant effect on the axial force so that 
the latter can be evaluated assuming parallel armature surfaces. For the 'field diffusion' model and RMS 
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(a) 

—   ]     Apo     3QO    Zpo     ICQ 

X(mm) 

-101- 

BCT) 

too     2oo 

Fig 4 Electromagnetic Field Configurations 
(a) Rail flux surfaces and current distribution (diffusion model) 

(b) Mean flux density (B) distribution, B^, and Bf at back and front 

armature surfaces, Br mean bore flux density 

(c) Rail current flow (J) and flux skin-depths: Sx at A with armature at O, 

5. at breech B with armature at exit E 

forces are Bg (Y Z)/2 /x0 (accelerating) and -Bf- (YZ)/2 /x0 (decelerating). The net axial forces are also 

equal to p0 (YZ) and B£ (Y Z)/2 ji0 where p0 and B0 are as defined above. 

Hence: BD B|   =   B* (5) 

However B} is typically < 0.04 Bg and therefore it can be assumed that Bb = B0 with an error of < 

2%, so that for the reference parameters in Table I Bb = B0 = 29T and the current line density (H^ at 

the rear of the armature is 23MA/m. This is consistent with the estimated mean value of Bb = 26T in 
Fig 4(b) allowing for field non-uniformity. Thus the critical armature EM field parameters can be 
derived directly from B0 and p0 in (1) to (4). 

Rail Losses (WJ 

The rail energy losses consist of the dissipated resistive energy and inductive energy stored in the 
rail, taking account of field diffusion, the velocity skin-effect (VSE) and variation of the EM field at the 
rail surface (Fig 4(a)). The ratio of resistive to inductive losses is about 70/30 [10]. In Fig 4(c) the 
armature at O is moving with constant acceleration a along the rail surface BE at velocity v, so that the 
flux skin-depth 5X at A is Dr (K0 t)Vl where K0 is ipj^, pT is the rail resistivity and Dr = 1.13 for a 

constant surface flux density [10]. The surface electric field Ex with a surface flux density Br is 

Br dS^dt. The rail energy surface flux density (wx) at A is then given by: 

wv  = — x       N 

1    ' Br 
|ExBrdt = J-J2d5x =  2pr5x (joules/m*) (6) 

where pr = B^/2 fi0 is the surface magnetic field energy density. The RMS flux density is Br over the 
inner rail surface of height (Z) and length (X), the total rail energy loss behind the armature (Wro) for 2 

rails is then: 

32 
Wro = 4grZjpr8xdx = IjgrPr5r(XZ) (7) 
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Wro = 4grZ Jpr«xdx »fyg^CXZ) (7) 

where 6r = (K0 te)
,/: the flux skin-depth at the breech B when the armature is leaving the muzzle at E 

(Fig 4(c)). The variation of flax density B round the rail surface (Fig 4(a)) is accounted for by 

evaluating the integral Jß2ds round the rail surface (s) and deriving the non-dimensional surface 

parameter g,. for the field configuration from: 

g,. = g7~ Jß2ds = 2.3 from Fig 4(a) (8) 

The Rail Losses (Wrf) in front of the armature have been derived similarly to W above. However 

due to the low value of Bf at the front armature surface and the short effective rail length over which the 
field decays Wrf is only about 1% of Wro. The total rail energy losses (Wr) are therefore almost equal to 
W 

Armature Bulk Losses (WJ 

The bulk armature losses (WJ, excluding the contact surface losses (WQ, are derived in a similar 
manner to the rail losses (Wr) in (6) and (7) as: 

Wa = 2ga(p05b)Zla = 5gaPo5bZ
2 (9) 

where la is the length of the inner surface of the armature, 2 (OBC) in Fig 1(b), typically about 2.5Z. 
The armature surface parameter ga is derived as in (8) to be 1.85, p0 = BJ/2 fi0 = 330MPa for the 
reference armature (Table I) and ^ is the bulk armature flux skin-depth at exit (about 20mm). 

Armature Contact Surface Losses (WJ 

Before transition a liquid metal contact surface probably exists with a very low contact voltage (V^ 
of < 2V and consequently very low losses. Following transition to arcing the arc voltages 2 V increase 
over a typical arcing time of about 3ms (due to arcing erosion) from about 100V to a mean value of 
about 400 volts with oscillations of about ±100 volts at 5 to 10kHz. These phenomena have been 
considered in [5] and conclusions regarding arc voltage and energy losses, expressed as a function of 

the charge Q carried by arcing, are summarised in Fig 5. The arcing resistive losses are W = 2 f V dQ 

and also possible additional contact surface resistive and inductive energy losses are indicated as Ws. 
The latter are based on a model of accelerated arcing current 'sheets' with commutation to re-strike arcs 
at the rear of the contact surface [5]. There is little quantitative experimental evidence for this arcing 

Fig S Arcing and surface energy losses (Wt) after transition. 

Charge flow (Q), arc resistance losses (W), assumed 

surface energy losses (W72). 
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model at present so that the values of Ws derived in [5] may be excessive. Therefore for this present 
study it is assumed that the contact energy losses after transition (Wt) are equal to (W + Wj/2) as given 
in Fig 5. The derivation of Wt requires the evaluation of Q and the arcing time after transition from the 
predicted transition velocities vt (Fig 3) taking account of the falling current (i in Fig 2) during this 

period. At high values of Q and Wt the 'explosive' forces generated by the arc energy in the 
rail/armature gap [5] may result in critical structural design problems. 

Final Magnetic Energy (WJ 

The final magnetic energy in the barrel at exit (W^ is a significant energy loss equal to W0 (1JT)2. 

For the reference current waveform in Fig 2   W0 = 0.21 W0 = 2.3MJ for W0 = 11MJ. 

ENERGY OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY 

Electrical Efficiency (TJJ 

The total electromagnetic losses discussed above are W, = (Wr + Wa + Wt + W0) and have been 

evaluated for mechanical energy outputs (W^ up to 22MJ. They are plotted in Fig 6(a) and (c) against 
bore diameter D for a fixed barrel length of 6.8m. The corresponding electrical input at the breech Wb 

is (W0 + Wj) and the electrical efficiencies ije = W0/Wb are given in Figs 6(b) and (d). 
Larger bore diameters (D) result in large reductions in losses (Fig 6(a)) due to the lower values of 

magnetic energy densities pr and p0 in (7) and (9) and the higher values of transition velocities vt in Fig 

3. Increases in rje for W0 of 11MJ occur from 53% to 65% as D increases from D (90mm) to 150mm 

(Fig 6(b)). The transition arcing energy losses are critical in reducing ije (Fig 6(b)) for values of D < 
125mm due to the resulting increases in Wt (Figs 6(a)). If it proves to be possible to prevent transition 

-    6 

250 50 ICO 

(b)nN4lg 

40 

SY/ 
Wo   Vt 

/J~^ ""-22   316 

1    .....       ._!  

--SS  1-5 8 

• 

ISO.    .2CO        250 

SO ICO 2So ISO       2ao     2£0  "■   50 ICO        ISO       2O0 
Dflnm) X>Cmm) 

Fig 6  Energy losses (W) and electrical efficiency (7je) for bore diameter (D), mass (M), mechanical energy (W J and exit velocity (v). 

Barrel length (X) = 6.8m. (a) and (c) Energy Losses (W), (b) and (d) Electrical Efficiency (ij^. 
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Fig 7 Electrical efficiency (ije), mechanical energy (Wp, kinetic energy (Wk) and breech energy (W^). Output coefficient (pj, 
effective flux density (B^ and bore volume (XYZ). Experimental data [6] for D = 90mm, Wk = 4 and 8MJ. 

(a) Energy Loss Ratio (W/W^ (c)  Electric Efficiency (77^) and barrellength (X) 
(b) Electric EfiBciency (i)e) (d)  Breech energy (WJ and kinetic energy (Wk) 

completely the increase in i]e for W0 = 22MJ could be about 5% at Ö (Fig 6(d)). Alternatively there is 
some experimental evidence [8, 11] that the surface condition known as 'gouging' could limit vt to about 
2.0km/s, in which case r]e would be reduced at larger D values (Fig 6(d)), since Wt would be maintained 

at about 2.4MJ (Fig 6(c)). 
A fundamental electromagnetic 'VSE limit' is predicted to the transition velocity (vt) for 90mm 

aluminium alloy armature contact regions in the range 1.2 to 1.7km/s [2, 4], which is supported by 
experimental results (Fig 3). The use of more resistive contact region materials has been proposed to 
achieve vt values in the 2.5 to 3.0km/s range [2] which could also have much lower arcing erosion rates 
than duminium alloy and consequently lower arc voltages and energy losses. However these higher 
transition velocities have not been demonstrated experimentally. 

For a constant exit velocity ve the energy ratio W/W0 is independent of M and W0 whereas the 
ratio W,/W0 is critically dependent on these parameters as shown in Fig 7(a) for ve = 2.24km/s and X = 
6.8m. The corresponding values of i\e are given in Fig 7(b) for M and W0 from 0.1 to 8kg and 0.28 to 
22MJ respectively. As the diameter D is increased and W/W0 decrease all values of t]e tend to the same 

maximum value indicated as the 'EM rje limit' in Fig 7(b). This represents the fundamental 
electromagnetic limit to the maximum efficiency that is achievable when the arcing transition does not 
occur. 
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Output Coefficient (pj, Flux Density (BJ and Kinetic Energy (WjJ 
The effect of varying the bore volume (XYZ) by increasing the bore length from 3.4 to 13.6m 

(compared with the reference value of 6.8m) is given in Fig 7(c) with the corresponding values of p0 

and B0 for values of D from 90 to 180mm. Increasing X reduces t\e due to higher rail and arcing 
transition losses, so that maximising D and minimising X will result in the highest efficiency. The 
kinetic energies Wk (assuming 10% mechanical losses) and exit velocities ve, derived from Fig 6(b), are 
given in Fig 7(d) for the breech electrical input Wb. For the reference case with Wk of 10MJ Wb is 
reduced from 21 to about 18 or 16MJ as D is increased from 90 to 127 or 180mm respectively. The 
experimental results for Wk values of 4 and 8MJ [6] in Figs 7(b) and (d) are in reasonable asgreement 

with predicted parameters. 
The optimum choice of bore diameter (D) depends on other design constraints, such as the 

resulting increase in armature mass with larger diameters. However it is probable that the increase in 
efficiency of about 7% due to an increase in D for a 11MJ launcher from 90 to 127mm (Fig 6(b)) would 
more than compensate for the possible increase in mass. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most critical energy losses in conventional rail launchers occur in the rails and due to arcing 
after transition. Electrical efficiencies (mechanical energy/breech electrical input) for typical 10 and 
20MJ launchers (copper rails and aluminium alloy armatures) with bore diameters of 90 and 125mm 
and a total package mass of 4kg are deduced as 53% and 62% respectively. Efficiencies > 70% are 
predicted for larger bore diameters. 

The arcing losses after transition are derived based on predicted VSE limits to transition velocities 
and experimental results for aluminium alloy armatures. Significant reductions in these losses require 
transition velocities in the 2.5 to 3.0km/s range which may be possible with more resistive contact 
regions having lower arcing erosion rates, though this has not been demonstrated experimentally. 

The general electromagnetic limits to the performance and efficiency of rail launchers are 
dependent on the fundamental parameters: mechanical energy/effective bore volume (pj, effective 
magnetic field flux density (B0) and total mass/effective bore area (m). To achieve high efficiency these 
parameters need to be minimised by increasing the bore diameter to the limit imposed by other design 
constraints and the bore length should be minimised. 
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Abstract 
In order to evaluate the performance of electrothermal and electrothermal/chemical guns it is necessary to 
solve the complete set of balance equations of magnetohydrodynamics (continuity equation, momentum 
balance, energy balance). Therefore the simulation code IBECA yielding the time dependent temperature-, 
velocity- and pressure distribution within the accelerator barrel including the modeling of the energy 
supply has been developed at IABG. 
Concerning the treatment of small caliber plasma burners (diameters up to 10... 15 mm) with currents of 
several 10 kA it is possible to use a one dimensional version of the simulation code which averages the 
plasma temperature with respect to radius. The radial temperature profile of this type of arcs is assumed to 
be flat at the arc center with a steep gradient at the edge which should be especially valid for high pressure 
arcs. In this case the above mentioned assumption of a radial averaged plasma temperature seems to be 
justified and the simulation model IBECA produces results which are in good agreement with 
experimental data. Some examples are shown in this paper. 
At larger arc diameters however the assumption of an arc which almost occupies the total volume of the 
plasma burner is no longer applicable and a two dimensional treatment of the arc becomes necessary. First 
results are shown in this paper. 
In both cases the radiation losses play the dominant role in the energy balance and the proper treatment of 
radiation decisively influences the simulation results. Therefore a theoretical model describing radiation in 
plasmas has been developed at IABG. The results of this work are presented in an other contribution to 
this conference. 

Introduction 

For the evaluation of electrothermal accelerators a simulation model has been developed at 
IABG that solves the coupled set of basic equations of magnetohydrodynamics: continuity 
equation, radial and axial momentum balance, energy balance and Maxwells equation for the 
determination of current density and magnetic field. 
The model is two dimensional in space and time dependent. The physical processes are 
described in cylindrical coordinates with an assumed azimuthal symmetry. In this case the 

balance equations read 

— (p) + div( pv) = 0 Continuity Equation 
dt 

d dp d      dv7 vr     3 
— (pvr)+div(pwr) = div(ngradvr)-—-JzBcp+-^ ft—)-2J\-T-— 

2wl9(rVrU3v^ 

Radial Momentum Balance 

3 _ dp 13 
— (pvz) + div(pvvz) = div(rigradvz)-—+jrB +pg + - — 
dt az r dr 

dvr 

az  . 

a \2     ld(rvr) 
" -Tl(- 
'±3     r dzL3     r    dr 

Axial Momentum Balance 

— (ph) + div(pvh) = div(— gradh) + — + —  - u Energy Balance 
dt cp dt        a 
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For the solution of this system of equations the material functions of the propellant gas as well 
as an appropriate equation of state have to be known. The solution method uses finite volumes, 
it is described in detail in III. 
In order to validate the numerical model an accelerator configuration with measured values of 
current, pressure and plasma resistance has been simulated. The measured values are published 
in 111. 

Accelerator Configuration 

The investigated accelerator consists of a plasma burner with a diameter of 10 mm and a length 
of 90 mm. The wall of the plasma burner tube consists of polyethylene which is evaporated by 
the plasma and thereby supplies the plasma material. The plasma is ignited via an exploding 
wire. A plasma jet expels into an expansion volume of about 10 ccm, heats up and pressurizes 
the gas in the expansion volume and thereby drives a 5 g projectile in a 12 mm caliber 
accelerator barrel with a total length of 1.3 m. A schematic drawing of the accelerator is shown 
in Fig. 1, a detailed description is given in 111. 

Ring Electrode 

Central 
Electrode 

1/ 
Expansion Volume 

Projectile 

IV 
Fig. 1 Plasmaburner with accelerator barrel 

The conical transitions from the plasmaburner to the expansion volume and from the expansion 
volume to the accelerator barrel are not represented in the model. Instead an accelerator barrel 
with a constant diameter of 12 mm is used. In order as to maintain an expansion volume of 10 
ccm the projectile is shifted to the right. 
The energy supply used in the experiments and modeled in the simulation code is a RLC-circuit 
with a stored energy of 100 U 

One dimensional modeling 

According to a length / diameter ratio of 9 the electric arc in the plasma burner can be treated 
by the one dimensional version of the simulation code IBECA. (Interior Ballistics of 
Electrothermal/Chemical Accelerators). Here it is assumed that the arc has a flat temperature 
profile at the center and a steep temperature gradient at the border. The validity of this 
assumption is supported by the fact that the arc pressure is in the order of several 10 MPa for 
the most part of the discharge. The temperature in the model is therefore kept constant along 
the arc radius and only an axial temperature variation is simulated. Due to this fact the model 
yields only the mean plasma temperature with respect to radius. 
The pressure generation and consequently the innerballistic properties of the accelerator are 
mainly determined by the radial mass inflow of the ablated wall material. 
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The mass flow UQ at the wall is given by 131 

with 
SR = radiant energy flux at r=R 
QR = conductive energy flux at r=R 
Ahv = evaporation enthalpy of polyethylene 

The mass flow is mainly influenced by the plasma radiation and the proper treatment of the 
radiation losses therefore strongly influences the simulation results, especially the pressure and 
the projectile velocity. As in other publications 131, we assume that the arc column radiates like 
a black body with a plasma temperature TPi 

A fraction (1-AV) of the plasma radiation is absorbed in the intermediate region between plasma 
and surrounding gas, a fraction (l-AVo) is absorbed in the cold gas and a part ACo of the 
remaining radiation is absorbed by the wall material. 
The radial mass flow at the wall caused by radiation can thus be described by 

y"o=" 

Arn(l   Ayo){l   Av)aSBTPl ^co' 

A/L 
In 131 sophisticated calculations concerning radiation trapping in the intermediate sheath 
between plasma and cold gas and radiation trapping in the cold gas in a polyethylene 
atmosphere have been carried out, and in our contribution the values of ACo, AVo and Av 

published in 131 have been used in the appropriate temperature and pressure ranges. 

Results 

The total acceleration cycle including energy supply, pressure generation and projectile 
movement has been simulated with the one dimensional version of the IBECA code under the 
above mentioned assumptions concerning radiative losses. 
In the following figures histories of current, pressure and temperature in the plasma burner and 
plasma resistance with respect to time are shown: 

OTD        dm        QOOB        tJfflB        (HE        (JED        qODE 

Time® 

Fig. 2: Current in Plasmaburner 
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Fig. 3: Plasma Resistance 
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Fig. 4 Pressure in Plasmaburner 
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Fig. 5: Mean Plasma Temperature 

The simulated values of current, pressure, plasma resistance and arc voltage are in good 
agreement with the measured ones published in 121. Maximum deviations are less than 10 %. 
Since the temperature was not measured in 121 a comparison is not possible but comparative 
simulations between ISL, DRA and IABG currently performed show good agreement as well. 

Two dimensional modeling 

Although the model yields good results in the case of large length to diameter ratios the basic 
assumptions made above do not longer hold if the diameter of the discharge chamber is 
comparable to the length of the arc discharge. Here the diameter of the arc is not necessarily 
constant along the length of the discharge and the isothermal two zone model for ablation 
stabilized arcs is not applicable. Therefore in the case of large caliber accelerators a two 
dimensional model is highly desirable. This should allow for variable arc diameters and radial 
temperature profiles which not necessarily have be to flat at the center and steep at the border. 
In order as to demonstrate the applicability of the two dimensional version of the IBECA code 
and to prove the assumptions concerning the temperature profile of an arc burning in a narrow 
tube postulated above, the following Fig. 6 shows the two dimensional temperature profiles at 
an early moment of the above simulated acceleration process. 

1.20E»04-1.40E*04 
1.00E*04-1.20E*04 

■ 8.00E*03-1.00E-K>4 
D6.00E*03-8.00E*03 
Q4.00E*03-6.00E*03 

2.00E*03-4.00E*03 
O.OOE*00-2.00E*03 

Fig. 6 Two Dimensional Temperature Distribution in the Accelerator Barrel 
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From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the temperature distribution in the plasmaburner is indeed very 
flat with steep gradients at the edge. The plasma jet from the burner into the expansion volume 
is also visible. 

Conclusions 

Although one dimensional models are good tools for predicting the processes in plasmas 
burning in narrow tubes, they fail as the arc diameter approaches to values equal to the length 
of the discharge because the basic assumptions concerning the temperature profile are not 
longer valid in this case. Therefore there is still a need for two dimensional models. Also the 
assumptions concerning radiation losses do not longer hold in arcs with considerable diameters 
and further work has to be done in the domain of plasma radiation 
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SUMMARY 
The rotating, pulsed, electrical generators represent the most compact and promising 
solution as power supplies for hypervelocity macroparticle accelerators. Due to the 
extremely high power, high energy ratings and the controlled transient nature of such 
devices, the normal quality indicators for steady-state electrical machines (equivalent 
circuits and electrodynamics similitude criteria) become inappropriate for an accurate 
characterization of their operation and for performance prediction. 

Starting from the two-axis theory of electrical machines expressed by Park's equations, 
and using the Kron's tensorial formulations for transient and "pulsed" conversion, a 
"goodness factor" generalization is considered from steady-state to pulsed, electrical 
machines and, further, to systems of machines. The optimality of the comparative 
interplay of the magnetic circuits with the electrical circuits in the condition of rapidly 
pulsed conversion, as well as a scale factor obtained from thermal considerations from 
steady-state to short-time duty are taken into account. 

A new "generalized goodness factor" must contain, also, an interconnection clause 
which allows consideration of the rotating power supply, together with its 
hypervelocity accelerator, as a global indicator. 

INTRODUCTION 
Within the last two decades, the subject of electromagnetic launchers (EML) so well 
treated by A.L.O. Fauchon-Villeplee in his book, "Canons Electriques" (1920) [1], came 
again, intensely, to life, together with the topic of their power supplies [2,3,4]. 

In 1995, in the Introductory Address to the last (the 5th) European Symposium on 
Electromagnetic Launch Technology held in Toulouse (France), Dr. F. Jamet, the 
President of the European Launch Society, noticed "the missing of papers devoted to 
the reduction of sizes and weights of high power storage components...new 
technologies in electrical power supplies." [5] 

For an objective reader of the public domain technical literature on the subject, it 
seems obvious that the rotating, pulsed electrical generators of heteropolar topology 
represent the most promising direction toward a solution for power supplies for 
hypervelocity macroparticle accelerators, due to their potential compactness. 

This paper tries not to introduce new concepts, but to stand back and explore the 
means to assess theoretically the relative merits of the mentioned rotating pulsed 
electrical machines. For instance, how the known "Goodness Factor" criterion 
(introduced by Laithwaite [6], but known and implied by many classical books on 
electrical machine design [7, 8, 9]), performs the task of a yardstick for advanced 
power supplies for hypervelocity EML. 

The methodology starts from the two-axis theory of electrical machines of Blondel and 
Park [10] and uses Kron's tensorial formulation [11] as applied to transient and pulsed 
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electromechanical power conversion. It treats the optimality of the comparative 
interplay of the magnetic circuits with electrical circuits in conditions of rapidly 
pulsed conversion. An interconnection clause is necessary in order to allow the 
treatment of the power supply together with the EM launcher in a system approach as 
a global indicator. 

INTRINSIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ROTATING PULSED POWER SUPPLIES 
(RPPS'l FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC LAUNCHERS (EML) 
The peculiar nature, "the strangeness", of the RPPS for EML is due not only to 
constraints related to their very high energy and very high power ratings under 
conditions of extreme transient characteristics (they operate under load for few 
milliseconds only), but also to strong differences with respect to other 
electromechanical power converters. 

1) One, casually disregarded, but carrying important theoretical implications is that 
such machines belong not to the customary constant voltage systems, but to a totally 
new world of constant current systems in which the supplied current is always the 
same and the voltage is variable, according to the power required by the load. 
Pestarini [12] has described in detail such a world mainly for d.c. machines, calling 
them Metadynes, and patenting numerous applications - the majority in complex 
drive systems. 

Laithwaite alluded to it [6] and, as Pestarini did years before him, commented about 
how unprepared the common electrical machine designer is to adapt himself to a 
system of reference diametrically opposite to the usual practice and requirements. 

2) The second intrinsic characteristic of the RPPS is the so-called "compensation." The 
compensation is actually a misnomer for a complex phenomenon used by the 
electrical machine designer to adapt the characteristics of the power supply to those 
needed by the electromagnetic launcher. The term is borrowed from the theory of 
operation of d. c. machines in which the armature current flows in series through a 
separate winding (compensation winding) embedded in the pole-pieces of the 
machine stator, canceling in large part the magnetic field of armature reaction. The 
success of the operation is assured by the constant (and opposite) relative position in 
space of the two magnetic fields - armature reaction and compensation - maintained 
by the brush and commutator system. 

In the first approximation, the notion of armature reaction compensation can be 
generalized to a synchronous generator by using a conductive uniform shield - placed 
on the excitation poles and opposing the armature. During the machine discharge 
into the low impedance load (such as the electromagnetic launcher), image currents in 
the shield produce a magnetic field opposite to the armature reaction field, canceling a 
large part of it and achieving an important reduction of the internal impedance of the 
power supply, thus increasing the efficiency of the power transfer. A refinement of 
the method involves an anisotropic shield, permitting compensation while reducing 
losses by providing magnetic decoupling during the self-excitation process. 

Armature reaction compensation applied to pulsed synchronous generators by means 
of a conductive shield (continuous or partially distributed) is always imperfect due to 
the phase shift of the induced currents and their resultant magnetic field and the 
transient field penetration. Such apparent imperfections are actually used by electrical 
machine designers in order to achieve the goal of variability of the internal 
electromagnetic fields structure of the RPPS in order to adapt itself to the continuous 
changing power requirements of the EML and launch package in every instant of 
acceleration [3]; for example, to the condition of a constant acceleration impressed on 
the projectile requiring, generally, a constant current power supply under a variable, 
continuously increasing voltage, which drops sharply at the end of launching. 
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VARIABILITY OF INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF RPFS FOR EMLS 
Phasorial formalism in the Blondel's two reaction theory of synchronous machines, as 
well as in Doherty and Nickle's, and in Park's transformation [10,11] shows that the 
general theory of electrical machinery was conceived for steady-state analysis. Even 
Kron's [11] generalized theory and its "Application of Tensors to the Analysis of 
Rotating Machines" is still, in large part, devoted to the same type of treatment. 
However, the generalized electrical machine theory and the notion of primitive 
machine offers the best analytical tools for the treatment and evaluation of quality 
factors (goodness) of the RPPS for EMLs. 

Fig. 1 shows the diagram of a synchronous machine as a primitive machine.with 
fictitious axis coils, using the two-axis (direct, D, and quadrature Q) theory [10]. 
When compared to the normal, primitive machine, fig. 1 takes into account the 
compensation winding as a nonuniformly-distributed shield. It can characterize in 
this way a wide spectrum of "compensation" windings, from continuous shields to 
very selective and asymmetrical windings, obtained through modification of the 
parameters of the m winding in the direct axis and the n windings in the quadrature 
axis, correspondingly. 

Q. i^~ 

D\   F    a   a 

/ 

<      9        «   «   »  «    «   i 

Figure 1. Generalized "primitive" synchronous machine with several (nonuniform) 
compensation windings. 

Since the pulsed power supply has a highly transient behavior, the equations are 
written using operational calculus formalism, replacing the phasor formalism used for 
steady state. The equations for the system of coils are written in function of their self 
and mutual inductances and, for armature coils including the rotation voltage term, 
leading in the case of fig. 1 to a set of (m + 2) equations containing (m + 2) currents, as 
well as the excitation (field) voltage vf and the magnetic flux linkage in the direct 

axis \f/d. The relation between the Laplace transforms of flux, current, and voltage is: 

_     Xd{p)^    G(p) 
7 (1) 

where ©o allows for the proper dimesionality in (1) above, and: 
a< m+nPm+1 + amPm +• • • +aiP + ao X.(p) = —— : is the direct-axis operational impedance. d b(m+i)p

m+1+bmP
m+...+blP + b0 

G(p) has the same denominator as Xd(p), but a numerator of m order only. For the 
quadrature axis, the elimination of currents from a set of (n + 1) equations gives, 
similarly: 
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where X (p) is the quadrature axis operational impedance being the quotient of two 

polynomials of order n while y/ is the Laplace transform of the magnetic flux in the 
quadrature axis. 

Equations (1) and (2) apply to the transient regimes. During the steady state operating 
condition when all the variables in the two-axis reference frame are constant, p = 0 and 
as an example, the direct axis operational impedance Xd{p) degenerates into the 
direct axis synchronous reactance X^. 

Despite idealizations and linearizations, the operational impedances, Xd{p) and 
X()(p), characterize and define very efficiently a large spectrum of different transient 
behaviors of RPPS for EMLs. In a preliminary design characterization, the direct axis 
operational impedance Xd(p) is often used in the form of an operational admittance 
Ya(p) expanded into partial fractions. As an example, in the well-known short-circuit 
characterization of synchronous generators: 

r,,)        1        [l+T*A1 + Tr.P)T (3) 
YÄP)   xM    (i+r,P)(i + 7»  ' () 

where Td. , Tr , Td., and Tr are the principal time constants of the synchronous 
machine. After expanding into partial fractions and using the canonical notations, we 
obtain the classical: 

i^+ 
r 

l + Td.p Xr    Xd. j 
TeP 

l + Td..p. (3') 

The last partial fraction represents the compensation winding as one of the three 
branches in parallel in the equivalent, modified, direct axis equivalent circuit. A 
similar modified quadrature axis equivalent admittance is used for design evaluation. 
It is interesting to see the operational admittance transformed for sinusoidal changes 
of frequency co in which replacing p by jco, we obtain the operational admittance 
frequency locus in fig. 2 (direct axis). 

An alternative approach is the use of Kron's re-establishment of transient dynamical 
equations from the equivalent circuits and the introduction, by using Kron's method 
of reference frames, of an interconnection clause [11]. In the first approach (fig. 3), if 
the transient equations of the machine (pulsed generator) or of a group of machines 
(pulsed generator and electromagnetic launcher) are required, they can be obtained 
from the equivalent circuit containing the variable frequency feature. The transient 
system is found by replacing/by the pi] operator, where j is the imaginary unit. The 
transformation for the reference frames is described in [11]. The interconnection 
clause is used not only to study the power supply (compensated synchronous 
generator) together with the electromagnetic launcher, but also to include the process 
of self-excitation as the interconnection of separate equivalent circuits. 
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Figure 3. Generalized transient equivalent circuit (Kron). 

QUALITY INDICATORS AND ELECTRODYNAMICS SIMILITUDE CRITERIA FOR 
CLASSICAL ELECTRICAL MACFflNES 
The theory of electrical machine design [7, 8, 9] called in [13] "an esoteric 
preoccupation of the few" uses a complex methodology to arrive to an optimal design. 
Such methodology can be formally checked and verified at each logical step, the 
procedures, being almost canonical, matured for more than a century and reaching 
asymptotically a level which has remained almost flat for the last forty years. Several 
quality indicators, similitude criteria, and scaling laws will be reminded to the reader. 

A. Mean Shear Stress (MSS) and Mean Apparent Shear Stress CMASS1 
The design of electrical machines starts from the average tangential force referred to 
the peripheric area of the armature: Mean Shear Stress, x [7]: 

2 K      n D2l 

2M 

TtD2l 

J 

m (4) 

where:   Pi = interior power of the machine (w), n = rotational speed (rps), D = 
p 

armature diameter (m), /. = ideal armature length (m) and —'— represents the 

torque, M(N»m); The surface density of the tangential force is a measure of the 
instantaneous electromagnetic utilization of the machine. From [7] and [8]; the MSS - 
x can be expressed as: 

T=£££4 B cos (E,I) (5) 
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*s = —^-^Bl-M. (5-) 

where A = the average current sheet (A/m), B = the average magnetic flux density in 
the air gap, per pole (T), £E, t, = distribution winding coefficients, and cos (E, I) = 
interior power factor. The a. c. synchronous generators are designed for their 
apparent interior (volt ampere) power (5,) and not for their active (watt) power (Pi). 

p 
S- = '■ .   The apparent surface density of the tangential force (or the Mean 

'    cos(£,7) 
Apparent Shear Stress - MASS), resulting from the use of ^instead of P,, is denoted 

by ts: 

— (_r.(_y-i.u   - 

cos(E,I) 

The values of Ts in function of electromagnetic loading are dependent on the number 
of phases of the machine: for a single phase machine Ts = 0.390AB; for a triphase 

machine, T, = 0.675AB. 

B. Electrodynamics Similitude and Scaling Relations 
The apparent interior power: S, = tnEI  (VA) is the product of number of phases m, 

phase current 1(A) and phase electromotive force E(v). E = 7Cs[2Qfwkw(V) where: <I> 
is the fundamental of main magnetic flux (Wb), f=pn= frequency (rps), and kw = 
winding factor. The flux <J> can be expressed as: 

a> = B5-v, (6) 

where: Bs = flux density in the air gap (T), Zp - polar pitch (m), and /, i= ideal length 
(m). If the phase current I is expressed in terms of the sheet of current density A(A/m): 

A = 2^ (7) 
TtD 

Substituting (5), (6), and (7) in (5'), the fundamental formula relating the apparent 
power, geometrical dimension and the rotational velocity n (rps) is obtained: 

S, = ^{2V<S>){TCDA) n = ^D% n AB5 = (2p)Jlf K^fl&A.       (8)a, b, c 

For classical machines, the expressions 8 (a, b, c) are usually translated in the simple 
form of a "machine constant" as the power per unit speed obtained from the armature 
unit volume. A more elaborate analysis shows that the power increases faster than the 
cube of the linear dimensions of the electric machine, let the current density / be 
expressed as: 

Atx    _     A     ( A 

Hcubcu~hß kc 
•/ = T^- = T-^H^fl (9) 

where hc is the height of the slot and ß - —, the ratio between the slot width to the 

slot pitch, and the copper filling coefficient of the slot: 

Ku = KuK/Kbc- 
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The average flux density along the tooth is obtained from: 

B&Fe=BS (10) 

where £ = — is the ratio between the average width of the tooth to the slot pitch and 

kFe is the ratio between the net length of the active ferromagnetic iron to the total 
length of the armature. Then, 8(a, b, c) can be transformed as: 

S,. = ^ßk^MnhJB = (2p)/V2 kw jkcu ßJB (where 8 = x/li), (llfc b 

leading to the conclusion that in electrical machines, with similar geometry the 
apparent power increases proportionally to the linear dimensions to the forth: 

S; = W or L = IjtfSt or L = ^(S,-)*. The weight of machine G is: G = k2L
3 = k'^f 

K K 

ACTIVE CONDUCTOR ELECTROMAGNETIC POWER CONVERSION DENSITIES 
In spite of the appearance of describing the local power density, the density obtained 
in the last two paragraphs of the previous chapter is an average one since its definition 
involves the rated apparent power of the entire machine. 

The local power density in the condition of lossless electromechanical power 
conversion per unit volume of active conductor of the generator, is: 

-(Jxß)»ü = (üxß)»J 

which, multiplied by the elementary volume, dv is the truly local definition of 
instantaneous conversion. The "active conductor" is the seat of the power conversion 
and by the principle of equality of action and reaction, is equally felt in both the stator 
and rotor of the electromechanical converter. 

The flux density B in expression (12) is the vectorial sum of the impressed excitation 
field Bimp and the induced field by the armature reaction, Baind (invoking the Lenz 
rule) such that: 

-Jx(Bimp-BaAnd)Yü = [üx(Bimp-BaMd)]*J. 

A "compulsator" exploits the manner in which the two B vectors add (or rather 
subtract) in different moments of discharge. Controlling the compensation, by 
eliminating partially the direct axis shield and allowing the armature reaction in the 
initial moment of discharge to almost completely demagnetize the armature field 
fymp ~ Ba,ind ~ 0; and gradually, after that, to reach a high degree of compensation in 
the latest moments of launching, the machine will apply a voltage linearly increasing 
from zero to maximum, the ideal one for EMLs. 

For large RPPS, this solution leads to a more compact system than the one proposed in 
[14] by Driga in which, in a polyphase compensated generator, the output wave 
shape, and magnitude are solid-state controlled, thus decoupling the velocity of the 
generator and output wave control.   The same relation applies to the launcher in 
which the back em/is locally described as the motional field (ua x5s), increasing 
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linearly with the projectile velocity ua and, for a constant current (and constant 
acceleration), increasing ideally from zero to the exit velocity. 

THE "GOODNESS FACTOR" CRITERION: IS IT TOO SIMPLISTIC? 
The criterion of "Goodness" of an electrical machine was introduced by Laithwaite in 
[6] as a means of comparing the relative performance (from the design point of view) 
of different electrical machines. It had to be an objective measure of the ability of the 
electrical machine to convert power electromechanically - a property which is more 
general than, for example, the efficiency which can be increased at the expense of 
other indicators of vital importance to the machine operation. 

Since the electromechanical power conversion is determined by the coupling of the 
electric and magnetic circuits, Laithwaite defined it as the proportionality: 

x x frequency or G~ — x IZS^SL Xf. (12') 
Resistance    Reluctance 

This is a simplistic approach to quality of a design and is based on the ability of an 

electric circuit to produce current (I) for a given electromotive force (E), namely   — 

combined with the ability of a magnetic circuit to produce flux for a given 

magnetomotive force V,  namely    — .   The   product      —  x  — I   is  made 

dimensionless by multiplying it with the frequency. It is an imperfect approach to 
"goodness," but leads to interesting inferences. For instance: In the example 
considered by Laithwaite [6], the length of the magnetic circuit is equal to the 
thickness of the gap. What happens to the "goodness factor" in the case of air core 
machines considered, almost exclusively as RPPS for EMLs and made entirely of 
"gap?" 

According to the chapters paragraph, the generalization of the "goodness factor" for 
pulsed, transient machines requires the replacement of the simple reluctance and 
resistance by corresponding very complex operational impedances in a dimensionless 
form, containing (as suggested by Kron) a connection clause. Such clause permits 
adding to the same expression the contribution of the launcher and the self-excitation 
stages, considered as intermediate interconnected machines. In such generalized 
"goodness factor," the frequency is replaced by the square root of the ratio between the 
machine discharge time td and the thermal time constant of the power supply it 

namely   I—. This factor takes into account the scaling of the machine from steady- 

state   to   short   pulse   discharge.      Then   the   "generalized   goodness" i s 

cc_7x(p)*72{p)~ÜP) p7 (12) 
CO0l»G)02...Q)0k      "VT, 

where the factors 6)01 ... C0ok at the denominator make dimensionless the product of 
the partial operational admittances at the numerator. 

In a subsequent paper, such generalized goodness will be constructed, evaluated, and 
compared for pulsed machines already built - such as the "Cannon Caliber 
Compulsator" and compared to more traditional quality factors. 
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AIR CORE VERSUS IRON CORE 
RPPS as reported in the literature are in majority air core synchronous machines. The 
listed advantages are a) the absence of ferromagnetic materials, allowing a high 
magnetic flux density in the air gap, well above the saturation limits: (2.4 Tesla for the 
Task C Compulsator and 2 Tesla for the "Cannon Caliber Compulsator," as reported in 
the public domain literature) and b) the use of new, high-performance, composite 
materials. 

1. There are serious drawbacks for both such departures from the classical 
ferromagnetic machines.  The first is related to the air core structure.  In order to 
obtain flux density B = 2.4 Tesla, a magnetic field intensity H = 1.91 106A/tn is 
needed, compared with two orders of magnitude less ~ 18,000 A/m for Permendur for 
the same flux density or -9,000 A/m in order to obtain 1.8 Tesla using high- 
permeability silicon steel. Is the increase in B worth the extremely high price paid in 
the magnetomotive force necessary for excitation, even in self-excitation conditions? 

2. The second, but with more far-reaching effects, is the magnetic field distribution 
around the excitation coil for the air core magnetic circuit when compared to iron core 
systems. It refers to the leakage flux, the magnetic flux linked with the conductors of 
the field winding only, without linking the armature winding. The median line (fig. 4) 
of the stator (S) must be at a distance sufficient to accommodate the composite wrap 
needed to contain the heavy excitation winding on the rotor, spinning at very high 
velocities, the air gap itself, and the insulation and confinement wrap of the stator. To 
such distances, we must add half the thickness of the rotor and stator windings, 
respectively. Assigning relative numbers, we find that the magnetic flux crossing the 
second median line (S) is almost half of the total produced flux compared to more 
than 90% in ferromagnetic machines. 

3. As an extension of paragraph above which considers the flux magnitude, the flux 
density angle is unfavorable in the air core machines [7]. In all the electrical machines, 
the magnetic flux must cross the conducting medium in order to induce the 
electromotive forces leading to currents and electromechanical conversion. 

M    5,^=^5 

Figure 4. Referring to the leakage factor of an air core, multipole excitation system. 

For a higher efficiency, the crossing must be done at an angle of 90° between the flux 
and the conducting medium - which is idealized as a thin current sheet, but which 
usually consists of separate strips of copper embedded in slots, cut in the structure of 
the armature, as close to the air gap as possible . 

For ferromagnetic structures, even at high saturations (see fig. 5), the B crosses the 
conductor at almost 90° - even at very high saturation level and low angle of 
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incidence. The maximum value for the product (JxB)*u is obtained for all the iron 
core design, without requiring any effort. 

*—  ■—-^-^^  } 

/ I i / 
J 1 

r il t 

a 
1 

a    ! 

xX 
.'  1 \    ^ 

Figure 5. Refraction of B-field of 1 and 2 Tesla lines for different angles of incidence. 
(Dotted lines show the contribution of armature mmf of A = ±32,000AIm.. 

CONCLUSION 
The introduction of a generalized "goodness factor" for RPPS for EMLs is possible 
through the use of interconnected operational admittances, not only for the power 
supply, but for accelerator and self-excitation system, as well. Such a "goodness 
factor" is actually a complex transient function describing the comparative interplay of 
several magnetic and electric circuits in the condition of rapid conversion. 
Additionally, several other quality indicators and similitude criteria from the classical 
electrical machine theory must be taken into account. 
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ABSTRACT 

There is a need for the development of a lightweight electromagnetic shield that can 
be easily installed and maintained for use in electromagnetic (EM) railgun applications. 
This type of gun generates electromagnetic fields whose dominant energy spectrum 
frequency component lies between tens of hertz (Hz) and a few kilohertz (kHz). For 
low- frequency magnetic shielding, thick magnetic materials are typically used, which 
drastically increases the system weight. A lightweight multilayered material such as 
TI-Shield, manufactured by Texas Instruments, Inc., has been developed to provide 
low-frequency magnetic shielding. Subscale magnetic shielding tests were conducted 
on a 15-mm squared-bore railgun to evaluate its performance. 

1. Background 

Electromagnetic (EM) launcher systems are emerging systems that are of 
increasing importance to the armed forces. Included in this category are the EM 
railguns, EM induction plate launcher, electrothermal gun (ET), and electrothermal- 
chemical gun (ETC). The EM environments generated by these devices and their 
associated pulse power system have not been experienced before in fielded military 
applications. These fields may not only be a concern for the traditional electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) effects, but they may also 
affect to biological systems. 

Although all of the above EM launcher systems are in the prototype stages, the 
electromagnetic environment (EME) associated with these systems should be 
addressed. It is much more economical to identify and correct potential concerns 
during the design phase than at the deployment phase. The EMI and EMC issues can 
be defined from theoretical predictions and experimental observations of laboratory 
models. With only a few exceptions, the results will scale to actual system dimensions. 
Over the last decade, there has been steadily increasing attention, at both national and 
international levels, on the potential adverse effects of EM fields in the extremely low 
frequency (ELF) range on biological systems. It is interesting to note that papers 
presented on this issue by leading figures at international conferences and workshops 
in recent years could not provide conclusive evidence of any adverse biological effects 
resulting from exposure to ELF fields. 
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2. IntrQdupticm 

The essential features of a simple EM railgun are illustrated in Fig. 1. A robust 
pulsed power source provides a burst of energy lasting several milliseconds that 
accelerates the armature/projectile down the length of the launcher; the 
armature/projectile eventually leaves the railgun with a velocity in the kilometers per 
second range. Intense EM fields are generated due to railgun current, which is 
typically on the order of hundreds kiloamperes (kA). Experimental measurements 
were conducted to obtained the EM environment [1]. An analytical solution also has 
been     developed    to 

Rails Armature Projectile 

Power 
Supply 

Figure 1. Railgun geometry and coordinate systems 

predict the transient 
magnetic field given the 
railgun parameters 
[2,3]. To reduce this 
magnetic field 
environment without 
seriously degrading the 
performance of the 
railgun, magnetic 
shielding material is 
needed to enclose the 
EM environment. 
Different thickness of 
TI-Shield materials are 
used for this task. TI- 
Shield is a lightweight, composite, multilayered, shielding material consisting of 
copper-permalloy 49-copper. These layers which are bonded by a cladding process, 
are available in sheets ranging in thickness from 0.25 mm-0.63 mm. A near-field planar 
magnetic field insertion loss measurement on the test samples was conducted to 
quickly evaluate the performance of the material before it was applied on the railgun. 
Magnetic shielding effectiveness (MSE) tests were conducted on a 15-mm squared- 
bore railgun to evaluate the TI-Shield performance during the shorted rail tests and 
live-fire tests. 

3. Experimental Description 

A. Simple Railgun 

In our experiments the rails are copper, with the following dimensions: height, 
h = 19 mm; thickness, d= 10 mm; width, w = 15 mm; and length, / = 1 m. The bore 
insulators are fabricated from a fiberglass and epoxy laminate (G-l 1), and with the rails 
form a bore having a cross-section of 15 mm x 15 mm. The containment structure for 
the bore components consists of two clamped housings. Each housing is composed 
of alternating 2-mm-thick stainless steel plates and glass/epoxy lamination. The 
armature is fabricated from 6061-T6 aluminum and has a mass of 7 grams. The gun 
can also be used with a "shorting block." This "shorting block," which is bolted 
between the rails roughly 5 cm from the railgun muzzle, acts like stationary armature. 
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The gun is supported by a wooden platform 1 m above the ground plane. The 
coordinate system used for the EM field measurements is centered between the rails 
and has its origin at the breech, as indicated by O in Fig. 1 (a). The railgun plane of 
symmetry is the xz-plane, whereas the plane containing the rails is the xy-plane. The 
test point location is defined by its (x,y,z) coordinates, in centimeters (cm). Testing 
took place at the EM Facility, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. The facility consists 
of a 1.6-MJ capacitor based pulse power supply (PPS) with over 200 m of free-flight 
range [4]. The PPS comprises eight banks, each with the flexibility to be charged to 
different initial voltages, as well as to be triggered independently in time. The railgun 
is connected to the PPS output plates via four high-power coaxial cables. 

B. Planar MSE Setup 

Near-field insertion loss was obtained on 31 cm by 31 cm samples. The H-field 
attenuation was measured for several samples of TI-Shield. Data were also taken on 
a pure copper panel for comparison. The near-field technique uses the rapidly 
decaying fields  in the 
near zone of an antenna 
to isolate the 
measurement. The EM 
fields produced by an 
electrically small antenna 
fall asl/r3if r is kept 
much less than the 
wavelength of interest. 
This behavior provides 
isolation from the 
leakage field 
while using a relatively 
small test sample and no 
Faraday enclosure. The 
test setup consisted of 
two small transmitting 
and receiving multiple- 
turn loop antennas that 
are placed 5 cm apart, 
as shown in Fig 2.  The 
resulting path length ratio between the leakage field and those directly penetrating the 
material is approximately 6 to 1 [5]. Thus, the measurement dynamic range of the 
near-field test configuration is at least 47 dB. 

Figure 2. Geometry for H-field transmission through 
multilayered structure. 

C. Cylindrical MSE Setup 

A cylindrical plastic tube was used to electrically isolate the TI-Shield material 
from the railgun. The TI-Shield was wrapped around the 15 cm diameter by 1 m long 
tube. Multiple-turn loop antennas, to sense the time rate of change in magnetic 
induction field (dB/dt or B-dot), were placed above the center of the gun (50, 0, z), 
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and near the gun muzzle (90, 0, z) during the shorted rail test to compare the magnetic 
shielding effect of the TI-Shield along the rail. 

4. Experimental Results 

A. Planar MSE 

TI-Shield which is under investigation for its EM shielding properties, is 
constructed of copper/permalloy 49/copper with the total thickness of copper and 
permalloy being 40% and 60% of the TI-Shield thickness, respectively. We define 
the magnetic field shielding effectiveness, 

MSE — -20 log 
H, 

H 

as the ratio of the field before, Hb, and after, Ha, shielding is applied at antennas 

0.38mmTl-Sriiel<! 

-- 0.76 mm TI-Shield 

— 0.B4 mm Cu 

100 

s.   o 

o 
10' 10" 10' 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 3. Magnetic shielding effectiveness 
atr = 5cm. Calculated values indicated 
with markers. 

—OJBmmTI-ShieW 

— 0.76 mm n-Shield 

—0.84 mm Cu 

-100 
10' 10' 10' 

Frequency (H2) 

Figure 4. Phase angle differences 
of the magnetic fields with and 
without shield atr = 5cm. 

separation distance. It is important to note that the MSE level is strongly dependent 
on the antennas locations. Figure 3 shows the theoretical results [6] and experimental 
data for the MSE of one layer of 0.38-mm TI-Shield and two layers of 0.38-mm of 
TI-Shield, respectively. The theoretical results are based on the transmission line 
theory. Figure 3 includes the MSE of 0.84 mm thick copper sheet for comparison. 
Although the MSE of TI-Shield material has performed well, the phase angle of the 
ratio (Hb / Ha) is not constant for the whole frequency spectrum, as shown in Fig. 4. 
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(50,0,60) 

(50,0,30) 

(90,0,60) 

(90,0,30) 

B. Cylindrical MSE 

A combination of 0.2 
mm, 0.38mm, and 0.63mm 
of TI-Shield is used to 
determine the best 
configuration for magnetic 
shielding. Two conditions 
were studied: shorted rails 
and live-fire. 

In the shorted rail 
experiment, we applied a 
double-exponential pulse 
current to a stationary 
armature located 5 cm from 
the muzzle. The rail current 
has a rise-time of 0.38 ms 
and a peak amplitude of 260 IcA. This generated an EM environment that was quasi- 
static and directly related to the rail current distribution. Magnetic field data were 
obtained before and after the application of TI-Shield at several locations, as shown 
in Fig. 5. As expected, the magnetic field environment decays roughly as the square 
of the distance. Selected magnetic field environments with and without different TI- 
Shield thickness are displayed in Fig. 6, and 7. Note that the reduction in magnetic 

L, 
(50,0,10) c 

Plastic pipe 
/ 

Zazl 

S2SZ VIIW OF RAIGUN SETUP 

Figure 5. Selected locations of B-dot sensors. 
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Figure 6. Magnetic field at (50, 0, 30). 
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Figure 7. Magnetic field at (90, 0, 30). 
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field near the muzzle is on the same order of magnitude as the measurements made 
near the center of the gun. In the early time, the magnetic field with TI-Shield 
shielding was larger than expected. This may be due to the saturation effects of the 
permalloy within the TI-Shield. Furthermore, TI-Shield enhances the magnetic field 
environment at the later time. This phenomenon is due to a long diffusion time in the 
shield associated with a slow incident waveform.    As illustrated in Fig. 8 and 9, 
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 ■ 
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Figure 8. Magnetic shielding effectiveness Figure 9. Phase angle differences 
°ffigure 6 for r = 30 cm. °ffigure 6 for r = 30 cm. 

although the MSE of Fig. 6 has shown positive reduction across the frequency 
spectrum, there were also changes in the phase of the magnetic field before and after 
the shield was applied. Hence, care must be taken when one evaluates the performance 
of the shield in the frequency domain for transient pulse application. Test data have 
also shown that the MSE of the TI-Shield is determined by the total thickness of the 
material rather than the order of multiple layers for frequencies below 2 kHz. For 
example, the magnetic field environments with 0.63 mm + 0.63 mm TI-Shield is almost 
identical with the magnetic field environments of 0.25 mm + 0.38 mm + 0 25 mm + 
0.38 mm layers of TI-Shield. 

During the live-fire test, the EM environment is more complex and includes 
nonlinear effects such as muzzle arcing and velocity skin effect. The time duration of 
a 300-kA peak rail current is much shorter than the aforementioned shorted rail tests, 
as shown in figure 10. The armature exits therailgunat 1.1 ms with the velocity 
of 
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1670 m/s. Thereafter, the slope of the rail current changes due to the high impedance 
arc at the muzzle. With and without TI-Shield, the exit velocity of the armature, as 
determined by the in-bore dB/dt sensors, indicates no degradation of the launcher 
performance. Certainly, more accurate measurements of exit velocity are needed to 
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Figure 10. Input rail current waveform. Figure 11. Magnetic field of live-fire test 
at location (50, 0, 30). 

fully assess the quality of the impact of the shield material on the system. Figure 11 
shows the comparison of the measured magnetic field with and without 1.26-mm-thick 
TI-Shield. Unlike the shorted rail test, the magnetic field environment due to the live- 
fire test is highly dependent on the armature location. It is also interesting to note 
that with the shorter incident magnetic field pulsewidth, due to the shorter input 
current waveform, better shielding performance is observed for the live-fire test in 
comparison with the shorted rail test. 

5. Conclusion 

Preliminary test data have shown that, for the live-fire test, TI-Shield provides 
excellent low frequency magnetic shielding without the weight penalty. One concern 
for the application of the TI-Shield onto the railgun is the degradation of gun 
performance. The shielding material has the tendency to reduce the inductance of the 
launcher, which will lower the gun performance. However, based on the preliminary 
live-fire test data, use of the TI-Shield material resulted in no measurable effect on the 
gun performance. Another concern is the saturation value of the TI-Shield material 
along with its realistic permeability values after bending, forming, and welding. 
Hence, additional test data are needed to provide more information on the 
relationship of the shield versus the gun performance, and the saturation issues 
associated with the TI-Shield or other shielding materials. 
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Summary — The U.S. efforts in electric launch are largely focused on specific fundamental physics and engi- 
neering challenges in pulsed power, power conditioning, armatures, launch packages, electromagnetic and elec- 
trothermochemical launchers and the introduction of new or novel materials and diagnostics to resolve these 
challenges and integration of these elements into practical electric launch systems. Major significant technical 
achievements have occurred in all of the critical technical areas. The successful integration of these technolo- 
gies provides a new paradigm in the design of mobile combat vehicles and enables a new generation of revolu- 
tionary all-electric ground combat vehicles. 

Details of the U.S. research in electromagnetic and electrothermal chemical (ETC) launch technology 
have been published biennially as a special January edition of the IEEE Transaction on Magnetics [1]. 
This publication represents selected scientific contributions which have been presented at the biennial 
Symposia on Electromagnetic Launch Technology (EML) and were accepted by the IEEE for publication. 
The intent is to ensure a high quality of research and provide an archival record of the development of this 
science and technology. 

A summary of the major U.S. research results and achievements since the 7th EML Symposium (April 
1994) was presented at the 8th EML Symposium which was held in Baltimore, Maryland, in April 1996 
and is available in the January 1997 IEEE Transactions on Magnetics [2]. The purpose of this current pre- 
sentation is to briefly review the highlights of that presentation and provide an update of major scientific 
achievements in the U.S. in electric launch science and technology. 

During the past decade, the research and technology efforts on electric guns in the U.S. were primarily 
focused on demonstrating the ability of electric launchers to accelerate large (at least several kilograms) 
projectiles to velocities higher than can be achieved by conventional chemical propellant-driven guns. 
These efforts were extremely successful, and there are two large facilities in the U.S. which have each 
demonstrated the ability to accelerate projectiles to an energy on the order of 9 MJ achieving velocities 
between 2 and 4 km/sec [3]. Both of these facilities employ large laboratory power supplies and both have 
successfully demonstrated the basic feasibility of railguns to operate in this hypervelocity regime. 

Upon successful demonstration of the acceleration of large masses to hypervelocity, the U.S. research 
efforts then turned to the acceleration of projectile configurations which have practical utility, primarily 
for military applications. Interest in accelerating complex guided projectiles to extremely long ranges led 
to the design and successful experimental testing [4] of components such as accelerometers, miniature 
valves and related control mechanisms, sensors, and hypersonic aeroshells. Concurrently, integrated pro- 
jectiles for air defense and anti-armor applications were envisioned. Launch packages integrating heavy 
metal penetrators, armatures and discarding sabots were demonstrated with base push and mid-riding 
sabots employing plasma or solid armatures, as shown in Fig. 1 [5]. 

Power source development for these electric launchers has focused primarily on high energy density 
capacitors, homopolar generators and more recently, pulsed alternators [6]. Since much of the military 
interest is in employing electric launchers on some form of mobile tactical vehicle, considerable effort has 
been directed toward compact high energy, high power sources compatible with repetitive operation, 
which are capable of meeting the electrical requirements in addition to severe weight and volume con- 
straints. The most successful demonstration of such a power source is the pulsed compensated alternator 
developed by The University of Texas at Austin Center for Electromechanics (UT-CEM) [7]. This device 
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is an air core, 4-pole rotating armature, self-excited pulsed alternator. At the full design speed of 
12,000 rpm, the composite rotor stores 40 MJ and is capable of delivering 2.5 GW of electric power into 
its matching 2.21-m long series-augmented railgun. Figure 2 shows the cannon caliber electromagnetic 
gun (CCEMG) pulsed alternator in the UT-CEM laboratory. 

Although there are no presentations from the United States at this Symposium on ETC launchers, a sub- 
stantial U.S. effort has led to considerable progress in the last several years. The contributions by Oberle 
et al. [8] have demonstrated significant improvement in understanding the plasma ignition/combustion 
process. 

- ALUMINUM ARMATURE CONTACT 

-NYLATRON BORE RIDER 

Fig. 1. The long rod with its integrated two-petal aluminum sabot/armature demonstrated mid-riding drive from EM railguns. The 
muzzle X-ray shows the long rod after a successful launch from the Green Farm 90-mm railgun [5]. 

Fig. 2. CCEMG pulsed alternator at UT-CEM [7]. Photograph courtesy of UT-CEM. 
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Recent attention has also been given to the integration of electric launcher components into practical 
launch systems for a variety of applications. Hypervelocity electric launch of miniature guided intercep- 
tors has been investigated as a cost-effective bottom-tier element of the overall U.S. Theater Missile 
Defense (TMD) architecture. A field experiment [9] performed at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, led by 
the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization demonstrated the hypervelocity launch of the D-2 miniature 
guided interceptor from a 105-mm solid propellant ETC launcher with guidance and control from a novel 
interferometric radar fire control system (see Fig. 3). 

Electric launchers are also being investigated for the direct fire ground combat mission. Dr. Scott Fish 
et al. [10] are addressing the integration of electric components for an all-electric vehicle in which the 
electric power is generated at one or more central locations and then distributed to a variety of electric 
vehicle loads (as shown in Fig. 4). The Army Research Laboratory has assessed the feasibility of 
mounting an ETC launcher on the M-l Abrams tank to enhance the lethality without increasing weapon 
caliber [11]. 

Fig. 3. Photograph of a 105-mm solid propellant ETC hypervelocity launcher mounted on a M-110. 
Photograph courtesy of Jere Brown, Sverdrup Technology, Inc. 

Energy Management 
Controller 

\ 
Fir» Control 

Enmrgy Storma 

Intmrmmtflmtm 
Enmrgy Storm 

Fig. 4. Simulation architecture [10]. 

The U.S. presentations at this Symposium represent a broad spectrum of our current research activities. 
In addition to our efforts to develop advanced pulsed alternators as power supplies, we are evaluating all 
forms of energy storage as pulsed power sources for electric launchers. Dr. Ian McNab [12] reviews the 
physical principles of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power generation, provides an overview of the cur- 
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rent state of the art and explores possible application of MHD to provide power for electric launchers. 
Although MHD power generation is appealing in its elegance since there are no moving parts, attempts to 
date to use it either for continuous power generation in commercial electric utility power generating plants 
or for short electric pulse generation for military applications have not proven to be very attractive. The 
relatively low conductivity of the plasma, low overall system efficiency and requirement for a high mag- 
netic field and accordingly, substantial mass of a magnet system, all serve to limit this interesting 
technology as a practical power source. The basic MHD generator geometry is shown in Fig. 5. 

Load 

Induced Electric Field 
uxB 

Electrically 
Conducting 
Gas 

Exhaust 

Velocity V 

Magnetic Field B 

Fig. 5. Basic MHD generator geometry [12]. 

The initial appeal of pulsed alternators as power sources for railguns was the possibility that their 
output current pulse could be matched to the railgun pulse length without the need for switches. However, 
for multiphase, multi-pole rotors turning at higher and higher rotational speeds, pulse forming by the use 
of switch modules is required. A contribution by Singh et al. [13] reviews EML switch requirements for 
pulsed alternators, the current state of the art for a number of quite different switch technologies, and the 
current approach being pursued in the U.S. Unfortunately, the electric gun requirements of interest to the 
military require switch capabilities which exceed the performance of a single switch, and the multiple 
switch modules under consideration have a large number of active elements taking up larger amounts of 
space than is desirable. Mercury ignitrons have been used in most of our laboratory power supplies, but 
these are not suitable for practical, mobile applications. Triggered vacuum switches are capable of han- 
dling high peak currents and the transfer of large numbers of coulombs. But, immediately after the switch 
has conducted a high current, the high frequency pulsed alternator application requires that a voltage be 
applied across the switch in the reverse direction — known as the reverse blocking voltage. The triggered 
vacuum switches have moderate reverse blocking capabilities. 

Solid state switches such as Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (SCR) have better blocking voltage capabili- 
ties but the need to connect these devices in modules to handle the high currents results in large numbers 
of elements and auxiliaries. Replacing silicon by silicon carbide is an active area of research since silicon 
carbide has high breakdown voltage, operating temperature and thermal conductivity. The major hurdle is 
the production of large, reliable defect-free wafers of this material. In general, for the applications of 
interest, solid state switch modules and triggered vacuum switches are the most appealing candidates. 

The Institute for Advanced Technology (IAT) is extensively investigating the materials and geometries 
of railguns and armatures to understand the physics of the high current, hypervelocity sliding contact 
interface in solid armature railguns and to understand phenomena which might limit rail life. Professor 
Leslie Woods and Dr. Andrew Yeoh present their analysis [14] of aluminum deposits on rails resulting 
from the ohmically heated liquid layer formed between the rails and solid armature. 
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Dr. Chadee Persad et al. [15] report on their continuing detailed post-shot analyses of rail surfaces after 
single shot experiments. They evaluated rails of copper-chromium alloy, unalloyed copper and molyb- 
denum, all tested following single railgun shots with aluminum armatures. They conclude that a liquid 
metal layer forms between the rail and armature at an early stage of the launch and they investigate the dif- 
ferent areal coverages of the resolidified liquid metal. This leads them to believe that the early movement 
of the armature is aided by the presence of a lubricant — in this case the molten aluminum from the arma- 
ture. They further conclude that shearing of the softening armature surface at the armature-rail interface 
permits the initial armature motion. Unfortunately, none of the three materials investigated as candidate 
rails were recommended as good practical materials. Figure 6 shows the monolithic aluminum armature 
configuration. 

Fig. 6. Monolithic aluminum armature configuration [15]. 

Rail damage in the form of large teardrop-shaped craters can severely limit the useful life of railguns. 
Mr. Francis Stefani and Dr. Jerald Parker have made significant advances in understanding this phenom- 
enon by concluding that gouging occurs when interactions between slider and rail create stresses that 
exceed the strength of the harder material [16]. In a series of careful experiments and analyses, they dem- 
onstrate a relationship between shock pressure at the gouging threshold velocity and room temperature 
hardness which permits them to predict the gouging threshold velocities for any combination of materials 
from the materials shock characteristics and hardness. Figure 7 shows gouges in the form of tear-shaped 
craters along the velocity vector. 

Fig. 7. Typical hypervelocity gouges produced by aluminum sliding on copper [16]. 
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At the 1994 EML Symposium, Dreizin and Barber [17] predicted that there is a significant contribution 
to the measured muzzle voltage arising from the precursor magnetic field ahead of the armature. This has 
been a controversial issue since some investigators have shown agreement between experiment and theory 
ignoring this contribution to the muzzle voltage. Dr. Jerald Parker reports the results of a novel experi- 
mental technique and elegant analysis to provide a direct measurement of the precursor magnetic field and 
the precursor voltage and the effect of the associated rail current on the muzzle voltage [18]. Dr. Parker's 
observed magnitude of the voltage is in good agreement with the predictions of Dreizin and Barber. The 
experimental configuration used to observe the precursor voltage is shown in Fig. 8(a). A scale drawing 
of the launcher cross section and rails showing the location of the coil used to measure the precursor mag- 
netic field is shown in Fig. 8(b). 

Rail 

- High Resistivity Inserts 

Rail 

(a) 

Cross-Section View 

Top View 

-Sensing Coil 
6 mm from rail surface 

(b) 

Fig. 8. (a) The presence of precursor currents can be observed by placing a high resistivity insert into the 
rails; (b) Scale drawing of the launcher cross section and rails showing the location of the coil used to mea- 
sure the precursor magnetic field [18]. 

Dr. Richard Marshall continues to make innovative contributions [19] to railgun technology by intro- 
ducing laminated rails and the "pseudo-liquid" armature. As a consequence of his research on armature- 
rail contact forces, he developed a device using flexible rails made of thin laminations of copper instead of 
the thick monolithic rails normally used (see Fig. 9). Based on his observations of rail current distribution 
in this device, he applied the same logic to a railgun in which the rails were composed of copper lamina- 
tions with only physical contact between them. This novel approach permits the evaluation of numerous 
materials as candidate rail materials. 

In a separate paper [20], Dr. Marshall evaluates the relative merits of railgun bore geometry for different 
applications. Specifically, he considers round and square bore configurations. The Cannon Caliber EML 
railgun is not treated in this analysis, but it is an augmented rectangular bore railgun. 
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Rl, R2 laminated rails 
TA armature test area 
C, R loading cylinder and piston rod 
PP1, PP2 pressure plates 
Y yoke 
TB tie bolts 
LN lock nuts 
SB spacer bar 
S motion restraining stop 

Fig. 9. Apparatus using flexible rails made of thin laminations of copper which are simply clamped 
together—they are not soldered or welded together in any way [19]. 

The integration of railgun, power source and related technical components is of growing interest. 
Dr. Scott Fish et al. [21] have developed simulations to assess the overall performance and component 
performance in an all-electric ground combat vehicle. This simulation enables them to evaluate excur- 
sions of the use of components beyond their design envelope. This capability enables system designers to 
determine performance degradation of individual electrical components and provides insight into design 
requirements for the system and critical components. 

All of this current research is integrated into a joint US/UK program to develop the critical science and 
technologies for electric launch systems. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the principal results obtained regarding the potentiality of the electric 
guns in the field of land armaments. Anti-tank and air-defence missions have been 
evaluated. 
This study confirms the advantages of the electric guns for anti-tank applications where 
the evolution of protection requires a higher velocity than the conventional guns to be 
attained. 
For air-defence applications, the type of mission is very sensitive, but the velocity must 
be over 2000 m/s. 
In the long term, the electromagnetic guns and, in particular the rail gun system, seem to 
be the best candidates but now the principal limit is the pulsed power density. In the 
term, ETC technology with a low electric energy level is a good compromise between 
pulse power capability and ballistics performances. The development of the electric gun 
technology will be possible only if we developed pulsed power technology with very high 
energy and power densities. 

Introduction 

The performance of the defence systems increases with the evolution of the technology. 
In the field of land armaments we know very well the competition, for example for tanks, 
between the evolution of armour performance and penetrator perforation. In this context 
it is necessary to analyse the potentiality of electric propulsion concepts against the new 
targets (tanks, helicopters, hypervelocity missiles, and so on). It is necessary to examine 
the benefits in terms of ballistics performance but also the implications on systems of the 
use of electric gun propulsion . For example, it will be necessary to examine mobility 
constraints, logistics aspects and to identify necessary technological improvements. 
In this paper, we consider anti-tank applications and air-defence systems for land 
armament. For each type of target we describe the level of protection or vulnerability and 
we define the ballistics performance of each type of electric gun. 
In the second part, we analyse the design of mobile systems including electric gun 
technology and power supply. 
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Type of targets and performance requirements 

Anti-tank applications 

Concerning the requirements of terminal ballistics performance, we have assumed some 
technological evolutions of armour in the future. In the long term it will also be necessary 
to consider active armour. For these types of protection the impact velocity will be very 
high. The higher the velocity the lower the damage to the penetrator. 

The curves beside show the evolution of 
armour brought to equivalent 
homogeneous armour at two horizons. 
Curve NP1 represents the performances of 1.4 
a reactive amour for medium term 
development. The curve NP2 represents J 

performances hypothesis for a new type of 
reactive armour (long term evolution). For 
the NP2 curve, a velocity increase of 67 % 
allows the equivalent thickness to be 
decreased by 70 %. 

I Protection Level unit 

1.7     - 

1800       2000 

Impact velocity (m/s) 

3000 

Air defence applications 

In air defence it is necessary to consider various targets such as cruise missiles, aircrafts, 
helicopters, drones and tactical ballistic missiles. The targets are defined by their 
vulnerability (necessary impact energy and surface) and by their scenarios. 

Catastrophic mission Neutralization 

Cruise missile uniform straight 
flight 

ignition of military 
head 

impact 

Aircrafts manoeuvrable cockpit surface impact 

Helicopter pop-up cockpit surface impact 

Drone go down flight ignition of military 
head 

impact 

TBM 

  

go down flight ignition of military 
head 

impact 

for tnese targets, xne lmeresi ui cic^mu gun 10 IU ^».^ ^~ — 0 -, — » 
the helicoptere the apparition time is around 5 and 10 secondes so at 5000 m the mean 
projectile velocity must be upper than 1000 m/s. 
For the aircraft and helicopter we have sized the projectiles to obtain residual energy 
after penetrating into the cockpit. 
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Sizing of weapon and ammunition system 

Technology used 

Gun technologies considered 

Among the different electric guns technologies (railgun, coilgun, electrothermal and 
electrothermal chemical gun) we have only considered the technologies that seem to 
have a good potentiality (development of technology m the "reasonable" future). 
For the electromagnetic guns, we have carried out sizing only for the rail gun system. 
This technology is more mature and the performance estimation is performed more 
accurately than for the coil gun. 
The electrothermal concept (without chemical energy) requires too much energy to be 
integrated in the future in a vehicle . . 
So  we have privileged railgun and ETC gun and this for anti-tank and air defence 
applications For rail guns we have retained the Distributed Energy Stored concept with 
a solid armature. For ETC guns, we have sizing the gun for the US CAP gun concept. 

Pulse power considered 

Differents kinds of technologies have been explored and for each we have assumed an 
energy value and power density for medium and long term. 
The following chart sums up the different values : 

Capacitor PFN (incl. coil, switch) 

Superconductive PFN 

Compulsator (included rotor)* 

Energy density (MJ/m3) 
Midterm   Long term 

8 

30 

16 

180 
(nitrogen) 

Power density (MW/m3) 
Mid term     Long term 
> 10000 

around 23* (165) 

Converter (AC/DC and transformer) 

Magneto dynamic storage 600 1200 

10000 90000 

20 30 

a function  of the  shot The  energy  and  power density for the  compulsator is 
characteristics (discharge time, energy delivered)1. 

Munition technologies considered 

For anti-tank applications we have considered the penetrator whose advantages are a 
higher velocity resulting from the electric acceleration. 

i Electric Gun Propulsion and power Conditionning - Report of the propulsion and power conditioning 
Panel of the electric gun system - David C. Hardisson. 
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For air-defence we have looked at different sorts of projectiles such as small penetrators 
(darts), cargo projectiles, unguided or guided flight warhead. The munitions are detailed 
in the following parts. 

Anti-tank gun and ammunition sizing 

The first studies have shown that 
the penetration is improved if 
we increase the penetrator length 
and if we decrease the barrel 
radius. The limits are fixed by the 
mechanical constraints and by the 
conditions of use (loading 
system, ..). For our study we 
fixed the minimal diameter at 
22.5 mm and the maximal length 
at 790 mm. We computed the 
muzzle velocity necessary to 
defeat the different hypothesis of 
armours. 
The   curves   beside   show   the 
initial velocity in relation to L/D. 

ipmemtcrcf UP= 35l 

a uca aoj 

3800 ■ 

\ i 
3200 ' 

I 
\ \ -  -  -  - NT! 

<j* 2400 

i * " "* 
2000 

  

These curves show that the L/D=35 penetrator allows initial velocity to be decrease by a 
coefficient of over 20% in comparison with the L/D=30. 
From these results we have sized the electric gun and the pulse power supply necessary 
to defeat the target. We have chosen the couple (Vo ; Mp) to minimize the energy stored 
in the pulse power. .       . . 
For the raü gun and ETC and for the NP2 armour we have the following sizing ; the 
sizing has been computed by interior ballistics code : 

Muzzle velocity (m/s) 
Penetrator mass (kg) 
Sabot mass (kg) 
Kinetic energy (MJ) 
Calibre (mm) 
Ballistics lenght (m) 
Electric energy stored (MJ) 

RAIL GUN 
2400 
5.5 
5.8 
16.7 
115 

64 

ETC 
2150 

5.4 
33 
140 

around 40 MJ for CAP gun 
 concept  

The rail gun calibre is sized to maintain the maximal current (5 MA), the limit is fixed at 
60 kA/mm. Le sabot is sized to dissipate the Joule energy without reaching the melting 
point and to support the mechanical constraints. 
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For this level of performance, the ETC concept has some disavantages in relation to the 
rail gun system because, for this velocity range, ETC efficiency is very low (around 25/o) 
in comparison with rail gun efficiency. These efficiency decrease with the velocity and for 
initial velocity upper than 2000 m/s, the amount of electee energy increased 
considerably. The electric energy diminution is not sufficient to allow an easy integration. 
In our case, the ratio between electric energy and chemical energy was 50 /o The 
mechanical constraints induced on the structure are higher (impulse, recoil force) than 
for rail guns. 

In fact the ETC concept will be a good solution for intermediate level of performance 
under WOO m/s)  The level of electric may be reduce by using high chemical energy 
density and in this case, the ETC could be used as a retrofit for conventional artillery in 

the near future. 

Integration aspects 
After having sized the weapon system we studied the integration of rail gun system in a 
chassis. For rail gun system with a long term and superconductive power supply we have 
the mass and volume of power supply. 

effi. 
(%) 

Es 
MJ 

Dm kJ/kg 
Dv MJ/m3 

PmaxMW 
PmoyMW 

Dm kW/kg 
Dv MW/m3 

Mass Volume 
m3 

Supra 
& sun 

50% 127 100 
180 

50000 
90000 

1300 0,70 

v  ^*     
Converter 
(AC/DC) 

80% / / 12,72 
6,36 

8 
9 

1600 1,40 

MDS 97% 954 
477 

300 
600 

15,90 
7,95 

10 
20 

3 200 1,60 

Alternator 90% / / 0,82 20 
25 

40 0,03 

The MDS storage is sized to store enough energy for one shot sequence, that is to say 6 
shots in one minute (two shots every 20 secondes). 
This system is integrated on a tracked vehicle with 7 road wheels and with two crewmen. 

Concerning the integration aspects, we have integrated the pulse power in the turret and 
the energy storage (MDS) in the chassis. This choice is motivated by the size of the slip 
ring between the turret and the chassis and to minimize the length of cables between the 
pulse power and the gun. The sizing of (swing join) for high voltage (1C> kV) is 
incompatible with integration. So, all the power system converters and the PFN are 
located in the turret. 
Rail gun vulnerabilty is lower than that of conventional power guns because we do not 
have a storage of the energetic materials in tanks but it is necessary to develop a safety 
system to prevent general short circuiting in the superconductive storage modules. The 
muzzle flash will be decreased by closing a switch at the end of the gun. But during 
firing, the electromagnetic signature is high (8 10"2 Tesla at one meter of the tube). A 
risk of detection is possible. .      . 
This total mass is too heavy in comparison with present tanks and the height is greater 
than for conventional battle tanks. The following scheme show the important mass and 
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volume for converter (AC/DC) and PFN. So as to decrease the mass and volume and to 
maintain the mobility performance it is necessary to increase the power supply density 
and, by way of an example, to use electrical transmission instead of mechanical 
transmission. 

View of turret 

pcu * 
AC (LOS       AC/DC      LAUNCHER GENERATOR uwnwo 

I   PROTECTION LEVEL NM 

Volumes of components 

AC 
GENERATOR 

View of chassis 

MASS 

r pa 
i 

P^ i i 
MAS AC/DC PFN« 

^ 
58 

LAUNCHER 

PROTECTION LEVEL N* 2 

Mass of components 

Air-defence gun and ammunition dimensioning2 

For sizing air-defence systems we used the same methodology than for anti-tank systems. 
We considered different types of munitions and fire systems. A parametric study shows 
that the hard kill mission is very restricting for the range investigated (between 4000 to 
8000 m) and the need for electric energy prevents a development in the medium term. In 
this paper we present the principal sizing for neutralization missions. 
The main concepts investigated and ballistics sizing are as follows. 

2 Study in cooperation with Thomson CSF Airsys - France 
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Muzzle 
velocity 
(m/s) 

Mass of 
projectile 
(R) 

Number 
of 
projectiles 

Kinetic 
energy * 
(kJ) 

Darts and optronic fire system (1) 3000 10 50** 50*45 

Splinter and radar fire systems (2) 2000 4500 1 9000 

Careo of darts with optronic fire system (3) 2500 2000 1 6250 

Guided penetrator in shell (4) 2500 3*0.4 1 5000 

Splinter and guided fire system (5) 2000            7.5                1 15000  1 

* The kinetic energy is for one mission. 
** Burst of 50 darts in one second 
The initial velocity is a fonction, for each type of projectile, of exterior ballistics and 
terminal ballistics characterictics. 
In performance terms,  all the concepts are limited for ballistic missiles and tor 
manoeuvring aircrafts, the guided concepts and the cargo concepts seem to give the best 
results for all targets. The guided concepts are expensive and technologically complex in 
comparison with ballistics concepts. 
We have sized the electric technology for each concept. Only the concepts where the 
velocity is of 2000 m/s are compatible with ETC technology, for the others we have 
privilegied the rail gun. 

Darts and optronic fire system (1) 
Warhead and radar fire system (2) 

Technolgy 

Rail 

darts cargo with optronic fire system (3) 
Guided penetrator in shell (4) 
Warhead and guided fire system (5) 

ETC 
Rail 
Rail 

Estored 
(MJ)/ per 
shot 

19 

23 
20 

Volume* 
(m3) 

ETC 15 

Mass* 
(kg) 

11000 
6200 
13000 
11000 
9000 

* : Volume and mass are given for capacitor technology in the medium term. 

The Darts concept (1) needs low energy but it is necessary to perform 50 discharges in 
one second. The complexity of pulsed power systems prevents use of this concept for 
electric guns. It would be better to use a monoshot concept. 
In the medium term, with our energy density hypothesis, only the projectile with 
unguided warhead launched by ETC (2) will allow integration mid-term on a light mobile 
platform (30 tonnes), but in the long term the electromagnetic system is the best 
candidate. 
This air-defence study has shown the necessity of using hypervelocity projectiles. But the 
"hard kill" mission needs a large evolution of pulsed power supply to consider it being 
used in the field of land armaments. The monoshot concept associated with the electric 
gun technology offers more potentiality than burst concepts. 
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Conclusion 

The use of electric gun technology could improve the performance of weapon systems in 
the field of land armaments. In the long term, electromagnetic guns seem to be the best 
trade off. Rail gun technology is more mature than coil gun technology. But before using 
rail gun technology some problems must be resolved. 
In the medium term, the ETC technology (with improvement of chemical energy) is a 
solution for velocity lower than 2000 m/s because it needs a low electric energy but the 
performances are limited by principle (expansion of gas). 
The increase of the pulsed power density is the first priority ; without improvement of 
these performances technology, it appears that mobile contact between rail and projectile 
is the major problem. Future work on rail gun must concentrate on this subject. 
The limit of the performance of pulsed power in the medium term obliges the ETC 
technology to be studied in detail so as evaluate the performance and to position this 
technology between conventional powder guns and rail guns for anti-tank applications. 
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Weapon Charging Effects on Land Vehicle 
Mobility with Shared Prime Power 

Dr. Scott Fish, Troy Savoie, and Bill Barth 
Institute for Advanced Technology, The University of Texas at Austin 

4030-2 W. Braker Lane, Suite 200, Austin, Texas 78759-5329 

Summary—Allocation of weight and volume for independent power supplies driving weapons and mobility 
systems will be a difficult process for future electric land combat vehicle designers. A more feasible approach is 
to utilize some form of shared prime power and capitalize on the operational use of the vehicle and some form 
of energy storage to maximize the utility of available prime power while maintaining desired performance from 
all subsystems. Since it is impossible to predict all possible operational scenarios, it would be helpful to deter- 
mine what penalties are incurred under the rare conditions that firing beyond the design envelope imposes on 
the drive system of the vehicle. We will assume that the vehicle power system is series hybrid electric, consisting 
of a prime power internal combustion engine driving an electrical generator which provides power to both the 
drive system and weapon system. The drive system is assumed to be single speed, capitalizing on the advan- 
tages of electrical machines for their broad power vs. shaft speed capabilities. Proper design of such a power 
system includes an energy storage device such as a flywheel or battery which can be used to augment or inde- 
pendently power some of the loads during brief periods of high performance. For instance, several shots could 
be fired from an electric weapon with little or no degradation in mobility provided that the weapon energy was 
derived from the energy storage device while the prime mover effectively drove the wheels/tracks. However, if 
the vehicle commander operates the vehicle beyond the design conditions (energy storage capacity) of the 
power system, one would like to understand what performance degradation can be expected. The impact on 
performance will be illustrated with both steady state and dynamic analysis and shows that performance deg- 
radation can be significant if the balance in prime power and energy storage too heavily emphasizes the energy 
store. 

I. BACKGROUND 

In addressing the operation of the vehicle outside its design envelope, the primary assumption is that 
sufficient energy has been extracted from available energy storage systems that they can no longer be used 
to augment the power produced by internal combustion engine sources. The reader is cautioned that this 
paper does not deal with how the energy store has become so depleted since a variety of operational 
sequences could cause it, some of which are given below: 

• firing more high energy shots than energy store is designed for 

• operating for extended periods in silent mobility mode (no engine running) 

• operating for extended periods in hypermobility mode (with drive motors) consuming more power 
than prime mover can produce for high acceleration or hill climbing 

In this study, we are concerned with how the vehicle mobility is affected by diversion of prime power to 
the weapon system under these extreme conditions. We will focus our attention on reduction of maximum 
speed of the vehicle since this is a simple measure of the performance capability of the vehicle. If the 
vehicle commander desired to operate the vehicle at or below this resulting speed, he/she could do so at 
will. 

One should also note that in today's vehicles with the only major load for the prime mover being the 
mobility system, the drive system is sized to take the full power capability of this prime mover. As will be 
shown later, a properly sized prime mover for a vehicle with mobility and weapon loads may result in a 
prime power level greater than the mobility system is capable of using for extended periods of time. This 
could provide high acceleration capability for brief periods but would not draw large power under steady 
operations. The additional power not being used for mobility could be used to top off the energy storage 
device and effectively drive the weapon loads, or could be turned off. 
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n. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS 

In the first phase of this study we examine the steady state maximum speed for the vehicle as power is 
diverted from the drive system to a weapon system or other load. Several assumptions must be made to 
confine the parameter space to regions of interest, and these will be explained after deriving the appro- 
priate relationships. 

Since we are interested in the case where the energy store has been depleted, we will neglect it in the 
steady state analysis. This means that the power that is available to drive the vehicle is determined by the 
prime mover alone. Figure 1 shows the rough architecture assumed with simple efficiencies indicated for 
each path of energy flow. 

Engine 

Weapon 

Pulsed Energy Store 
and Charger 

Common Drive System 

Bus 

Fig. 1. Power architecture. 

The sum of the forces acting on the vehicle can be written as follows [1]: 

f thrust = ''gravity     ''windage "*" 'rolling     "^ (1) 

where: m = vehicle mass 

a = vehicle acceleration 

^rolling - m*/y? 

Fgravity = m*g*sin(G) 

F — C * A *\fi r windage ~ W   ^frontal    v 

(we will neglect the rotational inertia effects of the drivetrain here) 

RR is rolling resistance (we will neglect the velocity dependent con- 
tribution to RR) 

g is gravitational acceleration, 9 is grade slope 

V is vehicle velocity 

For steady speed calculations, a = 0, we can rewrite (1) as: 

F,w = m(RR + gsin (9)) + Cd*A/ro/lM/*V2 (2) 

This thrust force can also be derived from the power generated at the ground through the drive system: 

thrust ~ 
effective     ™driv (3) 
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Substitution of (3) into (2) gives a cubic equation in V: 

0 = -^effective *^drive + m(RR+gsin(QW + CdAfrontalV
3 (4) 

The positive real root of this equation is the one of interest, and we solve for it numerically using a 
polynomial root solver in the commercial program Matlab [2]. 

A range of vehicle masses are investigated from 5,000 to 40,000 kg, and the rolling resistance is lin- 
early varied with vehicle mass from between 0.219 N/kg (50 lb/ton) for the 5000 kg vehicle to 0.657 N/kg 
(150 lb/ton) for the 40,000 kg vehicle. All of the vehicles are assumed to have a wind drag coefficient of 
0.5 and their frontal area is assumed to linearly vary from 3 to 6 m2 over the 5,000 to 40,000 kg mass 
range. 

If we assume that the power-to-weight ratio for the vehicles are similar and set it to 0.0147 kW/kg 
(20 hp/ton) we can plot the speed of the vehicle as a function of vehicle mass, weapon charger 
power/effective prime power, and grade of terrain as shown in Fig. 2. 

x10 

Fig. 2. Vehicle velocity as a function of mass, grade, and weapon charging power diversion. 

This plot can be further simplified by nondimensionalizing with respect to the velocity of the vehicle 
with no drive power being diverted to the weapon system, as shown in Fig. 3. Here we confine our view to 
solutions at grades of 0 and 30%. Note that with modest increases in grade, and mass, the curves collapse 
onto a straight line. This is because the grade effect adds with the rolling resistance in the first power of 
velocity in the power Equation (4), and this term is dominant over the V3 term from aerodynamics. The 
greater curvature of the light vehicles at low grades reflects the influence of the cubic term in Equation (4). 

III. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

In order to account for the transient speed effect associated with the inertia of the vehicle (which can be 
significant in the heavier armor applications) we combined the power supply assumptions made above for 
a hybrid electric power train, with a dynamic model of the vehicle which included its inertia [3]. This 
model also included the derivation of weapon power based on the influence of a firing sequence on the 
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pulsed energy storage system. In this way, one could observe the decrease in velocity and measure the 
direct effect of diversion of mobility power in terms of a sustained firing rate for the weapon. 

1 

0.9 
<^§S\^.      ^ 5000 kg 

0.8 c$SSs\\\ 
^\V\^-10,000 kg 

0.7 S^^X\\^\^^- 15,000 kg 
o^. \j\jiKr   >. 

0.6 o^N^\\^v--^' 20-O00k9 
% All weights-"^ ^>^Ni»c*\\ 
J  0.5 o^C\\\ \^- 30,000 kg 

0\ i—>r  \      \ > N^^S\\ 3c-" 40,000 kg 
0.4 "^^S.\\C-^T'^\ 

 0% "^v0\\. \    \ 
0.3 - - 30% 

v^\\ \   \ 
0.2 *v^X\\\ 

"^^s\\ 

0.1 

n 
0.1        0.2        0.3        0.4        0.5        0.6        0.7        0.8        0.9 1 

Weapon Power Ratio 

Fig. 3. Fractional velocity vs. mass, grade and weapon charging power diversion. 

An example of this is shown in Figs. 4a and b where the grade has been set to zero. This case shows the 
40-ton vehicle accelerating to full speed and then firing eight shots. Each shot drains 20 MJ from a pulsed 
power supply which initially contains 60 MJ of available weapon energy. Note that for a pulsed 
power/launcher efficiency of 50%, this represents the equivalent of a 10-MJ muzzle energy. After the 
third shot, the pulsed energy store is depleted of usable energy (we assume that below 60% energy, the 
speed of the pulsed power supply is insufficient to provide adequate voltage to fire these full energy shots) 
and subsequent shots can only be made at a firing rate defined by the available charger power. If the effec- 
tive prime power is completely consumed at the maximum non-shooting velocity, then we can easily 
examine the tradeoff in vehicle velocity vs. firing rate for this vehicle and shot energy. The three time his- 
tories correspond to diversions of 25, 50 and 75% of the vehicle drive power to the weapon system. As 
predicted in the steady state analysis, the speed is reduced in direct proportion to the lost drive power. The 
sustained firing rate increases from 2.3 minutes per round to 45 seconds per round as the weapon power is 
increased from 25% to 75% of available power, and the vehicle is returned to full speed sooner. The 
dynamic analysis graphically shows the tradeoffs involved if one can afford to slow significantly, to 
achieve the higher firing rate and returning to high speed over a shorter period of time. The overall ability 
to cover distance however is invariant among the three cases. The commander's choice in selecting a 
recharge strategy therefore depends on his/her mobility plans (i.e., how fast the vehicle needs to travel), 
and how terrain can be used if a speed reduction is required. 

Examination of the same firing and mobility scenario for the 5-ton vehicle is shown in Figs. 5a and b. 
In this case we have scaled the energy per shot down by a factor of eight following the scaled reduction in 
prime and mobility power. Although a very similar energy storage history results, the mobility penalties 
are reduced due to the reduced level of rolling resistance. Note that in this case, a 50% reduction in 
mobility power only results in an approximately 30% reduction in maximum speed. 

For the assumed power-to-weight ratios, the time constant of the vehicle dynamics was found by com- 
parison of the speed response to step changes in the throttle to a first order exponential response. The time 
constant, x, in the exponential was found to be approximately fifteen seconds regardless of the vehicle 
mass when the two curves were matched at the 2x response time. 
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Fig. 4. (a) and (b) Vehicle and pulsed energy store performance for heavy (40,000 kg) 
conditions (20-MJ stored/shot, 8 shot burst with 3 shots stored). 
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Fig. 5. (a) and (b) Vehicle and pulsed energy store performance for light (5,000 kg) 
conditions (2.5-MJ stored/shot, 8 shot burst with 3 shots stored). 

If firing operations often accompany high speed or high agility maneuvers, the prime mover should be 
sized with some margin to allow substantial weapon charging without heavy impact on mobility. As an 
example, the prime mover could be sized for 50% extra capacity for the weapon. This could allow ade- 
quate weapon recharge rate even when full mobility power is being used. Under normal operating 
conditions however, when full mobility power is not in use, substantially more prime power could be uti- 
lized by the weapon charger, thus extending the effective performance envelope for the whole vehicle. 
Although the behavior can be deduced from Figs. 4 and 5, an example simulation of this characteristic is 
shown in Fig 6. We select the light vehicle displayed in Fig. 5, and apply a 50% margin to the prime 
mover for weapon charging while moving at maximum speed. The firing scenario is altered to consist of 
two quick shots followed by a single shot in the first engagement, then four quick shots in a second 
engagement. Again the energy store is sized for three shots. Note that the last shot of the second engage- 
ment utilizes 50% of the mobility power with only a temporary reduction of approximately 25% in vehicle 
speed. 
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Fig. 6. Vehicle and pulsed energy store performance for light (5,000 kg) conditions (2.5- 
MJ stored/shot, 3 shot engagement followed by a 4 shot engagement with 3 shots stored). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

As one would suspect, the increasing dependence on energy storage to buffer loads and share the prime 
power provide big benefits in reducing prime power requirements provided that the duty cycle for both 
mobility and firing can be bounded over a high percentage of the time. However, this form of optimiza- 
tion can lead to poor performance when the energy store is depleted of usable power as we have shown. In 
no way does the vehicle become incapable of fighting once outside of its design envelope, but rather it 
may fight in a much degraded mode. This should not be a surprise to system designers, and is a direct 
consequence of power supply minimization for a given mission sequence. Relaxation of this optimization 
may result in heavier designs (more prime power or energy storage) with larger envelopes of operation 
and more gently degraded performance associated with ever more autonomous power supplies for the 
weapon and drive system. In general, the restraint on increasing prime power can be both the weight of 
the engine, and the weight of the fuel required for extended operations. Higher efficiency engines, or the 
temporary use of a very high power auxiliary engine, may prove beneficial in cases where engagement 
times are long but infrequent. 

Careful consideration for worst case mission sequences will be required for design of the power system 
for future combat vehicles with electric weapons. Mission planning, as with any new combat system, will 
play a critical role in the effectiveness of these systems. 
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Magnetodynamic Storage as a Main Storage in 
a Diesel-electric Main Battle Tank 

G. Reiner*, P. Ehrhart, M. Heeg, A. M. Jean-Jacques and W. Week 
Magnet-Motor GmbH, Petersbrunner Str. 2, D-82319 Starnberg, Germany 

Abstract — The performance and integration of a Magnetodynamic Storage (MDS) as a main en- 
ergy storage in an electric combat vehicle is described and discussed. 
For an example the following system features have been chosen: Base vehicle: Diesel-electric pro- 
pelled 60 t battle tank; power of the Diesel engine: 1100 kW; main weapon: ETC with 6 MJ electri- 
cal energy per shot (preassuming a pulse storage with a corresponding capacity). 
Based on Magnet-Motor GmbH' s (MM) to the year 2000 extrapolated MDS data and compared 
with the data of the MDS-technology, available in the laboratory today (80 MJ/t, 2.5 MW/t) an MDS 
is defined, which is suitable for mobile operation with 60 MJ stored energy and 3 MW peak power. 
Its suitability for the vehicle's drive and weapon is shown and discussed. One main advantage of an 
onboard-MDS is a significantly increased vehicle mobility. 
Exemplary scenarios are investigated and analysed by evaluating the energy and power balances of 
the MDS and the complete electrical system of the vehicle. 

I. Introduction 

Contemporary concepts envision battle tanks of the future that will be equipped with 
electric drive as well as weapon and protection systems that will either partially or to- 
tally be supplied with electric power. 
The electric energy in the vehicle will be generated either from fossil or chemical fuels, 
for example via a diesel-generator system. The performance of this primary power 
source will mainly depend on the averaged power requirements of the drive system, 
which would be approx. 1 MW to 1.5 MW for a 60 ton class battle tank. 

Electric weapons, such as the electrothermal cannon (ET) or electrothermal-chemical 
cannon (ETC), a laser weapon, a high power microwave weapon or active armour sys- 
tems can not be supplied directly from the primary source of energy. They will require 
an ultrahigh-power storage system specifically designed for the respective weapon. This 
storage system will deliver power pulses to the particular weapon in the range of up to 
10 GW for micro- or milliseconds. But no technology is presently available [1,2] to de- 
sign an ultrahigh-power storage system that can be installed in a tank and that can pro- 
vide not only the necessary pulse power for one discharge but can also store sufficient 
energy for successive discharges. So the energy required for fire bursts or successive 
discharges will have to be supplied from other sources. 
To be able to achieve this, reloading capacities for the pulse storage system in the range 
between 1 MW and 10 MW will be necessary, depending on the tactical demands placed 
on the weapon (firing cadence). This will clearly exceed the rated capacities of the in- 
ternal combustion engine of 1 MW. 

To meet these energy and power requirements, Magnet-Motor GmbH (MM) has devel- 
oped the MDS. The present experimental type of a Magnetodynamic Storage system 
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possesses an energy density of 80 MJ/t and can store sufficient energy not only for a 
sequence of discharges but with its power density rated at 2.5 MW/t it is also able to 
recharge the pulse generating device so that the weapon can be fired in rapid sequence. 
This paper will describe an example of a storage system that will be available around the 
year 2000, and which will possess an energy density of 150 MJ/t and power densities 
exceeding 5 MW/t. 
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Drive 
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Consumers 
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Combustion 

Engine 

Ge- 
ne- 
ra- 
tor 

X_7 
Electric 
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Pulse- 
Forming 
Device 

Electric 
Gun 
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conducting 

Storage 

Electrochem. 
Storage 

Electric 
Armour 

Fig. 1:   Basic concept of a vehicle equipped with diesel generator, electric drive and electric weapons 
supported by a MDS 

Figure 1 displays the basic concept of such a vehicle. The figure also shows that the 
MDS, as a central storage system that possesses both high energy and high power densi- 
ties, can supply all the consumers in the vehicle, that is, not only the weapons systems 
but also the electric drive and secondary internal and external consumers. It can also 
supplant or support the primary power supplier for a period of 50 seconds to minutes. 

These capacities result in redundancies and considerably expanded system properties 
and tactical opportunities, such as high acceleration and mobility, sudden attack from 
cover, reconnaissance from cover with primary power source turned off with full battle 
readiness, crossing rivers or stealth operations. 

II. Magnetodynamic Storage (MDS) 

The MDS system has been de- 
scribed in detail in various publi- 
cations [1,2,3]. The following 
sections will therefore serve as an 
overview only: 

The Magnetodynamic Storage 
system is a flywheel storage unit 
with a vertical rotation axis. The 
rotor is a hollow cylinder and is 
made primarily of carbon fibre 
composite. To make the system 
very compact, the mo- 
tor/generator (M/G) unit is inte- 
grated inside the hollow cylindri- 
cal rotor. 

Fig. 2: Magnetodynamic Storage Units 
I: Test stand unit for demonstration of 80 MJ/5 MW (1994) 
m: Test stand unit for demonstration of 80 MJ / 2.5 MW (1996) 
r: Small series version for application in public buses (Fig. 3) 

The system stores energy when the M/G unit works as a motor and increases the speed 
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of the rotor. The system delivers energy when the M/G unit is switched to generator 
mode, thus reducing the rotor speed. 

For use in vehicles, the MDS is mounted in a housing suspended on cardan-type joints 
(Fig. 2, right hand side). The purpose of this is to reduce the forces acting between the 
rotating MDS masses and the vehicle that is moving in the terrain, thereby tipping the 
MDS rotor axle. 

Magnet-Motor GmbH is systematically continuing the development of energy and 
power densities and the general system properties of MDS systems for use in military 
vehicles according to a research and development plan of the German MOD. The cur- 
rent prototype for laboratory research is the MDS L2, shown in Fig. 2 (center) among 
other models of MDS systems. 

Other MDS types have been successfully been implemented as energy storage systems 
in urban service buses since 1988. Figure 3 shows an example of a diesel-electric bus in 

service in Munich [4]. The 
MDS model installed in this 
bus is shown on the right 
hand side of Fig. 2. 

In order to specify the aims 
of further MDS development 
Tab. 1 gives an overview 
over characteristic data of the 
laboratory type MDS L2 and 
a future component MDS L3. 

Fig. 3: Magnetodynamic Storage MDS K (Fig. 2, right hand side) 
Since 8years operated in diesel-electric or overhead cable supplied 
local public buses 

Existing labo- Discussed 
ratory type example 

MDSL2 MDSL3 

Stored energy MJ 80 60 

Maximum power MW 2.5 3 

Mass kg 1000 400 

Diameter m 0.9 0.7 

Height m 0.85 0.65 

Specific energy MJ/t 80 150 

Specific power MW/t 2.5 7.5 

Tab. 1: Main data of existing (MDS L2) and in 3 years as a labo- 
ratory test model (MDS L3) available MDS-hardware 

The specific data of the MDS 
L3 are 150 MJ/t and 
>5 MW/t. It will be available 
as a laboratory test model in 
approx. 3 years and as a pro- 
totype for use in a vehicle in 
approx. 5 years. The MDS L3 
described in Tab. 1 is consid- 
ered to be the main storage 
system for a 60 ton tank and 
the following sections will 
describe the resulting system. 
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HL Definition of specifications for an electric 60 ton tank 

To display the system properties resulting from the use of an MDS system in a tank, the 
definition of the MDS is now followed by the definition of a vehicle. The selected vehi- 
cle and its properties as well as the performance of the MDS and the electrical consum- 
ers are not to be taken to be suggestions for design and configuration but rather as an 

example to be used to demonstrate 
the features of such a system. 
The vehicle and its components are 
assumed to have the specifications 
listed in Tab. 2. 
The electric power circuit of the 
vehicle is shown in the block dia- 
gram of Figure 4. 

Magnet-Motor GmbH uses a com- 
puter simulation program for this 
type of vehicle. The program 
simulates the energy flow between 
all components of the vehicle. 

Gross weight 60 tons 

Diesel engine power 1,100 kW 

Generator power 1,100 kW 

Tractive force 60 t 

Maximum speed 70 km/h 

Maximum climb rate 60 % 

ETC; energy required from MDS 6 MJ 

Fire repetition rate ETC 4 sec 

Tab. 2: Data of a tracked vehicle, considered as an example 
to demonstrate system features, if a MDS is imple- 
mented 

Results of the computer simulations for this vehicle will constitute the basis for the fol- 
lowing two chapters. 
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Fig. 4: Bloc diagram of the electric power circuit of a diesel-electric tank, equipped with a MDS 

TV. System advantages of an electric MBT having a MDS as a main storage 

When evaluating the utility of an MDS system in an electric main battle tank (MBT), it 
is necessary to evaluate how this storage system can contribute to increase the tactical 
performance of the system. The tactical system performance is determined by several 
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criteria, three of which are relevant for our considerations and will be discussed in the 
following sections. The relevant criteria are 

• Mobility 
• Survivability 
• Firepower 
Additional criteria relevant to the system performance, such as logistics will not be con- 
sidered here. 

Generally speaking, the flexibility of the energy supply on board the vehicle increases 
considerably when using an MDS system, since the MDS can either replace or supplant 
the primary energy source during a period ranging from approx. several dozen seconds to 
several minutes. This means that if the maximum power of the MDS is 3 MW and that of 
the diesel-generator unit is 1 MW, the vehicle will have 4 MW available for a short pe- 
riod of time. This maximum power can serve to supply the vehicle's weapons and active 
defence systems. Since the combined corner power of the drive motors is approx. 6 MW, 
because they are designed to deliver high torque values, the available system power can 
also be used to supply the drive motors, which results in a significant increase in mobil- 
ity. 
The following activities are possible with a vehicle which is equipped with a 
60MJ/3MWMDS: 

• A sufficient supply of energy to the pulse storage units for electric weaponry and ac- 
tive protection systems. 
The electrothermal-chemical gun (ETC) is assumed to require 6 MJ of energy per dis- 
charge, which would mean that the energy stored in the MDS would last for 10 shots 
in this simplified scenario. Going further in detail, one has to take into account that 
the power that can be delivered by the MDS reduces, while the MDS is discharged. 
To be able to deliver for example 1.5 MW, the MDS must still have a reserve of 20 % 
of its rated energy capacity. But this seems to be no serious restriction, because there 
is no need to fire the gun 10 times in succession, so that there is ample opportunity to 
recharge the MDS with the diesel-generator unit. 

• A significant increase in acceleration at all speed ranges. 
As mentioned above, the MDS and the diesel engine can deliver 4 MW for short peri- 
ods of time. Even with the diesel turned off, the vehicle would have considerably 
better acceleration values with the 3 MW maximum power from the MDS than a die- 
sel-electrical and especially a conventional diesel-mechanical vehicle. With 3 MW 
total power, acceleration from 0 to 70 km/h is possible in 6 - 8 s in all kinds of (flat) 
terrain. 

• Considerably increased manoeuverability especially in heavy terrain. 
The MDS can provide the system with maximum power for special manoeuvers, to 
match a sudden threat or to overcome specific conditions of terrain. 

• Ambush action from cover, with diesel engine turned off. 

• Rapid startup of the diesel engine to maximum speed. 
Approximately 1 MJ is necessary to start up the diesel and push it to maximum speed. 
An MDS unit with its enormous power can rapidly accelerate the diesel, extensively 
improving the survivability of the vehicle. 

• Surveillance from safe position with diesel engine turned off and full combat readi- 
ness. 
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The ER. and noise signatures are reduced drastically by turning off the diesel engine. 
The MDS guarantees not only absolute readiness of the ETC but also unlimited avail- 
ability of power to the drives. 
A reduction of fuel consumption and an increase in the operating range result from 
the option to recover the brake energy and to perform an expanded peak levelling 
while travelling. 

Stealth movement option over a distance exceeding 1 km. 
River crossing option with power from the storage unit. 
This possibility offers a decisive reduction in time and logistics as compared to a river 
crossing with a diesel-powered vehicle, because there is no need to funnel in air nor 
funnel out the exhaust fumes. 

Sufficient power for future internal and/or external secondary consumers in turned-off 
mode of the diesel engine, especially if these consumers require high power. 

Redundant system if the diesel engine or the generator should fail 
With the MDS unit a limp home capability is guaranteed with several possibilities of 
proceeding. With a fully charged MDS the vehicle is able to bridge a distance of over 
1 km (to find cover, for example), depending on the situation or terrain conditions. 
For longer distances, it would be possible to connect the crippled vehicle via cable to 
another electric vehicle, which would supply sufficient mid-range power to limp 
home. The MDS would then make it possible to overcome any terrain. 

V. Example of a scenario with successive driving and firing actions 

To illustrate and demonstrate the possibilities, the following chapter and Figure 5 will 
describe a series of actions that can be carried out with the vehicle and MDS example. 
The individual actions are as follows: 

• Reconnaissance from cover position with diesel engine turned off, fully charged MDS 
and fully charged ETC pulse storage unit. 

• Three discharges with the ETC, recharge from the MDS at 6 MJ/4 s. 
• Jump from cover with 1 MW power output from the MDS for 4 seconds. 
• At the same time rapid start-up of the diesel engine via the generator within approx. 2 

sec, with a total of 1 MJ of energy output from the MDS 
• Spurt to next possibility of cover, overcoming a distance of 400 m, with 1.2 MW 

power output from the MDS, for a period of 20 sec, and 1 MW power output from the 
diesel-generator. After the vehicle reaches 60 km/h, part of the power coming from 
the MDS is used to recharge the pulse storage unit of the ETC (6 MJ) for the remain- 
ing seconds, the dash takes. 

• Regenerative braking recovers approx. 4 MJ, which is used to recharge the MDS. 
• The vehicle waits under the new cover and can use the full power of the diesel engine 

to recharge the MDS unit. 
• After a short orientation period under cover, the vehicle's crew can immediately re- 

sume fire with the electric weapons. 
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FigJ: Description of a series of actions that can be carried out with the MDS-equipped electric tank ex- 
ample, and comparison with the drive and acceleration capability of a diesel-mechanical vehicle. 
The upper four parts of the graphic give the assumed actions of the MDS-equipped electric tank. 
The fifth part of this graphic gives the respective action of a diesel-mechanical tank, based on its 
lower system performance. 
The sixth and seventh part show the speed and the power rate of the power supply components of the 
electrical (—) and diesel-mechanical (—) vehicle. 
The bottom illustration shows the energy contents of the MDS during the actions. 
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The actions and their succession as well as a comparison with a diesel-mechanical 
vehicle are shown in Figure 5. The upper illustrations of the figure show the actions and 
the operating states of the respective components. The illustration underneath shows the 
vehicle movement profiles. Below that, the figure displays the MDS and diesel power 
behaviour. Power output from the components is represented with a plus symbol and 
power input to the components with a minus symbol. The bottom illustration shows the 
energy administration of the MDS, based on a fully charged 60 MJ MDS unit. 

VI. Conclusions and outlook 

The discussion of the possibilities resulting for the vehicle used as an example show that 
a vehicle equipped with such a 60 MJ / 3 MW-MDS unit would offer considerable in- 
creases in the quantitative system performance and it would open up new opportunities. 
A weapon with a power requirement of several MJ per discharge requires a storage unit 
that will recharge the pulse system for a succession of discharges because the primary 
power unit (the diesel engine) cannot deliver the necessary power. Even if the primary 
power unit were able to deliver sufficient power, it could do so only with a long delay, 
considering that action should also start from silent surveillance mode. The MDS unit 
would be a substantial advantage also to supply the power for secondary weapons and 
active protection of the vehicle. 
There are drastic advantages in the mobility of the vehicle, because on the one hand, the 
combined power of the diesel engine-generator unit and the MDS unit can be added up 
to 4 MW and on the other hand, the MDS unit alone can provide a maximum of 3 MW 
for silent operation. 
Other advantages related to redundancy of systems or fuel savings as well as for example 
the possibility of crossing rivers enhance the application spectrum of an MDS unit m a 
MBT. 
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